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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

THE ESSENCE OF THE WORKSHOP 

The participants in the Workshop generally 
agreed to the following statements. 

ill There is a real need to establish a National 
Energy Extension Service. 

~ There is a need to establish a credible infor
mation base for energy conservation. 

~ New knowledge about energy conservation is 
needed - both in technical areas and in terms 
of energy systems. 

~ Energy conservation information dissemination 
capabilities are presently inadequate. 

~ Credible procedures for evaluation of energy 
conservation programs are almost nonexistent. 

These themes will be discussed below. 

The 1976 Summer Workshop on Energy Extension 
Services in many ways epitomized the "post-industri
al society" of Harvard sociologist, Daniel Bell 
(cf. Physics Today, p. 46, February 1976). He says 
that: --

"a post-industrial society is basically 
an information society .... The basic resource 
of the post-industrial society becomes theo
retical knowledge, just as the strategic re
source of the industrial society is money 
capital, and the strategic resource of a pre
industrial society is raw material. Thus, just 
as capital and labor frame the problems of an 
industrial society, so information and knowl
edge frame the problems of a post-industrial 
society." 

'The central theme of this Workshop was knowledge 
about energy conservation, how to generate it, how 
to store it and how to disseminate it. 

There is a Need for a Credible Information Base for 
Energy Conservation 

Every program dealing with the concept of an 
Energy Extension Service postulated the existence 
of a credible body of knowledge about energy con
servation. Much of the discussion, however, 
centered on the lack of such information and data 
in specific areas. The organizational plan for 
knOWledge about energy conservation was based on 
the major economic sectors of our society. Although 
this choice led to certain overlaps and redundan
cies, for example in the insulation of residential, 
commercial, industrial, and government buildings, 
it has provided a familiar framework for organiza
tion. There was broad consensus that an authorita-
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tive infonnation source or clearinghouse needs to 
be established to prevent wasteful duplication of 
effort as the Energy Extension Service spreads 
throughout all fifty states. Such a clearinghouse 
system would not be a static inventory of ideas, 
but would then be updated continually as new 
concepts and devices emerge and develop from the 
experimental state to generally accepted practice. 

New KnOWledge about Energy Conservation is Needed-
Both in Technical Areas and In Terms of Energy 
Systems 

~~ny of the Workshop discussions centered on 
current Rand D programs and new ways to implement 
their results. For example, the life>·cycles of 
home appliances need study. New labeling pro
cedures need to be developed which enable the 
consumer to make more energy efficient choices. 
The challenge of introducing a new technology, 
such as solar heating or the storage of ice sludge, 
was also dealt with. 

'The generation of new knowledge has a natural 
home in the Rand D activities of federal labo
ratories, industries, and universities. This 
system is clearly responding to the nation's 
needs for better energy saving methods, new energy 
sources, and an improved understanding of the role 
of energy in our society. 

Energy Conservation Information Dissemination 
CapabIlItIes Are Presently Inadequate 

The primary purpose of this Workshop was to 
review the ways in which the knowledge that has 
been accrued can be passed on to the people who 
need it, want it, and will use it. Such a network 
for dissemination is what is meant by an Energy 
Extension Service. Two approaches to this problem 
were identified: 

~ The indirect approach includes teacher educa
tion, curriculum changes, technician and 
professional skill updating, and similar long 
range methods to use the multiplier effect 
of the classroom to produce changes, and 

~ The direct approach of marketing and adver
tising. Here the person-to-person techniques 
of the agricultural extension's county agent 
system has been copied by those utilities 
which have revamped their marketing divisions 
from selling energy to selling conservation 
measures. Mass media advertising, the intro
duction of "hot lines" to answer questions 
about energy, special courses at adult continu
ing education centers, and a host of other 
>~ Tect marketing techniques were discussed. 

1 each case the essential ingredient was 
identified to be the ability to provide 



believable and accurate information about 
energy conservation. 

Credible Procedures for Evaluation of Program for 
Energy Conservation are Almost Non-Existent 

Some utility companies have begun work on 
"energy audits" and on estimates of how much 
energy is actually saved by conservation programs 
of the kind discussed throughout this workshop. 
They are the first to say how difficult it is to 
obtain objective measures of the energy saved in 
a specific situation, much less in a national 
program. As the new Energy Extension Service 
begins to coordinate the individual programs of 
all fifty states, extreme care and judgment will 
be required to set reasonable, and probably 
different, sets of criteria of program performance. 
These performance criteria will need to be changed 
as the programs mature and develop and as new 
technology and knowledge are applied. A major 
component of the new Service should be a flexible, 
realistic and diversified program of evaluation 
and assessment. 

Other Recurrent Themes 

Several other concerns were repeatedly men
tioned. First came the question of whether the 
adoption of a "conservation ethic" will have an 
adverse impact on economic growth, jobs, and hence 
our standard of living. Several speakers agreed 
that it will not. Next came the common belief of 
the participants that although conservation will 
help to solve our national energy problems, it does 
not obviate the necessity for continued efforts 
to develop new sources of energy. Most of the 
discussions tended to focus on methods to conserve 
energy and how to introduce them to the public. 

BACKGROUND OF THE WORKSHOP 

During the week of July 19-22, 1976 the 
University of California held a Workshop on Energy 
Extension Services on its Berkeley Campus. This 
workshop was organized by the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory and the Council on Energy and Resources 
of the University. It was sponsored by the U.S. 
Energy Research and Development Administration, 
Office of University Programs, the U.S. Federal 
Energy Administration through the California 
Public Utilities Commission, and the California 
Energy Resources Conservation and Development 
Commission. The 143 participants included staff 
from federal and state agencies, private industry, 
utility companies, colleges and universities, 
national laboratories, public interest groups, and 
labor unions. 

The meetings were arranged to deal with five 
topics chosen by an Advisory Committee of recognized 
experts in energy policy at a meeting on June 1, 
1976. These topics were: 

~ a reexamination of the analogy between 
Agricultural Extension and Extended Learning 
Programs and the concept of an Energy Exten
sion Service; 

~ a review and assessment of current programs 
dealing with energy conservation; 
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~ a review of the plans and progra~ in energy 
extension services in a few states; 

• an estimate of the economic impacts of energy 
conservation both in the United States and 
other countries; and 

G an estimate of the economic impacts of energy 
conservation both in the United States and 
other countries; and 

@ a symposium on conservation progrmns that have 
been instituted by utility companies. 

A series of background papers were prepared 
and presented on various aspects of each of these 
topics and these papers have been collected he~e 
as the Proceedings of the Workshop. The order of 
the papers in this volume is not exactly the same 
as their order of presentation during the Workshop. 
However, they are arranged here to preserve the 
logical organization and continuity. 

THE WORKSHOP PROGRAM 

An Examination of Agricultural Extension and 
Extended Learning Programs 

The opening address to the Workshop was given 
by the Honorable Ray Thornton (D.-Ark.), who has 
taken the lead in the U.S. House of Representatives 
in preparing and encouraging the passage of the 
House version of the National Energy Extension 
Service Act which was incorporated into HR-13350 
in its final version. He provided a unique insight 
into the philosophy and thinking that persuaded 
the Congress to accept this authorization legisla
tion. He also dealt with the major concerns that 
conservation programs raise. First he emphasized 
that conservation measures do not reduce the need 
to develop new resources, nor do they imply 
decreased economic activity. Second, conservation 
will go forward with the commercialization of new 
technology and adoption of a "conservation ethic" 
by individuals. In developing these two themes he 
voiced great skepticism about the use of slogans 
and public relations-type gimmicks to achieve the 
program's goals, and he felt there was a great need 
for "face-to-face" encounters between program staff 
and the public to provide individualized assistance 
in the implementation of conservation measures. 
It was this line of thinking that led to comparisons 
with the Agricultural Extension Service and County 
Agent system. 

, After tracing the legislative history, Rep. 
Thornton outlined the four major points of the 
bills passed by Congress. They are: 

@II funds to augment state programs; 

G the requirement that states should design 
their Glvn programs to fit their own local 
needs; 

• the provision that the programs not be limit~d 
to conventional conservation techniques, but 
should be directed toward new technologies 
and sources; and 

• the communication of ideas and results should 
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be a two-way exchange between researchers and 
users. 

The ERDA Authorization Bill was not passed by 
the Congress before adjourning in the Fall of 1976. 
However, the conference report containing program 
guidelines for an Energy Extension Service was 
released and the Appropriation Bill was passed with 
$7.5 million for the first phase of this program. 
It is likely that the program will be approved in 
the Spring of 1977. 

Prof. Doering of Purdue University examined 
the analogy between agriculture and energy exten
sion services. He emphasized that the Agricultural 
Extension Service was designed to transfer tech
nology to widely disbursed, "sole proprietors" of 
relatively small business enterprises. These sole 
proprietors have true Treedom to make choices and 
decisions in a different way than large corporate 
enterprises do. Dean Dorf, of the University of 
California, described extended learning programs 
for adult education. The need to identify care
fully the recipie~ts of, or audiences for, the 
program and the need to tailor the program to 
their needs was stressed. This became a recurrent 
theme of many later speakers. 

The examination of the idea of using agri
cultural extension and extended learning programs 
as a model for the new energy extension service 
was concluded by Commissioner Brooks of Connecticut. 
He and his state had opposed the idea of a new 
Extension Service when it was first suggested, 
feeling that to set up a new, separate bureaucracy 
within a state would be duplicative of efforts 
already underway in school systems, public build
ings, welfare programs and the like. Furthermore, 
a new program could serve asa distraction of 
state administrators' time and effort. These 
objections were largely allayed by the introduction 
of the two points cited above in the final form 
of the legislation which provide for augmentation 
of on-going state programs and local design of each 
individual program by the state. 

A Review of Current Energy Conservation Programs 

The review of the basic premises of an ex
tension service was followed by a review of the 
status of current programs of energy conservation. 
Dr. Maxine Savitz of ERDA/CONSERVATION reviewed 
the current programs of her agency, which will 
administer the Energy Extension Service. t1r. Laugh
lin of Senator Haskell's staff led a discus-
sion of the status of the legislation in Congress 
at the time of the Workshop. Because many of 
the points at issue have since been resolved by 
the actions taken by Congress, we have included 
a copy of the final version of the legislation 
excerpted from the final Conference report rather 
than a transcript of that discussion. 

Dr. Edward Allen of Utah State University 
discussed state and local programs of energy 
conservation in a broadly ranging review of the 
problems encountered at that level of government. 
He also coined a new word for the English language 
and the Workshop. The word, Conservagy, is a meld
ing of conserve and energy ana refers to that 
energy which does not have to be used because it 

was saved by SOme conservation measure such as 
home insulation. 

Mr. Foster of the California Energy Commission 
next described California's broad-ranging plan for 
energy conservation. While this plan was not 
considered to be representative of other states, 
it does provide a specific example of the kinds of 
activities that are under way and planned at this 
level of government. The Energy Commission plan 
hopes to cut down on energy usage in the state 
by 5% in the coming year and this cut will be in 
addition to the decreases of other programs. 

The next set of papers deals with energy 
conservation in the various sectors of the economy. 
Prof. Sinden of Princeton talked of the experiments 
performed by his group on a 3000-unit housing 
development known as Twin Rivers. They have found 
that the amount of gas used for heating identical 
housing units can vary as much as a factor of 2, 
depending on the habits of the people living there. 
Thermal insulation in the attic and tightly sealed 
windows can cut down on the heating bill by 25%, 
and other opportunities for savings include 
properly designed windows and shades for better 
use of sunlight, more efficient heating plants, 
more efficient appliances, less use of hot water, 
and changes in people's habits of energy use. 

Agriculture was discussed by Prof. Koenig 
of Michigan State University; residential programs 
by Prof. Sinden of Princeton University; commercial 
buildings by Mr. Dubin of New York City; and 
industry by Dr. Berg of ~hine. The transportation 
sector was omitted due to an unavoidable problem 
rather than by choice. This review session was 
rounded out by a discussion of current demonstra
tion projects in solar energy by Dr. Weingart of 
the University of California. 

State Programs and Plans for Energy Extension 
Servlces 

The Workshop then turned to Energy Extension 
Service programs that are under way or planned in 
several states. Not all programs were reported, 
but a fair sampling of these activities was 
achieved. Prof. Riter of Texas A and M University 
reported his university's efforts based on an on
going agricultural extension program. This new 
energy program was initiated by a $2 million 
appropriation by the Texas legislature for a two
year period. The fact that universities would 
rather do, and are better at, research than public 
service programs was a clearly identified hazard 
for action programs based in universities. Never
theless an energy advisory service based on 
continuing education, curriculum and instruction, 
extension services, and field services was 
developed. The essence of each of these activity 
areas was a strong energy information service. 
The Texas experience leads to the conclusion that 
a well-defined organizational structure, strong 
management, and up to three years with solid fund
ing are important aspects of setting up such a 
service. 

Prof. Shelley of the New York Institute of 
Technology on Long Island reported on a newly 
launched energy extension service program in a 



metropolitan setting. This program is also firmly 
based on a strong energy information service and 
concentrates its efforts on transmitting knowledge, 
information and technical assistance to residents 
of the several surrounding states. The objectives 
of this program are to evaluate channels for 
distribution of conservation measures to end users, 
to test various approaches in the distribution of 
this information to small energy conswners, and to 
develop a system for measuring the secondary in~acts 
of energy conservation outreach programs. Several 
novel ideas such as an energy "hot line" to answer 
questions from the public and face-to-face discus
sions over closed circuit television to nearby 
cities will be tried in order to provide individual 
interactions without having agents traveling into 
the field. 

Prof. Farace of Michigan State University 
explained his home state's plans to carry out a 
detailed market analysis of those audiences that 
should be contacted. The emphasis of this approach 
will be on keeping a diverse set of audiences in
formed and involved in the nation's energy problems 
and policies. Again a strong factual information 
base serves as the foundation for this program. 
Here the point was made that the information must 
not only be correct, but also must be perceived by 
these diverse audiences as credible and worth act
ing upon. The management and evaluation of such 
an "energy improvement" program was outlined brief
ly, and emphasized the need for sophisticated 
evaluation procedures to judge the impact of such 
programs . 

Dr. Craig of the University of California 
discussed the possibility of selecting three or 
four test cities throughout the state and concen
trating the available resources to establish energy 
extension service programs in them. Local govern
ment would serve as the focus of coordination in 
each city and would insure rapid response and 
sensitivity to local needs. Each trial city would 
have a unique program of conservation, tailored to 
its needs and opportunities. The essential role 
of the Extension Service would be to provide co
ordination between a multitude of energy conserva
tion programs in each community and to evaluate 
their efficacy. The public utilities of California 
are making significant advances in Energy Audit 
programs and have several hundred technical rep
resentatives who are promoting conservation in the 
field. Weatherization for low income housing is 
being provided by the U.S. Community Service 
Agency (formerly Office of Economic Opportunity) in 
cooperation with the Federal Energy Administration, 
and the U.S. Agriculture Department has a number 
of related conservation programs for farmers. Each 
of these private, federal and corresponding state 
agencies' programs would be coordinated within the 
local community. The university would provide the 
essential, credible information base and research 
capabilities that have been identified above as 
essential to such programs. The paper includes 
a number of tables showing the potential for 
reducing energy conswnption and peak power by up to 
50% of present use and with typical annual returns 
on investment of up to 40%. 
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The Economic Conservation 

The next group of papers explored the economic 
impacts of energy conservation and was introduced 
by Mr. Schipper of the lhiversity of California 
with a discussion of the meaning of conservation. 
He stressed the need to consider all aspects of 
energy savings and included the cases of home insu
lation and more efficient refrigerators as examples. 
Not only would these measures decrease the nation's 
dependence on foreign oil, but they could make a 
substantial difference in the nwnber of electric 
generating plants that would be needed in the 
future. He also made the point that the manufacture 
of energy-saving devices is more labor intensive 
than the energy production industry and therefore, 
a conservation program should improve the nation's 
unemployment problem. In a brief comparison be'
tween the energy conservation programs under way 
in the United States and Sweden, he emphasized 
the substantial commitment of Sweden to implement 
conservation with government expenditures of about 
$200 million on home weatherization and retrofitting 
alone. When it is remembered that the population 
of Sweden is only about 1/15 that of the United 
States, the magnitude of this effort is truly 
impressive. Dr. Sonenblum of U.C.L.A. then provided 
as assessment of the possible impact of energy 
conservation on the gross national product. He 
showed that per capita energy conswnption is not 
increasing as rapidly as some have claimed in~e 
past, and that overall energy consumption has been 
due more to population growth, than to per capita 
increases in energy use.' After considering a nwnber 
of similar factors he concludes there is no a priori 
expectation that a declining conswnption of energy 
would cause a decline in the GNP. Instead he finds 
that the GNP is much more apt to be influenced by 
basic demographic and economic changes, such as 
population growth and productivity improvement. 
"The energy influence on GNP is secondary and 
indirect." 

Prof. Hannon of the University of Illinois 
discussed the impact of energy conservation on 
employment. He described in some detail a planned, 
"conserver" society and what its choice implies 
about our future. 

Mr. Park of the California State Building 
and Construction Council gave a quite different 
view of the employment picture as seen by a trade 
union official. He made it clear that in his view 
and in that of his union, continued economic growth 
was necessary for full employment. If energy 
conservation were to cut back the economy, they 
would oppose it. Although most of his union's 
members are outdoorsmen and favor conservation of 
the seashore and mountain areas of California for 
recreational purposes, they do not want all develop
ment and building in those areas to be stopped. 
They are opposed to "over-regulation" of these 
areas. 

Energy Conservation Programs in Other Countries 

The next group of papers dealt with an inquiry 
into the ways in which other developed nations 



have dealt with energy conservation to reduce per 
capita consumption. Prof. Lichtenberg of the 
University of California presented a very careful 
comparison of the situation in Western Europe 
and the United States with emphasis on Sweden. 
His work on Sweden was amplified by Dr. Doernberg 
of the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Mr. Stilesjo 
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering then 
described the bill on Energy Conservation adopted 
by the Swedish Parliament. It provided 360 million 
skr for a three-year program divided into six parts: 
energy use in industrial processes, energy use in 
transport and communications, energy use in heating 
buildings, recycling of energy used to produce 
manufactured goods, energy production, and general 
energy system studies. One can conclude from a 
simple comparison of per capita consumption of 
energy in different countries that it is possible 
to live with a comfortable standard of living with
out using more than a fraction of the present U.s. 
per capita rate. There are extremely useful tech
niques and programs used in other countries to 
conserve energy and the U.S. would profit by 
considering them carefully. 

Conservation Programs Sponsored by Utilities 
Companies 

This portion of the Workshop was supported 
by the Federal Energy Administration and the Cali
fornia Public Utilities Commission. It was designed 
to highlight the substantial efforts that the 
public utilities companies are making. Mr. Reed 
of the Public Service Company of Colorado opened 
the session with a review of his company's program 
of retrofitting homes with better insulation. This 
program provides for initial estimates of instal
lation costs and energy savings by utility person
nel, provides a choice of six installation con
tractors to do the job, an inspection of the job 
after installation of the insulation material, and 
a monthly payment added to the homeowner's utility 
bill. The program has been reasonably successful 
and has certainly created a strong sense of public 
good will toward the company. The program of the 
National Association of Regulated Utility Companies 
to perform a comprehensive study of rates was 
described by Mr. Leo of Mid-South Utilities. There 
are ten task forces at work on rate experiments, 
costing for peak load pricing, peak load rate 
making, and so on. This study will hopefully lay 
the ground work for a new set of consumer education 
and conservation progrffins in the near future. The 
success of these new programs will not only depend 
on the cooperation of the consumer, but on such 
mundane practicalities as kilowatt or time-of-day 
which is costing no more than the millions of kilo
watt meters now installed in American homes. 

The theme of residential conservation programs 
was pursued by .Mr. Cooper of the F.G. and E. Compa
ny. He traced several programs that have been 
under way for the past few years in collaboration 
with the Sears Roebuck Compfmy for home insulation 
installation. These progrffins are similar to those 
of the Southern California Gas Company's, as re
ported by Mr. Miller. The noteworthy difference 
was that Mr. Miller was able to present a chart 
of the results of their program. By plotting 
actual corrected "firm meter sales" data from 
before the start of their program to the present, 

they can sho>" that the upward trend in sales was 
reversed by their efforts. 

Mr. Winders of the Engineering Services Compa
ny (ESCO) provided a somewhat different insight to 
saving energy in the operation of large buildings 
and complexes. The techniques and training programs 
of this firm are being adopted in various parts of 
the country with great energy and dollar savings. 

Energy audits are an important facet of these 
conservation programs and Mr. Hamrick of San Diego 
Gas and Electric Company illustrates their use in 
describing the efforts of his utility. He cited 
eXffiTIPles of substantial savings in laundries and 
schools as an illustration of the implementation 
of their overall program plan. 

Water Conservation and 

The role of water conservation and its relation 
to energy conservation is of vital concern to 
western states. Mr. Koyasako of the California 
Water Resources Board focused his talk on residen
tial water use and, because 74% of this water is 
used in the bathroom, he narrowed his attention on 
this area. One can calculate that saving one gal
lon of hot water at 10S.F saves from 500 to 1000 
BTU, while a gallon of cold water saves from 10 to 
100 BTU in energy used to pump and treat it. The 
reduction of water consumption saves energy used 
for hot water heaters, pumps to distribute water 
through the mains, and for pre- and post-treatment 
of the water. The greatest energy savings come 
from restricting the amount of water used in hot 
showers by inserting flow restrictors. A numerical 
estimate was carried out to show that this kind of 
simple measure could save as much as 8.S million 
barrels of oil per year for the State of California. 
Clearly, "saving water saves energy saves money." 

Mr. Baker of Gretzinger and Weatherby pursued 
this theme and gave detailed data to substantiate 
the value of saving water and presented typical 
quantitative data for an "average" family of four. 
He also presented some case histories to illustrate 
the advantages of new technological advances in 
"microphore" toilets, the "minuse" shower, and 
so on. He made a persuasive case for introducing 
new technologies into our home plumbing system. 

The recently drought-plagued area of Marin 
County in Northern California has instituted a 
number of stringent measures to cope with their 
water shortage, as reported by Mr. Nelson of the 
North Marin Water District. 

Innovations and New Ideas for Energy Conservation 

Mr. Goldstein of the Lawrence Berkeley Labo
ratory reported on a study to determine the total 
cost of a home appliance throughout its entire 
life cycle. They find large savings in money 
and energy are possible with a vigorous labelling 
and fact-sheet program. Despite our voluntary 
labelling program, only 1/4 of appliances for sale 
in a Bay Area survey actually carry labels. Thus 
refrigerators selling for the same price, e.g., 
$500, may use as much as 200 k~h/mo, or as little as 
100 kWh/mol Over 20 years of use, this makes a dif
ference of nearly $1000 in life cycle cost--a con-



siderable motivation for the consumer to do com
parison, if we will just help him with the facts. 
The State of California has now required that 
typical 16 cu ft refrigerator-freezers shall use 
less than 122 kWh/mo starting Oct./1979, with an 
interim ceiling of 155 kWh/mo starting Oct./1977. 
Ten year's sales of more efficient appliances can 
save the state 500 MW of peak demand by 1985, and 
pay for themselves several times over in energy 
savings. The results of studies such as this 
epitomized the first step of the Energy Extension 
Service Method. First reliable facts are obtained, 
then the consumer public is educated to use these 
facts, and finally their adoption will lead to 
changes in purchasing habits and even in life
styles. 

The final paper on storing chilled water to 
diminish peak electric demand for air conditioning 
was presented by Prof. Rosenfeld of the University 
of California. Here a new way to use available 
technology was explored and the calculations show 
promise. 
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Conclusion 

The workshop was designed to bring together 
the widest possible range of individuals and repre
sentatives of institutions cOTI]llitted to the conser
vation of energy at every level of our society. 
These proceedings reflect that diversity and 
concern, and bring together in a single volume the 
many ways that are being tried to conserve energy. 
The concept of an Energy Extension Service can 
work and may make it possible to coordinate the 
efforts of many disparate parts of our society to 
achieve this goal. It is our hope that this volume 
will contribute to this process. 

Paul P. Craig 
Arthur H. Rosenfeld 
Carl M. York 

-Editors-
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THE NEED FOR A COORDINATED NATIONAL ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE 

Han. Ray Thornton (D. - Arkansas) 

It is a real privilege for me to be here 
today at this great university and participate 
in this seminar. 

I understand that the seminar will continue 
through most of the week and will be focused upon 
energy conservation in general and the goals and 
purposes of energy extension services in particular. 
It is commendable that the seminar is directed 
to these concerns, for as we all know, energy 
conservation is a relatively new priority for 
the United States and the concept of an energy 
extension service quite a new method of achieving 
conservation goals. 

Before turning directly to the concept of 
an Energy Extension Service, I would like to 
stress two points which I believe are central 
to any discussion of energy conservation. 

First, the need for an effective energy 
conservation effort does not in any way minimize 
the need to develop new and alternative sources 
of supply. Even with maximum conservation 
efforts, the United States must develop new 
supplies of energy in order to maintain and 
improve our standard of living and support an 
expanding economy. 

Second, energy conservation need not and 
should not carry with it the connotation of 
restricted economic activity or reduced standards 
of living. If the nation does not develop an 
adequate energy resource base, reduced standards 
of living and restricted economic activity may be 
imposed upon us, but approached in the right way, 
energy conservation can make a positive contribu
tion to our economy and improve living conditions. 

There are, to be sure, some areas in which 
our energy conswnption can be curtailed in the 
strict sense without adverse economic impact. 
I, personally, think that smaller automobiles 
which obtain better gas mileage fall in this 
category. But the more important goal is not to 
use less fuel but to use energy more efficiently. 
That is the national goal toward which I believe 
that an energy extension service should be 
directed. 

My introduction of H.R. 1109l, The National 
Energy Extension Service Act, was motivated by 
a recognition of the inadequacies and lack of 
a coordinated approach in present energy programs. 

Specifically, I am concerned that the 
Nation is not moving rapidly enough to implement 
conservation and to encourage the commercializa
tion of new energy technologies. 

We have taken some tentative actions to 
reduce conswnption -- such as implementing the 
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55 m.p.h. speed limit -- and State Energy 
Conservation Plans are being developed under the 
Energy Policy and Conservation Act. But the 
fact remains, as the Assistant Administrator of 
the Federal Energy Administration admitted before 
a Science and Teclmology subcommittee, that in 
1975 we realized an energy use reduction of only 
1 percent as a result of conservation efforts. 
The more substantial reduction came from effects 
of reduced economic activity in a recession
plagued economy. 

In the area of new technologies, ERDA has 
an extensive research program, and the Congress 
has under consideration loan guarantees to 
encourage development and tax incentives to 
stimulate use. But these programs have not yet 
been implemented nor have they been made known 
on a widespread basis to the public. 

In order to be truly effective, any compre
hensive conservation program and the widespread 
adoption of new technologies must be based upon 
a strong conservation ethic in the private 
sector -- in the millions of individual citizens 
and thousands of small businesses, commercial 
establishments, and agricultural enterprises 
throughout the Nation. 

Because we were accustomed to the ready 
abundance of cheap energy in the past, developing 
that conservation ethic will not be easy. And 
I am convinced that this cannot be accomplished 
by reliance upon slogans, billboards and other 
mass-media campaigns. 

What is required is an active face-to-face 
relationship with energy consumers, to help them 
recognize energy conservation opportunities 
and just as important to assist them in in~lementing 
energy-conserving practices and technologies. 

The face-to-face encounters and individualized 
assistance seem to me to be the key to success in 
government-sponsored energy conservation and tech
nology transfer efforts and the essential compo
nent of an extension service program. 

We have in this country a highly successful 
model on which to base an energy extension 
service. That model is the agricultural exten
sion program which for many years has provided 
to farm families information and assistance in 
the growth and cultivation of crops, farm and home 
management and many other areas. To cite just 
one example, the agricultural extension program 
was instrumental in the quick and widespread 
adoption of hybrid seeds. 

A carefully devised energy extension service 
can fulfill the same role throughout a large 
segment of the energy-consuming public. 



I understand it to he one of the chief 
purposes of this workshop to examine and evaluate 
the kinds of services which an energy extension 
service can provide, to reach, that is, some 
tentative conclusions about which sectors of 
the economy should he the prime targets of such 
programs, and the kinds of activities which will 
hring about the greatest changes in energy use 
patterns. 

Toward that end, a review of action which has 
been taken in Congress and the development 
undergone already by the energy extension service 
concept should be useful. 

My own ideas along these lines began to 
develop early in 1975, a time when the nation 
was faced hoth with a shortage of energy and a 
serious economic recession. I was impressed 
that the programs which were being proposed to 
deal with widespread unemployment and those 
being suggested to alleviate energy shortages 
were not well coordinated, even though the 
problems of energy and the economy were closely 
intertwined. The government considered, for 
instance, large scale public works employment 
without considering how public works employment 
might be directed toward the development of new 
energy resources and facilities or toward energy 
conservation efforts. And it still seems to me 
that the nation missed a tremendous opportunity 
by failing to develop, early on, a coordinated 
program for energy conservation and development 
and the economy. 

Even so, an awareness grew during this 
period of the need for an effective energy conser
vation policy. In June of 1975, the House 
Committee on Science and Technology, in its Report 
on the ERDA authorization legislation, directed 
the Energy Research and Development Administration 
to report back to Congress on the feasibility of 
establishing an Energy Extension Service, and 
similar language was adopted in the companion 
Senate Report. 

The Committee Report did not impose any 
organizational requirements upon ERDA or specify 
particular areas of inquiry, but it did reflect 
several themes which have recurred often in the 
subsequent consideration of the concept by the 
Science and Technology Committee. 

First, the Report pointed out the necessity 
of creating and maintaining greater public 
awareness and participation if any of our national 
energy programs, however well-intentioned, are 
to be successful. 

Second, it pointed out that assistance should 
be made available on an individualized basis, 
by means of short courses, workshops, conferences, 
and personal consultations. 

Third, the Report noted that models existing 
in state governments, colleges and universities, 
and the Agriculture Extension Service could be 
utilized and expanded upon to reach target audi
ences, with the implication that entirely new 
bureaucratic structures should be avoided if at 
all possible. 
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However, ERDA has not yet formally reported 
back to the Committee, and on October 9, 1975, 
convinced that more specific direction to the 
administrative agency and a more thorough examina
tion by Congress were necessary, I introduced 
H.R. 10154, the Energy Extension Service Act of 
1975. The legislation was co-sponsored by 
Congressman Teague, Chairman of the Science and 
Technology Committee, Congressman Mike McCormack, 
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Energy Research, 
Development, and Demonstration, and Congressman 
George Brown of California, Chairman of the Sub-
cOflnni ttee on Environment and the Atmo?phere. 
Subsequently, I introduced an identical bil], 
H.R. 11091, co-sponsored by several additional 
members of the House, and it was that bill which 
became the vehicle for hearings and markup. 

H.R. 11091, as introduced, would establish 
in ERDA an Energy Extension Service headed by a 
Director responsible to the Administrator. 

The bill directed the Service to establish 
and implement a "comprehensive program for the 
identification, development, and demonstration 
of energy conserving practices, techniques, 
materials and equipment," and directed that the 
program be focused upon two primary target areas: 

!! (1) agricultural, commercial, 
and small business operations, 
and 

(2) new and existing residential, 
commercial or agricultural 
buildings or structures." 

The bill provided for the establishment of 
local energy extension service offices to carry 
out its conservation mission and required that the 
programs include 

"(1) specific studies and recommen
dations applicable to indivi
dual residences, businesses, 
and agricultural or commercial 
establishments; 

(2) demonstration projects; 

(3) distribution of studies and 
instructional materials; 

(4) seminars and other training 
sessions for State and local 
government officials and the 
public; and 

(5) other public outreach programs." 

It was the intention to leave to ERDA suffi
cient flexibility to deal with the administrative 
details of the program while at the same time 
requiring ERDA to provide the kind of individualized 
assistance and face-to-face contact envisioned 
rather than a media campaign or a large-scale 
program conducted by the national office. 

It was also recognized that the Committee 
hearings would be facilitated if the bill was not 



burdened with unnecessary detail and that the 
hearings themselves should provide the basis 
for any refinement of the language of the bill 
which might be needed, 

Congressman McCormack asked me to chair a 
series of hearings on the bill, held in late 
March, and the Subcommittee received testimony 
from the Administration, the Office of Technology 
Assessment, and representatives of a broad range 
of consumer groups, state universities, and state 
and local governments. 

The hearings developed a comprehensive 
record which I believe supports the establishment 
of national extension service effort, While 
there were differing views as to how the program 
should be implemented whether through ERDA, 
through the states or directly by colleges and 
universities there was broad agreement that a 
more effective conservation effort is needed and 
that encouragement, direction, and financial 
support from the Federal Government is essential 
for an effective nationwide effort. 

In fact, the only negative testimony received 
by the Subcommittee was that of the Administration 
representatives, specifically those from the 
Federal Energy Administration, who expressed the 
concern that an extension service program might 
be duplicative of existing government programs 
and that specific authorizing legislation would 
be premature. 

ERDA, although not expressing reservations 
as strongly as the FEA, took the position that 
the Agency has sufficient authority under existing 
law to develop an extension program. ERDA's 
position, in my view, is not an unreasonable one, 
since its legislative mandate includes a conserva
tion effort. However, in view of the position 
expressed by other Administration witnesses, the 
Science Committee feels strongly that specific 
authorization and direction is required to assure 
that an aggressive and effective program will be 
quickly implemented. 

The Energy Subconuni ttee completed markup of 
the legislation and a clean bill, H.R, 13676, 
was subsequently ordered reported from the full 
Conll11i ttee. For those of you who may be interested, 
copies of the report on the bill, which contains 
a fuller description of its provisions than I can 
give here today, should be available within the 
next few days. 

In the marked-up bill, the Committee has 
incorporated many of the specific suggestions 
made by our witnesses and has attempted to reinforce, 
in the report, the recurring themes of the 
testimony. 

For exmnple, one of the clearest messages 
of the hearings was that there are a number of 
existing programs at the state and local level 
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which, under various names and by several techniques, 
are doing extension service work. The City of 
Jacksonville, Florida has conducted a far-sighted 
program, one which included energy audits of 
individual homes, as has the Urban Observatory in 
San Diego. 

A number of colleges and universities, such 
as the University of Tennessee, have utilized 
their existing extension capabilities and 
their departments of science and engineering 
to provide assistance to small businesses and 
individuals. 

State governments, too, have carried on a 
number of promising programs, one of the best 
examples being the Pennsylvania Technical 
Assistance Program (PEl\TNTAP). 

These programs include widely varying approaches, 
and by their diversity provide case studies on 
the kinds of approaches which a national extension 
service effort will find most effective. The 
COnll11on problems of these programs have been, 
first, that they are typically operated on limited 
and tenuous sources of funding, and, second, that 
there has been too little of the kind of national 
coordination which would enable individual 
programs to learn from the efforts of others. 

Probably the most important changes by the 
Committee between H.R. 11091, as introduced, 
and H.R. 13676, as reported, were made to take 
into account these existing programs. Although 
existing efforts have not been widespread enough, 
it would be short-sighted, the Conunittee felt, 
to replace them with a new totally federalized 
program. 

The Committee developed, instead, a unique 
plan to allow the States to develop and implement 
their Ql,ill extension service plans under guidelines 
prepared by ERDA and under the agency's general 
supervision and direction. 

Allowing the states to develop their own 
programs should insure that differences in needs 
and requirements in different areas of the nation 
will be taken into account. It should also allay 
the concern which has often been expressed -
and which I share -- about the creation of a new 
Federal bureaucracy. At the same time, the 
provisions for Federal guidelines and direction 
should assure that the effort is a national one, 
addressing needs which are not limited to any 
region or segment of the economy and which have 
a bearing on other national energy efforts. 

The state programs themselves, in turn, 
should not have to be created from whole cloth, 
for the states are directed to utilize, to the 
optimum extent practicable, programs existing 
within the states. 

With the f-unding authorized for the program -
50% to be distributed pro-rata to each state and 
50% on the basis of population, it is anticipated 
that all, or certainly most, of the states 
would submit plans to ERDA for approval. 
Should, however, a state fail to submit a plan or 
should a state's plan not be brought into COmpJiM 
ance with the ERDA guidelines, ERDA is authorized 
and directed to develop and implement a plan for 
that state under similar requirements for the 
utilization of existing programs and facilities. 

Two other aspects of the reported bill 
deserve a special menti on. The Commi ttee intends, 



and I very strongly feel, that the extension 
service program should not be limited to conven
tional conservation techniques or practices. 
It should also be directed toward the utilization 
of new energy technologies and supplies, such as 
solar heating and cooling devices. 

The second point, really a corollary of the 
first, is that the stream of cOTInnunication should 
not flow in one direction only, but should flow 
from the energy consumer to the research establish
ment and government planners as well as from the 
laboratory to the field. 

One of the questions which some members of 
the Committee and supporters of the bill raised, 
was which agency would be most appropriate to 
oversee an extension service program. It was 
decided that one of the strongest arguments in 
favor of ERDA supervision is its responsibility 
for developing new technologies. That responsi
bility can be carried out fully only if ERDA's 
research efforts are well attuned to the real 
needs of the ultimate user and only if the ultimate 
user is made aware of the results of our research 
program. 

This capability for transmitting information 
both from and to the research establishment is 
one of the strongest arguments for placing the 
extension service effort under ERDA's general 
supervision. 

On the other hand, leaving the implementation 
of the program to the states -- or local agencies 
and institutions designated by the states, should 
encourage a kind of local acceptance and participa
tion which might be lacking if the program were 
actually operated by the federal agency. 

ERDA is a well-known agency in Washington in 
spite of its short existence, because of its 
spearhead role in dealing with energy. It has to 
be recognized, however, that to many citizens 
not associated with the federal government or 
familiar with its bureaucratic structure, the 
acronym ERDA has very little meaning. Certainly 
people are more likely to be familiar with their 
o,vn local college or university, or state or local 
agency which already has a presence in the 
community. 

We have tried to assure, in the reported 
bill, that local groups and individuals can parti
cipate in the state planning process as well as in 
implementation of the program. To assure this, 
the Governor of each state is required to invite 
comment and participation in the development of 
the state plan to be submitted to ERDA. 

Let me make one further point about the state 
plan concept. Al though the Governor will play the 
central role in the development of the state plan, 
the bill does not require that all funding for 
a state be funneled through the state government. 
Should, for example, the state plan provide that 
the program would be operated by the state univer
sities or land grant colleges, funding could be 
passed through directly to those institutions. 

This provision is intended, again, to discou
rage the growth of unnecessary bureaucracies at 
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the state as well as the Federal level. Quite 
strict limitations are placed on administrative 
expenses for the same reasons. The Committee 
hopes for and expects a rapid implementation of 
actual extension work. 

Earlier I mentioned that one of my initial 
concerns was the lack of a coordinated approach to 
energy conservation. It is my hope -- and that 
of the Science and Technology Committee -- that 
the Extension Service can lead to a better 
coordination not just of the existing efforts 
at the state and local level, but within the 
Federal government as well. 

Most of you are no doubt aware of the 
Weatherization Program in the Community Services 
Administration, as well as programs initiated 
by the Department of Commerce, Federal Energy 
Administration, and others. Some important work 
is being done, directed at a number of target 
groups, but there is some feeling that the 
programs have not been planned as a part of a com
prehensive national policy. By requiring coordina
tion with existing programs and consultation with 
other departments of the Federal government, the 
Committee believes that both new and existing 
Federal efforts can be made more effective. 

In addition to the Extension Service bill 
itself, there are several other relevant bills 
pending in Congress. 

Senator Dale Bumpers of Arkansas introduced 
a companion bill to H.R. 11091 in the Senate and 
chaired hearings in the Senate Interior and Insular 
Affairs Committee. Later that committee added 
provisions similar to the House bill -- though 
differing in some respects -- to the Fiscal 
Year 1977 ERDA authorization legislation. 

Meantime, in the House Science and Technology 
Committee, I sponsored an amendment to the 1977 
ERDA authorization providing $10 million for the 
extension service program. The respective ERDA 
authorization bills have passed both houses, and 
I am confident that funding will be included in 
the legislation finally enacted. 

The major question at this point seems to 
be exactly in what form the authorizing legislation 
will be approved by the conference committee. 

I have been gratified at the support which 
the extension service concept has gathered in 
recent months, and I am optimistic the Congress 
will complete action before the end of the session. 
While the funding available for fiscal year 1977 
will be limited, it should be sufficient to get 
the program under way. 

This conference should be of great benefit in 
delineating the kinds of services the extension 
service can best provide, and I hope that during 
the course of the week, those of you working in 
extension service work will have the opportunity 
to share ideas and plans. There are tremendous 
opportunities for energy conservation, and the 
nation has a great need for it. I hope those of 
us in government and the public will be wise 
enough to undertake the necessary programs. 



WHAT IS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION? AND HOW MIGHT ITS 
EXPERIENCE RELATE TO AN ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE? '" 

Otto C, Doering III 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Purdue University 

INTRODUCTION 

There are any number of formal descriptions 
of the Cooperative Extension Service. These come 
complete with statements of its mission, organiza
tion charts and lists of its accomplishments. 
tlost of these items are missing here. The attempt 
is to take a different descriptive slice and analyze 
the Cooperative Extension Service on the basis of 
the informal aspects of its organization and the 
actual activities of its personnel. 

The traditional mission of the Cooperative 
Extension Service has been the transfer of tech
nology to sole proprietors of agricultural 
enterprises widely dispersed across the nation. 
The designation "sole proprietor" is important. 
In a sole proprietorship the full range of decisions 
affecting the enterprise are reserved for the 
individual who owns and operates it. Virtually 
all decisions were left to this individual until 
recent years. Few of the consequences of his 
actions could spillover and have negative effects 
upon others with farms widely dispersed and remote 
from population centers. The fact that the 
Cooperative Extension Service was dealing with 
individuals and enterprises with true freedom of 
choice indicates a great deal about the way it 
had to operate to be effective. 

The original focus of the Smith-Lever Act, 
which created the Cooperative Extension Service in 
1914, was clearly rural. However, debates in 
Congress and specific portions of the act broadened 
the scope of operation well beyond the direct 
concerns of agricultural production. Almost 
equal attention was given to the well being of 
the rural household, and this is now reflected 
in the current activities of the Extension 
Service. Beyond that, the Smith-Lever Act indicates 
the obligation of the Cooperative Extension 
Service to provide: 

"Assistance and counseling to 
local groups in appraising resources 
for capability of improvements in 
agriculture or introduction of industry 
designed to supplement farm income; 
. . . cooperation with other agencies 
and groups in furnishing all possible 
information as to existing employment 
opportunities, particularly to farm 
families having underemployed workers 
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The charge given by Representative Lever to 
the Extension Agent was that he was 

"to assume leadership in every 
movement, whatever it may be, the aim 
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of which is better farming, better 
living, more happiness, more education 
and better citizenship."Z 

Given this latitude it should not be surprIsIng 
that activities other than those associated with 
agriculture and natural resources are taking an 
increasing share of Extension staff effort. In 
1975 this effort was divided as follows: 21% for 
home economics, 32% for 4-H and youth, 8% for 
community resource development and 39% of staff 
time for the traditional agriculture and natural 
resources. 

In recent years rather specific educational 
tasks have been given to the Extension Service by 
Congress and by federal agencies. More often than 
not these have been in areas outside of the tradi
tional view of Extension. One of these has been 
Extension's Expanded Food and Nutrition Education 
Program. This was specifically mandated by 
Congress following successful pilot demonstrations 
at several Land Grant Universities. Approximately 
one quarter of the federal funds for the Coopera
tive Extension Service are designated for this 
program. This educational effort reaches urban 
and rural low income families through the medium 
of locally recruited paraprofessional aides. 
Federal legislation was specific with respect to 
the goals, clientele and delivery system for 
this program. 

The cooperative agreement with the Environ
mental Protection Agency for the training and 
certification of applicators of pesticides would 
be an example of a Cooperative Extension program 
for a Federal agency. Both the EFNEP program and 
the one for EPA involve specialized education for 
a particular clientele. In common with other 
Cooperative Extension programs they are educa
tional and do not involve the granting of funds or 
endorsement of a particular policy, process or 
product. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO EFFECTIVENESS 

With this brief background on the orientation 
and clientele of the Cooperative Extension Service 
it is worthwhile examining some of the attributes 
that have made it an effective educational institu
tion. 

The method of financing the Cooperative 
Extension Service is an important contributor to 
its success as well as being a major headache for 
Extension administrators. Federal, state and 
COllilty funds contribute to the program in any 
state. The current distribution of total Coopera
tive Extension funds is approximately 40% Federal, 
40% state and ZO% county. These proportions'do 



vary. One New York county contributes more than 
a million dollars 3Jillually towards its own exten
sion program, giving it a certain amount of 
leverage on the system. 

The joint funding results in both federal, 
state and local governments having a stake in 
the institution and its programs. It also means 
that all three levels of government have real power 
to influence the program and its delivery at the 
local level. To some extent state and local 
governments have a final choice option with 
respect to Cooperative Extension. They can shape 
the educational program to fit their particular 
needs, they can choose to add resources in areas 
that they feel are important and they can refuse 
a program which they believe is contrary to their 
needs. 

The bottom heavy organization of Cooperative 
Extension is another one of its great strengths. 
Contrary to most pundits of organizational 
behavior the Cooperative Extension Service has 
the vast bulk of its personnel working directly 
in the field with clientele rather than devoting 
their time to the ascent of an internal organization 
ladder. Consider the following staff listing 
for 1976: 

Total Federal Staff 

Extension Service, USDA 

State Staff 

Directors and Administrative 
Personnel 

Subject Matter Specialists 

County Staff 

Program Leaders and Supervisors 
Area Agents 
County Agents 

TOTAL 

191 

440 
4,131 

702 
1,413 

10,037 

16,914 

In practice only the Federal extension service 
personnel and the state directors and administra
tive personnel are not constantly interacting 
with the clientele served by the organization. 

Devolution and citizen participation have 
again become necessary catchwords for politicians 
and bureaucrats given the current feeling abroad 
in the U.S. today. For Federal agencies this 
means the establishment of regional or state 
offices and the holding of numerous public hear
ings. The contractual requirements for including 
public participation in any Federally funded 
endeavor have become almost ludicrous. Many 
Federal agencies make genuine attempts in both 
these areas, others merely jump through the 
nwnerous prescribed hoops. 

Actual devolution depends upon the degree of 
autonomy and authority actually given to the 
regional or state office of a Federal agency. 
It appears that few Federal agencies have given 
much authority or autonomy to their non-Washington 
offices. One indication of this is the small 
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number of high civil service ratings allotted to 
these regional offices. Most senior civil 
servants are already in Washington, so there are 
precious few GS-lSs or GS-16s for the rest of 
the country. What results is a multiplication 
rather than a real devolution. 

At its best, citizen participation in the 
operation of Federal agencies takes place when 
senior administrators from Washington visit the 
countryside and listen to the concerns of local 
citizens (usually representing local interest 
groups), The administrator then retreats 
exhausted to Washington to try and make sense out 
of these symptoms from the countryside. If he can 
identify the cause of the complaint and prevail 
upon his fellow administrators then some change 
is made in programs or procedures. To some 
extent this illustrates that citizen participation 
is less effective with the failure of devolution. 

In contrast to other agencies, Cooperative 
Extension Service administrators have sometimes 
shown little skill in answering the now pro forma 
questions from Congressional Committees on 
citizen participation and devolution. In a sense 
these current fads, which are also basic 
principles of effective government, are not 
considered consciously by Extension administrators. 
The reason for this is that the Cooperative 
Extension Service is almost completely devolved 
and it would virtually cease to exist without 
citizen participation. There are few other 
Federal agencies about which one could make the 
same statement. This point is gone into at length, 
not to blame centrally organized agencies, but to 
argue that the educational mission of the 
Cooperative Extension Service is immeasurably 
enhanced by its almost complete devolution and 
vast citizen participation. After Extension was 
given a push from the center to get it going, 
it was then on its own to be responsive to local 
needs or perish. 

A knowledge base for Extension education is 
a necessary if not sufficient conaition for the 
success of the Cooperative Extension Service in 
technology transfer. The Land Grant Universities 
have played a unique role in this respect. 
These universities are also a product of the devo" 
lution and citizen participation that affects the 
Extension Service. The fact that the technology 
to be transferred has been tested or even developed 
at the local Land Grant University is an important 
factor encouraging its adoption by individuals. 

Anyone can walk into the Entomology Depart
ment of a Land Grant University with a sample 
corn plant and have a researcher examine it for 
possible insect damage. Many County Extension 
Agents can identify major pests, but the Agent 
or the sole proprietor of an agricultural enter
prise can go directly to the university specialist 
without any loss of face to the Agent or any great 
inconvenience. One of the primary values of the 
Extension Agent to his community is the direct 
access he provides to the Land Grant University 
as well as to the information he receives from it. 

It should be emphasized that the role of 
the Agent or the Extension Specialist at the 



University will be to diagnose the problem and 
recommend the feasible alternatives for dealing 
wi th it. The individual will not be told what to 
do, nor will he be given any material incentive 
to take a particular course of action. The few 
exceptions to this rule are limited to those 
areas where his actions can be seriously detri
mental to others. One example would be where the 
Extension Service and the Land Grant University 
act as part of the enforcement mechanism to 
prevent the spread of an epidemic. 

Integrity with respect to endorsement of 
product, process or technology has been absolutely 
essential to the success of Extension education. 
There has been incentive for this integrity. 
Extension Agents remain in a county at the 
pleasure of the County Extension Advisory Board 
and the general citizenry. No Agent would maintain 
credibility with the individuals whom he serves 
if the recommendation he made was not equal to or 
better than local practice as well as being equal 
or better than the alternatives tested at the 
Land Grant University. 

This requirement for integrity carries over 
to the work that Extension Agents do in community 
resource development, home economics, public 
policy education and other areas where the 
Cooperative Extension Service attempts to aid 
individuals or communities in the decision-making 
process. One example is the work of the public 
policy specialists. Their role is to identify 
public policy issues and present educational 
programs which give factual information about the 
issue, identify the possible alternative courses 
of action and estimate the consequences to 
different groups from the different alternatives. 
The citizen thus learns about the issue, perceives 
some of the different costs and benefits associated 
with different courses of action, and then plugs 
in his own value judgments to choose the policy 
that he prefers. 
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Given these kinds of programs the Extension 
Agent or Specialist can only survive the conflicting 
pressures from all three levels of govenlment if 
he maintains a high level of integrity with respect 
to his clientele. The political orientation of 
any of these governments may change momentarily, 
and under these circumstances political neutrality 
is absolutely essential for the Extension Service 
to remain a viable educational institution at 
the local level. 

Capitalizing on the System 

To some extent the contributions to the 
effectiveness of the Cooperative Extension 
Service that have been identified are interactive. 
This is certainly true with respect to the inter
action of local, state and Federal concenlS over 
Extension policy and programs. It is critical 
that each participant in the policy and program 
fonnulation phase has the ultimate weapon: a 
substantial degree of budgetary power. This makes 
devolution and public participation an integral 
part of the Extension education process. It 
also shapes the roles and responsibilities of 
County Agents and Extension Specialists. The 
interaction of these two individuals is in itself 
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an important contributor to educational effective
ness. 

The ability to identify the "teachable moment" 
is one of the greatest strengths of the Cooperative 
Extension Service. In terms of technology transfer 
this occurs when naturally innovative individuals 
begin to feel that there might well be a better 
way to do something as compared with current 
practice. The clientele must already be in a 
receptive state for new technology to be offered 
because it is neither coerced nor rewarded into 
change by the Cooperative Extension Service. 
The characteristics of the Cooperative Extension 
Service require that the Extension Agent and 
Specialist know their clientele, and it is this 
knowledge of the clientele that enables the 
Extension Agent to judge when to begin the 
introduction of a new idea. 

Client participation in programs is essential 
to the mission of Cooperative ExtenSIon. This 
participation is strictly voluntary and must be 
active. At one time or another an Extension 
Specialist has found himself speaking to two farmers 
and three County Agents only days after he kept 
an audience of several hundred spellbound on the 
same topic. A substantial portion of the County 
Agent's program decision rests upon his assessment 
of the interests and needs of his clientele. 
It is here that the ability to recognize the 
teachable moment can be a major asset to an exten
sion agent. 

The Extension Agents who are most respected 
by their communities are those who bring the rele
vant infonnation to the right audience at the 
right time. If a County Agent requests a program 
from a Specialist, then the Agent has the respon
sibility to provide the right audience. Conversely, 
the Specialist has the obligation to provide a 
first class program keyed to the needs of the 
locale. Extension programs are in keen competition 
for a portion of the clientele's time. 

At times a whole new clientele is identified, 
such as with the Expanded Food and Nutrition 
Program. ~lce this identification is made then 
the art of extension education is how to encourage 
the voluntary participation of this new group in 
an educational program. The EFNEP program is an 
excellent example of how effective the Cooperative 
Extension approach can be in involving a hard to 
reach urban and rural clientele. 

The coincidence of rewards for an organization's 
personnel with its mission shoufcIDe of particular--
concern to the organization and to the citizens 
served by that organization. Field personnel are 
often rewarded by bureaucrats who have little 
contact with the citizen clientele. Field 
personnel become more concerned with the bureau
cratic definition of their mission than with the 
service role to their clientele. What low level 
Federal civil servant, banished to Chicago, dares 
even bend agency rules because they are absolutely 
absurd when applied to the citizen sitting in 
front of him? 

One of the most POSItIve aspects of the 
Cooperative Extension Service is that there 



appears to be approximate coincidence of rewards 
for personnel with the mission of the organization. 
The County Agent is responsible to both the 
County Extension Advisory Board and to the state 
Director of Extension located at the Land Grant 
University. He is not captured by Federal, state 
or local perception of his mission, but acts on 
the basis of some compromise weighted towards the 
local level. State Specialists are rewarded by 
their peers for being successful educators or 
midwives of technology transfer. This may involve 
basic or applied research, work with citizens 
or organizations, experience as an educator or a 
host of other possibilities. The question asked 
by the Extension Specialist's peers is whether he 
correctly identified one or more important state 
or national problems and developed an effective 
educational program to tackle it at the local or 
state level. 

Conceptualizing Energy Extension 

So far, this analysis has reflected the belief 
that a number of attributes of the Cooperative 
Extension Service enhance its mission as an 
educational organization. These attributes make 
the organization particularly well suited to 
educate or provide information for the individual 
or sole proprietor who has freedom of choice with 
respect to the infol11l8tion he absorbs or the tech
nology he adopts. The key question for those 
interested in energy extension is, how do they 
perceive that particular information and technology 
transfer to take place? 

As a basis for answering this question there 
should first be a clearer understanding of what 
is meant by energy conservation. Generally, 
conservation is understood as doing the best 
possible with whatever is available given current 
technology. It is combining five shopping trips 
in a gas guzzling car into one shopping trip in 
the san~ car. Trips are cut down, gasoline is 
saved, but the rate of guzzle remains constant. 
The step beyond conservation is the adoption of 
a new technology which uses less energy. This 
would be represented by the purchase of a smaller 
car. This also implies some incentive for making 
a capital equipment or technology change. 
Conservation and the adoption of new technology 
are different activities involving different 
sets of decisions and different risks. The educa
tional program needs are different for each, so 
the distinction between them should be made 
carefully. 

Identifying the clientele should be one of 
the first undertakings in assessing the require
ments for an energy extension service. This is 
not the "body count" of clients served that 
agencies engage in at budget time. The concern 
should be with identifying the different kinds 
of clientele to be served and the particular 
program needs of each group. Is the goal to 
serve individuals and small firms who have 
freedom of choice in the information or tech
nology that they accept? Is the goal to serve 
corporations whose actions are bound by bureau
cratic inertia, Federal regulatory decrees and 
the necessity of maintaining the current dividend? 
Clearly the approach to encourage conservation or 
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the adoption of new technology should be very 
different for these two types of ~lients. 

Identifying the teachable moment is an 
important skill for any extension educator. This 
particularly applies to a clientele that is 
free to take or reject information or technology. 
The teachable moment can be very different for 
different clientele. One example is the difference 
in energy extension programs for households in 
the Midwest as compared with the New England 
states. Housing specialists and home economists 
in New England have developed innovative educational 
programs on energy conservation and are reaching 
wide audiences. In the Midwest, programs are eIther 
stillborn or in suspended animation. Audiences 
are not interested in household energy conserva
tion programs when they are served primarily by 
regulated low price natural gas and when no one 
believes there is any real gas shortage. In 
contrast,high heating oil prices have brought on 
the teachable moment in the New England States. 

Obtaining in-depth research backup is 
critically Important for any extension program. 
This should be readily available and reflect 
local needs and conditions. Those involved in 
energy extension must be able to draw upon a vast 
array of diverse information. There must be a 
large number of competent researchers with exten
sion specialist responsibilities for the interpre
tation of existing research and the initiation 
of the appropriate applied research. In conserva
tion or in the adoption of new technology much 
of this research backup might well come from 
schools of engineering associated with large 
university centers. One major problem will be 
changing the current orientation from viewing the 
solution of practical problems as a profitable 
consulting opportunity to viewing it as a public 
responsibility. However, this can be accomplished. 
One example is the Engineering Extension Service 
at the University of Missouri. 

Keeping the extension agent role distinct 
from others is of primary importance to the 
success of an extension program. Those who 
disseminate information and new technology cannot 
also enforce regulations or take on other possible 
conflict roles. If adoption is to be based upon 
individual choice, rather than legislated, this 
predicates a special sort of relationship between 
the extension agent and the client. The client 
has to perceive the agent's motivation as being 
the best interest of the client. In some instances 
this trust has been established and then utilized 
for other purposes only to destroy the relationship 
which made technology transfer possible. 

The same sort of danger is inherent in any 
effort on the part of an extension agent to push 
a particular technology to the exclusion of 
others. To help prevent this the extension 
agents must have backup from specialists who 
are free to test products or technologies indepen
dently of their development. The extension agent 
must be free to reject products or technologies 
which he, in concert with the independent 
specialist, does not believe to be suitable for 
his clientele. Extension efforts will ultimately 
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be ineffective if they are only an implementing 
appendage of a specific R&D effort. 

Assuring some coincidence between the 
rewards for extension agents and their mission 
is necessary for the effectiveness of any exten
sion service. One of the advantages that the 
Cooperative Extension Service has in this respect 
is that its long tradition and relatively large 
scale operation makes client and peer review of 
extension efforts feasible. If energy extension 
agents or specialists are few in number and isolated 
from an extension education tradition they will 
suffer the fate of being evaluated by research 
peers, academic administrators or federal bureau
crats with little perception of the legitimate 
client demands upon an extension educator. This 
inappropriate evaluation is to be avoided at all 
costs if one wants to encourage client-oriented 
extension education services. 

Conclusions 

This paper has focused on some of the 
characteristics of the Cooperative Extension 
Service as perceived in its operation today. It 
has concentrated upon positive aspects rather than 
negative ones. This does not mean that negative 
aspects do not exist. Implicit in this analysis 
is a belief that the Cooperative Extension 
Service is an effective educator and agent of 
technological change under many circumstances. 
However, this is in the context of the particular 
clientele that the Cooperative Extension Service 
was designed to serve. Traditionally this was 
the sole proprietor of an agricultural enterprise 
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or the individual citizen in a rural area who was 
free to accept or reject any educational informa
tion or new technology that might be proffered. 
The crux of this analysis is that the special 
characteristics of the Cooperative Extension 
Service make it particularly we11 suited as a 
change agent in dealing with independent decision
makers. An implied disadvantage of the Extension 
Service is that it would make a poor regulatory 
enforcement agency as it is insufficiently 
centralized. Cooperative Extension is not a 
good transmitter of directives from Washington 
for the same reason. 

Insofar as an energy extension service chooses 
to work with independent decision-makers on a long
term basis it could do worse than adopt many of 
the characteristics of the Cooperative Extension 
Service or utilize its expertise directly. 

FOOTNOTES AND REFERENCES 
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of the Cooperative Extension Service. 

1 Smith-Lever Act, Section 8. 

2 U.S. Congress, House Committee on Agriculture, 
"Cooperative Agricultural Extension Work," 
Report No. 110, 63rd Congress, 2nd Session, 
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THE NATURE OF EXTENDED LEARNING PROGRAMS 

Richard C. Dorf, Dean 
Division of Extended Learning, University of California, Davis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A smooth transition from a cheap and plentiful 
energy world to a relatively expensive and scarce 
one ,vill depend upon many factors. While the 
development of alternate sources of energy as well 
as increasing the supply of fossil fuels may be an 
important part of U.S. energy policy, equally 
important must be the conservation of energy. 
Instilling an energy conservation ethic into the 
American lifestyle must become a major tenet 
of energy policy in the U.S. One method of 
producing such a goal is an Energy Extension 
Service. The papers to be presented at this 
workshop will cover many aspects of an Energy 
Extension Service. My paper will center around the 
elements that Extended Learning can contribute to 
the development and organization of an Energy 
Extension Service. Along with Agricultural 
Extension, Extended Learning in universities 
throughout the U.S. and particularly at the 
University of California, exist in a form that 
is readily adaptable to an Energy Extension 
Service. 

In an earlier paper, Dr. Doering has detailed 
the workings of Agricultural Extension in the 
Land Grant Universities of the nation. However, 
it is helpful to present a few facts about Agricul
tural Extension (or Cooperative Extension, as we 
call it) at the University of California. 
Cooperative Extension has offices in 57 of the 58 
California counties, including all major cities. 
The budget is in excess of $21 million per year 
(50% state funded, 25% Federal and 25% county 
funded). It plays a major educational and consul
tation role in the state, with 350 full-time 
professionals in county offices, supported by 
150 professionals located on the Davis, Riverside 
and Berkeley campuses of the University of 
California. Cooperative Extension has been part 
of California agriculture since 1915, and I think 
it can be safely said that it, in part, has been 
responsible for the tremendous production capacity 
of California agriculture. 

I I . EXTENDED LFARNING PROGAAlvlS THROUGHOUT THE 
UNITED STATES 

To begin, it may be useful to explain the 
scope of Extended Leanling to those not familiar 
with it. Extended Learning is the University's 
answer to the need for extending the resources of 
the University to the citizens of the state. 
The objective of an extended learning program is 
to extend the programs, expertise, and resources 
of the University to those who are unable or 
have no need to attend the University in a regular 
full-time degree program. Therefore, an open
admissions summer session, a degree program for 
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part-time students, or a conference program 
is enacted and operated. 

University Extension, part of Extended Learning, 
is the continuing education arm of the University. 
The Extension programs cover a wide range of 
subjects and employ a large number of non
traditional teaching and outreach methods. The 
programs may vary in length and format, from a 
one-day class on the art of elementary Chinese 
cooking, to courses of two or more quarters 
leading to a Certificate in Public Sector Labor
~~agement Relations. In general, Extended 
Learning programs help satisfy personal as well as 
professional development goals. 

A few facts should help illustrate how wide
spread Extended Learning is in the national 
university system. Most land grant universities 
in the U. S. have Extended Learning programs, 
providing degree-credit, non-degree credit, and 
no-credit courses. In 1953, 76 institutions of 
higher education belonged to the National 
University Extension Association. l Today there 
are 231 member institutions in NlF~2 (remembering 
that not all institutions offering Extended 
Learning Programs might belong). That is a 203% 
increase in 13 years. In the fall of 1953, there 
were 272,000 students enrolled on a part-time 
basis in programs leading to a bachelor's or 
higher degree, and in the decade between 1957 and 
1967, enrollment jumped 81%.3 And, remember, 
this is degree credit only. 

Another indicator of the growth in Extended 
Learning programs in the U.S. is the increase in 
enrollment in non-degree credit programs. An 
example of an individual enrolled in such a 
program would be a teacher participating in an 
advanced class on teaching the exceptional child, 
or a professional engineer enrolled in a two-day 
Extended Learning seminar on advances in stress 
metal theory. These individuals get continuing 
education credit units for the classes, but the 
units do not count towards the completion of any 
degree. These types of classes are primarily 
information-oriented, practical, and of immediate 
value to the attendee. 

As shown on Table 1 and Fig. 1, in 1964, the 
number of students enrolled in non-degree credit 
programs in all institutions of higher education 
in the U.S. (two- and four-year schools) was 329,847, 
the majority of whom were part-time (190,000) 
and male (215,721).4 In 1970, the total figure 
had more than doubled to 660,738 students, almost 
evenly divided between part and full-time 
(334,481 to 326,257), but with men outnumbering 

women almost two to one (407,001 to 253,737). 



Table 1. Enrollment in non-degree credit programs-all institutions (two- and four-year programs). 

YEAR 

1964 

1970 

1974 

TOTAL FULL-TIME PART - TIME 
ENROLLMENT ENROLU~ENT ENROLLMENT ~lEN \~m~EN 

329,847 140,000 190,000 215,721 114,126 

660,738 326,257 334,481 407.001 253,737 

1,200,283 552,877 647.406 653,723 546,560 

Increase Increase Increase Increase Increase 
between between between between between 
1964-74 1964-74 1964-74 1964-74 1964-74 

264% 295% 241% 203% 379% 

Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education. May 10, 1976, p. 12. 
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In 1974, the last year for which we have up-to
date enrollment figures, the total number of 
students enrolled increased from 1970 by 81% to 
1,200,283 students. The increase from 1964 was 
264%. Part -time enrollment crept ahead of full
time enrollment (637,406 to 653,723). The 
interesting figure here, however, is the comparison 
of men and women students, with enrollment of 
women more than doubling since 1970, bringing the 
figures to 643,723 for men and 546,560 for women. 
Indeed, I am sure that if we had figures for 
minori ty enrollment as well, they would show the 
same trend. Again, these figures are for the non
degree credit portion of the Extended Learning 
programs, but they do show an important trend. 
While we cannot expect total enrollment to double 
again as rapidly, we can expect enrollment to 
continue to increase, with more women ar,d 
minorities taking advantage of these programs, 
In addition, we can expect that more professionals 
will continue to enroll, especially since the 
public and private sectors seem to be encouraging 
their employees to participate in the professional 
development programs offered in Extended Learning. 

III. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA 

University Extension at UC is the largest 
institution of its kind, It is the nation's 
leading "non-campus" university with a 1974-75 
academic year enrollment 9f 380,513 students, 
participating in over 10,000 classes, conferences, 
seminars, field trips and independent study courses 
in every California county and in several foreign 
countries, Roughly a third of the programs 
offered are in the arts, humanities, and behavioral 
sciences, promoting the expansion of personal 
enrichment and development. In addition, and more 
specific to this workshop, Extension is also 
committed to helping Californians keep up with 
scientific and technological change. Much of the 
University's program is designed to provide the 
State's professional and scientific communi ties 
with a means of keeping abreast of new knowledge. 
For example, continuing education programs in 
management, law, health sciences, teaching, 
engineering, and criminal justice include a variety 
of classes, from a one-day seminar on Managing 
the Independent Business to a six course program 
spanning several quarters and leading to a Certifi
cate in Criminal Justice. 

For further illustration purposes, Extension 
at the Davis campus of the University of California 
(UCD) can be divided into three groups. The 
first consists of courses for personal development, 
such as "Inflation - Recession Survival," 
"Designing and Building a Small House," or 
"Horse Husbandry in the Wilderness" (a week-long 
trip in the mountains). The second group consists 
of professional development courses, such as 
"Advances in Hematology," "Effective Time 
Management" or "Current Topics of Criminal Law." 
Finally, the third group consists of professional 
development in education and includes such courses 
as "Removing Learning Blocks" and "Understanding 
Development in Early Childhood." 

Table 25 summarizes Extension programs on the 
nine campuses broken dmvn between (1) registration 
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Table 2. University of California-University 
Extension Course and Registration 
Summary 1974-1975 

Number 
Item Programs Registration 

(1) Total Credit/ 
Non-Credit 10,724 380.513 

(2) Classes 8,186 183,996 

(3) Conferencesl 
Workshops 2,538 116.641 

(4) Other Assorted 
Programs'" -- 79,876 

*Includes Correspondence Courses and Other Pr"o9rams 

Source: University of California Extension, "1974-
75 ACHE-NUEA Annual Statistical Report. 

and the number of programs, (2) classes, 
(3) conferences/seminars, and (4) other programs. 
The majority of the 380,513 registrants are 
enrolled in classes. 

Table 3 provides more insight into these 
figures. Each program type can be broken down 
by academic subject matter. Of the total number 
of registrants, participation in the top--five 
of the 24 major academic areas are, in descending 
order, health sciences, law, education, business 
and management, and social sciences. If we break 
this down even further, we see that the positions 

Table 3. University of California-University 
Extension Breakdown by Top Five Academic 
Subject Areas 

iotal Registration 

Academi c Area llilgistration 

1. Hea lth Sci ences 56,985 

2. Law 54,836 244,692 or 64% 

3. Education 54.686 
of Total Registration 

4. Business and Management 44,097 

5. Social Sciences 34.088 

Class Registration 

Academi c Area Registration 

1. Education 34,765 

2. Fine and Applied Arts 26,846 120,745 ,or 66% of 

3. Sod a 1 Sciences 21,805 
Class Registration 

4. Business 18,867 

5. Hea lth Profess ions 18,462 

Conference Registration 

Academi c Area Registration 

1. Health Professions 31,109 

2. Business and Management 22.590 90,277 or 77% of 

3. Education 14,608 
Conference Reg; 5 tra ti On 

4. Psycho109Y 11,687 

5. Soci a 1 Sc i enceS 10.283 

Source: University of California Extension, "1974-
75 ACHE-NUEA Annual Statistical Report", 
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change. For class registration alone, the top 
five program areas are education, fine and applied 
arts, social sciences, business and health 
professions, with interdisciplinary studies last. 
For conference and seminar registration, the order 
again changes: health professions, business and 
management, education, psychology, and social 
sciences. From these figures it is clear that 
while education, the arts, and social science 
may attract more registrants in classes, atten
dance in more professional development type 
conferences and seminars in such areas as social 
science and business is quite significant. 

Figure 2 gives another perspective of how 
Extended Learning is organized at UCD. Five areas 
comprise the Division of Extended Learning: 
Programs for Part-Time Degree Students, University 
Extension, The ConferGnce Center, Arts and Lectures, 
and Summer Sessions. The common mission of all five 
of these units is public service and extending 
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the resources and programs of the university to 
those unable to attend full-time. Extended Learning 
shares this responsibility with Cooperative Exten
sion and operates several joint programs, particu
larly in the Agricultural Sciences. 

In summary, it can be said that Extended 
Learning at the University of California offers a 
variety of learning opportunities. The programs 
vary. On the one hand, there are those courses 
directed toward the individual citizen, designed 
to provide better ways of coping in today's fast 
moving world, or to enrich a more personal 
environment through appreciation of the arts and 
recreation. On the other hand, Extended Learning 
programs also fulfill specific career and 
professional development needs of the teclmical 
and scientific community. It is, I think, the 
combination of these learning opportunities that 
has made Extended Learning so successful in 
California. 
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IV. EXTENDED LEARt'HNG AS PART OF AN ENERGY 
EXTENSION SERVICE MODEL 

I hope that by now the structure and role of 
Extended Learning in California has been clarified. 
What now must be done is to illustrate how this 
existing structure, that has proven so effective 
in the past, can be adapted to help solve the 
vital energy problems we will face in the future. 
Indeed, we would hope that the Energy Extension 
Service would not only help "solve" the problems 
in terms of providing research information to 
technical representatives, but also in terms of 
providing easily understood "technical" information 
to private citizens. In essence, we feel that it 
is necessary to get technical information out of 
the research laboratory and to the citizen and 
professional where it can be appropriately used. 
That is, we feel the Energy Extension Service 
should become an active mechanism through which 
the individual citizen can become better informed 
about such seemingly "teclmical" areas as the 
energy and cooling efficiency of different air 
conditioners, or, through which a power plant 
engineer can keep up-to-date on the new and 
rapidly evolving literature on peak load management. 
The Uni versi ty is already set up to facilitate 
the transfer of information. It has been done 
in the past for agricultural production and 
professional development with much success - why 
not for energy? 

Figure 3 is a simplified flowchart for a 
possible Energy Extension Service and the role of 
Extended Learning. It might operate as follows. 
The existing structure and resources of the 
University of California are channeled into the 
Energy Extension Service, while both the University 
and the Service interact with an Advisory Board 
and the California Energy Commission. Using Energy 
Specialists in the role of consultants and educa
tors, classes, seminars, and demonstrations provide 
advice and information to a variety of audiences, 
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ranging from utility representatives to architects 
to citizens interested in installing home insulation. 
Through primarily consultation with and education 
of government and industry representatives, the 
results of the new information reaches the general 
public. As a result, the Energy Extension 
Service has short and long-term societal implica
tions. 

Another way of viewing the Energy Extension 
Service is to look at how the Service might be 
organized at the local level. In the initial 
stages of the California experiment, we propose to 
select and interact with three test cities. 
Criteria for selection will include a maximum 
size to ensure adequate study, varying rates of 
urban (or rural) growth, a mix of municipally a,nd 
publicly owned utilities, and a responsive 
local government and utility. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the three primary functions of the Service -
education, training and information dissemination, 
research and development, and evaluation and 
testing -- originate from the University and 
interact with the Energy Specialists working 
within the three test cities, operating at the 
point of need. 

Keeping Figs. 3 and 4 in mind, let us turn 
to Fig. 5 which is a more elaborate version of 
Fig .. 3. you can see, each box is expanded 
considerably. Figure 5 is organized to include 
both the Extended Learning as well as the Coopera
tive Extension aspects of the service; however, 
the role of Extended Learning will be emphasized 
for illustrative purposes in the remainder of 
this paper. 

Looking at Fig. 5 more closely, we begin at 
the far left with the basic information source, 
the nine campuses and three national laboratories 
of the University of California. Besides the usual 
teaching and research activities of the faculty, 
we also have several other capabilities at our 
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disposal. These include the Energy Conservation 
Group, the facilities at Lawrence Berkeley and 
Livermore Labs, an Energy Use in Architecture 
program which is developing a computer program to 
aid in designing energy.,efficient structures under 
varying weather and solar conditions, and the 
existe~ce of a comprehensive socio.,economic-demo
graphic computerized data base. In addition, the 
University can also aid in training Energy Special
ists and graduate students, as well as provide 
leadership for a media production. All of this 
basic expertise is available to the staff of the 
Energy Extension Service, which will be comprised 
of specialists working in consultation and educa
tion proj ects. 

Both the Energy Extension Service and the 
University will interact with an Advisory Committee, 
which may include such groups as the California 
Energy Commission, the Economic Opportunity 
Commission, the California Public Utilities 
Commission, public and private utilities, ERDA, 
the FEA, and representatives of different citi
zens, consumer and governmental groups (such as 
the LeagUe of California Cities, the Office of 
Planning and Research in the Governor's Office, 
or the California Teachers Association). We 
envision a regular exchange between these groups 
and the Service, so that the Service will become 
responsive to the energy education needs of both 
the individual citizen and the professional. 

Direct contact with different groups is made 
through various educational avenues. A number of 
examples of types of educational projects might be 
useful. A series of one day classes or workshops 
might be given to architects or building contrac
tors on theoretical advances and practical applica
tions of energy conservation in building design. 
Such a program could be presented in cooperation 
with the American Institute of Architects and the 
School of Architecture at U.C. Berkeley. Or, a two
week intensive lecture series might be offered to 
city planners, utility engineers, or Energy 
Commission staff on the implications of recent 
Federal energy legislation on such topics as the 
Environmental Impact Report Process, regional trans
portation planning, or utility rate structures. 
As an example, in the field of earthquake safety, 
the following6two day class was offered at UCD 
last Spring: 

Earthquake Safety in California: 
Changing Public Policy 

Two-day workshop organized for those in 
public and private occupations who are 
working on or are affected by recent earth
quake safety legislation and need informa
tion about the intent and operations of the 
new programs. $40.00. Two one-day sessions. 

I might add that the great majority of Extended 
Learning projects are financially self-sufficient -
they pay for themselves. 

For the general public, a series of classes 
might be offered on techniques for installing home 
insulation, on information about the availability 
of solar units for new and existing buildings, 
for coping with gasoline shortages, or for ideas 
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in energy-efficient cooking. Using the media 
resources on the various campuses and interacting 
with the Public Broadcasting Service as well as 
the California Public Broadcasting Commission 
(which is directed by law to promote the use of 
public broadcasting to serve the educational needs 
of the state), the Energy Extension Service could 
also create effective radio and television 
programs. 

Most professionals and technicians are 
interested in specific types of information, not 
in degrees. However, for those professionals, 
semi-professionals or technicians who desire 
something broader and more complete, certificate 
programs for more intensive courses of study could 
be designed. Suggestions for such programs might 
originate from within a professional society, a 
govellllnent agency, or the Energy Extension Service 
itself. We see the creation of all education 
and training programs offered by~e Service as a 
response to a specific educational need - a 
response to ml information void. 

Filling this void would produce a series of 
different results. At this point, I am referring 
to the box labeled "Indirect Contact" - or how 
information transferred to a decision making level 
of society spreads through the system to indirectly 
affect individuals. Using a public or private 
utility as an example, it becomes clear that as 
professionals are educated or trained to utilize 
new, more energy-efficient methods in their work, 
the end recipient will be the individual citizen 
who experiences fewer brown-outs or less frequent 
rate hikes. Taking another point of view, as 
building contractors or architects are brought 
up-to-date through Energy Extension Service 
classes, the benefits are passed on to the indivi
dual through the increased availability of more 
energy-efficient homes (lower heating and cooling 
bills) and better planned communities. 

From the societal level, we can view the 
results of an Energy Extension Service from a short 
and long-term perspective. In the short-term, 
the barriers to implementing existing conservation 
teclmology into the system begin to erode as the 
Energy Extension Service provides infonnation 
to the general public, consults with engineers 
or supplies continuing education classes to city 
planners or appliance manufacturers. Here, the 
decision making process has been directly altered, 
since the input has been affected. Indirectly, 
the individual thus experiences less dislocation 
due to the changing energy situation. 

In the long run, we might envision major 
structural and cultural changes in society. 
When the conservation ethic has become more 
firmly ingrained in society, energy consumption 
will be reduced. In the long run, one might 
truly hope to see higher level societal decisions 
(types of energy sources, building design and 
city codes, appliance efficiency) and individual 
choices (driving and consumer habits, environ
mental awareness, and individual lifestyles) 
combining to produce a society more consciously 
aware and attuned to its capabilities and limita
tions. 
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One can readily see that an Extended Learning 
program is an important part of any model for an 
Energy Extension Service. Extended Learning will 
serve as the link between the need and the 
resource. The role is important and the challenge 
is great. 
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WHY CONNECTICUT DOES NOT SUPPORT THE CONCEPT OF AN ENERGY 
EXTENSION SERVICE PROGRAM 

Lynn Alan Brooks, Commissioner 
Connecticut Department of Planning and Energy Policy 

In order to properly appreciate Connecticut's 
position towards the energy extension concept, a 
bit of background material is in order. 

Connecticut has a petroleum-dependent economy: 
77% of Connecticut's energy comes from oil, 9% 
from natural gas and 12% from nuclear-generated 
electricity. Coal which once played a substantial 
part in Connecticut's economy is now only nominally 
used. 

l~en the embargo of late 1973 occurred, 
Connecticut and New England became painfully 
aware of the high economic and energy costs 
associated with oil dependency. Today, Connecticut's 
energy bill is one and one-half times that of the 
national average. Although there is not a direct 
correlation between Connecticut's depressed 
economy and its cost of energy, there is never
theless a demonstrable economic correlation that 
the high cost of Connecticut's energy contributes 
in some portion to its economic debilitation. 

Having no energy resources within its borders 
to develop, Connecticut has quite naturally turned 
its attention and efforts towards conservation. 
Since the Arab oil embargo of 1973, our definition 
of what we mean by the word "conservation" has 
gradually changed. Ini tially, during the height 
of the embargo conservation simply meant getting 
by with less or, in the extreme, doing without. 
Fortunately, most of us were able to get by with 
less and none of us had to do without. During 
the immediate post-embargo era a grand design 
concept emerged entitled "Project Independence." 
Conservation was identified as one of the endeavors 
which would provide us with security and energy 
self-reliance within a decade. By the time we 
reached our Bicentennial, dreams of energy indepen
dence had faded. Also, as energy supplies have 
stabilized, albeit at a substantially greater 
cost, the bloom has passed from the conservation 
rose. 

Two questions should be posed at this point: 
(1) Does conservation in and of itself as an 
energy discipline have any meaningful role to 
play in a national energy policy? and, 
(2) If in fact there is a legitimate role for 
attempts to depress the energy demand curve, who 
should be doing it and how? 

In answer to the first question, I don't 
believe I have to proselytize the legitimate role 
that conservation not only can but must play in the 
formulation of a reasonable and realistic national 
energy policy. We are all aware that based upon 
even the most optinristic energy supply projections 
available, there will be very troubled times ahead 
in America's energy future. To even come close 
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to striking a reasonable balance during the next 
several decades between our energy supply and 
demand projections there has to be a substantial 
curtailment in the demand side of the curve. 
A more efficient use of energy is going to be 
required and comprehensive conservation methodology 
will have to be adopted. In fact, the question 
does not seem to be if it will be done, but when 
it will be done and how it will be done. Will it 
be a graduated step-by-step approach of socially 
and economically acceptable programs? Or, will, 
at some point in the future, a crash curtailment 
mandate be issued which will necessitate rationing, 
allocations and curtailments, and result in the 
horrible economic and social casualties associated 
with such a program. We obviously should opt 
for the former, yet for some reason the Federal 
establishment has been reticent to move in the 
conservation area. Perhaps it is the expansionist 
mentality which has grown among Americans. 
During the first 200 years of our existence we 
grew physically, economically and internationally. 
Perhaps the growth mentality inherent in our 
experience is now reflecting itself in our reaction 
to our energy problems. We will not simply outgrow 
the energy problem. Supply alone will not provide 
a timely answer. We in Connecticut are convinced 
that energy conservation deserves parity treatment 
with other energy programs and a system of total 
resource management. Certainly a barrel of oil 
saved through the substitution of insulation or 
improved engine efficiency of an energy-using 
device contains the same 42 gallons as a newly 
discovered barrel of oil. Current Federal policy 
fails to 'reflect this. Present Federal programs 
in the areas of research and development devote 
dollars per barrel to generate new sources of 
energy. Yet the only major energy conservation 
program presently contemplated, namely the state 
portion of the Environmental Policy & Conservation 
Act, contemplates a magnanimous 10¢ per barrel 
expenditure for every barrel of oil saved. To 
the extent that our energy-related problems are 
omnipresent in scope and magnitude it will require 
a total national effort to resolve those problems. 
Not all of us can participate in the production 
of energy; few of the states in this Union are 
gross energy exporters. Most are like Connecticut 
reliant on outside energy. Every state in the 
nation and every individual in the country, however, 
can make an active and meaningful contribution 
to the conservation effort. 

In answer to the second question, how best 
can we make conservation a saleable commodity and 
who should be doing it? A number of Federal and 
state agencies and organizations have to one degree 
or another tried to play in the energy conservation 
game. rmD, FEA, DOT, the Departments of Defense 
and Commerce, ERDA and a whole host of other 



,governmental, quasi-governmental and private insti
tutions have involved themselves. Almost all 
efforts by all organizations have one thing in 
common. The conservation effort itself has been 
grossly underfunded and has usually been charac
terized nDre as a public relations effort than a 
public information service. Actual dollars to 
implement energy conservation with hardware, equip
ment and material have been few and far between. 
Deferral mechanisms to stimulate energy conserva
tion by means of tax incentives, credits, depre
ciation devices have also yet to see the light of 
day. There is a need for a conservation effort 
and the fact that we are here discussing an energy 
extension service demonstrates that conserva-
tion may yet become a legitimate member of the 
energy family. 

Connecticut looked with disfavor on HR 11091 
and its senate counterpart. The original legisla
tion, which has since been substantially modified, 
was modeled after the Agricultural Extension 
Program. It proposed to utilize the mechanism 
presently established under the agricultural exten
sion service as a vehicle for technology transfer 
and conservation implementation. The fact that 
the agricultural extension service has proven 
itself as a useful governmental service, does not 
assure that the extension service concept can be 
used to address non-agricultural energy related 
problems. The agricultural extension service is 
a product-oriented program aimed at servicing a 
very small fraction of the Nation's population. 
Only 4% or 5% of the people living in America 
are directly engaged in agricultural production. 
In Connecticut, for example, Connecticut's farm 
work force accounts for less than 1/2 of 1% of our 
population. 

Energy conservation on the other hand must 
reach the total population. Every state in the 
nation has its own state-run conservation progra~. 
The quantity and quality of commitment may vary from 
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state to state, but each state has made a commitment 
to conservation. Corulecticut has a number of 
excellent conservation programs underway. 

The State of Maine recently developed a program 
to retrofit existing homes with insulation, which 
has served as an example for the Nation and 
which has been adopted by the Federal Energy 
Administration for emulation elsewhere. 

Because every state has an ongoing conserva
tion program, it appeared that the establisrunent 
of a new program designed to service the existing 
needs of a state would be a needless redundancy. 
Indeed, I sometimes wonder, with the many under
funded and understaffed conservation programs which 
are presently under way, whether we in government 
should not spend more time trying to coordinate 
our respective efforts than we do in trying to 
implement workable conservation programs. 

The Federal government must obviously play a 
major role in a nationwide conservation program. 
Federal legislative incentives and Federal 
monetary resources are needed. I firmly believe, 
however, that the ultimate conservation battle 
will be won by the troops out in the field and in 
this case that happens to be state and local 
government. 

It is our belief that HR 13676, which was 
proposed subsequent to our criticisms of the 
initial energy extension service proposal, re
presents a real opportunity to develop a Federal/ 
state cooperative program. This proposal seems to 
capitalize on our respective strengths rather 
than providing for the duplication of present 
efforts. It also seems to recognize the need 
and importance of an integrated conservation 
policy. Hopefully, it will eliminate some of the 
wasteful competition which is presently taking 
place among various governmental agencies. 



AN OVERVIEW OF ERDA'S CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

Maxine Savitz, Director 
Division of Buildings and Community Systems, ERDA 

SCOPE OF U.S. ENERGY PROBLE~~ 

The nation's energy shortage cmne to public 
attention suddenly and dramatically with the 
Middle East oil embargo in October 1973, although 
it had been developing over many years. Today, 
three years later, the full ramifications of our 
growing energy shortfall are not fully appreciated, 
although certain aspects of the energy problems 
confronting the United States are clear: 

• The known supply of oil and natural gas, 
which provides about 75% of our current 
energy, will last only a few decades. 

• Foreign oil is providing a growing share 
of our energy demand, making the U.S. 
economy increasingly vulnerable to the 
actions of foreign governments and 
adversely affecting the nation's balance 
of payments. 

• Energy costs are becoming a significant 
burden within every sector of our society, 
affecting individuals, corporations and 
institutions alike. 

• Growing shortages of natural gas are 
threatening to slow industrial production 
and aggravate the unemployment situation. 

• Capital investments necessary to build 
the facilities for developing new energy 
supplies are estimated to exceed 
$600 billion by 1985 and $2 trillion by 
the year 2000. 

• Expanding demands for energy are adversely 
impacting air quality, land use, and water 
and mineral resources. 

THE SOLUTION 

There is no single solution to our national 
energy bind. A planned, concerted, multifaceted 
program is required to resolve the problem without 
disrupting our economy, our environment and our 
life style. 

• Energy conservation must be aggressively 
pursued to ensure that existing energy 
supplies are used in the most efficient 
manner. 

e Current fuel supplies must be expanded 
as rapidly as possible with due regard 
for safety and environmental 
considerations. 
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• New energy sources must be created to 
replace current oil and gas supplies 
which are being depleted. 

The most immediate payoff to our efforts 
to meet our energy needs without undue dependence 
on foreign sources and without producing severe 
economic dislocations will come through 
conservation. 

Current projections indicate that if the 
United States continues its current practices 
of energy usage, the overall domestic demand 
would be about 98 quadrillion Btu's (quads) by 
1985 -- well above the 1975 level of approximately 
70 quads. At this level of consumption there 
will be a shortfall from domestic supply of some 
12.5 quads, even if new sources are tapped and 
production from existing sources is expanded. 

A concerted conservation effort could cut 
this shortfall almost in half -- to somewhat 
less than 7 quads. Dollar savings would be 
equally impressive. It presently costs over 
$2 billion to import a quad of energy (based on 
its crude oil equivalent of 500,000 barrels 
per day for a year). Thus using this energy more 
efficiently would save billions of dollars that 
could be used at home to stimulate our economy 
and increase employment opportunities. 

Further, studies indicate that the nation 
could trim overall energy needs an additional 
6% through a variety of conservation progrmns, 
and achieve substantially the same growth in 
the gross national product by 1985 -- a projected 
average annual increase of 3.5% in real terms. 

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION: A KEY TO ENERGY 
CONSERVATION 

Energy conservation is not restricted to 
measures curbing wasteful practices and habits; 
more importantly, it focuses on the development 
and application of technology and analytical 
skills to utilize all energy sources more 
efficiently. 

Energy conservation technology at ERDA has 
two emphases: 

e The efficient use of energy, enabling 
goods to be produced and services 
provided with less energy and, in 
some cases, at lower total costs. 

CI The substitution of more readily 
available domestic energy sources 
for oil and gas, i. e., fuel switching. 
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ERDA's SPECIFIC CONSERVATION TARGETS 

ERDA is developing programs in four end
use areas and two supporting technologies, as is 
described in the following slides. 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

End-Use Sectors: 

~ Buildings and Community Services 

~ Industrial Energy Conservation 

~ Transportation Energy Conservation 

~ Electric Energy Systems 

Supporting Technologies: 

~ Conservation Research and Technology 
(energy conversion) 

~ Energy Storage Systems 

lDllNGiS AND COMMUNITY 

THRUSTS: 
1. COMMUNITY ENERGY UTILIZATION 

(WILL DETERMINE THE COMMUNITY FORMS 
AND DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS MOST AMENABLE 
TO EMPLOYMENT OF INTEGRATED ENERGY 
SYSTEMS') 

2. BUILDING DESIGN & STRUCTURES 
(WORK WITH ENTIRE BUILDINGS INDUSTRY TO 
UNDERTAKE ACTIVITIES NECESSARY TO DEVELOP 
AND COMMERCIALIZE ENERGY EFFICIENT 
MATERIALS, STANDARDS, FOR RETROFIT/NEW 
CONSTRUCTION.) 

3. TECHNOLOGY & CONSUMER PRODUCTS 
(IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE OF CONSUMER 
PRODUCTS.) 

c_.J 
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4. TECHNOLOGY DISSEMINATION & TRANSFER 
(PRESENTATION OF RESULTS WILL INCLUDE 
MANUALS AND GUIDELINES FOR USE BY ALL 
SEGMENTS OF BUILDING INDUSTRY.) 

PROJECT: ANNUAL CYClE ENERGY SYSTEM lACES) 

POTENTIAL: 

STATUS: 

MARKET 

<) SPACE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING CONSUMES 9.3 QUADS AT ANNUAL COST 
OF $10 BILLION 

'" CUT IN HALF ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FDA SPACE CONDITIONING IN NEW 
CONSTRUCTION IN THE MEDIAN CLIMATE ZONES OF THE U,S, 

o PRE FY 1976 LABORATORY FEASlBlUTY 
o FV 1976·77 FIELD EVALUATION IN SINGLE fAMILY STRUCTURE 
(I FY 19n-78 WIDE SCALE COMMERCIALIZATION 

PENETRATION: t) 15,000 NEW DWHltNG UNITS AND 20,01}0 Fit OF NEW COMMERCIAL SPACE BY 
1979 (1% OF THE MARKET) 

076,000 NEW DWELLING UNITS AND 100,000 FP OF NEW COMMERCIAL SPACE BY 
198515% OF THE MARKET) 

SAVINGS 
FISCAL YEAR RDBD COSTS 1$ MILLIONS)' !THOUSANDS BPDE) 

1976 0.50 

1977 0.25 

1978 0,10 0.5 

1979 0.05 0-1 

1980 0-2 

1985 0-5 

TOTAL RD&D COSTS 0.90 

CUMULATIVE SAVINGS THROUGH 1985-9 MILLION BARRELS 

~ Coats to be Sherod among Fodoral AgenCies 

PROJECT: ELECTROOELESS FLUORESCENT LAMP 

POTENTIAL 

<) INCANDESCENT LAMPS USE OVER 1 MILLION BARRelS OF OIL PER DAyeaUIVALENT 

1> THE UTEK ELECTRODElESS FLUORESCENT LAMP PRODUCES THE SAME LIGHT FOR 1/3 THE ENERGY 

o THE lITEK LAMP lS FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING INCANDESCENT SOCKETS. FOR WIDE 

REFIT APPLICATION 

" IN MANY APPLICATIONS, PAYBACK TIMES ARE LESS THAN ONE YEAR 

STATUS 

" 1976, EXECUTED CONTRACT WITH LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA 

(I ANNOUNCED AWARD OF CONTRACT IN PRESS CONFERENCE, GIVEN WIDE PUBL1CITY 

o NEGOTIATIONS PRESENTlY UNDERWAY BETWEEN UTEK AND MAJOR ELECTRONICS 

SUSCONTRACTOR. FOR COST SHARING AND COMMERCIALIZATION 

RDEtD COSTS (THOUSANDS $) SAVINGS 

FISCAL YEAR FEDERAL PRIVATE TOTAL lTHOUSANDS BPDE) 

1916 245 50 295 
1977 65 '00 565 
1978 0 2000 2000 21 
1979 0 3000 3000 " 1980 2000 2000 62 
1985 2000 2000 16' 
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Phosphor Layer -----J;!> 

Electronics Package 

FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 

€I PROjECT CONSERVE 

oLiGHTING AND THERMAL OPERATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 

• LOW"INCOME WEATHERIZATION PROGRAM 

• VOLUNTARY APPLIANCE EFFICIENCY PROGRAM 

• VOLUNTARY APPLIANCE LABELLING PROGRAM 

• FEDERAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

" HUD SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING DEMONSTRATION 
PROGRAM 

" MODULAR INTEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEM 
• JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY 
• ST" CHARLES, MARYLAND 

.. INNOVATIVE PROJECTS PROGRAM 
• DESIGNED TO STRENGTHEN THE CAPABILITY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT BY 

DEVELOPING INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO THE SOLUTION Of URBAN 
PROBLEMS THROUGH DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS I.E" INDIO, CALIFORNIA 
DEVELOPING ENERGY CONSERVATION PERFORMANCE FOR NEW AND 
REHABILITATED BLOGS. 

" 701 COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAM AVAILABLE FOR ENERGY RELATED 
PLANNING 

° ENERGY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

• PUBLIC BUILDINGS OPERATIONAL CHANGES 
G REMOVING UNNECESSARV LIGHTiNG 
@ DECREASING TEMPERATURE UNE18 IN WlNTlIR 
I'} CLeANING B\JILDINOS iN DAYLIGHT 

• GSA ENERGY CONSERVATION OEMONSTRATlON, fEDERAlIIUIWINGS, 
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

G LABORATORY FOR TESTING INNOVAiIVr:: DESIGN AND IU1UIPMEN'f 

• ENVIRONMENTAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT, FEDERAL BUILDING, SAGINAW, 
MICHIGAN 

" eruVIRQI\UVIENTAL AND ENI::AOV INNOVATIONS 

• US COURTHOUSE AIliD PARKING FACILITY, FEDERAL SUIWING, TOPEKA, KANSAS 
o UTILIZES GBA'S ENEROY CONSERVATiON DESIGN GUIDEIJNES 

• THERMAL INFRARED SCANNING WITH NASA 

• INSTALLATION OF AUTOMATED ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

• AIR SUPPORTED SYSTEM "fLOATING STRUCTURE" 

• LIGHTING SYSTEM STUDIES 

• SEISMIC RESEARCH 
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'" EXTERIOR ENVElOPE DESIGN 

'" VENTILATING SYSTEM FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION 

.. THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF THICK FIBROUS INSULATION 

Ii> SUPPORT CSA WINTERIZATION PROGRAM 

'" RETROFITTING A DOMESTIC DWELLING (BOWMAN HOUSE) 

Ii> COMPUTER CONTROL HVAC EVALUATION 

Ii> THERMOGRAPHiC MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY 

'" HEAT PUMPS 

'" TWIN RiVERS ENERGY CONSERVATION 

II> MIUS 

II> STANDARDS 

THRUSTS: 
1. WASTE ENERGY REDUCTION 

(REDUCE ENERGY LOSS BY IMPROVEMENTS iN 
EQUIPMENT AND PROCESS STEPS COMMON TO 
MANY iNDUSTRIES.) 

2, INDUSTRiAL PROCESS EFFICIENCY 
(EXAMINES INTEGRATED PROCESSES WITH 
ENERGY INTENSIVE INDUSTRiES TO ASSIST IN 
REDUCING TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMED') 

3, AGRICULTURAl/FOOD PROCESS EFFICIENCY 
(ENERGY CONSERVATION IN THE FOOD/FIBER 
CHAINS ASSOCIATED WITH AGRICULTURE 
PRODUCTION/PROCESSING.) 

4, TECHNOLOGY DISSEMINATION 
(MAXIMUM UTILIZATION OF TECHNOLOGIES 
DEVELOPED ABOVE.) 

PROJECT: HIGH TEMPERATURE RECUPERATOR 

POTENTIAL· o ESTIMATED 100,000 APPliCATIONS FOR HiGH AND INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE 
RECUPERATORS 

<) RECUPERATORS WOULD SAVE UP TO 80% OF STACK LOSS OR TOTAL SAVINGS 
POTENTIAL OF 4.8 QUADS 

STATUS (I FY 197£ START DEVELOPMENT 

MARKET 

11 FY 1977 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 
11 FY 1978 COMPLETE VERIFICATION 
I} FY 1979 IMPLEMENTATION 

PENETRATION {> 5.000 STACKS RETROFITTED BY 1960 
'" 10.000 STACKS RETROFITTED BY 1981 
{> 20.000 STACKS RETROfITTED BY 1982 
<> 30.000 STACKS RETROFITTED BY i983 
e 40.000 STACKS RETROFITTED BY 19B4 
(150.000 STACKS RETROFITTED BY 1985 

R D& 0 COSTS I MILLIONS $ ) 

FISCAL YEAR FEDERAL INDUSTRY 

1977 1.1 0.11 

1979 11 0.21 

1979 0.5 0.04 

1980 

1985 

TOTAL RD & D COSTS 2.7 0.36 

CUMULATIVE SAVINGS THROUGH 1985-1.100 MILLION BARRElS 

TOTAL 

1.21 

1.31 

0.54 

3.06 

SAVINGS 
(THOUSANDS aPDE) 

41~63 

6BB~1170 
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PROJECT< VACUUM MICROWAVE GRAIN DRYING 

POTENT!Al 1} 5.85 BILLION BUSHELS CORN DRIED IN 1975 CONSUMING 1 OUADS NATUHAL GAS 

o LAB SCALE EXPERlrvlENTS INDICATr V'f\!1 DRYING REDUCES ENERGY BY ONE I-tf~LF 

STATUS <) FY 1976 STAHT CONSTRUCTION OF PILOT PLANT 

0FY 1977 - START EXPER!i\'lENTAL PROGRA;l;l 

oFY 1978 COiVlPl£TE EXPERIMHHAL pnOGRlJ,iVl 

o FY 2979 HvlPLEl\lENT 

RD ,<., 0 COSTS {MILliONS 51 
SiWIi\lGS 

FISCAL YEAH HDEfi!\1 PRIVATF T~OTA~ '!!jOUSAI,!~~ R~'D[) 

1977 0710 0050 765 
1978 0100 0032 132 
HJ79 00:, 50 0 02 
1980 o as 50 0-2 
1985 15--25 

TOTAL COSTS o 91~) 0082 0997 

f:Ui\lULATIVE SAVINGS THROUGH 1985 23 MILliON BARRELS 

THRUSTS: 
1, HEAT ENGINE HWY VEHICLE SYSTEM 

(DEVELOP STIRLING CYCLE AND GAS TURBINE iN 
PARTNERSHIP WITH INDUSTRY,) 

2, ELECTRIC & HYBRID VEHICLE SYSTEMS 
(DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
PERFORMANCE AND ITS FUTURE TRANSPORTATION 
ROLE,) 

3. ALTERNATIVE FUELS UTILIZATION 
(IDENTIFY BEST ROUTE FOR FUEL SUBSTITUTION 
THROUGH R,D&D TO PROMOTE NON-PETROLEUM 
BASE FUELS,) 

4, NON-HWY TRANSPORT SYSTEM 
(IDENTIFY ENERGY CONSERVING PROJECTS & 
DEMONSTRATION OF PIPELINE PUMP STATION 
WASTE HEAT RECOVERY; SHARE IN ENERGY 
PROJECTS WITH DOT AND DEPT OF COMMERCE.) 

SL'llPROGRAII: HEAT ENGINE HIGHWAY SYSTEMS 
TYPICAL PROJECT 

PROJECT: WASTE HEAT UiILIZATION IN DIESEL TRUCKS 

POTENTIAL: ~~~~~IM~~~~~M~el~E~g~ns ~ (t~~T~i H2N~G~~T:~b~~~y t~Ml~~~EMENT 
POTENTIAL SAVINGS ARE i8BK BID FROM PROJECTED CONSUMPTION FO~ THE YEAR 2000 

STATUS: FY 1976 DESIGN PRE-PROTOTYPE ENGINE 

HARKEY 
PENETRATION: 

~ 

1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1985 

CUIlIJLATlVE 

FY 1977 TEST PRE-PROTOTYPE t:NG I HE ON DYNAf.10METtR 

FY ·1978 TEST PRE-PROTOTYPE ENGINE IN TRUCK 

19B2 
PERCENT OF TRUCK FLEET 1 

RD&D COSTS PRODUCTION 
~i eiH .. L.IQ~~l -=-
~ lil!llJ.S.I!lY I!lIAJ.. 

U.8 0.3 
0.5 0,5 
J.1 1.1 
0,4 0,4 

100,0 100.0 

2.8 100,0 102,8 

T 
MW!lili 

tnlQllSaf10S BeoE2 



THRUSTS: 
1. BULK POWER DELIVERY 

(CONCEPTS AND HARDWARE HAVING POTENTIAL 
FOR IMPROVING TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY AND 
RELIABILITY.) 

2. SYSTEMS STRUCTURE & CONTROL 
(DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRIC ENERGY SYSTEM 
HAVING STRUCTURE AND CONTROLS TO ENSURE 
VIABLE AND EFFICIENT FUTURE SYSTEM.) 

3. NEW TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION 
(DEVELOP METHODOLOGIES AND THEORY AND 
THE DISSEMINATION OF SUCH - - TO INDUSTRY 
AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES.) 

4. FIELD TEST AND EVALUATION 
(MOVING EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES FROM LAB 
TO POWER SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT.) 

SUBPROGRAM: SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT & STRUCTURING 
TYPICAL PROJECT 

PROJECT ELECTRIC LOAD MANAGEMENT 

POTENTIAL e INCREASES ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF ELECTR!C POWER GENERATION 
€I REDUCES ELECTRIC POWER COSTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
€I REPLACES Oil AND NATURAL GAS WITH COAL AND NUCLEAR ENERGY 

IN ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION 

e FV 1976·78 SYSTEM ANAL VSIS OF LOAD MANAGEMENT COST AND ENERGY BENEFITS 
(') FY 1977·81 EVALUATION AND OEMONSTRATlON OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS 

STATUS OF LOAD MANAGEMENT SUCH AS 

CUSTOMER AND UTILITY OWNED ENERGY STORAGE DEVICES 
VOLUNTARY AND INVOLUNTARY LOAD CONTAOL 
DISPERSED ENERGY GENERATION (SOLAR. WIND. OTl-lERl 

RO & 0 COSTS is MiLLIONS) SAVINGS 
FISCAL YEAR FEDERAL ~ TOTAL lTHOUSANDS 8POt I 

1977 18 26 

1978 2S 50 75 5 10 
1979 " 70 98 " 30 

1980 30 90 120 20 !)!) 

1985 30 150 180 300 ,100 

CUMULATIVE THROUGH 1985 211 878 lOll') l~O 'JOO 

THRUSTS: 
1. FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY 

(ADDRESSES DIRECT CONVERSION FROM 
CHEMICAL ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY. I 

2. HEAT CYCLE TECHNOLOGY 
(CONVERSION OF THERMAL ENERGY TO 
MECHANICAL ENERGY AND ELECTRIC ENERGY.l 

3. COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGY 
(CONVERSION OF CHEMICAL ENERGY TO 
THERMAL AND RADIANT ENERGY') 

4. ADVANCED CONCEPTS & COMPONENTS 
(DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED GAS TURBINE 
FOR ELECTRiCITY GENERATION AND INITIAL 
COMMERCIALIZATION; ADDRESSES IMPROVED 
COMPONENT EFFICIENCY AS APPLICABLE TO 
ELECTRICAL UTILITIES AND ENERGY INTENSIVE 
INDUSTRIES.) 
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CONSERVATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

A. FY 1977 REQUEST TO CONGRESS: 

OPERATING PROGRAM BUDGET AUTHORITY BUDGET OUTLAY 
lin thousands) On thousands) 

Electric Energy Systems ... .... $ 20,960 ... .. ... $17,920 
Energy Storage. 20,840 .. 17,920 

Subtotal 41,800 35,840 

Industry 11,430 . 9,260 
Buildings. 21,600 18,410 
Transportation. 23,170 20,190 
Conversion 15,000 4,300 

Subtotal 71,200 52,160 

Total Operating 113,000 88.000 
Equipment 7,000 3,000 

Grand Total $120,000 S91,000 

B. POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS: 

THOUSANDS OF BARRELS OF OIL PER DAY - EQUIVALENT 

1977 

35·55 

1978 

105·215 

1. BATTERIES 

1979 

425·670 

1980 1985 

1400·1750 6300·8800 

(DEVELOP ADVANCED BATTERIES FOR UTILIZING 
LOAD LEVELING AND AUTOMOTIVE PROPULSION 
APPLICATIONS.) 

2. CHEMICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS 
(TECHNOLOGIES TO UTILIZE CONCEPTS SUCH 
AS HYDROGEN PRODUCTION, STORAGE TO 
SUPPLEMENT NATION'S ENERGY SUPPLIES.) 

3. THERMAL & MECHANICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS 
(RE'5EARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION 
OF FLYWHEELS, COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE 
AND HYDROS.) 

.II. TECHNICAL & ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(SUPPORTS R&D AND DEMONSTRATION OF 
ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES DESCRIBED 
ABOVE.) 

CONCEPTUAL 100 MW-hr LITHIUM/SULFUR BATTERY FACILITY 
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STATUS REPORT ON LEGISLATION BEFORE CONGRESS 

Thomas Laughlin 
Staff Assistant to Senator Floyd Haskell, Colorado 

Editors' Note: The final legislation for an Energy Extension Service had been passed 
by both houses of Congress at the time the Workshop was in session; but the final 
conference version of the authorization bill had not been passed. In his Workshop 
talk, Mr. Laughlin presented a resume of the differences between the House and Senate 
versions of the bill. However, for these Proceedings, we have decided to present 
for the record the final version of the legislation, as passed by Congress. 

94TH CONGRESS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES REPORT 
No. 94-1718 PdSession 

AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE ENERGY 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

SEPTEMBER 29, 1976.-Ordered to be printed 

Mr. TEAGUE, from the committee of conference, 
submitted the following 

CONFERENCE REPORT 
[To accompany H.R. 13350J 

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two 
Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 13350) to 
authorize appropriations to the Energy Research and Development 
Administration in accordance with section 261 of the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended, section 305 of .the Energy Reorganization 
Act of 1974, and section 16 of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research 
and Development Act of 1974, and for other purposes, having met, 
after full and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do 
recommend to their respective Houses as follows: 

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment 
of the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 

The 00ng1'6S8 finds that the traditional energy SOUl'ces oj this country 
are being depleted and we must convel't to other forms of energy. In addi
tion, it may be necessary to 1lndertake aggressive conservation programs 
to cut back on energy consumption and elimi:fiate waste and Teduce eneTgy 
1(Se. In spite oj these efforts, Oongress finds that energy consumption in 
this C01(ntry will approximately do'uble in coming decades, Ther'e}ore, it 
i~ essential that the policy oj the Oongress be established that every form 
of energy be put into use at the earliest possible moment, consistent w~th 
existing enviTOnmental laws, that new elements of energy be 
placed on tine as quickly as possible. 

AU1'llORIZA1'ION OP APPROPRIATIONS POR PISOAL YEAR 1977 

Sec.P, 116 accordance with section 261 of the Atemic Energy Act oj 1954, 
as amended (42 U.s.O. 2017), section 305 oj the Energy Re01'ganization 
Act of '1974 (42 U.s.O. 5875), and section 16 of the Federal NonnucleaT 

(1) 
51-0060 
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Energy Research and Development Act oj 1974 (4P U.s.O, 5915), there is 
hereby authorized to be app7'0priated to the Energy ReseaTch a:nd Develop,
ment Administration for fiscal year 1977, subject to the promstons of th~s 
Act, the jollowing: . 

(A) For nonmwlear enel'gy 1'esearch, development, and demonstratwn 
oj fossil, solaT, geothermal, and ol'0er forms ~t energy jor energy conser
vation, and for scientific and techmcal educatwn, $1 ,175,671 ,~OO. 

(B) For nuclea1' energy Tesearch and development,. basw reseaTch, 
space nuclear' systems and other technology, 1lran~um ennchment, natwnal 
secuTity, and Telated programs, $5,P71 ,679,000. , 

(0) FaT environmental research and safety, basw energy sciences, 
program support, and related programs, $691,795,000, 

TITLE I-NONNUOLEAR PROGRAMS 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

SEC, 101. For "Operating expenses", jor the jollowing programs, a 
sum of dollars equal to the total ~f the jollowing amounts: 

FOSSIL ENERGY DEVELOPMlfNT 
(1) Ooal: 

(A) Ooalliquefaction: 
Oosts, $81,130,000. 
Changes in selected resources, -$4,300,000, 

(B) High Btu gasification (coal): 
Oosts, $59,P54,000. 
Ohanges in selected 7'eSOU1'ces, -$14,200,000, 

(C) Low Btu gasification (coal): 
Oosts, $50,000,000, 
Ohanges in selected Tesources, -$3,000,000. 

(D) Advanced power systems: 
Oosts, $1P,800,000. 
Changes in selected reSOU7'ces, $9,700,000, 

(E) Dir'ect combustion (coal): 
Costs, $55,116,000, 
Ohanges in selected TeS01U'~es, $2,284,000, 

(F) Advanced 7'esearch and supportwg technology: 
Oosts, $38,500,000. 'd ,] 
Ohanges in selected resow'ces, $1,100,000: Pr01.n .eu, 

that the jollowing amo1tnts there~f shall be for Systems 
StVAies: 

Oosts, $9,350,000. 
Changes in selected 7'eSOUTCes, $1,000,000, 

(G) Demonstration plants (coal): 
Oosts, $50,600,000. 
Changes in selected TeSOllrCes, $2,400,000. 

(H) lYIagnetohyclrodynamics: 
Oosts, $27,841,000. 
Changes in selected reS01U'ces, $10 ,145 ,000, 

(1!) Petrole1Un and natuml gas: 
(A) Natuml gas and oil extraction: 

Oosts, $35,P69,000, 
Changes in selected resources, $7,900,000, 
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(E) Supporting research: 
Costs, $1,831,000. 
Chanues in selected resources, $0. 

(3) In-sau Technolouy: 
(A) Oil shale: 

Costs, $12,085,000. 
Changes l:n selected reSOUTees, $9,000,000. 

(E) Coal gasificat.lOn: 
Costs, $13,536,000. 
Chanyes in selecteelresources, $1,500,000. 

(C) SIIpp01'ling research: 
Costs, $1,310,000. 
Cha/lues in selected resources, $0. 

SOLA!? ENERGY DEFELOP'MENT 
(4) Solar Heating and Cooling: 

Costs, $88,000,000. 
Changes in selectea reso1/.rces, $26,500,000. 

(5) Other Solar Energy Programs: 
Costs, $136,100,000. 

Chanyes in Selecte<Z resmll'ces $35,600,000; incl1/.ding costs of 
$3,000:000 and chanr;es .in selecleilresow'ces oj $1,000,000 
jar InlttatlOn oj actnltus oj the Solar Energy Research 
Instltllte and costs oj $112,200,000 and changes in selected 
reS01!1'CeS oj $27,500,000 jol' solar electric applications. 

GEOTHE!?111AL ENERGY DEVELOPMENT 
(6) Geothermal Eneryy: 

(A) Hydrothermal Technology Applications: 
Costs, $14,200,000. 
Changes in selectedreso1/.rces, $1,800,000. 

(B) Other Geothermal Energy Development: 
Costs, $46,100,000. 
Changes in selected reSOlll'CeS, $3,600,000. 

CONSERVATION j(}I,'Sb/lRCH LIND DEFELOPMENT 
(7) Conservation Research and lJevelopment: 

(A) Electl'ic Energy Systems: 
Costs, $22,000,000. 

, Changes in selected l'eSO'UTces, $,i,OOO,OOO. 
(B) Energy Storage: 

Costs, $32,000,000. 
Chanqes in selected l'eS01/.l'ces $6000000 

(C) Bllilrli1/(J (}ons€1'vatio/l: ",. 
Cosls, $27,600,000. 
Changes ·in selected reS01LTces, $4,400,000. 

(lJ) Industry Conseruation: 
Costs, $18,000,000. 

, Chan[les in s~lected l'~sol!rces, $4,000,000. 
(E) 1 ran spol'la t 10'11 I~nrrrn! Conservation, inc/'II(linu $3,000,000 

for methanol and other altemale jllels: 
Costs, $31,400,000. 
Changes in selected l'eSOlll'CeS, $4,600,000. 
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(F) Improved Conversion E:fJiciency: 
Costs, $15,300,000. 
Changes in selecled reSOIlI'CeS, $11,700,000. 

(G) Energy Consel'valion Institlltes a.nd E.rtension Service: 
Costs, $18,000,000. 
Chanyes in selected reSOlirces, $7,000,000. 

(H) Small Grant Pl'o[Jl'am .101' Appropriate Technologies: 
Costs, $7,500,000. 
Chanaes in selecter/l'cs01!l'ces, $2,500,000. 

(1) To carry alit the municipal solid waste demonstration price 
rJllarantee pro(fram allthorized by section 107 of this Act: 

Costs, $200,000. 
Changes in selected l'eS01!rces, $4,800,000. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ETJUCATION 
(8) SCI:entijic and Technical Education: 

Costs, $3,750,000. 
Chanyes 1:10 selected resomces, $1,250,000. 

PLANT AND CAPITAl, EQUIPMI>'N1' 

SEC. 1 02 (a) For "Plant and capital eqllipment", inelliding construction, 
acqwisition, 01' mod·ification oj faciWieg, incllldinyland acquisition; and 
acquisition and fabrication of capital equipment not related to construc
twn, a slim of dollars equal to the total oj the followinil amounts. 

(1) FossirEnery?! Development Coal,' . 
(A) Project 77-1-a, modifications and additions to Energy Research 

Centers, $6,900,000. 
(B) Project 77-1-b for a hiuh Btll pipeline gas demonstration plant 

(which is estimated to cost a total of $500,000,000, inc/lld'inU the non
Federal share of s'uch cost) is authorized. The am01mt a'llthorized jar s1LCh 
plant is $10 ,000 ,000. 
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(C) Project 77-1-c for f1/.el gas low Btlt demonstration plant (which 

is estimated to cost a total oj $380,000,000, incl?lding the non-Federal 
share oj such cost) is aldhor/zed. The amolmt atlthm'ized for StICh plant is 
$5,000,000, .. 

(D) Project 77-1-d, MHD component development and integration 
facility, $6,100,000, 

(2) Conservation Research and Development. 
(A) Project 77-17-0. Comb1lstion Research Center, $8,500,000. 

(3) Capital Eq11ipment, not related to constrl1ction, 
(A) Fossil energy development, $1,020,000. 
(E) Conservat.ion research and development, $12,000,000. 
(C) Solar energy development, $8,500,000, incll/ding $1,500,000 

for initiation oj activit'ies at the Solar Ene1'yy Research Instittlle in 
the areas of modification oj jacilit·ies, acqtr;sition and fabrication oj 
capital eqnipment, and desl:gn oj the final installaHon. 

(D) Geothermal enuyy development, $2,350,000. 
(b) There is a1ithorized an additional Sltm oj $50,000,000 jor the clea.n 

boiler fitel demonstration plant (project 76-1-0.) a1ithorized by section 
101 (b) (1) oj the Act of December 31, 1975 (89 Stat, 1065). 

(c) Thae is authorized an additional sum of $15,000,000 jar the fire 
megawa.tt. solar thermal test jacility (76-2-0.) all1horized by section 
lO1(b) (2) oj the Act oj December 31,19715 (89 Stat. 1065). 

(3) Solar Eneruy Development: 
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Project 77-18-j, $10,000,000 for the followi7lY Solar Energy Devel~ 
opment ProJects: 

(i) OTEC sea test jacility, $1,000,000, 
(tt~ two 200 k W ~(!1:nd ene7'gy,facilities, $1 POO,OOO. 
(1%1.) Ilea 1.5 M11 h~gh velocli?! wmd facl.htus, $1 500000. 
(iu) total solar eneryy plant, $1,500,000. " 
(v) 5 l11A1 solar thermal clemonstration for small comrmmity 
~~~ ., 

(vi) biomass conversion jacility, $3,000,000. 

}lHOFJ8IONS RBLA1'ING OSLY 1'0 FOS8IL ENERGY DFJVELOPMBN1' PROGRAMS 

SEC. 103. Funds appropriatecl p1l1'suant to this Act for "Operah:ny 
e:cpenses" jol' jossil eneruy pl!rposes may be ilsed j07' (1) any Jacilities 
which may be reqmred at locations, other than installa.tions of the Admin
Istratwn, for the pe/jol'ma:nce oj reseal'ch and development contracts, and 
(2) .o.rants to any Ol'gamzatwn for rml'chase 01' construction oj research 
fanlilles. No SIl.Cit ,inncis shall be tLsed the acQllisition oj land. Fee 
tItle to all such facllttws shall be vested the Unit/xl States 'unless the 
Admimstratol' det.ermines l:n wl'itl:ny that the pray rams of 1'~search and 
deuelopment al!th~nzed by this Act shall best be implemented by vesting 
fee tdle U1 an entUy other than the Umted States: Provided, That, before 
a/J/Jl'Ovm(f the vestmg oJ tr.ae m such enhty the Administrator shall (A) 
translmt such cletermmatt01;, together wlth all pertinent data, to the 
Com7mtiee on Sc1ence and Technology oj the House of Representatives 
and the Commdtee all. Intenor and Insular Affairs 0.1 the Senate, and 
(B) walt a penod oj thu,ty calendar days (not inciliding any day in which 
either House of Conyress tS not 1.n sessIOn because oj adjollrnment oj 
more than three calendar days to a day certain), tlnless prior to the expira
tIOn oj sitch perwd each snch committee has transmitted to the Adminis
trator wn:Uen notice to the ~tfect that such committee has no objection to 
the proposed actlOn. Each grant shall be made l1ncler such conditions as 
the Administrator deems necessary to insw'e tha.t the United States will 
recewe therefrom benefits adequate to j1istijy the making oj the grant. No 
such funds shall be 1lsed 11.nder clause (1) oj the first sentence of this 
sectwn .for the construction oj any major jacility the estimated c'ost oj 
whwh, . mcluilw,g collateral equipment, exceeds, $250,000 lI.nless the 
AdmmLStrator shall (1.) transm~t a Tep~rt on s1/.ch major facility showing 
the nalll.re, Jiurpose, locatIOn, and est1:mated cost of S1/.ch facility to. the 
Commdtee on Snellce and, Technology oj the HOllse of I?epresentahves 
and the C01mmttee on lnterWl' and Insular 4tfail's oj the Senate, and (ii) 
wal t a penoel qf 1~l11'tll calendar days (not inc/1uliny any day in which 
etther House oj Conyress 1S not m sessIOn beca1lSe oj adj01l7'nment oj 
more than three ca.lendar days to a day Ce1'tal:n), 1mless prior to the 
ex1nratlOn oj such period each. sllch committee has transmitted to the 
Administrator written notice to the ~tfect that Sllch comml:Uee has no 
obJeclwn to the proposed action. 

SEC. 104. Not ~o exceed3 pel' cen/l!m of allfunds appropriated pll1'Slwnt 
to thiS Act fol' 'Operat-mu e:tpenses" for fossil energy p1!1'poses may 
be 'used by theAdllllmstratm' to constrllCt, e~'pand, or mod·ify laboratories 
and other facilities, lncl1ui1ng the acqmsttwn oj land, at am! local·ion 
·under the contTol of the AdministratOl', If the Administrator ;letamines 
that (1) s'uch action would be necessary beca·use of chanJes in the noJional 
proyrams anthonzed to be funded by this Act 01' becall~e oj new scientific 
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or engineering developments, and (2) dejerral oj such action until the 
enac/ment of the next a1Lthorization Act wOldd be inconsistent with the 
policies established by Congress for the Administmtion. No portion of 
s'uch sums may be obligated jar expenditure or expended jor such aci'ivi
ties, 1mless (A) a period oj thirty calendar days (not inclUli1'ng any 
day in which either Hmlse oj Congress is not 'in session because oj ad,jovrn
ment of more than three calendaT days to a day certain) has passed ajter 
the Ailmin'istmtor has tmnsmitted to the Committee on Science and 
Technology oj the House oj Representatives and the Committee on In
terior and Insvlal' AfJairs of the Senate a Wl'-itten report containing a 
hdl and complete statement concerning (i) the nai'ure of construct-ion, 
expansion, 01' modification, (i'i) the cost there oj, incl1lding the cost of 
any real estate action pertm:m:ng thereto, ancl (iii) the reason why sllch 
constrllct'ion, expansion, 01' mod~fication is necessary and in the national 
interest, or (B) each such committee before the explratwn of SllCh perIOd 
has transmitted to the Administmto)' written notice to the ~fJect that 
svch committee has no objection to the proposed action: Provided, Tha.t 
this sentence shall not apply to projects to constrvct, e;rpand, 01' modify 
such lahomtories or jacilities, the estimated total cost of which does not 
exceed $25,000. 

SEC. 105. Notwithstanding any other appll'cable provisl'on of law, the 
initial authorization in this Act or any other Act heretofore or here
after enacted to construct, pllr~1lant to sect'ion 8 of the Federal Nonnuclear 
Energy Research and Development Act oj 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5907), 
any fossil energy demonstrai'ion plant shall at the end of the three 
.hill fiscal years jollowing the date of enactment of SHch a-uthonzahon, 
unless (1) jlmds to constrllct each sllch plant are approlJ1'1ated 01' other
wise provided pU1'suant to appl·icable law prior thereto, 01' (2) SItch 
allthorization period is extended by specific Act of Congress hereafter 
enacted. 

SEC. 106. All moneys Teceived by the Administmtor from any /ossil 
energy activity shall be paid into the Treasu1'Y to Ihe aecht oj '(Ii'!scel
laneous receipts, except that on December 1 of each year the Admmlstmior 
shall pTOvide to the Committee on Science and Technology 0.1 the House 
of Representatives and the Comrmttee .on 1nteno1' and I!,sular A.fJa11'S 
of the Senate a report oj all such rece1pts for the pl'ecelhng fiscal year, 
including but not l·imited to, the amount and SOV1'ce of Stich l'evemles and 
the pl'ogr~m and subprogram activity genemting such revenues. 

GENERAL PROViSiONS RELATING TO NONNUCLEAR PRO-
GRAMS OTHER THAN FOSSIL ENERGY DEVELOP1VlENT 

SEC. 107. The Administrator is authm'ized, subject to the approp7"ia
lion of jnnds pn1'Sllant to section 101 (10) of this Act, to establish and 
implement, linda section 7 (a) (4) oj the Federal Nonnuclear Ener~y 
Research and Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5906(a) (4» andm 
accordance with section 7(c) of Sllch Act (42 U.S.C'. 5906 (c» , a lJ1'lce
snpport pl'Ogram to demonstrate 'lm~nciJial solid waste reprocessing jor 
the Jiroduction of fuels and energy ~ntenswe products. Pnorto ente7'ln~ 
into any contract for such demonstratwn, the Ali?mmstraior shall subm'lf, 
to the Committee on Science and Technoloqy of the HOl/se of Rep1'esenta
tives and the Committee on Interiol' and jnslllar A/lairs of the Senate a 
full and complete Teport on the ]JI'OlJOsed commercial demonstration facliity 
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and the necessary project demonstration guarantees. Svch contract shall 
not be jinahzed vnder the allthonty granted by this section prior to the 
e:r:P'lratwn of mnety calendar days (not incl1lding any day on which 
e'lthcr HOllse oj Congress ~s not tn seSSIOn becallse of an adjo'u.J'nment of 
more than three calenda?' days to a day certain) from the date on whick 
such report 18 rece1Ved by such committees. 

GENBRAL PROVISIONS REL/iTING ']'0 ALL }·;ONNVCLEAR PROGRAMS 

SEC. 108. Except as otherwise provided in this Act.-
(a) no ammLnt appropriated pursllant to this Act may be used jar 

any nonnuclear program ~n e,Ycess of the amount actnaliy a11-
thoTized for that pal'ticldar program by this Act, 

(6) no amount appropnated pursllant to this Act may be used 
for any nonn11cleaT pTogram which has not been presented to or 
nquested oj, the Congress, , 

unless (1) a period oj thirty calendal' days (not including any day in 
whwh e~ther HOllse of Congress ~8 not in session beca11se oj ad]oll1'nment 
of mOTe than thTee calendal' days to a day certain) has passed after the 
l'ece~pt by tt,e Committee on Science and Technology of the House of 
Rewesentatwes and the Comm~ttee on Interior and !nsl!lar Affairs of 
the Senate of notwe gwen by the Adm'inistratoT containing a J11ll and 
complete statement of the action proposed to be taken and the facts and 
ct1'!umstances relud v.pon the sUPpoTt of such proposed action, 01' (2) 
each such comr7l1/tee before the exp~ratwn oj sllch perwd has transmitted 
to the Adm~mstrato/' wl'7tfen not we to the elfect that such committee has no 
obJectwn to the proposed actwn: Provided, That the following categories 
may not, as a 1'eSlilt of reprogram~ng, be decreased by m01'e than 10 per 
centum of the Sllms appl'opriated pursuant to this Act for Sllch cate
gones: Coal, petrole11m and natural gas in situ technology solaT 
geothermal, and conservation. ' " 

SE:; 119. The Administrator shall s11.bmit to the Committee on Science 
and 1 echnology of the Honse oj Representatives and the Committee on 
Inter10r and Insv!ar Affai/'s of the Senate a detailed explanation of the 
allocatwn of all 0.1 the fnnds appropl'lated pursnant to, and this /let jor 
nonn1tclear energy programs and subprograms, reflecting the relationsh.ips, 
conslstenC1es, and d18s~m1Ial'lt'Ws between those allocatl:ons and (a) the 
complehenswe program defimtwn trans'lmtieci pW'suant to section 102 
of the Geothermal Energy Research, Development, and Demonstration Act 
(b) the comJ?rehen~we program definition transmitled pll.rsilant to sectio~ 
10 oj the Solar Energy Research, Development., and Demonstration Act 
of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5564), (c) the comprehensive plan for nonnuclear 
energy research, d~velopment, and demonstration transm'ilted IJ1lrsuant to 
sectIOn 6 of the Federal N01l'7wclear Energy Research and Development 
Act of 1974 (42 U.S. C. 5905). 

SEC. 110. Section 13 of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and 
Delielopment Act of 1974 (42 u.s. C. 5912) is amended by-

(1) stl'lkl7lg, m the first sentence of s1lbsection (a), the words "At 
the req1lest of the. Adm11l1strator, the" and insert'ing therein" The"; 
" (2) stl'lkmg, 1n the first sentence of S1lbsection (b), the words 

prepare 01' have prepare;! an assessment Qf the ava1'Zability of 
~(:eq1Iate water reS01/.rces. andmsertmg therem the following: 
1C(11~e~t the Water Res01lrces Conncil to prepw'e an assessment of 

wate? req'IlU'ements and aVallab1hty for Sllch prOJect."; and 
(3) addmg at the end thereof a new subsection to I'ead as follows: 
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"(f) The Administrator shall, Ilpon enactment of this subsection be a 
membel' of the COllnc~l." , 

S~c. 111 . . (a) The Administrator shall classUy each recipient of any 
award, con/wct, oj' other finanCial arrangement in any nonnuclear 
research, development, 01' demons/ration category as-

(1) a Federal agency, 
(2) a non-Federal governmental enWy, 
(3) a profitmahng enteljr/'ise (indicating whether oj' not it is a 

small busmess concern), 
(4) a nonprofit enterprise other than an edncational ·institntion 01' 
(5) a nonprofit edncationalinsWlltion. ' 

(b) The injormation reqllired by sllbsection (a), along with the dollar 
amollnl of each award, contract, 01' other financial arrangement made, 
shall be mclll\lecl as an append I ,C /0 the annllalreport reqllirccl bl! section 
15(a) of the Federal NOn1l1lclear Ener{Jy Research and Developme'nt Act of 
1974 (42 U.S.C. 5911): PrOVided, That small purchases 01' contracts of 
tess than $10,000, 0wh~chare ,expected from the reqnirements of advertising 

h
y sectwn.252(c)(j) oft~tle '11, Unded States Code, shall be'(;;cemptfrom 

t e l'eportmg req1iU'ements of th~s sectIOn. 
112. a program /01' appl'Opriate technology under the direction of 

the Ass7Stc:nt Adm~mstl'ato)' fo/' ConserVQ.tion Research and Devel
opment. Th~ Admt~lstratol' shall develop and implement a pl'Orlram 
oj small g~ants for the ]Jurpose ~f encourapwg development and 
demonstratwn projects descnbed m subsection (c) of tMs section. 

~b! The a(!gregate amount ~f financial support made available to any 
pal tlclpant ;:' such ]i1'o[Jl'am, tncludlng affiliates, under this section shall 
not exc~,ed $00,000 dvnng any I'wo-yew' ]Jeri~d. 

(c) hmd~ made avallable 'Ilncler thiS sectIOn shall be /lsed /0 provide 
fa:' a. coordmated and e:cpanded e.fJor! /01' the development and demon
stlatwn qf, and the diSsemmatlOn of In/onnation with respect to, energy
related systems and suppol'tmg technologies appropriate /0-

(1~ the needs of local communities and the enhancement of com
m1imty seif-relwnce through the lise of available resouJ'ces' . 

(2) the use of l'ene1lJable resollrces and the conservati~n of non
renewable reso1l7'ces; 

(3) the use of existing technologies applied to novel situations 
and uses; 

(4) applications which are energy conserving environmentally 
sound, small scale, dm'able 07' low cost; and ' 

Act of 1974. 
Guidelines implementing this section shall be promulgated with hill 

opporl1imty for pl1blw comment. . 
(g) The Administrator shall-

(1) prepare and submit no later than March 10, 1977 a detailed 
report on plans for ~mplementation of l:ncllldin,q the of 
~mplementatwn of the p/,ovlSwns of ths title to the Committee on 
Intenor and Insular A.fJal/,s and the Committee on Science and 
Techn.ology of the House Representatives and shall keep sllch 
comm'lttees flllly and v(fo1'1ned concerning the development 
of such plans. 

(2) include as a part of the an1l11al report required by section 
15(a) (1) of the Federal Nonnveleal' Energ1J Research and Develop
ment Act of 1974- begjnn,ing in 1977, a full and complete report on 
the program under thts hile. 
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Sec. 113. The Administrator, in conslIltation with the Administrator 
oj the EnviTonmental Protection Agency, shall submit a report to the 
Congress, six months after enactment ~f this Act, on the environmental 
monitoring, assessment, and control ef/oTt8, relating to environment, 
sajety, and health, which are required to successj1illy demonstrate any 
project, which is subject to sections 8 (e) and (j) of the Federal Nonnuclear 
Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 (41'3 U.S.C. 5907 (e) and 
(f», and is authorized by this Act or any prior Act. The report shall 
contain the extent to which monitoring and control is required, the esti
mated costs thereof 

TITLE JI.-FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH AND DE
VELOPMENT, BASIC RESEARCH, SPACE NUCLEAR 
SYSTEMS AND OTHER TECHNOLOGY, URANIUM EN
RICHMENT, NATIONAL SECURITY, AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

SEC. 201. For "Operating expenses", $3,390,051,000. No funds 
authorized under this Act may be 1ised to produce any nuclear fuel for 
export to su.pply a nuclear power re(j~tor 11.ruler an Agreement for Coop
eration which has not been 'l'eviewed by the Congress of the United States 
under the procedures in section 123d. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 
(42 U.S.C., 2153(d», as ameruled by Public Law 93-485, to a country 
which has not mtified the Treaty on Nonproliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons unless the first proposed license authorizing the export of 
either such Teactor or such fuel after the date of this Act is first submitted 
to the Congress for review under the congressional l'61Yiew pl'ocedures 
provided for Agreements for Coopemtion in the above-referenced section 
123d. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. 

PLAN1' AND GAPI1'AL EQUIPMENT 

SEC. 202. For "Plant and capital eqU1:pment" , incl1lding construc
tion, acquisition, O/' modification of facilities, including land acquisi
tion; and acquisition an{Z jabrication of capital equipment not related to 
construction, a sum of dollars equal to the total of the following amount<l: 

(1) Magnetic Fusion: 
Project 77-2-a, computer building, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 

Livermore, California, $5,000,000. 
(2) Laser F1tsion: 
Proj ect 77 -3-a, electron beam fllsion facilities, Sandia LaboTatories, 

Albllq1!erque, New !vIe:rico, $13,500,000. 
(3) Fission Power Reactor Development: 
Project 71-4-a, modifications to reactors, $5,000,000. 
Project 7'1-4-b, breeding nondestnlctive assay facility, Idaho National 

Engineering Laboratory, Idaho, $9,500,000. 
Project 7'1-4-c, high peljormance fuel laboratory, Richland, Washing

ton (A-E only), $1,500,000. 
Project 7'1-4-d, f11el storage facility, Richland, Washington (A-E 

ana long-leal procw'ement) , $7,000 ,OCO. 
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(4) Fission Power Reactor Development: .,. 
P1'oject 77-5-a, compu,ter b1iild~ng acqu~s~ttOn, Idaho National 

EngineeringLaboratoTY, Idaho Falls, Idaho, $.')50,(;00. 
(5) High Energy Physics: . 
Project 77-7-a, accelerator ~mprovements and modifications, various 

locations, $3,600,000. 
(6) Basic Energy Sciences: . . 
Project 7'1-S-a, accelerator and reactor improvemenUl and modificatwns, 

various locations, $1,300,000. . . . L' 
Project 7'1-S-b expanded experimental capab1ht1es, Bates meal' 

Accelerator, Mas~achusetts Institute of Technology, MassachusetUl, 

$5,000,000. . b ' B' kha 
Project 77-8-c, increased flux, h1gh flux eam react01, 100 ven 

National Laboratory, New York, $2,500,000 . . , . . . 
Project 77-8-d, conversion of steam plantfacthttes, Oale R1dge Natwnal 

Laboratory, Tennessee, $12,200,q~0: 
(1) Uranium Enrichment Actnnt1es: . . ., .. 
Project 77-9-a, expansion oj feed.vaponzatwn and samplwg factl1ttes, 

gaseous diffusion plants, multtple s1tes, $30,000,00.0. .. 
Project 77-9-b, air and nitrogen system uprat1ng, gaseous diffcu,slOn 

plant Oale Ridge, Tennessee, $5,200,000. . . .' 
P1'~ject 7'1-9-c, upgrade ventilation sy~tems, techmcalsermces bU1ldwg, 

gaseous diffusion plant, Portsmouth, Oh1O, $3,000,000. . . . 
Project 71-9-d, centrifuge plant demonstrat1On fac1hty, Oak Rtdge, 

Tennessee, $60,000,000. . .. 
(8) Umnium Enrichment Acttmt1es: . . 
Pl'oject 7'1-10-a, fire protection upgrading, gaseo'lIs diffus10n plants, 
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multiple sites, $8,300,000. . . IS ,J 
Project 7'1-10-b modifications to comply w~th the Occu1!atwna aJ~ty 

and Health Act, gdseous diffusion plants, and Feed Matenals Productwn 
Center, Fernald, Ohio, $S,200,000. 

(9) Weapons Activities: 
Project 77-11-a, sajeguards and reseaTCh and development laboratory 

facility, Sandia Laboratories, Alb1lquerque, New Mexcio, $9,300,000. 
Project 77-11-b, safeguaTds and site security improvements, vari01Ul 

locations, $13,500,000. 
Project 77 -11-c, 8-inch artillery fired atomic pTojectile production 

facilities, various locations, $20,500,000. 
Project 77-11-d, triti1.m confinement system, Savannah River, South 

Carolina, $3,500,000. 
(10) Weapons Activities: 
Project 'i7-12-a, fin and safety project, Lawrence Livermore Labom

tOTY, California, $2,300,000. 
PToject 77-12-b, life safety conidor modifications, Bendix Plant, 

Kansas City, MissouTi, $3,100,000. 
Project 77-12-c, modifications to comply with the Occlipational Safety 

and Health Act, Y-12 Plant, Oale Ridge, Tennessee, $6,400,000. 
Project 17 -12-d, 1tpgrade Teliability of fin protection, Bendix Plant, 

Kansas City, MissouTi, $7,800,000. 
PToject 77-12-e, sludge disposal facility, Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee, $3,000.Dnn 
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(11) Weapons MateTials PTocl1lCtion: 
P1'oJect 77-13-a, fl11OI'inei dissolution process and fuel receivi:ftg im-

111'Ovements, Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, Idaho National Engineer
ing Laboratory, Idaho (A-E and long-lead procurement), $10,000,000. 

Pl'oject 77-13-b, improved confinement of radioactive Teleases, TeactoT 
areas, Savannah River, Smith Carolina, $6,000,000. 

Project 77-13-c, sei<lmic pTotection, reactor areas, Savannah RiveT, 
Smtth CaTalina, $3,000,000. 

Project 77-13-d, high level 'waste storage ancl waste managementfacil
ities, Sa'vannah Rive1', Smtih CaTalina, $56,000,000. 

Project 77-13-e, high level waste storage and handling facilities, Rich
land, Washington, $40,000,000. 

Project 77-13-f, waste isolation pilot plant, site 1lnclesignated (A-E, 
land acqllisition, and long-lead procurement), $6,000,000. 

PrGject 77-13-g, sajeguanls and secw'ity llpgrading, procl11ction facil
ities, multiple sites, $12,600,000. 

Project 'i7-13-h, personnel pTotection ancl SUppoTt facility, Idaho 
Chemical Processing Plant, Idaho National Engineering Laboratol'Y, 
Idaho, $10,500,000. 

(12) Proiect 77-14 General Plant Projects, $74,610,000. 
(13) PToject 77-15, ConstTuction Planning and Design $7,200,000. 
(14) Capital Eqm:pment, $276,368,000. 

LIJflTATION8 

Sec. 203. The Administration is authorized to start any project set 
fOTth in title II, sllbsections 202 (2), (3), (5), (6), (7), (9), and (11), 
only 1f the cUTrently estimated cost Qf that pToject does not exceed by more 
than 25 per centum the estimated cost set forth for that pToject. 

Sec. 204. The Administration is authorized to start any set 
forth in title II, S1!bsections 202 (1), (4), (8), and (10), only 81ir-
I'ently estimated cost oj that project does not e:cceed by mOTe than 10 pel' 
centum the estimated cost set jorth for that project. 

Sec. 205. The Administration is authorized to staTt any pr01ect 1t.nder 
title II, snbsection 202(12) only if it is in accordance with the following: 

(1) The ma:cim1lm currently estimated cost of any project shall be 
$150,000 and the maximum cW'rently est1:mated cost of.any b1iilding 
incl1!Cled in s11ch project shall be $300,000: PTovided, That the 
bli.ilcling cost limitation be eJ;ceeded 4 the Administration deteT-
mines that it is necessaTY the interest of efficiency amd economy. 

(2) The total cost of all projects 1t.nderta1cen under title II, S1lb
section 202(12) shall not e:cceed the estimated cost set forth in thea 
sllbsection by more than 10 pel' centllm. 

SEG. 206. The total cost Qf any project 1L1ulertaleen 1mder title II, Sllb
sections 202 (2), (3), (5), (6), (1), (9), and (11), shall not exceed the 
estimated cost set forth faT that p1'Oject by more than 25 per centllm unless 
aTiI{luntil additional appropriations aTe au.thorized: Provided, That this 
snbsection will not apply to any project with an estimated cost less than 
$5,000,000. 

SEG. 207. The total cost of any pToject 11ndeTtaken u.nde1· title II, sub
sections 202 (1), (4), (8), and (10), shall not e:cceecl the estimated cost set 
forth faT that project by mOTe than 1 ° per centllm, 11nless and 1t.ntil addi
tional appropriations are authorized: Provided, That this Sllbsection will 
not apply to any pToject with am estimated cost less than $5,000,000. 
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AMENDMENTS TO PRIOR YEAR ACTS 

SEC. 208. (a) Section 101 oj P1lblic Law 89-428, as amended, isjurther 
amended by striking jrom subsection (b)(3), pl'oject 67-3-a, a Jast flux 
test jacility, the figU7'e "$420,000,000" and substit·uting therejor the 
figu7'e "$540,000,000", 

(b) Section 101 oj Public Law 91-273, as amended, is further amended 
by striking jrom sllbsection (6)(1), project 71-1-j, pl'ocess equipment 
modifications, gaseous diiJusion plans, the fig11re "$510,100,000" and 
s1lbstituting therejor the figure "$820,000,000". 

(c) Section 101 oj P1lblic Law .93-60, as amended, is jurther amended 
by striking jrom subsection (b)(1), pl'oject 74-1-g, cascade upmting pro
gram, gaseous diif11sion plants, thefigllTe "$270,400,000" and substit11ting 
therejor the figuTe "$417,300,000". 

(d) Section 101 oj P1lblic Law 93-276, as amended, isJuriher amended 
by-

(1) stJ'iking jrom s11bsection (b)(1), pl'Oject 75-1-0, new waste 
calcining jacility, Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, National 
ReactOJ' Testing Station, Idaho, the figure "$27,500,000" and sub
stituting thel'ejor the figure "$65,000,000"; 

(2) stJ'iking jrom snbsection (b) (3), project 75-3-b, high enel'gy 
laser jacility, Los Alamos Scientific Labomtory, New .Mexico, the 
figuI'C "$22,600,000" and sniMtituting thel'(/ol' the figllre "$54,500,-
000'" 

(3) striking jrom slobsection (b) (6), project 75-6-c, positron
electron joint project, Lawrence Berkeley Lahomtory and Stanjord 
Linear Accelerator Oenter, the figw'e "$11 ,900,000" and 8llbstituting 
therejor the figlLre "$78,000,000". 

(e) P1Lblic Law 94-187 is amended by-
(1) stl'iking jrom wbiJection 101 (b) (5), "'n1'Oject 76-5-a, Tok:amak 

fusion test reactor, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Plains
boro , New Jersey, $23,000,000.", and striking jrom Sll bsection 
201 (b)(5) "project 76-5-a, Tokamak f1Lsion test reactor, Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Plainsboro, New Jersey, $7,000,000.", 
which anthorized appropriations jor this project totaling $30,000,000 
and substituting therejor in section 101 (b)(5) , "project 76-5-a, 
Tokamak fusion test reactor, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, 
Plainsboro, New Jersey, 8214,600,000."; 

(2) striking from subsect'ion 101 (b) (8), project 76-8-e, conversion 
oj existing steam plants to coal capability, gaseous ddhlSion 7Jlants 
and Feed ivfaterials Production Center, Fernald, Ohio, the figure 
"$12,200,000" and su.bstitllting therefor the figure "$13,500,000"; 

(3) transjerring the text a7J'Deal'ing as section 106 in section 201 (a) 
of title II to jollowimmediately ajter the colon in (d) oj section 103 
of title I; and 

(4) striking the words "Jltne 30, 1976, and the interim veriod 
jollowing thatfiscal year and ending Sevtember 30, 1976" in the text 
oj section 106(a) and substitute therejor the words "Sevtember 30, 
1977'" 

(5) '1)rior to iss1ling a ConstnlCtion PM'mit JOI' the Clinch River 
Breeder Reactor Demonstration Plant the Nuclear Reglllatory Oom
mission must fiTSt find that there is reasonable assurance that the 
plant can be constmeted and operated at the proposed location withOld 
uwi1w risk to the health and sajety of the 'I)1tblic and that, in the 
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op,inion oj the Commission, the issuance oj a Construction Permit 
1iJlll not be .lmm1cal to the common dejense and sec1lrity; 

(6) stnbng./rorn subsectIOn 101 (b) (8), "1)roject 76-8-g, ad!l1:tional 
facilitus, ennched llranwm 1Jroriuction locat-ions 'undetenm:ned 
$25,0.00,000." ami substituting therejor '''I)roject 76-8-g, enrichecl 
'Uranwm 'productwn faclhty, Portsm01lih, Ohio, $255,000,000.". 

SEC. 209. Jior a perwd of one year sllbsequent to the date oj enactment 
qf thlS no nuclear fuel shall be exported to sllpply a nuclear ])011'er 
reactor an "1gl'eement for Cooperation u'hich has not been revieu'ed 
by the COIl9':e8s of the United Staies 1I1uZer the proceci1l1'esin section 123rl. 
of the .iltom1C Energy Act oj 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2153(d», as amended by 
PubllC Law 98-485, to a non-n'uclear-lceapon state (1L'ithin the meaning 
oj the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons) j('hich has 
not ratified the Treaty on the Non-Prolijeration oj NlIcleal' Weapons 
lInless the /irst proposed I1cense u,nder s'uch agreement m.dhol'izing the 
export oj etther slIch jac2hty 07' slwh material after the date oj this Act is 
first sllbmlltecl to the Oongress for review under proced·ures provided for 
Agreements jar Cooperatwn tn the above-ref6l'enced section 123d. jor 'the 
Atomlc Energy. flet of 1954, as amended; Provided, h01ccver, That the 
f 07'egomg. pl'ohtb~twn shall not apply where. the Nuclear Reg1ilatory 
Comrm.sswn l'ecewes admce, m. accol'dance 2mth pl'oced1l7'cs established 
by the Presulent, that 2t .2S the Judgment oj the Department of Stale and 
other concerned Exec2i1we Branch agencies that the proposed export 
would not be mumcal to the Common defense and security oj the United 
Sta.tes and where the NllClear Regulatory Commission finds that the 
reC2ptent natwn or grollJi 0/ nations has committed itself to apply and 
adhere to the followmg pnnc2ples 01' thnr and any others lI:hich 
the Commu8wn deems. necessary to the applicable stat2ltory Te-

qltU'ements oj the Atomu Energy Act oj 1954, as amended, and where the 
Comm2sslOn finds that slich principles will be applied 2:n a manner 
acceptable to the United States: 

(1) International Atomic Energy Agency sajegllards as required b1f 
Article II 1(2) oj the Treaty shall be applied with respect to slIch 
export and to any specwl nuclear material prodllced through the use 
thereoj. 

(2) No such material 07' eqll1:pment transjerred, and no special 
nuclear matel'1al PI:od'llce4 through the lise thereoj, shall be IIsed for 
any nuclear exploswe dev'lCe 01' jor Tesearch on or development oj (my 
nllclear e.cplosive device. 

(3) Adequate physical seclIrity measures shall be maintained with 
respect to. the material 01' equipment tmnsjerred and with respect to 
any specwl nuclear matenal produced through the use thereof. 

(4) No slIch matenal or eqll!pment t)'(l.nsjerred, and no special 
mldear matel':al 'produced throllgh the 11se thereof, shall be reimns
jerred to the J111'lBdwtwn oj any other nation 01' grollp of nations 
e.rcept 1mrier condltwns acceptable to the United States. The United 
Slates shall not approve such retmn~fer 1I711ess the nah'on or group oj 
natIOns des2gnated to recewe such retransjer a{ll'ee that it shall be 
s1lbJect to the principles stated herein. 

(5) .No sllch material tmn~ferred and no special nllclear material 
llsed '!1l 07' produced thr01lgh the jlSe oj tmnsferred mlGlear material 
or equiJiment shall be reprocessed, and no irradiated j uel elements 
contammg sllch matenal removed JI'011l a reactor shall be altered in 
jorm or content, unles8 the prior approval of the United States 1:.~ 
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obtained jor Sll.A:h reprocessing or aliemtion, or unless such reprocess
ing or alteration will be under other conditions acceptable to the 
United States. 

(6) The foregoing conditions shall be applied to any nuclear 
material or equipment which is prod1lCed or cons/rllcted in the 
recipient nation or gr01lp oj nations by or through the lIse oj any 
exported senstive nuclear technology. 

TITLE III-FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND 
SAFETY, BASIC ENERGY SCIENCES, PROGRAlvi SUPPORT, 
AND RELATED PROGRAMS 

OPER.1TING BXPENSBS 

SEC. 301. For "Opemting expenses",jor thejollowing progmms, a sum 
oj dollars equal to the total oj the jollowing amounts: 

(1) Biomedical and environmental Tesearch, $205,400,000, qf 
which $1,000,000 shall be made available to the WatCl' Resollrces 
Council to carry out the provisions oj section 13 of the Federal Non
nlLclear Energy Research and Development Llct oj 1974 (42 U.s.C. 
5912). 

(2) Operational sajety, $8,800,000. 
(3) Environmental control technology, $22,000,000. 
(4) Basic energy sciences jor the jollowing: 

(A) Material sciences, $65,000,000. 
(B) lVioleclLlar, mathematical, and geosciences, $58,500,000. 

(5) Program support, $293,670,000: Provided, That $1,250,000 
is authorized to be appropriated pursuant to this subparagraph (5) 
to reimbll1'se the National Bureau oj Standards jor costs incllI'I'ell 'in 
carrying out the provisions oj section 14 oj the Federal Nonnllclear 
Ene1'gy Research and Development Act oj 1974 (42 U.S.C. MJ13). 

(6) To carry alit the provisions of section 11 qf the Federal Non
nuclear Energy Research and Development Llct oj 1974 (42 U.S. C. 
5910), $500,000 jor the COlmoil on Environmental Quality. 

PLANT AND C,iPI'1'AL EQUIPJfEN1' 

SEC. 302. For "Plant and capital equipment", including construction, 
acquisition, or modification oj facilities, incllllling land aC'l/lisition; 
and acquisition and jabrication oj capital equipment not related to C01l
stnlCtion, a SlIm of dollars equal to the total oj the jollowing amollnts: 

(1) Biomedical and Environmental Research: 
Project 77-6-a, modifications and additions to biomedical and environ

mentalresearchjacilities, cariolls locatl:ons, $4,200,000. 
(2) Program S1lpport: 
Project 77-16-a, laboratory support complex, Los Alamos Scientific 

Labom/ory, New Mexico, $6,000,000. 
(3) Capital Ellllipment, not relatecl to construction: 

(A) Biomedical and environmental research, .~11 ,418,000. 
(B) Operational safety, $1,100,000. 
(C) Environmental control technology, $682,000. 
(D) Basic energy 8ciencesfor thefollowin[J: 

(i) l'vlaterialsciences, $5,600,000. 
(ii) kioleeular, mathematical, and geosciences, $3,700,000. 

(E) Program Support, $5,2:£5,000. 
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LIMI7'ATIONS 

SEC. 303. The Administration is a7lthorized to staTt any project set jorth 
in title III, subsection 302 (1) and (2) only the cnTrentiy estimated cost 
oj that project does not exceed by more than pel' centnm the est7mated 
cost setJorthjor that project. 

A.1fBNDJfEN'l'S ']'0 PRIOR YJiJ,lR .10']'8 

SEC. 304. (a) Sect1:on 101 oj P1lblic Law 92-314 is amended by striking 
Jrom s1ibsection (a) "Operating expenses" the figure "$2,110,480,000" 
and substi.t7li·ing thereJor the fignre "$2,113,480,000". 

(b) Section 202 oj P.nblic Law 92-314 1S amended by-
(1) striking Jrom subsection (b) the wOTds "jow' yean" and sub

stit71.ting thereJor the 'Words" seven years", and 
(2) adding the jollowing subsections: . 

"(h) that pa.yment ma.y be made to those who 7mclertook actwn oj a 
remed'ial na.tw·e prior to the elate oj this a.mendment w!lhout the determ1na
tion req'wired in subsection (6) 01. this ~ect'ion and notwl.thstand7ng the 
I'AloU1.relne1'Ll ·in snbsection (c) oj th1s sectwn: Provuled, however, That the 
rt._ul·m:I.7JG..!w'n whether and to wha.t extent 811.ch payment shall be made 
shrll the decision oj the Admin'istration based on the recommendat'ion oj 
the S :kte; that 1'eqnests jol' sllch payments shall not be consIdered ~Jter one 
year jl'om the elate oj this amenclment: provuled J1l1,ther,. Thcf:i the 
United States shall be released Jrom any tathngs Telateel 11abillty 01' 

claim thereoj 1lpon silch payment. " 
"(i) That the Tequirement in s71.bsection (c) oj th1s sect10n that any 

remedial act-ion shall be pe/jormed by the State oj Colorado 01' 1tS a7ilhol'1zecl 
contractor may be waivecl ·in aclvance in writing by the State with approval 
oj the Administration: Prou'ided, however, That the . . whether 
and to what extent payment shall be macle shall be clecls'Wn oj the acl-
min'istrat'ion based on the recommenciatlOn oj the State: And prov!clecl 
jw·thel', That the United States shall be released from any mlll tall7ngs 
Telated liability 01' cla'im thereoJ 'upon snch payment.". .. 

(c) Section 204 oj Pllblic Law 92-3141s amended by stnhng thefigUTe 
"$5,000,000" and substitnting there Jar the fignre "$8,000,000". 

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 401. SllbJect to the applicable requirements and limitations oj 
this Act, when so specijied 'in appropriations Acts amonnis appropTlatecl 

the Administration IJ1U'S'llant to this Act jor "Operat-mg expenses" or 
"Plant anrl carital eqnipment" may be merged wLlh any other amonnts 

apPl'Opl'iated Jor like pW'lwses p1l7'slwnt to any other Act a7Lthonzwg 
appro]Jriatwns JOT the Ad'ln'!1l1stmt1On. .. 

SEC. 402. l<Vhen so specified in appropnatlOn Acts, amo'unis appTO-
pTiated pursHant 10 tit-is Act for "Opemlwg 01' JOT "Plant 
and capital eqnipment" may I'emaw aVa'dable expended.. 

SEC. 403. Ammmts p1iTs~lant to hlle II oj thw Act jor 
construction planning and Jar ,r;eneral plant proJects, are 
available Jor use, when necessary, connectwn wlth all Adm11l1stmtwn 
programs. 

SEC. 404. (a) Any Government-ownerl contractor .operated .laboratory, 
energy research center, 01' other laboratory l)eljonmng J~mctwns 1mder 
contract to the Administration may, 1cith the approval oj the Adrmmstrator, 
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lise a reasonable amOllnt ofits opera6n[! bud[!etfor IheJunding oj employee
suggested research pTojects 'up 10 the pilot stage of development. It shall 
be a condition of any S11Ch that the (hrector of the laboratory.or 
cenlel'in'volved JOTm an 'review mechamsm for detenmmng 'll'h1Ch 
employee-suggested projects merit fundwg w a gwen fiscal year; and any 
silch pl'Oject may be funded ·i.n one or more sllcceelhng years 'I} the reVLe'U,' 
process indicates that it merits such fundm[!. .. . 

(b) Each directoT oj II laboratory 01' center specijiedw s11bsectwn (al oj 
this sect·ion shall wbmit an annnall'eport to the Admm~strator on projects 
being fnndecl under this section; and on completwn oj each sHch project 
sha.ll subrnit a 1'Cport to the Techmcal Informatwn Center oj the Adm·/.7l-
istrationja!' inclusion in its data base.. . 

SEC . .105. The Administrator 1S au.fhonzed to pCl:iorm construct'Wn 
des'ign services Jar an)! Arlminis/ration constmc/ton project 'Whenever the 
Adml:nis/rator de/ermmes that the lJ1'o]ect 18 of such w'gency that construc
tion oj the pl'o,iect sho'Uld be initiated ]JromJ?tlY.1ipon enactment oj le[!w
lation appropriating funds for lts c~nstnlctwn 111 order to meet the needs 
oj national deJense or protection of liJe and property 01' health and sa,(ety. 

SEC. 406. Any received by the Adm1n1stratwn be retamed 
and !18ed, as provided annual approprwtwns Acts a.Jter. the 
date of enactment of this Act, for operat'mg expe;lses (except sums recewed 
from. disposal oj property uncleT the Energy, Commumty Llct of 
1955 and the SU'ategw and Cn/teal. .. Stock p1lmu .Liet, as 
amended and fees received JOI' tests 01' mvest1gat'Wns 'undel' the Act of 
L'vJay 16,' 1910,' as mnended (42 U.S.C. 2301; 50 U.S.O. 98h; 30 U.S.O. 
n), notwithstanding the pl'ov'isions of section 3617 of the Remsed Statutes 
(31 U.S. C. 484), and ml&Y 1'Cmain amilableunl'il e;rpenderl. Funds may 
be obll:[!ated Jar purposes stated in this section only to the e:ctent prOVIded 
1:n appropriations Acts. 
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SEC. 407. TransJers oj swnsJrom the "Opera.ting expenses" appropria
tion may be made to other agencies oj the Government for the pe!:[ormance 
oj the work jor which the appropriation is made, (!nd in slich cases the 
snms so transJerred, may be merged with the appropriation to which 
transJerred. 

SEC. 408. Notwithstancling any other provision of this Act, provisions 
oj sections 405, 406, and 407 oJ this Act shall not' be applic(!ble to any 
fossil energy activdy, program, or sllbprogram. 

SEC. 409. (a) Each officer 01' employee qf the Energy Research and 
Development Administration who-

(1) peijorms any fnnction 01' duty under this .I1ct 01' an1/ other 
Act amended by this Act; and . 

(2) has any known financial interest-
(A) in any person engaged 1:n the bllsiness, other than at the 

retail level, o} developi:ng, prodllcing, nfining, transpor6ng by 
pipeline, 01' converting into synthetic fuel, minerals, wastes, 
or renewable resources, 01' in the generation qf energy Jrom S1iCh 
'Imnerals, wastes, 01' renewable resources, 01' . 
Tesearch, development, and demonstration with /ULUILe,,", 

ance 'under this Act 01' any other Act amended this Act, 01' 
(B) in pl'Opel'ty from which minerals are commercially 

prodnced, 
shall, beginning on February 1, 1977, annually file wW, the Admin
istrator a written statement conceming all such interests held by such 
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officer or employee dnring the preceding caleiula.T year. Snch' state
ments shall be available to the pnblic, 

(b) The Administmtm' shall-
(1) act within ninety days aJter the date oj enactment of this 

sect70n-
(A) to define the term "lcnown. financial interest" jar pm'

poses oj parawaph (2) of snbsection (a) qf this section; and 
(E) to establish the methods by which the requiTement to file 

written statEments specified in subsection (a) oj this section will 
be monitored and enforced, including appropriate provisions 
j01' the filing by such officers and employees of such statements 
and the Teview by the Administrator oj snch statements; and 

(2) report to the Oon[ll'ess on Jnne 1 of each calendar year with 
Tespect to 81wh discl08m'el~ and the actions taken in Tega1'(l thereto 
dnl'ing the preceding calenda1' year. 

(c) In the rules prescribed in subsection (b) of this section, the Admin
'istrator may identify specific positions within the Administration which 
are of a nonpolicymalcing natnre and ]J7'ovide that officers 01' employees 
occl~pying such positions shall be exempt from the l'equi1'ements oj this 
sectwn. 

(d) Any officer or employee who is snbject to, and knowingly violates, 
this section 01' any I'emdation issued thel'ennder, shall be fined not more 
than $2,500 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. 

SEC. 410. The Administrator shall not nsc any j711lds appropriated 
p1ll'Sllant to this Actnnder any contract in effect on at aJter October 1, 
1977 Jor ]'eseal'ch, services, 01' rnaterial con{lncted or snpplied by the 
La'Wrence Livermore Laborator'lj Jar the Energy Research and Develop
ment Administration u.nless that contmct specijically provides that the 
ernployees oj the La'Wrence Livermore Laboratory will be guaranteed the 
establishment of an impartial grievance procedure and Jn1'ther guarantees 
ernployees shall have the right to self-organization, to jorm, join, or assist 
labor organizations, to bargain collectively throllgh representatives oj 
their own. choosing, and to engage in other concerted activities jar the 
purpose oj collective bargaining or other mntnal aid or protection, and 
shall also have the Tight to r4rain Jrom any 01' all oj such activities: 
Provided, however, That no employee rights 01' activities shall be guaranteed 
in SlIGh contract wh-ich wo'Uld be in 1jiolation oj California State law. 

TITLE V.-BASIS FOR GOVERNMENT OHARGE FOR 
1 URANIUM ENRlCHMENT SERVlCES 

SEC. 501. Snbsection 161v. of the Atomic Energy Act oj 1954, as 
amended, is amended-

(1) by striking 0111 the word "Commission" each time it appears 
,in the s1l0seclion, and inserting in lien thereof the words "Admin
isli'ator of Energy Research and Development" in all instances 
except when the deleted word "Commission" is 11sed in the context 
of ownership oj w'aninm en1'ichrnent facilities, the words "Energy 
Research and Development Administration" shall bi! snbstihded 
there jar; 

(2) by deleting in the first proviso in this snosection the words 
aJter "(iii)" qf the first proviso to the beginning oj the second proviso 
and inserting in lien thereof the jollowing,' "any prices established 

H.Rept, 94-l718 --~ 3 
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under this 8ubsection shall be on such a basis as will recover not les8 
than the Government's costs over a nasonable period oj time, and in 
the Qpin1'on of the Administrator oj Energy Research and Develop
ment will not discourage the development of domestic sources oj 
supply independent of the Enel'gy Research and Development 
Administration" and 

(3) by deleting the thi7'd proviso in this sllbsect'ion and substituting 
there jar the following, "P1'Ovided, That bejore the Administrator oj 
Energy research and Development, establishes such criteria, the proposed 
criteria shall be submitted to the Congress and r~fen'ed to the Joint Com
mittee and a period oj sixty days shall elapse while the Congress is in 
session (in computing such sixty days, there shall be exclu,ded the days 
on which either House is not in session because of adjournment of more 
than three days), And provided further, That any such proposed criteria 
shall not become effective if d1uing such sixty-day period the Congress 
passes a joint resolution stating in substance that it does not javor the 
proposed action: And provided further, That prior to the elapse oj the 
first thirty days of any such sixty-day period the Joint Committee shall 
hold full and complete hearings on the proposed criteria and shall submit 
a report to the Congress oj its views and recommendations respecting the 
proposed criteria and an accompanying proposed joint resolution stating 
in substance that the Congress favors, or does not favor, as the case may 
be, the proposed criteria. The foregoing p1'Ovision for Joint Committee 
review and approval shall also apply prior to any changes by the Admin
istrator of Energy Research and Development in the basic approach 
used in arriving at the fair value charge for the Government's uTanium 
enrichment services or any additions to that charge for the purpose of 
not disc01traging the development of private uranium enrichment projects." 

TITLE VI,-ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS 

SEC. 601, The Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development 
Act oj 1974 (42 U.S.C,) is amended by adding a new section to Tead as 
follows: 

"SEC. 19. (a) The Administrator shall by regulation Tequire any person 
proposing to enter into a contract, agreement, or other arrangement, 
whether by advertising 07' negotiation, for the conduct of reseaTch, develop
ment, evaluation activities, 07' for technical and management support 
services to provide the Administrator, prior to entering into any S1lCh 
contract, agreement, 01' arrangement, with ali relevant information bearing 
on whether that person has a possible conflict of interest with respect to 
(1) being able to render impartial, technically s01md, or objective assistance 
01' advice in light ()f other activities 01' relationships with other persons OJ' 

(2) being given an 1mfair competitive advantage. Such person shall ins11re, 
in accordance with 1'egulations published by the Administmtor, compliance 
with this section by any subcontractor of such person, except supply sllb
contractors: Provided, that this requirement shall not apply to S110contracts 
of $10,000 01' less, 

"(0) The Administmtor shall not enter into any such contmct, a!J1'ee
ment, or arrangement unle~8 he affirmatively finds, after evaluating all SllCh 
information and any other relevant information otherwi~e available to him, 
either that (1) there is little or no likelihood that a conflict of interest 1001dd 
exist, 07' (2) that such conflict has been avoided after appropriate conditions 
have been incl'J,ded in s1wh contmct, agreement, or arl'angement; Provided, 
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That if he determ'ines that such conflict of interest exists a.nd that such 
conflict of interest cannot be avoided' by in"cl'uding appropriate condih'ons 
therein, the Administrator may enter into such contract, agreement, 01' 

arrangement, if he determ'ine that it is in the best interests oj the United 
States to do so and includes appropriate conditions in SllCh contract, 
agreement, or arrangement to mitigate SlIGh conflict. 

,"(0) The Administrator shall publish rules for the implemenlat?'on ()f 
th1s sectlOn, m accordance '1nth 5 [; .S,C, 553, as soon as possiblf ajla 
the clate oj enactment of this section but in no event later than 180 days 
after such date," 

TITLE VIJ.-LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAM FOR 
COlvlMERCIAL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES 

LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAM FOR COflHfERCIAL DEMONSTRATlON 
FACILITIES, 

(701) Sect1:on 7(a) of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and 
Development Act ()f 1974 (42 US.c, 5906) ,is amended-~ 

(1) by striking Ollt "and" after the semicolon at the end of para-
graph (5), . 
, (2) by strik'ing out the period at the end 4 paragraph (6) and 
msert1ng 1n LUll thereof "; and", (i"(: 

1\3) by, add'ing at the end thereoj I he followi:ng new paTagraph: 
(7), Pederal, loan g1WTanltes, Provided, that all of the other 

prOV),8wns oj thw Act apply to s1wh guarantees in the sa:me manner 
and to the SlIme extent as they apply to de1twns/mtions under this 
Act," 

TITLE VIlI,-LOAN GUARANTEES FOR BIOMASS COM
MERCIAL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES 

SEC, 801, The Federal NOnn11clea7' Energy Reseanh and Development 
Act of 1974 (42 U.s,C. 5901, et seq.) is fllTther amended by adding at 
the end theTeoj the jollowing new section: 

"LOAN GUARANTEES FOR COMMERCIAL BIOMASS DEMONSTRATION FAClL

I1'l ES 

SEC. 20, (a) It is the purpo~e of this ~ection-
"(1) to aSS'UTe adeq'ltate Federal support to j08ter a commercial 

demonstrat-ion program to prod'uce on a commercial scale synthetic 
fuels and other desirable forms of energy from biomass; 

"(2) to author'ize loan guarantees for the construction and startup 
and related costs of commercial demon~tration fadlities for the COl1-
'1'e1'sion of biomass into synthetic fnel.~ and other fOl'm8 of energy; and 

"(3) to gather information about the technological, economic, 
environmental, and social costs, benefits, and impacts oj such com
mC7'cia' demonstration facilities, 

"(b) (1) The Administrator is all,thorized in accordance with SliCh nues 
and regulations as he shall prescribe after cons1lltation with the Secretary 
of the Treasury, to guarantee and to make commitments to guarantee, in 
such manner and s11bject to SllCh conditions (not inconsistent lvith the 
provisions of this Act) as he deems app7'Opriate, the payment of interest on, 
and the principal balance of, bonds, debentuTes, notes, and other obligations 
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issued by.or on behalf of any b07'l'0weTfor the plU'pose of (A) financing the 
const1'1wtwn and start~up costs oj commercial demonstration facilit'ies for 
the con'verswn oj bwmass 1nto synthetlc fuels; and (B) financing the 
constructwn and start-up costs of commercial demonstration facilities to 
genera,te desu'ablejorms oj energy (including syntheticfllCls) in commercial 
quant1es from bioconversion, The outstanding indebtedness guaranteed 
and committed to be gu~tranteed under clauses (A), OJfLd (B), of this 
paragraph shall at no I1me exceed $300,000,000. 
• /I (2) An applicant fOT any guarantee under this section shall provide 
tnformatwn to the Admtmstrator ln slwh jorm and uxith such content as 
the Administrator deems necessary. 

"((3) Prior to issuing any gllarantee llnder this section the Admin
istrator shall obtain the concurrence of the Secretary of the Treasul'Y 'toith 
respect to the timing, interest rate, and substantial terms and conditions 
of such guarantee. 

"(4) The full faith and credit oj the United States is pledged to the 
payment of all guamntees iss'lwd under this section with respect to pl<inci
pal and i:ntel'est. 

'~ (5) With respect to any demonstmtion facility jor the conversion oj 
solul waste (as that term is defined in the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as 
amended), the Administmtor, prior to isslling any guamniee under this 
section, must be in receipt of a certijication jrom the Administrator of the 
En1!1ronmental Protectwn Agency and any appropriate State 01' areawide 
sohd waste management planning agency that the proposed application 
for a glWTantee is consistent lvith any applicable suggested guidelines 
published pursllant to section 209(a) of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 
as am,~nded, and any applicable State 01' regional solid wasie management 
plan, . . 

"(c) The Administrator, with due regardjor the needfor competition, 
shall guamntee or make a commitment to g1wrantee any obligation under 
subsection (b) only if-

"(1) the Administrator is satisfied that the financial assistance ap
plied for is necessary to encow'age financial participation; 

"(2) the am01tnt guaranteed does not exceed 75 per centum of the 
total cost of the commercial demonstmtion jacility, as determined by 
the Administrator: Provided, That the amount gu,aranteed may not 
exceed 90 per cenhim of the total cost oj the commercial demonstration 
jacility during the period oj construction and startup; 

"(3) the Administmtol' has determined that there will be a continued 
reasonable assurance of fll11repayment; 

"(4) the obligat'ion is subject to the condition that it not be sub
ordinated to any othel'financing; 

"(5) the Aaministrator has rietermined, taking into con8'ia.eration 
all available forms oj assistance unfler this section and other Federal 
stat~ltes, that the impacts directly resulting jTom the p1'oposed commer
cial demonstmtion facility have been jully evaluated by the borrower, 
the and otheTs; 

"(6) the of the obligation does not exceed thirty 
years, or 90 pel' of pToJected usqul economic life of the 
physical assets of commercial demonstration jacility covered by 
the g'uamntee, whichever is less, as determined by the Administrator, 

"(d) At least si;rty days prior to sltbmitting a report to Congress pw'
want to subsection (m) of this section on each guarantee, the Adm'inistmtor 
shall 1'equ,est from the Attorney General and the Cha'irman of the Federal 
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Tmde Oommission written views, comments, and recommenrtations Gon
cerning the 'impact oj sl/ch gv,al'antee 07' commitment on competition and 
concentrat';on in the prodlwtion oj energy and give (hw conslrtemtwn to 
views, comments, and recommendations Teceived: Proviaed, That if m:ther 
oiJic'ial recommends aga>inst making snch glw,mntee or commitment, the 
Administrator shall not do so 'unless he determines in writing that snch 
gliamntee 01' commitment is 'in the national interest. 

"(e) (1) As soon as the Administrator lenows the geographic location oj a 
proposed facility for which a g1wrantee 07' a commitment to gnarantee 
songht ltnder this section, he shall inform the Governor of the State, 
officials Qf each politual wbdivision and Indian tribe, a8 appropri,ate, in 
which the facility would be located 01' which wOldd be 1.mpacted by wch 
facility. The Aclmi,n'istrator shall not guarantee 01' malee a commltment to 
guarantee nnder s![bsection (b) of this section if the Govemor of the State 
in which the proposed facility would be located recommends that such ac
tion not be taleen 'unless the Adm~mstrator finds that thue ~s an overnd1,ng 
national 'interest 'in slich action in order to achieve the pwpose of 
this section. If the decides to gllarantee or malee a commit-
ment to guarantee despite a Governor's 1'ecommendation not to talee sllch 
action, the Administrator shall commtmicate, in writing, to the Governor 
reasonsfor not concurring with sllch recommendation. The Administrator's 
4eci8i.on, pnrsllant to this sltbsection, sha!l be final nnless determined npon 
Judwwl be arb~traTY and capnC~O'1IS. Snch nmew shall talee place 
in the cou.rt of appeals for the ci1'C1Iii'in which the State 
involved is npcn aZJplication made within ninety days jrom the 
date of slleh The Administrator shall, by regnlation, establish 
procednrcs for review of, and comment on, the proposed facility by States, 
local political snbdivisions, and Indian tribes which may be impacted by 
snch facility, and the general public. . 

"(2) The Administrator shall review and approve the plans of the apph
cant for the constT1wtion and operation or any commercial demonstralJion 
and Telated facilities constr'![cted or to be constructed with assistance vnder 
this section. Snch plans and the achcal constl'llction shall inclnde s:uch 
monitoring and other data-gathering costs ass9ciated with snch facility as 
are l'eqltired by the comprehensive plan and program 'tmder this section. 
The Administmtor shall determine the estimated total cost of snch demon
stration facility, inelllding, bnt not limited to, eonstrnction costs, and 
start-lip costs. , ' . . 

"(.1) Except in accordance Wlth reasonable tCTms and eond,~tlOns con
tained in the' written contmct of gnamntee, no guarantee ~s8![ed or com
mitment to gnarantee made nnder this section shall be teTminated, caneel~d, 
or otherwise revoked. Sllch a guamntee 01' comm~tment shall be concillswe 
evidence that thennderlying obligation is in compliance with the provisions 
of this section and that s'nch obligation has been approved and is legal as to 
principal, interest, and other terms, Snbject to the conditions of the 
guamntee 07' commitment to guamntee, slleh a gllarantee shall be incon
testable in the hands oj the holder of the guaranteed obligation, e;ccept as to 
frav,d or material misrepl'esentat'ion on the part of the holder. 

"(g) (1) !f there is a d~favlt by the bOTrower, as defined in regulations 
promt!lgated by the Administmtor and in the· gnamntee contmct, the 
holder of the obligation shall have the right to demand payment of the 
llnpaid ammmt fmm the Administmtor. Within snch period as may be 
specijied in the guamntee OJ' related agreements, the Administmtor shall 
pay to the holder of the obligation the nnpaid interest on and nnpaid 
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pl'incipal of the gvamnteed obligation as to which the borrower has 
defa'ulted, ~mless the Administmtor finds that there was no defa~llt by the 
bOTl'ower in the payment of interest or principal or that sneh defa1i.lt has 
been Temedied. Nothing in this section shall be construed to preclude any 
forbeamnce by the holder Qf the obligation for the benefit of the borrower 
which may be agreed npon by the parties to the gnamnleed obligation and" 
approved by the Administmtor. 

"(2) If the Administrator makes a payment nnde7' pamgraph (1) of this 
snbsection the Admi:nistmlor shall be snbrogated to the rights of the 
recipient of stwh payment as specified in the gnamntee or related agree
ments 'incillding, where ap]J7'opriate, the a~dhority (notwithstanding any 
other provision of law) to complete, maintain, opemte, lease, or otherwise 
dispose of any property acqu.ind pnrsnant to svch gllarantee 07' Telated 
agreements or to permit the borrowe7', p1lTsnant to an agreement with the 
Adminis/1'ator, to continue to pllrsne the pw'poses of the commercial 
demonstration facility if the Administrator determines that this is in the 
pnblic interest, 

"(3) In the event qf a d~falllt on any g1wmntee llndeT this section, the 
Administmtor shall notify the Att07'ney Geneml, who shall talee such action 
as may be appropriate to recover the ammmts oj O/fI,y paym.ents made 
nnder paragraph (1) (incll1.ding any payment of pTincipal and interest 
llnder snbsection (h)) fTom snch assets of th? defa'ulting b01'l'0wer as are 
associated with the commercial demonstration facility, or from any other 
secllrity inclnded in the terms of the guarantee, 
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"(4) For purposes of this section,. paterd and technology resmting from 
the commerclal. demonstratwn /CfCl1~ty shall be treat~d as p7'Oject assets 
of stich faclhty In accordance 'lJnin, the terms and condltwns of the guarantee 
af/reement, Fw,thermore, the gllarantee agreEment shall contain a pro
mSlOn spec~fYlng that patents, technology, and other proprietary rights 
whwh ate necessa?''!f for the completion or operation of the commercial 
demonstratlOn fac~l1ty shall be ava'~lable to the Government and its des
ignees on eqnitable t61ms, inclllding dne consideration to the amolint of 
the Govemment's defwult payments. 

"(h) With respect to any oMigation guaranteed nnder this section the 
Administrator is a1dhorized to enter into a contract to pay and to pay 
the holden of the obligation, for and on behalf of the borro'wer from th~ 
fllnd establ1:shed by this section, as applicable, the principal a~d interest 
payments whlch become dye and payable on the llnpaid balance of snch 
obligation if the Administrator finds that- . 

"(1) the bOlT01lJer is nnable to meet snch payments and is not in 
defatdt; it is in the public interest to permit the borrower to contin1!e 
to pllTSne the pnrposes of snch demonstration jacility; and the 
probable net benefitto the Federal Government in paying s1wh 
pal and mterest w,~ll be greater than that which would 
event of defanU. 

"(2) the amonnt of such payment which the Administrator is 
anthorized to pay shall be no greater than the ammmt of zm:n<;ipal 
and interest which the borrower is obligated to pay nnder the loan 
agreement; and' ' 

"(3) the bOl'l'ower agrees to reimbw'se the AdministratoT for sllch 
payment on terms and conditions, inclvding interest, which are 
satisfactorv to the Ac(rfl1:ml~tT(a07 
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" (i) Regnlations 1'eq1!ired by this section shall be issued within one 
h:nndred and e~ghty days aft~r enactment of this section, except as proV1:ded 
~n snbsectwn (s) of th1S sectwn: All re9,nlations 1Mder this section and any 
a;nendments ther~to shall be lssct!'d ~n accordance with section 553 of 
Mle 5, oj the Umted States Code . ... 

'~(j) . The Administrator shall charge and collect fees for gnamntees of 
obhgatwns allth:07'1zed by cl.a:tlses (A) and (E), of snbsection (b) (1), in 
amonnts snffic~.ent m the Jlldgment of the Administrator to cover the 
wpplwable a:dmln1Stratwe costs and probable losses on gnaranteed obl'iga
t1Ons, but I'll any event not to exceed l per centnm per annnm of the 
otltstand~ng ~ndebteclness covered by the g1wrantee. 

."(Ie) (1) The Administrator is directed to snbmit a Teport to the Congress 
wtth~n one hnnclred and e~ghty days after the enactment of this section 
settmg forth h~s recommendat1Ons on the best opportllnities to implement 
a program oj Federal financ10l ass18tance with the obJective of demonstrat
~nq'prOdllct1On and cons~l'vatlOn oj energy. 
. (2) The report snb;n1tted nnder paragraph (1) of this snbsection shall 
lnclnde a compTehenswe plan and program to acqlliJ~e infoTmation and 
evaltlate the enVlronmental, econom1C! soc1Ol, and technologual impacts of 
the dem?nstratlOn program nnder th18 sectlOn. In preparing snch a com
prehenswe plan and p:'ogram, the Administrator shall consllit with the 
EnvlTonmental ProtectlOn Agency, the Federal Energy Admin'istration, 
the Depa~tment of Houstng and Urban Development, the Department of 
the Interlor, and the Department of Agricnltnre. 

"(3) The comprehensive plan and program described in paragraph 
(2) shall inclnde, bnt not be limited to-

'~(A) informati?n abont potential commercial demonstration 
factl1tles proposed ~n the program nnder this section: 

'~(E) any significant adverse impMts whuh may 'Tesult from any 
Mtlmty 1nclnded I'll the pTOgram; 

." (C) proposed regulatims reqniTed to carry ont the pnrposes of 
th~s sectlOn; 

"(D) a list oj Federal agencies, govemmental entities, and other 
persons that 'lJnll be consnlted or ntilized to implement the program' 
and ) 

"(E) methods andprocednres by whuh the information gathered 
" tMcier the program YJdl be analyzed and disseminated. 

(4) The report reqmred nndel' paragraph (1) of this subsection shall 
be npdated and s1lbmitted to the Congress at least annnally for the dnration 
of that program linder this section. 

"(I) Prior to jsslling any .guarantee or commitrr:ent to gvarantee pllr
s![ant to sybsectwn (b) of thts sectwn, the A.dm1ntstrator shall snbmit to 
the Commtttee on Sc~ence ani! Technology of the Honse of Representatives 
and the Commtttee on Intenor a'0d Insular A.ffairs of the Senate a fnll 
and complete report on the p7'Oposed commercial demonstration facility 
and snch guarantee. Smh gnar'antee or commitment to gnaraniee shall 
not ,be jinallzed .nnder the allthority granted by this section prior to the 
e~pU'atlOn of mnety caler:dar ~ys (n.ot inclnding any day on 'which 
e~ther H avse of C07lgress ts not In SesSt071 becav.se of an adjollTnment of 
more than th~ee calendar days to a day certain) from the date on which 
stwh Teport 18 recelve~ by snch committees: Provided, That, where the 
cost of SllCh cO'mmercwl dem071Stration fMility exceed.s $50,000,000, 
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SllCh guarantee or commitment to g1wmntee shall not be finalized ij prior 
to the close oj such ninety-day Jlel'iod either H01lSe passes a resolntion 
stating in substance that such House does not javol' the making oj such 
guamntee or commitment, 

"(m)(l) There is hereby created within the Treas11ry a separat7l j1Lnd 
(hereajter in this seltoin called the 'fu:nd') which shall be available to the 
Admin'istmtor without fiscal yeai' l'im'itation as a revolving j117ld jor ths 
purpose of carrying out the program a111horized by cia11Ses (A), and (B), 
oj subsection (b) (1) and subsections (g) and (h) oj section, 

"(2) There are authorized to be appropriated to jrom /1:me to 
time SllCh amoll7lis as may be necessary to carry O1lt pnrl)oses oj th3 
applicable provisions this section, incl1lding, b'nt not limited to, the 
payments oj interest principal ami the payment oj interest di:tj'eren-
tials and Tedemption of debt, All ((mmmts received by the Administrator 
as intcrest payments 01' repayments of principal on loans which are 
fI1l,o,,'n',ni"N/, llnder this section, fees, and any other. moneys, property, 01' 
assets cZeTived by him from operations under this section shall be de
posited in the jund, 

All on obligations, appTOpr1(!/e expenses (including 
1'P1',m.I~1J)'SP'me11.1s other government accov.nts), anclrepayments pU}'S1!ant 
to operations of the Administrator 1L1ld61' this sect'ion shall be paid jrom 
the j1L1lcl subject to appropT1:a.tions, If at any time the Administrator de-
termines that moneys in the f1l1ul exceed the wMI reasonably .1 orc-
seeable It/tllre l'cq11'irements of Ihe ,hmd, excess shall be tra.n~fen'e(l 
to the genera.l jnnd of the Treas1I1Y 

"(4) Ij at time the moneys available in the fund are insu,fjicient to 
enable the to discharge his responsib'ilities as authorized 
by sl1bsections (b)(1), (g), and (h), oj this section, the Administrator shall 
iSS1W to the Secretary of the Treas11TY notes or other obli,gations in sllch 
forms and denominations, beaTing sl1ch mal1lTities, and subject to s1ich 
terms and conditions as may be pTescTiberl by the Secretary oj the· T,'!aS1lry, 
Redemption of such notes or obligations shall be made by the Administrator 
from appropriations 01' other moneys available 111!der paragraph (2) of 
this s11bsection jor loan g1tarantees authorized by cla11Ses (A), and (B), of 

(b) (1) and subsections (g), and (h) oj tll/is section. Buch notes 
or obligations shall beaT interest at a rate determined by the SeCl'e
tary oj the Treas1iTY, which shall be not less thwn a rate determined by 
taking into consideral1'on the market Y1:elcl on ol1istand,'ng mnrlcet-
able obligations of the United oj com.pamble matuTities during the 
month JlTececling the ,issuance of the notes 01' other obI1:gations, The 

of Treasury shall ' any notes or other obligations 
/J.m'PlI'7Irl,leI' fLncl jor that pm'pose he is a11thorizecl 'use as a lJ1lblic 

t1'lHH,~.r"nn the proceeds jrom the sale of any issued 111lder 
Bond Act; and the purpose for which securities may be 

iss1ted under Act are M:tended to include any 7Jl11'chase of S11Ch notes 
01' obligations. The Secretary of the Treasury may nt a7lY t,ime sell any of 
the notes or other obligations acq11inci by hi'ln uncleI' this subsection. All 
Tedemptions, p11l'chases, and sales by the SecretaTY qf the Treasury of such 
notes 01' other obligations shall be treated as public debt tmnsactions of 
the United States, 

"(n) For Ihe pu,!'poses of this sect'ion, the term-
"(1) 'State' means amy Stnte qf the United States, Ihe District oj 

Colt,mbia, the Commomvealth of P!terto Hico, aumn, the Virgin 
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Islands, American Samoa, 01' any 01' possession oj the 
United States, 

"(2) 'Uwited States' means the several States, the Commonwealth 
of Pnerto Rico, the Vir'gin Islands, anam, and American Samoa, and 

"(3) 'borrower' 01' 'applicani' shall indnde any individual firm 
corpol'ati?n, company, partnership, association, society, trust: joint 
venhue, Jmnt stock company, 01' other non-Federal entity. 

"~o) An applicant seeking a guarantee 1mder subsection (b) of this 
sectwn m1~st be a C'1t'1zen 01' natwnal of the Umted States, A corporation, 
pal'tnersh'1p, firm, 01' aSSoclatwn shall not be deemed to be a citizen 01' 

national oj the United States lmless the Administrator determines that it 
sati~factol'ily meets all the requirements of section 802 of title 46, United 
States Code, jor determining S1I,ch citizenship, e;rcept that the pl'ouis'ionsin 
snbsectwn (a) oj such sectwn 802 concerning (1) the citizenship qf o (ficcrs 
01' d'1l'eciol's of a cOl'poratwn, and (2) the interest required to be ouyned in 
the case oj a corpomtion, associntion, or partnel'sliip operai1'ng (h vessel in 
the coastwise tmde, shall not be applicable, -

"(p) No pal't of the program authorized by this section shall be trans-
jel'l'ed to any other' agency or authority, e;ccept to Act of \Jun(},e,';" 

enacted ajter the date oj enactment of this Provided, That project 
agreements entel'ed ~nto pw'suant to this fection for any commercial demon
strai'ion facility for the convel'&ion 01' DI:oconversion oj sol'id waste (as that 
term:is defined in the Solid ,Waste Disposal Act, as amended) shall be 
aclm1nlstc1'ed '1n accordance wLth the lVIay 7, 1976, Intemgency Agreement 
between Ihe EnVironment Protection Agency and the Energy ReseaTCh and 
Development Adm1n~stratwn on the Development of Energy from Solid 
Wastes, and specijicallv, that in accordance with this agreement, (1) jor 
those energy-Telated prO]W'S of mut11,al interest, planning will be C07!(l1wted 

jointly by the Entil'onment Pmtecl'ion Agency and the Energy Research 
and Development Adm'inistration, following wh'ich project responsibility 
W1.11 be aSS'1gned to one agency; (2) energy-related portions oj projects for 
Tecovery of synt.hetic fuels 01' other forms qf energy from solid waste shall be 
the i'espOnS'1bl.hty qf the Energy Research and Development Administm
tion; fLnd (3) the Environmental Protection Agency shall retain responsi-
bIlIty for the economic, and institll,tional of solid 
waste projects and for assurance that snch projects are w~th any 
applicable snggested gnidelines pnblished pursllant to section 209(a) of 
the Sohd Waste DISposal Act, as amended, and any applicable State 01' 

regional solid waste management plan, 
"(q) Inventions made or conceived in the comse of or under a gw.tramtee 

authorized by this section shall be subject to the title and waiver require
ments an{Z conditions of section 9 of this Act. 

"(1') With respect to any obligat'ion 'Which 1'8 issued after the enactment 
this by, 01' in behalf of, any State, politicoJ s11bdiuision 01' 

. and which is either g11aranteed under, 01' snpPol'tei by 
ta;res lemal by sa1d 1SSller wh'1ch ani g'Uaranteed 'under, t/i.w section the 
interest pai,([ on such obligation and l'eceived by the IniTchasel' th~reof 
(01' the purchaser's sllccessor in interest) shall be incl11ded in gross 
income .1 01' the p'!ll'pOSe of chapter 1 of the Internal Revemw Code of 195.4 
as amended: Provided, Thnt the Administrator shall pay to s1lCh iss1te; 
out oj the f1111(1 established by this section s1lCh portion of the cinterest on 
weh obligations, as determined by the qf the Treasw'y to be 
appropriate after taking into account market yields (.1) on 
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obligati~ns oj sa'fd: issner, if any, 07' (2) 0?'l' other obligations with similar 
l,e7ms and cond'!hons the tnterest on wh'!ch 18 not so included in gross 
mcome faT purposes, oj chapter 1 oj said Code, and in accordance with, 
su?~ terms wad condttwns as the Secretary qf the Treas11ry shall l'cquiTe, 

(s)(1) f!:~h officer 01' employee of the Energy ReseaTch and Develop
ment Admtmstratwn who-

"(A) 'J!e~fo7'ms any function or duty under this section- and 
"(B~ (t) has any known financial interest in any per~on who is 

applytng /01' or re,cew'1ng financw,l assistance for a commercial 
demonstmtwn fac1l'!ty under tlvis section' 01' 

, "(ii) .has any known fin(J;ncial interest in property jrom which 
bwmas8 or o~her energy resou?,ces are c07nmercialiy prodtwed in 
connectwn 'U!'!th any C07nmercwZ demonstration facility l'eceiving 
finanmal aSS'1stance under this section 

shall" beginning FebT1tary 1! 1977, annually file with the Administrator 
a wntten stat~ment concermng all such interests held by s'nch 0fficer 01' 
employee dW'tng the ,preceding calendar ye(l1', Such statement shall be 
ava'llable to the p1tblw. 

"(2) The Adminislmt01' shall-
"(A) act within ninety clays after the dAIte oj enactment 0']' this 

Acf.~ 

"(i) to define the term 'known financial interest' for purposes 
of 7/ar.agmph (1~ of this subsection; and 
. " (n) to estabhsh the :neth?ds by which the requirement to file 

Wltiten statements sp,ecijied 'In pamgmph (1) will be monitoTed 
nnd enforced, 'l1lcludtng appTopl'iate pTovisions .lOT the filing by 
such officers and employees of s1lch statements and the review 
by the AdrmnlStrator of such statements' and 

, "(B) report to ~he Congnss on June 1 of ~ach calenda1' yea,r with 
r espec! to such dtsclosures and the actwns taken in l'egal'd the1'eto 

" dnnng the preced'1ng calend!!l' year, 
(~) In the Tules. prescnbed ~n pamgmph (2) of this s1lbsection the 

Ad7!l-'l1ltstmtor may ~dentify specijic positions within the Adminislrdtion 
wh'1ch are of a nonpohcymahng natll1'e and provide that officers or 
employees OCCllpY'lng s1wh positions shall be exempt from the 1'equi1'ements 
of thts subsectwn, 

," (4) An1,l o,fjice1' 01' employ~e w~o is subject to, and knoVvingly tiolates, 
thts subsectwn 01' an,!! regulatwn wsuerl thereunder shall be fined not more 
th~Y' $2,500 ortmpnsoned not more than one yem', or both, 

(t)Nolh'l1lg '1n, th'1s seci'1on shall be construed as affecting obligations of 
FnYd b,orTowCl' TeCe'lmn~,~ guamntee p1U'S1lant to this section to comply with 

e eial and Stat~ envu onmental, land use water and health and safet 
la11)s and regulatwns or to obtain applicable Fed~Tal and State per:niJ 
hcenses, and certificates, , 

"~u) The ';;'njo1'mation maintained by the Administmtor under this 
sectlOn shall be made avat{able to the public, s1lbject to the provisions of 

552 t'1tle 5, Umted States Code, and section 1905 oj title 18, 
"States and to other Government agencies in a manner that will 

faclhtate'1/s, , , Provi~led1 That 'upon a slwwing satisjactory to 
the L";dmlmsi1at01 by an1l,person ,hal any mJorrnatwn, 01' p01'i'ion thereof 
obta'1ned uncler thts sectwn by the Administmtor directly or indirectl ' 

s,~ch l'el's~n would, made public, divulge (1) trade secrets 01' (2} 
plopneta1Y oj such person, the Administrator shall not 
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disclose such injormation and discios1U'e thereoj shall be punishable 
under section 1905 oj title 18, United States Code; ProvidedjurtheT, That 
the AdministTator shall, upon request, provide sUJJhinjormation (A) any 
delegate oj the Administrator jar the p1lrpose oj carrying out this Act, and 
(B) the Attorney General, the SecretaTY oj Agric1uhae, the Secretary oj the 
Interior, the Federal Tl'ade Commission, the Federal Energy Administra
tion, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Federal Power Commis
sion, the General Accounting Office, other Federal agencies, or heads oj 
other Federal agencies, when necessary to ca1'l'y O1d their d'uties and 
responsibilities under this and other statutes, but s1lCh agencies and 
agency heads shall not Telease such injormation to the public. This 
section is not authority to 1vithhold injormation jrom' CongTes8, or jrom 
any committee of Congress 'upon request of the chairman. For the plU'poses 
of thismbsection, the term 'person' shall incl11de the borroweT. 

"(v) Notwithstanding any other p7'Ovision of th1:s section, the authority 
to make guaTantees 01' commitments to g1tarantee under s'ubsection (b) (1), 
the authority to make contracts under sllbsection (h), the authority to 
chaJ'ge and collect jees under s,ltbsection (j), and the authoJ'ities under 
s'ubsection (m) of th~s section shall be effective only to the extent provided, 
witho'ut fiscal year limitation, in appropriation Acts enacted after the 
date of enactment oj this section. 

"(w) For pltTpOSeS of this section 'biomass' shall include, but ,is not 
limited to, am:mal and timber waste, urban and industJ'ial wasle, sewerage 
sludge and oceanic and terrestrial crops.". 

TITLE IX.~ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE 

SHORT TITLE 

SEC. 901. This title may be cited O)l the "National· Energy Extension 
Service Act" 

FINDINGS AND PURPOSE 

SEC, .902. (a). The Congress hereby declares-
(1) that the general welfare and the common defense and security 

regnire a greater public knowledge of energy conservation opportnnities; 
(2) that scientific identification and practical demonstration oj 

specifically designed energy conservation opportunities, the dissemi
nation of inJormat-ion relating thereto, and the prompt deliveTY and 
acceptance oj specific energy conservation opportunities require a 
national effort; 

(3) that the national effort reqllired to develop, demonstrate, and 
enC01!rage acceptance and adoption of energy conservation oppor
hmities should be coordinated at the Federal level by the Energy 
Research and Development Administration; . 

(4) that a special effo7't,m,!st be 'made to develop and demonstrate 
practical aliemative energy technologies such as solar heating and 
cooling; 

(5) that successjld implementation of energy conservation and new 
energy technologies will ' both public awareness and individual 
capability to usc the conservation opport1mities and new technology; 

(6) that this reqliired awareness and capability can only be 
achieved on a national basis by an active outreach effort; 

(7) that existing energy outreach progra:ms aI'e underf1mded; 
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(8) that any Federal outreach program sho1ild be organized with 
the States as f1ill paTticipants, and each State should plan and 
coordinate the autTeach activities within the State, . optimizing the use 
oj existing outreach capabilities; 

(9) that Federal assistance sh01lld be provided for energy.outreach 
activity, including coordinated energy outreach activities and tech-
nical support in each State for snch e.fforts; • 

(10) that the Energy Research and Development Administration 
should provide overall national direction and review oj jederolly 
assisted State energy outreach programs. 

(0) The Congress declares that the purposes of this title are~ 
(1) to establish a positive energy outreach program directed 

towa1'd small business and individ1bal energy consumers and the 
organizations that influence energy consumption; 

(2) to stimulate, provide j01' and supplement programs for the 
Condllct oj evaluation" planning and other. technical support of 
energy conservation efforts, including energy outreach activities of 
States. 

ES1'ABLISIIMEN1' OF' EXTENSION /SHRVICE 

SEC, .903. (a) There is established in the Energy ReseaJ'ch and Devel
opment Administration an office to be designated as the Energy Extension 
Service (hereinajter in this Act referred to as the" Service"). The Service 
shall be headed by a Director who shall be appointed by and directly 
responsible to the Administrator of the Energy Reseal'ch and Development 
Administration (hereinafter rejerred to as the "Administrator"). The 
Director shall be a person who by reason of training, experience, and 
attainments is exceptionally qualified to implement the programs of the 
Service. There shall be in the Service a Deputy Director who shall be 

appointed by the Administrator, who shall have smh functions, powers, 
and duties as may be prescribed from time to time by the Director, and 
who shall actjor, and eJ;ercise the powers of, the Director during the absence 
or disability of, or in the event of a vacancy l:n the office oj, the Director. 

(b) The Director shall Tcceive basic pay at the rate providedjor level IV 
of the Executive Sched1de in section 5315 oj title 5, United States Code, 
and the Deputy DirectoT shall receive basic pay at the rate provided for 
level V of s1wh Schedule in section 5316 oj sllch title. 

(c) The Director shall have overall responsibility for the national 
dinction of the comprehensive program developed under section 1004 and 
oj all other activities cond1wted under this title and shall annually review 
the programs of the various Slates 1lnder sections 905 and 906 to insure 
that they are e.fJectively promoting the realization of the objectives of this 
title. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXTENSION SERVICE 

SEC. 904, (a) The Service shall develop and implement a comprehensive 
program for the identification, development, and practical demonstration 
of energy conserving opportunities, techniques, materials, and equipment, 
inclu.ding opportunities, techniques, 01' methocZ<! responsive to local needs 
01' resources, and alternative energy technologies 's1wh as solar heating 
and cooling, for- ' 

(1) agric1lliural, commercial, and small business operations, and 
(2) new and existing Tesidential, commercial, and agric1iltuTal 

buildings or stnlCtures. 
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Such program shall provide for technical assistance, instruction, injorma
tion di<!semination, and practical demonstrations in energy conservation 
opportun'ih:es, and shall pl'ovide an active intelface with end use energy 
consu-mers at the local level for the purpose oj offering active O1lireach 
assistance and affording a communication channel jar end user technology 
requirements. Such O1dreach assistance shall be prov-ided by means of 
such appiopl'iate local offices, including metropolitan city offices, county 
agents, and technical staff assistants, as may be required to provide energy 
extension services. 

(b) The program a1dhorized under subsection (a) of tM<! section shall 
permit each State to establish a technical snpport institute at one or more 
colleges or universities designated by the Governor of that State. Each such 
instit1lie shall~ 

(1) al'range with other colleges and 1iniversities within the State 
to participate in the work oj the instit1lte; 

(2) assist in the coordination, support, au,gmentation and 
implementation oj programs contrib1l1ing to the understanding of local 
State and regional energy consenation problems and opportunities; 

(3) provide anuclellS of administrati'De, projessional, scientific, 
technical or other personnel capable oj planning, coordinating 
and directing interdisciplinary programs related to energy conserva
tion methods, technologies and opportunities in support oj the 
energy conservation and energy O1Ltreach e.tforts oj 81lch State. 

(c) The (omprehensive program developed under subsection (a) 
shall be implemented and carried out within each State p'ursuant to 
sections 905 and .906. 

(d) The Director shall take sllch steps as may be necessary to insure 
that the comprehensive program is implemented in a manner which 
minimizes conflict with existing services in the private sector oj the 
economy that are similar to those provided under such program. 

INITIA.L IMPLEMENTATION OF PX7'BNSION SERVICE 

SEC. 905. (a) The Director shall within 45 days ajter the effective 
date of this title invite the Governor oj each State through competitive 
procurement to subm'it a plan for the conduct oj energy extension service 
act'ivities as described in section 904 oj this title throughout such State 
inclculing provisions for appropriate technical sllpport within sllch 
State of SllCh activities, to disseminate injormation and provide advice 
and assistance to in{iividuals, gr01lps, and 1lnits of State and local 
government by means o}--

(1) specific studies and recommendations applicable to indivi(l1wl 
residences, bnsinesses, and agricultllral or commercial establish
ments; 

(2) demonstration projects; 
(3) disiriblltion oj studies and instructional materials; 
(4) seminars and other training sessions jor State and local 

government officials and the public; and 
(5) other Pll,blic outreach programs. , 

(b) Each State shall be accwded not more than 90 days to submit a 
plan to the Direc/or 1mder snbsection (a) of this· section. The Director 
shall promptly review such proposals and shall, with the approval oj the 
Administrator, and subject to the limitations oj Sec. 12 (c) (1) and (2), 
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provide funds adequate for the support of the proposed energy outreaeh 
plan of a State if the Director finds that, slJAJh plan-

(1) meets the objectives of this title: 
(2) was prepared with opportunity for input from State, c01Lnty, 

and local officials, Staie unive7'sities and comm1lnity colleges, co
operative extension services, community service aetion agencies, and 
other pllblic or private organizations involved in active energy out
reoAJh programs; 

(3) consistent with the objectives and requirements of this title, 
makes optimum 1Ule of existing aetive outnach 01' delivery mechanisms 
or programs, and includes to the optimu,m extent any existing State, 
local, 1Lniversity, or other o1'ganizations' programs for energy informa
tion, education, or technology transfer which have objectives similar to 
those of this title and aetivities similar 01' Telated to those specified in 
section 904 and subsection (a) qf this section; 

(4) provides that the State will maintain, 01' req'u.ire other partici
pating entities within the State to main/a'in, and make available lipan 
request to the Direetdr, such records with respect to the use and ex
penditure of any Federal f1Lnds paid to the State, 01' to entities within 
the State, under this title as the Director may require; 

(5) provides for the establishment of effective procedures re-
sponding to external inputs and inquiries; 

(8) nquires that, to the extent possible, within personnel o:ru:l fund
ing limitations, on-site energy eval1wlions will be made available 10 
all consumers and small business concerns, and to Qther business con
cerns within such limitations (as to size or otherwise) as the Director 
may specify; 

(7) provides that the State will furnish and widely disseminate 
information on the types of assistance available under this title, and 
under other Federal and State laws, with l'espect to the planning, 
financing, installation, and effective monitoring of energy-Telated 
faeilities and aetivities; 

(8) provides that the allocation within the oflhe funds made 
available to it 1Lnder this title willbe based on, or give due considera
tion to, such faetors (specific~lly incl1idinIJ potential energy savings 
and number of persons affected) as the Director determines will best 
carry Old the p11rpose of this title; and , 

(9) requires the establishment and implementation of policies and 
proced1ues designed to assure that assistance pl'ovul~d ltnder this 
title does not replace or supplant the expenditure of otkel' Federal or 
State or local funds for the same purposes, but rather su:pplements 
such funds and increases the expenditure of 8lwh State 07' local funds 
to the maxim1l1n ex'timt possible; Provided, That Ihere shall be no re
quiTement for matching State or local funds in the guidelines, lLnless 
such reqliirement is incllided in an annllal authorization; 

(10) requires eiJective coordination of the programs 1Lnder such State 
plans with other ,Federal programs whi{]h providefllndsfor nnwe:"SlI:11 
extension programs, in order to avoid duplication; 

(11) req1liTes the establishment and implementation of effective 
procedures specifically designed for the dissemination of information 
to small bl13iness concerns; 

(J 2) limits to a maximum qf 20 per centllm the portion of the funds 
made available 1Lndel' this title whi{]h may be 11sed for the p1U'chase of 
equipment, faeilities, and library and related materials; and 
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(J 3) prohibits the 11se of any such funds for the purchase of land 
or interests therein or the 1'epair nf buildings or str'uciures; 

(14) satisfies such other criteria as the Director may establish to 
carry out the purpose of this title, 

IMPLEMENTATION OF NATIONAL EXTENSION SERVICE 

.SEC. 906, (a). Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1004, the 
Dtrecto1', on behaJf of the Administrator, is authorized and directed to 
provide in each State of the United States not then participating in the 
program for the cond1lct at the earliest practicable date, but no later than 
one year after the effective date of enaetment of this title, of energy extension 
~ervice activities, inclllding provisions for appropriate technical support 
tn such ~tate! to disseminate inf01'mation and ]J1'ovide wlvice and assist
ance to mdwid1lals, gl'onps, and units of State and local government by 
means of-

(1) specific stlldies and 1'ecommen(lations applicable to individual 
residences, businesses, and agric1Llttlral 07' commercial establishments' 

(2) demonstration projects; , 
(3) distribution of studies and instructional materials; 
(4) seminars and oiher training sessions for State and local 

government officials and the pllblic; and 
(5) 0 the1' r"blic outreaeh programs. 
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(b). Pursuant to authority described in subsection (a) of this section, 
the duector, with the approval of !he Administrator, shall issne guidelines 
for the preparatwn and submtsswn of State plans unda subsection (c). 
Such guidelines shall be designed to assure that the plans so submitted 
will be consist~nt w.ith. this title and will effectively contribute to the 
aehte~ement of t.ts obJectwes, .and shall allow maximumfiexibility and the 
exe.1'Cts.e of maxtmurn; dtscl'etwn by the States, In the preparation of such 
fl.ucdeltnes, the AdmHl:tstmtor shall p1'ovide a reasonable opport'1lnity for 
tnp'uts bV rep~esentatwes of the several States and for a reasonable period 
for pu,b{tC revtew and comment. In any event, such guidelines-

(1) slutll require the establishment and implementation of policies 
and 1!rocedures designed to aSS1U'e that assistance provided under 
thts ttile does not replace 01' supplant the expenditure of other Federal 
or State or local funds for the same purposes, but rather supplements 
such funds and increases the expenditure of such State or local 
fun de to the maximum extent possible; 

(2) shall require elJective coordination of the programs under such 
S!o;te plans 'With .other Federal programs which provide funds for 
umverstty extenswn programs, in order to avoid du,plication; 

(3) shall requt7'e the establishment and implementation of effective 
proceduTes specifically designed for the dissemination of information 
to small business concerns; 

(4) shall limit to a maximu.m of 20 per centum the portion of the 
f1mds made available under this title which may be used for the 
purchase of eqllipment, facilities, and library and related matel'ials; 
and 

(5) shall pl'oMbit the 1tse of any such funds jar the purchase of 
land or interests therein or the repair of buildings or stmctures, 

(c). On the eiJective date of the guidelines described in subsection (b) 
of thts sectwn, the Dtrector shall invite the Governor of each State not then 
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participating in the 'program to submit a plan for the conduct of energy 
e:cienswn servwe acttVlhes throughout such State. 

(d) Each State. plan submitted under 8u,bsection (c) shall be ap
proved by the Duector tf the Director finds that such plan-

(1) meets the objectives of this title; 
(2) was prepared with opportunity for inp1d from State county 

and local officials, State nniversities and c07mml!!ity cozleges, co: 
operatwe extenswn servues, commllmty servue actwn agencies and 
othe!' public or' private organizations involved in active energy ou t
reach p1'Ograms; 

(3) consistent with the objectives and of this title, 
makes opttmum use of extsttng actwe 01' mechanisms 
or prog!'a:ms, ,and includes to th;e optirr;11-m eJ;tent any exist1:ng 
l?cal, u,nwer,stty, 01' othel' orgamzatwns p~'ograms for energy injorm.a
hon, educatwn, or technology transfer whtch have objectives similar to 
those of this title and activities similar or related to those specified in 
section 904. and subsection (a) of this section; 

(4) provldes th;rt the State will ma.inta:in, or reqlLil'e other partici
pattng entitles 101thm the State to matntatn, and make available lipan 
request to the Director, such records with respect to the use and ex
penditure qf any Federal f1Lnds paid to the State, 01' to entities within 
the State, 'under this title as the Director may require; 
. (5) provides f?l' the establishment of effective procedlll'l:s for I'tspond-
tng to external tnP1liS and . 
. (8) I'egwil'es that, to the extent poss~ble, within personnel 
tng ltmttatwns, on-sIte energy evallwtwns will be made available all 
ca1lSllmers and small b'u siness concerns and 10 othe!' bu siness con
cerns within S1lch limitations (as to size '01' otherwise) as the Director 
may specify; 
, (7) provides that the St{!te will furnish and widely disseminate 
mformatwn on the types of asslstance available 1mder this title and 
under other Federal and State laws, wl:th respect to the planhing, 
financing, instaliation, and effective monitoring of energy-related 
facddus and actwltus; 

(8) provides that the allocation witMn the State of the funds made 
a:vatlable to tt 1mder thts tttle wIll be based on, 01' give due considera
twn to, such factors (specijically includl:ng potential energy savings 
and number of persons ajjected) as the Dinctor determines will best 
carry out the pUTpose qf this title; and 

(9) satisfies snch other criteria as the Director may establish to 
carry mit the pW'pose of this title. 

(e) If the Dil'ectol'finds that a State plan submitted unders1ibseetion (a) 
does not satisfy the req1itTement.s of subsection (d), he shall provide a 
reasonable opport1lmtll for the State to present al'gumentsin S11j!pOl't of 
such plan and 10 7'Cvise the plan within a 1'easonable period oJ time to 
sat'isfy such requirements. 

U) (1) If a State does not sllbmit a plan under subsection (a) 01' its plan 
as so s1lbmtlted (wtlh any 1'emswns made nndel' subsection (e)) is not 
acceptable, the Dine/ol' (after giving notl:ce and an oppol'l1mily for com
ment to the Governor oj such Slate) shall develop consistent wl:th olhel' 
wbsect'Wns ~f thtS section an energy extenslOn service plan for the State 
~nvolved, whtch conjorms to the l'eqllirements of sllbsection (d). In cond1!ct
~ng energy extension service activi6es u,nder any plan developed under 
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this subsection, the DiTector is OAdhol'ized to enter ecnto agreements f01' the 
1dilization of existing Agl'icult1Lre Extension Service ojfices and personnel, 
or such oiheT ojfices (mel personnel as may be appropriate, and to provide 
junds for slwhoperations; and in canying out the functions of such 
offices the Director shall make maximum 11se of any existing delivery 
mechanisms for the State or local region concerned which aTe appropriate 
jar pllrposes oj this while coordinat'ing his activities in connection 
with the pedormance of slwh functions with all such mechanisms in the 
State or Tegl:on which are related to, but not directly involved in, the pro-
gram under this title. , 

(2) Each State shall have a period of one h')mclred and eighty days 
the issnance of the indicat:ion referred to in s'llbsection (b) (or a longer 
period ij the Direc/or finds, at the req11 est of the Governor of such State, 
that a'll extension is justified) within which to snbmit its plan sub., 
section (a) and ij necessary to Tevise snch plan under (e) 
bef07'c the Director may lmdertalce development of a for such 
State uncleI' paragraph (1) of th1:S ml,n.~pCf')(,.n 

(3) Any snah plan developed by the Director shall be transmitted to the 
Governor of such State and shall not be implemented for 90 days after the 
date of transmittal; Provided, that notwithstanding the provisions of 
paragraphs (1) and (2) of this snbsection, no slwh plan shall be imple
mented i:/ the Governor within the 90 day period notifies the Administration 
in writing of his objection to the implementation of said plan. 

.(g) The DireetoT sho,ll annually Teview the implementation of State 
plans approved 11,nder 81!bsection (d) to insure continued cO'llfo7'1nance 
with the l'eqnireme71ts oj this title. If the Dilector determines that the 
implementation oj any approved State plan does not satisfy any of s1ich 
requirements, he shall notify the Governor oj the State other 
designated officials the deficiency, with shall 
pr'ovide a reasonable and opportum:ty for action. If, 
such 1'easonable time and oppori'gnity, satisfactory nmedial action 
not been taken to place the implementation in cO'llformance 'with Sllch 
reqnil'ements, the Director shall so inform the, Administrator, who shall 
give to the Governor notice of intention to terminate Federal assistance, 
after the opport'1Lm:ty for the Governor's comment, if the implementation 
continues to not satisfy all such regli,irememts. Federal ass';siance shall 
be terminated ther'eafter if satisfactory action is not taken. In the event 
Federal assistance is terminated 'li,nder this subsection, the Director shall 
proceed in accordance with the procecinres .in s11,bsection (j) to develop an 
energy extension service for the In so doing, the DiTector' shall 
provide for contincwti,on of all nnder the State plan which 11)ere 
1:n conformance with the req1lirements of this title and shall only 
sll,ch changes in the activities nnder such plan as are necessary satisfy 
SllCh requ/irements. The Director shall give the Govemor notice of any 
slwh changes and shall provide a reasonable opport'llnity for the Governor 
to comment prior to proceeding with the changes. 

(h) In any case where a State has sllbmitted a State energy conservation 
plan 1mdel' part C of teitle III Energy Policy and Conservation Act, 
as amended, the State's plan 'Ilnder subsection(a) of this section 
shall specifically inci1:cate how its proposed extension service program will 
complement 07' any programs of publi,c edncation 1mder 
section 362 (d) (4) sllch Act which are indllded 1l,nder Sllch energy 
conservation plan. any event, each State plan s'llbmitted 1Lnder snb-

scction (a) of this section shall indicate how its proposed extension service 
program will c(Yrnplement or snpplement any other energy conservation 
programs being carried ant within the State with assistance from Federal 
f1LUds or nnder other Federal laws, 

(i) The Director shall provide financial assistance to each State having 
a plan approved 1mder subsection (d), from funds allocated to snch State 
under scction 912(c), and shall provide informati.o'll and technical assist
ance to snch State, for the development, implementation, 07' modification 
of the State's plan submitted 1mder s1!bsection (a) of this section. 

(j) Nothing in this title, or in the comprehensive program developed 
under section 904 01' any State plan approved under this section, shall 
have the effect of modijying or altering the Telationships existing between 
educationalinsll:tutions and the States which they are located in 
connection with activities pl'OIYided for this title. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

SEC. 807. (a) The I}i7'ector shall promnlgate 8nch regulations and 
directives as may be necessaTY to caTry ont the functions and pTojects of 
the Service. 

(b) The Director shall consnlt' and cooperate with the SeCTetaTY of 
Housing and UTban Developm.ent, the Adminisimtor of the Fedeml 
Energy Adminisi'ration, the Secretary of Agriculinre, the Administrator 
0/ the Enmronmental Protection Agency, the Secretary of Health, Educa
twn, and Welfare, the Community Services AdrninistTation (and its 
Institute for Appropriate Technology), the SecretaJ'Y of Commerce (and 
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the Regiona1 Centers of the Economic Development Administmtion in the 
Department of Commerce), the Administmtor of the Small Bll,siness 
Administration, and the heads of other Federal agencies administering 
energy-Telated programs, with a vicw toward achiemng maximum cOO1'di
nati~n with such other pTograms, and for the pnrpose of insnring to the 
rnanmum extent possible that all energy conservation and new energy 
technology 1:nformation disseminated by or thTough Fedeml programs in a 
given aTea aTe consistent and are fnUy coordinated in order' to minimize 
d1!plication of effort and to rnaximize pnblic confidence in the credibil'ity 
of Federal or fedemlly assisted programs. It shall be the l'esponsibility of 
the Di1'ecior to promote the coordination of programs 1bnder this title with 
other pu.blic 01' private progm7nS or projects of a similar natnre. 

(c) Federal agencies described in subsection (b) shall cooperate with the 
Director in disseminating information with respect to the availability of as
sistance nnder this title, and in promoting the identification and intensts 
of individuals, groups, or business and comrnercial establishments eligible 
for assistance through programs funded nnde7' this title. 

(d) At snch time as the EneTgy Resonrces Cmlncil is terminated, 
pnrsuant to section 108 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 
U.S.C. 5818), there shall be established an Interagency Advisory Gronp, 
consisting of the Direct07' (as Chairman) and the heads of the Federal 
agencies desCTibed in snbsection (b) 01' their delegates, to assist the Director 
in carrying out his responsibilities under this section and to provide a 
mechanism for use by the Director and the heads of snch agenctes in the 
perforniance of their functions under snbsections (b) and (c), 
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COMPREI{ENSIVE PLAN AND PROGRAM 

SEC. 908. (a) The Administrator is authorized and directed to prepare 
a comprehensive program and plan for Federal energy education, extension, 
and information activities allthorized by this title and any othe7' law. In the 
preparation of the program and plan, the Administrator shall utilize and 
consnlt with the head of each agnecy r~ferred to in this title and any other 
Federal agency with an enet'gy educah'on, extension, or information p7'0-
gram. Preparation of such program and plan shall not delay in any way 
the procedures specified in sections 905 and 906 or the implemental1:on 
otherllYise of this title. Rather, the program and plan shonld reflect the 
activities mandated by thi, ,title and 'serve as a mechanism for Federal 
G01Jernment.,wideco01'dination and management of those activities with the 
activities of other Fedeml agencies under other law. 

(b) The comprehensive program and plan shall incl1lcle, but not be 
limited to, the following elements: 

(1) specific delineation of Tesponsibility Of each paTticipating 
Federal agency in the conduct of this title; 

(2) mechanisms established to c'ool'dinate the activities under this 
title, pursnant to section 907 (b), (c), and (d), 

(3) a detailed summary of all related Federal programs nnder 
other law, including program descl'iptions, types of delivery mecha
nisms, bndget, and objectives; 

(4) procedures for defining and meas1tring the effectiveness, in 
terms of increased energy efficiency, fuel savings, adoption of new 
energy technologies, and other appropriate criter'ia, of the activities 
11,nder this title and related activitiesnnder other law; 

(5) an assessment of other existing Federal assistance and incen
other than public education, extension, and ollireach programs, 

IYttd relation to such programs in achieving the objectives of this 
title; 

,e6) P!ocedu7'es ,Pnrs,nant to ~ection 904(d) to minimize conflict 
nuth eXUittng servtces tn the prwate sector of the economy which are 
similaT to those under this title and other law; and 

(7) a comprehensive and integrated plan for the resnlting Federal 
program, taking into ae~ount paTagraphs (1) thTOugh (6), 

(e) The AdministTatol' shall transmit the comprehensive program and 
plan to the P7'esident and to each Honse of Cong1'ess within one h1wdTed 
and eighty days after the date of enactment of this Act. Thereafter, the 
A.dministrator shall revise the program and plan on an annllal basis and 
submit the revision as paTt of the anmlal fiscal year bltdget submission 
and the report requiTed by section 15 of the Federal Nonm).clear EneTgy 
ReseaTch and Development Act of 1974. 

ADYISORY BOARD 

SEC. 909. (a) There is hereby established a National Energy Extension 
Service Advisory BoaI'd (hereinafter in this section referred to as the 
"Board"), which shull consist of not less thanfifteen nor more than twenty 
members appointed by the AdministTator from among pers07ls representa
tive of State, cOllnty, and local governments, State universities, comm1tnity 
colleges, commll"nity service action agencies, conS'llmers, small bllsiness, 
and agricllltw'e, The AdministTator shall designate one of the members of 
the Board to serve as its chairman, and shall provide the Board with such 
services and facilities as may be necessary for the performance of its func-
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tions. The Administrator shall reimburse members oj the Board jo~ the jull 
amount oj any expenses (ineluding travel expenses) necessarily, tncurred 
by them in the peljormanee oj their duties as such. 

(b) The Board shall carryon a continuing r~'l/iew oj the operatioy! oj 
the comprehensive pl'oglam developed under sectwn 904 and the varwus 
State plans approved under sections 905 and 906, jor the purpose oj evalu
ating theil' ejjectiveness in achiemng the objectives oj this title and deter
mining how their operation might be improved in jurtherance oj such 
objectives. 

(c) The Board shall report at least annually to the Administra!or,the 
DiTectol' and the Congress on the stat1.l!3 oj the program under thu Itile, 
incl1.ldidg any recommendations it may have jar administrative or legisla~ 
tive clutnges to improve its operation. 

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS 

SEC. 910. (a) Section 103 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 
(42 U.S.C, 5801) is amended by redesignating paragraphs (7) th1:ough 
(11) as paragraphs (8) through (12), respectively, and inserting imme~ 
diately after pamgraph (6), the follmmng new pam[Jraph: 

"(7) establishing, in accordanee wi.ththe N,ational g~rgy Ext.en
sion Sermee. Act, an Energy Extenswn Ser1YU!e to promde technwal 
assistance, instruction, and practic(Jl demonstration!l on energy con~ 
scruation meaS1treS and alternative energy systems to indimduals, 
businesses, and Slate and local govern1f!ent officials;". 

(b) Section .108,(b) of such Act (42 ,u.s.a. 6818(b» is amended by 
striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (2), by striking out the period 
at the. end Qf paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and", and by 
adding after paragraph (3) the followi.ng new pl1;fagraph: . . , 

"(4) insure tho,t Federal agencus flilly d,u~harge the~r l'e8ponst~il
ities under sections 907 and B08 oj the Nahonal Energy Extenswn 
Sermce Act for coordination and planning of their related actimties 
under such Act and any other law, including but not limited to the 
Energy Policy and Oonservation Act.". 

(c) Section 108 of such Act is further amended by adding at the end 
thereoj the jollotmng new subsection:, 

"(e)Thm is hereby est{J,blished an Energy, CW!8ervatiO'fl, Subcommittee 
tmthin ,the, COMneil, w/:oieh shall be chaired by ·th~ Administrator of the 
Elnergy He,search and D,evel,Opment Administration, to dif;cho,rge the respon
sibilitie,8 specified in su~se~tion (b) (4) of this .section and other. related 
fy,netions assariated tmth, the coordinatiQn. and manag~ment oj Federal 
efforts in the areas of energy aonservation and energy conservation Tesearch, 
development and d,emonstration." 

REOORDS 

SEC. B11. Each State or other entity tmihin a Stats receimng Federal 
funds under this' title shall make and retain 8,uch records as the Adminis
trator shaUr'equire, including records which ful/y i{itj~lose ,the am.o1f1!-t and 
dl:sposition of such funds; the total cost oj the facil~t~,e8 .and acttmt~e8 jor 
wh?:ch such funds we're given or used; the source and amount oj any fund~ 
not supplied by the Administrator; and any data and injormation which 
the Administrator determines ar8 necessar']J to protsct the interests oj the 
United Stdtes and to facilitate an effectiveJmancial a~tdit and ierfo1'1nance 
evaluation. Such recordkeeping shall be in accordance tmth Fedel'al 
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Management Circular 74-7 (34 C.R.F. part 256) and any modification 
thereto. The Administrator, 01' any oj his dtdy authorized representatives, 
shall have access until the expiration of 3 years after the compleli(m oj the 
facilities or activities involved, to any books, documentfJ, papers, and 
recol'ds 01' receipts which the Ad/ministrator deems to be related or pertinent, 
directly 01' indirectly, to any such Federal junds. 

APPROPRIATION AUTHORIZATION 

SEC. 912. (a) There are a?tthorized to be appropriated to the Director to 
carry out this title such sums as may be included in the annual a1dhoriza~ 
lion,jor thefiscJI year 1977 (as promded in section 101(7)(0) of Title J 
oj this Act), jor the nonwu.clear programs of the Energy Research and 
Development Administration. 

(b) To the extent provided in the Act making the appropriation involved, 
any portion oj the amount a.ppl'opriated pursuant to subsection (a) for any 
fiscal year may be transjerred by the Director, tmth the approval of the Ad
ministrator, to the head oj any other Federal agency jor payment to or ex
penditure tmthin one or more States under sections 905 and 906 upon a 
determination by the Director that the existen.ce of reg1dar payment channels 
or administrative rel.ationships between that agency and the State i.nvolved 
(or entities tmthin such Siaie) makes such transjer and s~wh payment or 
expenditure administratively more efficient or elf ective or otheru;ise pro
motes the achievement oj the objectives oj this title; bnt no tmnsjer oj f1tnds 
under this subsection shall 1'esult in any 1088 by the DiTectoJ' oj any au
thority over program diTtction or contTol which is vested in him by this 
title. 

(c) (1) The total amount appropriated pursuant to subsection (a) jor any 
fiscal year (other tlutn the portion thereoj needed jor administrative ex
penses, which shall not exceed 5 per centum of such total amount) shall be 
allocated among the States in accordance with the jollowing fOrm1j,la: 

(i) one-half shall be divided equally among all the States; and 
(ii) one-half shall be divided among the States in proportion to 

the?'), respective pop1.llations, with each State being entitled to a sum 
that bears the same ratio to one~half oj such total amount as such 
State's popUlation (determined on the basis oj themosi recent decennial 
census) bears to the total population oj all the States (as so de~ 
termined). 

Amounts allocated to any State for any fiscal year in accordance with 
paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be expenaed only within tlutt State. 

(2) During the fiscal YULr in which this title becomes effective, the Direc
tor shall provide junds in accordance tmth paragmph (1) of this subsection 
for the implementation oj the energy extension samee activities in the 
maximum n1tmbel' oj States detel'mi:ned by the Di)'eciol' to be feasible with 
the total amount appmpriated pursuant to subsection (a): Provided, that 
in no case shall such number be less Outn 10 States. 

DElI'INITlONS 

SEC. 913. As used in this title, the term-
(I) "energy conservation" means "energy conservation, efficient energy 

use and the utiliuxtion oj )'enewable energy resources"; and 
(2) "Stote" means any State of the United States, the District oj 

Columbia, the Commonwealth oj Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin islands, 
Ameriean Sa.moa, or any territory or possession oj the United States, 

And the Senate agree to the same. 
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OLIN E. TEAGUE, 
THOMAS N. DOWNING, 
MIKE MCCORMACK, 
DON FUQUA, 
GEORGE E. BROWN, Jr., 
RAY THORNTON, 
C. A. MOSHER, 
JOHN W. WYDLER, 
BARRY M. GOLDWATER, Jr., 
MELVIN PRICE, 
,JOHN YOUNG, 

TENO RONCALlO, 
JOHN B. ANDERSON, 
MANUEL LUJAN, Jr., 

Managers on the PaTt oj the House. 
JOHN O. PASTORE, 
STUART SYMINGTON, 
JOSEPH M, MONTOYA, 
HOWARD H. BAKER, Jr., 
CLIFFORD P. CASE, 
HENRY M. JACKSON, 
FRANK CHURCH, 
J. BENNETT JOHNSTON, 
JAMES ABOUREZK, 
DALE BUMPERS, 
PAUL J. FANNIN, 
CLIFFORD P. HANSEN, 
MARK O. HATFIELD, 

Managers on the Part oj the Senate. 



JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE 
OF CONFERENCE 

The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the Con
ference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment 
of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 13350), Energy Research and Develop
ment Administration Authorization Act, 1976, and for other purposes, 
submit the following joint statement to the House and the Senate in 
explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the managers 
and recommended in the accompanying conference report: 

NONNUCLEAR ENERGY 

The compromise funding provisions adopted bv the Conference 
Committee regarding the nonnuclear programs is reflected in the 
language of the Conference report" 

(39) 
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U,S, ENERGY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, FISCAL YEAR 1977 CONGRESSIONAL ACTION TABLE 

lin thousandsl 
-----,-, 

Changes in Capital 
Selected Construction equipment 

Costs resources, obligations obligations Total 

FOSSIL ENERGY DEVElOPMENT 
Coal: 

liQuelaclion: 
Sell ate 8uthorizatiol1 ____________________ ..... _______________ ~ ________ .. ___ $60,546 -$7,600 $71,000 $123,946 
House 8(!UlOrizalion." •. ~_. ________ ~ ___ ~ " __ ~ _~ ___ ~ _~ _~ .". _____ ~ _. ________ 81,130 -4,300 50,000 126,830 Committee "I ecommefl«ation_~ ~ __ ~ _____ ~ _~_~_~ __ . ~ _~ __________ .~ ______ ~_ 81,130 -4,300 50,000 126,830 

High Btu gasification: 
Senate authorization __ • _~ __ ~ ____ ~ _ .. ____ ~ _____ ~ __ ~ ~. ~ __ ~ ______ ~~ __ ~ ____ • 59,254 -14,200 10,000 $\00 55f154 
House autnorizrltion •••• ________ 64,400 -11,346 10,000 100 63,154 
Committee recommendation ~ _ ~ __ = == == == = = == == == == == == == == == == == =: ==== == 59,254 -14,200 10, 000 100 55,154 

low Btu p:asiflcation: 
Senate authorization_ --- -. -. ---- ---~ _.------ -- --~--------------------- 30,052 -3,500 24,500 51,052 
House 3l!thorilation 50,000 -3,000 5,000 52,000 
Committee recommendatio-n:::= == == =::=:= == ==:: ==:= =: =::::= =::: :===:::= 50,000 -3,000 5,000 52,000 

Advanced power systems: 
Senate authorization _ ~ __________ ~ __________________ .. ___________________ 12,800 9,700 22,500 House authorizati JtL. _____ . _______________________ ~ _____ .. _________ ~ ~ ___ 12,800 9,700 22,500 
Committee recommendation __ ~ ___ - -~ -- ---------- ---------------~---~-

12,800 9,700 22,500 
DirectromtlUstion: 

Senate authorizatlOrL _____________ ~ ________ ~ _________________________ M_ 58,116 4,300 62,416 
House authori7.8tiO!l __ 52,116 300 52,416 
Com mittee recommendatlo!i _-~ ~= == == == == == == == == = = ==:= == == = = == == ~= == == == 55,116 2,284 57,400 

Advanced research and supporting technology: 
Senate aulhorization. __________________________________________________ 36;585 500 6,900 150 44,135 House authorization ___________ ~ ______ • ___ • ___ ._. ______________________ 38,585 1,100 6,900 150 46,735 
Committee recommendatiol1 __ ~ ____________ ._." •• ·_._. ______________ 0 __ 38,500 1,100 6,900 150 46,650 

Demonstration plants: 
Sei1ate authorization _______ . ----- ------- --- ----~.-. "-----_ .. -.- ------- 50,600 2,400 0 53,000 
House authorizatiol1 _______________ ------------------------_._--- 50,600 2,400 ..., 0 53,000 
Committee recommefldation_~ _____ ---------------- 50,600 2,400 0 53,000 

Magnetohydrodynamics: 
Senate authorization ________________________ • __ ____ 0 _______ ~_~ ________ 27,841 10,145 6,700 44,686 
House authorization _______ ~ __ ~ _______ • ________ ... -------"------------ 27,341 10,100 0 37,441 
Committee recommendation. _______________ ._ ----_ .. _-_ .. _ ...... __ .. -. 27,841 10,145 6,700 44,686 

Total coal: 
Senate 335,794 1,145 119,100 250 456,889 
House 376,912 4,954 71,900 250 454,076 

Committee recommendatiol1 ___ 4,129 78,600 250 458,220 

37,374 7,700 100 45,174 
34,674 /),600 100 41,374 
35,269 7,900 100 43,269 

1,831 170 2,001 
1,831 170 2,001 
1,831 170 2,001 

Tota! petroleum and natural gas: 
39,205 7,700 270 47,175 Senate authorization ______ 

House authorization ________ 
~ -- ----- -- -- ---- 36,505 6,600 270 43,375 

Committee recommendation -- -_.- -- -- -- -- -~"---
37,100 7,900 170 45,270 

In 

12,085 9,000 450 21,535 
12,085 9,000 450 21,535 
12,085 0,000 450 21,535 

13,536 1,500 15,036 
11,836 1,200 15,036 
13,536 1,500 15,036 

1,310 50 1,360 
1,310 50 1,360 
1,310 50 1,360 

Total in situ technology: 
10,500 Senate authorization. ______ 

House authorizatiol1. _______ 11,100 
Committee recommendation ___ • 10,500 

Total fossil energy de~elopme!1t: 
401,930 19,945 119,100 Senate authorizatrmL _________________ 

HOlJse authorizatlon. ____________ ~ ____ ~ _ ~~ ~9,708 22,754 71,900 
Committee recommendation ~ 439,272 22,519 78,600 

See footnotes at end of table. 

App'.- Administration 
priatlOlls requeSt 

$102,957 '$123,946 

54,154 '45,154 H>-
<:::> 

40,352 • 33,052 

22,500 22,500 

51,901 52,416 

44,120 46,685 

53,000 53,000 

39,909 37,441 

408,974 411,644 

41,156 35,174 

2,001 2,001 

43,157 37,175 

21,418 21,535 

H>-
I-' 

8,236 8,136 

1,360 1,360 

31,014 31,131 

483,145 '479,950 
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U,S, ENERGY RESEARCH" AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, FISCAL YEAR 1977 CONGRESSIONAL ACTION TABLE 

fin thousandsj 

SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT 

Directthermaiapplications: 
Heating and cooling of buildings: 

Residential demonstrations: 
Senate authorization __ • __ _ 
House authorization __________ _ 
Committee recommendation ___ _ 

Commercial demonstrations; 
Senate authorization ________________________ _ 
House authorization ____ ~______ _ ___ • _______________________ _ 
Committee rocommendaton. ___________________ • _., _______________ _ 

Research and development: 
Senate authorization ________ _ 
House authorization __________ . ________________ • 
Committee recommendation. ________ _ 

Development in support of demonstration: 
Senate authorization _____ ~ _~ ________________ _ 
House 8uthorizatioo _______ ~___ _ ___ , _____________ _ 
Committee recommendation____ _ ______________ _ 

Subt~~a~a~:a~~~~oar~:afi~~ ~~~ _o! _ ~~~~~~~~:_ 
House authorization .. ___ __ 
Committee recommendation 

Agriculture and process heat: 
Senate autnorization ____ , 
House autnorjzation ______ ~ ______ _ 
Committee recommendation __ _ 

Subtotal direct thermal applications: 
Senate authorizatioo ______ _ 
House authorization _______ _ 
Committee recommendation __ 

Technology support and utilization: 
Solar energy resou.rce assessment: 

Senateauthomatiol1 ________ _ 
House aulhorization _________ _ 
Committee recommendalion __ 

Solar energy research institute: 
Senate authorization __ 

House authorization _________ _ 
Committee recommendation ____ ~ _______ _ 

T ech nOIO~~ nU~~~ l:~Wl~r~ ~:t io~~~ ~ _8_! ~~~ _d~~~~~_i ~ ~ ~j~_n 
House authorizatiol1_ 
Committee recommendatioll ____ ~ ________________ _ 

Subtotal technology support and utilization: 
Senate 8ulhorizatlon __________________ _ 
House authorizatwfl __ , ______ _ 
Committee recommendation __ 

Solar electric appncations: 
Solar thermal: 

Senate authorization __ 
House aU!horization_ __ 
Committee recommendatioll ____ _ 

Photovoltaics: 
Senate authorization 
House authorization _ 
Committee recommendation __ 

Wind: 
Senate authorization _______ _ 
House authorization _____ _ 
Commitee recommendation 

Ocean thermal: 
Senate authorization _______ _ 
House aulhorization ________ _ 
Committee recommendation __ 

'Subtotal solar electric applications: 
Senate authorization ______ ~ 
House authorizatioll _____ _ 
CommiUee recommendation _____ _ 

Total solar energy development: 
Senate authorization ____ _ 
House 8uthorizalion __________ _ 
CommIttee recommendation •• 

See footnotes at end of table. 

Costs 

13,500 
37,600 
33,000 

31,500 
35,100 
19,000 

9,900 
13,700 
11,000 

11,500 
15,500 
14,000 

66,400 

1~~: ggg 

7,400 
7,500 
7,500 

73,800 
109,500 
95,500 

4,700 
6,000 
5,000 

1,700 

1,700 
1,700 

1,100 
4,300 
3,200 

8,500 
11,000 
9,900 

Changes in 
Selected Construction 

Capita! 
equipment 
obligations reSources obligations 

1,800 
13,400 
10,000 

-500 
1l,100 
10,000 

1,600 
3,800 
3,000 

1,500 
4,500 
3,500 

6,400 
32,900 
26,500 

o ' a (.) 
o 

g ,"," '(.j 
o "',,'," 

g """"(') 
o ,,' 
o " o (.) 
a ""','," 

500 
1,700 
1,700 

Total 

15,300 
51, 000 
43,000 

31,000 
46,400 
39,000 

11,500 
17,500 
15,000 

14,000 
20, 000 
17,500 

'73,300 
6136,600 
• 116,100 

=== 
l.300 
3,500 
3,500 

7,700 
36,400 
30,000 

800 
1,000 
1,000 

800 

800 
800 

900 
1,800 
1,300 

2,500 
3,600 
3,100 

a 
o 
o 

500 
I.700 
1. 700 

200 
o 
a 

100 

100 
0 
a 

600 
0 
0 

8,700 
11,000 
11,000 

81,000 
147,600 
117,100 

5,700 
7,000 
6,000 

1,700 

2,500 
1,500 

3,200 
6,100 
4,500 

11,600 
15,600 
13,000 

Appro- Administration 
priations request 

(.) (.) 

(0) (.) 

(') (.) 

(.) (.) 

86,500 45,300 

7,800 3,900 

94,300 49,100 

6,000 1,500 

2,500 1,500 

3,000 1,000 

11,500 4,000 

=-----=--=-====--~===~ -=--::-=:-_~=:_==__::::o==='"'=-_== 

41,000 5,500 11,000 67,500 
41,200 10,200 15,000 66, 400 75,800 '45,900 
41,000 8,400 20,000 69,400 

45,000 8,000 1,500 1l,900 67,400 
36,300 12,900 0 5,700 54,900 64,000 31,800 
41,000 10, 000 a 5,700 56,700 

16,000 4,000 2,600 2,700 15,300 
19,300 ),300 a 1,100 17,700 11,600 17,100 
16,500 4,800 0 1,100 12,400 

11,000 3,000 1,000 15,000 
15,900 5,100 a 21,000 13,500 9,100 
13,700 4,300 a 18,000 

17,100 14,600 
15,000 6,800 174,900 105,000 
10,000 6,800 

6,500 1,500 5,000 1,500 14,500 
5,600 2,400 a 0 8,000 9,700 4,300 
6,500 1,500 5, 000 0 13,000 

:::=-==--==---::-===:==----==----======--~=--~~--== 

101,800 31,100 31,100 17,100 283,300 
239,800 77,900 15, 000 8,500 341,200 190,400 162,500 
214,100 62,100 15,000 8,500 319,700 

==----====cc_""'=::=--=--==--=-=-====~====____=___=_=====__==::-=== 

~ 

fI:>, 
00 
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u.s. ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATIDN, FISCAL YEAR 1977 CONGRESSIONAL ACTION TABLE 

{In thousands] 

Changes in Capi'ai 
Selected Construction equipment Appro- Administration 

Costs resources obligations obligations Total priatlOns request 

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY OEVELOPMENT 

Engineering research ~nd development; 
17,600 200 Senate authorization,. 17,800 

House authorization. __ .. ___ 15,100 600 15,700 13,700 11,700 
Committee recommendation. _ •... _ 16,000 450 16,450 

Resource exploration and assessment: 
Senate authorization ___ 9,600 400 100 10,100 
House authorization .. _______ 16,500 800 800 18,100 9,100 10,100 
Committee recommendation 13,400 600 400 14,400 

Hydrothermal tech.nol~gy applications; 
16,200 2,41l{) 700 19,300 Senateaulhomatlon ____ 

House aulhoril8Iwn _________ 10,200 2,000 700 11,900 14,700 12,900 
ComnHltee recommendation. __ 14,200 1,800 700 16,700 

Advanced technology applications: 
Senate authorilatlOn~_ 8,200 1,900 500 10,600 
House aulhorizatlOn. ____ ~. __ 14,200 3,500 900 18,600 12,400 10,600 
Committee recommendation __ 11,500 3,000 700 15,200 

Utliization experiments: 
Senate authorization 0 a 0 
House aulhorizatwn ________ 3,200 800 4,000 
Committee recommendatlOn ______________ 0 a a 

Environmental conlrol and institutional studies: 
Senate authorization. ___ 4,800 0 4,800 
House authorizatjon_ ... ________ 5,600 200 5,800 4,800 4,800 
Committee recommendatlon_ 5,200 100 5,300 

T olal geothermal.eneTgy development: 
56.400 4,700 1,500 62,600 Senate 3uthonzatlon 

House authorlzation ________ 64,800 7,100 3,200 75,100 54,700 50,100 
Committee recommendation ---- ----~-- --- 60,300 5,400 2,350 68, 050 

=:-==-::-.:=:=- --- -"O=,==-=--=-==,==-::O=----"=---=_-=~==c::::::;:___=="'...o:....-:::-;~--==-==== 

CONSERVATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Electric en.ergy systems and energy storage: 
Eleclrlc energy systems: 

Senate authorization __ 25,920 4,040 9,500 39,460 
House authorlzatlon_. _____ 17,920 3,040 3,500 24,460 
Committee recommendation 22,000 4,000 7,000 33,000 

Efler~~nS~f~aaguel~OflZa!iOn _____ 33,920 7,290 1, 5QO 43,340 
House authorlZation __ . ___ ~ 29,620 5, 020 2,700 37,340 
CommIttee recommendation 32,000 6,000 2,000 40,000 

Subtotal electric e~ergy systems and energy storage: 
59,840 11,960 11,000 82,800 Senate authorizatIOn __ 

House authorization .. ______ 47, ~40 8,060 6,200 61,800 
CommiUee recommendation __ 54,000 10, 1l{)0 9,000 73. 000 

====-'"'-=:==----::--' 
End-use and technologies to improve efficiency; 

Industry: 
Senatf! authorlzation ___ 18,760 3,670 1,000 23,430 
House authorization._ 16,360 4,570 1,500 22,430 
Committee recommendation_ 18,000 4,000 1,000 23,000 

Buildings: 
25,910 4,490 Senate authorization. _____ a 30,400 

House authofizatIQfL _________ 30,130 5,290 1, 000 36,600 
Committee recommendation_ 27, GOO 4,400 500 32,500 

Transportation: 
33,290 6,180 Senate authorization __ ~OO 39.970 

House 3uthorization., _______ 26,690 2,980 1,000 33,670 
Committee recommendation __ 31,400 4,600 750 36, 7~0 

Improved conversion efficiency: 
19,800 1l,700 8,51l{) Senate authOrIZation. ~ ______ 500 40,500 

House authoflzatioll_. _____ 12,300 10,850 8,500 1,350 33, 000 
Committee recommendatIOn 15,300 11,700 8,500 7~0 36,250 

Energy Extension Service: 
Senate authoflZatioll_. ___ 18,000 7,000 25, 000 
House authorizatlon_ ---- ---_.-----------------, 8,000 2,000 10,000 
Committee recommendatio-r1 ____ 18, 000 7,000 25,000 

Small grants progr.am: 
7, ~OO 2,500 Senate authorlZatlon ______ 10,000 

House authoflZa!lon _________ 0 0 a 
Committee recommendation ______ . 7,500 2,500 10,000 

Price supports for ~SW reprocessing: 
0 a Senate authofllatlon. ____ . __ . ___ - .. _._-------- 0 

House authorization. __________ 200 4,800 5,000 
CommIttee recommendation_ 200 4,800 5,000 

Total end·use and technologies to improve efficiency: 
123,260 35,540 8,500 Senate authorizatlOn __ 2,000 169,300 

House aulhorization. _________ 96,860 30,490 8,500 4,850 140,700 
Committee recommendation __ 118, 000 39,000 8,500 3,000 168,500 

:::'=_"C=-==-::-_~-=~-

Total conserv<1tlon research and development: 
Senate authorization. 183,100 47,500 8,500 13, 000 252,100 
House allttlOlizalion __________ 144,400 38,550 8,500 11,050 202,500 
Commillee recommendali0n_. 172,000 49,000 8,500 12,000 241.500 

=::-=~-

See footnotes at end of table, 

U.S. ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVEI.OPMENT ADMINISTRATION, FISCAL YEAR 1977 CONGRESSIONAL ACTION TABLE 

lin thousands} 

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND SAFETY 

Biomedical research. 
Senate authorization___ _ _ _____ . ________ _ 
House authorization ____________ ._ 
Conference recommendation ____ _ 

Operational safety: 
Senate authorilation ____ _ 
House authorization _________ _ 
Conference recommendation __ 

Environmental: 
Senate adhorization ___ _ 
House l:luthorization _______ .. __ 
Conference recommendation ___ _ 

Scientific and technical education: 
Senate a Ihorization _______________ _ 
House aulhorization ___ " _______ _ 
Conference recommendation __ _ 

Total environmental research and safety; 

Costs 

196,734 
194,624 
195,700 

5,958 
6,268 
6,200 

2),155 
21,455 
20,700 

3,750 
3,75Q 
3,750 

226,597 
226,097 
226,350 

Ch~~feecSt~~ 
resources 

9,682 
9,682 
9,700 

2,649 
2,649 
2,600 

1,422 
1,412 
1,300 

1,250 
1,250 
1,250 

15,003 
15, 003 
14,850 

Construction 
obligatIOns 

4,200 
4,200 
4,21l{) 

4,200 
4,200 
4,200 

Capital 
equipment 
obligatIOns 

10,418 
11,918 
11,418 

11 000 
1,100 
1,100 

560 
960 
682 

1l,978 
13,978 
13,200 

Tota! 

221,034 
120,414 
221,018 

9,607 
10, all 
9,900 

22,137 
13,837 
22,682 

5,000 
5,000 
5,000 

257,778 
259,278 
258,600 

26,500 24,460 

33,500 22,340 

60,1l{)0 46,800 

15,430 12,430 

26,600 21,61l{) 

27,670 23,670 

23,650 15,500 

7,500 

100,850 73, ZOO 

160,850 120,000 

Appro- Administration 
priatlOns, request 

2ll,934 197,534 

9,407 8,707 

19,637 16,13) 

240,978 222,378 

t 

~ 
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BASIC ENERGY SCIENCES 

Total basic energy sciences: 
Senate authorizatioll __ _ 
House authorlzatio!l_. ____ ._ 
Conference recommendation 

PROGRAM SUPPORT 

1 Authorization basis; appropriation request is $103,946,000, 
2 Authorization basis; appropriation request is $55,194,000. 
3 Authorization basis; appropriation request is $40,352,000. 
4 Authorization basis; appropriation request is $477,250,000. 
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59,100 
57, 000 
59,100 

54,800 
53,400 
54,100 

113,900 
!l0,400 
113,100 

189,455 
191,310 
291,310 

500 
500 
500 

1,473,682 
1,517,515 
1,527.531 

The Conferees look favorably on the need to pursue the rapid de
velopment of low Btu combined cycle plants. Therefore, the Con
ferees intend that the technology, which is more appropriate for a 
second low Btu pilot plant for utility use, be aggeessively pursued 
under operating expenses. 

By the authorization of a second low Btu fuel gas demonstration, 
the Conferees intend that the demonstration plant program, which is 
the result of the Con1;ressional iuitiative in the FY '76 authori;mtion 
(PL, 94-187), be accelerated. The Committee notes that responses 
to the ERDA "Request for Proposal" (RFP) for a low Btu fuel gas 
demonstration plaut have included both industrial and utility appli" 
cations. Therefore, although the Senate authorization report, 94-332, 
spoke of utility applications, the Conferees believe that the broader 
goal of this program is the demonstration of both industrial aud utility 
applications. The Conferees note Lhat the specific nomenclature of 
the plants does not require ERDA to choose between sectors of the 
economy but to pursue the goal of a balanced program. At the same 
time, the Conferees emphasize that one of the demonstration plants 
should be given favorable consideration by ERDA for the utility 
application of low Btu combined cycle technology, 

The Conference Committee a,ccepted an authorization for ERDA's 
oil and gas recovery program, which is $1.9 million above the House 
figure of $43 million. 

The Conference Committee is concerncd that this program has been 
exp,mded by the agency without sufficient new personnel to properly 
manage the program. Basic research work, the backbone of the entire 
program, will continue to suffer as personnel from the laboratories 
are assigned to the management of (he increased number of field tests, 
While no adverse affect may occur at present, future expttHsion may 
be jeopardized. Without the basic research work as background, 
decisions on future field tests and even program direction cannot be 
made. The Conferees feel that ERDA must h,ke it close look at this 
progl'11m to assure the Congress that needed research progl'ilms are 
continued and accelerated field demonstrations are being pursued. 

The Conference Committee requests the completion of it report on 
the ERDA fluidized bed test facilities contemplated ill this authori
zation prior to the obligation of ,my funds authorized pursuaut to 
this legislation, 

The study should consider the adequacy of the two program plans, 
one for the Morgantown Energy Research Center and one for the 
Argonne National Laboratory. 

'l'he report should set forth the basis for the decision to proceed, 
including the >ldvan tagcs and disadvantages of locating the facilities 
at such installations or fllsewherc, The ERDA report should also 
include a detailed presentation for each proposed facility of the: 

Organization ane! Staffing. 
Technical Services and Resources. 
Contracting Plan, 
Design Control Procedures, 
Progmm Scheduling and Control. 
Cost Accounting. 

5,900 
5,100 
5,900 

4,700 
4,300 
4,400 

10,600 
9,500 

10,30) 

1,860 
1,860 
1,860 

a 
a 
0 

131,808 
172,667 
166,039 

6, 000 
6,000 
6,000 

169,900 
105,600 
111,300 

5,700 
5,500 
5,600 

3,800 
3,600 
3,700 

'9,500 
9,100 
9,300 

5,125 
5,100 
5,225 

;;;m 
51,595 

70,700 
67,700 
70,600 

63,300 
61,300 
62,100 

134,000 
129, 000 
131,800 

301,540 
304,770 
304,895 

500 
500 
500 

1,834,813 
1,847,730 
1,867,466 

61,500 55,700 

53,80il 53,300 

115,300 109, 000 

287,647 180,530 

500 500 

1,£33,520 1,424,958 ~ 

-----------
~ Detail not available, 
6 Does not iotal since detail not available, 
1 Authorization basis: appropriation request was $43,400,000. 
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Field Construction ControL 
Shakedown and Procedures, 
Total Estimated Costs, 

The House version of the geothermal authorization, section 101(6) 
of n.R 1:3350, contained a specific authorization of $:3,600,000 for 
"initiation of activities necessary to the construction of a hot brine 
tcst facility," The conference language for geothermal energy devel-

in Section 201 (e) docs not include the specific 
for the hot brine test conferees do not 

this omission be construed to negate the au thoriza tion 
nor reduce the priority placed on tho initiation of the 

nccesfary 
The conference recommendation of the authorization for resource 

assess:nent in the geothermal energy development is based on the 
nction of the Appropriations Committee in providing $6,000,000 
under other continuing authority for funding of the Geological 
Survey's resolll'ce assessment in support of the ERDA program under 
the Geothermal Energy Research, Development and Demonstration 
Act of 1974, In the absence of that Appropriations Committee action, 
the authorization inclucled in the conference recommendation would 
have heen appropriately increased, 

The Conferees strongly urge ERDA to seriously consider all aspects 
of technology development in its review of respom;e~ for the demon
stration plant 

HYGAS '0>,1",,>100'" which has heen developed in an ERDA 
pilot plant, potential for economic success as revealed in 
a recent independent study made for ERDA, The Conferees urge 
EHDA to consider the seleetion of a process for the demonstration 
plant, which has both economic promise and process reliability. The 
Conferees recog'ni;;,e the importance of the cost sharing aspects in 
any program but are concerned if the best technology for dell1on-

is not developed promptly, 
The conference substitute follows the Senate version with resjlect 

to the establishment of a $50,000 limitation on financial support to 
any participant and the list of charaeteristies of "appropriate tech
nology". 

The confl'rcnce substitute places management direction of the pro
gram in appropriate technolo!,:y under the Assistant Administrator 
for Conservation Research and Development. The conferees for tl10 
Houso insisted however, that a now statutory "Office of Appropriato 

not be created within ERDA. This choice of location 
should in no way be constrnNl to imply that projects funded uncleI' 
this program be reotrictec! to energy eonscrvation. Appropriate energy 
technology can and will involve teehnologies utili;"ing 
including renewable source,; of energy, as well as the of 
energy conservation. The conferecs intend that recipients of financial 
support under this title be fully accountable to EHDA for the use of 
public fUJl(k The conference substitute, therefore, requires that a 
written report be submit.tec! on all activities funded by the Office. 
The conferees have also incorporated language to emphasize their 
intent that the ERDA patont policy embodied in section 9 of thc Fed
eral Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 apply 
to nIl grants agreement:; or contracts uncleI' this title. 
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The conferees also wish to emphasize the responsibility of the Ad
ministmtor to exercise his best judgment ill choosing among the pro
posals submitted to ERDA under this title. 'rhe conferees anticipate 
that there will be significant competition for funds authorized by this 
legislation. The conferees expect that many worthy proposals will be 
submitted and funded and that the Administmtor will adopt firm, 
fail' and defensible criteria for setting priorities for selectiol1. 

The United States economy "l1nually generates a total of :,.5 billion 
tons of solid waste, or about 34,000 pounds per person. The disposal 
costs associated with solid waste disposal arc rapidly increasing, so 
that the coiled ion and disposal costs for municipal waste alone amount 
to $4.5 billion annually. Additionally, suitable landfill sitcs arc diffieult. 
to find and expensive. This solid wu,.;te contains both conbustiblc, 
energ,\' producing ma.terials and recyclable products und materials. 

In rccognition of the potcntil,l for energy production from municipal 
solid waste the conferees have agreed to authorizc a price guarantee 
program to stimulate demonstrations of processes to recover energy 
from wastc. The ERDA enabling legislation (Section 7 (a) and (c) of 
the Federal Non-nuclear Energy Research und Develojllllent Act of 
1974) already authorizes ERDA to issue jlrice supports subject to 
specific auth~ol'ization. The language adopted by the conferees to au
thori7.e ERDA to issue price gUllJ'[mtees is intended to more cleHrly 
define the type of program to be established by EI{DA. Price glHlran" 
tees for the product of the plant would assure adequate project rev" 
ClUles to covel' debt service and plnnt operat.ing cost.s. 

Thus, section 110 of t.he 1977 ERDA aut.horization allows the 
Administ.rator to assist in the demonstration of the production (f 
synthesis gas, methane, met.hanol, anhydrous ammonia, and similar 
energy intensive products from municipal waste by entering into 
agreements with units of local government 01' persons proposing to 
construct facilities for t.he manufactU!'c of such products from munic
cipal waste. These agreements may guarantee that tln income re
ceived from such demonstration project will remain at levels which 
made such construction and operation economically feasible. The 
level of income guarnnteed should give consideration to technological, 
production, and market. price risks and shall be so structured as to 
provide adequate incentive for efficient. and economic operation. 

The conferees intentions arc that the term of such agrcemerLi 
should not excecd th(' projected useful life of the facility. The telln 
involved should provide for favorable economic safeguards and in
centives so that a local government or persons ent.ering into such 
contracts cnn oblain suitable long term financing from non-Fedcrnl 
sources. 

The agreements should also specify t.he level at which support. pay
ments become payable thereunder, and provide for possible adjustment 
thereto, when the actual cost. of manufactmc in the facility involved 
beconH's cstablished. The support payments level should insUl'e that 
the annual Jlayments to be provided by the unit of local government 
shall not exceed the annual principle and intcrcst associatNI with the 
projeet bonded indebtedness, toget.hcr with other manufacturing cosls. 

The conferees support the House rcport. language, 
It should be emphasized that the Committee intends that 

the pr('scribed ]1roeedlll'e in seetion 7(c) of Public Law 98-577 
be utilized by ERDA in implementing the authorized jlro-
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gram even though the Congressional authorization required 
by section 7(c) is included in this bill. Tho Committee 
dirccts that ERDA keep the appropriute committees of 
Congress fully and cl1l'rcntly informed about its implementa
tion of this section, with specific report(s) including the infor
mation develoJled under sections 7(c)(1) through 7(c)(5). 

The conferees instruct the Administrator to promulgate and publish 
in the Fedeml Register regulations and proccdures relating to the 
jJrogrnm u.uthorilcd by this subsection [\s soon as feasible. 

Both the Senate and House of Representat.ives adopted provisions 
in the ERDA uuthorilut.ion bill which would transfer responsibility 
for prepHratioll of demollstmt.ion project water aStiessments as defined 
in section l~)(b) of the J\onnuclear Energy Research and Development 
Act of 1974 from ERDA to the Water Resources Council. Because 
the language in the two bills is identical, the Conferees do not consider 
this matter to be at issue. However, in accepting the Ianguago ill tho 
Senate nwnsure as an amendment offered during debate on the authori
zat.ion bill, the managers of the Senate bill indicated that acceptance 
was contingent. upon the orderly and timely preparation of the water 
assessmcnts. If this responsibilIty is not carried out in an efl'ectivo 
and timely manller, prepamt.ion of these necessary and essential 
water asscssments could result in lengthy and unnecessary delays in 
the demonstl'lltioll plant. program. It is intended that the report for 
the watN l'eSO\ll'ce assessment be a precondition t.o actual constrllction 
and not to any preliminary work and studics such llS site selection, 
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conceptual design, lWe! data collection which do not result in a com
mitment to the demonstrat.ion at the site. Actual consideration of a 
clelllonstl'lltion project will st.ilI be jlrecluded unt.il t.he water assess
ment has beon completed. By clnrifying t.he intent of the provision, 
the Conferees also recognize that. ad( q uate water assessments often 
cannot be made unt.il work on site sdJction and other pl'elimina.ry 
matters has been undertaken. 

Furthermore, since elements of the WRC-]JrepaTed Water Assess
ment may address environmental issues which should also be 
propcrly addressed by ERDA in its NEPA jlrocess, it is preferable 
that the WRC Assessment. be available for use ill preparation of the 
dmft EIS in order to avoid duplication of effort. At tho very least, 
the WRC Assessment should be available for public comment COIl

cUl'rcntly with the dmft. EIS so that ERDA will be able to consider 
all envil·onmentally··related concerns in a timely fashion in it.s final 
EIS. To achieve this result, ERDA llnd WRC sha1l coordinate prep
aration of their draft EIS's and Water Assessments, respect.ively. 
Additionally, ERDA shall request WRC to conduct its Water Assess
ment as eRrly as practicable in each matter subject to Sect.ion 13 (b) 
Hnd (0) and, in any event, prior to ERDA's site acceptance. 

The Committee also suggests that the WRC and ERDA develop 
a memorandum of understanding immediately after enactment of this 
legislation to detail more specifically t.he scheduling and working 
arl'Hngements for the two agencies to implement those amendments. 

Section 206 of the Senate bill, containcd a provision deleted ill 
Conference which would have required 20 pel'cent of the funds made 
available for programs in solar energy technology to be set aside for 
small business concerns and individual inventors. 
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Thc deletion was predicated on the understanding of the Conferees 
t.hat it would prevent rigidity in the ndminist.rn.tion of solar energy 
technology programs, and the recognition of tho Conferees that 
curren t prnctice results in more than 20 percent of the solar funds 
being madc available to small business concerns and individual 
invcn tors. 

The Conferees do not in any way intend to denigrate their concern 
for small business and individual involvement in ERDA's solar cnCl'gy 
jJrograms by the deletion of this section. 

By including Section 116 in the Conference report, the Managers 
intended to gather relevant and necessary information on environ
mental monitoring and control associated with ERDA's pilot plants 
and demonstration plants. This one-t.ime rcport. will grcatly aid 
Congressional oversight of the ERDA research j)rogrnm and will 
eventually result in a much better progmm. However, the Con
ferees did not. int.end that this would ever be used to delay ERDA's 
program, either judicial or administrative means. The Con
ferees expect t.his report to be accurate, but still an ostimate of the 
environmental monitoring lmd control needs of ERDA's pilot and 
demonstrat.ion plants. The report is not a final agency decision on the 
plants themselves. 

The Conferees authorized an increase in program support level, 
in excess of the Presidential budget request. Tho Conferees expect 
t.hat the budget increase approved by the Appropriation Conference 
Committee for program support will be apportioned in approximately 
t.he ratio of tho increases approved by tho authorizing Committees. 

The Committee of Conference encourages ERDA to hold hearings 
in connection with significant expenditures of funds in geographic 
areas that will be afl'ectcd by the scope of the programs ancl activities 
resulting from such expenditures. 

Even though not presently required by law to do so, the ERDA 
already has an established practice of holding all cnvironmentally
related hearings in the areas to be affected. Hearings by the Board 
of Contract Appeals are also held in local areas to be affected by a 
contract with ERDA and other parties. 

While tho conferees do not believe t.hat a statutory requirement is 
necessary to insure that views of citilens located in areas to be im
pacted by ERDA activities, the conferees endorse the ERDA practice 
of holding localized hearings. Whcrever possible such hearings should 
be consolidated over a broad geographic area as possible to inslll'c 
economy and efficiency. 

In considering N adonal Energy Extension Service the Conferees 
evaluat.ed Title VI of the Senate amendment t.o I-LR. 13350 in juxta
position to House Bill, H.R. 13676 which was included in conference 
with House Bill, H.R. 13350 by adoption of a IIou~e rule (H. 1553). 

The action of t.he conferees was to adopt the general approach of 
the House bill with a number of specific changes to reflect provisions 
contained in Title VI of tho Senate amendment. The Conferees agrecd 
to include the basic concept of Energy Conservation Institutes, but 
in a modified form. Since thoro may. be a need for teclmicnl support 
for the energy extension service to perform analytic and lldvisory 
functions, the conferees agreed to specifically aut.hol'i7.e each St.ate 
to designate one or more universities and colleges us technical support 
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institutes as part of the State pJan submitted to the Director. The 
conferees do not intend that the institutes be established for the pur
pose of performing energy-related basic research, hardware develop
ment or demonstration projects. The conferees also do not intond that 
funds for the technical support institutes be used to fund the writing 
of proposals for the conduct of further research. The technical support 
institutes are intended to provide State conservation programs under 
direction of the Governor with an enhanced analytical and research 
capability. It is not intended that the technical support centers 
be created to compete with each other ancl with programs funded by 
ERDA nationally. 

The Conferees do intend that the institutes have the authority at 
the discretion of the Governor of the State to plan and conduct, as a 
component of the state energy extension plan at the college or uni
versity with which it is affiliated, competent investigations and evalua
tions of energy conservation methods, technologies, and opportunities, 
and to provide for seminars in areas of energy conservation of 
scientists, engineers, architects, economists, urban planners, and others 
in related disciplines. Such investigations and evaluations may include 
supply and demand for various crrergy resources; conservation and best 
use of available supplies of energy; practical demonstrations of energy 
conserving methods, techniques, and equipment for transportation, 
residential, commercial, industrial and agricultural applications; 
methods for the use of renewable energy technologies and for the 
development and use of energy technologies which are appropriate 
to the needs of local communities ancl enhance community self
reliance; methods for the cI'evelopment and use of energy technologies 
characterized by simplicity of installation, operation and maintenance; 
economic, legal, geographic, and ecological aspects of energy conserva
tion; and scientific information dissemination activities including 
identifying, assembling, and interpreting energy data relating to 
energy conservation, and the results of scientific, engineering, 
economic, and other research deemed potentially significant for solu
tion of problems involving energy conservation, providing means for 
improved communication regarding such research results, and ascer
taining the existing and potential effectiveness of such research ill the 
solution of practical problems. 

In describing the functions of an Energy Extension Service, the 
c'onferees have used the term "practical demonstration". This term 
should not be construed to encompass the construction of buildings 
or large pieces of equipment or the "demonstration" of technology 
in the sense of pilot or demonstration plants. Rather the conferees 
anticipate that the role of the service will be the demonstration to 
end use consumers of techniques, methods of operation, or cost 
effectiveness of energy technologies. 

The conferees direct that, in the period between enactment of this 
title lmd the appointment of the Director of the Extension Service, 
activity under this title in furtherance of the ERDA Extension 
Service program be initiated under the supervision of an acting 
director which the Administrator may choose from existing ERDA 
personnel. This must be an interim measure of short duration to 
permit the immediate initiation of the energy extension service 
program. 
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The House amendment provided authority, in the event that a 
State failed to ,mbmit n proposal for an energy extension service, 
for the Administrator to develop and operate a service in such State. 
The conference substitute adopts the language authorizing their 
initiative on the part of ERDA, but provides that the Governor 
may, if he wishes, veto implementation of the ERDA plan by com
municating in writing with the Administrator. 

The Conferees understand that the Administrator will have to select 
a limited number of States for funding in the first fiscnl year with the 
current appropriated funding. However with appropriations already 
enacted, the Conferees believe a minimum of ten (10) such initial 
programs can be supported. The Conferees wish to emphasize that 
this is a mininmm number. The Conferees by their authorization of 
$25,000,000 for energy extension in title I, contemplate enactment of 
supplemental appropriations for fiscal year 1977 for the operation of 
the program authorized under this title. Therefore, the authority 
enacted in this title will permit support of approved extension service 
proposals in as many States as available appropriations will allow. 

NUCLEAR ENERGY 

EXPLAXATORY STATEMENT OF THE CmmITTEE ON CONFERENCE 

URANIU~! ENRICHMENT 

The Senate amendment includes an additional $8.8 million author
ization not included in the House bill to be used in support of the add
on uranium enrichment facility at Portsmouth, Ohio. This additional 
authorization was requested by Dr. Robert Seamans, Administrator 
of Energy Research and Development, on June 8, 1976. 

Of the $8.8 million additional authorization, $6 million will provide 
for an increase in the level of effort in ERDA's program to permit 
actual in-plant testing of new and larger equipment being designed 
for use in the so-called "add-on" gaseous diffusion plant and for an 
increase in the level of technical support for design and construction 
of the "acid-on" plant. The rest of the $8.8 million is for engineering 
and administrative support necessary to carry out various activities 
related to expansion of uranium enrichment capacity in the United 
States. 

Because the additional authorization is needed to meet the design 
and construction schedules for expansion of the Portsmouth uranium 
enrichment facility-a matter which is vital to assuring that domestic 
and foreign nuclear powerplants in the mid-1980's will not suffer from 
a shortage of nuclear fuel-the conferees have agreed to accept the 
provisions in the Senate amendment. 

The conferees note that this authorization of $8.8 million is in 
addition to the $230 million authorization for this construction project 
which is already contained in H.R. 13350. In that regard, the fiscal 
year 1977 project authorization in H.R. 13350 for expansion of the 
Portsmouth facility includes only a part of the total funding authori
zation for the project and does not represent an authorization for the 
total estimated cost of that project. Thus, any limitation provision 
under this or earlier Acts which applies to the total estimated cost of 
the Portsmouth add-on would not be limited to the fiscal year funding 
authorization for that project. The budget estimate submitted by 
Dr. Seamans estimates the cost of an 8.75 million swu/year add-on 
plant to be $2,800,000,000 in constant fiscal year 1977 dollars, not 
including any costs associated with the construction of the three to 
six powerplants that would be required to provide electricity to such 
an add-on plant. 

NAVAL REACTOR DEVELOPMENT 

The Senate amendment iucludes an additional authorization of 
$6.7 million in operating expenses for naval reactor development 
which is not included in the House bill. 

The additional authorization would restore funds which were re
duced during the budget review process by the Office of Management 
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9,nd Budget. The additional authorization would avoid delays in 
advanced development work directed at achieving improved longer
life and more reliable nuclear propulsion plants. The conferees have 
agreed to accept the provision in the Senate amendment in order to 
preclude delays in the development of these vital advanced propulsion 
planta. 

I,ASER FUSION 

The House bill includes an authorization for laser fusion operating 
expenses to be used to further the development of laser fusion through 
cooperative efforts with private industry which exceeds the com
parable authorization in the Senate amendment by $5,6'15,000. 

In view of the progress' which has been achieved by the Laser 
Fusion Program, the contributions of private indUstry to that pro
gram, and the potential which this program has for contributing to 
the .development of clean economic power by thermonuclear reaction, 
the conferees have agreed to accept the additional authorization in 
the House bill. 

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF CERTAIN NUCLEAR EXPORTS 
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The House bill includes a provision in section 201 which would 
require Congressional review of the next licensing activity relating 
to the export of a nuclear power reactor or nuclear fuel for a power 
reactor to any country not a party to the Treaty on the N on-Prolifera
tion of Nuclear W capons. This would occur in cases where the covering 
Agreement for Cooperation had not been reviewed by the Congress 
under the procedures of section 123 d. of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended by Public Law 93-485. Section 407 of the Senate 
amendment includes a similar provision. The Senate version differs 
from the House provision in two respects: first, the Senate provision 
would not be limited to the use of funds authorized for fiscal year 
1977; and second, it would exempt exports to nuclear weapons states 
from the further Congressional review procedures. 

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended by Public Law 
93-485, any proposed Agreement for Cooperation for the peaceful 
uses of atomic energy or any proposed amendment to, or extension of, 
an existing Agreement must be submitted to the Congress for review. 
The procedures for Congressional review of new Agreements or 
amendments, and extensions of existing agreements, give the Congress 
the opportunity to determine whether the proposed Agreement meets 
the nonproliferation objectives of the United States and provides a 
basis for rejection of any proposal which does not meet those objec
tives. The purpose of the House and Senate provisions is to give the 
Congress the opportunity to review the first export of nuclear fuel 
or facilities under those Agreements for Cooperation which were 
entered into before these Congressional review and approval pro
cedures were adopted. Under both the House and Senate provisions, 
Congressional review of such proposed exports would be limited to 
those Agreements entered into prior to October 14, 1975, with 
countries which have not ratified the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 
of Nuclear Weapons. The Scnate provision would add an additional 
limitation that the Agreement be with a non-nuclear weapons state. 
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No further export of either a reactor or Inel under un 
covered by the provision could take place until after the 
had been given an opportunity to review the proposed 
now has for a new Agreement for Cooperation or an ",UGHUH'''H 

an extension of existing Agreement. 
The conferees determined that the requirement for further 

Congressional review of an export under each of the affected Agree
ments could impose additional procedural requirements for exports 
under existing commitments which couldl'esuit in procedural delays. 

An alternative approach to the House and Senatc provisions would 
be to permi t further uncler tho covered by 
the provision without review, under Congrcs-
sionally-imposed conditions which will assure the that the 
export will not be contrary to the non-prolifcration of the 
United States. This approach would have the advantage of 
the imposition of additional procedural requirements for exports under 
existing commitments, but it would still permit the Congress to assure 
that all future exports of nuclear material and equipment are in 
accord with our non-proliferation objectives. The export would be 
subject to Congressional review [tnd approval only if it failed to meet 
the minimum acceptable standards established by the Congress. 

The conferees havo therefore, to a substitute provision 
which sots forth two which must be lllet to exempt the 
particular export from the review and approval 
cedures of the provision. First, must be the judgment of the 
Department and other eoncol'ned Executive Branch agencies that the 

proposed export would not be inimical to the national 
of the United States. This is now required by the Feb
ruary 2, 1976, Executive Order on export licensing policy procedures. 
Second, the N uelear Regulatory Commission must find that the 
recipient nation or group of nations will apply. to the export, in a 
manner acceptable to the United States, certain fundamental non
proliferation principles governing (1) the application of intern!1tional 
safeguards to exported material and equipment, (2) the 
usc of material or equipment to make nuclear explosives for 
any purpose, (:3) the application of securityarrange-
ments, (4) tho rctnmsfcr by the country of material or 
equipment by the United or the rotrunsfer of material 
produced from U.S.-exported material or equipment, (5) tho re
processing of U.S.-exporteclmaterial or material used in U.S.-exported 
equipment and (6) the application of the foregoing principles to any 
nuclcar cquipment which is constructed by the recipient country 

any sensitive nuclear technology or utilizutioll facility exported 
by United States. The term "sensitive nuclear technology" meaus 
any information (including information incorporated in a protluction 
or utilization facility or important component part thoroof, or in tt 

nuclear-related substance) which is not available to the ptlblic and 
which is important to the construction, fabrication, operation 
or maiutemtnco of a uJ'Uuium or nuclear fuel reprocessing 
faeility, or a facility for the production of heavy water. In addition to 
the principles set forth in the substitute provision, the proposed 
export would be subject to the terms and conditions of the covering 
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Agreement for Cooperation and any further conditions or require
ments imposed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the exercise 
of its export licensing authority. 

With two exceptions (the requirement for U.S. approval of the 
rcpro1;essing of non-U.S. fuel used in a U.S.-exported reactor and the 
imposition of the non-proliferation principles to nuclear facilities 
constructed by the recipient country using any u.S.-exported sensitive 
nuclear technology or utilization facility), the non-proliferation prin" 
dples set forth in the substitute provision are the same principles now 
applied by NRC, ERDA, and the State DepaTtment in considering 
proposed nuclear exports and by ERDA and the State Department 
in negotiating new Agreernents for Cooperation. All of these require
ments are essential elements for a fully effective non-proliferation 
policy. Thus, the conditions specified in the substitute provision would 
not represent a fundameutal change in United States export policy. 
At the same time, the conditions would assure that the right of Con
gressional review of these exports would be waived only if the pro
posed export meets the minimum requirements necessary to the ful
fillment of our national non-proliferation objectives. In addition, the 
language in this bill does not reduce the neod comprehensive 
nuclear explosives proliferation control legislation the type reported 
out by the Joint Committee this month to each House. To avoid any 
reduction in the priority and emphasis which such broad legislation 
should receive, the life of procedures in the conference language is 
limited to one year. 

CLINCH RIVER BREEDERHEAC'l'OR LICENSING REQUIREMENTS 

The House bill includes a provision which requires the Nuclear 
Reguhttory Commission to find, prior to issuing a construction permit 
for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor, that there is reasonable as
surancethat the plant can be constructed and operated at the proposed 
location without undue risk to the public health and safety and that, 
in the opinion of the Commission, the issuance of a construction permit 
will not bo inimical to the COlllmon defense and security. The Senate 
all}endmellt contains no comparable provision. 

rhe House provision would incorporate into the statute those re
quirements for the issuance of a construction permit which are now 
contained in section 50.35 of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
regulations (10 CFR section 50.35). 

The language adopted by the House does not mean that the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission could not change its existing regulations to 
impose additional requirements, The concern which lead to this 
amendment in the House is in large measure a result of some lack of 
understanding regarding the licensing process for the Clinch River' 
plant. 1<'or this reason, the Nuclear Reguls,tory Commission is directed 
to submit a report to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, for the 
information of the Congress, on the >tnel environmental an"lyses 
and findings which have to be made at step of t.he licensiug process 
for the Clinch River plant. This report is to be submitted no later than 
January 10, 1977. For the foregoing reasons, the conferees agree to 
accept the House provision. 
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PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL INTERESTS 

The House bill includes a provision which would require a publicly 
available written report by each employee of the Energy Research and 
Development Administration setting forth all known financial interests 
of the employee in any person engaged in the energy business with 
ERDA financial assistance or in property from which minerals are 
commercially produced. The Senate amendment contains no compara~ 
ble provision. 

The House provision is intended to require public disclosure by 
ERDA policy making officials of their known financial interests in 
companies which deal with ERDA. Virtually identical requirements 
have already been enacted by the Congress for the Federal Energy 
Administration and the Interior Department. 

Recent investigations conducted by the General Accounting Office 
indicate a general failure by the agencies of the Executive Branch to 
enforce existing conflict of interest requirements. According to the 
proponents of the provision, this failure to enforce is due in large part 
to the absence of a statutory provision specifying enforcement pro~ 
cedures and penalties for violations. The proponents argue that the 
House provision would remedy _this defiCIency and that public dis~ 
closure !s required to assure compliance. 

The House provision would assist in identifying potential conflict 
of interest situations and in assuring that actlOn is taken to correct 
those situations. The conferees, therefore, agree to accept the House 
provision. 

FUNDING OF EII!PL01;EE~SUGGESTED RESEARCH P'aOJECTS 

The House bill contains in Section 404 a provision that any Govern~ 
ment~owned contractor operated laboratory, energy research center, 
or other laboratory performing functions under contract to ERDA 
may, with the approval of the Administrator of ERDA, use up to 
one-half of one percent of its operating budget for the funding of 
employee-suggested research projects up to the pilot stage of develop~ 
ment. The Senate amendment contains no comparable provision. The 
House provision, by very modest funding, could result in substantial 
employee research contributions. The conferees agreed to adopt the 
House provision, as modified in the conference committee. 

LABOR RELATIO;>!S AT LAWRENCE LIVER7IlORE LABORATORY 

The House bill includes a provision which requires that any future 
contract entered into by the Energy Research and Development 
Administration for the operation of the Lawrence Livermore Labora~ 
tory provide that the employees of the laboratory will be guaranteed 
the estab~ishr.nent of an impartial ~rievallce proc~d\l~'e, the right ~o 
self-Ol'galllzatlOn, to form, Jom or aSSIst labor orgalllzatlOns, to bargam 
collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to 
engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective 
bargaining or other mutual aid or proteetion, and the right to refrain 
from any and all such activities. The provision also specifies that no 
employee rights or activities shall be guaranteed in the contract which 
would be in violation of California State law. The Senate amendment 
contains no comparable provision. 
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The conferees note that there is a continuing dispute between the 
University of California, the contractor now operating the Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory, and its employees at the laboratory. Ap
parently, that dispute focuses principally upon the contractor's 
failure to establish an impartial grievance procedure which is accept
able to the employees at the laboratory. The House provision would 
require ERDA and the contractor to make their best efforts to resolve 
this dispute on or before October 1, 1977, the time when the present 
contract for operating the laboratory would expire. Such efforts 
would be clearlv limited by the requirement that any right guaranteed 
the employees vof the laboratory cannot be in violation of California 
State law. 

In light of the apparent failure of normal labor management ne
gotiations to resolve this dispute, the conferees have agreed to accept 
the House provision. The conferees wish to emphasize, however, 
that any efforts to resolve this dispute which are required by this 
provision must be consistent with applicable State of California law. 
, The conferees do not intend that this· provision serve as a precedent 

for federal involvement ·in labor relations at other ERDA facilities 
or other government contractor-operated facilities. Rather; the pro
vision is intended to address what appears to be a unique and con
tinuing situ!J,tion present at this laboratory. 

.) 
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TITLE V 

Both the House bill and the Senate amendment include provisions 
which would amend subsection 161 v. of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended, to permit the Energy Research and Development 
Administration to change the basis for establishing the price for the 
Government's uranium enrichment services in order to enable the 
Government to obtain a fair value for these services from both 
foreign and domestic customers. The House bill includes a proviso 
which specifies that no increase in the price for the Government's 
enrichment services which is based upon proposed criteria uncleI' the 
revised pricing authority contained in the bill can go into effect until 
after the Joint Committee holds full and complete hearings on the 
proposal and gives its prior approval to the proposal. The Senate 
amendment does not contain any provision comparable to this 
proviso. 

The proviso in the House bill was added by the Joint Committee 
during the April 29, 1976, mark-up session for H.R. 13350. The pro
viso was intended to permit ERDA to come forward with proposals 
to change the price for enrichment services but to prevent any such 
change from going into effect until after the .Joint Committee had 
fully assessed the potential consequences of the price chunge through 
hearin~s at which all interested parties had been given an opportunity 
to testIfy. 

Although ERDA finds the Senate amendment to be acceptable, it 
strongly objects to the proviso in the House bill as being unconsti
tutional on the ground that the provision gives a Committee of the 
Congress the po\ver to nullify enacted legislation unilaterally by 
inaction. 
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In order to satisfy this objection, the conferees have agreed to accept 
the Senate amendment with the additional requirements that (1) the 
period for congressional review 9f the proposed change be extended to 
60 days, (2) the Joint Committee hold full hearings on the proposal 
within the 60~day period, and (3) any such proposed change not be~ 
come effective if, within the 60~day period, the Congress ]lusses a 
joint resolution stating in substance that it does not favor the pro~ 
posed change. This alternative would give the Joint Committee ample 
time to hold full hearings on any pricing proposal ancl would give the 
Con~ress the opportunity to prevent any proposal which is not in the 
pubhc interest from going into effect. At the same time, the altermttive 
would satisfy ERDA's stated objection that the House provision would 
permit a congressional committee to prevent a j)ricing proposal from 
going into effect by inaction. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

The Senate amendment includes a provision which would amend 
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 to define by statute the re
sponsibility of the Energy Research and Development Administra~ 
tion to avoid conflicts of interest in its contracts with private persons 
or organizations involved in energy research and development. The 
House bill contains no comparable provision. 

The Energy Research and Development Administration has ad
vised that it is strongly opposed to adoption of the Senate provision. 
ERDA's principal objection is to the requirement that it solicit and 
evaluate public comments on a written notice of potential organi
zational conflicts of all prospective contractors prior to the making 
of any contract or other arrangement. This requirement, according 
to ERDA, would be extremely burdensome and time-consuming for 
the agency and would result in unavoidable delay in ERDA's pro~ 
curement process. ERDA also argues that the requirement would. 
conflict with the Administrative Procedure Act and would impose 
on ERDA procedural requirements which would not be applicable 
to other major procurement agencies such as the Department of 
Defense and NASA. 

ERDA contends that the prohibition on entering into contracts 
for which appropriate restrictions cannot be attached to avoid an 
organizational conflict of interest and the requirement that ERDA 
maintain and promote active and open competition are already fully 
satisfied by the statutes and regulations governing ERDA's pro~ 
eurement activities. 

Finally, ERDA argues that any legislation governing organiza
tional conflicts of interest ought to take a Government-wide approach. 
ERDA, therefore, suggests that an amendment to the existing laws 
governing all Federal procurement activities, adopted after suitable 
hearings at which all interested agencies are given an opportunity 
to participate, would be a preferable approach to the Senate provision. 

A Government··wide approach to solving organizational conflict 
of interest problems is also recommended by the Office of Federal 
Procurement Policy of the Office of Management and Budget, and 
the General Services Administration is presently developing regu
lations following this approach. 
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Although it would appear that a Government-wide approach to 
this problem is the preferred approach, there is no sound reason to 
defer all individual approaches until an all-encompassing bill is 
enacted. For this reason, the conferees have agreed to the Senate 
provision with clarifying revisions adopted by the conference 
committee. 

RESERVATION TO TITLE VIII BY BARRY M. GOLDWATER, JR . 

. Representative Bal'l'Y M. Goldwater, Jr., although he signed the 
Conference Report on the part of the House, emphasized that he did 
so with reservations about enacting at this time Title VIII, the major 
new Title added by the Senate, and the additional reservation that 
the House should be allowed to have a separate vote on the Title. 
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THE BUSINESS OF SAVING ENERGY 

Edward H. Allen 
Wyoming Community Development Authority 

Conservagy n. (conserve + ; .1. Any 
from or several forms of 

from waste in the 
forms (e.g., recycZed process 

recovered any 
device is modified to 

its efficiency (e.g., the savings from 
insulation to a building). 

Taken from an unidentified 
future edition of an 
American English Dictionary. 

Conservagy, an imaginary energy form (or non
form), like the fossil fuels is a non-renewable 
energy resource. It can be prospected, claimed, 
mined, refined and marketed; a barrel of oil 
saved, it is often heard, is the same as an 
additional one produced. However, it is clear that 
the conservagy industry is in its pre-nascence 
and only portions of the required full-industry 
structure exist dispersed among the building 
materials industry, the new solar industry, etc. 
Enough of the structure's outline exists, however, 
to be able to tell that, if born, it will be a 
unique energy industry for a number of reasons, 
not the least of which is that conservagy must be 
produced and used "on-site." It is this dispersed 
quality that will distinguish the new industry and 
that is the determining characteristic of its 
organizational structure. Most currently proposed 
legislation (e.g., The Energy Conservation Act of 
1976) reflects this fact, designating househOlders, 
small businessmen and other diffuse groups as the 
industrialists of this new, almost cottage industry 
via tax incentive~ subsidized loans and so forth. 
Moreover, because these new industrialists are so 
numerous and so scattered little thought has been 
given to any appropriate industry structure 
(what mix of public vs. private enterprise?, 
what sort of regulatory environment is required?, 
etc.); rather the states have been designated 
trustee and catalyst for the new industry and 
existing structures deputized to perform its 
various functions (a la the Fnergy Policy Conserva
tion Act of 1975). 

It is this dispersed character of the 
conservagy industry that has drmvn attention to 
the likelihood that an energy conservation outreach 
or extension service program will become a central 
organizing element in the business of saving energy 
That conclusion is, this author feels, essentially 
correct but needs clarification; in 
such an energy (conservation) service or 
EES would serve quite different purposes and 
exhibit quite a different character than the 
Agricultural Extension Service and other existing 
outreach programs. Principal among the differences 
would be the fact that the EES envisioned in this 

\vould be at the center of an industry -
conservagy industry -- and would have certain 
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proprietary elements. This paper outlines such an 
EES and relates it to the current level of develop
ment of state and local prognJJ1ls. The paper falls 
in five sections encompassing: (1) the presenta
tion of the model for a conservagy industry and the 
role played by an EES-tYlJe institution; (2) some 
of the basic policy questions such an industry 
would naturally raise; (3) an outline of present 
state and local programs; (4) a brief critique of 
those programs; and (5) a sUllunary. 

CONSERVAGY: A DIFFUSE ENERGY SOURCE 

In this section is presented a general 
discussion of the conservagy industry. Since such 
an industry does not exist anywhere in a fully 
realized fonn, this discussion is largely specula
tive and prescriptive. The basis from which this 
discussion has been developed is the analogy between 
a barrel saved and a barrel produced. If the 
analogy holds well, one might expect the institu
tions functioning with say the oil or coal industry 
to have analogs in the conservagy industry. In 
general, energy industries operating today are 
sustained by several broad categories of institu
tional systems that will require counterparts in 
the conservagy industry. These institutions 
include: exploration and discovery systems, 
production systems, equipment supply systems, 
financial supply systems, distribution and marketing 
systems and various ancillary support systems 
including economic incentives, government regula
tion, professional education, licensing and recruit
ment and others. In existing industry models these 
institutions are perfused with a profit-making 
incentive as the motive force behind the system. 
In the conservagy industry, the role of the profit
motive is a critical organizational question. 
The problem is that conservagy must be generated 
on-site and the decision to invest in conservagy 
capital equipment has so far been made largely by 
conservagy consumers. Consumers in general do not 
make capital investment decisions on strict 
economic grounds (there is always a good deal of 
noise in their capital investment behavior viz. 
stock market fluctuations). Thus, for example, 
while investments in conservagy typically yield 
15 to 20 percent annual returns (fully competitive 
with most business opportunities), consumers are 
unmoved until recovery periods shoTten to a year 
and a half or less. Thus the simple fact appeal's 
to be that the consuming mind is chaTacterized by 
a higher discount rate than the investing mind. 

Many have argued that the solution to this 
dilemma is to shorten the capital recovery peTiod 
by raising the price of energy relative to conser
vagy generators. It is, however, not certain that 
this can be done effectively (leaving aside the 
side effects of doing for any but the scarcest 
and least substitutable ; i.e., substitutions, 
austerities, black markets and teclmological changes 



might be induced first. A second solution proposed 
has been to appeal to non-economic motives of 
consumers in addition to economic. The spiritual 
motives are of deep interest to many conservation 
cultists ("save energy because it is meet and right 
so to do"). The anti-spiritual motives also have 
their appeal (e.g., an energy conservation lottery: 
"free kilowatts for life - if you don't need 'em 
sell 'em back to the power company for an income 
of $1,000 a year for life"). Neither of these 
approaches have had very extensive success so far. 
It appears that the most reliable solution is to 
move the conservagy investment decision at least 
partially out of the realm of consumer behavior 
into an environment characterized by entrepreneurial 
behavior. 

To stimulate entrepreneurial activity insti
tutions must be created to permit the benefits of 
conservagy investment decisions to fall at least 
in part upon the entrepreneur. Of course, 
certain kinds of conservagy decisions can be 
internalized (to the end-user) by setting energy 
efficiency standards for the manufacture of certain 
items (e.g., automobiles) but the creation of a 
full-conservagy industry (if possible) would 
probably be a more successful approach. 

Thus a key function of any EES would be to 
provide entrepreneurship in addition to supplying 
the information and expertise normally associated 
with technology dissemination programs. There 
are, of course, a host of approaches to instilling 
an EES with entrepreneurship but before outlining 
any alternatives it is important to have a glimpse 
of the remainder of the conservagy industry. In 
the paragraphs below we briefly discuss the 
elements of a conservagy industry and relate 
them to questions of organizational style and 
structure. 

1. Raw conservagy exists as a finite resource. 
A "resource," it is often said, is not just a 
naturally occurring deposit of material, it must be 
as well an accessible deposit, both technologically 
and economically. Thus sea water is not accessible 
as an atomic energy resource because the fusion 
teclmo10gy is not yet developed; again, but in 
economic terms, the energy minerals of the moon 
are not resources because of the excessive cost of 
acquiring them. Analogously, conservagy resources 
consist of accessible deposits and those that are 
accessible will change as new conservation tech
nology is introduced (e.g., residential solar home 
heating, etc.) and as the economic environment 
changes (e.g., the price of alternative energy 
resources rises). The question of which deposits 
of conservagy are most accessible has no general 
answer. It depends upon particular circumstances. 
Some locales, for example, may have a rich stock 
of old uninsulated homes; others may not. Some 
may find richer deposits in the industrial sectors 
or in commerce. Similarly, it is often argued 
that of the large deposits of conservagy in the 
transportation sector only a few are accessible 
for technological and economic reasons (e.g., 
public transportation is not always a clear sub
stitute for pri va te cars, etc.). 
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2. Conservagy resources must be identified 
!2:L exploration. Discovering new resources requires 
people; other energy industries maintain large 
exploration components involving billions of 
dollars and thousands of well-equipped highly 
trained persons. r10reover, these exploration 
efforts are conducted in an ambience of govern
mental support and subsidy (e.g., public land 
leases, tax incentives, government operated 
mapping and satellite surveying services, etc.). 
The search for energy minerals has become a 
big, complex and vital institution. If the conser
vagy industry is going to compete, a comparable 
institution of exploration must emerge. The 
requirements for such an_ institution are that it 
be capable of periodically producing broad 
"aerial surveys'to determine likely locations for 
rich deposits. Then it must be capable of doing 
"test drillings" (demonstration programs) to 
determine the magnitude of the resource. The U. S. 
Energy Research and Development Administration 
(ERDA) has a Conservation Division that was 
established to develop the methodology of explora
tion and provide technical support (the old "assay 
office" idea) but state and local "ERDAs" are 
needed to apply the methodology toward the 
development of information useful in real programs. 

3. Conservagy reserves must be exploited. 
The institutions that have emerged as the "energy 
industry" are complex bureaucratic organizations 
that convert raw energy reserves into finished 
consumer fuels (and other goods). There is a 
tremendous diversity within this bureaucratic 
structure. For example, while most of our energy 
is delivered by profit-making corporations, 
non--profit municipal utilities have proven to 
work as well. Similarly, the large vertically 
integrated oil companies exist side-by-side with 
small speci~lty companies. ~TIi1e there seems to 
be very little simple guidance we can derive here, 
we do know, however, that the production institu
tions for conservagy must serve the function of 
converting, for example, a neighborhood of uninsu-
1ated homes into a neighborhood of insulated homes; 
that's what production means. The key organiza
tional question, however, is who should derive 
the benefits (i.e., the "income") from production 
and how? There are a great many possible answers 
here. For example, in a mandatory new building 
code the potential homeowner makes the investment 
in conservation technology and reaps the benefits. 
The mandatory portion of the program is required 
because the investment may be only marginally 
competitive or the homeowner disinterested in 
that kind of investment because he is capita1-
short or has an alternative, etc. One could 
imagine an institutional setting, however, in 
which the "right" to install insulation in a given 
area were franchised out to a single individual 
Cor corporation) and he installed the material 
at his own expense under a long-term lease 
wi th the mmer. Again the question of which 
part of the production system should be 
public and which part should be private also seems 
a matter of choice. In the example above one could 
just as easily imagine a proprietary, revenue 
generating, state or local public agency as the 



central actor in the production system. One 
variation that has been successfully tried is 
to place a production program with a public 
utility (Denver's electric utility is one of many 
now that will install and finance insulation for 
its customers). An obvious extension of this 
program would involve the state requiring that 
additional light plant expansion be approved only 
if the service area met certain conseTvation stan-
daTds. The utility could then be given limited 
eminent domain powers to enteT upon its customeT's 
propeTty for the pmpose of installing insulation 
(which it would o"m and leave to the customer 
a la telephone). DiHerent organizational forms 
might wOTk better in otheT conseTvation areas. 

4. As h~_z:r:.9:.de deposits of conserv~LaI~ 
mined out additional su~plies must come from 
progressively lower gra _e deposits, secondary 
recovery teclmiques, etc. Thus extensive research 
and development eHorts need to be initiated to 
develop economical techniques for installing 
additional insulation (it may be profitable to 
return to reinsulate a given house seveTal times), 
controlling transportation use, remodeling subdi vi-
sions for reduced eneTgy needs, etc. 

S. The marketing and distribution of conser
v~gy is likely to present as many viable alterna
tlVe organizational forms as production. The~ 
are three centTal problems, however ;t11at must 
be resolved regardless of the organizational form. 
First, the purpose of any marketing scheme is to 
get information and product widely distributed. 
Since conservagy is produced at the site of use, 
not at a central plan_t from which it is distributed, 
the distributed item is the capital required to 
produce the product, not the product itseH. More-
oveT, the capital item is in many cases relatively 
expensive and financing might be necessary. 
Financing requires a willingness to borrow and 
a means to pay; capital finance usually assumes 
the capital item will generate the revenue for 
debt service. Financing is sometimes hard to get, 
sometimes expensive, and for some people personally 
tToubling ("neither a borroweT nor a lender be"). 
It may be helpful in a number of circumstances to 
eliminate the financing question by providing 
financing automatically thTough a public "energy 
conservation finance bank" in the same way that 
is done for a public assessment district. The 
third key pToblem in marketing conservagy is the 
trigger incentive; we know the basic incentive 
(saving money through saving energy) is there 
but a trigger is often needed to get an indivi-
dual to move into an investment in a timely 
fashion (even if the financing is available). 
Essentially, one can imagine a mandatory trigger 
[e.g., "no automobile will be licensed in 1980 
unless equipped with (energy saving device)"], 
a quasi--voluntary one [e. automobile not 
equipped with (energy must pay an 
extra fee to be licensed in or a fully 
voluntary one (e.g., for gasoline). 
The selection of an incentive will depend on the 
application and the local cultmal and political 
style but t-rigger incentives are probably necessary. 

6. ::r:!::e conservagy industry must have at least 
the level of tax incentives, subsidies and 
support _ as the rest of t?e energy i!l:di:iStry and 
must have additional support to promote its 
development as an infant industry in competition 
with giants. In order to equivalent 
subsidies without an act of the tL S. Congress, 
states and localities must establish their 
conservagy industries as tax free corporations 
and then subsidize them somewhat in addition. 
These corporations could, however, be operated as 
an agency independent of government per se 
(like some municipal utilities) that received no 
allocation of tax dollars for its operations. 
The agencies could be given quite broad powers in 
the areas of finance, regulation, eminent domain, 
among others (as wen as the powers typically 
characteristic of a municipal corporation). 
Additional subsidies could be given either to the 
agency (e.g., for specific programs like low 
interest or insured loans) or to its potential 
clients as an incentive to deal with it. 111e under
lying assumption here is that the conservagy 
industry must compete with them. This is especially 
the case if the level of direct subsidy is to be 
small 811d thus the industry must conduct itself in 
a business--like maJmer. 

7. The conservagy industryLJike other fossil 
fuel industries, needs supporting institutions in 
the areas of education and recruitment. 
Curriculum elements on conserv-agy in the regular 
educational system\vill ease the marketing job 
of the industry as well as providing protection 
against charlatanism and fraud that comes with 
a knowledgeable clientele. In addition, once the 
industry is established, professional employees 
in various aspects of it win benefit from the 
in-service and continuing education as well as 
the interchange that can be the purpose of a 
professional society. A vigorous industry 
professional society could also adopt a service 
role: e. g., developing and updating curricula 
materials for use in public schools, providing 
a mechanism for the job mobility of industry 
employees, for their initial training (i.e., the 
law bar training and exam concept, etc.). 

An EES could be designed that would meet the 
institutional needs not now provided for by 
existing interests. For example, the availability 
of conservation technology is a well-developed 
area but the identification of specific conservagy 
"deposits" is not. An EES could thus develop a 
capacity for identifying the quality and quantity 
of conservation opportunities in, for example, the 
residential sector in a specific community. 
MOst important, an EES could bring a measure of 
the entrepreneurial spirit to the conservagy 

The key to bringing entrepreneurship to 
conservation is to create an EES that has access 
to financing. The interest derived from the 
financing would provide the incentive for and meet 
some of the costs of the EES. A simple manifesta
tion of this concept would involve the establish
ment of an Energy Conservation Authority as a 



public municipal corporation with the power to 
borrow money (through the issuance of bonds either 
taxable or tax-free). The ,authority might under
take several programs. In one mode, it might 
employ agents that would visit potential clients 
(e.g., schools, farms, businesses, maybe even 
individual residences) promoting conservation 
technology and offering to finance it. The exact 
finance sales package would be tailored to the 
particular market; but could include such items as 
a guaranteed energy savings level, public finance 
interest rates (currently 6 to 7%), no collateral 
problems and so forth. The authority could 
guarantee savings easily if clients paid a fixed 
monthly fee to the authority for both debt service 
and its energy bill (the authority would then pay 
the energy bill on behalf of the client); thus 
any losses on the guarantee could be handled by 
adjusting the monthly fee to develop a counter
vailing positive cash flow. Such an authority 
would have to be set up by state or local legisla" 
tion. ~uch the same effect could be achieved 
by establishing an EES and contracting with others 
for financing (local banks, local housing authori
ties, or even public special service and assessment 
districts). 

There are of course many ways to instill 
entrepreneurship in the EES. Any approach must 
involve building some implementation capability 
into the EES in addition to its advisory capability. 
The key fact about financing is that no institution 
is currently providing adequate financing for 
conservation and so it is a natural function to be 
picked up by the EES in order to build its imple
mentation capacity. 

TliE BASIC QUESTIONS 

The distinctiveness of conservagy notwith
standing, when any resource is exploited a series 
of basic questions must be answered. In this 
section we raise those questions. 

111e principal alternative to imposing 
conservation through governmental regulatory power 
is to attract people into more conservative 
habits through the pocketbook. Thus the 
economic character at any voluntary conservation 
program is critical to its success. 

In terms of its direct economic character, 
conservagy must be economically competitive with 
other forms of energy; and that, of course, is not 
always the case. In economic terms there is an 
optimum mix of conservagy and other energy forms 
that is determined by technology, prices, prefer
ence and other factors (e.g., there is an optimum 
level of insulation in an attic that is determined 
by price of installation, price of heating fuel, 
climate, house design, etc.). Every resource is 
similarly characterized in that each resource 
deposit has an optimum rate of exploitation in 
order to maximize the economic benefits thereof. 
Because the level and rate of exploitation are 
determined by such volatile factors, there often 
comes a time in resource e:A'jJloitation when secon
dary recovery operations become economically 
feasible (e.g., putting in additional insulation). 
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The economic character of conservation needs 
to be emphasized in any EES activity. It is 
surprising how much of the lore about conservation 
cannot withstand an economic audit; there are 
conservation cultists that will conserve energy 
at any cost. Moreover, because most people do 
not seem to have a good intuitive sense of how to 
save energy, the door is open to consumer fraud, 
misrepresentation and general misunderstanding. 

Clearly the need for reliable information on 
the economics of conservation is a principal 
justification for an EES and for its public charac
ter. There is, no doubt, something to the argument 
that in order to maintain its credibility the EES 
should stay out of the business of selling conser
vagy generators (it should merely provide evalua
tion of various brands); however, the entrepre
neurial character (though a tie to finance) of the 
EES is still probably important enough to warrant 
some compromise with the principal of informational 
impartiality if that is necessary. 

Every economic undertaking has side effects 
some of which are insignificant but a few of which 
must be weighed 8nd perhaps controlled. The 
establishment of a whole new industry with the 
potential for size that the conservagy industry 
has is bound to have impacts on the revenues in 
other sectors and industries, on the distribution 
of personal incomes and the standard of living, 
and on employment to name but the major side 
effects. It is well-knmill that because conservagy 
is a substitute for other fuels, its use cuts into 
the revenues of the remainder of the energy sector 
and those that depend on that sector. Thus, for 
example, utilities may save fuel costs as their 
customers shift to a conservagy economy but fixed 
costs for the capital intensive utilities force 
them into insolvency unless they raise rates. 
Similarly, many highway departments which depend 
heavily on gasoline taxes approached financial 
crisis during the energy shortage of 1974 (the 
speed limit was lowered at the same time). The 
impact a conservagy industry might have 
on the distribution of income is difficult to 
forecast. On the one hand it is clear that the 
new conservagy technology will only be available 
to those who can finance it. Thus if energy costs 
rise more rapidly than conservagy costs, the well
to-do will be net gainers, the poor net losers. 
Whatever happens, there are signific811t dangers 
that, unless corrected for, undesirable shifts in 
the distribution of the standard of living will 
occur as conservagy comes on line. In the area 
of employment the obvious fact is that workers 
must shift outof other employment into the conser
vagy industry if it is to grow. This implies wage 
differentials, retraining and a certain amount of 
economic dislocation. 

THE PRESENT SITUATION: STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAlvlS 

No state presently has a broad based program 
to build a conscrvagy industry in the sense of 
pushing for the development of institutions of the 
type mentioned above. Most states, however, have 
conservation programs although great variations 
occur in the style and quality of the programs 
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ranging from California's extensive experimenta
tion with a multipurposed energy agency to Utah's 
very limited and relaxed effort to control profli
gate waste in a few state government buildings. 

Of principal interest at the state level are 
the new conservation programs that are being 
developed or the existing ones being reshaped 
pursuant to the Energy Policy and Conservation Act 
of 1975. Under the EPCA, state governments are 
invited to establish conservation programs (with 
limited grant support) that include the following 
elements:* 

"(1) mandatory lighting efficiency standards 
for public buildings (except public buildings 
owned or leased by the United States); 

(2) programs to promote the availability 
and use of carpools, vanpools, and public transpor
tation (except that no Federal funds provided 
under this part shall be used for subsidizing 
fares for public transportation); 

(3) mandatory standards and policies relating 
to energy efficiency to govern the procurement 
practices of such State and its political subdivi
sions; 

(4) mandatory thermal efficiency standards 
and insulation requirements for new and renovated 
buildings (except buildings owned or leased by the 
United States); and 

(5) a traffic law or regulation which, to 
the maximwn extent practicable consistent with 
safety, pennits the operator of a motor vehicle 
to turn such vehicle right at a red stop light 
after stopping. 

Cd) Each proposed State energy conservation plan 
may include: 

(1) restrictions governing the hours and 
conditions of operation of public buildings 
(except buildings owned or leased by the United 
States; 

(2) restrictions on the use of decorative or 
nonessential lighting; 

(3) transportation controls; 

(4) programs of public education to promote 
energy conservation; and 

(5) any other appropriate method or programs 
to conserve and to improve efficiency in the use 
of energy. 

(e) The Governor of any State may submit to the 
Administrator a State energy conservation plan 
which is a standby energy conservation plan to 
significantly reduce energy demand by regulating 
the public and private consumption of energy 
during a severe energy supply interruption, which 
plan may be separately eligible for Federal assis
tance under this part without regard to subsections 
(c) and (d) of this section." 

* From the excerpted Energy Policy and Conservation 
Act of 1975. 
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The EPCA is, however, like the FEA pilot pro
gram it succeeded, aimed at the executive branch 
of state government. All program elements are 
designed so that implementation can be achieved 
without legislative action (though new building 
codes would be easier to establish via legislative 
action than without it). Essentially, the programs 
that meet statutory criteria are quite weak. The 
extensive powers of the states to impose taxes 
and fees, to regulate the conduct of public and 
private affairs and to mobilize the citizenry 
are hardly touched. The conservation teclmiques 
under discussion today that are accessible to 
state governmental initiative are well-known and 
will not be discussed here (they include energy 
excise taxes perhaps strengthened with progressive 
rate structures, regulatory prohibitions against 
some uses of fuels, tax incentives and/or subsidies 
for preferred activities and the like). 

lvlany local governments do better than the 
state under whose jurisdiction they operate even 
though they derive their power only by virtue of 
delegation from state authority. The cities that 
have developed the most significant programs are 
those that have a proprietary interest in energy 
distribution. It is those cities that could not 
avoid accepting responsibility for the adequacy 
of energy supplies. The city of Los Angeles rose 
to the challenge in 1974 and promulgated a series 
of tough restrictions on electrical consumption 
backed by serious fines and other penalties. The 
emergency program did result in large savings 
of fuel. There is doubt as to whether the Los 
Angeles program was legally valid but its impact was 
felt and its utility ended long before a significant 
court test could be mounted. Denver also adopted 
a tough program of conservation and energy manage
ment in order to maintain stocks of fuel oil for 
public buildings, schools and hospitals. 

Many local communi ties have undertaken winteri
zation programs but as a public welfare program 
rather thml an energy policy program. Others 
have instituted residential conservation programs 
involving such techniques as utility rate experi
ments, retrofitting finance programs, modified 
building codes and in some cases direct regulation. 

There is no doubt that most state and local 
efforts to date have been fragmentary and halting. 
Further it is clear that since the lessening of the 
supply crisis subsequent to the Arab embargo, 
government in general has evidenced much less 
interest in conservation. No systematic comprehen
sive programs have emerged. Notwithstanding the 
development of real programs, the period since the 
begirming of the decade has seen the development 
of a :sood deal of helpful literature on what state 
and local government programs might look like. 

THE MISSING ELEtvlENTS 

knong the critical problems faced by state 



and local officials is the difficulty they have 
had in finding a specific clientele for their 
conservation program proposals. Nearly every 
state has taken some measure to improve the 
efficiency of its own internal operations in 
order to save energy (e. g., better vehicle fleet 
management, more rational collection routes, 
purchasing policies and the like). These elements 
have been implemented without legislation; they 
involve only administrative changes. But the 
state and local employee is the only client that 
all states have agreed on. Some states have 
developed program elements aimed at utilities 
(e. g., load management experiments). Some have 
passed or are considering legislation aimed at 
consumers (e.g., the retumable bottle bills, 
efficiency labeling bills, etc,). Others have 
sought to regulate construction, (the ASflRAE 
standard 90), mass transit commercial and decOl'a~ 
tive lighting practices so forth. No state has 
a systematic, across-the--board effort. Moreover, 
the solution often suggested is to conduct an 
energy audit so as to identify the most lucrative 
energy conservation opportunities in the jurisdic
tion. The energy audit used for this purpose is 
a conservagy prospecting technique. What is pre~ 
requisite to the audit is the development of 
a prospecting institution that conducts continuing 
surveys of conservation opportlmities and can 
proceed ultimately to examine the accessibility of 
all clients. Moreover, if legislative action is 
required to render a potential client more accessi~ 
ble, the prospecting institution (or its successor 
in the production process) must develop access to 
legislative bodies (through lobbyists, etc.). 

By far the key bottleneck to state and local 
conservation programs has been money. Both the 
disinterest of state legislatures in allocating 
sufficient funds to conservation programs and 
the disinterest of program clients in buying 
conservation equipment are factors. Again the 
need is clear for some tie-in between the finan
cial markets and the conservation programs. 
Additionally, a conservation program with a proprie~ 
tary character (e. g., selling financing, conserva ~ 
tion equipment, energy) could develop an income 
sufficient to cover program costs, This potential 
is also the explanation for the fact that the 
most vital local programs are housed within 
utilities (e.g., Colorado Public Service Company's 
insulation loan program). An alternative approach 
is California's dedicated electricity excise tax. 
But it is designed only to cover program costs; it 
provides no financing for client implementation. 

A third area to which some additional policy 
thought needs to be addressed is the area of risk 
and risk management. Every business enterprise 
faces business risks and energy is no exception. 
The difficulty is that current risk levels in the 
energy business are inordinately high. The current 
price levels for energy are artificially high, 
supported largely by governmental policies here 
and abroad and there is great concern about their 
stabili ty. Technological change rates have also 
been stepped up a vigorous governmentally 
sponsored R arrlD program instilling additional 
risks in investments in large technology 
Conservagy teclmology investments suffer 
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these same problems. Unlike other energy sources 
(e.g., synfuels), however, no major programs are 
under discussion for managing and limiting risks 
in the conservagy industry. State or federal 
loan guarantees, conservagy price supports and 
other approaches are all possible but are seldom 
included in conservation program proposals. 

Finally, few state or local programs recog
nize the dangers of conservation programs mentioned 
above in more theoretical terms; major dangers 
include: income, employment, and public revenues. 

1. Income 

A principal dffilger with conservation programs 
is that they can and often do translate into income 
redistribution programs. It is well-known that 
across~the-board price increases in energy will 
reduce consumption, but reduce it at the cost of 
inflicting genuine hardship on the poor and elderly 
while causing mere inconvenience to other income 
groups. It is less well-known that non-price 
mechanisms for inducing conservation can have 
serious implications on the distribution of income 
as well. For example, the development of a program 
element to improve the energy efficiency of housing 
as required in the present regulations will quite 
likely favor those groups that can afford to finance 
the improvements. Minimum program criteria should 
specify that such elements be neutral with respect 
to income distribution or, at least, that programs 
contain countervailing elements (e. g., weatheriza
tion programs) foy disadvantaged groups. 

2. Employment 

The development of a thoroughgoing conserva
tion program could have a dramatic impact on the 
selection of goods and services consumed well 
beyond the direct impact on energy goods. Any 
such shift can result in significant pressures on 
employment. In particular, mandatory standards 
and policies affecting the procurement practices 
of the state and its political subdivisions will 
undoubtedly cause some shifts in basic employment 
and change the competitive position of certain 
industrial and commercial operations. It is 
extremely difficuIt to forecast the precise economic 
effects here, but it seems cmlikely that they will 
be universally insignificant. Program standards 
should include the requirement for a grievance 
proceeding that would at least allow program 
managers to identify affected groups so that 
corrective action could be considered. 

3. Revenue 

Many streams of revenue that flow into the 
public purse are affected by conservation programs. 
Highway funds (which depend on gasoline taxes), 
local government funds (which often depend on 
sales of mcmicipal power and water), and certain 
other areas of public revenue can be directly 
impacted by energy conservation programs. 
The story behind the near bankruptcy of Idaho's 
Highway Department was well publicized. The conser
vation-induced rate increases imposed by power 
suppliers (including the Bureau of Reclamation) 
are also widely known. 



SUMMARY: A CONSERVATION AUTHORITY 

•.. (1 
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This discussion leads naturally to a proposal 
for the establishment of a full-fledged conservagy 
industry as the fundamental strategy for conserva
tion. At the core of that industry would be a 
legislatively created independent Energy Conserva
tion Authority. The Authority would be empowered 
to conduct market operations, to issue bonds (both 
taxable and tax-free) and make loans to individuals, 
banks, public and private corporations for the 
purpose of financing energy conservation projects 
(the Authority might need additional powers as 
well, e.g., to build and own projects, to sue and 
be sued, etc.) The Authority might be additionally 
supported by a dedicated tax on energy use (or 
some aspect thereof) that could be used as grant 
and research support money. The Authority would 
operate almost entirely through a large number of 
field agents that would promote and finance 
energy conservation projects. The financial 
capabilities of the Authority should be broad 
enough to pennit its agents to guarantee the 
productivity of their projects; this would entail 
the creation of an insurance pool. The Authority 
should also have capabilities in the area of origi
nating first and second mortgages and of conducting 

operations in the secondary money market. 

The Authority would also need close ties 
with agencies developing and testing new conserva
tion technology. It would likely be important for 
the Authority to have its own capability to evaluate 
the economic and business potential of any new 
technology. For input into its evaluation process 
the Authority would require reliable engineering 
and cost data from more technologically oriented 
laboratories. 

In addition to capabilities in financing, 
outreach, and technology assessment, the Authority 
would have to conduct market research (conservagy 
prospecting). Here ties to public agencies (e.g., 
census bureaus, local governments, etc.) would 
provide freer access to information. Legislative 
action might be required to give the Authority 
access to customer billing records and other items 
of a quasi-confidential nature. 

Such an Energy Conservation Authority would 
of course have powers well beyond a mere informa· 
tion disseminating extension service. But an EES 
without such implementation powers cannot alone 
spark the development of a conservagy industry. 



THE CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION'S PLAN FOR 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Robert Foster, Division Administrator 
Conservation Division, ERDA 

The California Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development Commission has set a, goal for the 
year 1980 of a reduction by at least 5% of the 
amOlmt of energy presently projected to be consumed 
in California in that year. This 5% reduction will 
be due to efforts made by the State alone. It is 
the purpose of this paper to review the plans of 
the ERCDC to achieve this goal. 

The Conservation Division will play the lead 
role in coordinating the program planning phase, 
involving other BRCDC Divisions and other State 
and local government agencies, as well as repre
sentatives from community groups and the private 
sector. The BPCA program will build upon the 
existing workplan and budget of the Conservation 
Division. The planning products will be integrated 
with work required for the Preliminary and Biermial 
Reports. Implementation funds will be used to 
extend or speed up existing programs, as well as 
to initiate energy conservation programs in new 
areas such as transportation and local government. 

A. 'MANDATORY PROGRAMS 

Plarming in each of the five mandatory progra~ 
areas will build on activities now underway in 
California, and will be carefully coordinated with 
related efforts by PEA, utility companies, and 
other State and local agencies. 

(1) Lighting Standards 

~ Continued refinement of existing lighting 
standards for non-residential buildings 
and proposed standards for residential 
buildings. 

@ Program for training of architects and 
local building officials in implementation 
of standards for new buildings; development 
of energy conservation design aids. 

@ Implementation plan for delamping and other 
retrofitting of existing non-residential 
buildings, including consideration of 
infonnation and outreach, financial 
incentives, and regulatory approaches. 

iii Data base improvement - - commercial 
sector (see below). 

(2) Thermal Efficiency Standards 

@ Refinement and updating of existing thermal
efficiency standards for non-residential 
and residential buildings. Development 
of overall "energy budget" perfonnance 
standards for non-residential buildings. 
Consideration of additional component 
standards for building orientation, 
shading, exterior color, natural lighting 
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and ventilation, and other "non-mechanical" 
space conditioning systems. 

iii Program for training of architects and 
local building officials in implementation 
of standards for new buildings; development 
of energy conservation design aids (includ
ing a public domain computer program). 

iii Planning for outreach program (audits, 
seminars, etc.) to operators of commercial 
and large multifamily residential buildings, 
to encourage energy-efficient retrofitting 
and operation (building upon experience 
of FEA' s "Big Three" seminar program) . 

• Implementation plan for retrofit insulation 
of all feasible residences within five 
years . Alternatives considered will 
include State/Federal loan programs 
(guarantees or subsidies), tax incentives, 
utility-sponsored programs (possibly with 
a homeowner subsidy, allowed as a rate 
base expense), and legislation to require 
insulation upon change of ownership or 
(re-) cormection of utility service. 

@ Data base improvement -- commercial and 
residential sectors (see below). 

(3) State and Local Procurement Standards 

@ Review of existing standards and procedures, 
and opportunities for energy savings and 
improved efficiency. 

iii Development of data and methods for 
calculated expected energy and cost 
savings of al te'111ati ve procurement and 
use practices. 

iii Development, with input from State Depart
ment of General Services and local govern
ment representatives, of model procurement 
guidelines, to be adopted by State and 
recommended for local adoption. 

@ Design of an information and technical 
assistance program, to aid State agencies 
and local governments in implementing 
changes in procurement and use of equip
ment and materials. 

(4) Carpooling, Vanpooling, and Mass Transit* 

@ Improvement of transportation energy 
data base. 

*This element of the planning program will be 
carried out through an interagency agreement 
with CalTrans, the State Department of Trans
portation. 



• Incorporation of energy consenJation 
policies and goals in State Transportation 
Plan (now being developed), and regional/ 
local plans. 

• Review of findings on energy conservation 
impact of existing carpool, vanpool, and 
transit incentive programs. 

@ Design of information and training programs 
to encourage vanpool sponsorship by public 
and private employers. 

• Analysis of alternative incentive programs 
for shifting to higher-occupancy vehicles; 
planning of one or more major demonstration 
projects in a downtown urban area. 
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• Analysis and planning of additional measures 
to encourage energy efficiency in trans
portation, including tax and incentive 
programs for consumers, improved information 
on the dollar costs of operating a large 
car and of single-occupancy commuting, 
parking and lane restrictions, etc. 

(5) Right Turn on Red Light 

• Existing State law provides for a right 
turn on a red light, after stopping. 

• Efforts in this area will concentrate on 
other means of improving traffic flow, 
in cooperation with local government. 
Traffic- flow improvements must be care
fully planned to avoid creating additional 
incentives for low-occupancy automobile 
use. 

B. NON-MA!\JDATORY PROGRAMS 

Program planning in several of the non
mandatory areas is summarized below. This list 
is not exhaustive, since virtually all of the 
programs underway in the Conservation Division 
will support and be reflected in the State Action 
Plan. 

(1) Industrial Energy Use 

• Improved data base on industrial energy 
flows. 

• In~lementation plans for improving process 
efficiencies. Identify target sectors, 
processes, or installations. Consider 
strategies of information, audits and 
seminars, efficiency guidelines or standards, 
loan financing assistance (State and/or 
Federal), tax incentives, etc. 

@ Development of materials recycling programs 
for industry. 

• Identify and plan demonstration projects 
in industrial co-generation and waste 
heat recovery. 

(2) Electric Utility Systems 

• Improved data base on reliability and 
efficiency of power plant and system 
design and operation. 

• Development of mandatory efficiency stand
ards for design and operation (now required 
by State law). 

@ In cooperation with utility companies and 
PUC, adoption of goals and implementation 
plans for improved power plant and system 
efficiency. 

@ Analysis of potential for operating major 
California water-supply systems as 
integral part of electrical generating 
systen5 (on-peak hydrogeneration; off-peak 
pumping). 

(3) Load Management ffild Pricing 

@ Improved data base on components of electric 
peak load. 

$ Planning and coordination of additional 
load management demonstration programs, 
in cooperation with utilities and PUC. 

~ Support of proposed legislation to require 
load management programs, prior to certif
ication and need for additional electric 
generating capacity. 

~ Continued analysis of alternative policies 
on electricity rate stru~ture and energy 
prices, recommendations to PUC and 
utilities (as authorized by statute), and 
intervention in selected rate cases. 

( 4) Appliances Pro grams 

~ Continued development and refinement of 
State-mandated efficiency standards for 
appliances (coordination of testing 
procedures and data gathering with Federal 
agencies) . 

@ Plans for standards implementation: 
certification and enforcement; public 
information programs. 

• Refinement of standards and implementation 
program (including retrofitting) for 
intennittant ignition devices on gas 
appliances. 

(5) Information, Education and Outreach 

• Planning of technical assistance and 
training programs for ener~T conservation 
in all sectors (to support other programs 
listed above); planning for "Energy 
Extension Service" pilot program. 

@ Development of elementary/secondary 
education curricula related to energy 
conservation. 



~ Marketing analysis of consumer decisions 
related to energy conservation (funded by 
separate FEA cooperative agreement). 

(6) State and Local Government 

~ Development of program for technical 
assistance to other State agencies and 
local government, to consider energy 
conservation in all phases of administra
tive operations. 

~ Work with State agencies to include energy
conservation goals, policies, and imple
mentation strategies in their program 
plans (air quality, water supply and 
water quality, solid waste management, 
etc.) . 

G Environmental impact reports -- program 
to assist preparers and reviewers of EIR's 
to include consideration of energy impacts 
and conservation measures, as mandated 
by State law. 

C. SUPPORT ELt:MENTS 

The sections to follow discuss key points 
under the headings of goal setting, data and 
analysis, State and local government involvement, 
and public participation. 

1) Goal 

The setting of policy and program goals for 
energy conservation will be pursued in two distinct 
but related stages. The first stage involves 
establishing policy goals: the general directions 
for energy conservation in the State. These 
goals, usually expressed in qualitative rather 
than quanti tati ve tenns, will represent a refine
ment of the goals outlined in the Division's 
recently revised workplan and program description, 
based on the additional information and analysis 
provided during the EPCA planning process. 

The second stage involved setting more 
detailed and quantified objectives for the set 
of energy conservation programs finally chosen. 
Such program objectives must deal with reductions 
in aggregate energy use, but should also consider 
improvements in system efficiency, targets for 
shifting from non-renewable to renewable energy 
sources, reduced environmental degradation related 
to energy production and use, and so forth. 

The relation between overall policy goals 
and program objectives must be an interactive 
one. It makes little sense to arbitrarily choose 
a level of desired energy savings, without having 
a sense of the programs and strategies realistic
ally available to achieve that level of savings 
within the available budget. Conversely, to 
decide first on a desired set of programs and 
then simply set one's "goal" equal to what those 
programs will achieve is still playing a game 
with numerical goals. By properly integrating 
goal-setting with program planning, the former 
can provide boundaries and a target. These are 
then subject to adjustment as the realities of 
program administration, resources, and other 
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constraints are analyzed, on the basis of specific 
proposed projects. 

The EPCA-required minimum program goal of 5% 
overall savings by 1980 appears plausible--the 
setting of more precise quantitative objectives 
will be one outcome of the planning process. 

2) Data and Analysis 

Valid data on energy-consumption patterns 
and trends is essential for conservation program 
planning--both to identify current and anticipated 
opportunities for saving energy and to assess the 
effectiveness of existing programs on a periodic 
basis. Baseline data and preliminary forecasts 
have been provided by FEA,on a state-by-state 
basis. These data sources will be used for 
program purposes except where better data for 
California is available from State sources. 

However, in addition to aggregate energy data 
it is important to know in detail why and how 
programs achieve an impact on energy consumption 
(or fail to). This will require additional data 
gathering and analysis on the processes, outputs, 
and effectiveness of each major conservation 
program, including both qualitative and quantita
tive analysis. 

During the planning and implementation phases 
of the EPCA program, data gathering and analysis 
tasks will include: 

~ Improved data on appliance and building 
stocks and usage, analysis of load curves 
for electricity, and collection and 
analysis of primary data on industry and 
commercial sector use patterns. To the 
extent possible, the Commission will 
integrate and build upon the data-gathering 
activities undenvay by electric and gas 
utilities, as well as the industry reports 
to FEA required by PL 94-163. 

G Further refinement of the ERCDC methodology 
for electrical demand forecasting, includ
ing methods to make forecasts more sensi
tive to alternative conservation policies 
and programs through an "end use/stock 
utilization" approach. 

~ Continual monitoring of "actual" consump
tion patterns, based on the ERCDC Quarterly 
report, the FEA data system, and other 
sources. 

G Evaluation of impact and effectiveness of 
existing conservation programs; feedback 
for purposes of program management and 
future planning. 

3) State and Local Government Involvement 

Other agencies of State and local government 
have important roles to play in the planning and 
implementation of energy-conservation programs 
under EPCA. Coordination with other State agencies 
for planning purposes will be established through 
an interagency advisory group, consistent with 
the "Plan Review Process" described in Sec. 1100 



of the State Administrative Manual. The Office 
of Planning and Research will assist in this 
coordination effort. Several State agencies 
have already expressed strong interest in being 
involved in the EPCA program. At least one other 
State agency, the Department of Transportation, 
will undertake specific program planning, data 
gathering, and analysis tasks using EPCA funds 
channeled through an interagency agreement. 
State agencies which may be involved in the EPCA 
process through the advisory group include: 

• Office of Planning and Research 

• Public Utilities Commission 

* Air Resources Board 

* Cal Trans 

• Department of Water Resources 

• Water Resources Control Board 

• Solid Waste Management Board 

• Department of Consumer Affairs 

• Department of General Services (including 
State Architect) 

• Department of Food and Agriculture 

• Employment Development Department 

• Housing and Community Development Depart
ment 

• Department of Education 

• University of California and State 
Universities. 

A number of local and regional governments 
have already begun to develop and implement 
energy-conservation programs; several have expressed 
interest in working with the Energy Commission 
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on the EPCA program. Through a series of planned 
workshops as well as informal contacts, local 
governments will be encouraged to participate in 
the development of specific program elements, 
leading toward a well-defined set of pilot and 
demonstration programs at the local level. 
Potential roles for local government in promoting 
energy conservation include: 

• Reduction of direct energy use through 
changes in their operations and procure
ment practices (see above). 

• Indirect influence over energy consumption 
through planning, land use, and permit 
practices. 

• Information dissemination and outreach to 
the local public. 

• Enforcement of standards related to energy 
conservation (e.g., ERCDC building 
standards) . 

4) Public Participation 

Effective public involvement in the planning 
process is desirable not only on principle, but 
in order to broaden the base of ideas from which 
plans are drawn and to assure future public 
support for implementation of conservation 
programs. Because of the limited time allowed 
for planning and the size of the State, direct 
public participation in developing an energy 
conservation plan will primarily involve organized 
interest groups covering a wide range or oplnion. 
Involvement by concerned individuals will occur 
through the open public-hearing process. 

The Energy Commission Public Advisor'S Office 
will assist the Conservation Division in implement
ing the public-participation element of the EPCA 
planning program. 

This outline of our plans is still in its 
formative stages of development, but we believe 
it provides the starting point for a well-balanced 
and effective program. 
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I NTRODUCTI ON 

The suhject of Energy Extension as related to 
agriculture can only be addressed in the context 
of the much hroader subject of resource management, 
broadly defined to include all aspects of our geo
physical and ecological environment -" mineral 
resources, water resources, human resources, land 
resources as well as fossil, solar and nuclear 
forms of energy. Some of the most important 
technical, economic, ecological and cultural 
implications of reduced fossil fuel in agriculture 
relate not to increased thermodynamic efficiencies 
per se within the food production system itself, 
but to the systemic interactions and structural 
interdependencies between agriculture and other 
sectors of the economy. 

While important thermodynamic efficiencies 
are possible within the agriculture sector, produc
tion agriculture accounts for less than 5% of the 
nation's energy budget. The greatest impact and 
potentially the greatest savings of energy in the 
food systems, we believe, are to be found in the 
context of the physical industries, transnortation, 
food processing and other aspects of infrastructure 
that support agricu1tural production and stylizes 
our food processing and consumption habits. 
Wi thin the agricultural sector, the ultimate 
impacts are most likely to be found in terms of 
siblTlificant changes in agricultural production 
methods, shifts in the rural urban population 
distrihution, and perhaps in the very long-run, 
shifts toward somewhat more labor and land inten
sive technologies, depending upon the quality and 
quantity of energy resources available in the 
future to the economy as a whole. 

The objective of this paper is to highlight 
some of the adjustments in agriculture as they 
might relate to short-term and long-term objectives 
of an Energy Extension program. nyO general 
areas are addressed: 1) improved thermodynamic 
efficiencies in the use of energy within the 
agricultural production and food processing systems, 
and 2} the role of agriculture in maintaining an 
effective balance in the use of our material, 
energy, land, and human resources vis-a-vis conser
vation measures in other sectors of the economy. 
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The scope and content of an energy extension 
program depends upon the extent of the perceived 
adjustments that eventually might take place and 
the time available to bring them about. For this 
reason the paper begins with a brief assessment 
of the energy supply in the years ahead. We con
clude with a discussion of the role of Energy 
Extension programs in agriculture and related 
areas. 

A PERSPECTIVE ON E~~RGY RESOURCES 

Unfortunately, it is only recently that the 
United States -- along with other technological 
nations -- has begun to realize the staggering 
implications of the (still) accelerating depletion 
of our material and terrestrial energy stocks. 
The projected domestic oil and natural gaslproduc
tion for example, as presented by Shivers is 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Production cycles similar to these have been 
developed by Hubbert2 for domestic and world supplies 
of coal, petroleum, and natural gas; by Lieberman3 
for uranium and by Skinner4 for metals used in 
industrial production. 

Lieberman concludes that essentially all the 
high-grade uranium ore has already been discovered 
and that if nuclear electrical power proceeds as 
planned, serious shortages in uranium supply will 
likely develop during the late 1980s. Skinner 
concludes: "The decline has already started for 
gold, silver, and possibly a few other metals. 
The rest will follow during the next century, 
and by the year 2076, when the United States cele
brates its tercentenary, mining of scarce metals 
will be increasingly a memory of the past." 

The production cycles for petroleum and natural 
gas given in Figs. 1 and 2 do not account for 
the technical problems and the marginal increases 
in capital facilities and energy required to recover 
the remaining stocks in comparison to those 
already recovered. The net energy (energy 
remaining after substracting all energy chargeable 
to production and refining) derivable from the 
remaining stocks is difficult to estimate, but a 
point is ultimately reached where the energy derived 
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from the recovery and refining operation is less 
than the energy required to build the capital 
facilities and carry out the extraction, processing, 
and transportation operations. For this reason 
the decline in fossil fuels available to final 
conswrrption may be more precipitous them the 
cycles of production would indicate. 

Complementary to the concept of net energy 
from fossil reserves is the energy ratio for 
alternative energy sources, defined-as-the 
ratio of energy delivered to final consumption by 
the energy system over its lifetime to the 
energy required to construct, maintain and operate 
the facility -5the return on investment in energy 
terms. Chapman provides examples 0.£ such 
calculations for nuclear plants and shows the return 
on investment (in energy terms) of a program of 
plant construction in which the number of plants 
doubles every five years. His results for a range 
of energy ratios 5 to 25 are given in Fig. 3. 
Note that a perfectly good reactor E = 5, for 
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Fig. 3. Net energy curves corresponding to differ
ent energy ratios (Er) for a building 
schedule with a doubling time of 5 years. 

example, can become a net consumer of energy if an 
attempt is made to develop the facilities too 
rapidly as a replacement of fossil fuel. Recent 
reports suggest that fusion electrical power, if 
it develops, will also be plagued by very high6 
capital costs and relatively low energy ratio. 

Given the difficulties in estimating the net 
energy ratios, no attempt is made here, implicitly 
or explicitly, to verify or refute the numerical 
values of the energy ratio for nuclear power 
plants. The phenomenon, illustrated in Fig. 3, 
however, is undeniable and it applies to the 
development of solar technology and all other 
alternatives to petroleum and natural gas. 

We cannot know the ultimate outcome of research 
on the utilization of coal, nuclear energy and the 
deployment of alternate, more continuous sources 
of energy and their social and environmental 
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acceptance. But evidence mounts daily in support 
of the hypothesis that alternative sources of 
energy cannot be developed at a rate commensurate 
with the decline of petroleum and natural gas, and 
that energy resources will never again be as abun
dant and environmentally benign as they have 
been during recent decades. The relative cost of 
energy (however motivated) of all forms is 
likely to increase during the decades immediately 
ahead. These chan.ges will necessitate both short 
term adjustments in agricultural technologies 
and longer-term adjustments in the structural inter
dependencies between agriculture and other sectors 
of the economy. 

These longer-term physical, technological 
and economic adjustments are structural (in Con
trast to functional only) and as such will take 
decades rather than months or years to achieve. 
For this reason it is critical that the adjust
ments be recognized now so that shorter-term policy 
alternatives at all levels of organization in the 
private and governmental sectors can begin to 
lead incrementally and systematically toward them. 

SHORT-TERM ECONOJvIIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES 
WITHIN AGRICULTURE 

American agriculture is currently producing 
more than enough food to feed the U.S. population. 
In 1974, production from almost one third of U.S. 
croplands was sold in export markets to help meet 
global food needs and to balance U.S. imports of 
energy, materials, and manufactured products. 
The $22 billion received from agricultural exports 
(1975-76) assists in 7he purchase of $25 billion 
worth of oil imports. 

Iron <1nd sleel 
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Fig. 4. Percentages of U.S. energy consumption 
in indus try. Taken as a whole, production 
agriculture is responsible for about 3.5% 
of the U.S. energy consumption. Production 
agriculture as denoted here includes food, 
feed, and fiber aspects of the agriculture 
industry. 
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43% 

Fig. 5. The shaded portions represent the energy 
consumption of U.S. food system (Booz, 
Allen, Hamilton, FEA, 1976). 

Energy consumption in agriculture as compared 
to some of the other industries is shown in Fig. 4. 
The energy consumed in the food system (production, 
processing, transportation, wholesale, and retail 
trade and final preparation) is an integral compo
nent of four major energy use categories as indi
cated by the shaded areas of Fig. 5 -- industrial, 
transportation, residential, and commercial. 
According to Booz, Allen & Hamilton8 the food system 
uses 16.5% of the nation's energy. Other studies 
report values from 12 to 20% depending on exact 
boundaries assigned to the food system and the 
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extent to which indirect energy usage (machinery, 
building, etc.) is charged to the food system. 
Within the food system the largest single blocks 
of consumption occur in processing and home 
preparation. Together these account for 63% of 
all the energy used in the food system. Produc
tion agriculture accounts for only 18 percent of 
the total energy. 

The extent of processing required varies widely 
between items such as sugar, cereal, bread, milk, 
meat, vegetables, and fruits; "fast food" items 
prepared in homes and restaurants add consider-
ably to the total. 

Fifty percent of the energy used in the food 
system in 1970 was liquid petroleum fuel -
primarily diesel fuel, gasoline, and LP gas. 
Natural gas supplies 30% of the BTU and electricity, 
14% within the food system. The remainder came 
primarily from residual fuel oil and coal. 
LP gas is the primary fuel for drying crops on 
the farm. Natural gas is the main feedstock for 
nitrogen fertilizer. It is also the main source 
of heat for food processing. 

Much publicity has been given to food input/ 
output energy relationships in recent years. 
Figure 6 compares the input energy to the output 
energy in kilocalories for selected plant and 
animal products. One must keep in mind, however, 
that a kilocalorie of beef is neither technically 
or economically equivalent to a kilocalorie of oil 
or solar energy (see section IV fOllowing). For 
this reason input/output ratios of this type 
(referred to as "first-law" efficiencies in a 
later section of this paper), are incomplete 
measures of system performance. 
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Fig. 6. Energy input/output relationships for selected food com
modities (plotted from data in IIeichel and Frink, Journal 
of Soil and Water Conservation, Vol. 30, No.1, Jan/Feb 
1975) . 



In the immediate future, reductions in the 
energy consumed in agricultural production systems 
are moreglikelY to be price related than supply 
related. That is, farmers are more likely to 
be faced with adjusting to rising energy prices 
rather than to restricted supplies. 

An analysis by Dvaskin and HeadylO shows that 
a precipitous reduction in energy supplles m 
agriculture would have very severe impacts 
because the dem,md for energy is inelastic in the 
short term. An energy reduction policy based on 
limited supplies would therefore greatly affect 
the level of food production with concomitant 
increases in food prices and reduced exports. 
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For these reasons and the fact that production 
agriculture consumes a very small portion of the 
nation's energy,policies relating to energy conser
vation within the agricultural sector are more 
appropriately motivated by pricing than by rationing. 
A possible exception to this generalization might 
be found in users of natural gas and LP gas in 
grain drying and food processing. Supply problems 
are anticipated in these areas in the foreseeable 
future. 

Adjustments to changing energy prices and 
limited supplies will not be easy in production 
agriculture because considerable time is needed 
to shift capital facilities, labor is relatively 
immobile and the farm tenure system provides 
certain rigidities. Food processing finns and 
agricultural input supply firms are fewer in number 
and easier to regulate, since they are in a much 
better position to pass on energy price increases 
than are the farm producers. Adaptations to 
changing energy prices obviously will be greatest 
among the relatively heavy users of energy. Irri
gation farmers in the \\fest, for example, will 
experience the greatest impact since they are 
heavy consumers of natural gas and electricity for 
irrigation and also use large amounts of nitrogen 
fertilizer. Corn, sorghum, and cotton production 
in particular would greatly be affected in irri
gated regions. 'Also, large centralized livestock 
feeding operations would be affected because of 
rising feed costs, and the increased costs for 
animal and waste transport. 

At the individual farm level, initia:l 
response to changing energy prices and supplies 
would likely be in the form of decreased fertilizer 
applications, reduced tillage practices, and/or 
fuel savings from improved machine performance. 
Subsequent adjustments are likely to be in the 
form of shifts in technology and increased integra
tion of production. Corn production, for example, 
requires more energy for nitrogen and grain drying 
than soybean production. Other things equal, 
increased energy prices will promote increases 
in soybean acreage relative to corn and perhaps 
a shift to alternative grain drying technologies 
air (crib) or solar assisted drying. Continued 
increases in fuel prices may eventually lead to 
the introduction of legumes into crop rotation. 
Effective use of forage from the legumes may even
tually promote decentralization of cattle feeding 
and dairy production (increased integration of 
production). The shift in capital facilities, 
markets and other infrastructure required to 
support such changes will, however, take time. 

UtiliZation of crop residues, animal waste, 
municipal waste water, sludge, and other waste 
products may eventually be used as fuel supple
ments as the technology becomes more refined and 
the price structures become more favorable. Many 
farmers in the Southwest are experiencing financial 
difficulties because of increased prices of 
natural gas for irrigation. 

Solar panels and residual heat from electrical 
power plants will most likely become economically 
attractive to food processors and grain dryers in 
the relatively near future as the price of natural 
and manufactured gas continues to increase, and 
more emphasis will surely be placed on efficient 
use, whatever the source. The Federal Energy 
Administration (FEA), for example, is currently, 
negotiating with major meat packing firms to 
reach a mutually acceptable energy reduction goal. 
The FEA has taken an initial position (based on 
research reports) i~hat a 30% overa+! e:r:ergy reduc
tion is possible. 1 The meat packmg ].ndustry 
currently relies upon natural gas for about half 
of its energy needs according to the latest Bureau 
of Census report. Similar situations are being 
faced by other food processing and input supply 
firms that depend heavily on natural gas. Regula
tion' whether by price or by restricted supply, 
is therefore relatively easy to achieve as a means 
for promoting shifts in technology. This, however, 
is a double edged sword. Large processors have 
sufficient market power and scale advantage to 
make the transition without excessive financial 
risks, whereas the smaller marginal producers are 
likely to be forced out of business in the 
transition. 

LONG-TERM STRUCTURAL INTERDEPENDENCE BETWEEN 
AGRICULTURE ~~~ OTHER SECTORS OF THE ECONO~N 

Production agriculture accounts for about 
3.5% of the U.S. energy consumption. The food 
system, more broadly defined to include input 
supplies, food processing, transportation and 
distribution as well as production, accounts f&r 
approximately 16.5% of the U.S. energy budget. 
These are relatively small percentages compared to 
other sectors of the economy: 43% for industrial 
production and approximately 24% for end use in 
transportation. 8 Of the 43% used in industrial 
production, approximately 40% is used in the 
replacement of rolling stock ~ automobiles'12 
ai rcraft, ships, rail, cars and locomotives. 
This means that as a society approximately 41% of 
our energy budget is used in one way or another 
for transportation (human and material mobility). 
Sdme of the greatest potential energy savings in 
the economy as a whole are in sectors other than 
agriculture. But the impacts of these energy 
conservation measures on certain aspects of agricul
ture are likely to be quite significant. The 
following sections illustrate three such areas. 

First and Second Law Efficiency 

The First Law of thermodynamics provides a 
basis for measuring the amount of energy regardless 
of form. The First Law efficiency correspondingly 
is defined simply as the ratio of the useful energy 
output to the total energy input, regardless of 
form. For example, the First Law efficiency of 



a typical electrical power generating plant is 
35-40% indicating that energy losses are very 
high. This figure represents the ratio of the 
electrical energy output to the heat energy released 
by the combustion (or fission) of the input fuel, 
but ignores the fact that heat energy is being 
converted to work energy, sometimes called active 
energy. The corresponding efficiency figure for 
an electrical water heater might be as high as 
98-99% indicating that losses are very low. But 
again the index ignores the fact that in this case 
work (active) energy is being converted to heat 
energy, the reverse of the electrical power genera
ting plant. 

The Second Law of thermodynamics relates to 
the unsymmetric (irreversible) nature of the 
energy losses associated with the conversion 
processes illustrated above. The basic hypothesis 
is that the high losses (roughly 50% or more) 
associated with the conversion of heat energy to 
work energy is reflective of a basic physical 
law that cannot be overcome by technological inno
vation. Note that if the conversion cycle is 
closed (by heating the water for the power plant 
with the electricity it produces) the system will 
"run down" very rapidly, with the work component 
decreasing faster than the heat component of 
energy. This example illustrates the thermodynamic 
principle embodied in the Second Law: entropy of 
a closed thermodynamic system increases with time 
(the work component of energy in the system 
decreases). 

The concept of Second-Law efficiency has 
recently been defined as an index of merit to 
measure how effectively the active (work) compo
nent of energy is being utilized in our systems of 
production and consumption.13 The index is computed 
by first determining the minimum active energy 
required to accomplish a given task by any known 
device, technology, or system. The second step 
is to compute the active energy actually utilized 
to perfonn the same task. The Second Law efficiency 
index is the ratio of the minimum active energy 
for the task to the actual active energy used by 
the task. Grain drying and hot water and steam 
for food processing for example, can be provided 
from low temperature (high entropy) heat derived 
from solar systems or the residual heat from 
electrical power generation, both of which have 
very low potential for dQing work, say 0.01. 
The minimum active work required to accomplish the 
task is therefore 0.01 units. When the task is 
accomplished by electrical heating, the active 
component of the energy is roughly 98 since electri
cal energy is essentially all active energy. The 
Second Law efficiency index for the use of elec
trical energy for these heating purposes is there-

fore EE = o:~~ ~ 0.01 or 1%. This compares to 

a Second Law efficiency of nearly 100% when resi
dual heat is used and about 50% when natural 
gas is used for this task. 

The Second Law index of efficiency is in 
effect a tool for matching the quality of the 
energy (and associated technology) to the task to 
be performed, thereby providing a computational 
tool for conserving the active s:omponent of our 
energy resources. The First Law index of effi-
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ciency, on the other hand, provides a computational 
tool for conserving energy with no preference as 
to form. 

The implications of the Second Law efficiency 
to agriculture and food processing are quite 
direct and significant. Use of electricity, 
natural gas, or any other high grade fuel for 
grain drying and food processes preempts the 
opportunity for using these resources to do mechani
cal work in agriCUlture and industry, and to provide 
pesticides and fertilizers. These latter tasks 
cannot be performed by low grade sources. Energy 
conservation therefore involves more than conser
ving BTUs or killowatt hours as such; it also 
involves preserving the quality of our energy 
resources - the active (work) component of these 
resources. 

Spatial Organization 

The spatial organization of production and 
consumption systems has a major influence on 
energy requirement in two in~ortant respects. 
First, the size and structure of urban communities 
and their locations in relationship to agricultural 
production systems, industrial centers, and recrea
tional facilities - the degree to which industrial 
activity is decentralized and integrated with 
agriculture and other activities - is a major 
detenninant of the type of transportation facilities 
that can be effectively deployed and the work 
energy (high grade energy) required to sustain 
those facilities. 

Second, the extent to which the material 
residuals inevitably associated with human produc
tion and consumption can be recycled through agri
cultural and natural ecosystems (without energy 
intensive technOlogies) is also highly dependent on 
the physical and technological organization of the 
landscape. The residual heat from electrical 
power generation, for example, can be utilized 
for space heating, air conditioning, and vvater 
heating if the generating facilities are decentral
ized and integrated with industrial, commercial 
(including food processing) , and residential 
communities. 

Thus, the levels of industrial and agricul
tural diversification and self-sufficiency repre
sented in the land-use structure of a given 
geographic region is a major determinant of both 
the transportation requirements and the economic 
and ecological stability of the region. 

Product Durability 

In excess of 40% of the energy consumed in 
the U.S. is used in industrial production 
(excluding transportation), to expand capital 
production facilities and to sustain the flow of 
consumer products. Our state of well-being in terms 
of nutrition and diet is perhaps appropriately 
measured by the production rates of specific 
classes of food - grains, meats, etc. But our 
state of well-being in matters of "durable" 
products such as clothing, automobiles, housing, 
and household appliances should be measured by 
the standing stock (states) and not solely by 
the production rates (flows). Unfortunately, 



GNP, as currently conceived and computed, makes 
no such distinction. 

Increased durability, broadly defined, can be 
accomplished in two general ways: 

(1) by increasing the physical or technical 
useful lifetime of a product, and, 

(2) by reducing or eliminating cosmetic 
changes (e.g., style changes in clothing 
and automobiles). 

The employment effect, in the case of technical 
refinements, is uncertain. However, the elimina
tion of purely cosmetic alterations in products 
would lead to increased unemployment. In a time 
when general levels of unemployment are high, the 
capacity of the economic system to absorb more 
workers is limited. To what extent is it possible, 
for example, to implement agricultural practices 
and food price policies which would facilitate 
the absorption of displaced workers? This and 
other related questions are central to energy 
conservation and resource management at all levels 
of policy formulation. 

Throughout most of the period of Western 
industrialization, the ability to economically 
induce increases in the flow rates of materials 
in the system (much of which occurs through 
planned obsolescence and consumerism) in response 
to varying unemployment levels has been a prerequi
site to maintaining economic stability. This type 
of system management has been possible because 
resource limitations have not been --- until very 
recently -- a restrictive element in the production 
process. However, as resources dwindle more rapidly 
(and as prices increase to reflect the relative 
scarcities), this picture will change. Indeed, 
"speeding up the system" to reduce unemployment 
levels may be impossible. More basic structural 
changes in both industry and agriculture may be 
required to insure meaningful employment for all 
members of society seeking jobs. 

ENERGY CONSERVATION IN BALANCE 

The Agricultural Experiment Stations and 
Cooperative Extension Services of the USDA have 
been very successful during the past hundred years 
in the development and promotion of high yield 
and low cost crop production practices within a 
general framework of very inexpensive and abundant 
supplies of fossil fuel to supply herbicid~s, 
pesticides, fertilizer, irrigation, and tlllage. 
Adjustments to increase prices and/or reduce 
availability of these resources do not imply that 
the goals of research and extension in agriculture 
should suddenly shift to minimizing energy require
ments without due considerations for the interaction 
with other factors of production within the agricul
ture sectors and other sectors of the economy. 
What is required, of course, is more effective 
collective use of our limited material, energy, and 
human resources in the production and consumption 
economy as a whole. Agriculture is but one compo
nent of this system. 
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From a strictly physical point of view, we 
can analyze the production of consumption system 
as a synthetic physical/biochemical transformation 
on materials drawn initially from the geosphere 
and biosphere. These materials are restructured 
and intermittently stored as they pass through 
the primary and intermediate stages of agricultural 
and industrial production on their way to the con
sumer sector. In principle, the material flow 
through the system is critically dependent upon 
three energetic factors; solar energy (measurable 
in land area allocated to managed photosynthesis), 
and human energy or time (measurable in man hours), 
and physical energy (measurable in BTUs or kilowatt 
hours).14 

In this conceptualization, labor is explicitly 
viewed not as a material flow in the conventional 
economic sense, but as an energetic variable. A 
day of human time, like a kilowatt-hour of energy 
or solar radiation, is diss~pated, never to be 
recaptured or recycled. 14 ,1 In this system 
theoretic sense, all energetic factors are qualita
tively similar, even though different units may 
be used to quantify them. In an economic sense, 
they are usually considered to be qualitatively 
different since different values are associated 
with them. Further, the three energetic factors 
are not entirely equivalent in a technical sense 
since "technological substitution" is possible, 
only to a limited extent. Through the use of 
synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, and punped 
irrigation, physical energy is substituted 
for land. With energy driver machines, physical 
energy replaces human time and effort. And 
through communication and information systems, 
human time is, to a degree, substituted for physical 
energy. However, there are limits to the technical 
substitution of one energetic factor for another -
limits due to resource depletion (fossil-fuels 
particularly) and purely technical restraints. 
For these reasons we do not attempt to convert 
the energetic factors to a common kilocalorie base. 
Nor do we consider the input/output ratio of kilo
calories so computed to be a valid basis for access
ing the effectiveness of agriculture and other 
production systems. Indeed, we regularly convert 
thermal energy to work energy at a significant 
loss (Second Law efficiency) because we want that 
particular form of energy to relieve human drudgery. 
Likewise it should be neither surprising nor signifi
cant in itself that the conversion of work, heat 
and solar forms of energy into food should occur 
at a net loss in kilocalories. 

We take as a fundamental precept that within 
the sphere of what is technically feasible, the 
degree to which our synthetic system of production 
and consumption (as a whole) is designed to 
partially substitute one energetic factor for 
another should logically depend upon the temporal 
availability of three energetic resources: the 
balance between popUlation (human energy), arable 
land (solar energy), and accessible physical energy 
(fossil, nuclear, solar, etc.). The central point 
is that neither maximum thermodynamic efficiency, 
manpower efficiency, nor land efficiency (however 
defined) in themselves are necessarily valid 
criterion for the "optimal" design of the physical 



and technical organization of the means of produc
tion and consumption. The perceived objective, 
rather, is to identify economic and institutional 
policies which collectively will maintain a balance 
between these basic energetic factors with changing 
demographic factors (labor force), changing 
resources, and technological developments. 
Balance is used here in a generic sense with no 
implications as to what is "optimal" or desirable 
in any specific socioeconomic context. Regardless 
of what this balance is, the basic precept is 
that there is, or should be, a concern for the 
collective use of all energetic factors of prod~c
tion: land, labor, and physical energy. Some of 
the greatest conservation gains are surely to be 
found in the analysis of how arable land resources 
(solar energy proxies) are combined with labor 
and terrestrial energy resources, rather than in 
how they are managed individually. 

The trade-offs in energetic factors we refer 
to here are illustrated specifically for the 
production of fed beef in Fig. 7. Inese curves, 
taken from the work of Connor,16 show how the 
energetic and economic cost of production vary with 
scale of operation, for a given technology. 
Families of such curves have been developed for 
a variety of technologies in beef and dairy produc
tion. 17 

One of the significant points evident in the 
curves illustrated in Fig. 7 is that by simply 
changing the scale of operation in beef production, 
fossil fuel requirements can be reduced without a 
loss in land or labor productivity or a significant 
increase in the technical cost (monetary) of 
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production. On the other hand the very slight 
monotonic reductions in monetary costs of produc
tion with increasing scale is one of several factors 
that has led to the growth in the size of feedlots 
over the past several years. This structural change 
is due in part to the relatively low economic 
cost of energy in relationship to capital and labor. 
It is evident from the trade-off curves that as 
the relative cost of energy increases, a point is 
ultimately reached at which medium scale operations 
have a lower technical cost of production than 
large units. 

The approach used in the development of these 
trade-off curves, illustrated in Fig. 7, is an 
adaptation of the engineering design paradigm to 
the level of land use, technology assessment, and 
resource management. The essence of this paradigm 
is to systematically evaluate the trade-offs 
between economic and environmental resources 
associated with altelTIative systems of production 
and consumption that conceivably might be deployed 
in the future. Such evaluations are based on the 
physical and biological principles that govelTI 
the generic behavior of the component parts of the 
systems and the laws of material and energy balance 
that govern their interactions as a functioning 
system. The scope of altelTIative systems that 
might be considered is limited only by the imagina
tion of the analyst. In this sense the approach 
has basic elements of an art. But all such 
imagined systems are also subjected to rigorous 
scientific analysis to determine their expected 
physical and environmental behavior and the 
associated technical costs. In this sense, it is 
a scientific inquiry into our options for the 
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future. Such design analyses of necessity must 
be carried out at a variety of levels of organiza
tion (firm, industry, interindustry, regional, 
etc.) if we are to see adequately the full rilllge 
of opportunities for collectively utilizing our 
resources more efficiently mld effectively. 

THE ROLE OF Et\JERGY EXTENSION 

Individuals, in their full range of decision 
making, including 'their choice of public officials 
to represent them, tend to look at unemployment, 
fuel shortages, loss of agricultural land, PBB 
contamination and the future of nuclear energy, 
for example, as isolated issues, after crisis 
situations, real or perceived, have been reached. 
Yet these issues are inextractably related. For 
the most important questions relating to resource 
management, crisis oriented response (reaction 
management) simply will not do for technical 
reasons. Firstly, many of the structural changes 
in the economy (both technological mld economic) 
calculated to accomodate improved resource usage 
requires years or decades to accomplish. Secondly, 
mmly of the resource decisions have irreversible 
repercussions -- depleted geophysical stocks 
Cmlnot be replaced, organized agricultural land is 
prohibitively costly to reclaim, depleted soils 
take mmly years to regenerate, mld species driven 
to extinction are lost forever. Vast classes 
of alternative solutions to the problems of today 
are therefore preempted by irreversible actions 
of the past or by the fact that technical, economic, 
and cultural adjustments simply Cmlnot now be made 
fast enough to deal with the situation -- to out
run the problem. Without accelerated conservation 
coupled with tecrillological and capital mobilization, 
such may well be the case, for example, in our 
attempt at this late date to replace fossil-based 
energy sources in our high energy culture with 
nuclear and/or solar forms. 

A state legislator recently suggested, "As a 
practical matter, the legislative process can cope 
wi th the many issues and problems surrounding 
energy, the envirorunent and other resources only if 
they are developed, presented mld dealt with one 
at a time. Further, the problem must first somehow 
be placed on the public agenda -- developed as an 
issue that is of general public concern."18 
Assuming this is a valid assessment of the precon
ditions for solving complex problems in democratic 
political economies, it provides a sharp focus for 
three major components of energy extension programs: 
1) creation of individual mld electorate awareness,' 
2) enhmlcement of technological mld mmlagement 
skills in the private sector and 3) support of 
public policy with systems analysis and design 
capability. 

Individual Awareness: In a free society like ours 
individual attitudes and behavior shape not only 
the day-to-day increments of economic and political 
events; they also shape the forecasts mld planning 
for the future. 

To place the many interrelated issues surround
ing energy, the environment, land use, employment, 
and material scarcity on the public agenda in 
advmlce of crises circumstmlces, requires the 
development of a new level of awareness on the part 
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of the diverse public in at least three general areas: 
1) the fundamental resource limitations of our 
natural environment mld the immutable thermodynamic 
and ecological principles that govern their utiliZa
tion (the current state of affiars), 2) our current 
best estimates of the long term technical, economic, 
and cultural options for living within these 
constraints (what can we do) and, 3) alternatives 
technical, economic and cultural adaptations 
that will direct us toward these options (how do 
we do it). This component of extension is es
sentially ml educational function, broadly defIned, 
that draws primarily on an existing base of scien
tific information. This educational activity is 
essential in promoting cultural values that are 
more consistent with the realities of our natural 
environment and it shOUld provide a conceptual 
framework by which each individual can more 
effectively plan for his/her own future. 

The audience in comprehensive extension 
progran~ includes existing extension personnel mld 
the research community as well as the usually 
perceived target group. Many of the problems and 
questions surrowlding energy and agriculture need 
to be restated in terms of a better informed 
"real world" orientation. Alternative mechanisms 
for carrying out this function are the subjects of 
a companion paper. 19 

Technological mld Management Skills 

Implementation of energy conservation measures 
require operational skills that go considerably 
beyond awareness. Individuals mld organizations 
within the private sector must also be supported 
with the technological and management information 
necessary to respond within the sphere of their 
personal interests and responsibility. An ever 
increasing level of technical and management 
skills is required to deal with our growing 
understanding of the web of technical and institu
tional interactions. This component of extension 
must be grounded in a solid foundation of on-going 
and field tested research. In the agricultural 
mld food processing sector, this research involves 
the development illld adaptation of new production 
and food processing technologies, all the way 
from new criteria for plant breeding, to new 
concepts in integrated production systems that 
make more effective use of material and energy 
cycles in production, processing and transportation 
mld which alleviate environnlental degradation. 

lvluch of this research can be provided within 
the framework of the existing agricultural research 
network by redirecting some of the existing activi
ties toward new goals mld objectives. This net
work has been very successful in achieving high 
yields at extraordinarily low costs in man hours 
of time spent. In the light of what we now under
Stillld about our resource and environmental limita
tions mld the cultural and economic rmnifications 
of ignoring sector interactions, some may justifiably 
quarrel with the objectives implicit in these 
developments. Nonetheless the system worked, 
and it worked well within the assumptions within 
which it was set in motion. In principle the 
scientific base exists. If the network is 
properly motivated and appropriately funded, it 
in principle could be just as successful in 



achieving a new set of objectives. The decentralized 
nature of this network, geographically, organization
ally and in funding (conswners, private industry, 
local, state and Federal government) provides 
the flexibility necessary to deal with regional 
variations in ecological, economic, and cultural 
conditions. 

Systems Analysis and Design Capability 

For those components of the political economy 
explicitly responsible for formulating economic 
and social policy, awareness must of course be 
particularized and translated into specific legis
lation and programs sensitive to the realities 
of human behavior and germane to particular areas 
of responsibility - transportation, electrical 
utilities, water resources, agriculture, urban 
development, etc. If the interrelated issues of 
energy, unemplo~nent, land use, and the environ
ment are to be dealt with in a coordinated and pro
active (rather than reactive) manner, the many 
public and private organizations, state and 
Federal legislators and executives and other 
components of the political processes must be 
supported by a base of scientific research and 
development. The objective of this research is 
to particularize the interdependencies between 
these factors at virtually all levels of economic 
organization. More importantly, this must not be 
just in a historical or taxonomic sense, but in 
terms of alternative systems and subsystems of 
production and consumption that conceivably might 
be developed in the future. 

We refer here not to a planning capability 
or a complete policy-analysis capability, but a 
capability that supports planning activities and 
policy analyses groups (private as well as govern
ment) with substantive technical information on 
the trade-offs associated with alternative techno- -
logical systems and the alternative policy instru
ments that might be used to promote and manage the 
technological options. 

Such capability is inherently trans-disciplinary 
in nature, drawing heavily on various branches of 
the engineering, ecological, physical, economic 
and behavioral sciences. Personnel having the 
requisite combination of quantitative systems analysis 
and design skills and a scientific understanding 
of the principles of thermodynamics, ecology, 
economics , and human behavior as applied to these 
levels of organization are very limited. Yet, 
the need for such scientific support is recognized 
increasingly at virtually all levels of policy 
fonnation. 

The success of this component of extension 
depends first and foremost on credibility and poli
tical neutrality of the science, yet this is 
perhaps the most difficult aspect to achieve. 
We believe that such credibility is attainable 
only through the development of a decentralized 
(geographically, organizationally and in funding) 
research-extension network that has: 
1) the flexibility necessary to deal with regional 
variation in resources, economic conditions, and 
political issues, 2) the diversity and 

"redundancy" to provide its own checks, balances , 
and corroboration of results and 3) the two-way 
flow of information between extension and the 
research community. 
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ENERGY CONSERVATION IN HOUSING 

Frank W. Sinden 
Center for Environmental Studies, Princeton University 

Spread across the American landscape are some 
60 million housing units collectively using some 
20% of the Nation's energy, for a great many 
ordinary and familiar purposes: space heating, 
water heating, refrigeration, cooking, etc. We 
know that it is possible to build comfortable and 
convenient houses that use a great deal less -
with some ingenuity, spectacularly less. But new 
houses displace old houses very slowly. If we are 
to really have any impact on those numbers in 
the next decade or two -- the period many think 
most crucial --we will have to do something about 
that vast stock of old houses. We can't make them 
go away, and of course We don't want to because 
as individuals we harbor great affection for 
many of them -- drafty energy hogs though they 
may be. But their numbers are staggering. If 
just one man-day were spent tightening up each of 
those sixty million units, that would be 60 million 
man-days or 170,000 man-years. If we value each 
man-day at $40, then we are talking about 2.4 
billion dollars worth of effort. And $40 per house 
is quite modest. If our experience at Twin Rivers, 
which I am about to describe, is at all typical, 
then it should be economical to spend several 
hundred dollars on energy conservation measures in 
the average house. This would mean 10 billion or 
more dollars. 

Any operation of that size will require, one 
way or another, a large industry --whether to 
provide materials, expertise, labor, or all three. 
And the people involved --whether in government, 
business or private life --will need a tool 
chest of basic information and techniques to do the 
job. The research project I will report on aims 
to contribute to this tool chest. 

There are four kinds of things we need to 
know to undertake effective conservation in 
housing: 

1) How the house and its equipment work as 
energy processors, e.g., how the weather drives 
air infiltration, what constraints are imposed on 
natural ventilation by internal air pollution, 
how windows work as solar collectors (together with 
curtains, blinds, shutters, etc.). 

2) People - how they run their houses, how 
they would operate different control systems, how 
they would respond to better information about 
their house's performance. 

3} Instruments. Every house is different and 
will have to be analyzed individually, to some 
extent. What quantities should we measure? 
How do you devise simple, reliable instruments 
yielding data in the form you want? 
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4) Survey data. What are the characteristics, 
statistically, of all those houses out there. 
Which classifications are useful, which are not? 

Our research program addresses at least some 
aspects of each of the first three but not the 
last one. 

1WIN RIVERS 

The Twin Rivers project aims to study real, 
lived-in houses but under conditions where 
controlled experiments can be desigr 2. Twin 
Rivers, New Jersey is a planned devc::'Jpment of 
3000 units containing large subsets of nominally 
identical houses. 

We have given most of our attention to 
townhouses. These are two story houses of simple 
design separated by cinder-block party walls. 
They have windows, of course, only on the front 
and back. Some are oriented east-west, others 
north-south. This separation has been useful to 
us in studying solar effects. 

The people, though of course not identical 
to each other, are similar in many ways. They 
tend to be young, fairly well-educated, middle 
class.people fleeing the city. They are active, 
ambi tious and very conscious of money. 

Here we have then, a large sample of 
nominally identical houses, occupied by similar 
people. How much does their energy consumption 
vary? 

Figure 1 is a histogram of winter gas consump
tion (usedin these houses entirely for heating) 
for a sample of three-bedroom townhouses. The 
extreme values differ by more than a factor of 2. 
Quite a spread for identical houses! Maybe they 
are not identical enough: the lower histogram is 
a subsample of houses that have double glass, are 
on the interior of their rows, and have the same 
orientation. We would expect such a sample to have 
a lower mean gas consumption and less variance. 
As you can see, both of these effects are very 
slight. There is still a lot of variance. 

How much of the variance is due to people 
and how much to differences in construction? TIlis 
is hard to tell with any precision, but by looking 
at houses where moves have occurred, i.e., houses 
occupied at different times by different families, 
and by looking at the variance of interior tempera
tures and so forth, we can get some indications. 
The indications are that people's behavior 
accounts for a large part of the variance. 
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The energy crlSlS of 1973 had a very visible 
and lasting effect on behavior. The winter of 
1973-74 brought a decided drop in Twin Rivers 
ga~ consumption that continued in subsequent 
winters. At the same time, of course, the gas 
price was rapidly increasing (see Fig. 2). It is 
impossible to say for sure, of course, how much of 
the drop was due to price. The varying slope 
would seem to indicate that other factors were 
involved as well. 

People's behavior clearly makes a difference. 
What, physically, can householders do to affect 
energy consumption? In the short run they can 
fiddle with the thermostat, open and shut windows 

and doors, adjust curtains to block the sun, or 
let the sun in, use or not use hot water, run or 
not nL~ their appliances and so forth. (One thing 
that Twin Rivers householders cannot do is leave 
the fireplace da~er open, since they do not have 
fi replaces. ) We have put switches on windows and 
doors and checked infiltration rates, and we find 
very little window and door opening in cold weather. 
In the long run, of course, householders can 
retrofit their houses in various ways. But the 
data I have shown you so far reflects almost 
entirely short run behavior. 

A psychologist in our group has been 
examining attitudes and behavior by means of 



questionnaires and simple experiments. The 
experiments mostly involve feeding back to 
householders various kinds of information about 
the daily or weekly energy performance of their 
houses compared to various kinds of norms. 
If energy conservation really takes off and becomes 
a comnon household concept, one can imagine people 
discussing degree-days per gallon of fuel oil as 
casually and knowlingly as they now discuss 
miles per gallon of gasoline. One can even imagine 
that both houses and cars will have electronic 
gauges that show these quanti ties continuously for 
the last gallon used. 

I'd like to turn now to the house itself. 
The purpose of the study was to measure and 
understand tile energy-related processes in houses 
illlder field conditions and then to test conserva
tion measures under field conditions. The Twin 
Rivers houses are of standard fra~e construction 
and exhibit average workmanship. They have also 
a normal quota of design defects that cost 
energy. Here are a few of the problems we fmmd 
at Twin Rivers. 

The shaft around the flue pipe was not 
closed off as it should have been so that warm air 
could flow from the basement to the attic. Also 
a gap between the masonry party wall and the 
interior wall allowed cold air to flow downward. 
On the outside, the junction between party wall 

,and frame wall was hard to keep sealed because of 
relati ve movement of the two parts. lAJhen the seal 
is broken, cold air leaks in behind the tminsulated 
gypsum interior wall that is built against the 
party wall. An infrared photograph of the interior 
wall clearly showed the cold stud spaces next to 
the corner where the air leaked. Another defect 
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was a window that projected out from the living 
room in front. Underneath were windows to the 
basement. Two heating ducts went out over the 
basement windows under the floor of the window 
projection to registers just under the window. 
Insulation was omitted under one duct, which was 
therefore exposed (except for a thin plywood sheet) 
to the outside. The air coming out of this 
register was considerably cooled. But even with 
the insulation in place some heat was lost. 

In another case a corner of an insulation batt 
in the attic was not pushed into place. I do not 
mean to imply by these examples that Twin Rivers 
houses are especially badly designed and built. 
On the contrary, the design is Vel)! simple and 
functional and conforms to recent standards which 
in many respects are more stringent than older 
ones. 'There is no reason to suppose that any 
randomly selected house would not have an equal or 
longer list of energy defects all its own. 

The point is there will be great variety 
among these. We cannot expect to find a universal 
treatment that can be applied uniformly to all 
houses like a vaccination. What we need is a set 
of diagnostic techniques and instruments and a 
big bag of possible fixes. I will return to this 
point in a moment. Our first set of conservation 
measures was aimed at improving the air tightness 
and thermal conduction tightness of a house's 
shell. Very roughly, a third of the heat is lost 
through the opaque part of the shell, a third 
through the windows and a third in leaking air. 

Our initial retrofit, tested last ','linter, 
addressed the first and the third; it consisted of 
sealing windows, doors, shaft and party wall, 
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insulating heating ducts, and placing an extra 
layer of blown insulation in the attic. These 
simple measures cost about $200. The savings were 
on the order of 25%. Figure 3 shows gas consumption 
per degree-day -- a good rough measure of shell 
efficiency -- against time. You can see the sub
stantial improvement in the retrofitted houses. 
Figure 4 shows before and after effects of the 
partial retrofits. The attic insulation is the 
single most effective measure. 

Shell tightening is by no means the end of 
the story. Here briefly, are the other major 
opportunities for energy conservation as I see 
them. 

1. Windows and better use of the sun. 
Windows offer an interesting Challenge. On the one 
hand they account for a big chunk of the loss. On 
the other hand, if they are situated properly, 
they can be made into good solar collectors. 
The trick is to prevent them from losing at 
night what they gain during the day. Windows are 
also a key esthetic element in any house. The 
challenge to the designer is to come up with 
insulating means -- preferably automatic -- that 
are effective, pleasing and inexpensive. Solar 
collectors in addi hon to windows are also possible, 
of course, and may be cost effective if sufficiently 
ingenious. The trick is to avoid excessive 
plumbing or plUY.bing altogether. 

2. Heatin~ plant. Gas furnaces are supposed 
to be 70-80% ef icient but in the field are often 
more like 60% efficient. There exist laboratory 
designs that are said to be better than 90% 
efficient. But this is first law efficiency. Heat 
pumps can do better yet, especially if the waste 
heat from the primary generation can also be used. 

3. People and Control. Americans might be 
persuaded to wear long underwear and sweaters 
like the Europeans, but I am talking here mainly 
about fancier controls that allow temporal and 
spatial temperature variations in a house. 
Better control is especially important in apart
ments where people often get quicker adjustment by 
opening windows than by turning off a radiator. 

4. Appliances. Most electric appliances 
are in effect resistance heaters. Since this kind 
of heat is inefficient and entirely unwanted in 
summer, improving appliance efficiency does help 
overall. But the largest potential saving is 
probably in hot water, which can carry enough down 
the drain to do 15% or 20% of the heating job. 
And of course as houses are made otherwise more 
efficient this percentage goes up. 

INSTRUMENTS 

Two of the main things we will need to 
measure for diagnostic purposes are (1) thermal 
conduction leakiness and (2) air leakiness. We 
now have an instrument for each of these that gives 
good and detailed information. But both instru
ments are cumbersome and expensive. The infrared 
thermograph, a machine that costs on the order of 
$40,000, requires liquid nitrogen and consists of 
several hea\y pieces that must be brought in a 
van and assembled in the field. It gives a color 
or black and white picture that sensitively shows 
(within a fraction of a degree) the temperature 
of the surfaces it is aill1ed at. The other 
instrument measures air infiltration. This machine 
costs on the order of $8000. It injects a minute 
quantity of a tracer gas (SF6) into the air and 
then, over a period of an hour or so, it measures 
and records the gradually diminishing concentration 
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of tracer gas. The logarithmic derivative of the 
rate of concentration decay gives the rate at which 
the inside air is being replaced by outside air. 

Two fundamental difficulties or complications 
are associated with air infiltration. Houses 
can often not be regarded as single well-mixed 
chambers, as is assumed in the simplest version 
of the tracer gas method. The interior pattern of 
air flow, say between the basement and the rest 
of the house or among rooms with closed doors, 
must often be taken into account. This means that 
concentration must be measured simultaneously in 
several places. The analysis rapidly becomes 
complicated. We are looking into a different 
version of the tracer gas technique that simplifies 
the multi-chamber analysis. 
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The second difficulty is in relating air 
infiltration rates to the weather. Air infiltration 
is driven by two forces of comparable magnitude. 
One is created by the buoyancy of warm inside air 
which causes warm air to leak out at the top of the 
building and cold air to leak in at the bottom. 
The second is created by the wind. Air flow past 
a building can be complicated, but generally 
air leaks in on the windward side and out on the 
lee side. The diffictil ty is that these two effects 
are not always additive; they may add or they may 
cancel, depending on the location of cracks and 
crevices in the building's shell. This means that 
no simple back-of-the-envelope formula involving a 
couple of leakiness parameters will work very well. 
This is a further indication of the need for 
indi vidual diagnosis of houses. 

For diagnostic purposes, we may want to use 
something simpler than these two very effective 
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but expensive instruments --- forexample, a simple 
surface probe for testing thermal insulation and 
pressurization for testing air leakiness. The 
latter technique involves placing a fan with a 
suitable cowling in a window or door and then 
measuring the air flow rate needed to maintain a 
fixed pressure difference between inside and 
outside. This has the disadvantage of placing 
equal weight on all openings and is not therefore 
proportional to true air infiltration. 

The potential for saving energy in housing 
is large. But if large savings are to be 
achieved something like a large movement involving 
government, industry and individuals will have to 
take place. Whether such a movement succeeds will 
depend on how the groundwork is laid. Something, 
whether well-guided or misguided, is likely to 
happen soon. I therefore welcome this workshop 
83 a timely and important effort to grope toward 
the right way. 

As Americans, we are strongly conditioned to 
see success in terms of rising curves. Increasing 
energy use per capita, at least until recently, has 
often been taken as an indicator of increasing 
affluence. Now we are launched on a technological 
enterprise whose goal is to reverse that curve and 
drive it down. But driving curves downward -
making things smaller - is not the American way. 
I suggest, therefore, that we consider something 
like the reciprocal of energy use per capita, 
namely: the number of happy human-days lived per 
gallon of fuel burned and that we all join 
enthusiastically together in striving to drive 
that curve upward as rapidlY as possible. 



ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 

Fred S. Dubin, P.E., President 
Dubin-Btoome Associates, New York 

The current literature abounds with countless 
articles on energy conservation for commercial 
buildings. They range from statistics on the amount 
of energy used in buildings based on broad national 
averages, to laundry lists of the opportunities 
to reduce energy consumption in existing and new 
buildings through better operation and maintenance 
practices, building retrofit, design standards and 
practices, and to case histories of actual energy 
conservation programs which have been undertaken; 
and finally to studies and calculations of energy 
savings which are possible and can be achieved in 
practice based on simulated buildings and computer
ized analyses. One may well question the value of 
adding yet another paper on the same general subject, 
rather than cataloging and codifying the informa
tion which already exists. Yet too frequently 
the role of energy conservation is addressed out 
of context of the broader and lnore essential 
concept of energy management. 

Often the immediate interest of one individual 
owner or one sector of society is in conflict with 
others, and trade-offs must be made. With suffi
cient knowledge, a building owner can evaluate the 
tradeoffs between the objectives most appealing 
to h~n, i.e., (1) minimize initial costs, 
(2) minimize operating costs, (3) minimize life
cycle costs, (4) maintain continuity of operation, 
(5) minimize noise and on-site pollution. In some 
cases, many cases, all or most of these objectives 
can be attained simultaneously. For society some 
of the objectives include: (1) limitations on oil 
and gas imports, (2) minimize environmental degra
dation or, hopefully, improve environmental quality, 
(3) conserve natural resources for future genera
tions and for more valuable purposes -- fertilizer, 
drugs, food stuffs, (4) reduce capital investments 
and site requirements for central utility plants, 
(5) increase emplo~nent. 

In the long run the interests of the individual 
and of the greater society may coincide; if they 
conflict in the short term, legislation is needed 
to protect society and compensate those individuals 
who may be most hanned in the process. 

In all cases, decisions can only be made 
wisely and justly when the facts are identified, 
quantified and disseminated. 

Commercial buildings include public and private 
office buildings, retail stores, hotels and 
motels hospitals and nursing homes, warehouses, 
school~ and colleges, and recreational, cultural 
and other institutions. These are the facilities 
that the utility companies include in the "commer
cial customer" class. These diverse facilities 
are those that are directly responsible for 
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approximately 16% of the energy used nationally. 
When off-site utility systems to support the 
buildings are inCluded, they account for about 
16 x 1015BTU/year, equivalent to more than 7 
million barrels of oil per day. They also account 
for a major portion of peak electric consumption 
and demand in many utility company service areas. 
In a study Dubin-Bloome Associates completed in 
June 1976 for the State of New Jersey Department 
of Public Advocate, on the electrical energy con
sumption in the eight counties served by the Public 
Service Electric & Gas Company, it was found that 
the annual electrical energy consumption for the 
commerciag customer rate class for 1975 was 
9000 x 10 kWh, while the residential and industrial 
rate classifications used 7673 x 106 kWh and 
10,014 k~'ih respectively. From 1980 on, the 
consumption for the commercial rate class is fore
cast to exceed all other customer rate classes. 
However, with a vigorous energy conservation and 
solar energy program applicable to all building, 
Dubin-Bloome Associates forecast that by 1990 
the commercial customer class would consume 0gly 
8813 x 106k~ annually, compared to 9203 x 10 kWh 
and 10,498 x 106k~ for the residential and 
industrial rate classes respectively. Peak 
electric demand also fell into the smne pattern; 
the commercial customer peak demand fell below 
both the residential and the industrial peak loads. 

As the shift in our economy moves from 
manufacturing to services as the trends indicate, 
the commercial sector will account for an even 
greater portion of the national energy use and 
peak electric demand assuming the same degree of 
conservation applied equally to all customer 
classes. However, the opportunities for energy 
conservation and peak electric demand control are 
more immediate in the commercial sector with avail
able hardware, building materials, mechanical and 
electrical equipment and systems and building 
operational practices than in the residential and 
industrial sectors; although many of the same 
energy conservation measures and energy management 
programs are equally effective in all building 
types. 

PRINCIPLES OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 

In order to reduce energy consumption in 
existing commercial buildings it is essential 
that one first understand (1) the specific 
factors which cause energy to be used in a building, 
(2) the extent to which excess energy is being 
used to provide environmental control (heating, 



ventilating, cooling, illumination, hot water, and 
essential services), (3) the opportunities to 
change the level of environmental control and/or 
functional use of the building, and the operating 
and maintenance practices, to reduce energy COnSLmlp
tion, (4) the performance of the mechanical and 
electrical systems and the potential to reduce 
energy consumption by modifications to the hard
ware and controls or their replacement, as the 
case may be, with the potential reduction in energy 
use by doing so, (5) the materials, configuration 
and condition of the building envelope (roof, 
walls, windows, doors) and their influence on 
energy consumption, and the potential for 
reducing the building load by modifying the enve
lopes, (6) the load profile during each 24-hour 
period to determine the causes and extent of peak 
electric loads, and (7) the options available 
to use alternative energy sources to reduce both 
the consumption of fossil fuels and operating 
costs. A complete understanding of these seven 
factors, gained from energy conservation studies, 
analyses and energy management programs in existing 
buildings, provides the guidelines for energy 
conscious design and operation and maintenance 
procedures for new buildings. 

1efore energy can be conserved, the ways in 
which it is used must be understood. The building 
structure -- i.e., walls, windows, roof -- and 
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the passive components of the mechanical and electri
cal systems -- i.e., ducts, pipes, filters, or 
lighting fixture louvers -- do not directly consume 
energy but they do influence the amount that is 
finally consumed. The primary energy-conversion 
equipment such as coal, oil or gas burners and 
boilers/furnaces, refrigeration chillers and 
compressors, motors, and electric lighting bUlbs 
or tubes, consume energy to supply the "building" 
load and to compensate for the distribution 
system "load." 

The term "building" load refers to the amount 
of energy in Btu or kW that would be required to 
maintain desired indoor space conditions and to 
operate building equipment if the distribution 
system and energy-conversion equipment were 100% 
efficient. The distribution or "parasitic" load 
is a measure of the energy required to deliver 
energy from the primary conversion equipment to 
supply the "building" load. The efficiency of 
the primary energy-conversion equipment (conversion, 
since the equipment converts fuel to heat and/or 
electricity to power or light) ultimately determines 
the actual amount of energy consumed to supply 
both loads. 

Energy usage, then, depends upon two main 
factors: 

1. The magnitude and duration of the loads. 

2. The seasonal efficiency of the primary 
energy-conversion equipment. 

"Building" loads will be reduced if the 
temperature and relative humidity indoors are main
tained at lower levels in the winter and at higher 
levels in the summer except with certain systems 
which include terminal reheat systems; if heat 
loss, heat gain, and infiltration through the 

building envelope are decreased; if ventilation 
rates are reduced; if domestic hot water temperature 
and quantity are reduced; if the levels of illumi
nation by electric lighting is lowered; and if 
the nwnber of hours of operation of such elements 
as elevators, business machines, and cooking 
equipment are reduced. 

The "building" load must be considered on a 
seasonal basis rather than for peak conditions 
only. Although two buildings may have the same 
heating load for the peak hour, one of thenl lnay 
have a considerably higher load, on a seasonal 
basis, than the other, due to the duration of peak 
or near peak conditions. Or, for instm1ce, a 
religious building, auditorium or warehouse may 
have a relatively high energy requirement for 
lighting during a brief period of time, but if the 
lights are turned off during unoccupied periods, 
the annual lighting load may be nominal. Generally, 
the greater the peak loads for any particular system 
in an individual building, and the longer their 
duration, the greater will be the seasonal loads. 
The "distribution" loads will be decreased by 
reducing the amount of power required for pumps 
and fans, reducing heat loss or gain from ducts 
and pipes, and by eliminating steam, water and air 
leaks. "Distribution" loads are often excessive 
because systems are designed to operate continuously 
at the maximLm1 capacity required to meet peak 
"building" loads, even though these peak loads 
occur for relatively short periods of time 
(usually less than 5% of the year). 

Peak efficiency is usually based on a one-hour 
performance. Seasonal efficiency, which reflects 
the average for the entire season, is a better 
measure. It is the ratio of useful work in British 
Thermal Units CBtus) consumed by the equipment 
over a period of time, to the Btu value of the 
fuel or electricity consLmled by the equipment over 
the same period. 

Reducing "building" load, then "distribution" 
load, and then improving primary conversion 
equipment efficiency are most effective when done 
sequentially, since the latter ones depend 
upon the magnitude of the preceding ones. The poten" 
tial for reducing "distribution" loads depends 
upon the magnitude of the "building" loads and 
upon the operating conditions and the characteris
tics of distribution systems. 

Changes implemented for a particular purpose 
often induce secondary effects which influence 
energy usage. For instance, reducing lighting 
levels and increasing the efficacy of the lighting 
system also reduces the cooling load. On the other 
hand, it increases the heating load. Additional 
heat usually can be supplied more efficiently, 
however, and at lower energy cost, by the heating 
system rather than the lighting system. In large 
offices, schools and stores, where lighting is 
responsible for a large percentage of the energy 
which is used for cooling, measures to reduce 
energy for lighting are doubly important. 

PRIOR'TIES 

Nationwide, the systems that consume the most 
energy in order of magnitude are: (1) heating 



and ventilating, (2) lighting, (3) air conditioning 
(cooling) and ventilating, (4) equipment and 
processes, and (5) domestic hot water. 

However, depending upon the climate, the 
building construction, use and mode of operation, 
and the type, control and efficiency of the 
mechanical and electrical equipment, the relative 
order of energy use between the first three 
systems will change. 

The amount of energy required for domestic 
hot water is significant in hospitals, housing, 
and athletic or cooking facilities in schools and 
colleges. In many areas of the country the amount 
of energy to heat water is second only to space 
heating in the north, and air conditioning in the 
south. In hospitals, the amount of energy to 
heat hot water may exceed the amount of energy 
required for lighting. 

In those retail stores with high levels of 
general illumination and display lighting, and/or 
a large number of commercial refrigeration units, 
electricity consumes the greatest amount of energy. 

In climatic zones with mild winters (below 
2500 degree days) the seasonal cooling load may be 
larger than the seasonal heating load and may 
consume more energy depending upon the respective 
efficiencies of each system. In office buildings, 
schools and retail stores in this zone, the 
electrical load for lighting, which is relatively 
independent of climate, may exceed either heating 
or cooling. Buildings used for only a few hours 
per week, however, may consume more energy for 
heating unless indoor temperatures are set back 
during unoccupied periods and boiler or furnace 
efficiencies are high. 

Table 1. Comparative energy use by system. 
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In cold climates (6000 degree days and above) , 
heating usually consumes the most energy per year 
in office buildings and schools,with lighting, 
and then cooling next. For retail stores in that 
zone, the most likely order of energy use is 
lighting-heating-cooling, or lighting-cooling
heating. Generally, heating consumes the most 
energy for buildings used for only a few hours/ 
week in most climatic zones above 3000 degree 
days, with lighting and cooling following in that 
order. 

In mid-climates (2500-6000 degree days), 
the order of magnitude of energy by systems largely 
depends upon the type of mechanical and electrical 
systems and the characteristics of the building 
structure in which they are installed. The energy 
required for industrial buildings exclusive of 
process loads is generally similar in all zones to 
commercial office buildings. 

The following Matrix, Table 1, rates the 
systems by buildings and climates in the general 
order of annual energy usage with 1 the greatest 
and 5 the least. However, each building must be 
analyzed individually to determine its actual 
annual usage by system. 

The following Pie Diagrams (Figs. 1 and 2) 
which were produced by Dubin-Mindell-Bloome 
Associates and the National Bureau of Standards 
on the basis of a computer analysis, illustrate 
the relative magnitude of energy consumption for 
an office building if erected in a cold climate 
(Manchester, New Hampshire), and the identical 
building if located in a warm climate (Orlando, 
Florida). Heating is the single largest user of 
energy for the office building in New Hampshire, 
and the amount used for cooling is relatively 
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small. In Florida, the energy used for heating 
has decreased and cooling requires the greater 
amount. There is no general rule to determine 
which part of a particular system accounts for the 
most energy use of that system. The bUlner-
boiler seasonal efficiency can vary from close to 
78% down to 30%; for buildings in climatic zones 
above 2500 degree days, improving the efficiency 
of the combustion device may be the single most 
effective measure. However, lighting accounts 
for a tangible percentage of energy used in all 
climates and the potential for conservation is high. 
Savings of 25% to 50% of the energy required for 
lighting are possible with little initial cost. 

HVAC systems such as dual duct, terminal 
reheat, and multizone, which mix hot and cold air 
together, or simultaneously heat and cool a space, 
are particularly wasteful and offer a high poten
tial for energy conservation. 

In all cases, reducing the "building" load 
will conserve energy, but for some particular 
buildings, the savings in energy by decreasing the 
distribution loads and increasing the seasonal 
efficiency of the primary energy-conversion 
equipment are even greater. 

While it is important to quantify the amount 
:-:>f energy used in buildings throughout the United 

States in order of priority, by system, for broad 
national policy objectives, the dependence upon 
national "averages" as a basis for individual 
discrete building energy conservation programs 
lead us into the same trap of "generality" which 
has been a major factor in constructing and 
operating energy intensive and energy wasteful 
structures. Energy to provide environmental 
control has been indiscriminately expended by 
overheating, overcooling, or overlighting areas 
which have less critical requirements by treating 
them in the same manner as the most critical areas 
often because the mechanical and electrical 
system design does not have the capability for 
proper zoning. 

An energy conservation program must begin 
with a careful analysis of building use patterns, 
climatic conditions, a thorough understanding of 
the thermal characteristics of the building 
structure, and the performance and specific 
characteristics of all the mechanical and 
electrical systems. Hotels, motels, auditoriums, 
school buildings are typical of building types 
that consume and waste energy during the long 
periods when they are not occupied. 

A CASE HISTORY 

Chemistry Building #555 in the Brookhaven 
National Laboratory Complex in Upton, Long Island, 
New York is illustrative of many buildings which 
are using excessive energy due to underutilization 
of the building and to the design and operation of 
the mechanical and electrical systems. Dubin
Bloome Associates completed a study of this 
building in June 1976, and proposed an energy 
conservation program which can ultimately reduce 
annual energy consumption by 57%. 

A brief description of the building and exis
ting conditions shOUld be helpful in demonstrating 
the potential for conservation when confronted with 
a building which was designed without energy 
conservation consciousness. 

Building Shell Configuration and Construction 

The three-story building's major axis is 
east-west, with a small two-story wing jutting out 
at right angles to the north. 

Gross floor area is 139,400 square feet. 

Most windows, 8440 sq. ft., are fixed, non
operable, doubled glazed, with light colored 
venetian blinds between the two panes; about 50% 
face north and 50% face south. There are approxi
mately 2200 square feet of fixed single glazed 
windows; about 1200 square feet face south, 50 sq. 
ft. face east, 330 sq. ft. face west, and 530 
sq. ft. face north. 

Cavity masonry walls have a U value of 0.30. 
The panel construction walls have a U value of 
.32. 

Concrete roof deck has a U value of .23. 
A fan loft extends virtually the entire length of 
the main building above the roof, covering about 
20% of the roof area. 



In the main building, the offices are 
located at the north and south perimeter, and are 
separated by corridors from the laboratories 
which are in the interior. The laboratories in 
the east and west wings are located back-to-back 
with a service chase between them. 

The north wing contains offices, storage 
areas, shipping and receiving areas, and shops and 
laboratories, all extending to the perimeter with 
either east, west or north exposures. 

The major mechanical rooms are on the base
ment level and extend through about 25% of the first 
floor. The nine major air handling units, two 
centrifugal chillers, heat exchangers, pumps and 
other auxiliaries are located in these spaces. 
The 99 individual exhaust fans for laboratory 
spaces and exhaust hoods are mounted in the fan 
10ft. Each fan discharges individually above the 
fan. 10ft roof. 

Mechanical Systen~ and Q£erating Procedures 

Steam is provided from the central boiler 
plant at 125 psi and reduced inside the building 
to 50 and 5 psi. 

Each of the nine central air handling units 
serves a separate zone. Blowers are belt driven 
by two-speed motors. A manual switch in the corri
dor of each zone controls the speed. Most air 
handling units serve interior laboratories and 
exterior offices with a common supply air duct; 
one of the air handling units serves interior 
laboratories only; one unit serves lobby, conference 
room and seminar rooms on the first floor; and one 
unit serves the north wing. 

There is no return air duct system in the 
entire building except for one small system. 
Air handling units dra\v in 100% outdoor air, 
year round, and exhaust through laboratory hoods, 
room exhaust grilles and toilet rooms. Each 
laboratory is equipped with an individual two-speed 
exhaust air fan. One switch in each zone controls 
all hoods served by a zone air handling unit. 
One switch in each zone also controls the zone air 
handling unit which serves all laboratories and 
offices in each of the 9 zones. Except for some 
canopy hoods, each exhaust hood is equipped with 
a bypass opening so that air is drawn from the 
laboratory through a grille in the hood, when the 
hood door is closed. Air supplied to the offices 
(through a ceiling diffuser) is transferred 
through open doonvays or transfer grilles into 
the adjacent corridor and from there through open 
doonvays to adj acent laboratories. Approximately 
70% of the makeup air for each laboratory is 
supplied directly into the laboratory (through 
perforated ceiling) and 30% is drawn from the 
corridors. During the heating mode, the preheating 
coils maintain a supply duct temperature of about 
48°F; hot water coils in the supply duct branch to 
each office an.d laboratory and are individually 
controlled by a room thermostat to maintain 72°F 
during occupied and unoccupied periods. The steam 
humidifiers are controlled by a dew point 
controller to maintain 45°F dew point in the supply 
duct from each air handling unit. 
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Two 600-ton centrifuged chillers with vaned 
inlet capacity control provide chilled water to the 
cooling coils in the air handling units at 43°F 
whenever the outdoor dry bulb temperature falls 
below 53°F. The individual room booster heating 
coils reheat supply air from 50°F to 72°F, or as 
required to meet room conditions for both occupied 
and unoccupied periods. 

Each coil receives either full chilled water 
flOW, or about 60% flow, depending upon the number 
of chillers in operation. (There is one chilled 
water pump in operation for each chiller.) The 
amount of chilled water, and the resultant supply 
air duct temperature, is dependent upon the number 
of chillers in operation and is not controlled by 
the conditions in the spaces which they serve. 

Lighting and Electrical Systems and Operating 
Procedures 

Lighting is predominantly fluorescent with 
2 or 4 lamp fixtures with 40 watt tubes. In a 
few areas there is incandescent lighting. Many of 
the lamps have been removed or shut off in corri
dors to conserve energy. 

All lighting fixtures in laboratories are 
controlled by one single switch per room. Each 
offic.e is equipped with one switch to operate four 
or more fluorescent fixtures. 

Environmental Conditions 

1. Winter (October 1 - April 30) 
a. 72° dB, 40-45% R.H. both occupied and 

unoccupied. 
b. 200,000 cfm outdoor air for 103 hrs/wk 

135,000 cfm outdoor air for 65 hrs/wk 

2. Summer (May 1 - September 30) 
a. 72° dB - 40-45% R.H. both occupied 

and unoccupied 
b. 200,000 cfm outdoor air for 103 hrs/wk 

135,000 cfm outdoor air for 65 hrs/wk 

3. Average Illumination 
a. Offices and labs - 70 ft candles for 

30 to 45 hrs/wk 
b. Corridors and service chases 

20 ft candles for 168 hrs/wk 

Building Utilization 

Design occupancy: 130. Average occupancy: 80 
personnel. Nonnal hours of occupancy are 
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for five days per 
week. Due to the nature of the research 
program, intermittent use of laboratories 
in most of the zones occurs during unoccupied 
periods, usually requiring full operation 
of the air handling system for one or more 
zones, although as few as one or two people 
are working (or one or two processes are in 
operation. ) 

Many laboratories and offices are unoccupied 
for weeks or months at a time, resulting in 
a building that is rarely occupied to design 
standards. Occupants are scattered through-



out each zone, causing the environmental 
systen~ to be operated fully for each zone 
although only partially occupied. 

Computers are installed in 8 laboratories, 
which are located in all of the air handling 
system zones except for three. 

Annual Energy Use and Peak Electrical Demand 

119 5,830,000 kilowatt hours (kWh) electricity 

119 Total cost for electric power -
$156,000 at $2.68/kWh 

@ Peak power electrical demand - 1800 kW 

@ Electricity cost attributable to peak 
demand - 11% 
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• 57.2 billion Btus thermal energy, requiring 
48.0 million pounds of steam at 125 psi. 
(1191 Btu/lb.) 

119 Total cost for steam - $159,000 at 
$2. 78/million Btu 

• Total cost of energy - $156,000 + $159,000 
~ $315,000 

@ Equivalent Btus per gross sq ft including 
thermal and electrical energy - 558,000 
at building boundary; 847,000 raw source 

Table 2 is an audit of the energy consumed for each 
subsystem in 1975. 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO EXCESSIVE ENERGY CONSUlvIPTION 

A combination of major factors contribute to 
excessive energy consumption in the Chemistry 
building. The basic functions performed in the 
building require that exhaust hoods operate for a 
considerable number of hours per year to expel 
noxious fumes and other contaminants from the 
building. The quantity of air which is expelled 
through laboratory hoods and room exhaust grilles 
must be replaced with an equal volume of outdoor 
make-up air, requiring thermal energy to heat and 
humidify the air in the winter to maintain room 
conditions. l~idification is required for 
occupant comfort and health (when outside air is 
he,ated the relative humidity becomes very low if no 
moisture is added) and, for quality control in 
computer rooms and of paper products. In the 
summertime outdoor make-up air must be cooled, 
dehumidified and reheated, thus imposing a heavy 
power demand upon chillers and their auxiliaries. 
Due to the basic system design -- a terminal reheat 
system -- the outdoor air must be overcooled for 
spaces which have relatively low internal and 
solar heat gains, and then reheated using thermal 
energy for that purpose. In addition, the power 
consumed by supply and exhaust fans and to a lesser 
extent by pumps to move the air and water to meet 
the loads is considerable. 

'Dle Quan.tity of Exhaust Air and Corresponding 
Makeup Air is Greater thal1--:EIi.a'CRequired to Meet 
the Building FuncTIOnal Program--:-' -

All laboratory spaces were designed to 
acconnlloclate fume hoods, and the exhaust system for 
each laboratory, whether equipped with exhaust 
hoods or not, is operated in the S8Jne manner and 

capacity, even though the exhaust requirements for 
a laboratory without hoods is considerably lower. 
Since the supply air quantity to each laboratory 
is predicated upon the exhaust requirements and 
not upon the thennal environmental condition to 
be maintained, excess outdoor air is introduced 
into the building and wasted through the exhaust 
system for a considerable period of time when the 
actual requirements are either greatly reduced or 
non-existent. To compound the problem, since in 
the existing installation all exhaust fans in ,my 
one zone are controlled by a single switch, all 
exhaust fans and the supply fan in anyone zone 
must be operated at full capacity even though the 
actual exhaust requirements may be limited to one 
or two fume hoods. On-site observations showed 
that many air handling systems are operating at 
full capacity (high fan speed during most occupied 
hours and to a large extent during unoccupied 
periods as well) when actual exhaust air require
ments are only 25 to 50% of full load conditions. 
While 100% outside air is required in many parts 
of the building, the areas which could accommodate 
return air ducts with corresponding reduction in 
outside air have not been fully exploited. 
Specifically, the north wing could utilize a 
return air system. In addition, there is no heat 
recovery system to capture energy from exhausted 
air and transfer it to make up air for other uses: 

The Basic Design of the HVAC Distribution System 
~nd Space Plan Contribute to Excessive Energy Use 

In most of the zones a common duct supplies 
conditioned air at the same temperature and humidity 
conditions to laboratories which are in the interior 
of the building and have no outside wall exposure 
as well as to perimeter offices; in some cases, 
the same supply duct serves north facing offices as 
well as south facing offices. Each of these 
areas has widely differing thermal requirements 
due to intermittent periods of solar heat gain, 
wind velocity, and internal loads. The duct layout 
and controls require that air be introduced into 
all zones at the temperature and humidity required 
for the most critical area within the zone 
(during the coolest season). All other areas 
then must compensate by adding more reheat energy 
than would be needed if separate ducts were to 
supply only areas having common environmental 
requirements (1. e., separate ducts with coils and 
controls for each of the north, south and interior 
zones). 

In each of the air handling zones, except two, 
there are scattered comf1uter facilities in one, two, 
or three rooms wi thin t e zone. The special tempera
ture-humidity requirements for the computers at 
present dictate not only the environmental condi
tions of the rooms in which they are located, 
but also the environmental conditions for the 
entire zone. This causes excess energy to be 
used to maintain conditions in a large area in 
order to meet the conditions required in as little 
as 1% of the total space. 

Excessive energy is used for cooling since 
the system is designed_and operated to provide 
chilled water at a constant temperature of 43°F to 
the coils of each air hanaling unit. There are no 
control valves on the coils, so that the quantity 



of chilled water and the resultant cold duct 
temperature runs wild. Most of the air handling 
units deliver air at temperatures below that 
required to satisfy the cooling load of some or 
all spaces within each zone and thus excessive 
amounts of reheat energy is used to maintain comfort 
conditions for the summer hours. 

Chiller efficiency is penalized due to the low 
chilled water temperature which is maintained at all 
times, even though the ambient outdoor air condi
tions would permit operation for long periods of 
time at higher chilled water temperatures when 
cooling loads are light (about 1-1/4% of the 
power requirements for chillers can be saved 
for every degree rise in chilled water temperature). 
The setting of the condenser water controller at 
85°P contributes to high energy consumption, 
since much of the year weather conditions permit 
lower condenser ,vater temperatures which can reduce 
chiller power input. 

While there are light switches in most 
individual rooms (as compared to some buildings 
where there is only one switch per floor) 
a single switch does not permit turning off selected 
fixtures in rooms, laboratories and corridors which 
are unused or where da~light is adequate. In 
addition, the lamps an lighting fixtures in the 
north wing are essentially similar to those in 
the other wings, even though the higher ceiling 
levels in the north wing would permit the installa
tion of more efficient high intensity lamps and 
fixtures. 

the current space utilization and 
dens it contribute to excessive 

energy usage. While the buil ing was originally 
planned for about 160 scientific personnel, an 
average of 80 use the building at anyone time and 
at night and weekends only 5 or 10 are scattered 
throughout the entire building. Because personnel 
are not concentrated in fewer areas to the 
extent possible, it is necessary to light, cool 
and ventilate virtually the entire building even 
when only a portion of it is actually in use. 

By analyzing the basic causes of excess 
energy consumption and then quantifying the energy 
usage as shown on Table I, it becomes quite clear 
which of the many energy conservation options are 
worth analyzing further. The conceptual aspects of 
each opportunity to conserve energy were first 
derived and then the engineering and economic 
feasibility of forty or more specific measures 
were analyzed. 

Conceptually, the measures are summarized in 
the following 10 categories: 

1. Reduce Volume of Outdoor Makeup Air to Reduce 
Energy for Heating, Humidification, Cooling 
and Dehumidification 

Por the main building, install a separate 
multi-speed fan switch for each exhaust air 
fan to reduce capacity when hood functions 
permit. Provide a new automatic damper in 
air supply duct to each laboratory and inter
lock it with exhaust fan operation to reduce 
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room air supply when exhaust requirement:, 
permit. Interlock exhaust fans with inlet 
volume control dampers on each air handling 
unit to reduce total quantity of air supplied 
to the zone. Shut off unneeded exhaust fans 
serving rooms without exhaus t hoods and 
rebalance air supply accordingly. 

Provide a new return air system for the north 
wing. Por the seminar wing reduce the volume 
of outdoor air supplied during occupied 
periods by dampering off the seminar room 
and shut off completely during unoccupied 
periods. 

A return air system for the other seven 
air handling units was investigated but has 
been rejected and is not recommended because 
of the danger of cross-contamination in 
building spaces. 

2. Lower Thermostat Settings in Winter to Reduce 
Heating Energy 

Lower the thermostat setting to 68°P during 
occupied periods and install an automatic 
nightset-back system to lower indoor tempera
tures to 55°p during unoccupied periods in 
laboratories, shops and rooms. 

3. Reduce the Humidification Load in the Winter 

Deactivate winter dew point control of each 
air handling unit. Install one room humidistat 
in corridors to control steam humidifiers in 
each air handling unit. Set to maintain 30% 
R.H. Install room humidifiers in computer 
rooms where higher relative humidity is 
required. 

4. Reduce .Energy for Reheat in the Summer 

In addition to reducing air flow, install 
automatic controls to raise summer supply air 
temperatures and to turn off reheat in non
critical rooms during unoccupied periods. 
A reset switch on room thermostat can override 
in special areas requiring closer temperature 
control. Use rejected heat from chiller 
condensers for reheat. 

5. Reduce the Energy Required for Chillers 
and Auxiliaries 

In addition to reducing air flow and 
changing thermostat settings, do the 
following: 

Adjust and repair chillers to improve 
efficiency. 

- Provide enthalpy controller to raise 
chilled water temperature for periods 
when outdoor enthalpy is lower. 

- Provide chilled control valves on 
all chilled water coils to permit 
individual zone control as needed. 
Provide separate packaged air conditioner 
for rooms with computers, and/or high 
internal heat gain so that the existing 
air handling system can be operated 
in a more energy-conserving manner 



6. 

7. 

S. 

to serve the other spaces within the 
zone. 

- If rejected heat from chiller condenser 
is not used, reset condenser water control 
to permit lowering condensing tempera~ures 
to 70 0 P when ambient conditions permit. 

- Add reflective coatings to south facade 
glazing. 

Recover the Energy Lost through Exhaust 
Air to Reduce Heating and Cooling Loads 

In addition to reducing air volume and 
changing thermostat settings, provide 
a run-around coil system to recover 
energy from the exhaust system and transfer 
it to the ma~eup air supply. This is 
recommended. 

- Providing an attachment to each exhaust 
hood and modifying ductwork, air 
handling units, control and room terminal 
cooling devices to permit direct air 
supply to exhaust hoods was considered. 

- This system would supply 70% of hood 
air requirements directly with the balance 
coming from the room. Air would be 
tempered to 60 0 P during the occupied hours 
in winter and SOop during unoccupied hours, 
and would be cooled only if outdoor 
temperature rose above SOop. 

- This measure was investigated and the costs 
estimated. It was not recommended because 
of excessive costs, interference with 
existing laboratory operation and 
unsatisfactory cost/benefits ratio 
(payback period would be more than 20 
years. ) 

Reduce Energy Required to Offset Building 
Conductive Heat Loss and Heat Gain, and 
Solar Heat Gain 

Add another pane of glass to single glazed 
windows. Add new insulation during 
re-roofing. These measures have long 
payback periods and are recommended when and 
if fuel cost increases are double the 
construction cost increases compared to 
present values. 

Add reflective coating to reduce heat 
gain through south, east and west 
facing windows. This measure will be 
effective if reheat system controls are 
changed according to earlier recommendations. 

Reduce Energy Consumption for Domestic 
Water Heating 

The amount of energy to generate hot 
water used for domestic and process 
purposes is small compared to energy used 
for heating and cooling. However, the 
measures to reduce hot water energy 
consumption are also relatively inexpensive. 
They include re-insulating storage tank, 
condensate receivers and piping (for 
heating as well); and using condensate 
to preheat hot water. 

9. 

10. 

Reduce Heat Losses from Piping and Ducts 

The distribution system losses are small 
compared to energy used to meet heating 
and cooling loads, but not insignificant. 
Reduce these loads by adding insulation to 
steam and hot water piping where they run 
through the basement or service chases. 

Reduce Energy Consumption for Lighting 
and Power 

Although lighting levels have already been 
reduced and power saved by removing some 
lamps and disconnecting ballasts, additional 
opportunities to reduce energy consumption 
exist: 

- Relamp 40 watt fluorescent fixtures with 
34 watt lamps. 

- Remove lamps and shut off lights in 
selected areas. 

- Provide task or desk lighting and 
utilize natural illumination. 

- Provide additional switching to turn off 
lights when not needed. 

- Replace incandescent lamps with 
fluorescent fixtures in high ceilinged 
areas (north wing) and replace with low 
pressure sodium lamps. 

- Replace existing motors with higher 
efficiency motors. 

Specific energy conservation measures 
were analyzed in detail, taking into account 
initial costs, energy savings, operating costs, 
space requirements, noise during construction and 
other influences in the continuity of the 
building program. 

More than SO% of the annual thermal energy 
and 30% of the annual electrical energy presently 
consumed can be saved by a comprehensive energy 
conservation program. At current energy prices 
this would a~ount to $lSO,OOO per year savings 
for an initial investment of approximately 
$600,000 including engineering fees,. providing 
an overall payback of slightly over three 
years. 

The measures which are most feasible are 
shown in Table 2 below with a brief description 
of the measure, the annual energy savings, dollar 
savings, initial cost and payback period to 
permit management to implement the conservation 
program in accordance with available funding and 
policy. 

Table 3 is a tabulation of the energy 
requirements for each system based on full 
implementation of the measures outlined above. 

The energy management program also included 
recommendations for a number of lneasures and 
procedures which were not quantified as 
follows: 

G Relocate personnel into selected wings 
and shut down unused portions of the 
building. 
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Table 2. Breakdown of present energy consumption in Chemistry #555 

KWH x 10 3 BTU x 10 6 
Occup. Unoccu!2' OccuR' Unocc. 

l. Lighting 275 131 
2. S~;pply Pans 385 587 
3. L"b. & Rm. Exh. Fans 287 453 
4. Propeller Exh. Fans 26 
5. C:,illcrs 790 1025 
6. Chilled "Iater Pumps 12 42 
7 • Cr)ndenser \'hltcr Pumps 84 84 
8. Cooling To\vcr Fans 50 42 
9. Condensate Ret. Pumps 18 26 

10. lio L: l'lil tor eire.Pumps 29 71 
11. [,;j.se" Equipment 112 
12. I.,')) • Equipment 1271 

13. Pr~:;heat Load - vlin ter 3008 9222 
14. 'l'erra:ll1r11 HCcJ.ting Load 6962 17140 
15. T;:'o.nsmission - vHnter 1336 4309 
16. S '-":', ]. a :c Gains - ltlinter -725 -308 
17, Internal Gilins - \'1inter --1583 -1829 
18. l:\l;;lidif ica tion - vlinter 2513 6263 
19. l<J:~hcu t Load - Summer 4013 7765 
20. SCjlar Cuins - S\.1111.:[;01:' -547 -262 
2L .t:;-, :.:c:cnnl CClins -~ .. : lJ.ltlI1ter -12tl9 -1371 
22. :')r_~~nc~stic 1io: Water 208 
i3. P.iping Losses 690 1628 

Total 3369 2461 14651 42557 

NOTE: 1\11 figures are at the building bounclary. 

Table 3. Energy conservation measures analyzed and the results 

No.me 
I~~EDIATE PAYBACK 

Lower room thermos tilt set
tings to 68 0 or lower in 
wint{~r Q 

Tur.n off main lights in 
basement and mezzanine 
rnechunical rooms--use 
eme~gency lighting 
circuit only. 

Turn off all service chase, 
corridor ilnd lobby light
ing iliter 10 PM. 

Remove 50% of Lamps in 
Rooms 212, 211,)ln, 115, 
1158, 112, III and IlIA. 

Switch off unneeded 
transfoy';11C;::'S <) 

Annual Energy 
Savi_ngs. 

6218 x 10 6 BTU 

1\nnua1 
JollaI' 
Savings 

$17,290. 

$ 220. 

$ 1,330. 

$ 347. 

$ 800. 

$19,987. 

OccuE' 

7370 
10318 

7692 
697 

21172 
1126 
22 ':; 2 
1340 

482 
777 

3002 
34063 

8:<62 
19354 

3714 
-2015 
~4415 

7070 
11156 
-1521 
-3472 

578 
1918 ---

131020 

Initial 
Cost 

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

Dollars 
Unocc. T9tal 

3511 $10881 
15732 26050 
12110 19832 

697 
27470 486';2 

1126 2252 
2252 ,1504 
1126 2466 

697 1179 
1903 2620 

3002 
3·1063 

25637 33999 
47649 67003 
11979 15693 

-856 -2871 
-5085 -9500 
171,11 2 't i181 
21587 327,; 3 

-728 -22~9 

-3811 -7283 
578 

~S26 G'; 4 I~ 

18066 $315286 

Payback 
Per.:l:02! 

Immediate 

Immediate 

Immediate 

Imrnediate 

Immediate 



Table 3. (continued) 

Name 
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A:mual EneX'·gy': 
~p,ving~ -

Instil.11 neH hUr:1idist2.ts i~ 3878 x 10 6 BTU 
oach z.:)!',e {:o control stA."IT'l (-) 41 x 10 3 Ki-rd 
-'h't)lnidifi.ers in each air hD.ndl--
lnCj 'unit; set to r::aintain 30% 
ILl!. or lower in ,,'inte:;::; 
inst:a~,l rOOD h\).:i\idifie~cs J.S 

Adjust and repair chillers 
to improve efficiency. 

Turn off toilet room lights 
when the room is unoccupied; 
add pilot light switches. 

Replacement motors should 
havn high efficiency 
ratings. 

Sub-Total 0-1 Yr. Payback 

Sub-Tot.u.l Less than ]. Yr. 

YEARS 

199 :x: 10 3 KWH 

644xl0 3Kv7H + 
3878 x 10 6 BTU 

76/,xl0 3K'i1H + 
10096 :K 106 BTU 

14,814 Install a new central con
trol system to: A. set back 
winter tC;1\pc:;::aturcs to 55° 
curiwJ unoccupied periods i B. 
ril.isc sum:ncr supply il.ir 
tC';;ii)Cr 0 t t; :(0 S ().l)c! ch.i 11 or 

x 10 6 BfT''' ~" 
10 3 

'.':0, tCl_' tCL~pcrCJ. t urcs dur.ir~; 

periods of lisht lOClds;and C. 
turn 0[[ reheat in summer 
during unoccupied hours in 
non-critical areas. 

Modify air handler K-9 and 
its controls to allow shut
off during unoccupied 
?or· lods. 

no x KhH 

317 :;.: 10 6 BTU 
21 x. 1 0 3 K,y':>{ 

Use reject chiller heat for 2,396 x 10 6 BTU 
rencut in su,;;,mer. 

Add additional insula- 231 :x: 10 6 BTU 
tioD to 700 gal. storage 
tank and.booster heater. 

Re1amp fluorescent fix
tures with 34 Watt lamps. 

SUBTOTAL 
1-3 yr. P2.~'l:;acl: 269xl0 3 lu·m + 17.758 x 10 6 B':'U 
Less them 3 yr. 1033xl0 3 l~ViH + 27,854 x 10 6 BTU 

Annual 
Dollar 
Si1vings 

$ 9,700. 

$12,800. 

$ 214. 

.$ 5,300, 

$28,014. 

$48,OOl. 

$47,000. 

$ 1,444. 

$ 6,660. 

$ . 642. 

$ 750. 

$56,496. 
$104,497 

Initial 
Cost 

$ 7,160. 

$ 6,000. 

$ 160. 

$ 2,180, 

$15,500. 

$15,500. 

$124,900. 

$ 4,000. 

$ 14,200. 

$ 1,600. 

$ 1,600. 

$146,300. 

$161,800 

Payb21.ck 
Period 

0,7 years 

0.5 years 

0.8 years 

0.5 years 

2.7 years 

2.8 years 

2.1 years 

2.5 years 

2.1 :years 



Table 3. (continued) 

Name 

3 - 5 YEARS 
For eoch lab, install an 
individual 3 position ex
hauit 1an s~it~h and supply 
duct control dampers; add 
controls to vary air hand
ling unit ~":l1:!pJy tl,ir r2tc 
to m.::<tch cxlwust ;:lir rate. 

Add a return air system 
with cconomizc.r cycle 
for north wing. 

Usc steam condensate to 
preheat hot water. 

SUBTOTAL 

3-5 yr. Payback 72t,XIO; Km1 + 
Less thun 5 yr; 1757>::10 KWH + 

5 - 10 YE1\T,S 

Add a run-around coil 
system to recover heat 
from exhaust air and 
preheat incoming outside 
alr. 

Re-insulate stea~ piping 
and heating water piping; 
insulate condensate sys
tem in basement. 

Add insulation to piping 
in basement and service 
ChClSCS. 

J~~rease usage of natural 
li<;llt by relocilting 
desks in perimeter areas; 
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Annual Energ:.:, 
Savin~ 

9,764 x 10 6 BTU 
565 x l'J3 KWH 

2,388 x 10 6 BTU 
159 x 10 3 KI'i'H 

190 x 10 6 BTU 

12,342 :x: 10 6 BTU 
40,196 x 10

6 
BTU 

4,952 x 10 6 BTU 

966 :x: 10 6 BTU 

117 x 10 6 BTU 

add new switches in library 
and task lights to lab 
offices where required. 

r~stall photocell controls 
to shut off lic;hts in cast, 
\<lC'st and main stairs during 

SUBTOTAL 

.3-10 Yr. P"yb(:lc)<- 7G-><:10 3 I<1ti!l -{- 6035 x lOG BTU 
Less ·them 10 yr .1833xl0 3 1\1r1!I +46231 x 10 6 BTn 

1 - 20 YEAHS 
Add an additional pane of 
9 luss to dll sillyle 
9 1 i.1 z cd VI indO\-ls .. 

132 x 10 6 BTU 

Annual 
Dollar 
Savrngs 

$42,300, 

$10,900. 

Initial 
Cost 

$151,700. 

$ 34,700. 

$ 528. $ 2,587. 

$53,728. 
$158,225. 

$188,987. 
$350,787. 

$15 1 200. $111,230. 

$ 2,690. 

$ 325. 

$ 480. 

$ 14·0. 

$18,835. 
$J.77 ,060. 

$ 367. 

$ 15,807. 

$ 1,948. 

$ 4,500. 

$ 1,200. 

$134,635. 
$485,472. 

$ 5,720. 

Payback 
Period 

3,6 years 

3.2 years 

4.8 years 

7,3 years 

6.5 years 

6.0 years 

9.4 years 

8.64 years 

16 years 
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Table 3. (continued) 

Name 

Add additional roof insula
tion during reroofing, 
except under fan loft. 

Replace incandescent fix
tures in rooms 30~ and 306A 
withfluorcscenb fixtures. 

SUBTOTAL 

~) 'Ji "'" 
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Annual Ener9::l 
Savin9:,s 

740 x 10 6 BTU 

3 x 10 3 KWH 

3 6 10-20 yr. Payback 3 x!O KWH + 10 BTU 6 
Less than 20 yr. 1386xlO KWH + 47107 x 10 BTU 

" 

Annual 
Dollar 
Savin9:s 

$ 2,057. 

$ 79. 

$ 2,503. 
179,563 

Initial 
Cost 

$ 41,360. 

$ 48,405. 
533,877 

Payback 
Period 

20 ye-ars 

16.8 years 

Table 4. BNL CHEM. BLDG. Consumption after all energy conservation measures are implemented 

KWH X 10 3 
Occup, Unaee. 

1- Lighting 180 71 
2. Su?ply Fans 358 491 
3. LabG & run. Exhe Fans ~93 294 
4, Propeller Exh. Fans 26 
5. Chillers 308 258 
6. Chilled Water Pumps 39 39 
oJ • Condonser I'later Pumps 78 78 
8. ('l ." 

~ooJ.lng To',;rer Fans 46 37 
9. Condensate Ret. Purnps 18 26 

10. !lot. Water Cire. Pumps 27 66 
11. Ki.sc. Equipment 104 
12. I1D.D., ~. '" Lqulpmen'L. 1271 

13. Prl:;heat Load - Wi"ter 
H. Terminal lIenting Load 
15. Tri'msmission - lVinter 
1 r 
.;.0. Sol.()r Go.ins - ltJinter 
17. l;-)t:.ernal Gi1ins-~~inter 
18. llu:[lidi f iea t ion -vi in ter 13 28 
19. R::hcilt Load - Summer 
20. Solar Gains -Summer 
2' ~ . L1 t.ernal Gilins-Surn;ner 
22. DO;1\cstic liot ~'later 
23. Piping Losses 

Tot.al 2661 1388 

ECM-L&?-9 When motors burn oute replace 

Ij SeleCt all replacement and new laboratory 
equipment for lowest power requirements 
for the required function. 

@ Concentrate existing and new computer 
equipment in only one or two air handling 
unit zones to reduce the environmental 
requirements of the non-computer areas. 

BTU x10 6 Dollars 
Qceup. 

8 
3512 

826 
-725 

-1588 
892 

310 

3235 

with new 

Unoec. Oecuj2. Unoec. Total 

4824 1903 $ 6727 
9594 13159 22753 
5172 7879 13051 

697 697 
8254 6914 15168 
1045 1045 2090 
2090 2090 4180 
1233 992 2225 

482 697 1179 
724 1769 2493 

2787 2787 
34063 3<:063 

1505 22 4184 4206 
4476 9763 124<'13 22206 
1444 2296 4014 6310 

- 308 -2015 - 856 -2871 
-1829 -4415 -5085 -9500 

1147 2480 3189 5699 

'712 862 1979 284 t 
7147 79958 56316 $1362.74 

high efficiency motors. 

@ Provide enclosure, with unit conditioning 
equipment, around existing computers. 

~ Provide self-contained air conditioning 
units on existing computer equipment and 
purchase any new computer equipment with 
integral coolings, humidification and 
heating unit. 



iI Provide a new steam meter and domestic 
hot water meter to record usage and to 
provide data for monitoring energy usage 
in a continuing energy management program. 

• Promulgate a log book arranged to tabulate 
energy usage and power demands on a 
daily, weekly and monthly basis, as 
appropriate, to monitor consumption as 
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it relates to building and equipment usage. 
A continuous record will rapidly disclose 
major changes in energy use so that 
conditions can be evaluated to determine 
whether or not such changes are caused 
by wasteful practices or operation, or 
due to new loads. An opportunity then 
exists to correct wasteful conditions 
and determine if the new loads are 
actually necessary, or can be reduced. 
The energy management program should 
include complete operation and maintenance 
instructions for the building and for all 
mechanical and electrical sub-systems 
and components. 

® Replace motors on each air handling unit 
with 4-speed motors and switches ,ihen 
they wear out. 

il Consider solar energy for preheating 
outdoor air when solar collectors are 
reduced in price to $5/square foot 
and each square foot can produce 
220,000 Btu/year at useful fluid 
temperatures. 

il All controls should be selected for 
compatibility with a future facility-wide 
central control system to be developed 
under the 5-year plan. 

• Seal all building leaks which permit 
infil tration through the structure. 
Conduct a gas test, for infiltration, to 
locate cracks and leaks. 

® Provide reflective shade below skylight 
to control heat gain in summer. 

t) Check all ductwork for leakage an.d seal 
joints where leaks are found. 

il Reduce impeller size of pumps where a 
permanent reduction in capacity results 
from reduction of loads. 

• If chillers. are replaced, purchase new 
units with double bundle condensers to 
permi t operation in heat pump mode. 

il Use portable air cooled a/c units for 
supplementary space cooling in selected 
areas where conditions permit operating 
the central equipment at higher chilled 
water and supply air temperatures for 
the majority of the spaces. 

t) If new preheat coils are not installed 
as part of the run-around coil system, 
install an additional heating control 
valve on the 2-bank steam heating coil 

assemblies of each air handling unit 
to correct overheating which currently 
occurs. 

il When purchasing new furniture, consider 
furniture mounted lighting systems to 
permit individual control of task 
lighting. 

* Provide water treatment for chilled 
water circuits j maintain present 
condenser water loop treatment. 

• Check all room air conditioners, lab 
refrigerators w1d experimental chillers 
for clogged condenser coils, dirty 
filters and proper functioning of 
temperature controls. 

Reduce Peak Demands 

The major opportunity to reduce peak demands in 
this building occurs by implementation of the 
measures designed to save energy. Examples include 
relamping with 34 watt fluorescent tubes and 
improving chiller efficiency. Since the building 
has a fairly steady peak load from 9: 00 a. m. to 
5: 00 p. m., it is not feasible to shut off supply 
or exhaust fans or chillers to cut peru( loads, 
without interrupting lab environmental conditions 
for an extended period of time. Some peak load 
reductions can be obtained though, by scheduling 
experiments involving electrical equipment with a 
large power draw, at night or during weekends in 
the summer (building peak load occurs in the 
summer). 

GENERIC VALUE OF THE BNL METHODOLOGY 

The potential savings in annual energy 
usage and peak load reduction for the Brookhaven 
Chemistry Building is by no means unique and many 
buildings have already been retrofitted for energy 
conservation (though too few so far to make a 
major impact on national energy use) and a 25 to 
50% reduction in energy usage has been realized or 
projected. 

The lessons learned and the methodologies 
employed in energy management projects for existing 
buildings, and the major leap forward in energy 
conscious design for the GSA energy conservation 
demonstration project in Manchester, N.H. 
scheduled to open this fall (50-60% reduction in 
energy consumption compared to the then-current 
design practices of 1974) has already stimulated 
similar efforts for many other new buildings 
throughout the country. IAJhen Dubin-Bloome 
Associates recommended to GSA (and accepted by 
that agency) than an energy budget of 55,000 Btus 
per square foot per year be targeted for office 
buildings, the response was frankly skeptical. 
However, architects and engineers have been able 
to meet and better that figure for all new GSA 
buildings and for hundreds of private buildings 
without unduly raising the first cost of the 
project. 

We have set energy budgets below 55,000 Btus 
per square foot per year and are achieving 



these goals in many new building projects including 
a school in Spokane, Washington; a program 
development center and an environmental laboratory 
for Argonne National Laboratories; an administra
tive and laboratory building in Millbrook, N.Y. for 
the Cary Arboretum of the New York Botanical 
Gardens; office buildings in St. Paul, Minnesota 
for 3M Corporation; and other buildings in widely 
dispersed geographical areas in the United States. 

Frequently the added costs for extra insula" 
tion, multiple glazing, heat recovery equipment, 
and other load reducing measures result in suffi
cient savings in the smaller heating and air condi"' 
tioning installation to offset those added initial 
costs. In many cases, especially in task lighting 
systems and variable air volume systems, the 
installation costs of these more efficient systems 
are lower than more energy intensive systems. 

It is important to realize that the order-of
magnitude of these savings in energy in the new 
and existing buildings can be done with readily 
available off-the-shelf hardware, equipment, and 
systems ~ with thoughtful, discriminating, innova" 
tive design. 

Designs which utilize existing systems and 
equipment in combinations do enhance the pedor" 
mance of each of the separate old familiar parts. 
There is also a need to develop new technologies, 
new equipment and systems which will reduce the 
initial costs, and improve thermal and power 
performance. 

If we develop hardware and systems which 
move energy from one level to another, rather 
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than simply input new energy even in an efficient 
manner, the potential for additional conservation 
can be doubled again. First let us utilize 
existing equipment more efficiently to save energy 
to the greatest extent possible in context and 
of the first law of thermodynamics under which we 
largely operate today. But then, new develop
ments ~ and we must start now in R&D and produc
tion~ to save energy under the second law of 
thermodynamics can increase the efficiency of 
energy usage from 10 -15% (estimate efficiency today 
under the second law of thermodynamics) to 25 to 
30% - a realizable potential. 

As a start, then, where applicable, consider 
utilizing the following which are state-of-the 
art and keep in mind that many mechanical/electrical 
systems and building practices generally considered 
to be new are only adaptations of systems that have 
been in use for many years and use readily avail
able equipment. For example, thermal mass in the 
building envelope was not invented just to reduce 
heating and cooling requirements; adobe buildings 
have been built for centuries. heat 
exchangers in refrigeration units for heating 
domestic water, at first glance a new development, 
have been used for years in industrial applications. 
And "new" solar heat collectors are really adapta
tions ~ and minor ones at that - of systems used 
in ancient times. Many systems, apparently new, 
were widely employed at an earlier time in our 
country's development but were abandoned and often 
forgotten because fllels were inexpensive and 
abundant. 

The potential for saving energy is much 
greater when existing building materials and 
mechanical/electrical equipment are employed 
synergistically rather than developing brand new 
hardware and systems from scratch. Time, effort 
and resources are better spent in using the old 
and, in some cases, the forgotten, rather than in 
developing completely new products at this time, 
although there is also a need for equipment with 
lower costs and higher performance. 

Some of the "new" effective ideas employed 
to reduce energy consumption in buildings, but 
not yet widely used, are listed below. 

Increase the seasonal efficiency of oil-fired 
boiler plants (by as much as 20%). 

~ Use an oil additive to provide better 
combustion. 

~ Introduce water vapor into the oil before 
combustion. The water particles explode 
when heated, and help break up the oil 
molecules, resulting in more complete 
combustion. 

@ Use automatic viscosity controllers on 
fuel oil systems to attain the best 
combustion atomization. This also permits 
a flexibility of mixing and using "my grade 
of fuel oil, either distillate or residual. 

(j9 Recover heat from stack gases with an econo
mizer or use a:n air'-to-air heat exchanger 
or heat pipe to preheat combustion air 
and makeup feed. 

@ Use a solar energy collector to preheat 
heavy oil. The oil storage tank serves as 
the energy storage system. 

@ Use sealed combustion chambers. 

@ Investigate fluidized-bed combustion 
boilers. 

@ Provide maximum bJrner turndown ratio for 
light loads. 

~ Provide an automatic control to "follow 
the load" and pennit operation at higher 
chilled-'water temperature. Most systems 
need minimum chilled water temperatures 
less than 5 percent of the time. Most of 
the time, average chilled"water temperature 
can be 4° to 8°F higher than that needed 
for peak requirements. Raising the 
cooling thenllostat setting from 72° to 78°F 

raising chilled"water temperatures 
and could resu1t in a 30 percent energy 
savings in a 750 equivalent full load area. 
Efficiency increases 1-1/2 to 2 percent 
for each 1°F rise in chilled "water 
temperature. and increases about 1-1/ 2 
percent for each 1°F reduction in condensing 
temperature. 

@ Reduce condensor water temperature with 
flow control, or use variable-pitch blades 
OIl the cooling tower, or both. Automatic 



control that senses condensing temperatures, 
outside wet-bulb temperatures and load 
provides immediate control adjustment 
without delay. 

• Pipe two or more chillers with properly 
designed evaporators to reduce frictional 
losses, in series rather than in parallel. 
The average suction temperature of the 
compressors will be higher. 

~ Use blow-through built-up air handling 
units, field-assembled if necessary, to 
permit chiller operation at higher suction 
temperatures. 

• Use chilled water storage and operate the 
chillers at night, storing chilled water 
for use during the day, whenever outdoor 
wet-bulb conditions are low enough to 
reduce energy requirements by operating 
refrigeration units at lower condensing 
temperatures. Chilled water storage also 
reduces peak loads during the day and can 
result in substantial cost savings through 
lower demand. 

~ Consider using solar energy for absorption 
cooling or for regenerating a desiccant in 
a dehumidifying system, or both. In some 
areas, conventional flat-plate collectors 
with selective surface and reflectors can 
provide water hot enough to operate 
absorption units. Evacuated-glass tubular 
collectors can be used in place of the 
conventional flat-plate collector. The 
evacuated collector can provide fluid 
temperatures from 240° to 300°F at a 
collector efficiency close to 50 percent 
and is suited to operate absorption refrig
eration units or Rankine Cycle engines. 
The cost per sq ft is higher than that 
for flat-plate collectors, but fewer 
sq ft are required because of the high 
efficiency of the units. 

It must be emphasized that the use of solar 
energy for space heating, domestic hot water 
heating, and cooling, using absorption refrigera
tion or a desiccant to reduce relative humidity, 
is practical now with today's solar collectors 
and storage systems. About 50 manufacturers 
offer various flat-plate collector designs. The 
most interesting new development is the evacuated
glass tubular collector. 

• Evaporative cooling is used in arid areas 
of the country, primarily for residences. 
But there is a much wider range of applica
tion possible. Some air handling units 
have both cooling coils and sprays, which 
permit the operation of evaporative 
cooling without refrigeration for a sub
stantial number of hours (savings in 
horsepower) or refrigeration alone (for 
fewer hours) when outdoor wet-bUlb 
temperature is excessive. In many cases, 
by installing a desiccant to lower the 
relative humidity, it will be economical to 
operate the evaporative cooling unit for 
the entire cooling season. Solar heat or 
waste heat from the building or processes 
can be used to regenerate the desiccant 
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to operate newer style absorption units 
(180°F generator temperature). 

~ Consider the installation of enthalpy 
controllers, as well as an economizer 
cycle control, to reduce the energy 
required for air conditioning 20 to 80 
percent depending on ambient outdoor 
seasonal wet-bUlb conditions. Each 
installation must be evaluated individually 
to determine the cost/benefits relationship. 
Wet-bulb cooling degree hours rather than 
cooling degree days should be used. 

~ For large installations, consider piggyback 
steam-driven centrifugal refrigeration 
units working in combination with absorp
tion refrigeration units instead of direct 
electric-drive units. The steam-driven 
chiller, in combination with a double
effect absorption chiller using extracted 
steam for the heat source, can provide a 
ton of refrigeration with less than 9 lb 
of steam under some conditions. A single
effect standard absorption unit alone 
requires about 18 lb of steam/ton of 
refrigeration, and the newer double-effect 
high-pressure absorption units need about 
13 lb of steam/hr. The piggyback system 
uses no more raw source energy than 
electric-drive units and can reduce 
electricity demand charges significantly. 
In one industrial project, for example, 
we calculated the savings to be more than 
a million dollars a year. 

Recover Low-Grade Waste Heat 

• Heating and/or cooling and dehumidifying 
outdoor air introduced into a building 
for ventilation or as makeup air for 
exhaust systems accounts for 20 to 80 
percent of the heating or cooling load in 
nonresidential structures. After reducing 
the volume of makeup air, consider measures 
to recover energy from exhaust air or from 
other processes and transfer it to the out
door-air intake stream. At the 3M plant 
in St. Paul, savings of 33,048 gal of oil 
a year and 1,700 ton-days of cooling were 
realized by filtering and recirculating 
17,000 cfm of exhaust air through charcoal 
filters instead of exhausting it to the 
outdoors. For a one-time investment of 
$12,000, the company saved $11,700 the 
first year of operation, and the savings 
will increase as fuel prices rise. 
The system is applicable to commercial 
buildings as well as industrial processes. 

~ Consider all opportunities to recover waste 
heat (or cooling) by using runaround coil 
systems, thermal wheels for sensible and/or 
latent heat recovery, heat pipes or, even, 
heat pumps. Just 1,000 cfm of outdoor 
air requires the equivalent of 200 gal of 
oil a year for heating every 1,000 degree 
days, or up to 1,600 gal of oil a year in 
an 8,000-degree-day zone. Heat recovery 
units are 50 to 80 percent efficient, and 
their use has the effect of reducing tne 
heat required for tempering outdoor air 



by the same percentages. In a 3M building, 
a runaround glycol system is used to 
transfer energy from one exhaust process to 
outdoor makeup air. The 85,000-cfm system 
cost $20,000 and shows savings of $63,000 
a year for heating and cooling. 

@ The heat pump, similar to the latent-heat
transfer wheel, should be considered 
because it transfers latent heat as well 
as sensible heat. 

@ It is often feasible to provide uncooled or 
slightly tempered air to direct-supply 
hoods (auxiliary air hoods) and save energy 
for both heating and cooling. To be effec
tive and protect workers from fumes, hoods 
must be carefully designed with supply 
air entering from top and sides. Direct
air makeup hoods are available and should 
be considered for new installations. For 
existing installations an attachment is 
available which can be fitted to hoods to 
convert them for auxiliary direct makeup 
air. 

@ There are opportunities to recover waste 
heat or, in the case of refrigeration units, 
heat from hot gas. A hot gas heat exchanger 
in the 3-ton heat pump circuit provides 
virtually all the domestic hot water the 
year round, saving some 4,250 kWh and 
50 million Btu of raw energy a year. 

,,) 
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Prime candidates for such systems are hotels, 
hospitals, laundries and industrial plants 
with large service or domestic hot water 
requirements,coupled with large air condi
tioning or heat pump systems. 

Consider Heat Pipes 

@ A novel system uses a heat pipe to provide 
evaporative cooling without raising indoor 
humidity. Extending the heat pipe through 
the roof, wetting the surface of the pipe 
and blowing exhaust air from the building 
over it causes a cooling effect at the end 
of the pipe that protrudes into the building. 
Air circulated over the heat pipe in the 
building is then cooled. 

* Heat pipes can also be used to transfer 
heat from a boiler stack to a space to be 
heated or to make up combustion air. A 
sound boiler, though old and inefficient, 
can be kept in service without penalty 
as long as the stack heat is recovered. 

Consider Heat Pumps 

The heat pump is becoming the work horse of 
energy conservation. Using heat pumps instead of 
electric resistance heating requires only 1/2 to 
1/3 the electric power. In Some cases, they 
reduce electric consumption by 80 percent, 
depending on the coefficient of performance (COP) 
of the heat pump. COP increases as evaporator 
temperatures rise and condensing temperatures are 
reduced. In small heat pumps, the refrigeration 
circuit flows are reversed when the operating mode 
changes from cooling to heating (a newly announced 
unit does not require a reversing valve). But in 

larger heat pumps, the condenser- and chilled
water flow circuits are reversed, and the COP is 
considerably higher. Double-bundle condensers, 
and in some cases, double-bundle evaporators, are 
of the latter type -- COPs of 5, or slightly 
better, have been attained in some installations. 
Some ways to increase the COP of various heat 
pump systems include: 

* Use well or ground water, if available, 
as a heat source for water-to-water 
heat pumps instead of ambient air for 
air-to-air heat pumps. 

@ Raise the ten~erature of an air-source 
heat pump by using exhaust air from the 
building or processes as a heat source. 
Heat source candidates include waste 
heat from engines, hot water drains, 
flashed steam, condensate, exhaust hoods, 
kitchen equipment and incinerators. When 
the waste heat is either warm air or warm 
gas, it can be mixed with colder outdoor 
air to raise the COP of air-to-air or 
air-to-water heat pumps. When the waste 
heat is liquid, it can be circulated 
through coils in the air-stream of air
source heat pumps, or water-to-water 
heat pumps can use the warm liquid as a 
direct heat source. 

~ In larger sizes, double-bundle condensers 
and evaporators arranged in series with a 
basic chiller (the cascade system) can be 
used to transfer energy from interior areas 
of a building, which may require cooling 
all year, to the perimeter of the building 
where heat is required simultaneously. If 
the perimeter does not require all the 
available heat, excess heat can be stored 
in hot-water tanks. Heat from storage can 
be used for heating at night, during warm
up periods in the morning, or for reheat 
for humidity or zone temperature control. 
Heat pumps can be engine-driven as well 
as electrically powered. Direct engine
driven refrigeration systems must be 
carefully installed to leep vibration to 
a minimum. 

Engine or turbine prime movers can be used in 
other ways. For example, in the General Services 
Administration's energy conservation demonstration 
building in Manchester, N.Ii., the emergency diesel
engine driven generator drives a centrifugal heat 
pump. The waste heat from the engine is recovered 
and used as a heat source for additional absorption 
cooling. The combined cycle is efficient. Since 
the emergency generator serves a dual function, 
capital costs for the entire system were reduced. 
Solar energy will be used to supplement the heat 
from the engine to power the absorption unit. 
In case of engine breakdown, utility power will 
supply the heat pump. 

® Solar-assisted heat pumps can supply as 
much as 85 percent of the yearly energy 
requirements for space heating and domestic 
hot water if the building is designed 
(or retrofitted) to reduce heat loss. 
In all solar heating and cooling installa
tions, it is essential that heating and 



cooling loads first be reduced through 
building design. By reducing heat loss, 
smaller collectors (the most expensive 
item in the system) as well as smaller 
heat pumps can be used. Also, the building 
can be heated with water or air at lower 
s~)ply temperatures without requiring 
excessively large heating coils or air 
quantity. Lower temperatures result in 
higher heat pump COP and higher system 
efficiency, since the supplementary heat 
required is less at extremely low outdoor 
temperatures. The collectors are also more 
efficient at fluid lower temperatures. 

Reduce Lighting Energy 

Design methods have been developed and equip
ment is available to reduce the amount of energy 
used for lighting in buildings by 50% or more 
wi thout sacrificing visual performance or the 
quality of illumination. Methods and equipment 
include: 

@ Selective lighting systems designed to 
provide the correct amount of light for 
each task without overlighting adjacent 
areas where tasks are less demanding. 

@ Multilevel ballasts with integral switches 
are available to vary luminaire output 
from 100 to 20%. Individual lamps in the 
luminaire can be turned on or off at will 
to meet specific task requirements. wben 
tasks are less critical, lower illumina
tion levels can be provided from the same 
luminaire. 

@ Krypton-filled incandescent lamps provide 
8% more lumens/watt than standard lamps. 

\!} Low-pressure-sodium lamps provide four 
times more lumens than fluorescent tubes 
for the same wattage input. Other high
efficiency HID lamps are available in 
smaller lamp sizes for indoor applications. 

e Photocells can be used to turn off selected 
lamps to take maximum advantage of natural 
illumination and to save power needed for 
lighting and air conditioning. Circuiting 
and switches must be designed to accomodate 
the system. 

• Compared to 60-Hz systems, high-frequency 
lighting -- 3,000 Hz or more -- requires 
about 10% less power for the same lumen 
output and extends ballast life. 

e Lighting built into and made integral with 
office furniture can provide sufficient 
nonglare illumination directly on the task. 
At the same time, sufficient background 
lighting is provided to meet acceptable 
contrast limits. Using task lighting 
and other selective lighting arrangements 
means that only 1-1/2 to 2 W/sq ft will 
be needed, compared to the usual 3 to 5 
W/sq ft. 
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Avoid Systems that Simultaneously Heat and Cool the 
Same Space 

• When designed in the conventional manner, 
dual-duct systems, induction units and 
even variable-air-volume systems are 
forms of terminal reheat systems. VAV 
systems, generally more efficient than 
other types of reheat systems, can be 
designed to optimize energy conservation in 
new buildings by using separate air handling 
units for each perimeter zone and one for 
the interior zone. Each unit is equipped 
with a heating and cooling coil, and the 
VAV boxes are arranged to modulate in both 
the heating and cooling modes. Fan speed 
is reduced in accordance with static 
pressure on an inlet restriction with vaned 
inlet control which reflects variable air 
quanti ties. 

@ Where dual-duct systems are required, 
separate air handling units for each 
exposure can virtually eliminate the reheat 
effect. This is accomplished by permitting 
the highest cold-duct temperature and lowest 
hot-duct temperature required by any zone 
rather than the extreme temperatures that 
might be required for one of the five 
zones -- east, west north, south, interior-
if one unit serves all zones. 

• For new buildings, the HVAC system can be 
selected and designed for optimum energy 
conservation -- e.g., VAV with zone air 
handling units. In existing buildings, 
reheat-type systems can be modified and 
provided with operating controls to approach 
the' standard of systems selected for new 
buildings. 

Consider Hinged or Sliding Thermal Barriers that 
Block All Windows at Night. 

These barriers are one of the cost-saving 
measures that can be employed to reduce building 
heat loss in cold climates -- even down to 3,000-
degree-day zones. Thermal barriers used in combi
nation with a double glazing can easily reduce the 
U factor of that portion of the external wall to 
as Im'i as .1, which is better than most opaque 
walls today. 

Consider Central Controls to VDnitor 

Used with or without computers, these controls 
optimize energy conservation in HVAC, lighting and 
power systems. For all buildings or groups of 
buildings of at least 50,000 sq ft, computer 
control is most effective. 

An energy conservation program involving a 
change in the operation of the existing equipment 
was instituted at the Connecticut General Life 
Insurance home office in Bloomfield, Conn., a 
building of approximately a million square feet. 
The system was manually operated for several months 
in order to ascertain the effectiveness of the 
proposed measures. Manual operation, of course, 
delayed the resetting of controls when it would 
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have been desirable to follow the load, but 
indications are that a central control system, 
costing about $300,000, can save enough fuel to 
pay back the initial investment in three years by 
perfonning the control functions more promptly 
than was possible manually. In addition, mainte-· 
nance personnel will be relieved for other duties. 

Consider Total Energy Systems 

These systems are not new, but there are very 
few large installations (10,000 kW or more) in 
operation. Escalating prices for electricity and 
fuel, coupled with diminishing supplies, require 
that a new look at Total Energy systems be made. 

~ If all the combustion turbines now used 
for base loads in New York City's central 
electric geney'ating plants were installed 
in housing projects, industrial plants or 
commercial complexes as Total Energy 
systems with waste heat recovered for 
heating, hot water and air conditioning, 
approximately 220 million gallons of oil 
would be saved every year. 

~ As new communities are built and existing 
cities redeveloped, planning for Total 
Energy by locating facilities that have 
major year-round thermal needs adjacent 
to the generating plant will be cost
effective as well as energy conserving 
(lOW grade heat can be distributed long 
distances without losing its potential 
through piping losses). 

e Some combustion turbines now require only 
11,000 Btu/kWh, equivalent in heat rate 
to some of the best central generator 
plants. The required waste heat is a bonus. 
With proper load balance, attainable through 
design, system efficiencies of 60 to 80% 
could be attained. Topping cycles, 
bottoming cycles and co-generation are 
concepts to be considered for large 
complexes and new communities. 

Consider Wind Energy 

~llny areas of the country have enough poten
tial energy in the winds to supply most electric 
energy requirements for a region. The technology 
is available to build wind generators ranging from 
40 to 1,500 kW. Using wind generators to generate 
electricity that in turn produces hot water for 
heating is more economically feasible than using 
them to generate electricity for end use because 
of the prohibitive cost of storing electric energy 
as compared to storing thermal energy. The 
development of wind systems along with hydrogen 
and fuel cells, however, should be pursued because 
the potential success in developing these tech
nologies is very high. At the same time, the costs 
appear to be competitive with other new electric 
generating processes. Long Island now uses 
13 x 109 kWh/year. In a study by Dubin-Bloome 
Associates and Dr. William Heronemous it was 
determined that energy from on-shore and off-shore 

wind generators in proximity to9Long Island 
could harvest more than 39 x 10 kWh/year. 

The ACES or seasonal storage system concept 
using heat pumps to provide heating in the winter 
and to manufacture ice at the same time for use 
in the summer time for air conditioning can utilize 
existing equipment and produce a high seasonal COP 
with or without solar collectors as a supplement. 
There is one residence in Tennessee and a proposed 
VA hospital installation in Delaware at present. 
The system moves towards the 2nd law of thermo
dynamics. 

ECM-l and EOvl- 2, "Energy Conservation for 
Existing Buildings" prepared for FEA by Dubin- Bloome 
Associates, detail and quantify many of the energy 
conservation opportunities listed above and more. 
These manuals, used as guidelines, can save one 
many hours of research and calculation. They can 
be used by students and designers alike to assist 
in attaining the energy conservation goals and 
standards outlined in ASHRAE 90-75 and the 
emerging national and state standards. 

Many of the following "new" concepts which are 
needed will be recognized as having been around 
for a long time - perhaps only under-utilized 
to date. ' 

We tend to think of new technology in terms 
of standard products not commercially available, 
performance data not fully developed and promulgated, 
or technologies and equipment not fully matured. 
Systems that could conserve energy in these 
categories include: 

e Fluidized-bed boilers. 

e Heat recovery incinerators for large 
buildings. 

e Thermal barriers to prevent heat loss 
through windows in the winter. 

e Packaged coal-fired boilers. 

e High-output lamps, such as high-pressure 
sodium, in small sizes for indoor 
installations. 

e High-temperature solar collectors. 

e Small Rankine Cycle and Stirling Cycle 
engines for commercial use. 

~ Combination solar collectors/heat storage 
units in one package for a single room or 
building. 

• Heat-actuated absorption refrigeration 
units that operate at fu_ll capacity at 
106°F generator temperatures for cooling 
applications using low-grade waste heat 
or solar energy. 

~ ~~ltispeed heat pumps in 10 hp sizes and 
smaller. 

• More efficient heat exchangers to provide 
closer approach temperatures for low-cost 
applications. 



• Packaged blow-through air handling units. 

• Multiperformance materials for walls and 
roofs of buildings, incorporating thermal 
mass and absorptive, reflective and emissiv
ity properties, as required, under 
changing ambient temperature, humidity, 
wind and solar radiation conditions. 

• Glass that changes thermal and light 
transmission characteristics under changing 
ambient environmental conditions. 

• Packaged heating and cooling equipment 
with better insulated casings for outdoor 
installations to save building space and 
cost. 

• Lower cost fuel cells for electricity 
generation with waste heat recovery. 

• Direct-submerged gas- and oil-fired 
combustion units to permit transfer of 
heat from fuel directly into water without 
stack losses. 

~ Turndown-ratio capabilities for small oil 
burners under 2-gph firing rate. 

• Save combustion-control systems to permit 
complete closeoff of smokepipe breaching 
to reduce stack losses between firing 
cycles. 

• Packaged heat exchangers to recover 
energy from hot-water drains for schools, 
hospitals, industrial facilities and 
hotels. 

~ Electricity storage systems to enhance 
wind generator and photo-voltaic cell 
applications for generating electricity. 

• Methods for making cheaper and faster 
energy-use and economic analyses. 
Current methods impose a heavy cash-flow 
burden on the designer or owner who must 
pay these costs. 

" More efficient fractional-hp motors. 

• Less costly Btu meters for monitoring 
energy use in subsystems or mUlti-occupancy 
facilities. 

" Test procedures for determining part-load 
characteristics of mechanical and electrical 
equipment. 

• Light tubes that introduce daylight into 
interior spaces. 

• A total-systems approach manual for load 
management for utility companies to improve 
the effectiveness of existing electrical 
generating and distribution systems and to 
eliminate the need for additional generating 
stations that would otherwise be necessary 
as economic activity increases. 

• Insulation material of thin laminations 
that could be used as shades to draw 
over building windows, greenhouses or 
display windows to reduce heat loss at 
night in the winter. 

• Thermal storage units with phase-changing 
materials to increase capacity and to 
reduce the volume of the storage system. 
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• High-frequency lighting systems with 
static converters at each light fixture to 
eliminate double distribution systems. 

• Packaged desiccant air dryers to reduce 
relative hwnidity and refrigeration loads. 
The desiccant must be rechargeable by 
solar heat or other sources of low-grade 
heat (180°F or lower). 

• Multilevel ballasts operable by wall 
switches to permit changing room illumina
tion levels as tasks change. 

• Low-cost, large wind generators, 1,500 kW 
and larger, for direct electrical power 
generation. 

• A control to monitor air quality and 
operate outside-air dampers or air-regenera
tive devices as needed. 

• Low-cost systems to provide zone control in 
each room of a building to allow selective 
temperature control for heating and cooling. 

• Lower-cost time-of-day metering equipment 
to provide utility company load management. 

" Lower-cost solar cells for direct conversion 
of sunlight to electricity and means for 
capturing the heat generated for heating 
purposes. 

IVhat do we need to more fully utilize all 
of the resources that we do have available? 

New legislation, additional incentives and 
the development of the concept of "economic and 
resources cost/benefits" (energy accounting) are 
essential to encourage the use of even off-the
shelf hardware, to say nothing of providing incen
tives to develop, produce and manufacture new 
products, and induce consumers to utilize them. 

Consider the following software needs, 
which I believe are essential to realizing the full 
potential for energy conservation: 

" Establish an institute of energy conserva
tion, with central headquarters, for coordi
nation, and regional centers in a network. 
The institute could be incorporated in an 
existing Federal agency but be independent 
of both the Administration and Congress 
(except for funding). Its function would 
be to gather and disseminate resource 
information on conservation, promulgate 
conservation guidelines and performance 
standards, sponsor a computer program for 
the public to analyze energy conservation 
measures with costs and benefits quantified 
(and continually updated), store computer 
analyses performed for specific projects 
in a memory bank to provide a base for use 
by practitioners and other functions that 
its governing body (composed of practicing 
engineers, architects, university 
personnel, industry and Federal, state and 
municipal personnel) deem productive. 
The institute and its satellites should be 
located at universities to take advantage 
of their resources and to provide educa
tional opportunities for design professionals, 



students and the public. The institute 
should carry the same weight as ERDA, the 
proposed Solar Energy 'Institute, the Coal 
Resources Board, and other agencies devoted 
to energy supply. 

• There are too few trained personnel to 
provide innovative or even "standard" 
energy conservation systems. Legislation 
should provide grants to universities for 
educational programs to train more students 
to become design professionals in energy 
conservation and for continuing education 
for those design professionals who have not 
yet moved into energy conservation design 
practices. 

• Totally integrated system design is not 
sufficiently developed. The development 
of simple methods of cost/benefits 
analyses is important to serve as a base for 
promulgating and obtaining acceptance for 
energy conservation measures. For example, 
a current investment in equipment that could 
conserve energy in operation and reduce 
operating 'costs must generally show a 
payback in three years or less to be accepted 
by industry -- and then the benefits must 
be definitive and assured before industry 
will make the investment. It will become 
increasingly necessary, however, to 
conserve much more energy than the amount 
accomplished by an investment with a three
year payback period. Incentives are 
necessary to induce industry to devote 
its resources to energy conservation with 
longer payback periods, rather than to 
competitive investments for production 
machinery, land or activities unrelated to 
the company's main business. 

At present, institutional practices do not 
reward conservation efforts or penalize wasteful 
practices. There is little, if any, legislation 
that encourages energy conservation. Obviously, 
price and the marketplace are not enough incentive. 
Legislation is needed to enable the government to 
subsidize and guarantee low-cost (2 to 3 percent) 
and long-life (40-year) loans by financial institu
tions for energy conservation designs and systems 
that entail initial costs which cannot be amortized 
within four years by savings in energy costs. 

• Promote legislation establishing energy 
budgets for all buildings so that the 
end-goal of saving natural non-replaceable 
resources can be established. Such legis
lation requires the necessary appropriations 
to develop the proper energy budgets. 
This can be done by analyzing current 
energy usage in buildings, by computer 
analyses of building materials and 
configurations in separate climatic 
zones, and in combination with alternative 
mechanical and electrical systems. 

• Legislation should be passed granting 
industry tax credits and writeoffs for 
using energy conservation systems and equip
ment. These credits could start after any 
company shows a 15 percent reduction in 
energy use. A precedent for such a measure 
is the 7-1/2 percent tax credit for 
industrial expansion. 

• Funding is needed to help identify physio
logical needs in relation to indoor climate 
so that design standards and conditions 
relevant to building occupants can be 
established. Funds are needed to 
promulgate a set of energy conservation 
design manuals similar to those developed 
by the govelnment years ago for fall-out 
shelters and to support industry's research 
and product development where there is 
now only a long-term payback in sight. 

• A meaningful national energy policy must 
be delineated so that all sectors will 
understand the framework within which efforts 
are to be made to reduce the gap between 
domestic supply and demand. 

• A large-scale energy audit to determine 
exactly what systems and subsystems in 
building, industry and transportation now 
use energy is needed. There is no 
common reporting form to monitor and 
process the data to be collected. Energy 
use forms with sufficient building data 
should be considered for the next U.S. 
census. It appears that this would be 
the most efficient way to collect data 
needed to build a conservation program 
from the existing base. A questionnaire 
with each monthly utility bill would be 
effective. 

• There must be a wide dissemination of 
design techniques, hardware, equipment, 
and materials that are now available for 
energy conservation in buildings. 

• A government-sponsored insurance program 
to back up manufacturers' warranties is 
needed. 

• A rigorous research-and-development program 
with joint participation by government 
and industry should be developed. It shoUld 
aim at furthering cost-effective, energy
conserving equipment and systems that take 
full advantage of the scientific principles 
that are well knOlm but not yet infused 
into engineering and commercial practice. 

• An extensive research-and-development 
program (including large-scale demonstra
tion projects in all regions of the country) 
is needed to gather and disseminate 
information about the generation of elec
tricity with solar and wind energy. These 
technologies can be brought on-line within 
the next 10 years in sufficient strength 
to significantly reduce the drain on our 
natural resources. 

• The Federal government shOUld undertake 
a massive retrofit program on all 
buildings in every department -- military 
and non-military -- to reduce energy 
consumption and create a ready market for 
existing and new products to enhance and 
accelerate energy conservation design 
products, systems and knowledge. A 
similar program to utilize solar energy 
for space heating, hot, cooling and 
processes in government buildings --
new and existing -- where appropriate -
would move our fledgling solar energy 
industry ahead by a giant step. 



ENERGY CONSERVATION RESEARCH: OBJECTIVES VS. DIRECTIONS 

Charles Berg, Consultant 
Buckfield, Maine 

INTRODUCTION 

In two previous papers, I have attempted to 
persuade the reader that energy conservation 
research represents a rich opportunity for indus~ 
trial and economic progress. I have also sought to 
demonstrate that the pursuit of energy conservation 
research, and the invention and innovation which 
will spring from it, require a major departure from 
the established practices for administration of 
discretionary monies, and particularly those discre~ 
tionary monies which are given to sponsorship of 
basic research, new ventures, and other such 
risks. In these two previous papers, I sought 
to demonstrate that there are great opportunities 
to contribute through basic research and through 
innovative teclmology to enhancing the efficiency 
with which we use energy. My arguments entailed 
both attempts at direct proof (e.g., examples of 
forms of energy loss which have not previously 
been considered as such and which, in principle 
can be counted) and attempts at indirect proof. 
The later argument goes roughly as follows: 
During the past three years, we have seen the 
perceived value of an essential commodity jump 
by an order of ma~nitude. The equipment with 
which we use this commodity is, however, still 
being designed according to judgments which 
reflect an earlier perceived value. Now, if the 
price of oil had increased by merely 100% there 
would surely have been a great deal of grumbling, 
but there still might be reasonable doubt whether 
one should expect new processes of energy use 
to displace established ones, or whether one should 
merely expect the established processes to be 
someHhat updated and more carefully engineered. 
But, when the perceived value of a resource jumps 
by an order of magnitude, then the quantitative 
change in the value of the resource being used 
has proceeded so far as to require qualitative 
changes in the means of use.* 

Why then have new processes and new products 
for using energy more efficiently not been bursting 
forth? Can it be true, as some have contended, 
that we not only have all the technology required 
to improve the efficiency of energy use, but that 
we in fact have all there is? I do not accept this 
contention. One reason I do not accept it is, as 
I sought to demonstrate in the previous papers, 
that one can give numerous concrete eX31nples of 
opportunities for innovation to save energy. But 
I reject the contention for other, more important 
reasons. First, new products and new processes 
for energy conservation have, in fact, begun to 
appear. They have appeared piecemeal rather than 
in a wave. But, it has been a little less than 
three years since the shock of the oil embargo, 

*One hopes that the reader will pardon this 
~larxian logic in the arguments of a basically 
conservative engineer. 

and three years is not a long time to wait for 
the emergence of entirely new and innovative 
approaches to deal with an unprecedented problem 
of global scope! Moreover, to develop any of 
these new products, new processes, inventions, and 
new ideas for basic research represents substant~al 
risks, and requires financial support from discre~ 
tionary monies. It is my contention that the 
overly conservative administration of the discre~ 
tionary fund of the country under government, 
including the failure to identify discretionary 
monies as such, serves as a throttle upon the 
development of ilIDovative means of using energy, 
which should be the normal response to the sudden 
leap in the perceived value of that resource. 

The above is a summary of points already given 
in the two previous papers cited earlier. I shall 
attempt to set forth what I feel is the essential 
difference between the character of energy conser~ 
vation research (and certain other similar types 
of endeavour) and research and development 
efforts directed towards, say, nuclear power or 
synthetic fue1. It is my belief that there is 
an essential difference and that it is so strong 
that one C31IDot even conduct energy conservation 
research under the same administrative framework 
as say nuclear power or coal gasification. One 
immediately obvious distinction is that it has 
a clearly identifiable objective, the construction 
of nuclear power plants, the construction of coal 
gasification plants, etc. 

Travel to the moon falls in the latter category 
of endeavour mentioned above, and offers a useful 
example to examine. The location of the moon at 
any given time is known (with great precision). 
The means by which a human could possibly be trans
ported safely to the moon and back constitute a 
small set. To be sure, safe round~trip travel to 
the moon required the working out, testing and 
synthesis of a lnyriad of detailed tasks. But, 
the facts that the objective was clear and that 
the basic means by which the objective might be 
reached constituted a limited set of possibilities, 
immensely (and advantageously) simplified the 
ef10rt to reach the moon. Because of these 
simplifications, the space effort was susceptible 
to that form of central administration which has 
currently been dignified by the name "management." 
The construction of nuclear power plants, the 
development of new nuclear fuel cycles, the 
construction of coal gasification facilities, the 
erection of new hydroelectric facilities, all of 
the foregoing, and other similar endeavours, 
fall in this category. Each such endeavour is 
characterized by having both a clearly identifiable 
objective, and a limited (and relatively easily 
perceived) set of means by which the objective 
can be reached. Each of these endeavours can be 

100 
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executed via central administration -- they can 
be "managed. "'" 

Efforts to conserve energy by, for example, 
improving efficiency of use of fuel, are funda~ 
mentally different in character. One readily 
apparent difference is that clearly identifiable 
objectives for energy conservation research are 
difficult, if not downright impossible to identify. 
The field of energy conservation research, taken 
as a whole, is too vast and too complex even to be 
comprehended by an agency of the national government. 
An intellectually respectable project in scientific 
research toward improved use of energy can be iden
tified at almost every place where energy is used. 
The number of ways in which energy is presently 
used in the economy of the USA could not even be 
listed by a central government agency; moreover, 
the possibly beneficial variations on ways to use 
energy is an even larger set. Thus, central admini
stration of energy conservation efforts, including 
research, would appear to be difficult in the 
extreme. 

However, it is not merely the present lack 
of clearly identifiable objectives and the 
complexity and immensity of the set of possible 
means of reaching any chosen objective which makes 
it difficult to apply central administration 
to energy conservation efforts. If this were the 
case, then the (reputed?) science of management 
would merely be faced with a great challenge, to 
which practitioners of the field might attempt 
to rise by choosing objectives (even if the choice 
were, of necessity, arbitrary) and by simplifying 
the selection of means (by fiat if necessary). 
But, I contend that such techniques will not work, 
not because the management of efforts such as 
energy conservation is difficult, but because it 
is impossible. 

The reasons why central administration 
(management) cannot succeed in a field such as 
energy conservation are that objectives can never 
be identified, and the set of possible courses of 
action is continuosuly transformed both in number 
and in form. In my estimation, energy conserva
tion and many similar sorts of endeavors which now 
(or will soon) require the attention of society 
represent a necessity for society to change from 
directions of the past to new directions which are 
consonant with realistic perceptions of the 
declining availability of critical natural 
resources, and all that implies regarding questions 
of population, social justice, and material 

"'In acknowledging this, I do not suggest that 
central administration is necessarily the best way 
to execute the endeavor, but merely that it can 
work. 

expectations. Moreover, what today repre?ents 
a realistic perception of the availability of 
natural resources which have been critical to the 
institution of modern industrial economy, was 
popularly assumed just a few years ago to repre
sent the most dire pessimism. The realization 
that conventional energy resources are truly 
scarce as compared with+expected needs has come as 
a shock to most people. Major qualitative changes 
in the way society uses energy are required to 
deal with this shock. In these circumstances, 
the conventional approaches taken under centrally 
administered "program management," which is to 
modify the workings of a process by some small 
increment in order to accomodate a small incremental 
change in the conditions under which the process 
must work, cmIDot succeed. Centrally administered 
"program management" can never devise a major 
departure from established practice. t 

Not only is this true, but once the major 
"program" is under way toward its objectives 
(wi th all of the checking of pert charts, 
readjustments of objectives and applications of 
test criteria which this involves) the emergence 
of a novel insight or an invention tends to be 
viewed as a disruption. Program management is 
structurally inhospitable to originality. 

+1 deny that suitable "planning" could have 
averted that shock. I also contend that it is 
better that the shock was not averted. Planning 
would not have worked because the tendency of 
planners is to devise means today to solve yester
day's problems. The shock is the sort of crisis 
which stimulates the ingenuity of a society where 
that is permitted. 

+ 

+The major reason for this, in my estimation, 
is that centrally administered programs must be 
designed in advance of their execution. The process 
of design usually entails conclaves of recognized 
and eminent authorities, each of which must 
produce a "consensus" view if it is to exert 
any influence at all. To be sure, a few 
dissenters may file exceptions to specific 
points in the "final committee report," but 
dissenting views are chiefly of interest to 
historians. What emerges from this process, under 
the best of circumstances, is a highly competent 
version of the conventional wisdom at the very time 
when the conventional insight could be most 
valuable. 



SOLAR DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS AND THEIR ROLE IN THE 
SOLAR COMMERCIALIZATION PROCESS 

Jerome Weingart 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria 

Scott L. Matthews 
Office of the State Architect, Sacramento, California 

PRELUDE 

Since this paper was written to assist in the design and planning of 

the new State Energy Extension Service (SEES) in California, we have put 

our recommendations and associated comments before the body of the paper. 

Those interested in the reasons for these recommendations can explore the 

rest of the paper at their leisure; those who already know what we have to 

say in general about these issues can spare themselves, and focus on the 

very specific recommendations we have made. 

We regard the formation of the SEES as an exciting and important innova-

tion, and look forward to its creation and evolution. We hope we have been 

of some help in the initial process. 
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Specific Recommendations for the State Energy Extension Service With Regard 

to Solo~ Demonstration Projects 

Recommendation 1 

The SEES should conduct a comprehensive review and, where possible, 
evaluation, of the myriad of technical, economic and institutional demon
stration programs being conducted in the solar heating and cooling field 
around the u.S. 

The purpose of the review would be to make sure that the SEES was not 

duplicating existing programs which could serve the California clients equally 

well, or repeating programs which had failed, as well as to identify areas 

where new demonstration programs and projects were needed. Such a review 

would also be of considerable use to other states contemplating similar exten-

sion services. 

Recommendation 2 

The SEES should review, with members of the building industry, industry 
researchers and others, the needs of the industry in facilitating the intro
duction and use of solar heating and cooling equipment, in order to design 
meaningful demonstration programs. 

Recommendation 3 

After execution of Recomrnendations 1 and 2, the SEES should begin an 
appropriate program of demonstrations within California. 

(However, this is not to constrain Recommendation 5, which we believe should 

also be carried out as rapidly as possible.) 

Recommendation 4 

The SEES should establish a procedure for doing business with the construc
tion industry, manufacturers, and others which will generate good will and 
trust on both sides and permit widespread participation of the industry in the 
SEES demonstration programs. 

Present government demonstration programs have earned widespread mistrust in 

the building industry, the result of excessive reporting requirements, lengthy 

contract negotiation and payment delays, and red tape in general. The success 

of SEES in setting an example in dealing with the building industry could set 

an important precedent in the process of government's introducing and diffusing 

innovation of all sorts into the industry. 
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Recommendation 5 

In order to "get going," the SEES should identify a few of the most 
critical needs of the building industry with rega~d to facilitating the spread 
of solar heating and cooling systems, and establish appropriate responses, such 
as test and evaluation centers for solar equipment. 

For example, the need for reliable and objective performance data for solar 

collectors is invariably mentioned as one of the most pressing technical needs 

of both engineers and architects attempting to design and build solar buildings. 

SEES could take advantage of the excellent test facility at LASL (and the 

outstanding team of scientists and engineers associated with the solar activi-

ties at LASL) and expand this into a major commercial test facility. This 

facility could be used as a basis for design of similar test facilities within 

the major climate zones of California. 

A. conference could be created with a small number of real experts 

(perhaps 10-20 or so) from the fields of engineering and architecture, plus 

members of the LASL test facility and technical people associated with other 

collector test facilities (e.g., New Mexico State University, NASA Lewis 

Research Center, National Bureau of Standards, etc.) to establish the impor-

tant criteria for such test and performance centers. Other groups could be 

brought in, perhaps subsequently, such as collector manufacturers and those 

representing the industry (such as the Solar Energy Industries A.ssociation) 

to review and refine the proposals. There is little qll:estion that the 

enthusiasm for such a project would be high, its usefulness enormous (in 

our opinion), and its effects clearly visible. 

Recommendation 6 

The SEES should initiate, concurrent and interactive with its other 
activities, an active research program on the nature of diffusion of innova
tions within the building industry (and its other client industries, as 
deemed to be important), in close cooperation with researchers within the 
University of California and other instftutions as well. 

The SEES offers a very special and important opportunity to expand our 

knowledge about the diffusion of innovations in our society. First, it is 

to be a university-based but client-centered activity. Since in California 

the University of California is by State Charter the central research agency 

of the state, it would be a natural consequence of the recognition for the 

need for such research to include it explicitly in the charter and budget 

of the SEES. 
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Solar energy and energy conservation are important new sets of innovations 

being pushed in a society which itself is undergoing rapid and substantial 

change in values, attitudes and resources. 

The need to do research in situ in order to obtain accurate information 

is compelling. Hence, we have a very special opportunity if it is recognized 

as such. 

There is little doubt that an organizing conference to initiate such a 

program could attract first-rate people doing research in the field of the 

communication of innovations. The opportunity to help shape the program of 

a well funded, on-going, real-time research program on innovation and diffusion 

would be, we feel, compelling to these people. The SEES could become one of 

the foremost institutions carrying out such research. Furthermore, the 

interest is far from academic. Each year enormous quantities of money are 

spent on attempted innovation in the building industry and much of it is 

lost due to a lack of information about the nature of the industry in res

ponding to attempted innovation. Hundreds of millions of dollars
l3 

have 

been lost in recent decades by non-shelter industries attempting to innovate 

in the building industry. ("Those who ignore history are doomed to repeat 

it.") Such research could be an extremely important element in the self-

education and development of the SEES, to permit it to become increasingly 

effective in its mission. 

I As Schoen has so eloquently pointed out: 

"During the past ten years, we in the United States have been 
guilty of a substantial mismanagement of our intellectual 
resources for social and technological innovation. We have spent 
intellectual energy on technological invention and research, on 
the development of new social policy, and on the critique of 
existing social policy, whereas the issues before us have been 
centered around our incompetence to carry out any programs of 
change at all. 

The programs to which we have committed ourselves--for example, 
those based on problems of poverty, crime, inadequate health 
care, or poor housing--have clearly failed to achieve signifi
cant change. Even over the last 20 years, to take one instance, 
each successive housing program has responded to the failure of 
the preceding." 

and later, 

"In pointing out the shortcomings of the rational mythology, 
I do not intend to be depressing. If we cannot know about 
social reform as the rational myth requires, then perhaps we 
need to think both about knowledge and about programs of sociaZ 
reform in a different way. 
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We must think of programs as learning systems, capable of trans
forming themselves to respond to the situations in which they 
function. Certain themes are critically important to programs 
as learning systems. One is the theme of networks and network 
management. If the organizational map for a given problem is 
inappropriate to the problem, then a solution must be achieved 
by pulling together the fragments of various organizations, 
and the result takes the form of the management of a complex 
insti tutional network. Under such conditions, netvTOrk manage
ment becomes one of the principal features of the effort. If 
no single institution or organization can do the job, the 
brokerage role becomes central; people who operate in the spaces 
between organizational units become critical." 

(It is clear that the SEES can be conceived of as a broker for energy conserva-

tion in the building industry, in addition to other roles.) Also, Schoen does 

not acknowledge the considerable success of agricultural transformation in 

the United States, in part a response to concern in the Twenties that the 

country was entering a period of severe underproduction and waste of resources. 

Of course, the agriculture industry is not the building industry, and it 

must therefore be the spirit and not the letter of this remarkable effort in 

agricultural transformation which guides SEES, and the need for transformation 

and evolution will be high. 

Fortunately, just this point has been stressed by Dr. Craig: 

"Indeed, there will be continual evolution, since this is a new 
type of undertaking in a new area and there is only limited 
experience. anywhere in the nation." 

In our opinion, a solid (and partly reflexive) research effort of the type 

described is essential for this constructive evolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The State of California is in the initial stages of creation of a new 

institution--The State Energy Extension Service (SEES). A central objective 

of this institution will be to facilitate the rapid and widespread introduc-

tion and diffusion of energy conservation practices and products into the 

economy of the state. The SEES is conceived as a university-based, client-

centered organization analogous to the highly successful California State 

Agricultural Extension Service, also operated by the University of California. 

In fact, the extraordinary success of the agricultural industry has been an 

important inspiration for the present effort to establish the SEES. 

Dr. Paul Craig, Director of the University of California's Council on 

2 
Energy and Resources, recently summarized the major foci of the proposed SEES: 

Development of information regarding energy use and options for 
using vanishing energy-related resources more effectively . 

. Providing a credible and objective source of information to the 
technical community and to the public regarding energy supply and 
utilization. 

Training individuals and groups to implement energy efficient and 
energy conserving techni~ues, including solar energy. 

Providing design information for energy conserving techni~ues and 
for certain types of energy supply techni~ues. 

Working with utilities, city governments, state and federal agencies 
with responsibility for or interest in encouraging energy conserva
tion. 

In addition, this new institution could become an important center for ongoing 

research on the nature of innovation and its diffusion within the client 
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industries, including the building industry, the energy utility industry, the 

manufacturing sector and the transportation industry. Such research, as we 

show later, is needed to help guide efforts at directed change and innovation 

to accomplish national energy resource management goals. 

Just as the Agricultural Extension Service was organized to reflect the 

structure and nature of the industry it serves, so too will this new service 

have to reflect in its structure and operation the differing natures of the 

various industries it will work with. These industries--housing, transpor

tation, heavy and medium industry, agriculture, etc.--differ enormously 

and hence the new organization will have embedded within it a number of 

entities which may be quite different from each other. Creating such an 

organization will require imagination and a certain amount of courage, but it 

will "be essential if the Service is to achieve its goals. 

Energy conservation in buildings, including solar heating and cooling 

will be an important element in the overall work of this new organization. One 

component of growing interest and potential importance in energy conserving 

design and operation of buildings is the use of solar energy conversion systems 

to provide thermal energy for >vater heating, space heating and air conditioning. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the roles of various types of solar 

demonstration projects in facilitating the development and incorporation of 

solar technologies into building design and building retrofit activities. 

In order to provide a framework for discussing the role of such projects, 

we will first briefly examine the role of energy conservation in buildings 

within the larger framework of the U.S. energy dilemma, the nature of innova

tion and change within the U.S. building industry as it pertains to energy 

conservation, and the appropriate role of solar heating and cooling technologies 

within energy conserving design for buildings. We then present the issue of 

development and diffusion of solar heating and cooling as an issue of the 

communication of innovation ,Ii thin an innovation resistant social system (the 

U. S. building industry); outline the structure and nature of the industry, 

give some examples of success and failure in attempting to innovate, present 

a model for the introduction and diffusion of technical innovations within 

the industry and compare results of recent research on this topic with 

diffusion of innovation research. We examine the role of the "demonstration 

project" (in actuality a large spectrum of types of demonstrations) in 

facilitating rapid and "widespread diffusion. Several recent energy conserving/ 
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solar heated and cooled buildings are discussed as examples of a particular 

type of useful demonstration project. We conclude with a series of specific 

recommendations for the operation of the SEES with regard to solar technology 

diffusion. 

BACKGROUND 

By now it is well known that the U.S. energy dilemma stems in part from 

the fact that the rate of growth in demand for energy has not been matched by 

growth in production from domestic sources of energy, and that this increasing 

energy gap has been filled primarily with imported oil. For the near term 

(the coming several decades) this situation will persist. Ultimately, however, 

a major dependence on foreign sources of energy is considered undesirable. For 

the long term we must, along with many other nations, make the transition from 

primary reliance on fossil fuels to some mix of fission, geothermal, solar and 

fusion sources for the production of the necessary secondary energy carriers 

(primarily electricity and synthetic fuels such as hydrogen). This transition 

will almost certainly be accomplished within the coming fifty years or so. 

Studies of the dynamics of market penetration in the U.S. energy industry3 

suggest that it will take on the order of four decades or more for any pot en-

tially significant new source of energy to make a major contribution to our 

energy needs. This time period for development, introduction and widespread 

diffusion is roughly coincident with the remaining period of availability of 

domestic oil and natural gas reserves. Although coal reserves in the United 

States are extensive, the rapid increase in mobilization of coal beyond present 

levels will be difficult due to a combination of technical, economic, environ-

mental and labor related issues. Production of synthetic fuels and electricity 

from coal will be sufficiently expensive and slow in coming (in our view) that 

coal alone "Till not serve to fill the needs Ivhich gas and oil have served. 

If energy conservation strategies could make a significant impact over 

the coming several decades, the benefits would be manifold. They could reduce 

the environmental and other risks associated with large scale use of alternatives 

(strip mining and coal combustion, fission cycle problems, etc.) and would buy 

time to develop, introduce and implement alternatives including solar and geo-

thermal production of electricity and synthetic fuels, as well as clean coal 

technologies. 
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However, energy conservation has not been taken seriously as an important 

energy option for the U. S.; and has been recently characterized as an "opportunity 

with a constituency.,,4 There is now quantitative evidence that energy conser-

vation may be one of the most important elements of a long range strategy and 

the MOST IMPORTANT element of a short range strategy to stabilize price and 

availability of energy and minimize the environmental effects of energy use. 

Some countries, notably Sweden, have implemented nation-wide and highly effective 

(also economically important) programs of energy conservation. 5 ,6 Their experience 

can serve as an important example for the U.S. in designing its own conservation 

strategies. 

Energy use in buildings is a significant component of U.S. energy use and 

is also an important element in the growth in demand for energy. Of the total 

primary energy use in the U.S., fully one-quarter is required for residential 

and commercial water heating, space heating and air conditioning. 

TABLE 1 U. S. PRIMARY ENERGY USE IN BUILDINGS: 1973 

Residential Sector 

Space Heating 
Air Conditioning 
Hot Water 

commercial Sector 

Space Heating 
Air Conditioning 
Hot Water 

% U.S. Primary Use 

11.0 
2.0 

15.9 

6.9 
1.8 

10.2 

% Sector Use 

57.3 
3.7 
~ 

76.1 

48.0 
12.5 

~ 
68.1 

In addition, the growth of residential and commercial floor space has stimulated 

the demand for more power generation facilities (the built environment is 

presently responsible for approximately 57% of the U.S. Annual Electrical Power 

Demand).32 Residential floor space in California has been growing at the rate 

of roughly three percent per year. In Southern California7 the growth rate for 

new commercial floor space was 6 percent per year between 1960 and 1968, and 

the associated increase in demand for electrical energy was 10 percent per year. 

That is, the energy demand per square foot of space has also been increasing, 

at an average rate of 4 percent per year. 

In the past few years we have seen a considerable slowdown in growth in 

demand for energy, but unless energy conservation and management practices are 

put widely into effect, both in the refitting and operation of existing build-
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ings and in the design and operation of new buildings, the recent upturn in the 

economy can be expected to stimulate high growth rates in energy demand again. 

Fortunately, a combination of energy conservation techniques including, in 

many cases, the use of solar conversion technology, can be used to drastically 

reduce a building's demand for "off site" energy. Richard Crowther, an architect 

who has routinely employed these practices for years, offers his residential 

clients designs which reduce heating and cooling requirements by 70 percent as 

compared to present practice, achieved at only a 5 percent first cost addition.
8 

Dubin has estimated that, in new commercial buildings, a 40-50 percent energy 

demand reduction is possible (compared to present practice) using no more than 

"off the shelf" design methods and equipment. In some cases this reduction can 

be achieved at little or no added first cost, due to capital savings from a 

smaller mechanical plant being applied to offset a higher design and architec-

tural construction cost. Savings approaching 30 percent have been achieved in 

existing office buildings simply through improved operating and maintenance 

standards. 9 

Solar energy conversion can be used to further reduce the need for fossil 

and nuclear resources in the building. Once the demand for energy has been 

reduced through non-solar means, the remaining energy demand can again be 

trimmed 50 percent or more through solar energy conversion. However, the re-

lative cost effectiveness of this step is generally five to ten times worse 

(in terms of required capital investment required to save a specific amount 

of energy over the life of the building), than for non-solar energy conserving 

designs and engineering. Hence a solar building must be an integrated energy 

efficient building to make engineering and economic sense. This is especially 

important since most of the non-solar energy conservation options are economically 

attractive today, whereas the solar options are only becoming attractive as fuel 

prices rise and as new techniques bring the installed costs of solar energy 

systems down. In commerical buildings, an integrated design approach is ex-

tremely important because the total energy requirements of the building, as well 

as its peak demand profile, depend in an interactive way on the building facade, 

the heating, ventilation and air conditioning system design and on the patterns 

of building operation and maintenance. All of these factors must be considered 

as part of the design process if the building is to be an efficient energy user. 

Energy conservation and management strategies for buildings, if aggressively 

pursued, could alone significantly reduce the rate of growth in demand for new 
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supply of gas and oil and for the construction of power plants, both fossil and 

fission. Those who have studied the problem carefully have concluded that in 

C 'f . 10 11 . "d' h all ornla , Long Island , and other reglons where speclflc stu les ave been 

made, that rapid and widespread use of existing energy conservation techniques 

in neW and existing buildings will be cost effective and eliminate the need for 

most new electrical generation facilities projected for the next several decades. 

For example, the Dubin report reviewing electrical energy needs for Long 

11 
Island, New York shows that a projected growth in peak winter demand from 

2500 Mw(e) to 6300Mw(e) between 1975 and 1995 could be reduced to only 3500Mw(e) 

required in 1995 through non-solar energy conserving practices with near term 

(under 10 year) payback periods. The addition of solar heating (in conjunction 

with electric heat pumps) would eliminate the need for any new generation 

requirements to handle the winter peak. A similar situation has been discussed 

by Goldstein and Rosenberg who show that some 14,000 Mw(e) of projected new 

capacity for California by 1985 could be eliminated through appropriate energy 

conservation and load management techniques. lO 

The ultimate potential of solar heating and cooling of buildings will 

take much longer to be realized, due to the far more attractive economics 

of non-solar energy conservation and the greater overall impact of such conser-

vat ion measures on energy demand for buildings. 
12 

However, a recent study 

suggests that the total supply of energy provided by solar heating and cooling 

could be as high as several GGJ/year by the year 2000, displacing perhaps 3 to 

4 GGJ of primary energy. By the year 2040, the displacement could be as much 

as 10 GGJ of end use energy and perhaps 15 GGJ of primary sources. Hence the 

ultimate impact of such technologies could be quite important for the U.S. 

However, as Rogers13 points out 

"Despite generally favorable attitudes towards change in countries 
like the United States, a considerable time lag exists from the 
introduction of a new idea to its widespread adoption. This is true 
even when the economic benefits of the innovation are obvious." 

Furthermore, even after a well established market for the innovation is operat-

ing, it will still require decades for the innovation to make an impact. In 

the case of the use of energy efficient designs in new buildings and refitting 

of existing buildings with insulation, the transition may take as little 

as a decade. For solar products, however, it is likely to be much longer before 

, " 't 12 , the ultimate potential is reallzed. The followlng scenarlO by Berkowl z lS 
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a narrative of the history of the diffusion of SHACOB (solar heating and cooling 

of buildings) as it might be told in the middle of the next century: 

"Following a technically successful set of experiments and demon
strations with SHACOB-equipped buildings in the mid-seventies, the 
continuing growth of energy demand and increasing constraints on 
energy availability due to both resource limitations and pollution 
abatement problems caused fuel prices to rise to levels at which 
SHACOB systems became marginally competitive in many parts of the 
country. Seeing in the exploitation of solar energy an eminently 
satisfactory, long-term solution to building space conditioning needs, 
the federal government undertook a series of major commitments de
signed to assist the fledgling industry through a period of rapid 
growth. Primary policy actions were directed at subsidizing the 
initial cost of SHACOB installations by various means and at break-
ing through the institutional barriers thought to inhibit innovation 
in the construction industry. Diverse strategies for SHACOB imple
mentation were adopted, with the result that in some parts of the 
country SHACOB systems were owned and installed by electric power 
or gas utility companies; in some others, by newly organized solar 
energy utility companies; and elsewhere, they were marketed as a 
commercial product and installed by building subcontractors. Sub
sidization took a variety of forms as a consequence of these strategies. 
~fuere construction market forces prevailed, low interest loans and 
tax rebates made SHACOB systems attractive to building developers and 
buyers; where utility ownership was the rule, authority to distribute 
the cost of solar energy equipment across the entire rate base either 
was granted by local public utility commissions or was accomplished 
by energy use taxes designed to reduce consumption and underwrite 
federal support programs in the energy area. 

In this resource-constrained environment, economic growth was main
tained by an increase in the production of efficient quality products 
as replacements for the older, more wasteful or shortlived ones. This 
trend, combined with others affecting the building industry, accentuated 
the move toward smaller living spaces for the smaller households coming 
into fashion, to multiple-unit residences, and to energy conserving 
designs and practices in general. Federally stimulated programs were 
initiated for supplemental training of construction industry personnel 
from architects and developers to site laborers, building codes were 
made to conform more closely to a national model form, and jurisdic
tional questions regarding labor specialties were rapidly resolved; 
in short, a well-conceived set of policies designed to accelerate 
SHACOB diffusion was developed and effectively executed. 

As a result of these pressures, it was shortly after 1980 that the 
number of factories manufacturing efficient and reliable solar 
collectors and associated hardware began to increase, and developers 
and building buyers were able to avail themselves of either 
favorable financing for SHACOB installation or solar energy services 
provided by their utility companies. 

By 1985, fully one percent of new construction starts were SHACOB
equipped: over 13,000 solar units were erected in that year, bringing 
the national total to almost 90,000. More than five million square 
meters of collector panel was in place delivering almost six million 
GJ per year; this, however, had no impact on the national energy 
picture, constituting less than four ten-thousandths of the heating 
and cooling energy demand. At this point, however, the net solar 
energy capture was distinctly ahead of the direct energy required to 
manufacture the installed systems; only in the late seventies had 
manufacturing requirements led to an additional net demand on the 
national energy supply. 

In the decade from 1985 to 1995, residential solar energy systems 
demonstrated their promise as effective, reliable, pollution-free 
heating and cooling units, and established a firm hold in the com
mercial market as the penetration into new construction starts rose 
from the one percent point to 16 percent in 1995 when solar energy 
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installations were providing about L 3 percent of the annual demand 
for building space-conditioning. By the turn of the century, almost 
half the new construction was solar-equipped, and the 20 percent per 
year growth rate of the collector manufacturing business made it not 
only significantly large, but among the most rapidly growing areas 
of the industrial sector. 

By the year 2020, collector installation was proceeding at the rate 
of 200 million square meters per year. Total deployed area was 
three billion square meters serving 46 million units and providing 
over 22 percent of demand. At the end point of this history in 2040, 
solar energy accounted for almost 45 percent of demand, with 59 per
cent of the 168 million building units being solar-equipped. 

This completes the retrospective version of the SHACOB diffusion 
scenario, and again emphasizes the fact that the appropriate time 
horizon for assessing its impact is no earlier than two or three 
decades into the next century." 

The widespread and rapid diffusion of solar heating and cooling technologies 

will occur only if a number of technical, economic and institutional issues are 

resolved. The technical factors (e.g., product acceptability, from a technical 

point of view) are rapidly being handled as better and more reliable products 

(particularly solar collectors) become available. For example, we expect that 

wi thin five years, well-made, resonably priced .( $5 to $8 per square foot) 

reliable collectors with well-understood and comprehensively documented 

performance will be widely available. The economic attractiveness of build-

ings incorporating solar elements will come gradually, as fuel prices increase, 

moratoria on natural gas hookups are mandated (as they already have been in 

many parts of the country), and as environmental and political factors be-

come more important in determining the structure of incentives which governs 

the consumers' decisions in the energy marketplace. 

However, even if solar technologies become fully proven technically and 

are widely attractive economically, research
14 

and experience indicate that a 

variety of institutional factors characterizing the U.S. building industry 

can seriously impede both the rate and scale of the diffusion of this set of 

options. Therefore, the nature of the U.S. building industry must be an impor-

tant determinant in the design and operation,of any process, including the new 

State Energy Extension Service, which has as its objective the rapid and 

widespread use of new energy conservation technologies and procedures within 

this industry. 
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ENERGY CONSERVATION AND THE DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION 

WITHIN THE U.S. BUILDING INDUSTRY 

Introduction 

In many ways the U.S. building industry resembles a conservative, 

innovation-resistant society. (The "traditional" as contrasted with the 

"modern" society, as seen by Rogers.) Many attempts to diffuse technical and 

institutional innovations within the industry have failed, in part because 

of the nature of the industry and in part because those attempting the innova-

tion did not understand the nature of the industry sufficiently well to design 

their innovation strategies for maximum chances of success. In many cases the 

attempted innovations were products or processes which had to compete in the 

conventional (business as usual) marketplace. Steel frame housing, aluminum 

framing systems, and non-traditional finish materials (plastics) are examples 

which, in spite of the appearance of technical and economic attractiveness, have 

failed to achieve widespread usage. New mass production techniques (modular 

construction and heavY panel concrete construction) failed to achieve widespread 

use in spite of the Federally generated sense of urgency in the sixties regard-

ing the "critical" shortage of adequate housing, and the resulting Federal 

programs (e.g., Project Breakthrough)15 designed to stimulate the development 

and use of innovative production techniques in housing. The problems of 

diffusing innovation within the building industry and its relevance to energy 

resource management in buildings has been extensively explored by Schoen, 

. . 14 16-21 
Hirshberg and Weingart in a series of recent publlcatlons' , and by others. 

h II • • " th " . . ,,22-27 Today we have anot er crlSlS -- e energy crlSlS. Because it is 

perceived to be of far greater national urgency than was the housing situation 

in the Sixties, there has been a much greater national response, including 

policy initiatives at all levels of government, in a growing attempt to 

mandate energy conservation practices. For buildings, these initiatives 

have ranged from utility-based insulation retrofit loan programs to creation 

of mandatory insulation standards for new housing and combinations of per-

formance and prescriptive criteria for commercial construction. Recent 

legislative and policy initiatives, for energy conservation and solar energy 

use in buildings, undertaken by the various states, have been summarized by 

Binns. lS 
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In spite of such initiatives, there is a difference between the establish-

ment of standards and their rapid, widespread implementation. To facilitate 

the use of energy efficient design and building management techniques, many of 

us feel that institutions such as the proposed State Energy Extension Service 

(SEES) will be important and perhaps necessary. This will be especially true 

in compressing the lead time for the development and acceptance of technologies 

such as solar heating and cooling systems, which are not yet economically 

attractive for most of the building industry. 

To be specific, the availability of low priced (Federally regulated) 

natural gas in California for space and water heating presently precludes the 

truly large scale use of solar equipment, in spite of popular interest. How-

ever, over a ten year period we may well experience a tripling of gas prices, 

as well as a series of moratoria on new hookups as California's natural gas 

supply (roughly 90 percent imported from out of state) declines. Here the SEES 

can play an important role in preparing the industry for the use of solar equip-

ment ifhen rapid changes in energy supply and economics occur. This preparation 

or "diffusion of readiness" will play an important role in determining the 

extent to which we can rapidly employ solar techniques at the point they become 

widely attractive economically. 

The Nature of the U.S. BuiZding Industry* 

In order to understand why it is often difficult to generate rapid and 

large scale technical change within the U.S. construction industry, we need to 

understand the makeup of the industry and the institutional character of the 

business environment in which it operates. 

The U.S. construction industry is, in the aggregate, one of the largest 

components of the economy, accounting for a total annual investment in new 

construction in excess of one hundred billion dollars, with some forty 

billion dollars invested each year in new residential construction alone. In 

spite of its primary position in the economy} the industry is basically first-

cost oriented, highly fractionalized or disaggregated, regionalized, unable 

to generate significant capital internally, and especially subject to national 

* This section and the subsequent one on the process of diffusion of innova-
tion within the building industry are 'buried in Appendix F of the massive General 
Electric Company Phase 0 report on Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings. 12 

These sections have been unearthed and used with minor editorial changes and 
additions, partly to increase the rate and scale of diffusion of this work, which 
we feel is directly relevant to the establishment of the SEES. 



economic cycles. It is craft-based rather than technology-based, and sustains 

relatively little in-house research and development. The industry operates 

within a powerful and changing laQor environment, a mYTiad of local code juris-

dictions, and is exposed to the effects of multiple decision points and project 

approval cycles. It is therefore understandable that the introduction of any 

innovative product or process which might create additional difficulties and 

perhaps lead to expensive delays in construction is strongly resisted. 

Within the industry there are 17 major building trade unions with over 

three million members, over three hundred thousand general and specialty 

contractors and over one hundred fifty thousand professionals of various kinds, 

14 including architects, engineers, managers, real estate brokers and others. 

There are some thirty thousand separate building codes and roughly 4,000 code 

making agencies. Schoen and Hirshberg have divided the functions of the organi-

zations within the industry into land acquisition and preparation, financing, 

contract construction, building and trade unions, trade and professional groups, 

architects and engineers, material suppliers, government (code and plan check) 

agencies, and product marketing. Each building project is comprised of a unique 

team of actors. The number of potential participants in an innovation decision 

is sizeable--it can include, at some point in the building project: 

Architects 
Consulting engineers 
Builders 
Developers 
Contractors 
Subcontractors 
Building 

Owners 
Tenants 
Users 
Operators 
Managers 

Lending institutions 
Lawyers 
On-site and factory unions 
Building and zoning officials 

Plan checkers 
Inspectors 
Advisory boards 
Appeal boards 

Urban planners 
Local citizen action environmental groups 
ManufactErel'E 
Dist.dbutors and jobbers 
Manufacturers organizations 
Professional organizations 
Regulatory agencies 
Utility companies 
Tax assessors 
Insurance officials 
Land owners/leasers 
Title companies 
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The building industry is dynamically conservative; it tends to respond to 

attempted innovations or change in ways which seek to preserve its established 

operating modes, in order to avoid still greater risk and uncertainty. This 

is a natural consequence of its structure and the manner in which it does 

business. In any given building project, for example, a large number of 

individuals must interact at various stages of the project. The introduction 

of an innovative product or process, therefore, must frequently involve 

acceptance by a large subset of these participants, such as the developer, 

architect, engineer, contractor and subcontractors, building department of

ficials involved in plan check and approval, building inspectors, labor unions, 

lending institutions, insurance companies and others. The process of obtain

ing acceptance from each of these industry actors is time consuming, raises 

issues of performance uncertainty, and invariably increases the perceived risk 

of each participant. Rarely does the advantage ascribed to the innovation 

overcome the increased sense of risk associated with it. It should be no sur

prise that under these circumstances individuals are reluctant to push for the 

adoption of a new product or process. This is particularly true for the 

building industry, where very few innovations can offer really substantial 

economic advantage to the project as a whole since the total cost of a building 

project is distributed over the costs of hundreds of individual components. 

One way in which the proposed SEES could deal witp this obstacle is to 

perform a "coherence" function. The SEES will have the resources to simul

taneously approach each of these actors and organizations to provide information 

and encouragement to use various energy conservation techniques, and to facili

tate communications among the actors involved in specific projects with regard 

to such innovations. This would remove much of the financial risk associated 

with such activities (normally undertaken by the builder or architect). 

Institutional Issues 

Many of the institutional factors which characterize the building industry 

can function as major barriers to the introduction and use of innovative 

building products or construction processes. Building codes are often referred 

to as a prime example. The codes mayor may not result in barriers to innova

tion depending on the specific nature of the innovation, the geographic locale, 

the nature of the project in 'which the innovation is to be incorporated, and, 

in cases where an interpretation of the code is required, on the specific in

dividuals involved in both the building project and the local approval process. 
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A partial list of institutional factors which can inhibit the development 

or diffusion of an innovation in the building industry includes: 

Building codes (mechanical, electrical, structural, fire safety, 
plumbing, etc.) 

Local, state and Federal regulations of the Federal Power COlrrmission, 
state public utility commissions, local utility jurisdictions 

Tax laws 

Local zoning ordinances (sometimes including local art juries 
which can constrain architectural form and appearance) 

Industry and professional practices which determine the manner 
in which various professions and trades work together 

Contractual relationships and laws which establish obligations 
and determine liabilities for architects, engineers, contractors, 
and others 

Local labor practices 

Laws governing the operation of lending and insuring institutions 

Local "practice and "rules of thumb" of lending institutions in 
determining qualifications for construction loans and long term 
mortgages. 

Local building department approval processes 

Traditional practices of local zoning officials and planning officials 

Availability and rate structure of alternative forms of energy 
(electricity, gas, oil) 

Attitudes of local utilities to energy-related products and build
ing practices and the relationship of their services to both 

Practices and rules of thumb of national mortgage insuring insti
tutions such as FHA, VA, and in some cases, state agencies 

Availability of capital and prevailing interest rates 

Environmental concerns and movements as industry market forces 

Weather and climate 

Prevailing trends and attitudes of producers and consumers towards 
architectural design 

Thousands of local code jurisdictions, often mutually incompatible 
even in adjacent locales 

Increasing costs and decreasing availability of skilled labor in 
some geographic areas 

Rapid rises in costs of some materials 

Availability of materials 

Skilled trade union practices and jurisdictional arrangements 

Regionalized, as opposed to national, markets 

Restructuring of the design and building team for each project 
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The manner in which such institution attributes of the building industry 

can serve to inhibit technical innovation and diffusion is discussed exten-

. 14. slvely elsewhere. The pOlnt is that if the SEES is aware of these factors 

as potentially inhibiting, it can act in advance to determine, for specific 

types of innovations, building projects and locales, how best to reduce their 

possible inhibiting impact. This, then, becomes the beginning of a rational 

strategy to accelerate the introduction and diffusion of energy conservation 

techniques and energy conserving products. The extent to which the SEES should 

deliberately attempt to foster and direct such innovation, as contrasted with 

a possible more passive information source role, remains to be determined. 

The Process of the Diffusion of Innovation in the Building Industry 

Since solar heating and cooling technologies (and energy conserving prac-

tices in general) constitute technical and procedural innovations in the U.S. 

building industry, we need, in addition to an understanding of the nature of 

the industry, a model of the process by which innovations are made and diffused 

within the industry. Such a model was developed by Schoen et al.
14 

The follow

ing discussion by Weingart, Schoen and Berkowitzl2 is a concise description of 

the process: 

We view the process by which an innovation moves from original con-
cept to a widely used product or process in terms of three distinguishable 
although often overlapping and highly interactive phases. They are 
briefly defined below. 

INTRODUCTION OF THE INNOVATION. This comprises the initial, evolu
tionary stages of the product's development, with basic and applied 
research continuing, where appropriate, throughout. 

The idea or concept 

Theoretical design (drawing on basic literature in the sub
ject field or in related or unrelated fields. Beginning a 
ne" body of research literature if none exists.) 

Design of an engineering l&boratory prototype ("breadboard 
model") 

Operating prototype (similar to the product's eventual real
world operational environment, but includes instrumentation, 
testing, evaluation capability and interchangeability of 
prototypical components for these processes, which would not 
normally be a part of commercial models) 

Commercial production prototype (a relatively "hand-made" 
model but created in a way which simulates as much as possi
ble the mass-production processes which might be involved in 
its future production, should that occur. All based upon what 
the market and the resulting product might look like, as 
understood at this point in time.) 
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DIFFUSION OF READINESS. This phase comprises simUltaneous processes 
to increase awareness, and to prepare for the actual diffusion of the 
innovation. The phrase "diffusion of readiness" was coined by 
sociologist Ben Zablocki during a solar heating research project at 
Caltech in which he and co-workers were attempting to distinguish the 
deliberate activities which precede and prepare the way for the 
diffusion of an innovation from the actual diffusion itself. This 
"preparing of the way" is especially important for a society during 
times of rapid change and considerable uncertainty, since it permits 
the compression of the time required to actually begin rapid use of 
an innovation if it should become needed. During periods of rela
tive calm and slow change, such preparation is of less importance, 
and more traditional market behavior is probably sufficient. However, 
the ability to rapidly deploy a diverse set of options constitutes 
an important insurance policy for a society which is attempting to 
deal with rapid change in the face of uncertainty. This inter
mediate stage, if recent history in agricultural innovation and 
change is any guide, can be well facilitated by organizations such 
as the proposed SEES. 

Interchange of information vTi thin the relevant research 
community(s) 

Generating public awareness, of the nature and potential 
of the innovation (using information channels of the lay 
public; radio and television, newspapers, news-magazines, 
"Sunday supplements," magazines IH::e Popula:l' Science 29- 31 

Generating industry awareness of the nature and potential 
of the innovation, using its communication channels. In 
the case of the construction/housing industry, this in
cludes articles meaningful to the professional/industry 
readers of key journals, magazines, news-sheets, etc.; 
presentations at industry conferences, conventions, and 
product exhibitions, etc. 

Industry-relevant demonstration projects executed at an 
appropriate scale, in appropriate location, and with 
industry actors who would otherwise be normally involved 
in such projects, addressing most if not all issues 
which would be pertinent to commercial use of the innova
tion 

Demonstration projects on Federal, State, and local 
govern~ental buiZdings, facilities, and subsidized 
projects. (This is useful to demonstrate technical 
feasibility in a short time-frame through the ability 
to relax otherwise difficult institutional constraints. 
Should not, hOYTever, be confused with need for industry
relevant demonstrations, as means to test and prove 
commercial viability.) 

Identifying and/or establishing the necessary evaluation, 
comparison, and dissemination-of-results mechanisms for 
demonstration projects. 

Investigating and determining the implications of the 
institutional characteristics of the industry, market, 
or social segment to whom the innovation will eventually 
be directed on the use of the innovation. 

Identifying and establishing artificial, governmentally 
stimulated "mini-markets" and other governmentally crea
ted incentives for the introduction and commercial 
diffusion of the innovation, if this objective is seen 
to be in the national interest. This might include 
new legislation and/or regulation; revisions in 
governmentally-controlled lending practices; installa
tion on government buildings and in military housing 
projects--all in ways which will stimulate rather than 
possibly inhibit future commercial adoption and 
diffusion. 

Amassing sufficient information about the technology(s) 
(internally and externally), opportunities and con-
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straints of potential markets, and nature of possible 
commercial products which might result, by potential 
producers in order to create decision-making environ
ment for possible future involvement. 

This last point is one of the most important, since the lack of really 
adequate, detailed and objective data on the performance of new pro
ducts and processes is a major inhibition in their acceptance and use 
by the building industry. This is notably true for the present range 
of commercially available solar collectors. 

All of the above can begin prior to the actual establishing of conclu
sive technical/economic proof of the product in commercial terms and 
it continues during that process. From the production side, it can be 
viewed as a kind of initial test marl~eting with the following kinds of 
special characteristics: It does not (yet) involve efforts to sell a 
product (since none is yet available at this point) wherein only 
advantages are stressed and possible drawbacks are minimized. Rather, 
it is an honest, straightforward "preparing-the-way" for the eventual 
commercial introduction of products. It is an attempt to establish 
two-way communication with the potential buyer(s) and user(s) and to 
ascertain their attitudes and needs in order to create input into the 
R&D process as it develops. 

DIFFUSION OF THE INNOVATION. This final phase is divided into three 
recognizable substages: 

An initial "beachhead" 

- Launching of a commercial venture by industry, 
with possible direct or indirect assistance from 
government (where the national interest in so 
doing has been firmly established), which is 
large enough to realistically test the market-
place but small enough so that failure wiZl 
not cause severe economic disruption. 

- Establishing and refining full costs of mass
production, including: required investment in 
new or modified plant and equipment, workforce 
training and "the learning curve," materials 
and initial standing inventory of product, and 
costs of establishing a new (or fitting into 
an existing) marketing/sales/installation/ 
service distribution system 

- Attempts to fit into or, where appropriate, 
overcome market characteristics and constraints 
(e.g., restrictive codes, labor jurisdictional 
agreements or resistances, etc.) 

- Heavy marketing. in selected regional markets 

"Take-off" phase for commercial diffusion 

- Highly positive response from preceding commer
cial "beachhead" activities 

- Increasing investment in full production/ 
distribution facilities at a rate matching the 
degree of market penetration and growth 

- Initial "leading-edge" industry innovators 
monitored and then followed by new and 
established industry competitors. Growth 
of market competition 

- A falling-away of any government support or 
incentive programs, where established in 
previous phase(s) 

- Convincing demonstration of market acceptance 
and successful user understanding of and 
familiarity with the product's capabilities-
firmly establishing product "industry fit" 
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Sustained commercial activity 

- Innovative product now firmly established in 
the marketplace and diffusing at a significant 
rate and scale 

- Effective market competition and other normal 
market forces and factors in operation* 

The Significance of Recent Diffusion of Innovation Research for the SEES 

For the past six decades or so there has been active research related to 

various aspects of innovation and the diffusion of innovation. Research on inno-

vation in such fields as agriculture, education, medicine, extension education, 

geography, economics and psychology has been especially active in the post liWII 

era. A remarkable, highly readable and quite unique synthesis of some 1500 studies 

of innovation and diffusion of innovation, has been created by Professor Everett 

Rogers and co-workers at Michigan State University and by Professor Floyd Shoemaker, 

Colorado State University. Their book, Communication of Innovations t , is probably 

the most important attempt to date to synthesize general principles related to 

the diffusion of innovation, from a large, cross-cultural and highly diffuse 

literature. Although research on technical and institutional innovation in the 

building industry has not been included in this book, (there was little published 

on this topic before 1965) we are highly impressed with the applicability of their 

generalizations to the building industry. In previous work, one of us (JMW) to-

gether with co-workers at Caltech used these results of research on innovation 

diffusion in guiding the conception and creation of a utility-based solar energy 

commercialization project (Project SAGE). 

A thorough summary of the work of Rogers is well beyond the scope of this 

paper, but we have attempted to summarize a number of his most relevant con-

clusions to further articulate the important elements of a well integrated and 

* Of course, we recognize that this is not the only description possible for 
the overlapping stages involved in the introduction and diffusion of a technical 
innovation within the building industry. However, it is the one which emerged 
through our own involvement with and research on the industry, and is, we feel, a 
useful framework for discussing the role of specific actions, such as demonstration 
projects, designed to enhance the rate and scale of diffusion of new products and 
techniques within the industry. We would be very interested in the comments of 
others involved in diffusion research or research on the building industry on how 
this formulation matches their own experiences. 

t 
In our enthusiastic and well biased view, this book should be required read-

ing for everyone associated with the design, creation and operation of the State 
Energy Extension Service. 
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effective program to stimulate the diffusion of energy conserving design and 

solar conversion systems within the building industry. In discussing the 

processes of innovation and diffusion of innovation, ROgers13 defines a social 

system* as the complex of individuals and institutions which must in some 

manner participate in the decision process in order for the adoption and diffu-

sion of an innovation to occur. In this specific sense, the U.S. building 

industry is a social system, although the precise nature of this social system 

changes somewhat with geographic locale, and type of building project. Its 

structure and participants were briefly described earlier in this paper. 

Social change can be thought of as occurring in three steps--innovation, 

diffusion and consequences. Since technical change and social change are in-

evitably coupled, the consequences of technical change and innovation can be 

important in social terms. Consequences, claims Rogers, are functional (or dis-

functional), direct (or indirect) and manifest (or latent). Often the consequences 

of the large scale diffusion of some innovation are not considered by change 

agencies beyond those thought to be the direct, manifest results (nuclear power, 

for example). The establishment of a formal Office of Technology Assessment by 

the Congress represents an attempt to incorporate into Congressional decision-

making processes an examination of the. possible consequences of policy decisions 

prior to their enactment. (Since solar technologies are generally thought to be 

benign, it is probably especially important to inquire into the potential latent, 

disfunctional and indirect consequences of their large scale diffusion in 

association with the very process of stimulating this diffusion.) 

The work of Rogers and his associates strongly suggests that there are 

five principal characteristics or attributes of innovations which determine 

their rate of diffusion. He refers to these as: 

Relative advantage 
Compatibility 
Complexity 
Triability 
Observability 

In all cases, it is the perceived quality of these attributes (perceived by 

those to whom the innovation is directed) which determines the rate and scale 

* In a sense, an innovation can be considered to define a social system; it 
is that system of people and institutions which will be directly involved in 
the acceptance (or rejection) and diffusion (if accepted) of an innovation. 
Hence the social system which accepts modular residential construction will not 
be precisely the same as that which accepts solar heating systems for new 
commercial buildings. 
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of acceptance and use. The "relative advantage" of an innovation is the extent 

to which it is perceived to have an advantage over an established product, pro-

cess, or institution, etc. "Compatibility" is a measure of the ease with which 

the innovation can be incorporated into the existing social system. "Complexity" 

is simply that--the perceived complexity (or simplicity) of the innovation in 

comparison with traditional methods. "Triability" refers to the extent to 

which the innovation can be tried out in a small or low risk manner (such as 

planting a small portion of acreage with a ne,v type of grain, or using solar 

water heating on a small scale before trying solar space heating and air con-

ditioning). "Observability" refers to the extent to which the innovation has 

immediate and observable consequences. In this regard, a better mouse trap is 

more observable than a chemical which sterilizes mice with delayed, less obser-

vable consequences. Rogers generalizes as follows: (In all cases the majority 

but not all of the studies he examined support these generalizations) 

The relative advantage of a new idea, as perceived by members 
of a social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption. 

The observability of a new idea, as perceived by members of a 
social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption. 

The compatibility of a new idea, as perceived by members of a 
social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption. 

The complexity of an innovation, as perceived by members of a 
social system, is not related to its rate of adoption. (Slightly 
more than half of 16 studies support this; the others do not.) 

The triability of an innovation, as perceived by members of 
a social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption. 

These five generalizations might be combined into the following statement re-

garding solar technologies and the building industry: 

The extent to which solar systems are perceived by the build
ing industry to be: (1) compatible with present practice; (2) 
immediately observable in terms of economics, technical per
formance and consumer acceptance; (3) demonstrating important 
advantages over non-solar systems ,vi th the same function; and 
(4) "triable" on a small, low-risk scale; the greater the 
rate and scale of acceptance and adoption of solar conversion 
technologies. 

Of course, there are factors other than the perceived attributes of an innovation 

which will affect its rate and scale of acceptance and use. Rogers includes such 

factors as the type of innovation decision (is it voluntary, or mandated by law, 

for example?), the nature of the social system, the extent of a change agency's 

efforts, and the external environment affecting the social system. In particu-

lar, he points out that a crisis (or perceived crisis) can emphasize the relative 
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advantage of an innovation and affect its rate of adoption. It is possible that 

widespread popular concern for the state of the environment has led to a greater 

interest in solar energy conversion (in spite of the near term economic dis-

advantages of solar conversion systems relative to traditional approaches) than 

would otherwise have occurred. 

He also points out that there has been much too little solid research 

examining the relative effect of these various variables on the diffusion of 

innovation. (This could be one of the interesting research tasks for the SEES. ) 

In addition, Rogers points out that almost invariably "the more persons involved 

in making an innovation-decision, the slower the rate of adoption." This is 

clearly true, as we showed earlier, in the building industry. Rogers, however, 

does not discuss the possible coherence effects of a change agency in facilita-

ting more rapid and wider acceptance of innovation. The SEES could, by acting 

to bring coherence to the process of encouraging the various members of the 

building industry to consider specific innovations, also accomplish important 

and needed "in-situ" research on the effectiveness of such "coherence" facili-

tat ion. 

Although we have only touched on some of Rogers' vrork here, "lie feel that 

it has very important applications to the design of programs to facilitate solar 

(and other) innovations within the building industry. 

The Role of the Demonstration Project 

Demonstration projects of various kinds can play an important role in 

accelerating the rate and scale of commercial development and diffusion of solar 

and energy conserving products and processes in the building industry. Such 

projects can range from a simple technical demonstration of a specific design 

of solar collector to the design and construction of a planned unit development 

or large commercial building complex incorporating solar heating and cooling. 

Some possible types of demonstration projects include: 

1) Technical test and demonstration of new products, to establish 
performance capabilities (e.g., collectors, storage units, 
absorption chillers). 

2) The technical demonstration project, which shows only the techni
cal possibilities and ignores the commercial and industry related 
issues (but which may reveal important technical and non-technical 
problems, and help get industry into the business). (i.e., a 
laboratory of sorts.) 

3) Commercially designed and financed buildings incorporating 
some new product or process, designed to show both technical 
and economic viability of an innovation in industry terms. 
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4) Projects (e.g., solar array mock-ups to large commercial scale 
buildings) designed to demonstrate various techniques for in
corporating a new product or process into the building process 
(for example, for the education of, designers, trade personnel, 
building inspectors, fire and safety code officials, etc.). 

5) Prototype production facilities, sized to be comparable "rith future 
commercial production operations, to demonstrate technical and 
economic feasibility of a specific production approach or process. 

Some projects may be deliberately conceived to demonstrate some set of 

technical, economic and institutional objectives. Other projects may serve as 

demonstration projects even though they were not originally created with demon-

stration objectives in mind (or not the same objective as are ultimately 

served) . 

For example, several of the projects discussed later in this paper vrere 

originally conceived vrith technical objectives in mind, but also served to 

demonstrate the economics of specific design approaches using currently avail-

able hardware, and the extent to which traditional design practices must be 

modified to include the use of active solar heating and cooling components in a 

small commercial or institutional building project. Hence, the roZe of demon-

stration projects is manifold, including the demonstration of technical feasibility, 

design and construction techniques, etc. The form the demonstration projects 

take will also be manifold. There will rarely be a situation in vrhich only a 

single objective is served by a demonstration project; rather, each project will, 

to varying extents, serve a number of demonstration functions, and in turn many 

projects will contribute to a specific goal, such as the training of vrorkers in 

the installation of solar related hardvrare. 

The role of the demonstration project (and its form) depends on vrhich stage 

vre are at in the innovation/diffusion process discussed earlier. At each stage, 

various types of demonstration projects can facilitate the process. During the 

initial innovation phase, demonstration projects are required to test and verify 

technical feasibility, provide information to potential manufacturers to permit 

modification of prototype products, uncover potential technical and economic 

difficulties, and generally facilitate the development of a commercial production 

industry. During the second phase (diffusion of readiness), the purpose of 

demonstration projects will be in part to provide objective test and performance 

information to all segments of the building industry vrhich must be involved in 

accepting or rejecting various solar products and systems. During the third 

phase (diffusion of innovation), this information vrill continue to be required as 

grovring numbers of industry participants become interested in the products and 
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their possible use. During this phase and in the preceding phase as well, 

commercially produced buildings incorporating a range of solar systems would be 

built, in some cases with partial subsidy or through the use of other incentives, 

but otherwise duplicating fully the commercially produced structures. 

As the industry continued to expand and the use of solar products continued, 

new building projects incorporating new generations of equipment and new design 

concepts would be built. In many (most?) cases these would now arise from in

dustry interest and the government supports would fall away. However, there 

would oontinue to be a need for detailed objeotive test and performanoe data 

for the new products; hence the role of the initial test and evaluation facil

ities would continue to be important. 

In addition, computer-aided engineering design of solar buildings will be 

required. As the cost of sophisticated computers continues to drop rapidly and 

their use diffuses throughout the building industry, the use of instrumented 

buildings to verify and refine engineering design procedures (and subsequently 

derive "rules of thumb" for builders and heating/cooling contractors in the 

residential sector) will be important. At some point, after no more than a 

decade at most, the design procedures will be sufficiently well understood and 

verified to permit routine installations of optimum size and configuration in 

various projects in a large variety of isolation and economic (e.g., cost of 

supplementary fuel) environments. It seems reasonable to assume that the 

powerful hand-held programmable computers of the near future will have avail

able routines for computing the performance of solar heating and cooling systems 

for various isolation environments around the U.S. (Possibly, manufacturers 

like Hewlett Packard and Texas Instruments will offer a special hand-held computer 

with appropriate data and software packages for the building industry, much as is 

now done for the technical and financial communities.) 

From the perspective of a change agency such as the SEES, it is in part the 

purpose of demonstration projects to increase the attractiveness of the important 

attributes of the (solar) innovations being encouraged. As Rogers13 points out, 

it is the peroeived attributes of an innovation which determine the extent to which 

it is accepted and used. The perception, of course, is that of the individual(s) 

who must accept or reject the innovation, rather than the perceptions of the 

change agency, product manufacturer or others outside of the social system of the 

building industry. Furthermore, the complex nature of the industry, with its 

constellation of actors, increases the difficulty of diffusion. Plumbing inspec-



tors, building code officials, builders, architects, engineers, contractors, etc. 

may all have different ideas regarding the relative advantage, compatibility, 

complexity, triability and observability of a specific innovation. 

For example, a solar demonstration building might decrease the perceived 

compZexity of installation on the part of a contractor (and perhaps result in 

lower bids for solar equipment installation), or convince a builder that such a 

system is more compatible with his present way of building and less complex or 

unreliable than he had thought. 

As a general rule, we would propose that demonstration projects aimed at 

enhancing the rate and scale of diffusion of an innovation in the building in-

dustry should increase the perceived attractiveness of at least one of the five 

major attributes (e.g., advantage, observability, complexity) for at least one 

of the major building industry actors (e.g., architects). Ideally a demonstra-

tion project might seek to enhance the perceived attitudes regarding all five 

of the attributes among a large number of industry types. In reality, however, 

no one demonstration can effectively do this; a number of projects will be re-

quired to achieve this. 

Of course, such demonstrations may have some unexpected consequences, 

especially during the initial stages of development of a solar industry. A pro-

ject aimed at convincing a builder of the simplicity of a solar heating system 

might end up achieving the reverse. Many initial installations have been more 

complex and laden with far more problems than the designers ever intended. It 

is therefore important that experiments in which various technical and design 

concepts are tried out and evaluated not be confused with demonstration projects 

aimed at facilitating commercial growth of the solar building industry. Since it 

will not be obvious to most builders, contractors and other industry people which 

projects are which, it is the responsibility of the agencies involved to make 

this clear. A technically successful experiment can have commercial demonstra-

tion value; but an imperfectly conceived or poorly designed demonstration project 

can substantially slow the speed of diffusion of an innovation. 

Some ExampZes of Useful Demonstration Projects 

Some of the types of demonstration projects mentioned earlier are discussed 

in a little detail here. This discussion does not pretend to be comprehen-

sive, but is, we feel, representative of many of the types of projects which 

will be required and Which, in many cases, already have functioning examples. 
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It lvould certainly be a useful early task of the SEES to assemble a careful 

and comprehensive revieiv and (to the extent possible) evaluation of the various 

demonstration proj ects vlhich are (or will be) functioning when SEES begins its 

operation. A careful determination of the needs of the building industry in 

terms of demonstration projects can be made (with the help of industry and 

researchers) and compared with the nature and extent of existing demonstration 

projects. Then the SEES will be in a position to determine which additional 

projects are required to enhance the rate and scale of solar technologies for 

situations in which they appear appropriate (but might not otherwise be used). 

Test Facilities and Prototype Collector Arrays 

Test facilities for solar collectors and real world collector array mock-ups 

will be an increasingly important type of demonstration project for the building 

industry. NASA has established an indoor collector test facility at the NASAl 

Lewis Research Center, which can be used by any manufacturer of collectors, at 

no charge, to evaluate the technical performance of his collector under a range 

of controlled conditions. This test facility is designed to demonstrate to the 

manufacturer and others both the principles of collector test and evaluation 

and the performance of a specific design. A sophisticated collector test 

facility has been established by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory to evalu

ate various collectors in high isolation environments. Included in the facility 

is a large demonstration array of the integrated cOllectors32 developed by 

LASL under NSFIRANN sponsorship. This test array can in principle serve a 

number of functions. It has provided important information to the designers 

of the new solar heated and cooled library facility at LASL, since these 

collectors are used in the building. The contractor was able to learn how 

to build the collectors into the building, and the architect and engineer 

were able to design the architectural detailing with the help of this array. 

Such demonstrations, for various collector designs, will be an important 

element in providing the necessary information and training to architects, 

engineers, contractors, and the building trades to permit detailing and struc

tural integration. Similar mock-ups could be created by the SEES as part of 

a training and information program for the building industry and could serve 

as a comprehensive source of objective test and performance data. Such mock-

ups in various parts of the state would, over a period of years, also provide 

important data on the weathering characteristics of various collector designs 



and array configurations. Such test data would assist manufacturers in im-

proving their products and increasing the scope of their warranties; builders 

and contractors would have increased assurances of the long term performance 

of the arrays, architects would have necessary information about the architectural 

appearance (and change in appearance with time) of the arrays, and so forth. 

An important question to be resolved is the proper relationship (regulatory, 

informational?) between SEES's test and certification efforts and those of 

private industry. 

Solar Heated Homes 

In 1975 some 75 solar homes were built in the United States, exceeding the 

total number built up to that time. 33 Some of these have been built by builder/ 

deve:),.opers, others by architects for private clients, others by do-it-your-

seIfers, others as experiments or demonstrations (such as the series of 

solar heated and cooled homes at Colorado State University), and still 

others as test beds and show-cases for specific products (the Copper Develop-

ment solar heated and cooled house in Tucson, Arizona). Many more will be 

built in the next few years. Some of these will fall into the previous 

categories; others will be built by utilities, and by the Electric Power 

Research Institute (to test and evaluate solar assisted heat pump systems in 

various parts of the country). 

For example, Pacific Gas and Electric has announced
24 

its plans to build 

three solar energy demonstration homes in Fresno, San Jose and Walnut Creek, 

California as part of the company's effort in the solar energy area, and the 

Southern California Gas Company has a comprehensive program to prepare for the 

possible large scale and utility based commercialization of gas-assisted solar 

water heating (and possibly space heating) systems for residential construc-

tion (Project SAGE). Southern California Edison Company also has a program 

to explore the use of solar/electric heat pump systems in their service 

territory, and many other utilities around the U.S. have similar programs. 

Many others will be built as Federally sponsored demonstrations under the 

National Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program coordinated through 

34 HUD, NASA and ERDA. Two parallel demonstration programs of five cycles each, 

repeated at nine month intervals, will be carried out, for presidential and 

commercial/industrial solar applications. In January, HUD announced its first 

cycle of one million dollars in grants for the installation of solar units in 
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143 new and existing dwelling units in 27 states, and said that "this will be 

the Nation's first large-scale test of solar energy in housing, and will give 

the housing industry, BUD and the general public a first hand look at the 

practical applications of solar energy for heating and cooling homes under 

varying climatic conditions." The demonstrations will be carried out by 55 

grantees including private developers/builders, public agencies and universi-

ties. In these demonstrations, the grants will pay for the purchase and 

installation of solar related equipment, including part of the cost of the 

added insulation necessary for efficient use of solar energy in buildings. 

The Federal Program,has ffitarget goals the stimulation of incorporation 

of solar energy systems "in at least 1 percent of the annual residential and 

commercial building starts by 1980 and the installation of retrofit systems 

annually on 2500 residential and 200 commercial buildings." By 1985 these 

goals are to be increased ten fold. The details of this program can be found 

in recent ERDA publications. 34 

The high diversity of program goals, types 'of buildings, types of solar 

systems, geographic locales, etc. will insure that all of the major attributes 

of solar heating and heating/cooling systems (seen as innovations) will be 

demonstrated to a large number of industry and lay observers. 

Demonstration Projects Are More Than Buildings and Tests 

The success of the SEES in increasing the diffusion of energy conserving 

and solar innovations in the building industry will depend to a considerable 

extent on the quality of its working relationship with the industry it seeks 

to serve. Part of this will rest with the staff. It will be important that 

the staff include respected professionals from the building industry who 

understand the client's problems in detail. As Rogers indicates, there is 

strong evidence that regardless of the nature of the specific innovation and 

social system with which a change agency is dealing, "change agent success 
~ 

is positively related to his empathy \iith clients." In addition, such pro-

fessionals will be better able to determine the client's needs than someone 

from outside the industry. "Change agent success is positively related to the 

degree to which his program is compatible with client needs." 

For example, the Federal Government has a SUbstantial program28 designed 

to support the development of hardware, performance standards, demonstration 

projects, information dissemination, etc., in the solar area. In spite of 

what appears to be a program well suited to the development and diffusion of 
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defects (which hopefully are in the process of being corrected). 

One of the most disturbing aspects of the present solar energy demonstra-

tion programs is the apparent inability of the Federal Government to do business 

in a way acceptable to the building industry. A sufficient nuniber of noted 

architects and engineers35 active in the solar energy field have mentioned 

these problems, both publicly and privately, to the extent that we must con-

clude that they are real. For example, proposals are solicited but there is 

no attempt to reimburse businesses for the generation of such proposals or the 

extensive reports required of firms receiving grants; this in spite of the fact 

that the industry does not have a tradition or intrasstructure for doing so 

(unlike the aerospace industry; which depends on having such an intrastructure 

and charges accordingly in its contract overhead rates). In addition, grants 

are awarded after long delays (6 months to over a year) during which an 

architecture or engineering firm must hold together the team which is to do 

the work. Payments are often very late, requiring businesses to borrow money 

and pay interest which the government will not reimburse. There is a crucial 

need for government and the building industry to develop and implement a new 

process which will permit the two to carry out business in a manner attrac-

tive to and equitable for both. Until this is done, the financial risks 

associated with involvement in the Federal solar demonstration program will 

represent a primary barrier to the achievement of the program goals, and solar 

commercialization. This will be true regardless of the merits of the rest of 

the program. 

The SEES could pioneer in the development of procedures which permit the 

State and the client industries to work closely together. It is important 

to realize that at this initial stage in the development and diffusion of 

solar heating and cooling systems, the concern of the Federal and State 

governments is far greater than that of the building industry. There is no 

business logic which compels an architectural or engineering firm to move into 

a new and ris1W venture (the preparation of research proposals and carrying 

out of low or no profit solar heating and cooling design and construction 

ventures). The change agencies, such as HUD or the SEES, must make it finan-

cially attractive for the industry to become involved in what is still a 

non-economic activity (solar heating and cooling) if the diffusion of readiness 

phase is to be achieved. 
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CASE STUDY OF FOUR SOLAR BUILDING 

PROJECTS IN THE UNITED STATES 

Innovation and Change in the Design Professions 

A number of design professionals and others have suggested that the wide-

spread incorporation of solar energy and energy conserving design practices 

into the architectural and engineering professions may require changes both in 

the design process itself and in the traditional working relationships among 

the designers; particularly between architects and their consulting mechanical 

engineers. If considerable new training were required for the design professions, 

this would suggest the desirability for an active professional educational role 

on the part of the Energy Extension Service. On the other hand, if only specific 

types of information were required, with the designers essentially educating them-

selves, then the function of the Service might be the assembling of information in 

appropriately useful form and providing it to designers and others requesting it. 

In order to examine this issue the authors have conducted a preliminary in-

qUiry* into this issue. The objectives of this inquiry were to determine the 

influence of energy conserving design and active solar heating and heating/ 

cooling systems on the design and construction of medium scale commercial and 

institutional buildings. Among the objectives of this recent study was an 

attempt to determine the following; 

1) The effects of requlrlng energy conservation with solar 
conversion systems on the professional working relation
ships and on the organization of design activities; 

2) The extent to which special knowledge and re-education would be 
required for the various design professionals to insure compe
tency in these new areas of design and construction; and 

3) The attitudes of a number of architects, engineers, contractors, 
clients and others towards energy conservation and solar archi
tecture after having been invalved in at least one commercial 
solar building project. 

A case study approach was used to get at these issues. Four solar build-

ings were chosen on the basis of the criteria listed below, and their designers 

were interviewed along with inspection visits to the sites. Because of the 

small number of individuals interviewed, our conclusions must remain 

* This project was supported in part by the Office of the State Architect, 
State of California. 



iMpressionistic; nevertheless we suspect that these will be generally valid 

since the firms involved have been working in design and construction for 

several decades and have generally- been in the mainstream of professional prac-

tice. In some cases they are also what Rogers has called "leading edge innovators" 

in the sense that they have been responsible for innovation in architectural and 

engineering design within the confines of established professional practice. 

Criteria for Building Project Selection 

Because we sought to determine the possible impact of solar/energy-conserv-

ing design on the mainstrealJl of the architectural and engineering design professions, 

we deliberately avoided building projects which could be considered completely 

experimental, or for technical demonstration purposes only, or those in "\,hich the 

primary design input was from non-traditional (e.g., aerospace) establishments. 

He also avoided residential construction, partly because so much attention is 

now being focused on this area of solar applications and partly because architects 

and engineers are rarely involved, in this country, in residential building design. 

Rather, we sought medium-size (25,000 to 100,000 ft2) commercial and institutional 

buildings, designed and constructed, wherever possible, within the constraints 

normally affecting commercial projects. Some of the considerations involved in 

selection included: 

1) Major design emphasis on energy conservation and use of active 
solar components for a substantial fraction of heating or 
heating/cooling requirements. 

2) Project advanced at least to the construction stage. (Completed 
buildings would have given a more accurate picture of the issues 
involved but, at the time of the research, Spring '76, only two 
projects fitting the other criteria were finished.) 

3) Diversity of project types and locations, ranging from retrofit 
to new construction. 

4) Cooperation of owners, designers, consultants, etc., in 
providing interviews, building tours, working drawings, 
specifications, design calculations, cost estimates and con
tractor bids, etc. 

5) Buildings which "TOuld be used for typical purposes (e. g., offices, 
library, school, etc.) and not simply built for technical demonstra
tion purposes. 

The buildings chosen were the NSR Study Cen-ter at Los Alamos Scientific 

Laboratory; the New Mexico State AgricultvYe Building in Las Cruces, New Mexico; 

the Townes Elementoyy School in Atlanta, Georgia; and the Cary Arboretum, an 

office/laboratory under construction in Millbrook, New York. 
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The Case Studies 

The integration of solar conversion and energy conserving design into the 

production of commercial architecture in this country is still a rare phenomenon; 

caused in part by the lack of technical expertise in the design professions; but 

more generally by the extensive range of disincentives perceived by investors 

and their continuing reluctance to consider the life-cycle economic consequences 

of investment decisions. All of the commercial scale projects which met the 

study criteria as of Spring 1976 were either publicly or privately subsi-

dized, in order to prove design concepts, prime the pump of investor interest, 

or demonstrate a particular design philosophy. The four projects chosen for 

the study are representative of the range of project types likely to confront 

designers in the future and, although subsidized (their subsidies can be consi-

dered to offset the presently marginal economics of solar conversion), their 

non-solar budgets reflected, in all cases, the realities of the present construc-

tion process. 

A brief discussion of each project and its design process will be followed 

by comment concerning the implications, for SEES, of that project's evolution 

and unique character. Specific recommendations derived from the Case Studies 

are presented at the beginning of the paper. 

TOWNES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Atlanta Georgia 

Retrofit of an Existing Mechanical System. 

The retrofit of a suburban elementary school to add solar absorption air 

conditioning was intended by NSF, and later ERDA, as a "proof of concept 

experiment" rather than a commercial demonstration. Its relevance to SEES 

stems from its designers' own agenda, which considered: 

The technical feasibility of solar driven absorption air condi
tioning on a commercial scale un'der less than optimum conditions. 

The use of "off the shelf" components and construction methods to 
build a type of system which could be commercially duplicated in 
similar structures. 

The extent to which theorectical design methods could be relied 
upon in practice. 

The project was managed by Westinghouse Special Systems Division in response to 

NSF's acceptance of a proposal made as part of NSF's "Phase 0 Study.,,37 

Burt Hill Associates were retained as project architects and Dubin Bloome 

Associates as mechanical engineers. The contractual arrangements between the 
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Fig. 1. Towns Elementary School in Atlanta, Georgia, showing 
truss-mounted collectors. 

designers and client, while not traditional (cost sharing contracts and the 

clients' changing horses in the middle of the stream bet,'reen NSF and ERDA consi-

derably skewed the formal lines of authority and responsbility) did provide for 

a conventional design process of the consulting engineers reporting to the prime 

contractor, the architect. In reality, the nature of the design problem and the 

unusual combinations of skills possessed by the two firms led to a more symbiotic 

working relationship than is usual. The design program involved the application 

of a solar absorption cooling installation to an existing building without regard 

for its architectural renovation for energy conservation. 

The designers were limited to considering the building as a platform for 

the equipment and as a generator of cooling and heating loads, not as an in-

tegral part of the design. This constraint might have led to an over-simplified 

demonstration of a piece of solar hardware with little relevance to future 
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practice. The designers, however, used the unrealistic program as an opportunity 

to consider the application of solar absorption technology almost as a problem 

in industrial design, where process efficiency, optimization of design, and 

simplicity of construction are key design criteria. The design team's evolution 

in dealing with problems of technical innovation might have some relevance for 

future practice. 

Architectural design firms, such as Burt Hill Associates, which are heavily 

involved in solar related work beyond the traditional confines of architectural 

practice, have an overriding interest in the guidance of the innovation of solar 

technology in the building industry. Their concern is that the use of solar 

energy in buildings, invariably a powerful aesthetic and functional form 

determinant, become integrated into the architectural design vocabulary as a 

welcome addition, rather than end up as a range of efficient but architecturally 

inappropriate pieces of hardware. Dick Rittelmann, the demonstration's project 

architect, cites the rooftop packaged HVAC system as an example of a mechanically 

effective, but architecturally disastrous design solution. This interest, for 

Burt Hill, has led to the firm's becoming dependent on its own research activities 

for the supply of appropriate design solutions and, in many cases, hardware. 

Organized research has not generally been pursued as an important activity 

by the U.S. building industry, for many reasons (some of which were discussed 

earlier in this paper) although every architectural or construction program 

involves some research on the part of its designers. Generally, such research 

is unfunded by clients, not documented or widely disseminated, and not cumula

tive in impact; a situation which leads to the daily re-inventing of wheels. 

Rittelmann and his associates have attempted to deal with this problem by cross 

training themselves, notably in mechanical engineering. The prime benefit of 

a multi-disciplinary approach is in solar related work, where interrelationships 

between the architectural and mechanical responses to solar conversion needs 

can be identified in a single context. This leadS to a better use of both 

discipline's methods of promoting human comfort in shelter. A secondary benefit, 

and one with immediate conservation implications, is the firm's capacity to 

communicate with their consultants in their own "language" and therefore prevent 

their conventional projects from being "taken over" by the demands of mechanical 

systems. 

The conceptual model for the integration of architectural and energy concerns 

which guided the .. fork of Burt Hill and Dubin-Bloome was the "cascading" of 
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energy "stream" as it flows through the building. Mr. Rittelmann, and others 

active in the energy conservation field, gained first hand experience using this 

concept while serving as engineering officers aboard Naval ships where: 

We had an energy cascade system that goes from steam at 2100 psi 
and 950°F to water at sea temperature under 29" of vacuum; and we 
are extracting energy the whole way down. We don't do that in 
buildings yet; some day we will, I think. 38 

The Townes school's energy storage system represents a start in addressing this 

problem, at least in the context of a solar mechanical system. A three tank 

storage system interconnected by valves and controlled by a mini computer has 

the capacity of operating the solar collection system and building mechanical 

plant in eight different modes to maintain the greatest amount of solar heated 

or chiller cooled "rater ready for use by minimizing the contamination of the 

hottest, or coldest, stored water with water having less "value" to the mechan-

ical system. 

The cascaded storage system is an example of an innovative combination of 

existing hardware to perform a new function. (The use of residential type wood 

for trusses to support the school's collectors and the application of reflective 

material to the truss sheathing to increase the collector's performance are other 

examples.) Such combinations, according to Rittelmann, are the result of 

Burt Hill's ignorance of what could not be done with Dubin-Bloome's knowledge of 

what couZd. However, Rittelmann warns, multi-disciplinary brainstorming can 

result in over-engineered designs, in that the design team's ovm enthusiasm in 

reaching toward a goal may carry the solution to a sophistication which is 

neither economically nor functionally warranted. 

Although the Townes Elementary School demonstration can be considered a 

discrete experiment far removed from the hard reality of commercial practice, the 

experience gave the project's designers some insight into areas of interest to 

SEES in its mission of promoting the rapid diffusion of solar conversion technology. 

Most forecasts of the rate of diffusion of solar technology have called out the 

$4-6 sq ft collector as the key to widespread adoption of solar conversion in 

buildings, and mass production and a large aggregate market as the means to 

achieve the goal. Such analysis, however, has not generally accounted for the 

materials intensive nature of flat plate collectors. 

Dick Rittelmann perceives the solar equipment industry as already "mature" 

in that 
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(a) its products are made of aluminum, copper, steel, glass, and 
plastic, "rhich are themselves "mature"; their cost, production 
technology, availability, and value in the industrial economy 
are already well known (their production is also energy intensive, 
"hich is no help in reducing costs). 

(b) The existing range of materials used in coll'ectors are well 
suited to their task. It is unlikely that new technology will 
provide cheap, thermally efficient, durable, and easily worked 
materials to replace the very common ones presently used. New 
technology will provide selective coatings for absorber plates 
and collector covers which will increase collector efficiency, 
but not significantly lower the cost of a collector array. 

(c) The collector manufacturing process is quite simple and 
easily mechanized. The benefits of reducing labor costs by 
mass production will very soon be realized, as there is not 
that much "slack" to be taken out of the manufacturing 
process. A report commissioned by the Solar Energy Group at 
ERDA's Las Alamos Scientific Laboratory investigating the 
mass production of their quilted steel collector39, a rather 
complicated design, estimated the set up costs to produce 
2.5 million sq ft of collector per year (enough for 7-8,000 
houses) at slightly over 1 million dollars. This cost could 
be amortized "rithin 5 years at 2l¢/sq ft of added production 
cost, given a market which could absorb 12.5 million sq ft of 
collector within that period. The collector's production 
cost "as estimated at $6.50-9.00/sq ft. Mass production may 
help "hold the line" on unit cost increases, but probably will 
not greatly offset the increasing cost of materials which rising 
energy prices are sure to cause. 

Rittelmann's experience with the Atlanta school demonstration and other projects 

has convinced him that: 

When people talk about getting down to $4-6 dollar per square foot 
collectors to make solar go, outside of the residential scale, it's 
not a valid premise. There is far more money to be taken out of 
solar systems in areas other than the collector. 38 

The authors' own experience in residential scale solar work has borne this 

out in that, even for small solar water heaters, the collector cost increment 

is rarely more than 40 percent of the system cost, if that. The most fruitful 

areas for future R&D are in industrial products and codes and standards for 

solar related piping, pumping, storage, and control systems. Few solar mechanical 

systems need or benefit from the strength or cost of the present range of 

industrial products, all of which were designed to withstand the rigors of a 

high temperature and pressure fossil fueled enviroument. The relatively benign 

operating conditions of solar systems do not require schedule 40 pipe, 150 psi 

valves, and ASME pressure rated tankage; but, in lieu of alternatives, systems 

are presently built and inspected as if they did. For instance, due to the ab-

sence of a suitable alternative, the complete piping grid for the Townes 

elementary school project, serving 10,000 sq ft of collector, mechanical system, 

and storage tank farm, was built of schedule 40 black iron pipe, although the 
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system's working pressure is about 25 psi. The black iron pipe was the cheapest 

possible material to use, as it is the standard product, yet its material and 

installation cost ,-ras responsible for over a third of the proj ect 's construction 

budget. 

Another issue not immediately apparent to designers is the relative cost 

of using solar conversion technology in retrofi t situations versus ne,i construc

tion. Widespread energy conservation and solar retrofitting of existing buildings 

has a potential impact on California's fossil energy consumption many times that 

of new construction, but such an emphasis is likely not to attrs>ct investors due 

to a retrofit systems' higher cost. The construction problems unique to each 

building and the necessity of having to "apply" a system to an existing building 

rather than integrate it into a new structure will probably keep retrofit costs 

relatively high. An appropriate emphasis, therefore, for future design innovation 

encouragement by SEES vould be the development of system design methods and hard

vare which lends itself to repetitive adaptation to existing buildings on a 

commercial scale. Burt Hill's use of treated vood trusses for colJ_ector supports 

(an adaptation of mass housing technology) represents an initial step in this 

direction. 

The designers of the Atlanta School demonstration agreed that the project, 

although hampered by an unrealistic program and a tight budget, -lias a valuable 

experiment and useful demonstration. They also, however, stressed their re-

1uctance, as small businesses, to participate in further Federal demonstration 

efforts under the present administrative requirement s governing grant funded 

projects without the administrative and financial "protection" of an intermediate 

client. 

A certain amount of reporting, administrative overhead, and delayed transfer 

of funds is to be expected in dealing with public agencies, but the current level 

of administrative overhead common to Federally financed projects is higher than 

many firms can absorb. This is not to say that there is a dearth of applicants 

for demonstration grant programs, but rather that the field of applicants may 

be limited by administrative overhead pressures to those firms with the financial 

"leisure" to donate their services at some loss; a criteria which does not 

necessarily ensure the demonstration of innovative thinking or competent execution. 

In its effort to define a demonstration program appropriate for conditions 

in California, SEES should balance the usual concerns for a maximum leverage of 

available funds vith the risks of stifling innovation by "starVing" it or chok-
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ing it with paper. Proposal preparation costs are a major factor. This author 

recently participated in a successful application to HUD for a residential retro

fit demonstration grant. The proposal, a bare bones, severely edited effort, was 

half an inch thick and cost about $10,000 in design, research, and production 

time. It is often said, only partly in jest, that proposals are evaluated with a 

ruler or, for the more sophisticated projects, thrown down a flight of stairs. 

The one which falls the farthest is granted. One possible incentive might be the 

reimbursement of successful grant applicants for their initial research/design/ 

proposal preparation costs. In spending a little more for a demonstration, SEES 

might encourage a wider or more energetic pursuit of energy conserving and solar 

design in architecture. 

NEW MEXICO AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT, Las Cruces, New Mexico 

A Solar Mechanical System "Applied" to a Conventional New Building. 

It is likely that, well into the future, the shape of standard commercial 

architecture will still be determined by forces other than the cost of energy. 

Lifecycle economic analysis is not yet an integral part of the investment de

cision process and, even when it is, there will be some time lag before the 

shapes of standard commercial building types begin to respond to their natural 

environment with an emphasis equal in strength to their present reflection of 

the realities of a first cost oriented investment climate. In the interim, as 

the rising cost of energy begins to indicate its value, solar conversion will 

be applied to new buildings as a mechanical system, just as existing energy 

sources are, and not integrated with its architecture. Given a well insulated 

building with a flat roof (a standard commercial building), a competent mechanical 

engineer will be able to design a solar mechanical system as part of a design 

process identical to present practice. Interaction between the architect and 

engineer is limited to the specific interface between the building and its 

equipment: collector supports, mechanical equipment spaces, storage location, etc. 

For reasons other than those associated with real estate investment decisions, 

the New Mexico Agriculture Department headquarters (NMAD) on the campus of the 

New ~lexico State University was built as described above, and therefore might 

serve as a useful model for commercial practice in the near future. NMAD was 

initially designed as a well insulated (uF.06) conventional structure well 

suited for its desert environment. Steam and chilled water for space condition

ing were to be supplied through a thousand foot connection to the campus' central 
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Fig. 2. View looking southwest of New Mexico Agriculture Department 
showing rack-mounted flat plate (front) and tracking 
concentrating collectors (rear). 

plant loop. Half way through the design stage, as the result of the lobbying 

efforts of NMSU and NI'1AD, funds were appropriated by the state to fund the added 

design and construction cost of a solar mechanical system. (A telling financial 

argument was the fact that a heavy reliance on a solar mechanical system allowed 

the use of interruptible natural gas as the auxiliary fuel source \·rhich, in 

turn, permitted the dedication of the $200,000 slated for the steam tunnel to 

the solar mechanical system.) 

By fortuitous circumstance, the project mechanical engineer for NMAD was 

Bridgers and Paxton, one of the few firms in the country with substantial previous 

solar design experience. At the point of supplementary funding, the design of , 

the building was already "set" and, although the architect had long maintained 

a professional interest in solar energy, it fell to Bridgers and Paxton to adapt 

a solar mechanical system to the building, with the architect assisting in the 
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design of collector support systems and mechanical room layout. The adaptation 

was handled as a standard mechanical design commission with t,w important excep-

tions of interest to SEES: 

Equipment Performance Certification: Designers generally rely on inde
pendent or industry generated performance data in their evaluation of 
manufacturers' products, and usually limit their research to issues 
concerning suitability rather than basic performance. In some cases, 
hOl{ever, (noteably in the design of building systems or in the consi
deration of innovative construction methods) there is no source of 
reliable performance data; designers must investigate those issues 
themselves. Such is the case presently in the evaluation of solar 
conversion equipment, especially collectors and de-rated absorption 
chillers. At the time of NMAD's design, there was (and still is) no 
nationally accepted standard for collector performance evaluation. 
The NBS Collector Test Standard40 , developed in 1974, is beginning 
to win acceptance in the industry but will not be useful to designers 
until (a) all collector manufacturers publish their product's per
formance and construction data in a similar format certified by 
reliable, independent agencies. (b) Such performance data is pre
sented in ways which "fit" designer's sizing equations. The NBS 
performance "curves," for instance, often must be translated to fit 
the more accurate sizing methods in use; a time consuming process. 

Until the above happens on a wide scale, the uncertainties concerning equipment 

perfornlance are likely to influence both designers and investors not to leave 

the well trodden paths of conventional architecture. 

Of the four demonstrations discussed in this paper, this issue caused the 

most difficulty at NMAD, as one of the demonstration objectives ,ms the identi-

fication of "optimum" commercially available collectors for absorption air 

condi tioning applications in the SouthvTest. Rather than await the manufacturers' 

interest in the project's promotional opportunities, Frank Bridgers aggressively 

pursued the issue by examining 60 odd collectors and having 6 exhaustively 

tested on a side by side basis at NMSU's Solar Collector Test Facility. The 

process of developing a performance specification to govern the evaluation 

process and the logistics of considering the range of available hard\mre ",ere 

the most time consuming activities in the design process, and therefore the most 

expensi.ve. 

Of course, there ",ill be relatively fe", projects in the near future "'hich 

will need or benefit from such an exhaustive procedure, but most projects during 

the period of diffusion just no", beginning ",HI require some investment in 

research ",hich, if saved by the existence of a reliable certification base, 

could substantially reduce solar technology's design costs. SEES could serve as a 

unifying frame",or], for such a base in California, by bringing together manufac<-

turers, test facilities, regulatory agencies, and consumers (investors, con-

tractors, designers) much in the ·\fay some trade associations (American Concrete 
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standards and test procedures which have often taken on legal force ],hen adopted 

as part of various codes. 

Consistant with the generally sporadic research 
the building industry, the design professions have 

not accepted the potential of computer aided design with the same 
emthusiasm as many other professional disciplines. At present, 
computers are used primarily in medium to large engineering firms to 
analyze structural systems and size mechanical systems; activities 
lihich benefit from a computer' s ability to chew through a large 
number of repetitive calculations in a short time. Recently, more 
or less proprietary programs have appeared on the market lihich 
enable designers to evaluate the long term energy consumption and 
operating cost implications of a specific building design or piece 
of equipment. They are hOYlever, primarily a tool for evaluation, 
and generally are not easily manipulated in an interactive liay, a 
process which is essential to a designer's understanding of the 
full thermal and economic implications of a design decision. 

-Before the advent of Mr. Hillis Carrier's "man-made weather,,4l and the 

sealed building, the interaction betlieen climate, architecture, and hwnan com-

fort ,ms intuitively dealt liith by designers, with mixed results., An era 

of cheap energy permitted designers to ignore this interaction, and they lost 

tourch with the implications of their decisions: The application of energy 

successfully covered a multitude of sins. From now on designers liill be 

faced with the necessity of considering the implications of human needs, energy 

consumption, and long term operating cost, forces often in conflict. Present 

technology gives designers power to produce buildings lihich can satisfy anyone 

of those forces, but good and responsible architecture viII have to reflect a 

balance betl-leen them. The resolution of those design issues requires an inter-

active process in 1oIhich, for example, the enlarging of l-lindo1ols to provide amore 

pleasing vie10l and better natural lighting can be 10Ieighed against the decision's 

probable effect on yearly energy consumption, peak load demand and life cycle 

operating cost. For commercial buildings, the balance point is rarely intuitively 

apparent, as energy consumption is more dependent on internal thermal loads 

than those occurring at the building skin. A fe10l more Btu's added to the daytime 

cooling load may have a far more significant effect on operating conditions than 

a fe10l added to a nighttime heating load. 

Most of the designers intervie1oled, but especially Frank Bridgers, see the 

arrival of pmrerful desktop computers and interactive softlmre (interactive in 

the sense that the operator can easily change individual input parameters, such 

as 1oIindol-l areas, and immediately see the long term consequences of such a de-

cision) as a tool lihich enables designers to make informed decisions concerning 
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the balance between conflicting program goals while freeing them from a morass 

of repetitive calculations. The reason Bridgers spent most of his time in connec-

tion Ifith the NMAD demonstration in pursuit of the "optimum" collector was that 

the firm's aggressive development of a computer simulation capability permitted 

the sizing of the system and the prediction of its performance to become a painless 

experience relative to collector performance certification. 

There are, however, no free "lunches". Computers can only compute; designers 

must have a thorough understanding of the thermal processes their decisions 

affect, and of the probable implications of those effects. If left to their 

own devices, the design professions would educate themselves in response to the 

lalfs governing the inertia of professional change. The professions should not 

be left to their own devices, for tlfO reasons: 

1) The rash of energy conservation design codes and guidelines 
presently taking effect, from ASHRAE 90-75 to California's 
Titles 24 and 25, set forth prescriptive requirements for 
new construction ,lith respect for design for energy conser
vation. Non-standard design (including the use of solar 
conversion) is not encouraged by these codes. It is 
"permitted" ... if the designer can prove to the satisfaction 
of the controlling authority that a non-standard design is 
at least energy conservative as a similar building built to 
prescriptive standards. A real understanding of the flolf of 
energy in buildings augmented by computer aids of the type 
described above, Bridgers feels, is a necessity for those 
designers wishing to (a) maintain any freedom of choice as 
to architectural expression; and (b) develop a capacity to 
effectively "sell" to clients buildings which exceed the min
imum standards (including solar design). 

2) Demonstration programs Ifill be of only limited value to the 
design professions at large if the design tools necessary to 
duplicate the demonstrated technology are themselves not 
demonstrated. The means to achieve a higher level of techni
cal competence must be at hand or the professions will regard 
demonstrations as "spaceships" having no immediate relevance 
to their own practice. 

Bridgers is convinced that every architectural and engineering firm Ifill have to 

have access to computer aided design tools, and knolf how to use them if energy 

conservation and solar design are to "take hold" in a timely ,ray. 

SEES' role could again be that of a unifying force for change, by bringing 

together diverse organizations having a common purpose to sponsor: 

Development and diffusion of public domain interactive software 
(e.g., CAL-ERDA). 

Organization of professional re-education seminars and expansion 
of professional school's curricula. 

Establishment of regional data banks, sources of expertise, and 
computation services (part of an energy related "county agent" 
netlfork) . 



A focus of legislative efforts to re-mold regulatory framelwrk 
to encourage innovation rather than mediocrity (the effort 
also requies a parallel development of educated regulatory 
personnel and procedures). 

NATIONAL SECURITY AND RESOURCES STUDY CENTER, Los Alamos, New Mexico 

The of Form and Function of Active Solar Conversion in Buildings. 

If solar conversion in buildings is to become an integral part of our 

architectural vocabulary, buildings themselves must begin to "pull their 01ll 

v[eight" as solar collectors, storage media, and energy transport systems, as well 

as fulfilling their traditional functions of providing a sheltering framelfOrk 

for human activities and cultural "signposts." 

This ERDA owned demonstration represents one of the first real efforts to 

integrate in form and function on a commercial building scale the conflicting 

programmatic goals mentioned previously. Of primary interest to an agency 

attempting to smooth the bumps of change is the professional design organization 

which promoted the amicable resolution of conflicting goals. 

Fig. 3. View from southeast of presentation model showing integrated 
collector array at National Security and Resources Study 
Center at Los Alamos, New Mexico. 
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Mechanical engineers and architects do not, in general, communicate in the 

atmosphere of warmth and mutual respect as, for instance, many structural engineers 

and architects are able to do. In commercial design, architecturally important 

space, structure, and in some cases, aesthetically offensive mechanical equipment 

tend to compete for attention, let alone space, with an unhappy compromise usually 

the result. NSRSC is a product of compromise, but, in general, not unhappy compromise. 

The key to an integrated design, according to J. Marx Ayres (project mechani~ 

cal engineer and solar design consultant) is the formation of a design team composed 

of the design architect, engineer, and client's representative in the 

form of a good functional and philosophical This team, ideally, 

physically works together from site inspection through the debugging stage of a 

building's inception; or at least meets often enough to resolve conflicting 

issues as they occur. In the case of NSRSC the emphasis was on the generation of 

an optimum architectural and mechanical response to a demonstration program of 

maximum employment of energy conserving design and solar conversion consistent 

with "off the shelf" technology; all to be achieved "\vithin a realistic commer

cial budget of about $45 per square foot construction cost. 

ERDA's architect selection process required the demonstration of a "track 

record" in energy conservation related work and a proven ability to address the 

program issues in a competent manner. Consequently, the selection finalists 

tended to be well established firms who had associated with one of the few 

engineering concerns ,lith significant experience in solar / energy conserving 

design. The successful applicant, Charles Luckman and Associates, of Los Angeles, 

had retained Ayres and Hayakawa Energy Management as mechanical/energy consultant. 

CLA is a large firm with a reputation for completing crisply detailed large 

office buildings on schedule and under budget. Marx Ayres is knovffi as an authority 

concerning computer simulation of building and mechanical system performance. 

The building's design process, hOl.rever, did not follow the linear conceptual 

model normally followed by established, tracIifional architects but rather was 

orgcmized, conceptually, as an equilateral triangle. Rudy Veland, the design 

architect, and Ayres together designed the building, and appealed to CLA's 

Project Architect, Sam Burnett, in cases of unresolved conflict. Veland and 

Ayres, in working together as co-equals, "rere able to educate each other as to 

the implications of various design paths, and do so on the spot rather than waste 

time, money', and emotional energy in costly redesign at a later stage. Burnett, 

one ~(:movGd ['Tom the give and take of the day to day design process, was in 
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and budgetary constraints""~.design criteria often obscured in the midst of 

animated discussion on the relative merits of an unobstructed view' of snow-covered 

peal\:s versus the cooling load implications of increased solar heat gain. The 

process offered several advantages to all concerned: 

The client received a well conceived and executed design 'Thich 
could be buil twi thin the allotted budget "Tith existing technology, 
with the added 'bonus of receiving between 80·~90 percent of i:ts 
space conditioning energy from the sun. 

The architect fulfilled his contractual role as the prime contrac
tor by maintaining overall control of the project. 

l'he designers, by ,mrking in tandem rather than in series, created 
an integrated design without having to learn each other's jobs. 

(The difference between Burt Hill's experience in Atlanta and the NSRSC is that the 

latter is intended to represent an optimum combination of existing architectural 

and HVAC technology, rather than an experiment. If the Atlanta demonstration had 

had more architectural content, the Burt Hill/Dubin~'Bloome collaboration might 

have taken on more of the charactEr of the RSRSC design team.) 

The one major reservation concerning the process held 'by Ayres concerns the 

funding of the design effort. At present, several "customs" apply in professional 

contractual arrangements w'hich offer stumbling blocks to the easy diffusion of 

this type of process organization. TyTO such stumbling blocks are: 

Clients are generally unaware of the crucial role research plays 
in the design of good architecture and, when informed, are un~ 
willing to pay for i:t. 

Architects are usually retained as a client's prime contractor 
and they, in turn, hire engineering consultants. This arrange·
ment does not lend itself, in many cases, to the full, free, and 
frank exchange of vievfs concerning the efficiency of a certain 
design. 

The net res1J~ t of these conditions, as applied to the NSRSC proj ect "ras that, 

although Ayres' advice was evaluated as the co~equal of the design architect's 

in terms of design emphasis, his contractual position was less strong. He felt 

that an added l5~20,OOO spent on further computer analysis of design decisions 

,muld have improved the design out of sJ"l proport:Lon to the evaluation's cost; 

but his position ,TaC'; ovelrruled by architect and client. 'There w'ere strong 

budgetary p'oures for economy; the client and architect felt that, since the 

building .,as already one of the most advanced commercial 'bui.ldings yet designed 

in terms of its efficient use of energy, a point of diminishing returns had 

been ;ceached, 
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As the price of energy rises decisions concerning the extent of design 

effort worthy of extra funding will become less simple. One of the ways SEES 

could improve the knowledge base on which such decisions will be made is to help 

promote a professional working and contractual climate which recognizes the 

importance of all members of an architectural design effort. This might be 

accomplished by changes in professional codes of ethics, standard contractual 

frameworks and fee schedules. This last category is a prime candidate for 

public education efforts. Good design will cost more than a superficial effort. 

A good building will cost far less to own than a bad one. The concept of life 

cycle economics must begin to influence real estate investment decisions if 

any progress is to be made in improving architecture from the point of view 

of energy and resource consumption. If investors can be convinced to consider 

the long term implications of their decisions, designer's fee schedules will 

reflect that emphasis. 

THE CARY ARBORETUM RESEARCH AND ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, MiZZbrook, New York 

Designing With Environment. 

The Cary Arboretum's Administration Building and Laboratory is an anomaly 

in today's architecture--it is designed and built to last and, in so doing, have 

as small an impact on its surroundings as is feasible. Technically, its design 

is both traditional and advanced. The architect's coqcern for proper siting, 

the use of durable materials, natural lighting where possible, and natural 

ventilation when outdoor conditions permit is no longer seen in commercial 

architecture; but the building's mechanical system and artificial lighting designs 

are on the "leading edge" of technical innovation. This combination of "gentle" 

architecture, solar heated/well water cooled heat pump mechanical system, and 

task oriented lighting design does have a unifying condition; that of physical 

simplicity of design and function. It-is relatively easy to bludgeon an archi

tectural problem into submission with energy, but substantial sophistication is 

required to work toward a solution from the other direction: What is the optimum 

application of energy and resources which will create a good human environmen't 

while preserving the natural one? 

The client, in ensuring the latter philosophy prevailed in the project's 

design, decided to maintain control over the process, as well as the product, 

by retaining the members of the design team separately, as co-equals. Architect, 

engineers, landscape consultants, and lighting designer were, contractually, 
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SITE PLAN 
ADMINISTRATION & RESEARCH BUILDING 

THE CARY ARBORETUM 
OF THE NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN 
SCALE: 1',50' DATE: APRIL 1975 

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & DESIGN· LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
MALCOLM B. WEllS - ARCHITECT 
DUBIN,MINDElL, BLOOME & ASSOCIATES -CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

Fig. 4. Cary Arboretum, Millbrook, New York. 

working only for the client, their administration being controlled by the client's 

representative, a construction management firm. This arrangement would generally 

be anathema to most architects, who would feel their aesthetic control over the 

project's final resolution ebbing away. In this case, however, the process 

resulted in a particularly well executed building, primarily for two reasons: 

1) The architect, Malcom Wells, has two architectural obsessions: 

To design buildings which help generate a sound 
natural environment rather than destroy one; and 

To design buildings in which a sense of beauty and 
tranquility will do the same for the human spirit. 

He professes no competence in the technical areas of concern 
to other team members, but is very persuasive in projecting 
his design philosophy and views concerning the possible 
implics,tions of technical decisions. He is, in fact, a 
tradi 'onal architect; but because his work addresses a 
wider context than traditional architecture, the controlling 
factors governing design criteria are those of the natural 
environment, not human ego. 

2) The members of the design te@n, especially Wells and Barry Symonds 
of Dubin-Bloome Associates, shared a philosophical commitment to 
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. 5. Cary Arboretum, Millbrook, New York. 

the client's design goals. Personal and professional agendas ,,-ere 
of secondary importance in relation to the excitement of 1-lorking 
for a client w-hich, rather than having to be pushed in the right 
direction, was pushing them. 

A contractually co~equal design organization is not suitable for many projects, 

and certainly does not guarantee an integrated, or even competent, design. It 

does, however, promote a balanced consideration of all the issues affecting 

design and, if controlled by either a unifying philosophy or a strong client, 

this type of organization can be more successful than traditional models, es~ 

pecially in dealing ,lith unconventional design programs. 

SE'E'S shouJ_d study the Carey A:rboretum' s design and construction process. 

vlhile certainly a "jevTel box" not applicable to the vast majority of new construc-

'lion, the project is important for future practice. rehe client's vlillingness to 

consider the life cycle of a building and invest accordingly (the building's 

estimated construction cost is approximately $lOO/sq ft) and the controlling 

concern for the project's impact beyond the building's perimeter are both concerns 
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crucial to the future shape and function of buildings in the post~-fossil age. 

Competent energy conserving and solar design pre-supposes a concern on the 

designer's part for the interaction betw'een architectural design and environ~ 

mental forces. The analysis and publi.ci.zing of demonstrati,ons of examples of 

this concern should be an integral part of SEES's educational program. 

The conclusion to be drmffi from a preliminary analysis of the four demon·'-

station projects presented here i.s tha:c an active educational effort aimed 

at investors, designers, regulatory officials and students is a requirement for 

the promoU,on of a rapid diffusion of energy conservi.ng and solar design. 

Competent solar design in commerci.al architecture can be realized through a nDJllber 

of design processes, 'but only if those concerned have access to appropriate design 

tools and are guided by a thorough understanding of the processes affecting the 

interaction of architecture and its environment. SEES could be the vehicle for 

such an educational effort. 

1. D. Schoen, 
Technology 
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THE ENERGY ADVISORY SERVICE FOR TEXAS 

Stephen Riter, Associate Director 
Center for [nergy and Mineral Resources, Texas A & M University 

TNTRODUCTION 

Texas is one of the major producers of energy 
resources in the nation; it is also one of the 
maj or conswners. Therefore, the Arab oil 
embargo and the resulting energy crisis 
have had an. enormous economic and psychological 
effect on Texas. Rising costs and shortages 
and the economic have also 
had a or effect on the welfare and economic 
stability of the state. The state government 

realized that it had a large interest in 
the most effective use of energy 

resources within Texas. This interest motivated 
the 63rd and 64th Texas to initiate a 
nwnber of important measures in the energy area. 
One of these was the appropriation of 
$2 million over a 2-year period to the 
University to conduct an 
Public Service Program that would 
research, public service and teaching activities. 
This paper discusses the developmental aspects of 
the energy outreach of that program, 
which is called the Advisory Service for 
Texas (EAST). The discussion includes a 
tion of the philosophy of EAST, an outline of its 
long-range plans and a of current 
EAST programs. 

RESOURCES .AND PJ~ING 

Texas A&M University is the land grant college 
for Texas. As such, it has played an important role 
in the transfeT of pToblem»oriented research to 
practical application through advisory and 
extension seTVices. The Texas A&M UniveTsity 
System is responsible for the operation of three 
major extension activities, the Texas AgTicultural 
Extension SeTvice, the Texas Engineering Extension 
SeTvice and the Marine Advisory Service for Texas, 
together with a variety of other public service 
programs. 

In 1975, the 
A&M 
Energy and 
pToviding a 
eneTgy··related 
system. The 
is to administer 
Public Service 

Board of Regents of the Texas 
established the Center fOT 

Resources as a means of 
institutional focus for the 

of the entire university 
responsibility of the Center 

the state-funded Energy Resources 

As first visualized, the purpose of the 
Resources Public Service PTogTam was to maintain 
a balance between research and public service. 
However, it is much easier to initiate a research 
pTogram than a public service program. Universi
ties usually have an abLmd3J1Ce of good research 
ideas, all of which are seeking funding support. 
The usual criterion for a research project 
is that the project have a reasonable chance of 
contributing to some area of interest, which in this 
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case is energy. Conversely, public seTVice programs 
must do something, which is perceived to be of 
value, fOT someone. To identify the projects that 
are both desired and valuable is, in general, diffi
cult. So, a substantial portion of the first year's 
funding has been devoted to initiating energy
related research projects because public seTVice 
programs would require considerably more planning 
before implementation. However, a nwnber of projects 
that were potential public service pTograms were 
initiated together with a significant planning 
activity. The specific projects concerned energy 
efficiency in buildings, the development of 
educational curricula and load factor management. 
These projects aTe described in detail in Appendix A. 

The objective of the planning process was to 
use the expeTience of those engaged in a variety 
of public service and extension activities to 
assess the feasibility of establishing an energy 
advisory seTVice for Texas. Inputs were sought 
from a variety of sources on the Texas A&M campus 
as well as from representatives of state govern
ment, other state universities and the Federal 
government. The conclusion was that an eneTgy 
advisory seTVice which could draw from the expeTi
ence of existing research activities would be a 
cost effective way of providing eneTgy advisory 
services in Texas. 

A plan for implementing an energy advisory 
seTVice was developed. It designated that 
activities be divided into four broad categoTies: 

Continuing Education 

Curriculum and Instruction 

Extension SeTVices 
Information Services 

Continuing education would include the sponsoTing 
of short courses, workshops and conferences on 
new development in energy-related teclU1ologies, 
and in particular, those technologies that would 
have an effect on the conseTVation of energy in 
the state. 

The curriculum and instruction activity 
would lead to the development of energy-related 
instructional modules for use in the secondary 
schools. The modules would be designed to 
ultimately provide a continuous exposure to energy
related concepts fm students as they progressed 
through the school system. This activity would 
include developing and field testing the modules, 
and tTaining the teachors to use them. 

The extension activity would involve the direct 
contact of energy technology specialists with 
energy-user groups. The specialists would work 
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with manufacturers, builders, operators of buildings, 
and the general public to perform energy audits and 
to analyze the potential payoff of energy conserva'~ 
tion strategies. 

To support these activities, a major informa~ 
tion services activitYlvould be initiated. This 
activity would include the development of a strong 
energy~conservation information base; the prepara· 
tion of technical bulletins, reports and brochures; 
and the presentation of public awareness programs 
through the various media to increase public aware· 
ness of energy problems and issues. 

The plan also outlined certain aspects of the 
advisory service that must receive special atten
tion during the early implementation 
These aspects are: 

Identification of Energy-User Groups 

Identification of Advisory Service 
Performers 

Organization of Delivery Systems 

Management of Advisory Services 

The first two of these represent a 
activity." Major energy users in the state must 
be identified, their needs must be understood and 
programs must be developed to satisfy those needs. 
At the same time, available resources in the 
state also must be identified and correlated with 
the previously identified needs. Such 
is important to ensure that the best 
is made of available resources and 
programs and to indicate in which areas it is 
necessary to develop new programs. 

A well defined organizational structure 
needed to be establisbed. Most energy-related 
public service programs in Texas had until this 
time been loosely structured and uncoordinated. 
The experience with other extension programs 
suggested that it was important to establish a 
deli very system that would use the wide variety 
of resources available in the state to respond 
to the diverse needs that were anticipated. 

Most importantly, the program 
required a strong management structure. Initially, 
the mcmagement structure would operate as a ect 
office, which would develop contacts and make 
agreements with a variety of organizations to 
provide services to different user groups. It 
would be responsible for setting goals, 
the delivery of services, establishing priorities 
and obtaining feedback from users. The permanent 
staff would be as small as practical because, to 
the extent possible, others would be used to 
actually deliver the services. 

I~IPLEvlENTATIONS 

Given high levels of , a statewide 
service could be established in 

!.-I,,','''''''r, the source, the level and the 
timing of such funding is indefinite. Congress 
is currently considering a variety of bills to 
establish state energy advisory services. Further-
more, the Policy and Conservation Act of 

1975 provides funds for state energy conservation 
programs, l,vhich might be used for an advisory 
program. The status of pending legislation and the 
interpretation of existing laws is uncertain. 
Consequently, the funds that were needed to demon
strate and test the effectiveness of the basic 
elements of an energy advisory service were 
sought from a variety of places. The demonstration 
and testing activities should lead to the develOp
ment of the expertise necessary to implement a 
statewide when the intent of state and 
Federal and policy in this area 
becomes more distinct. 

EAST was formally organized on June 1, 1976, 
from the Texas Energy Resources Public 

the Governor's Energy 
Council, the Energy Research and Development 
Administration and Public Technology Incorporated. 
A variety of programs with a public service payoff 
were absorbed from other university activities and 
a number of new projects weTe initiated. EAST 
now contains five activity areas: 

Project Management 

Public Information 

Curriculum 

Both the method of service delivery and the tech
nical 3Teas of coverage are typical of those that 

be included in any future statewide energy 
progTam. The technical aTeas of 
were selected on the basis of estimates 

savings, whereas the methods of 
to parallel each of the maj or 

by the existing extension seTVices. 
sections describe in more detail 

these areas. 

PROJECT r,lANAGEMENT 

To ensure coordination between 
activities and to provide for the growth 
of EAST a strong ect management component was 

Its were to ensure cooperation 
in EAST, provide for coordina-

of proj ects, evaluate program and 
for future activities. 

EAST functions as a collection of projects 
persowlel from Texas A&M-

Because a new permanent organiza
tion was not desired the EAST project management 
acts as a proj ect and al1mvs individual 

leaders considerable in the 
development of their own programs. 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 

An important goal of EAST is to inform a 
of groups about new developments in energy~ 
technology. A number- of public in format ion 

programs are planned to do this. £'\ST has 
assumed the pUblication of a newsletter called 

which is 
, the south

west and the nation. (In general, these are indi·" 



viduals who have expressed an interest in the 
energy-related programs of the university or who 
for other reasons would be interested in receiving 
it.) The newsletter contains brief articles on 
the research that is being conducted at the univer
sity and the application of this research to a 
variety of areas. This publication proved to be 
quite effective in identifying individuals through
out the state who can take advantage of this work 
or who in some context can contribute to it. 
Approximately three contacts are made each week 
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as a result of the newsletter. A series of tech
nology application papers has also begun. These 
papers attempt to describe to the layman new develop" 
ments in energy-related technology. The format and 
style is similar to that of the "fact sheets" that 
are regularly distributed by state cooperative 
agricultural extension senrices. The first of 
these, for example, deals with the use of heat 
pumps in residences. From this paper, an indivi
dual can make reasonable decisions concerning 
(1) the applicability of a heat pump in his area 
and (2) the potential payoff and cost effective
ness of installing a heat pump. 

EAST has produced a limited number of radio 
programs, and in the future, may produce some 
television programs. Initially, however, the major 
means of communication will be the pUblications 
described. 

BUILDING CONSERVATION 

EAST has initiated two prograJns to sUJ]]u
late conservation in buildings in Texas. 
The first is directed to the operators of 
commercial or public office buildings, whereas 
the second is directed to the residential construc" 
tion industry. 

The program for building operators has grown 
out of a detailed study of building operations on 
the Texas A&M University campus. In one new 
building, recommendations leading to a 40% 
reduction in utility costs have been made. The 
experience from this activity was used to 
assemble a team of faculty and graduate students 
who can, on request, perform energy audits of 
public hearings. These audits are in greater 
detail than those usually available froD1 utility 
companies. The team develops in-depth recommenda
tions concerning modifications to heating, ventila
ting and air conditioning systems; light levels; 
and building operating procedures. 

The team usually spends a day or so at the site 
collecting data. A preliminary report is then made 
indicating the types of "quick fixes" or changes 
that can be made in operating procedures. Data 
taken from the building are then used in a computer 
simulation of building operating characteristics 
to develop detailed long-term conservation strate
gies. The team is currently conducting audits of 
buildings operated by the Texas Department of 
Corrections, and by two cities. The work with 
the Texas Department of Corrections involves 
training skilled prisoners in the methods of data 
collection, hopefully reducing the time spent by 
audit personnel on site visits. The potential for 
training prisoners to collect this information for 
public buildings wi thin the State of Texas is 
currently being considered. 

As the number of requests for audits increases, 
it becomes necessary to consider ~mding. The 
service to be delivered is in a sense similar to 
that delivered by the agricultural testing 
laboratories to farmers (for a nominal fee). 
Should such a service be delivered by a government 
body? If so, how should costs be allocated? Or, 
should the service be developed and delivered 
through the private sector? 

The other area concerning building conserva
tion is new residential construction. The approach 
currently being taken is to work with local 
associations of builders and contractors to make 
available information concerning energy efficient 
homes. For example, El\ST is working with a 
contractor and utility group in the Beaumont, Texas 
area to monitor ;md evaluate several energy efficient 
demonstration homes that have been built. The homes 
demonstrate va.rious materials, approaches and 
techniques. EAST is working with contractors 
to provide infonnation and direction on how 
they might adopt such teclmiques. 

A similar of program, involving a 
considerably number of homes, is currently 
planned for a area in Texas. 
In this program, homes, from which detailed 
energy consumption data has been taken by a utility 
company, will be retrofitted at no expense to the 
miller, Data on the energy savings for these homes 
will be collected and made available to the 
general public. The idea of using demonstration 
projects followed by training programs is an 
imitation of the field demonstration program 
conducted by the agriculturaJ extension service. 
The agent works with a single farmer to set up 
demonstration plots. The agent then evaluatcs the 

and demonstrates the results to people in the 
arecL 

MANUFACTIJRING ADVISORY PROGRAMS 

The ectives of this program are accomplished 
programs such as continuing education, 

which enhance the energy usc of industrial groups 
in Texas. To date, a of organizations, 
inCluding universities, Federal agencies and 
others, have provided information on energy conser
vation to industries in Texas. In general, this 
has taken the fonn of one- or two-day 
in which energy conservation were 
discussed. Although such activities have been 
effective in raising the energy consciousness of 
operations, in few cases have the limited 
programs been able to provide ~ffective information 
for a maj ori ty of medium-' sized Texas manufacturing 
groups. Studies conducted by the Texas Engineering 
Experiment Station indicate that larger manufac
turers are very much aware of the energy cost 
involved in their process and will take steps 
to reduce these costs. Furthermore, larger manu
facturers usually have a staff that can devote 
considerable amounts of time to energy conservation. 

* A small .. sized manufacturing group has gross 
annual sales of less than $20 million. A medium
sized group has between $20 million and $100 
million. A large .. sized group has more than 
$100 million. 
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ALthough aware of energy costs, medium-sized 
manufacturers often do not have the staff or are 
not able to allocate staff time to take advantage 
of the programs that have been offered in this area, 
Small companies are usually not aware of such 
costs, and, because of the markets they are in, 
are able to pass these costs on to their customers, 
For this reason, a program priJnarily directed to 
medium-sized manufacturers, those with gross 
annual sales between $20 million aTI_d $100 million, 
has been started. 

Initially, the group that is responsible 
for this program is conducting an in-depth audit 
of energy usage by industry in Texas. This infor
mation will be used to pinpoint major industries 
that are engaged in heavy energy consu~ption. 
Representatives of these industries will be invited 
to participate in a number of conferences the goals 
of which will be to provide these representatives 
with information on energy conservation, and more 
importantly, to learn from them the types of 
programs that can be conducted to meet their 
energy conservation needs. Together with this 
program, a number of plant "walk-throughs" and 
other types of energy audits will be conducted. 
This operation not only will provide energy 
conservation assistance to Texas manufacturers 
but more importantly will also serve as a means of 
collecting information to develop long-term energy 
programs that are tailored to the Texas industrial 
community, 

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

If conservation is going to be effective in 
this country, maj or changes will have to occur 
in the attitudes of people concerning the use of 
energy resources. The most logical place to 
begin acquainting people with the energy alterna-
tives available to them is in the public school 
system. For this reason, EAST has established a 
curriculum development program for Texas public 
schools. Although it would be attractive to 
develop materials for grades kindergarten through 
12, the resources for such a program are simply 
not available. Foy a variety of reasons, the 
middle school years (grades six through nine) 
appear to be the most appropriate time for intro
ducing information. Consequently, emphasis was 
given to the development of energy'-'related instruc
tional modules that could be used by Texas middle 
schools. Initially, 18 modUles were developed 
by Texas classroom teachers at a three-week energy 
insti tute on the Texas A&M campus. These modules 
will be field tested during the fall, then 
modified and distributed in early 1977. Additional 
modUles will be developed in future years, 

CONCLUSIONS 

EAST is only scratching the surface in 
terms of potential projects. The projects chosen 
have considerable potential for yielding real 
energy savings and shOUld provide the framework 
for a statewide program regardless of what future 
legislation or other events may dictate as the 
course of energy advisory activities, 
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APPENDIX A 

CEMR 

PUBLIC SERVICE PROJECTS 

DETERl\1INATION OF PERFORlvlANCE CRITERIA FOR COMMERCIAL 
BUILDINGS 

Considerable energy savings can be realized 
through proper design of buildings. The objectives 
of this project are to research and test the manner 
through which performance codes effecting energy 
conservation in buildings, without inhibiting 
building systems designers or the advance of 
technology, can be established. State and 
national model performance codes for energy conser'
vation in buildings will be developed. These 
goals will be achieved through derivation of 
climatic ratios based on relative humidity and 
degree--day's heating and cooling, through analysis 
and recommendation of realistically obtainable 
energy budgets and recommendation of procedures 
for adjusting energy budgets. 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ENERGY PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM 

Progress made in research and new technology 
fOT solving energy problems must be transmitted 
to the public in a systematic manner for maximum 
effect i veness, The Energy Public AW3Teness 
Program is an effort to educate the public about 
energy problems, existing and developing energy 
conservation methods and research and technology 
designed to meet the energy demands. The mass 
media will be heavily relied on for dissemination 
of information. Texas newspapers, magazines 
and publications and electronic media 
will be pTovided energy information. The Texas 
llIlITlSL a:!'lclJ':1iI!?ral_J3:,esource?_ bulletin wilf~ 
published and distributed ten times a year. 
Reports and brochures dealing with energy problems 
and developments will be published intennittently. 

ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM LOAD FACTOR IiYIPROVEvlENT 

DemCJ11d for electricity peaks during the day, 
Methods are needed for influencing the residential 
users of electricity to adjust their energy 
consumption patterns for improvement of their load 
factors. The electric lines of twenty residences 
will be instrumented to measure kilowatts and 
kilowatt-'hours between each 15 minutes. A 
reasonable, allowable peak load will be derived 
from these data. then will be installed 
which will prevent surpassing the pre--established 
maximum load goal. The inconveniences caused 
by this method of electricity delivery will be 
determined. All the data will be used to make 
recoDTIllendations for improvement of the power 
system load factor. 

ENERGY CONSERVATION HESOURCES FOR EDUCATION 

Informed citizens are among the nation's 
primary defenses against the threatening energy 
problem. If an educational program on energy 
conservation is to have maximum value, it should 
begin before the time individuals become heavy 



users of energy. Consequently, educational 
experiences need to be designed for students in 
their on-going curricula. This project will 
identify and acquire resources and prepare materials 
for assembling instructional packages on energy 
conservation. These packages will then be field 
tested, followed by in-service activities and/or 
three-week institutes for teachers. After review 
and editing, the packages will be prepared for 
distribution. 

MINIMIZING OPERATION COSTS FOR UNIVERSITY CNvlPUS 
BUIWINGS 

In the past, buildings have been constructed 
with little attention to their energy efficiency. 
To allow for a comprehensive review, comparison 
and optimization of various building environmental 
systems before construction, appropriate computer 
tools will be developed. The data for this model 
will be supplied by an instrwnented university 
building. In this manner, those energy-conserving 
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practices resulting in the greatest energy and 
financial savings will be identif~ed and guidelines 
developed for implementation of energy conservation 
measures. Recommended construction standards and 
guidelines for building systems of maximum energy 
efficiency will be the final product of these 
investigations. 

SUMMER SESSION COURSE FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS: 
ENERGY AND MI~'ERAL RESOURCES 

The proposed course involves lecture and 
laboratory sessions through which secondary school 
teachers will become familiar with material 
concerning the origin, emplacement, development 
and depletion of some of our major energy and 
mineral resources. The teachers in tum will 
convey this knowledge to their students and lay 
the foundation for understanding energy problems. 
Lecturers from Texas A&M University and industry 
will contribute to this course. 



WE CAN SOLVE THE ENERGY CRISIS: 
THE TRANSFER OF ENERGY CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY 

Edwin F. Shelly. Director 
Center for Energy Policy and Research. New York Institute of Technology 

In a joyous bicentennial energy splurge the 
American people are buying bigger cars again, 
using more gasoline, acquiring more and more 
elaborate electric appliances, and generally acting 
as though the energy crisis were over. We apparently 
believe that there is no longer an energy crisis, 
or that there never was one, or that we should 
enjoy ourselves before the whole system unravels. 

But in fact there is an energy cnsls, 
and what we do in the next few years will determine 
whether our economy and our way of life can 
survive. Each month we import more oil ~ 22% 
of our requirements in 1974, 31% in 1975, 44% so 
fur this year.l,~ With each increase the political 
independence of the western world is further 
comprOldsed. Each year the fossil fuels ~ oil, 
gas, coal .- cost more to extract, and the higher 
costs continue to fuel world-wide inflation. 
Plans for shale oil development have been delayed 
and in some cases abandoned because of high costs 
and uncertain efficiencies in converting the energy 
used for extraction into usable energy in the form 
of extracted oil. The construction of electric 
generating plants using nuclear fission has been 
slowed by rising costs, environmental problems, 
and public opposition to the risks involved in 
plant operation and nuclear waste disposal. The 
recent report of leakage from nuclear waste 
containers deposited on the ocean floor off both 
coasts of the United States has heated up the 
debate on the safety and morality of an expanded 
fission program. The petro-chemical industry 
which now provides us with an enormous array of 
useful products, including plastics and manmade 
fabrics, is faced with the continued inflation 
of raw material costs and the ultimate extinction 
of the raw material i tself ~ petroleum, 

While our fossil fuel resources are increasing 
in cost as they become increasingly depleted, 
the rising consumption of these fuels is escalating 
the pressures on the environment and on the 
quality of life in our society -- air pollution, 
thermal pollution of rivers and lakes, the 
aesthetic pollution of proliferating transmission 
lines, destruction of the land and streams 
through massive strip mining of coal. 

There are indeed long-range solutions to the 
energy crisis. Generation of electricity by 
nuclear fusion could provide virtually unlimited 
energy from the hydrogen in sea water. Solar
voltaic cells can convert sunlight directly into 
electricity with no polluting side effects. 
Efficient automobiles could provide several times 
the present mileage per unit of energy consumed. 
Effective mass transit systems could increase the 
efficiency of transporting people by another order 
of magnitude. 
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But practical methods of harnessing the 
fusion reaction are not yet in sight and no one 
can predict whether their development will take 
five years or fifty years. ~~terials and equip
ment for direct conversion of solar energy to elec
tricity are not yet economically practical for use 
in any but the most specialized applications 
space vehicles, remote instrumentation. The 
expansion of mass transit systems is stalled in a 
welter of political problems, vested interests, 
urban decay, and skyrocketing property costs. 

While the long-range solutions to the energy 
crisis lie off in the indeterminate future, the 
world-wide demand for energy seems bound to increase 
expone,ntially. With the United States consuming 
35% of the world's energy to satisfy 6% of the 
world's population, the developed nations in 
total consume 83% of the world' s zn~fgy while 
supporting 25% of its population. ' The rest of 
the world, with 75% of the total population 
consuming only 17% of the energy, is now vocifer
ously demanding parity and will have to get it at 
the expense of the developed nations unless 
enormous new quantities of energy are somehow made 
available. 

From this bleak recital it is evident that 
an energy crisis does in fact exist. TI1e crisis 
will not go away, and under present policies it 
will continue to escalate. The crisis is accom
panied by continuing world-wide inflation, by the 
continuing grim possibility of a major escalation 
of the armed conflicts in the Middle East and 
elsewhere, by increasing totalitarian repression 
of the needs and hunger of energy-poor people, 
and by prospects of the ultimate environmental 
disaster brought about by air, land and water 
pollution and the release of radioactive material 
in amounts lethal to the survival of the human 
popUlation. 

There is reasonable hope that technology can 
free us from this fate through the development of 
practical and economically viable systems for 
the direct conversion of solar energy into electri
city and the conversion of the nuclear fusion 
reaction into electric power. The problem is 
that we need time for all this to happen ~ 
perhaps 25 years or more. The urgent question now 
confronting society is simply this: can we buy the 
time we need to reverse our present head-long rush 
toward the apocalypse? 

The answer is yes, we can buy the time we 
need, but we must act now. The key to solution of 
the energy crisis is the urgent development of a 
massive program for the conservation of energy, 
both in terms of increased efficiency of energy 
usage and in tenns of conservation of non-renew-



able resources through the use of available 
renewable resources. 

The requirements for non-renewable energy in 
the United States can be cut in half by the wide
spread use of presently available technology -
and this without decreasing our standard of living 
or the quality of our lives. Dennis Hayes sets 
forth the argwnent succinctly in the opening 
paragraph of Worldwatch Institute Paper #4, 
"Energy: the Case for Conservation. Ii 

"More than one-half the current U.S. energy 
budget is a waste. For the next quarter 
century the United States could meet all its 
new energy needs simply by improving the 
efficiency of existing uses. The energy 
saved could be used for other purposes and 
relieve us of the ioonediate pressure to 
commit enormous resources to dmlgerous energy 
sources before we have fully e~)lored all 
alternatives. Energy derived from conser
vation would be safer, more reliable, and 
less polluting than energy from any other 
source. Energy conservation could reduce 
our vulnerability in foreign affairs and 
improve our balance of payments position. 
Moreover, a strong energy conservation 
program would save consumers billions of 
dollars each year." 

Conservation does not mean simply lowering 
thermostats, putting out lights ;md driving at 
55 miles per hour - it means the application of 
a variety of economically viable, presently 
available technologies both new and old, simple 
and sophisticated, to use energy more efficiently, 
and to substitute renewable energy sources for 
non-renewable sources. Such a conservation 
program is achievable through public education 
and strong goverrunental commitment. A successful 
energy conservation program would make the 
United States energy-independent in the near 
term, would decrease the pressure on the environ
ment, would increase employment, reduce inflation 
and lower the drain on our irreplaceable petroleum 
resources needed for the manufacture of petro
chemical products. With a successful conservation 
program steadily decreasing the amount of energy 
wasted and providing us with the time required 
for a long-term solution, an appropriate accelera
tion of research and development effort on fusion 
and on solar-electric conversion would increase 
the probability of achieving an ultimate energy 
sufficiency before the present crisis can destroy 
the civilization which has been so long in 
building. 

What then are these presently available 
technologies which, if widely employed, would 
permit us to reduce OUt consumption of energy in 
this country by 50% without adverse effect on our 
high standard of living or our economic growth? 

CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Total energy consumption in the United 
States in 1974 was 73 quads (quadrillion BTUAs). 
Of this total we imported 8.3 quads, or 11%. 
Examples of potential reductions in this energy 
consumption include: 
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Residential Buildings: In 1974 there were 
52 millIon single family residences and 24 million 
multi-family apartments in the United States. S 
Heating and cooling of residential buildings now 
consume 12% of the total mlIlual energy consumption 
in the United States. 6 Most buildings are poorly 
insulated, which keeps first cost at a minimum 
but increases operating cost through increased 
fuel usage for heating and cooling. Retrofitting 
existing residential buildings with more effective 
insulation would save almost half of the energy now 
consumed or 6% of our total energy consumption. 7 
The cost of installing additional insulation 
would generally be returned within two to three 
years through savings in fuel costs. 8 Looked at 
another way, an investment in retrofitting of homes 
with effective insulation would return approximately 
33 to 50% on the investment, after taxes. 

Solar domestic hot water systems now in 
production can produce approximately 80% of the 
average residential requirements throughout 
most of the United States. Domestic hot water 
heating accounts for 3% of our national energy 
tota16 and thus some 2.4% of the total could be 
conserved. Depending on the cost of the electricity 
or fuel in a particular community, the return on 
investment could be as high as 30% after taxes. 

Solar space heating systems are commercially 
available and would generally save SO to 60% 
of the fuel costs experienced in a well insulated 
building. This would conserve an additional 
2-1/2% of our total energy consumption. The 
pay-out period would range from 10 to 15 years 
but the return on investment, after taxes, would 
still compare very favorably with that from 
ordinary high grade investments. 

Solar cooling is not yet commercially available 
but is expected to become available within the 
next few years. Various systems are being developed 
to use the relatively low-grade heat from solar 
collectors to drive air conditioning equipment, 
including an unusual and very promising approach 
being developed at the Science and TecJmology 
Center of the New York Institute of Technology in 
Dania, Florida. 

Connnercial and Public Buildings. Operation 
of commercial ana public buildings in the 
United States consumes 15% of our total energy. 
In addition to the savings in fuel consumption 
which can be effected in these buildings through 
improved insulation and solar heating and cooling, 
the relatively new technique knmvn as energy 
mahagement can typically save from 10 to 40% of 
the energy used to operate the buildings 
heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting, vertical 
transportation. 

In the clays when energy was inexpensive 
very little thought was given to maximizing 
efficiency of energy usage. We therefore suffer 
from over-cooled department stores and over-heated 
apartments, air conditioning systems which run on 
cool days, brilliant lighting of corridors and other 
areas where 50ft lighting would be better, eleva
tors which consume energy unnecessarily through 
poor progrllirrming. 



Energy management teclL'1iques include more 
efficient programming of interior lighting, 
transportation and environmental control equipment 
either through a manual regimen or through contin
uous control by mini-computers, and the 
of instrumentation and control systems to take 
into account changes in ambient climatic conditions 
and flmv of people in order to maintain a satisfac-
tory operating environment while minimizing the 
consumption of energy. 

In private conrrnunications to me, IBM has 
reported a saving of 30% of their normal annual 
consumption of energy as a result of a vigorous 
efficiency program, and GrUllUnan Aerospace Corpora
tion reports the modification of one plant at 
a cost of $22,000 \Vith a consequent saving of 
$65,000 in fuel in the first year follo\Ving modifi
cation. 

operation of electrical 
generally restrict the conversion to 
between 30 and 40%. The remaining of 
the fuel's content is dissipated into the 
surrounding as ,vaste heat. An addi--
tional 5% is lost in the transmission of the 
electrical energ'j from the central power plant to 
the ultimate consumer. Local generation of elec
tr:icity in industrial plants, in shopping centers, 
in housing clusters and in other residential, 
commercial and public building complexes would 
permit the use of the waste heat for space heating, 
water heating, process heating and even cooling. 
It is estimated that 40 to 60% of the energy 
requirements for building operation could be 
saved by the use of these so-called Total Energy 
Systems. IO 

Industrial Processes. Extensive experimental 
\Vork in the reduction of energy consumption by 
various industries clearly indicates that process 
redesign can effect savings of 8 to 15% in the 
major industries in this country by 1980. 11 
Industrial energy requirements in 1974 amounted 
to 41% of our total national energy consumption. 
An average saving of 11% in industrial energy 
requirements would therefore produce a saving of 
4-1/2% in our total national energy consumption. 

Although not included in this analysis of 
energy conservation techniques presently available 
to us, major additional conservation could be 
accomplished through the use of arumal cycle 
energy systems, waste-to-energy conversion systems, 
biomass energy production systems, and the re
introduction of technically and economically 
feasible mass transportation systems for both 
people and freight to reduce by more than half the 
energy costs associated with individual trans
portation. 

BARRIERS TO THE USE OF CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY 

If the widespread use of presently available 
teclmology can reduce our energy consumption by 
as much as 50%, and if this reduction is economi-

cally attractive to the homeowner, the businessman 
and the public official, why haven I t we seen the 
widespread adoption of these techniques? 

Until recently the low cost of energy in this 
country served as a disincentive to the development 
of energy-efficient systems. Throughout much of 
the public and private sector, the philosophy of 
low first cost was predominant. In the construc
tion of houses, office buildings, libraries, the 
obvious expense was the initial cost and it was 
considered important to minimize this cost for 
poli tical or cODUnercial reasons, as the case might 
be. 111e operating costs were not considered the 
builder's responsibility and the cost of operating 
public buildings did not have to be accounted 
for in capital budgets and bond issues. This 
general philosophy was reinforced by the manufac
turers and vendors of consumer equipment. From 
television sets to electric toothbrushes, low first 
cost was a major competitive advantage. Big 
business and industry knew about first cost versus 
operating expense but even there, low energy cost 
plus capital problems plus the uncertainties of 
future process development all combined to 
encourage the philosophy of rapid pay-out, low 
first cost, and don I t worry about the energy. 
And to compound the problem, banks were concerned 
about lending money for construction where the 
first costs were higher than those generally 
prevai ling. 

With the greatly increased cost of energy, 
some of these attitutdes are beginning to change, 
but there are still major barriers preventing a 
\Vide adoption of energy conserving technology. 
Principal among these is the lack of knowledge 
on the part of consumers, homeowners, small business 
and industry managers, public officials responsible 
for the operation of buildings and other energy 
consuming systems, legislators, city managers, 
architects, contractors, and the public as a whole. 
Beyond the general lack of knowledge is a lack of 
specific information and technical assistance 
needed for the retrofitting of home insulation, 
the installation of energy management programs in 
connuercial and public buildings, the acquisition, 
financing and installation of solar operated 
systems, the design and construction of new 
buildings embodying energy conserving principles, 
and the evaluation of alternative consumer products 
in tenns of lifetime operating costs. 

111is lack of knowledge, information and tech
nical assistance results in a lack of demand, which 
in turn results in a lack of supply through mass 
production, and a lack of advertising, promotion, 
sale and use of energy conserving equipment, 
systems and procedures. Banks are reluctant to 
lend consumers money for long periods of time 
and for relatively untried equipment. Energy 
companies quite w1derstandably tend to protect 
their present business interests in preference to 
promoting massive energy conservation programs 
which might substantially reduce their sales and 
income. Electric and gas utilities seem uncertain 
of the effects of energy conservation on their busi
ness, and have not seized the tremendous opportunity 
avaiJ.,ble to them to rent out to consumers those 
solar heaters and other energy conserving equip
ments \Vhich compete with the utilities' product, 



and thus to profit from an attractive return 
on investment while reducing the problems involved 
in the construction of greater and greater plant 
capacity. 
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It is apparent from all this that the private 
sector of our economy has not involved itself in 
any substantial way in the great business opportuni
ties available in the manufacture, distribution, 
sale. installation and maintemmce of a wide 
variety of energy equipment, systems, 
designs and procedures. In the public sector, 
tax incentive and other supportive has 
been adopted in a small number of states and 
localities, and the Federal government has financed 
to a modest extent some experimental and demonstra-
tion programs in construction 
and process design in the use of solar energy 
and other renewable energy sources. 

It is becoming apparent, that 
only a clear-cut and vigorous Federal commitment 
to massive conservation can provide the leadership 
and the economic stimulus necessary to bring the 
enormous resources and entrepreneurial 
of the private sector into the drive for 
adoption of energy conservation technologies 
the near term. 

Some indications of increased activity have 
begun to appear in both the public and private 
sectors. A variety of small entrepreneurs and some 
of the major companies are now beginning to produce 
solar collectors and other elements of solar heating 
and hot water systems. Manufacturing companies and 
contractors are beginning to promote home insula
ti.on. A few industrial plants, department stores, 
schools are installing energy management systems. 
Amateurs are building windmills and solar heaters, 
and a few professional architects are beginning to 
offer energy designs to their clients. 
But the sum total of efforts is minute in 
the framework of our economy, and the general 
consensus holds that, in the absence of some unusual 
stimulus, conservation technology and altenlate 
energy sources will provide only a few percent of 
our energy by the 2000. Clearly 
a powerful new stimulus is are to halt 
and reverse the growing energy CYLSIS. Such a 
stimulus can be provided by a National 
Extension Service. 

THE ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE CONCEPT 

A National Energy Extension Service can provide 
the information and technical assistance required 
for the rapid and widespread adoption of energy 
conservation teclmologies, and thus for the 
orderly reduction of the crisis confronting 
our society. Such an Energy Service 
could provide the public with a broad knowledge 
of the possibilities and economic benefits of 
energy conservation, and of the equipment, systems, 
designs and procedures available. The Servj.ce 
could provide each segment of the public with 
specific information and teclmical assistance 
required to identify opportunities for energy 
conservation, to evaluate alternative products, 
equipment, systems, designs and operational 
procedures, and to understand and analyze the 

costs and benefits of implementing the available 
opportunities. FinaHy, an Energy Extension 
Service can create the kind of public awareness 
and which is essential to the 
support of appropriate legislative, executive 
and adrninistrati ve policies at the Federal, 
State and local level. 

The concept of an Extension Service 
is embodied in- HR 13676 is now before 
Congress. In advallCe of such legislation the 
U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration 
decided to authorize the establishment of two 
experimental Services to detennine 
the effectiveness various techniques for the 
dissemination of information and technical ass is: 
tance to the various sectors of the American 
public. The New York Institute of Technology's 
proposal for a regional Advisory Service 
to serve the 20 million in the extended 
metropolitan area of New , New Jersey and 
Com18cticut was by ERDA. The Service 
is now being at the Center for Energy 
Policy and Research on the Old Westbury campus 
of the New York Institute of Technology. A state
wide approach was proposed by Texas A&M University 
and ERDA has authorized a program at the University 
which Dr. Stephen RLter will describe later in 
this conference. 

TmINOLOGY TRANSFER -- THE l'mW YORK TECH PROGRAM 

The program now being organized at the New 
York Institute of Technology wiH constitute the 
first regional Energy Advisory Service funded 
under the energy conservation program of the U.S. 
Energy Research 811.d Development Administration., 
It will serve as an experimental forerunner of 
the proposed National Energy Extension Service 
and will develop and test various methods of trans
ferring energy conservation technology from labora
tory to public use. In the operation of this 
prototype Service, the objectives of the program 
will be threefold: 

1. To evaluate channels available for 
distributing energy conservation 
technologies developed by ERDA to 
end --users. 

2. To test approaches to distribution 
of energy conservation information 
and services to small energy consumers. 

3. To develop a system for measuring the 
secondary impacts of energy conserva
tion outreach programs which could assist 
in evaluating other similar programs. 

The program will be operated so as to comple
ment and support other related outreach programs 
in the New York area. The program will include 
five major elements: 

1. Distribution Channels 

This task will involve (a) the identification 
of which existing charmels are appropriate for 
distributing energy conservation teclmologies to. 
which user groups; (b) an assessment of how ERDA 
can best make use of those channels for its 



newly developed teclmologies' and (c) the 
development of new channels the 
ones are considered inadequate. 
will be tested with known 
possibly new ones being developed 

2. 

This program will provide managers of small 
industrial and commercial the means 
for (a) identifying for energy 
conservation; (b) alternative 
technicaJ products, equipment, systems, 
retrofi tting activities and operational 
to reduce energy consumption; and (c) 
costs and benefits of implementing 
solutions. 

3, Public Awareness 

This program will provide for the non-indus
trial and non-conunercial clients opportunities 
to evaluate and implement energy 
conserving measures. The primary audiences will 
be homeO\'11ers, managers of rental properties, 
operations persormel for public institutions 
and governmental agencies, and financial advisors. 
In addition, the program will involve a 
visible public information program which may 
include development of publications, films, media 
pub lici ty announcements, and "demonstration" 
exhibits. 

4. 

Activities will include: (a) developing a 
library of publications on various 
tion topics; (b) developing a 
assistance program with other 
local governmental programs and 
being undertaken by such organizations as utilities, 
manufacturers, and developers; and (c) orgmuzmg 
and producing in-house training programs, seminars 
and conferences to assist in educating 
target groups and the general public on opportuni 
ties for conservation. 

5. 

New York Institute of Technology will develop 
and test possible techniques for measuring the 
secondary impacts of the energy outreach program. 
The secondary impacts would include "word··of-mouth" 
spreading of energy information as a result of 
publici ty campaigns and energy conservation actions 
taking place because those who were advised under 
the outreach program in tum or assisted 
others to take energy conservation measures. 

From the public's point of view the Energy 
Advisory Service will provide detailed information 
and technical assistance in the use of 
conserving teclmiques and 
industrial and commercial , public 
officials, homeowners public 
throughout the New and Connecticut 
area. The Service will practical advice 
on the installation and use of solar energy 
ment building insulation, energy manage-
lIlent systems and other energy conservation 
techniques. 
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The 

Hot Line will provide the public 
most up-to-date informa" 
conservation techniques. 

will mak~ 

Line will 
to obtain information 
matters by telephone. 
mation and technical assistance win also be disse·~ 
minated publications, teclmical seminars, 
releases to and electronic media, 
and team visits and consultations 
program with commerce mld 
the Information and 
activities will be coordinated with 
of Federal, state and local energy 
the tri-state area. 

An Information Clearingbouse will be 
established at the Center's headquarters on the 
Old of the New York Institute of 
Technology. will provide 
assistance and referrals to other government 
and private energy agencies and will make 
information available from extensive energy 
data-bank assembled at the Center for 
Policy and Research. The data-bank both 
printed and computer-stored material on energy in 

and on energy policy and 
renewable and 
systems and 

consultation to facilitate the design 
management programs will be made 
to academic institutions, public 

agencies, and private participating in 
the Center's cooperative Energy 
management programs can reduce and electri-

by 10% to 40%, have been 
installed in schools, 

information distribution include 
stories and columns; 

Channels of 
newspaper and 
television and radio spots' mail distribution 
of booklets 

Policy and 
seminars, conferences traveling 

, exhibits and demonstration programs. 

In addition to these more or less conventional 
chmmels of infonnation distribution, we are orgem.i-

a series of basic information programs to 
be conducted the mec1iwn of eill interactive 
television operated by the Metropolitan 

COlIDCiL. With headquarters in the World 
Center in Manhattan, and twelve stations 

the New York, New Jersey and Connecticut 
area, the network permits a lecturer 

an audience composed of groups of 
the stations m1.d a 

between any member the audi-
and this dialogue is seen 

by all members of the audience at all 
stations. This arrangement in effect 



the conduct of seminars and conferences involving 
as many as several hundred participants distributed 
over a wide area, yet with each participant having 
to travel only a few miles from his home or 
office to reach the seminar location. Lectures 
and discussions can be supplemented with photo"' 
graphs, motion pictures and pre-taped material, 
and of course the entire proceedings can be 
recorded on video tape. 

Basic information programs are now being 
developed for a wide variety of audiences, 
including key decision makers in the public 
and private sectors. Programs on energy management 
systems, solar energy systems, architectural design, 
and retrofitting of existing structures for 
increased energy efficiency will be made available 
to specific invited audiences including builders, 
contractors, architects, business mallagers, 
industrial plant managers, hospital administrators, 
school superintendents and others. LegiSlative 
update programs for both public and private 
officials, and special energy conservation back
ground programs for banks and other financial 
institutions are also being We believe 
that the interactive television network concept 
can provide basic information to a large percentage 
of the key public and private decision makers 
in an effective fashion and at moderate cost. 

The various "publics" to be addressed 
by information dissemination and technical assis
tance programs will be carefully identified to 
insure the pertinence of the materials, formats, 
media and dissemination schedules. As an example 
of the various publics involved - each with its 
own characteristics -- we have considered the 
following categories, inter alia: 

PRIVATE DECISION MAKERS 

Builders 
Contractors 
Architects 

Bankers 
Industrial Designers 

Equipment Manufacturers 
Service Companies 

Utilities 

PUBLIC DECISION MAKERS 

Mayors 
City Councils 

Planning Boards 
Zoning Boards 

Regulatory Agencies 
Legislators 

State, County, Town Executives 
School Officials 

GENERAL PUBLI C 

Homeowners 
Government Employees 

Union Members 
Students 
Educators 
Engineers 

Lawyers 
Doctors 
Artists 

Businessmen 
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The materials developed, and the information 
dissemination format, style and medium must be 
appropriate to each public, although more than one 
category of public can, of course, be reached 
by a particular information program. We have 
developed a detailed matrix to relate particular 
information requirements to particular audiences. 
As a program development aid we have established 
a second ma"trix which reaches our five general 
program tasks to the outreach channels required 
to accomplish these tasks. This matrix also 
relates the audiences to be reached in each 
program with the channels required to reach them. 

The Energy Advisory Service program which we 
have outlined is an ambitious one. Our prinCipal 
problem is the development of a large-scale, 
multi-faceted program in a short period of time 
aJl.d with the relatively small staff which the 
present funding can support. We propose to solve 
this problem by the use of high efficiency 
outreach channels, including the use of interactive 
television networks, the use of commercial 
resources made available to us by private 
sector organizations which stand to benefit from 
the development of energy conservation programs, 
by the use of free time and space in the electronic 
and printed media including public interest spots 
on radio and TV, and news and feature articles in 
newspapers and magazines on interesting examples 
of energy conservation, through the use of 
interested students and volunteer groups, through 
cooperative programs with other public and private 
agencies involved in energy conservation and allied 
work, and through the training of educators who 
can then relay information to a broad spectrum 
of students in secondary and post-secondary educa
tional institutions. 

The most important incentive to consumer, 
homeowner, businessman and public official for 
the introduction of energy conservation techniques 
and practices is the awareness of the direct 
economic benefit which will accrue. We propose 
to emphasize this benefit as it applies to each 
sewnent of the American public. We further propose 
to concentrate a major part of our attention on 
the decision makers in the private and public 
sectors, and on the shapers of public understanding 
and opinion in the media and the educational 
institutions of the country. 

The experimental Energy Advisory Services 
at the New York Institute of Technology and at 
Texas A&M can provide insights, experience 
and technology transfer guidelines for a nation
wide Energy Extension Service. They can serve 
as the leading edge of a major effort to change 
the energy consumption habits of the American 
people. 

We reached the moon in less than a decade of 
concentrated effort because of a challenge to 
our national pride. The energy crisis now 
challenges our survival as a free and prosperous 
nation. We possess the knowledge to answer 
that challenge. It is time to get on with the 
job! 



UPGRADiNG ENERGY INFORMATION: 
PRELIMINARY GUIDELINES FOR MICHIGAN 

Richard V. Farace 
Professor of Communication, Michigan State University 

This paper describes some preliminary guide
lines now emerging in Michigan on how to address 
the complex and demanding task of upgrading public 
information levels about energy technology and 
conservation. In brief, there are goals the 
paper seeks to meet: 

First, to describe some of the major 
views of the "energy problem" from 
the perspective of the public; these 
views provide reality constraints 
on energy information programs. 

Second, to discuss nine criteria any 
organizational model must meet if it is 
to have em impact on the resolution of 
energy issues; also, a theoretic 
formulation is presented to provide a 
logic for the design of specific energy 
information programs carried out 
through organized means. 

Third, to outline the main features of 
two feasible organizational models, 
one primarily using resources available 
at Michigan State University and the 
second expanding beyond MSU to use state 
govenunent and state-wide resources. 

Fourth, to illustra.te the main features 
of a combined evaluation and management 
mechanism that (a) provides precise 
feedback on the performance of the 
orgall.izational model and (b) also 
provides continuous guidance in 
managing the organization's information 
programs. 

'" CUHHENT PUBLIC CONCEPTIONS OF THE "ENEHGY PROBLEM" 

Until the 1973 oil embargo, the energy issue 
was rarely reported as a "national problem" in 
major field survey studies of the American public. 
After the embargo it grew rapidly into a major 
issue, including some adoption of selected conserva-, 
tion behaviors (e,g., taking fewer trips, lowering 
thermostats, etc.). The issue has since faded 
away, under the pressure of the subsequent economic 
downturn and the turmoil in government at the 
Federal level. Presently, roughly one-third of 
the general public now reports "energy" as an 
important national issue. 

The younger, more educated, higher·· income, 
urban cosmopolitan individuals provide most of 
the "concerned" population. Along with this 
subset of the general public, political leaders, 
business and union leaders, and environmentalists 
are also more likely to see the issue as significant, 
salient, and in need of attention. However, 
among each of these subgroups there may be wide 
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variation in concern to the extent that specific 
energy issues (e.g., gas shortages, nuclear reac
tors, utility rate increases) are perceived as 
important. 

While the general concept of an energy 
shortage is accepted by about two-thirds of the 
public as potentially likely, about half of the 
public considers the shortages to be a deliberate 
contrivance, manipulated purposefully by the energy 
organizations. In the private sector, the 
primary motive attributed is profit; in the public 
sector, the primary motive is to acquire status as 
a credible source of energy information. Thus 
energy shortages are considered possible, but not, 
thus far, "real." 

Three maj or entities ~~. oil companies and 
utilities, governmental agencies, and the Middle 
Eastern countries -- share the blame about equally 
for the current energy problem. They have become 
decreasingly credible sources of information in 
recent years; sometimes just 10 or 20% of the 
public rate them as credible. Their explanations 
for the current energy situation are seen as far 
less credible than many of their specific recommen~ 
dations for energy conservation. 

The mass media remain the chief source of 
credible energy information for the general public, 
with television and print media rated about equally 
credible. (Less comprehensive evidence suggests 
that where existing extension services have 
introduced energy information into their programs, 
it has been well accepted without damage to the 
service's credibility.) 

While there is a continuing (though declining) 
interest in the energy problem, accurate knowledge 
about specific aspects of the problem is consider
ably lower. Relatively few people perceive that 
their mvn behaviors are "part of the problem." 
Most know that there have been or are shortages in 
oil, gas, and electricity, although few have 
experienced them directly since the embargo. 
Most people can describe the general types of 
energy sources available, and can name the types 
that they personally use. In addition, they are 
reasonably accurate about the amounts they spend 
on energy. They are quite sensi ti ve to changes in 
energy prices, since it is this aspect of the 
issue that impinges most noticeably on their 
lives. 

Beyond these generalizations there exists 
a potpourri of information and mis·-information 
about specific issues. For example ,30% of the 
public believe that the United States imports about 
one-third of its crude oil, while half believe 
less is imported. One-third believe that water is 
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the cheapest way to produce electricity. About 
three in five feel that electricity prices have 
risen more rapidly than other utility costs in 
recent years. Half believe that all gas and elec
tric utilities are o\\TJ1ed by the govenunent. And 
one in eight understand the meaning of the "fuel 
adjustment" clause on their utility bills. 
Needlessto say, knowledge about nuclear reactors 
(safety, cost, waste disposal, etc.) is consider
ably more varied. 

In the past 12 to 18 months, environmental 
issues have diminished in importance somewhat 
in the face of economic and energy constraints. 
Environmentalists have reacted to this by increas
ing their level of activity to achieve certain 
goals, while business and union leadership have 
also moved to take initiative. The former are 
apparently motivated by a concern for being "over
shadowed" in their efforts, and the latter seek 
relief from the constraints of environmental 
restrictions. 

However, it is import8_nt to note that 
through this recent period, a majority of the 
public wants - and expects to see - that environ'· 
mental quality is maintained or increased without 
incurring additional economic costs. The 
possibility that achieving both goals at once is 
contradictory does not appear salient to a sizeable 
fraction of the public. 

The general public, at least as an entirety, 
is not organized around energy issues, although 
it becomes quite vocal on occasion about energy 
costs, nuclear reactors, etc. There is a strong 
feeling that government leadership is inadequate 
to the task confronting it in the energy area. 
The public assigns a positive value to energy 
conservation, but has little agreement on who 
should undertake it, what should be done, when it 
is needed, etc. When the public does undertake 
specific conservation efforts, it is generally in 
direct response to immediate economic incentives, 
such as reducing the number of vehicle trips to 
cope with dramatic increases in gasoline prices. 
"Patriotic" reqUests (e.g., to drive at 55 mph) 
can also work, albeit on a temporary basis. 

The development of a coherent a~nd viable 
national energy policy is contingent upon achieving 
substantial levels of public understanding, 
trust, participation and cooperation. Particularly 
in recent years, the complexity of energy issues 
facing the public has increased dramatically. 
Furthennore, many sources of energy information 
have become linked to specific vested interests, 
and thus these sources are perceived as suspect in 
the public's mind. 

For example, the energy industries are often 
believed to follow their own economic interests 
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as a first priority, rather than to let any. 
national (or public) interest guide their actions. 
ERDA has to some extent inherited from its 
predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission, the image 
that it is single-mindedly drivjng towards a 
nuclear energy solution, rather than incorporating 
balanced alternative energy solutions in its 
efforts. The environmental groups are viewed by 

many observers to have overstated the hazards of 
various energy technologies (or their site location) 
such that doubts are raised in the public's mind 
about the validity of the groups' efforts. 

·When the general public is bombarded by 
claims and counterclaims, when the rhetoric of 
energy policy formulation produces widely diverse 
and intensely advocated positions, then the 
overall impact of these messages on the public is 
easily predictecL Substantial amounts of confusion, 
distrust of various "expert" sources, inability 
or lack of desire to cope with real-life energy 
problems, and a certain amount of hostility to 
govenunent and industry are to be expected. 

Not surprisingly, many messages originating 
from members of the pulic holding these views are 
directed towards elected representatives and other 
officials, who find themselves buffeted in 
several directions. Developing a national energy 
policy under such circumstances is obviously a 
formidable task. As long as there are major 
sources of conflicting energy information reaching 
the public, then widely varying messages will 
continue to impact on government personnel 
policy development will be impeded, and cycle 
will continue. This appears to be an undesirable 
state of affairs for all parties. 

Furthermore, if an energy policy were to be 
enacted at the national level and intr0duced into 
the current infonnational climate, that policy 
would be subject to a very wide range of interpre
tations and mis-interpretations at alI levels of 
society. The comments made earlier in this section 
alI point to the strong likelihood of the emer
gence of even greater levels of discord and mis
trust of the motives and aims of each segment of 
the overal1 energy picture. Regardless of whethel' 
one takes the view of energy policy arising from 
some "bottom upward" process, as opposed to a 
"top dOM1" process, it is clear that there are 
powerful political, social and economic forces 
that must be taken into account. 

* This sUlmnary is based on an extensive 
review of published and unpublished literature on 
research into the public's conception 
of the "energy problem." The sources used here 
are given in the References section of the 
The literature review was conducted by James 
Schriner of the Department of Communication. 
Copies the annotated references can be obtained 
at reproduction costs from the Department. 

AN ORG~IZATIONAL MODEL FOR UPGRADING E~~RGY 
INFORMATION 

If an organizational model is to be developed 
that wil1 have a reasonable chance of producing 
constructive public participation in the decision
making and implementation of national energy 
policy, then there are a nUlnber of criteria the 
model must meet. These criteria, and some of the 
rationale behind them, are described below. 
Following the presentat ion of these criteria, a 
theoretical formulation is presented to 
the criteria into one explanatory mechanism. 



Criteria for an Extension Information Model 

There are nine major criteria to be considered 
in constructing an organizational mechanism that 
will deal effectively and efficiently with the 
current public energy information problem. These 
are: 

1. The recognition of the need to deal with 
multiple publics requiring multiple communication 
strategies; 

2. That an effective communication program 
must be sensitive to the information needs of each 
public, and to the capacity of the public to 
absorb new information; 

3. That credible channels (mass media and 
interpersonal) for communicating with each public 
must be clearly identified; 

4. That a thorough and systematic information 
credentialling process must be instituted to 
ensure that the information sent to a given public 
cannot be considered "tainted" by the special 
biases of any particular vested interest; 

5. That the information be packaged in such 
a way that it is seen as attractive, interesting, 
complete, timely and useful to its audience; 

6. That the general cooperation and endorse
ment of the message disseminators involved in 
transmitting information be compatible with the 
content; 

7. That a sufficient volume of messages be 
disseminated over a long enough period of time so 
as to bring about the desired goal states, and 

8. That feedback mechanisms be established 
linking the publlcs to the information dissemina
tors so that the message programs can be modified 
as needed over time. 

9. That the commmlication strategies be as 
cost-effective as possible. 

1. Multiple publics: multiple strategies. 
There are several reasons why this problem shoUld 
not be treated as one involving solely communica
tion with the "general public." For one, there 
are a number of discrete audiences or publics 
within the general public with respect to their 
views and needs concerning energy information. 
There is business, labor, agriculture, transporta
tion, education, families, and others which can 
typically be reached by separable communication 
channels. Each of these audiences can often be 
broken do~~ into relatively discrete sub-audiences, 
grouped on the basis that their members have 
largely common, homogeneous Iviews arid neecls. 

Second, to the extent they are homo
geneous, then specifically tailored communication 
strategies can be developed for each audience or 
sub-audience that maxlinizes the probability of a 
positive impact. In many cases, these audiences 
are already served by an information network in 
which confidence presently exists. Even though 
the same basic "pool" of information may be drawn 
upon, certain elements out of it can be specially 
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selected and packaged for a particular audience. 
This clearly increases the managerial complexity 
of the information dissemination program, but 
at the same time it considerably raises the proba
bility of achieving desired results. 

2. Sensitivity to information needs. 
By defining multiple audiences within the general 
public, it becomes feasible to conduct preliminary 
explorations of the types of information about 
energy each public or audience would most likely 
find useful in its activities. Instead of 
barraging each audience with highly general 
information, the sensitivity criterion directs 
that a careful analysis be made of the particular 
types of information each audience desires; given 
this information, it is possible to then return to 
the audience and "market" information which is 
known in advance to be congruent with its perceived 
needs. Given this initial approach, there is an 
increased probability that new information can be 
successfully introduced; assimilation will 
enhance the audience's ability to cope with future 
changes and will become part of its own desires. 

At the same time that initial informa·
tion needs are established, contact with the parti
cular public will enable decisions to be made 
regarding the rate at which it can or will accept 
further energy information. Too rapid delivery 
of new information can produce overload and avoid
ance of subsequent information, while too slow a 
rate may lead the audience to accept information 
from other sources - possibly less effective, 
more biased ones. 

3. Identify credible channels. Across' 
a spectrum of information dissemination activities, 
mass media are usually considered highly credible 
sources for new material, particularly at the 
awareness stage of an issue. However, inter
personal sources are traditionally better suited 
to provide the additional legitimation and final 
acceptance of the information. Since there is 
currently no Federally-supported extension 
service devoted exclusively to energy information, 
l;1e can only surmise that such a service would 
probably be effective to the extent it can 
establish its credibility de novo. Therefore, 
perhaps the most obvious sources of credible 
interpersonal energy messages for the various 
publics are via the established extension services. 

On most major campuses, particularly 
land-grant universities, a variety of extension 
services are in place and operating, some for 
over I GO years. Each service has its own 
audience or audiences, and exists in harmonious 
relationship with its .audience(s) to the extent 
it continues to provide them with useful informa
tion and services. There are extension services 
that reach organized labor, business and management, 
local-level political leaders and public servants, 
educational systems at all levels, community 
action programs, agriculture, youth groups, as 
well as urban and rural families. 

These extension services have built 
up credible relationships with their audiences 
over the years, and many are now beginning to 
convey energy information on their own. To the 



degree that this type of information flow can be 
increased and upgraded without detracting from 
their existing image, then these services can 
become ideal conduits for intensive energy infonrra~ 
tion dissemination. Furthermore, within many 
of these services an existing capability exists 
for utilizing mass media as part of their overall 
communication strategies. 

4. Credentialling of energy information. 
One of the most difficult problems to be faced in 
any attempt to significantly upgrade public 
energy information levels is the removal of 
perceived "bias," slant, or distortion in the 
messages sent to its audiences. Infonnation about 
energy technology is particularly susceptible to 
such accusations, given the wide range of views 
put forth by the spectrum of organizations 
associated with different aspects of different 
technologies. Information about energy conserva
tion measures seems somewhat less susceptible to 
perceived distortion, provided of course that the 
initial need itself is seen as genuine in the 
eyes of the particular public being reached 
(this paper's introductory comments indicate that 
for a sizeable portion of the general public, 
the initial communication problem lies in 
persuasively arguing that a tl~e need for conserva~ 
tion actually exists, it should be remembered). 
We accept as a central element in the use of 
existing extension services that no appreciable 
(in particular, irreversible) damage to the 
service's existing credibility should jeopardize 
its ability to perform its other pre-existing 
functions. 

Consequently, any organized attempt 
to deliver energy information to various publics 
must include a specific mechanism for filtering 
and balancing available information before it is 
passed on to the audience. In effect; the 
infonnation must be legitimized. The logical 
approach to this problem is to establish an overall 
coordinating agenS[ linking the services together 
within many extension services. This legi timiza ~ 
tion has traditionally been accomplished by 
(a) maintaining an in-house research capability 
that carried out investigations and then transmits 
the findings to its 01'111 agents involved in direct 
contact with the field, (b) maintaining a feedback 
loop concerning the reaction of the audience to 
the information -- the results of attempts to 
use it, and new insights into the research topic 
gained by the use - and (c) continuing an on-
going policy·'related dialogue in the extension 
service about the utility and advisability of 
further dissemination of the particular information. 

Through mechanisms such as these - both the 
coordinating agency and the in-service procedures 
audience members are generally assured that the 
delivery service is not serving as merely a 
relay point for information developed elsewhere. 
Instead, the infonnation has more or less been 
officially scrutinized, experience-evaluated, and 
then adopted. ~Vhile this process frequently takes 
considerable time, in the end there is a long 
record of tangible evidence that the extension 
services deliberately incorporate various 
classes of new infonnation into the larger set 
which it conveys to its audiences. This process 
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thus serves ,to "credential" the information. 
There are also substantial case histories to 
document the role of this information in deploying 
technological change and altering group behavior. 

In the case of energy information 
dissemination, a comparable credentialling 
mechanism is needed. Since most extension services 
have only recently (if at all) begun to disseminate 
energy information on a significant scale, 
credentialling is perhaps best done in a two-stage 
basis. First, an independent group ~~ chosen by 
the coordinating agency, University, State Govern
ment, or elsewhere - could convene experts 
representing a wide array of positions on energy 
futures, energy technology and energy conservation, 
particularly as these topics apply to the State 
itself or a region therein. The task force of 
energy expert/advisors could develop a series 
of position statements whose content would 
reflect the diversity of their views as well as 
those points on which commonality occurs. In 
addition, the parameters for a comprehensive 
data base could be developed. This "pool" of 
information would serve as a preliminary supply 
for use by each of the extension services involved 
in the dissemination. Thus, over time, as requests 
for new information, or re-evaluation of existing 
information, are generated by members of the 
audiences for the information, the "pool" would be 
expanded and modified accordingly. In this mann.er, 
a reasonably representative information base for 
subsequent message preparation and information 
dissemination could be initiated and then updated 
over tjJjle. 

Furthermore, the information 
emerging from this source would be an input 
to the information credentialling process already 
at work in each extension service. However, this 
procedure has the advantage of making clearly 
known the existing pool of information from which 
the extension services would draw as needed. 
Also, the procedure provides a simple means of 
keeping track of the relative information emphasis 
occurring in each extension service, since the use 
of the "pool" can be monitored. As an added benefit, 
the procedure simplifies the initial information 
acquisition task of each extension service. Taken 
together, these processes should enable the 
ultimate production of information for each 
service which can be credentialed internally and 
then considered relatively objective. (Of course, 
"obj ectivity" here is defined from the vie\vpoint 
of the particular extension service in relation 
to its audience; this does not eliminate differences 
in perceived "biases" that may exist among 
extension service delivery systems. However, the 
fact that a common information "pool" is used by 
all participating services should reduce distortion 
and misinformation to some extent.) 

5. Attractive information packaging. 
One of the determinants of the success of any 
information caJllpaign is the packaging of the 
messages themselves. To the extent they are 
perceived as interesting, relevant, clear and 
comprehensive, attractively designed, timely, and 
useful to the audiences, then their reception is 
increased. This task of message preparation calls 
for a varied set of skills involving a range of 



print and broadcast media 
as well as skills involved 
group or 
interaction. 
media , the 
consultant, and other forms of message 
talent are needed to ensure that the 
services have Em of appropriate 

For some extension services, little 
is needed; for others a considerable 

81flOunt will be 
meet the needs 
energy information. 

energy 
to overlook. 

the dissemina-
program's success falls 
individuals who conduct 

direct contact with the audience 
in face~to~face situations but 

of mass media materials as 
individuals are not in agreement with the 

and pUTposes of the campaign, and/or if their 
level of understanding is not adequate to the task 
they are employed to perform, then the chances of 
the program being successful diminished. 
This , then, that a in the 
dissemination process is the individuals at the 
point of contact with the public --- it may be 

to precede public contacts on their 
a careful and possible 

of their values and 
and their information 
are allowed to 
fon"ard. Basic 
to the 
results 

is 

outcomes. 

The 
messages on energy 

from many 
and source 

net effect 
often 
From time to 

time, one momentary 
the others vimvs drift in that 
only to be elsewhere at a later point in 
time. This is not meant to that the public 
is a mere recipient message flows, 
since the evidence 
number of people have 
fact no problem, and hence 

of their attention. 
a portion of the pubUc that 

is exposed to a helter~skelter mixture of advocated 
positions, and finds itself buffeted hither and yon. 

Under these circumstances 
should be made. First, to the extent 

extension service becomes seen as 
source of energy information for a 
audience, then messages from it carry much 

weight than messages from elsewhere. 
from other sources will have 

on the views of the 
messages win "fade into the 
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Second is imperative to recognize 
that the role of energy information source 
cannot be a short time period or on 
a ~UJnited budget. It requires considerable inter
action with the audience, extending over a long 
time; numerous message events must take place, 
all appropriately timed, fOYlnatted and credentialed, 
if a significant change in that audience' s percep~ 
tions of the energy problem is to be realized. 
A "one~' shot" or short duration campaign is wasteful 

for the achievement of highly specific 
short-term goals (as in the case of certain 
marketing or behaviors, for 
example). 

An implication of these two points 
is that any extension service energy campaign 

be treated as a long-term effort, accompanied 
message flows. Needless to say, this 

substantial resources. It is corrrrnonplace 
unfortunate, however, that most conUTIunication 

program designs fall woefully short when it comes 
to reckoning the true total long~term cost 
involved in achieving a set of communication objec
'lives. In particular, when dealing with an issue 
of the complexity and history of the energy problem, 
it is readily apparent that a limited expenditure 
of resources ,,,ill simply not be adequate to 
accomplishing even limited objectives of substance. 

It should also be noted that while 
there are a number of cOlTnnwlication devices that 
can be of considerable assistcmce in such an 

as interactive television, 
information systems, etc.) none of 

these purely technological approaches will, in 
and of themselves, solve the problems that are 
involved in attempts to communicate energy infor~ 
mation to the public. There are too many examples 
of the inadequacy of relying entirely on a communi
cation technology solution to complex informational 

the field of medical conmlunication, 
for it to be wise to place all of 

in these devices alone. However, it 
is also clear that there remains a significant 

potential in connnwlication techn.ology, 
of its applications should be 

into the spectrum of approaches that 
are used in the extension service programs. 

Thus, in essence, to achieve effective 
levels of message volume, a coherent, integrated 
.~~,,_.~_-;-_c..~_. approach -- with major emphasis 

capabilities therein 
upgrade the public's energy 

8. Establish on -line feedback mechanisms. 
One of the an 

the delivery of energy information is 
lines of feedback, both 

extension service and between the 
service and the overall coordinating body. This 
feedback will enable constant readjustment of the 
message flow and message type within each system, 
indicate the need for additional information to be 

by the coordinating body, and allow 
entire system to respond much more flexibly 

to the it encounters in the dissemination 
programs. 



Two distinct types of feedback 
information are needed. One, generated intenlally, 
reports the actions of extension system members 
and their perceptions of relative successes and 
failures. This enables an ongoing monitoring of 
the internal workings of the system. The second 
type of information, derived externally, reports 
on the changes and impact on the various audiences 
that are due to the information campaigns. To 
what extent are members more aware of issues ... 
more knowledgeable about them ... more or less 
favorable towards various solutions .,. concerned 
wi th the problems ... changed in their energy·· 
related behaviors ... etc.? This type of informa~ 
tion needs to be systematically gathered so as to 
provide a precise and detailed description of the 
changes in the various audiences that occur 
during the information campaigns. Such results 
can be used not only to alter the management of 
the existing system, but also to provide evidence 
for the generalizability and portability of the 
process to other settings. 

9. Pursue cost~effective solutions. 
To accomplish energy 
beliefs and actions, it is imperative to identify 
those communication strategies that are particularly 
cost~effective. This will require careful 
monitoring of the impact (short~run and 
of alternative strategies, as well as their 
relative costs. Consequently, desired and 
undesired outcomes will have to be articulated 
precisely so they can be identified in an ongoing 
management and evaluation process. Controlled 
experimentation in field settings may be needed 
to compare among a set of carefully chosen 
alternatives. Trade~offs between 
accomplishments and longer-range goals 
to be explored. Innovative developments in the 
economics of large~scale communication programs 
will no doubt be needed. 

A Theoretical Formulation of the Problem. 

In order to understand the communication 
processes involved in energy information camp8.igns 
more fully, it is necessary to briefly outline 
a theoretical formulation that conveniently 
integrates most of the pragmatic issues presented 
above. This is the general theory of attitude 
change developed by Woelfel and Saltiel (1974), 
known as "Linear Force Aggregation Theory." 

Within the cognitive makeup of each individual 
resides a 1aTge number of concepts, each one 
related to some object or event experienced 
during the individual's lifetime. Each of these 
concepts has a "weight" which is based on the 
accumulated message inputs previously received 
about the concept. As each new message about the 
concept is received, the "weight" of the concept 
shifts to some degree; if the concept has a veTY 
large message history, then the impact of a given 
new message is apt to be small; conversely, if 
the concept is relatively unfamiliar (Le., has 
a small prior message base) then the new message 
will move the concept appTeciably more. 

Obviously, not all messages about a concept 
advocate the senne view of it. Consequently, we 
can predict the direction of the shift of a 
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concept partly on the basis of the direction 
advocated by the new message, in relation to the 
"balance point" where the concept is presently 
located. If the message argues for lowered 
thermostats, for example, after years of messages 
arguing for a constant 72°, then the concept 
will move only slightly towards a lower value. 
If few prior messages have been received, then 
more movement is likely. Thus, the individual's 
previous history of message about (in this case, 
lowered thermostats) influences how much movement 
takes place. We can therefore envision the concept 
in terms of a moving balance point, with the exact 
point shifting somewhat under the impact of new 
messages. 

An important component of the "weight" 
attached to the messo.ge is the credibility or 
significance of its source. To the extent the 
source is credible, more motion in the direction 
advocated in the message will take place. 

One important conclusion of this formulation 
is that (a) where prior message history about a 
concept is minilllal, (b) vlhere substant ial change 
is advocated, and (c) where the chcmge comes from 
a credible source, then the concept will move 
vigorously in the direction being advocated. 
Furthermore, a later message that runs COUl1ter 
to the first will incur greater n:;sistance than if 
it had gone to the individual first. On the 
other hand, if a message (a) relates to a concept 
with considerable message history, (b) advocates 

minor , mld (c) originates from a 
low··credible source, then its impact is apt to be 
virtually immeasurable. 

Within the set of present in the 
cognitive domain of any individual, some are 
obviously of far greateT importance and centrality 
than others. For example, the concept of "myself" 
or "me" has been built upon literally thousands 
if not tens of thousands of message events 
the individual's lifetime. This is a 
concept, one that is obviously 
to shift appreciably by introducing one or a few 
additional message events. For persons in the 
world of the concept of "my job" is also 
one which is very likely to be central and very 
difficult to alter. 

There is a crucial significmlCe to this point, 
one that underpins the logic of many communication 
programs including ones involving energy informa~ 
tion. we assume that the purpose of an energy 
informationprogrrun is at least in part to bring 
about certain changes in the way people view 
energy concepts and behave with to them, 
then we need a procedure that indicates 
the kinds of messages that are to achieve 
these goals. Thus our central is that 
to the extent linked 

For a given audience, suppose that several 
attributes -- "profitable," "feasible," and 
"interesting" - are discovered to be closely 
bound into their view of "my job." Furthennore, 
suppose that there exists a set of conservation 



practices which, upon careful inspection, 
reveals that they can be reliably and objectively 
described as "profitable, feasible and interesting" 
for that particular audience. At this point, a 
inessage campaign would be undertaken to establish 
the same linkages with the selected conservation 
practices that exist between the concept "my job" 
and these three attributes. From the discussion 
ab01/e, we can conclude that (a) to the extent that 
the messages do not encounter appreciable prior and 
contrary conceptions, and (b) are seen to originate 
from a credible source, then the probability is 
enhanced that the ractice 101111 come to oe--seen by 
t e au ience as "profita Ie, , "feas1 Ie," an 
"interesting," and its level of adoption among the 
audience will increase. 

Note several things about this line of 
reasoning. First, it argues the need for 
preliminary research to identify the unique 
conceptualization of an audience before any 
attempts are made to introduce energy information 
to it. Second, it provides a guiding logic for 
the content and formatting of message content. 
Third, its parsimony suggests that it would be 
prudent to make a careful consideration of the 
changes being advocated to determine whether new 
factors, outside this specific model, should be 
taken into account before formulating a message. 
And fourth, the procedure suggests that message 
campaigns can be precisely and individually 
tailored to each audience addressed by each 
extension service. 

In summary, the conceptual strategy we are 
proposing takes into account the history of message 
encounters a group has had with a concept, the 
discrepancy between their present position and the 
position to be advocated in the new message, an.d 
the credibility or salience of the message source. 
The basic communication design strategy is to link 
the message to selected central, positive 
attributes associated with some core concept in 
the audience'S cognitive realm, such as "my job." 
Then, messages are produced that link the 
advocated beliefs or behaviors as closely to 
these positive attributes as possible. To the 
extent that this occurs, then the goals of the 
communication program are apt to be met. 

ORGANIZING AN ENERGY EXTENSION SYSTEvl 

A ~~del Based on Michigan State University 

Previously, we suggested that nine criteria 
be used to evaluate a proposed energy extension 
system, and presented a brief exposition of one 
theoretic formulation of a logic for guiding the 
communication activities in such a system. 
Next we turn to two specific ways to organize an 
energy information extension system, one based 
largely on resources available at Michigan State 
University, and the second based on resources 
organized on a state-wide basis by state govern
ment. 

Over the past 125 years, land grant 
universities have built several organizations 
whose basic purpose is to deploy technology and 
to transfer information to selected segments of 
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the public. While the most widely known organiza
tion in land grant universities io: the Cooperative 
Extension Service, similar systems at Michigan 
State University (and elsewhere in ~tichigan) 
deal with labor, management, local government 
officials, youth groups, nutritionally disadvantaged, 
primary and secondary education, homemaker/ 
families, and other audiences. 

These transfer systems have carefully 
nurtured a relationship with their respective 
audiences in which trust and credibility have 
played an important role. An obvious major 
motivation for this is that, for most of these 
services, their long-term survival hinges on 
attracting and retaining a satisfied clientele. 
At the same time, these systems have provided 
large quantities of information on selected 
topics; there is considerable evidence that this 
transfer has influenced the knowledge, attitudes 
and behaviors of their members. These systems are 
typically quite credible; they are not generally 
perceived by their audiences as "propaganda organs" 
for particular biases, since each system has its 
own very careful procedures for evaluating and 
filtering information before it is released into 
the system. (Of course, there tends to be some 
disharmony between members of different systems on 
particular issues, or in some cases between those 
members of the smne system who receive the bulk of 
its attention versus those who receive relatively 
little.) 

There are six information delivery systems 
operating at Michigan State University that 
warrant brief descriptions, because they illustrate 
the type of combined energy information delivery 
system that could be assembled and focused on 
the energy problem. These are (1) School of 
Labor and Industrial Relations Labor Program, 
(2) College of Business Management Center, 
(3) Institute for Community Development and Services, 
(4) Cooperative Extension Service, (5) College of 
Education -- Science and Math Teaching Center, 
and (6) Continuing Education/Community Colleges. 

The School of Labor and Industrial Relations 
Labor program conducts statewide ac.tivities with 
union members that last year involved more than 
3,000 participants in some 100 programs. As in 
the case of each delivery system, careful legitimi
zation is needed to introduce new energy content -
not only do the energy needs and interests vary 
among Michigan's unions, but their own internal 
organizational structure dictates quite different 
legi timization and entry procedures to establish 
the "right" to input energy information. 

To build an appropriate structure to link 
unions to energy information, and to adopt/adapt 
materials and resources, a sub-committee of the 
State Labor Advisory Committee will be created 
to focus specifically on energy education. This 
group will develop general guidelines for the 
dissemination programs, and will assist in the 
development of an advisory group wherever specific 
programs are carried out. The advisory groups will 
represent the major labor organizations in the 
state -- AFL-CIO, Teamsters, Auto Workers, 
Buildings and Trades Councils, and the major 



independent unions: State Employees Associations, 
Nurses }\ssociations, Teachers Associations, etc. 
Obviously, as in the case of the other extension 
services, the only feasible way to speedily 
initiate the information flow process is to use 
already-existing credible links to the unions. 

The MSU College of Business has operated its 
Advanced Management Program some 15 years, and 
has served a wide variety of the major organiza
tions in the State. Less than a year ago, it 
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moved to a new Management Center, where some 2,000 
persons have attended seminars, workshops, and 
meetings, in its first months of operation. The 
Center reaches a wide variety of managerial personnel 
in diverse organizations; many of the participants 
are in the position of being important decision
makers in their own organizations regarding energy
related matters. Consequently, in the same manner 
that favorable success with union officials offers 
the opportunity fol' a "multiplier effect" regal'ding 
energy changes, success with managerial pel'sonnel 
provides the same type of potential changes, success 
with managerial personnel provides the same type of 
potential leverage. Some of the College's strong 
expertise is in transpol'tation and physical distri
bution systems, which consume lal'ge portions of the 
industrial/marketing enel'gy allocations. Further
mOTe, the advantages of presenting a common COTe 
of information to both groups have considerable 
utility for enabling the two groups to address 
issues from a more common information base. 

The Institute for Community Development at 
MSU wods with local government officials around 
the state, conducting both research and extension 
activities in the form of workshops and seminars. 
The goal of their efforts is directed towards 
providing assistance to local government officials 
in those areas of greatest need. As the energy 
issue becomes increasingly salient to them 
(as it has in the past few years), then the value 
and receptivity towards energy information as 
supplied by the Institute wil1 rise. Again, it 
should be pointed out that decisions made by 
local government officials can have large 
consequences on the energy consumption habits of 
many thousands of individuals and families at once, 
and hence they represent another high pay-off 
audience. 

~~U, as a land grant university, has a major 
Cooperative Extension Service: it has professional 
staff in a variety of fields in all 83 Michigan 
counties. The CES programs reach the following 
audiences, often numbel'ing in the tens of thousands: 
low income families, young homemakel's, agri
business industry, food and fiber marketing firms, 
farmers, youth in urban and rural areas, local 
government offices, and seniol' citizens. A 
number of established communication channels, 
such as garden clubs, study groups, farm and 
youth organizations, private consultation, news
letters, brochures and publications, l'adio and 
television materials, etc. have been in use many 
years to reach various audiences. Energy concerns 
have been an increasing concern of the CES in 
recent years, and their efforts along these 
lines will continue to expand and to occupy a 
more central role in its activities. 

The Science and Math Teaching Center in the 
College of Education develops new educational 
curricula, and/or fulfills more specific educa
tional needs within existing cunicula, so as to 
provide science-based programs for ](-12 school 
systems. Following the identification of needs, 
materials are developed and then introduced into 
school systems; several programs and curricula 
in recent years have dealt with energy issues. 
A "multiplier" effect takes place here also, since 
the adoption of an energy related curriculum or 
module can reach hundreds if not thousands of 
individuals in a short period of time. Furthermore, 
as noted above, this information reaches individuals 
who wil1 have had relatively less prior exposure 
(in the K -12 period) to energy topics than would 
most adUlt recipients; this fact increases the 
possibility for effectively transmitting energy
related information. 

The Life-Long Education Program occupies 
regional centers throughout the state to coordinate 
credit and non-credit extension activities, often 
in conjunction with Michigan's community col1eges. 
This delivery system can be used to explore the 
feasibility and impact of energy information pro
grams for audiences which are typical1y more 
heterogeneous than the audience clusters of the 
other services. Furthermore, each community 
college draws its clients from somewhat different 
popUlation bases. Finally, by monitoring atten
dance (and impact) at continuing education 
programs, it will be possible to gain some insight 
into a very important issue: to what extent are 
audiences willing to pay for different types of 
energy information? 

Taken as a group, these six delivery systems 
offer the potential of reaching a large number of 
persons in Michigan, or in some more narrowly 
delimited study site. More importantly, they are 
al1 on-going systems, with established reputations, 
with personnel already involved in message distri
bution activities, and with an interest in initiating 
or increasing their energy information transfer 
activities. Furthermore, they land themselves 
to relatively precise research and evaluation 
activities, since their audiences are generally 
wel1-defined. 

A Model Using State of Michigan Resources 

While it may be appropriate and feasible to 
use a university or a consortium of academic units 
to conduct feasibility studies of alternative 
communication strategies for conveying energy 
information, it seems likely that a state-'wide 
program would be needed to organize and conduct a 
program capable of impacting on a maj ority of the 
state population. That is, in order to effectively 
address the problems of energy education facing 
the State of Michigan, it may be necessary to 
provide the central organization for this 
acti vi ty at the state level itself. 

In Michigan, one unit which could potential1y 
fulfill this role is the State Office of Energy 
Administration. In particular, this unit has the 
advantage of greater proximity to the political 
pulse of varying organizations and agencies that 



affect an energy infonnation program than would 
a univeristy-level group. Liaison with state and 
federal agencies can provide an important flow of 
information, constantly updated, that "lOuld help 
the program stay in "tune" with changing political 
and economic conditions. 

In addition, and perhaps more importan.tly, 
a state-level orgcmization would facilitate the use 
of the other extension service agencies existing 
elsewhere in other universities and colleges in 
Michigan. For example, both labor CLYld business 
programs are conducted independently by several 
other academic institutions. If coordinated at 
the state level, these programs could do a much 
better job of reaching their audiences on a state
wide basis than any single one now does. 
Consequently a state-wide program that drew on 
the services of a variety of similar units could 
achieve much better and more homogeneous penetra
tion of the various energy publics who are to be 
brought into the picture more fully. It would 
also be feasible for a state-level organization 
to provide access to those individuals or publics 
not reached by an existing extension service, 
perhaps by establishing the initial linkages that 
"ould enable the university programs to expand 
appropriately. 

A state-level agency could also provide a 
more convenient collection and access mechanism 
for the types of data used by each extension 
system. Very large data files maintained on an 
ongoing basis could be more useful to the widest 
possible nwnber of audiences throughout the state 
than would the storage and retrieval systems of 
a smaller-scale University project. This informa
tion could also be used to respond to highly 
specific information requests about various aspects 
of energy education. 

MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION OF ENERGY IMPROVEMENT 
PROGRAM -

Present-day social research techniques 
have evolved considerably beyond the traditional 
"pre-post" designs in which only gross effects 
of an infonnation campaign are measured. Specifi
cally, there are four types of methodological 
considerations that can be incorporated into 
infonnation campaigns to provide both (a) on-line 
feedback suited to the design or modification of 
the content and management of the campaign, and 
(b) a wide-ranging and thorough description of 
the effects of the campaign at numerous points 
during its operation. 

The four methodological considerations to be 
incorporated into a comprehensive management/ 
evaluation component are: (1) analyses of the 
changing characteristics of the infonnation cam
paign's audiences over time; (2) measurement of 
the critical variables involved in the campaign 
and its outcomes on a multi-variate basis, rather 
than as a set of disciete single-variable 
phenomena, (3) inclusion of structural relation
ships (e. g., communication networks) among the 
members of the audiences in the information cam
paign, and (4) the need for a theoret ic formulation 
to provide an explanation for the change processes 
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that are explicit if not implicit in any campaign. 

1. ~amic measurement of, ch~~. Data 
gathered at multiple points of time can provide the 
managers of infonnation campaigns with continuous 
systematic reports on the perfonnance of selected 
variables. This allows a manager to routinely 
examine the discrepancy between their target 
goals and the existing state of affairs. 
Depending on the changing results, new directions 
in the campaign can be initiated or existing ones 
intensified. 

An example of one technique which provides 
such infonnation is the use of moving ave~ages, 
a procedure analogous to the reports origll1ating 
continuously from the nation's stock markets. 
Both the impact of planned interventions in the 
campaign and unplanned outside events can be 
visualized through these means. For a review of 
many key issues in planned change over time, 
see Zaltman et al. (1972). 

2. Multi-variate representations of change. 
Instead of relying on the slow accumulation of 
insights by studying these processes one variable 
at a time, a multi -variate analysis fOTmat makes 
it possible to simultaneously take into account 
a laTge numbeT of diTect and indirect influences 
of the variables on one anotheT. Some of these 
techniques include multiple Tegression and factoT 
analysis, path analysis, simplex and ciTcumplex. 
models, and maximum ;likelihood models. An example 
of this concern in the political arena is 
reported in Tay10T et a1. (1974) . 

3. Inclusion of structu:cal relationships. 
In each auaience fOT energy infonna'cion campaigns, 
there exist netwoTks of fonnal and infonnal 
structu:cal Telationships which constitute the 
communication netwoTks linking members together. 
There are curTently existing techniques fOT 
identifying the "key communicators" in audiences 
of very large size -- seveTal thousand members or 
mOTe. The impoTtance of identifying these 
individuals is that they offeT efficient access 
to the otheT members of the system. FUTthermoTe, 
since the key communicatoT's links involve 
Telatively short paths to otheT membeTs, distoTtion 
is reduced and the opportunity fOT spTeading 
information accuTately is increased. Knowledge 
and skillful use of "key communicators" makes it 
possible to use existing limited Tesources fOT 
con®unication nllich mOTe effectively. These 
techniques are descTibed in Farace, Monge, and 
Russell (1977). 

4. Guiding theoretic fomulation. We have 
indicated in PaTt II that there exist theoretic 
views of the change process that offeT specific 
guidance to the manager employing them in a 
paTticular campaign. FUTthermoTe, these views 
also lend themselves to the other management/ 
evaluation criteTia noted in this section: 
they are designed to incorpoTate dynamic meaSUTe
ment systems, aTe multivaTiate in conception, 
and can readily be linked to structural variable~ 
so that data on what messages need to be dissemina
ted can be combin:ea:-with judgments as to whom the 
infomation can be introduced most profitably. 
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The Woelfel and Saltiel (1974) discussion 
presented earlier describes one such formulation, 

In conclusion, then, we have indicated four 
important aspects of the management/evaluation 
component of all energy information program, 
Proper design and use of these suggestions will 
allow for a more focused, coherent, cost-effective 
and ultimately successful campaign. 
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ENERGY EXTENSION FOR CALIFORNIA: 
CONTEXT AND POTENTIAL IMPACT 

Paul P Craig', David B. Goldsteint, Ronald W. Kukulka*, and Arthur H Rosenieldt 

ABSTRACT 

This paper compares energy problems in Califor
nia with those of the U.S. as a whole. It is noted 
that the California environment is particularly con
ducive to the accomplishment of energy conservation 
through the provision of information. An extensive 
analysis is included of those teclmical opportu
nities for energy con~ervation which could be 
motivated by better consumer information. If they 
could be implemented over ten years, the following 
savings would result: natural gas ffild electric 
energy, each about 30% of 1975 consumption; peak 
power, nearly 50% of 19'15 peale The consumer 
would then save aRnually about $1 billion of 
natural gas and another $1 billion of electric 
bills. The cumulative first cost of the 10 year 
program is $5 billion, so the average mmual return 
on investment is 40%. This $2 billion mmual 
savings, if redirected from energy purchases to 
more typical and labor intensive purchases, would 
create about 60,000 jobs in California. There 
are, however, many obstacles to achieving this level 
of conservation. A procedure is proposed for devel
oping an Energy Extension Service within California. 
This procedure is based on the concept of selecting 
a few trial cities for an intensive prototype pro
gram, and working closely with the major institu
tional actors within the cities. Upon demonstration 
of effectiveness in the trial cities, the program 
could be expanded statewide. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is our purpose in tllis paper to review tlle 
context witlljn California in which an Energy Exten
sion Service will have to operate, to discuss 
potential impact, and to describe how we propose 
to begin. The fundamental assumptions underlying 
our tllinking are: 1) a recognition that energy 
price increases and shortages have already made 
many energy conserving measures economically 
advantageous and socially desirable, and tllat 
future events are virtually certain to move tlle 
society in such a direction as to make energy 
conservation of increasing importance, and 
2) a belief tllat the nature of energy problems 
facing the nation is such that new institutional 
means will be required if severe dislocations are 
to be avoided. 

Energy Extension is a new concept in tlle 
U.S. and a great deal of experimentation will be 
needed before its full advantages will be known. 
It is our belief tllat tlle time to start the 
learning process is now. We are very pleased 
tllat ERDA recognizes this, and is moving to 
support some Extension Service experiments. It is 
very likely tllat the Energy Extension Service 
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concept will, a few years from now, prove to be 
a cornerstone of tlle ERDA Energy Conservation 
Program -- providing a part of the institutional 
base for tlle constituency which energy conservation 
presently so sorely lacks. 

The energy situation in California differs in 
important ways from tllat in tlle rest of the 
nation, and makes California particularly well 
situated for the early development of the 
Extension Service concept. 

The paper is divided into four major sections: 

1. A review of tlle California energy 
situation, including supply problems and 
prospects for energy conservation. 

II. A discussion of tlle institutional 
structure in California wi thin which an 
Extension Service will operate. 

III. A summary of tlle cost/benefit and 
potential impacts of energy conservation. 

IV. Our ideas on how to proceed to implement 
an effective Energy Extension Service in 
California. 

• Appendix. Footnotes to "Watt-Watchers' 
Tables" of Section II. 

I. TIlE CALIFORNIA ENERGY CCl'lTEXT 

The National Situation 

The United States is at present in an interim 
period in which energy problems are not generally 
perceived as important. There is not at the 
moment strong motivation nationally for vigorous 
action to resolve our long term energy needs -
and what pressure does exist is predominantly 
directed toward expansion of energy supply 
through the development and implementation (and 
subsidization) of massive capital-intensive 
systems. This situation will probably change 
dramatically in tlle next few years as major irre
versible oil shortages occur globally. Figure 1 
shows a typical analysis showing this transition. 
World demand for oil will continue to increase 
as a result of global economic growtll, but this 
growth will be constrained by tlle finite oil 
resource base and by policy considerations within 
tlle OPEC nations. A number of such analyses 
have been carried out. All show a global oil 
surplus for the next 5 -10 years followed by a 
striking shortfall in global oil supplies 
developing some time in the period 1980-1990. 
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Fig. L A schematic (but semi··quantitative) 
indication of the impending transition 
from global oil sUl~lus to global oil 
shortage. Somewhere in the time 
window of about 1980-1995 global dem,md 
for oil will exceed available productive 
capacity, and world use of oil will 
begin an irreversible decline. This 
transition will mark the point where new 
energy supplies will be essential, 
and conservation will beocme a critical 
element of energy strategy. 

Solutions to this situation must encompsss 
some corribination of: 

" greatly reduced economic growth 

® new and more expensive supplies 
(nuclear, solar, etc.) 

® massive dislocation 

\lO vigorous energy conservation. 

The California Situation 

California has often been the harbinger of 
change for the United States. Until a few decades 
ago, California was the land of growth -- the 
place to which people went when they wanted to 
escape, But population pressure and land and 
water limitations have ended this. Population in 
California is largely concentrated in a narrow 
coastal band. Environmental pressures have become 
so great as to give rise to extensive citizen 
action. Among this action was Proposition 20, the 
Coastal Zone Initiative. This initiative, passed 
in 1972, was among the first of a number of actions 
by CalifoDlia citizens in which the impacts of 
growth on a finite resource base were explicitly 
recognized. In 1974 legislation establishing the 
California Energy Resources Conservation and 
Development Commission (ERCDC) was enacted, and in 
JlIDe 1976 California voted on (and defeated) 
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Proposition 15, which llLight have led to a virtual 
moratorium on nuclear plant construction. The 
fact that Proposition 15 was placed on the ballot 
and received one-third of the votes cast is indica
tive of the high level of citizen sensitivity to 
the interplay of environmental, energy, and labor 
issues, making the State a natural one for 
exploring innovative concepts regarding energy 
planning. 

111e population of California is almost 
exactly 10% of the U.S. total, but its energy use 
in 1975 was between 6.2 (la) and 5.4 (lb) "Quads" 
(quadrillion Btu), substantially less than 10% of 
the 73 Quads used nationally, The lIDcertainty is 
discussed in footnote 17. 111e energy mix is 
different from the U.S. average. 

Heating and cooling requirements in California 
are only about 70% of the U.S. average due to the 
moderate climate here (2). Industrial energy use 
per capita is only about 67% of the U. S 0 average. 
The reason for the low industrial energy use stems 
in part from the emphasis in Ca1ifomia on enter
tainment and vacation related activities. "fhis 
is not the whole story. Dr. Ted Bradshaw of the 
Institute for Governmental Studies in Berkeley has 
noted that energy use per dollar of va1ue added in 
California is well below the national average in 
manY,sectors (3,4). 111.e electrical machinery, 
chemical, paper, and furniture sectors all use 
1ess than half as much energy per dollar of va1ue 
added as the U.S. average. The origin of this low 
energy use remains uncertain. It may well derive 
from a different product mix in California relative 
to the U.S. average, or from the fact that as a 
result of rapid growth the Ca1ifornia industrial 
plant mix is newer than the U.S. average. Despite 
California'S oil production, the State is a major 
importer of energy. In 1972 the United States as 
a whole imported 13.6% of its energy. California 
imported 41% of its energy from other states and 
from abroad. Forty percent of Califomia's 
electricity used is imported from other states. 
Califomia has his torically relied extensively 
upon gas for electricity generation. Thirty-nine 
percent of the electricity used in the State was 
produced from gas as recently as 1974. This situa
tion has ch.anged dramatically and today very little 
gas is used for electricity generation. 

Califomia's gas reserves are declining 
rapidly. According to the California Public 
Utilities Conunission Ten Year Forecast (5), finn 
gas supplies to the State have been declining at 
thp rate of about 5% per year since 1973, and 
thlis is expected to continue. Supposedly firm 
contracts with Canada for about one billion 
cubic feet/day have been threatened as a result 
of Canada's internal needs for gas. Simul taneous ly , 
the price of gas being paid by California is 
increasing rapidly. Over the 1ast three years 
the cost of gas provided from Canadian sources rose 
from 30¢ to $1. 70 /MCF, whereas inter-state gas 
purchased from El Paso Natural Gas Co. for use in 
Southern California has increased from 40¢/MCF to 
70¢/MCF. (One MCF is approximately one million 
Btu.) 

Debate over gas supply and gas allocation 
priori ties is expected to grow increasingly severe. 
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Gas for residential heating seems reasonably 
assured in all eventualities, gas for electricity 
generation and boiler firing will become almost 
nonexistent, and gas for commercial uses will be 
subject to great debate and uncertainty. New gas 
supplies are being sought. These include gas from 
Alaska, syngas from coal, and imported LNG. All 
these supplies will be subject to controversy and 
will be expensive. 

Environmental problems are particularly 
important in California. The Federal Power 
Commission places use of natural gas for electricity 
production at the bottom of its priority list. 
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In the Los Angeles Basin especially, air pollution 
requirements have led the California Public 
Utilities Commission to support the California Air 
Resources Board in arguing that the use of gas for 
electricity generation is, under certain circmfi
stances, justified. This conflict between 
California requirements and FPC regulations will 
be a continuing key element in California gas 
policy. 

No discussion of the California energy 
situation is complete without mention of the impact 
of the Alaska pipeline. When the Alaska pipeline 
becomes operational next year there will be an 
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Fig. 2. Peak power demand in California. Utility/CPUC projection com
pared with Conservation Potential model of Goldstein and 
Rosenfeld. egA) 



"excess" of oil with:in California. There have 
been many proposals of how to distribute ~le oil, 
of which one of the most interesting is the 
proposed West to East pipel:ine, which would be 
used to ship oil from off-loading ports in 
Southern California :into Texas. Unused gas pipe
lines are suggested for part of this system. 
However, commitment of gas pipelines for this 
purpose could well lead to exacerbation of gas 
problems later on, should gas de-regulation occur 
and gas production increase in Texas, New Mexico, 
etc. 

Probably more debate has focused on the 
electrical sector than upon any other. The 
California Energy Commission was established 
primarily because of concern over this sector. 
Debate over future growth rate is :intense. The 
Ener~1 Commission is mandated by law to develop 
demand proj ections, but has thus far not reached 
consensus. Electricity price rises and mandated 
conservation measures will tend to decrease demand, 
but economic expansion and shifts due to dec1:ining 
gas supplies will tend to encourage it. There 
will also be major fuel mix shifts deriving from 
the fact that there are few remaining hydropower 
sites and severe pressures on gelS. 

Electricity use (accord:ing to California· 
utility projections) is anticipated to shift to an 
emphasis upon coal in the southern part of the 
State and to nuclear power in the northern part 
of the state. (The Los Angeles Department of 
Water and Power is at present 7.4% coal fired and 
expects to become 24% coal fired by 1984. Pacific 
Gas & Electric Company is 0.4% nuclear today, 
and expects to beoome 33% nuclear by 1984.) 
Projected Kaparowitz coal burning generating plants 
have been cancelled, :in part as the result of 
increased capital costs. Nuclear capacity can be 
expected to run into difficulties despite the 
recent defeat of Proposition 15. 

Electricity demand and the potential for 
energy conservation :in this sector has been 
explored by many authors (6-9,16). The historic 
growth rate (1950-70) was 8.9% per year. Goldstein 
and Rosenfeld (9) suggest that utility projections 
to 1984 (which presently show a growth rate of 
5.4% armually) could be reduced to about 1% by a 
number of techniques which make use of existing 
technology. 

Figure 2 shows the impact of several measures 
to reduce peak power demand in buildings by more 
than 10 nominal power plants by 1985, out of a 
total of 20 such new California plants plarmed for 
1985. Table 1 summarizes their proposed measures. 
Part III of this paper discusses conservation 
measures in detail. Figure 3 shows similar reduc
tions in energy growth in Long Island developed by 
Fred Dubin. While these analyses show that it is 
teclmically possible to reduce substantially the 
growth rate for electricity, there remain major 
uncertainties as to the conditions under which 
these measures might be implemented. These ques
tions are central issues for the California Energy 
Commission, and for an Extension Service. 
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Table 1. Potential Peak Power Sav:ings in 
California, according to the 1975 analysis 
of Goldste:in and Rosenfeld (9), For comparison, 
more complete results, summarized :in Table 4 of 
this Chapter, are inserted in brackets. 

A, Residential (New Equipment, 

No "Retrofit" 

@ Timers on New Electric 
Water Heaters, or use gas, 

@ Half of New Ranges Gas 
Instead of Electric 

• Refrigerators. Buy Best 
Available 

@ Central Air Conditioners 
(Byproduct of '75 
Insulation Standards) 

(Optimum House and A/C) 

* Room Air Conditioners 
Buy Best Available 

Total Residential 

(Compare new Table 4) 

B, Commercial Buildings 

* Lighting and Daylighting 

• Reduced power for air 
conditioning and ventilation 

* Reduced ventilation 

Total Commercial Buildings 

(Compare new Table 4) 
Residential plus Commercial 

Compare New Calif. Plants* 
Planned for 1984 

"Plants" 

0,5 

0,4 

0.4 

(1.2) 

(1. 8) 

3.6 

(4.8) 

1.0 

2.0 

.15 

3.15 

(7. ° ) 
6.75 

17.75 

*A plant is defined as 1.000 Megawatts, at 
100% availability, 

I L THE INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE OF ENERGY IN 
CALIFORNIA 

Institutionally, California is in a remarkably 
strong position to :institute energy plann:ing. 
Two years ago, under the leadership of California 
Assemblyman Charles Warren and State Senator 
Joseph Alquist, a major piece of legislation 
CAB 1575, approved MBy 1974) was enacted establish
ing the California Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development Commission. The Commission became 
operational :in January, 1975. The Commission has 
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Fig. 3. Reduction in demand for peak power in Long Island (projections of F. Dubin, 
Dubin-Nlindell-Bloome and Associates, New York). (15) 



extensive authority over the sItIng of electric 
generating plants, and authority to compel many 
types of energy conservation. The growth of 
electricity demand in California and the potenti
ality for demand moderation lie at the core of 
Energy Commission activities during its first year 
of operation. The Energy Commission hEtS under
taken a number of studies relating to energy use. 
TIlese include assessment of the potentiality of 
electric ignitors for gas stoves, development of 
lighting level standards, development of residen
tial and commercial building codes, etc. They 
have also begun to promulgate minimum efficiency 
standards for appliances. Appliances currently 
under regulation are room and central air condi
tioners, refrigerators, and freezers. 

The California Public Utilities Commission 
has overlapping (and not yet fully resolved) 
jurisdiction relative to the Energy Commission. 
The CPUC has taken a number of actions to encourage 
the California regulated utilities to emphasize 
energy conservation. The CPUC has stated that 
the allowed rate of return of utilities will 
be affected by the level of their energy conser
vation activities and has ruled that regulated 
utilities must develop peak loading pricing rate 
structure. 

The utilities within California have under
taken some innovative energy conservation activi
ties. Extensive newspaper and television 
advertising is being carried out by the Pacific 
Gas & Electric Company and the Southern 
California Gas Company. Energy conservation vans 
have been developed by P.G. & E. Active energy 
audit programs are under way by all the major 
utilities. Reports to the CPUC detailing pro
posed conservation activities for 1976 have been 
developed by utilities. 

At the local level the Community Services 
Administration (Office of Economic Opportunities) 
has undertaken programs to assist low income 
persons to install insulation and to otherwise 
improve the thermal characteristics of their 
houses. This program has been pursued especially 
vigorously in Fresno under the leadership of 
William Eidson. 

The City of Davis has developed its own 
building code for encouraging energy conservation 
and solar energy (10). Los Angeles developed 
considerable skill in energy management as a 
result of special stresses during the 1973 OPEC 
oil embargo. Many other cities are exploring ways 
of influencing their energy use and improving 
their energy planning capability. 

A number of bills have been introduced into 
the Legislature to further encourage energy 
conservation through expansion of the authority 
of the Energy Commission and the CPUC, and through 
financial incentives. Solar energy is also 
receiving increased attention. 

Examples are AB 1265 which directs the CPUC 
to allow utility companies to institute home 
insulation and financing programs; SB 1524 which 
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would authorize the Energy Commission to finance 
insulation and solar heating and cooling programs; 
AB 4195 which would encourge utility load leveling; 
AB 3656 which would provide a ta~ credit for 
insulation, etc.; AB 918 (approved Sept. 1975) 
which encourages car pooling, preferential car 
pooling lanes on freeways, etc. and SB 213 
(approved June 1975) which prohibits sales of 
pilot light equipped appliances following 
certification of an approved intermittant ignition 
device; and SB 144 (approved Feb. 1974) requiring 
the implementation of energy conservation standards 
for new non-·residential buildings. 

III. THE POTENTIAL FOR CONSERVATION: FACTS 
J\!\fD !vlE'IBOOOLOGY 

Residential Calculations 

Previous attempts to promote conservation 
have emphasized strategies involving changes in 
habits (e.g., car pooling and slower driving 
speed) or reductions in comfort (e.g., lowering 
thermostat settings). The promised savings in 
energy use were relatively small (typically 
5-20%) and were not directly related to dollar 
savings. A vigorous (yet cost effective) 
program in California could in fact accomplish 
far more. 

As an example, we look first at residential 
space heating, which accounts for about 10% of 
the state's total energy demand. In Fig. 4, we 
present analyses of the energy savings possible in 
an uninsulated Northern California home. These 
savings are accomplished primarily through 
increased technical efficiency, without changes 
in comfort. Comparing the second and fifth 
coluIDns, we see that the heating bill can be 
reduced by 7-3%, or $250 per year, without 
changing the thermostat setting; 80% can be 
saved if, in addition, interior temperatures are 
reduced from a constant 70° to 60°F at night. 

Such displays can have a powerful effect on 
the consumer. They show that large energy and 
dollar savings are simultaneously possible. 
(\'ihen Fig. 4 was shmvn to several Bay Area 
audiences along with a dozen other slides, most 
of the response was by people who wanted to know 
how they could insulate their houses.) 

Figure 4 was prepared using the LBL computer 
simulation code TIVO ZONE for a prototypical 
1450 sq. ft. single family house. Similar figures 
can easily be derived for another design of 
house in response to consumer inquiries(13). 

It should be noted that the heating savings 
in Fig. 4 apply for all energy sources, including 
solar. In fact, with a well insulated house 
the required solar collector size becomes quite 
small. "fhe approximate required collector area 
drops from 1500 sq. ft. for a poorly insulated 
house to 750 sq. ft. for a well insulated house 
(as compared with about 100 sq. ft. of collector 
area required for solar hot water heating). The 
more expensive the energy source, the more cost
effective it is to insulate and double-glaze. 
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Fig. 4. Savings possible in an uninsulated Oakland home as a result of various conservation measures and 
thermostat set-back. The calculations were performed on the LBL computer model TWO ZONE. Fuel 
costs are shown assuming present-day incremental gas prices to consumers (20¢/Therm) divided by a 
furnace efficiency of 0.6. Both Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) start at the left with a bar representing a 
"pre-embargo" house kept at 72° F day and night, followed by a more recent house kept at 70°. How
ever, in Fig. 4(a) no night thermostat set-back is assumed until the la~t bar; instead,insulation 
and storm windows are retrofit in sequence. In Fig. 4(b) night thermostat setback to 60° eN ~ 60°) 
is assumed at the third bar, and the retrofit measures come last - so they are less cost-effective. 
Both plots end at the same bar, representing all conservation measures including night set-back, 
and furnace output down to 238 therms. 

Source: L. Wall et aL, LBL report 5271 (1967). 



The figure gives estimates of the cost of 
retrofit measures and the annual savings they 
allow. In general, the consumer should be able 
to see good data on both the cost and the annual 
savings to be expected from a conservation 
method, so that he can rationally reflect which 
measures to implement based on cost, ease of 
installation, etc. 

Similarly large savings are possible in almost 
all residential end uses, and in the commercial and 
industrial sectors as well. We summarize these 
conservation potentials in the next section. 

Tables Ordered by Least Cost/Savings - (Pay Less/ 
Save More) 

This section develops a methodology for 
presenting in tabular form the capital cost and 
annual savings of many conservation measures. 
These measures are listed in order, ranked by least 
cost/savings (which is the same order as maximum 
return on investment). 

We treat several dozen end uses, and two 
sources of energy (fossil and electric), but for 
electricity we distinguish between energy 
conservation and peak power saving (which saves 
money, but mayor may not be associated with 
energy savings). 

The measures described in the tables are 
all commercially available to the consumer, and 
have cost/savings ratios which can be estimated 
by an Extension agent, without requiring a major 
research program. 

The tables are numbered as follows: 

USE Direct Electricity 
GasaD:aOil Energy Peak Power 

Residential 
Buildings 2a 2b 3a 

Appliances 2c 2d 3b 

Commercial 
Buildings 2f -- 2e --

Industry 2g not studied 

Summary Tables 4, 5 and 6 

The first three columns of the tables deal 
with individual units (houses, appliances, etc.) 
and should interest the individual homeowner 
consumer, etc., who wants to establish a 
priority list of those measures that will yield 
the maximum return on his investment. We list 
many measures with attractive rates of return 
(better than one could expect on the stock 
market, and free of tax on capital gains). 

The remaining columns display statewide 
numbers of candidate units for the measure under 
consideration. Using the total candidates in 
Col. 4, we display in Col. 5 the statewide capital 
investment required to "saturate" this measure. 
Col. 6 lists the potential energy savings (at 
saturation) . We make no estimates of the frac-
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tions of saturation which can be obtained assuming 
different outreach and incentive programs; such 
analyses will be undertaken by the Extension 
Service, as discussed in Section IV. 

Detailed Conservation Options: Tab~es 2a and 
2b, Residential Retroflt 

Tables 2a and 2b list residential retrofit 
measures: conservation options which residents 
can undertake for their own homes. Column 1 
lists the capital cost of the option to the 
consumer, at current retail prices. If labor 
is involved in the option, (e.g., for the 
insulation measures), this cost is included in 
the entry. For example, the entry for "retrofit 
attic insulation" of $275 is the current 
California price for contractor-installed attic 
insulation for a typical house of 1200 sq. ft. 

Column 2 lists the average annual energy 
savings in MBtu per year. (An MBtu is a million 
BTu's; it is approximately equal to the energy 
content of 1000 cubic feet of natural gas or 8 
gallons of gasoline or oil; alternately, it will 
generate -about 90 kilowatt hours of electricity 
if burned in a power plant.) We use the 1976 
average California prices of $1.50 per MBtu for 
gas and $3.27 per MBtu for electricity in these 
tables. (The electricity price is equivalent to 
3.6¢ per kWh at 11,000 Btu/kWhe ,) 

Column 3a lists the cost/savings ratio for 
each option. The reader will note that the op
tions are arranged in order of increasing 
cost/savings ratio. This ratio is the number of 
dollars of investment in the option required to 
save one MBtu/yr of energy. To put these 
numbers in perspective, we note that the alterna
tive to increased energy conservation is 
increased energy ruPply. 1976 estimates of the 
investment needs or a synthetic gas ("syngas") 
manufacturing plant are about $16/(MBtu/yr) 
capacity. This investment simply erects the 
plant; to produce gas one must also buy the 
coal, ship it to the plant, and pay operating 
expenses. 

New electricity supplies are comparably 
expensive, A new baseload electric power plant 
requires an investment of about $17/~ffitu/yr) 
of fuel burned; and, again, one must then add 
yearly costs for fuel and operating expenses. 

In contrast, for conservation measures, the 
investment is the only cost to be paid; one is 
immediately in the position to start saving money 
from reduced utility bills. 

Annual gross return on capital, in percentage 
of investment saved per year, is given in Col. 3b. 
These percentages will rise as energy costs rise. 
For example, when gas prices have doubled, the 
return to consumer who insulated his attic will 
have gone from 19% to 38%. 

Columns 4 through 6 total the potential costs 
and savings on a statewide level. Column 4 gives 
the number of candidates for the conservation 
option. For example, for attic insulation, we 
estimate that there are 2.25 million gas-heated 
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TABLE 2a. CALIFORNIA RESIDENTIAL SECTOR RETROFIT - NATURAL GAS. MBTU ~ 106 BTU. M$ ~ 106$. 
QEIlQt:I I:Q~I Al':l12 ~l>'v!l:IQS Et;B !JNII STAT~W!I2~ EQI~NT!ALS. 

I.COST 2. ANNUAL 3a. 3b.ANNUAL 4.TOTAL 5.TOTAL 6.ANNUAL 
ENERGY ~ RETURN UNITS CAPITAL ENERGY 

SAVINGS ON SAVED 
SAVINGS (col. 1/ IN-

[iF] 
VESTMENT 

[$] [MBtu/yr] (%/J(') (MILLIONS] [M$J [~] 
COLD WATER LAUNDRY $0(1) 5«) 4(26) 20 

SHOWER FLOW RESTRICTOR :1;2(3) 3.5(4) 0.6 270% 6.25(6) $12.5 22 

INSULATE WATER HEATER $6(7) 2.5(8) 2.4 63% 6.25(6) $31.5 15.5 

NIGHT-TIME: THE:RMOSTAT $50(9) 21 (10) 2.4 63% 6.25(11) $313 131 
SET BACK 10° TO 55° 

(AVERAGE ~VERALL HOUSING) 

SOLAR POOL HE:ATERS $1400 150 9 16% .25 $350 38 

THE fOLLOWING 3 NUMBERED MEASURES ARE ASSUMED TO BE PERFORMED IN SEQUENCE BEFORE NIGHT TEMP. SETBACK 

1. RETROFIT ATTIC INSULATION (R-19) $275(12) 30(13) 9 16% 
(SINGLE FAMILY UNIT ONLY) 

2. RETROFIT WALL INSULATION (R-l1) 
SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE $450(15) 29(16) 15.5 10% 

MULTI-FAMILY UNIT $250(18) 22(19) 11.5 13% 
3. STORM WINDOW(<<) 

SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE $440(20) 12(21) 37 4% 

MULTl-FAMlLY UNIT $250(20) 8(23) 31 5% 

COMBINED HOUSEHOLD HEATING MEASURES INCLUDING NIGHT THERMOSTAT SETBACK 
SINGLE fAMILY HOUSE $1,215 B2 15 10% 

MULTI-FAMILY UNIT 
SOLAR HOT WATER HEATERS 

$550 
$1000 

36 
18 

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL NATURAL GAS CONSERVATION POTENTIALS 
COMPARE WITH 197 5 CONSUMPTION FOR THIS SECTOR 

15.3 
55 

9.B% 
2.7% 

TOTALS fOR: (INCLUDES STORM WINDOWS BUT NOT SOLAR HOT WATER) 
SINGLE fAMILY HOUSE $1,223 93 $13.15 i!.4% 

MULTI-FAMILY UNIT $558 47 $11.90 12.6% 

2.25(14) 

4.0(17) 

1. a(17) 

4.0(17) 

1.8(17) 

6.25 

$620 6B 

$1,600 116 

$450 40 

[$ 1 ,BOO(2 2)] -
$450(a)] -

$3,583 37'9(26) 
675(27) 
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TABLE 2b. CALIFOfu~IA RESIDEffIAL SECTOR RETROFIT - ELECTRIC. MBtu ~ 106Btu; M$ = 106$ 

COLD WATER LAUNDRY 

SHOWER FLOW RESTRICTOR 

INSULATE WATER HEATER 

NIGHT-TIME THERMOSTAT 
(SET BACK 70" TO 55") 

STORM WINDOWS(See also Table 3a) 
SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

MULTI-FAMILY UNIT 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

KITCHEN FLUORESCENT LAMPS(2 3) 

SOLAR HOT WATER 

COST AND SAVINGS PER UNIT STATEWIDE POTENTIALS 
I.COST 2.ANNUAL 3a. 3b.ANNUAL 4.TOTAL 5.TOTAL 6.ANNUAL 

[$] 

$0 

$2 

$6 

$50 

$440 

$250 

$30(24) 

$1000 

ENERGY lJL!ll RETURN UNITS CAPITAL ENERGY 
SAVINGS SAVINGS ON SAVED 

[ggU] VE~~~ENT 
Mlll1l [~1 [%/yr](2) 

yr MBtu/YIJ 

[J~] 
[M$] yr 

~ 500,000(4) 0.5 

8.25(5) 0.24 1350% 800,000(6) $1.6 6.6 

3.5('1) 1.70 190% 800,000(6) $4.8 2.8 

24(8) 2 160% 750,000(6) $37.5 18.0 

39(9) 11.3 29% 110,000(6) $48.4 4.3 

23(10) 19.1 17% 140,000(6) $61.6 3.2 

21(11) 11.9 27% 90,000(6) $22.5 1.9 

11 (12) 22.7 14% 385,000(6) $96.3 4.2 

2.65(25) 11.3 29% 4,000,000(26) $120 10.6 

41 24.4 13% [800,000 $800 33] 

TOTAL (EXCLUDING SOLAR HOT WATER OPTION) 
COMPARE WITH 1 97 5 CONSUMPTION FOR THIS SECTOR 

$413 52.1 
478(27) 

FOR NON-APPLIANCE RESIDENTIAL USES 185 

THE ITEMS BELOW HAVE ATTRACTIVE RATES OF RETURN, AND ARE SEPARATED ONLY BECAUSE WE HAVE NO DATA ON HOW 
MANY POTENTIAL UNITS EXIST. 

RETROFIT ATTIC INSULATION 
(SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE ONLY) 

R-O to R-19(16) NORTH; 
SOUTH: 

R-Il to R-19 NORTH; 
SOUTH: 

RETROFIT WALL INSULATION 
SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE 

NORTH 
SOUTH 

MULTI-FAMILY HOUSE 
NORTH 
SOUTH 

$350{' 3) 
$350(13) 

$150(17) 
$150(17) 

$500( 13) 

S250( 19) 

107(14) 3.25 101% ?(15) 

69(14) 5. 65% 

14( "8) 10.( 31% 
9(1 B) 16.( 20% 

85(14) 5.9 56% 
57(14 ) 8.8 37% 

58(21) 4.3 76% 
33(2 I) 7.6 43% 

TABLE 2c. RESIDENTIAL SECTOR, NEW APPLIANCES, NATURAL GAS - SWITCH TO SPARK IGNITION 

COST 8ND S8~I[lGS PEE UiHI 
1. CAPITAL 2. AN~lUAL 3A. (JllSL.) 3B. ANNUAL _' _ 8!j~UAL S!1IFS 

COST ENERGY SAVINGS RETU~ ON 4. urms(3) 5. VAWE 
SAVINGS (mkl) Ii~VESTi''ENT 

COL,2 
(~) ~ ( ) 

(~TU/Y8) Vi3rul:tg (%/YR) (PER YEAR) YR 

CLDTHES DRYER $10(1) 3.5(2) 2.85 53% 19:M)Cd5) $1.50 

Rl\NGE $20(1) 4.5(2) 4.45 34% 250,000(6) $5.0 

SPACE HEATER $35-$6SQ) 6(4)-9.5(2) 10.8-3.7 14-40% 310,000(7) $10.8-$20.2 
-----

WATER HEATER (ENERGY SAVINGS HARD TO ESTIMATE, SINCE ELIMINATING 1HE PILOT REQUIRES REDESIGN 
OF THE WATER HEATER TO SAVE ENERGY) 

ANNUAL TOTAL - $2a~ 

awARE 1975 RESIDENTIAL GftS USAGE 

ANillJAL 
ENERGY 
SAVED 

(lOEJiru) 

Y82 

0.52 

1.13 

1.9-2.9 

- 4 
675, 
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TABLE 2d. RESIDENTIAL SECTOR, NEW APPLIANCES, ELECTRIC ENERGY. SEE TABLE 3b FOR PEAK pmVER POTENTIALS 

1. COST 2. ANNUAL 3A.1OS..L 3B. flNNUAL, 4. UNITS 5. ADDITIOi.Jr'IL 
mERGY SAVINGS RETURI'~ ON SOW COST 
SAV!l~GS (coL.1JcOL,2) WVESTIHJT 

~~~~ (t'iBIlI/YRl ~(jj[l~w~ 

\~~1ER HEA1ER $(}20Q) 16(2) ${}1.25 CJO.50Cf1o ~ 100,000(3) ${}2 1.6 ,4 
(SWITCH FRCiYJ 
EL£CTRI C TO GAS) 

RANGE ${}30Q) 7.2(5) $Q-4.20 ~ll5% 190,000(3) $5.7 1.4 .23 
(SWITCH FROM 
ELECTRIC TO GAS) 

REFRIGERATOR ${}95 (6) 6.6(7) $(}l4 00-23% 620,000(3) $0 4.1 .37 
(CHOOSE MOST EF)ICIENT 
MODEL AVAILABLE 

CLOTHES DRYER $30(8) 6.5(9) $4.5 95% 200,000(3) $5.8 1.3 .19 
(SWITCH FROM 
ELECTRIC TO GAS) 

RCa" AIR CONDITIONER $65-110 (13) 8.0(11) $8.10-13.50 1}-22% 200,000(3) $22 1.6 ,08(11) 

eRA! SE EER FRCiYJ 6 TO 9) 

CENTh,\L AIR CONDITIONER $270(10) 20(11) 13%U4) 150 J 000 (12) $40 3.0 ,15m) 
(RAISE EER FROM 6.5 
TO 9) 

~. -=~~== -==-,~~~- ~~-

ANNUAL TOTAL $75 13.0 ViZ 

mPARE 1975 APPLIANCE USAGE 31.1 
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TABLE 2e. CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL SECTOR(l) RETROFIT POTENTIAL - ELECTRIC ENERGY AND PEAK POWER 

OEIlCm rnSI ~tiD S~nKiS Ern urn I C8L! tnRNl8 BJIEUIWL 
1. ~T 2. ~~~l 3A.~ 3B. RETURH ON 4. lDTAL 5. TOTJlL 6. lDTfL 7. PE1;1( 

Ii NESlT18IT unITS WPL &%ffiY 
tyWrN ),IH s (~gr:2) JS AV S ),I \I()S [. 

(7JYEAR) (~"D 
(t:WiciR) mil) 

~~(2) 
~ 

• UCE LIGHTING LI/3LS IN 
\'iORKING AREAS BY 

(FROH 3.3'.U~ TO 2.LWFT2) 
$O.OO8/FTZ 3.2KWHlFTZ 250m FTZ A, DELPI'1P INS 3) 2.5 1250% ($10) (8000) (2610) 

B, DELN',PING WI::( rLLAST $0,0311FTZ 3,3KWHlFTZ 9.4 32?f70 25001 FTZ $78 8250 2750 

DISCONNECTION 1j 

$O.13/FTZ 3.5KWHlFTZ C. REPLACE TUBES Wt~ 37 8]% 2500'1 FTZ ($325) (8750) (2890) 

"PHANTOt'1 TUBESI/ 

$O,6f/FTZ 3.3~IIHlFTZ ') 
DAYLlGm OUT~~ 20% OF 200 15% 22(11 FTZ $145 726 242 ... 
OFFICE SPACE ) 

3. TURN OFF LIGmS \'i'rlEN ALL 
OR PART (F (~ILDING ]S 
UNOCCUP I ED ) 

A, GUARDS OR WlINTENANCE $0 O.66K1'WFTZ 0 250m FT2 ($0) (1650) 0 
~~N TURN OFF LIGmS 

$O,OlIF~ o • 66K11H1 FT2 B. 7-DAY CLOCI( 15 19m 2500A FTZ $25 1650 0 

C. T H1ED Sil ITCHES $O.W~ O.66IMHlF~ 170 1810 250G1FT2 ($275) (1650) 0 

4. 1 NSTALL LOWER-I'IATTAGE $0.011 O.G9K1wFr" 14.5 208% 250Q'1 FTZ $25 1725 578 
TUBES AND BULBS ON (8) 
NEXT REPLAC8'1Z~off CYCLE 

$O.26JFT2 1.6K1'WFT2 109"1 FTZ 5. TASl( LIG~ITING ) 160 197. $27 170 63 
r,(IQ) 

~REASE If.J[XXlR T&lPERATURE $0 O.351<YW~ 0 2:ml~ 0 (875) 0 
AND RELATIVE I-U~IDITY DURING 
OCCUP1FufURS OF COOLING 
SEASON 

2. REDUCE FRESH AIR FOR $lIPERSON 3.25KWHIpERSON 24% 11-1 OFFICE $1 (3.25) 24 
VENTILATION FRCM 15 CFM(l2) WORKERS 
PER PERSON TO 7. 5cFM 

10KWHIF~ 3. REDucE SOLAR HEAT (13) $1.50- 150 2(1% 10m FTZ $150 1000 GOO 
GAIN THRCl!3H \'IlNDOWS $2IFT2 OF wmoow OF vllNDOl'i 

OF WINDOW 

TOTAL (I\OT INCLUDING RAISING THffi'1OSTAH~ G3,551 rkl1HR '" 149x1 ru) $450 13.551 4257 
1975 CcJ.'IMERCIAL SECTOR, FOR COMPARISON 50,000 9000 
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TABLE 2£. CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL SECTOR RETROFIT POTENTIAL - NATURAL GAS 

OfIlQ'l COSI £l1:jD ~mGS E£& llmI STA1E\~I]f P01Erm~1 S 

1, CAPITAL 2, ANIJUAL 3A, (J:QSL.) 3B, RETURN ON li, TOTAL 5. TOTAL 
COST ENERGY SAVINGS INVESTVENT UmTS CAPITAL 

SAVINGS (COL,.v COL, 2) COST 
[ $/G'lBTU/YR)l (%/YR) ($\'1) 

HEATWG(
5) 

1. REDucE INDOOR TEMPERAtyRy 
DURING OCCUPIED HOURS 6 

$0 14,000 BTU/n2 0 25CQ\1 n2 $0 

2. SET BACK THERl40STAT AND SHUT $O.Oll~ 5,600 Bru/FT2 $1.79 106% 25OOf1n2 $25 
OFF OUTSIDEct7R AT NIGHT AND 
ON WEEKENOS ) 

3. REDucE FRESH AIR (VENT!~T!ON $0 1,600 BTU/~ 0 25001 ~ $0 
AND INFILTRATION) FROM C~ 
PER PERSON TO 7.5 CFM/PERsON 8) 

l:lQUI1\JIJLHEATlli 
1. REDucE TEMPERATURE OF $0 365 KBTU/HEAD $0 5,51'1 HEADS $0 

DOI1ESTl C HOT WATER 
(FROM 13SO TO 9SOF,) (19) 

2, INSTALL AIR SPRAY 
NOZZLES ON FAUCETS (20) 

$3/F,UCET 
'" 12¢ HEAD 

174 I<BTU/HEAD $0,67 276% 5,SM HEADS $0.66 

3. ViRAP 1 NSULATlON MOUNO 
HOT WATER STORAGE TANK(21) 

$0.10/HEAD 20 KBTU/HEAD $5.00 38% 5.51·1 HEADS $0.55 

TOTAt CO"l"ERCIAL NATURAL GAS CONSERVATION POTENTJALS
(22

) $26,2 
NOT INCLUDING SETBACK DURING OCCUPIED HOURS 

awARE WITH PRESENT SECTOR CONSl1iPTION (1975) Q) 

TABLE 2g. CALIFORNIA INDUSTRIAL SECTOR RETROFIT - Natural Gas and Oil 

The extreme divers"jty of this sector makes the estimates below very uncerta"in. (1) 
Further, unlike the table of res"jdential options, this table is extremely 
incomplete. Out of a list of about 100 options, we have merely chosen six with 
large to very large annual returns on investment, to show that the field warrants 
serious study. 

SAMPl E OPT] ON 

Annual 
Energy 

1. Cost 2. Savings 
Cost/ 

~avings 

Annual (2) 
Return on 

3b. Investment 

Adjust Combustion Equipment 
to Minimum Excess Air 

Install On-Line Burner Controls 

M"jnimize Furnace Openings 
(Residual Radiant Losses) 

Eliminate Steam Leaks 

Insulate Steam Distribution 
System 

Repair Cracks in Furnace 
Walls (Infiltration Losses) 

Utilize Heat Recuperation 
Equipment 

($) (r1Btu/yr. ) ($/t1Btu/yr. ) (%/yr. ) 

$500+(3) ~5%(4) 
(45,000) 

$0.01 20,000% 

$10,000(5) ~10%(6) $0.33 600% 
to (90,000) 

$30,000 

$600(7) 940(8) $0.63 313% 

$500(9) 540 jlO) $0.93 216% 
3000 

$13/Ft(11) lO/Ft. (12) $1. 30 154% 

$25-$50(13) 7(14) $7.15 28% 

30%(15) 

6, TOTAL ENERGY 
SAVED 

(1012 BTU/YEAR) 

(35) 

14 

4 

2 

1 

0.1 

21,1 
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TABLE 3a. CALIFORNIA RESIDENTIAL SECroR RETROFIT: PEAK POWER SAVINGS IN AIR-CONDITIOJ;IED HOMES. 
TIlE ENERGY SAVINGS OF SOME OF TIlESE ITEMS APPEAR IN TABLE 2b. APPLIANCES ARE TREATED IN 
TABLE 3b. 

OETICH ill OCCRfASE COOLlIJG lOAD COST ArID SA\(l1JGS PER UNIT 

1. COST 2. POi[R SAVltlGS 3. COST/SAVH1GS 
(l'iATTS) ($I\'iArr) 

SHI\DE SOUTH AND WEST HINI)()\-lS(3) $24-120(4) 240(4) $.lQ...5O 

INSULATE ATIlC: ADD R-19: -

IN UNINSULATED HCXJSE $350 l6OJ(6) $.22 

IN HOUSE WITH R-6 CEILING INSULATION $350 WS(]) $.40 

ADD STOf1'1 WINlXMS TO CENTRAllY AIR-CONDITIONED HOUSES 

SINGLE FAMILY UNIT $450 300(1) $1,50(2) 

MULTI-FAMILY UNIT $250 160m $1.50(2) 

TOTALS " $l2M STATEWIDE 

"$121'-1 COST INCWDES ONLY SHADING HINlXMS (OTHER OPTIONS TOTALLED IN TABLE 2B) 

4. UNITS 

SOOAnP) 

SMALL 

? 1oo,OOJ ? 

77O,CDlS) 

360JXXl CS) 

5. PCNIER 
SAVED 

120 

St1ALL 

? 

230 

ED 

350 

TABLE 3b. RESIDENTIAL SECTOR, NEW APPLIANCES, PEAK POWER. (1) THIS TABLE SHOWS THE ITEMS FROM 
TABLE 2d, RE-ORDERED BY PEAK-POWER SAVINGS. 

OPIIO'J COSI AtJILSIWmGS lIR UNII ~milIlE []TEUIlaLS 

1. COST FROt1 2. PEAK 3A. (6) 4. f\Nr:UAL S. PEJiK 
TABLE 20. POI[R UNIT POolER 

SAVED 
(~) 

SALES(12) SAVED 
($) (IMs) 0(1)) G'WYEAR) 

~ 

REFRI GEMTORlFf£EZERS 
78(11) - CHOOSE ~OST EFFICIENT ~DDEL Q..9S Q..$1.20 620 48 

I~ATER HEATER 
550(2) - SWITCH TO GAS OR INSTALL TIMER <20 < .04 .;100 55 

- SOLAR laxl 360(3) 2,80 

fW1GE: SWITCH TO GAS .;30 190 
- SLJH~ER 

< 275(4) 0,11 ? 
- WINTER mo(6) 0,05 

CLOTHES DRYER: SWITCH TO GAS 30 200 
- St..~'MER <250(7) 0,12 ? 
- WINTER 210(6) 0.11{ 

AIR-CONDIIlmER, ROCM 
6OJ(5) .11-,18(5) - RAISE EER FROM 6 TO 9 65-110 20C l2J 

Al R-CO"ID IT! CNERJ CENTRAL 
1500(9) O,lS(1O) - RAISE EER FR~\ 6,5 TO 9 270 15:) 225 

TOTALS LCOST, ($70'D ALREADY INCLUDED IN TABLE 2nJ ANNUAl PalER SAVED LVi8 

COI'PARE 1975 RESIDENTIAl PEAK APPLIANCE USE - 80Xl t'l~(l3) 



TABLE 4. SUf.1MARY OF CALIFORNIA CONSERVATION POTENTIALS FROM TABLES 2 AND 3. (WE INCLUDE 
OPTIONS WITH AN ANNUAL RATE OF RETURN BETTER Tt~~ 8%). 

SECTOR TABLE 
No, 

1. 
CAPITAL 

2. 
POTENTIAL SAVINGS 

3A, 
COST 

RESIDENTIAL RETROFIT 

GAS 'lA' 
ELECT, 28, 

3583 
413 

379 
52 4.6 

56% 
28% 

$10 
$ 8 

NEW APPLIANCES, 10 YEARS X CURRENT SALES 

GAS 2c. 200 40 6% 
46% 

$ 5 
$ 5,8 ELECT. 20. 750 130 14.2 

Wf,,'1ERC JAL RETROF IT 

GAS 
ELECT, 

NEW Coi''MERC I AL 
ECON, Sc l. CoRP (H) 

ADL,ASHRAE 9{H5 

INDUSTRY 

ELECTRIC PEAK POWER 

2F, 

2E, 

2a. 

RESIDENTIAL 3A. 

NEl1 APPLIANCES 313, 
Wf,11' L RETROF IT 2E , 

NEVI COM'·" L (H) 

INDUSTRY 
AGRICULTURE (L) 

TOTALS 

ca'PARE SUPPLY: 1975 
1985 ~TILJTY PROJECTIONS(E) 
1985 ERCDe STAFF /I (E) 

26.2 21 
3OQ(N) 

-hl 

5400 431 

Iffi5 
SHORTAGE 

/I 

149 

88 

13 ' ,) 

8 

J35Q 

40.3 12,500 

15l 
244 
214 

0'" 
U/o 

27% 
$ 1.25 
$ 6,5 

o 

TABLE 5. CONSERVATION POTENTIALS FROM TABLE 4. 

NATURAL ELECTR Ie tTy 

GAs ENERGY PEAK 
POWER 

1012 BTU ,.- 109 ,liN -v-.- (If", 

1. POTENTIAL SAVINGS FROM TABLE 4. 431 40.3 12,500 

2. 1975 CONSUMPTION 1665 lSI 27,000 

3. SAVINGS 

1975 CONSUMPTION 26% 27% 47% 

4. POTENTIAL REDUCTION IN 

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE 

(ONE TENnl OF II NE 3) 2,% 2 •• 5% 

5. UT III TY- Pll0JECTED ANNUAL SHORTAGE 4.9% 6.4% 
GROWTH RATE 

6. VALUE OF SAVINGS IN LItlE 1 $ ]]lA $ IBB I GBc 

7, CAPITAL INVESTMENT NEEDED ~ $ 5 BilLION -----{ 

8. ANNUAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT $ 2 BhEAR 
~ "" 4U1JYEAA + PEAK PI)n'ER $<WINGS 

FOOTflOTES FOR LINE 6: A. AT $2Ir1BTU~ THE ACCURATE VALUE IS $860 MILLION 

B. AT 3?/KwHR; THE ACCURATE VALUE IS 51.2 BILLION 

C. ASSUl1ES AN INVESHlfNT OF $SOO/KILOH/ITT fOR 

NEW AVAILABLE PEAK POWER} CORRECTED fOR 

TRANSf1iSSlON LOSSES, AND INCLUDING COSTS OF 

flBt TRANSf11SSlOli LINES. 

313. 
/INNUAL 

RETURN 

ON IN-

~ ___ .tI.L,J8!3L __ 
I'V~~ YEAR, JOBS FflOM 

FRCM NEW ,l\NNUAL 

INVEST- ENERGY 

VESTMENT MENT IN 

(tiOTE G) CoL, 1. 
SAVINGS 

IN CoL, 2 
(JQQ2L ---~l (l0Q2L 

llQ% 

61% 

160% 
135% 

210 
24 

12 
44 

2 
18 

o 

310 

20 
5 

2 
12 

1 
13 

8 

5 

66 



TABLE 6. CONSERVATION POTENTIALS AND 
GROWTH PROJECTIONS 

NATURAL ELECTRI C lTY (4) 
GAs ENERGY PEAK 

() 

PCMER 

1~~ BTU (~) (it) 
1. CoNSERVATION POTENTIAL 431 40.3 J25 

FROM TABLE 4 

2. 1976 USAGE 1565 151 27 

3. STATE PRoJECTIONS 

A. au; 1766(2) 
s. CERCOC(5) 214(5) 42'5) 

il. UTILITY PRoJECTIONS 20)1 (3) 244 50(6) 

5. AVA I U\BLE SuPPLY FRC\'1 

TRADlTlONAL SoURCES (GAs CNLY) 1173 

6. PoTENTiAl GAS SHORTFALL 828 
(LINE 4 - liNE 5) 

7. CoNSERVATION AS PERCENT OF 52% 
PoTENTiAl SHORTFtLL 

(LINE IfLINE 6) 

8. CoNSERVATION AS PERCWT OF 43% 55%(6) 
Ur I LITY PU,~~[]) GqC1lITH 

(LINE 1/(LINE 4-LINE 2» 

houses in California which can be insulated, but 
currently lack insulation. We make no attempt 
to estimate how many of these houses actually 
will be insulated. Columns 5 and 6 give the 
potential capital costs and savings statewide. 

At the bottom of each table, and gathered 
in Tables 4-6, are the statewide costs and fuel 
savings, totalled over all measures with an annual 
rate of return of over 8%. We believe that these 
results are remarkable. In the case of residences, 
about one half of the natural gas now used 
annually could be saved. This would require an 
outlay of $3.5 billion (and the creation of 
210,000 man-years of jobs) but the annual return 
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on investment would be 21%. For the marginal cost 
of new gas (about $3/MBtu), the rate of return is 
32%. For residential electricity, the fuel savings 
are 8-fold smaller than for residential gas, since 
most electricity in homes is used by appliances and 
is covered by later tables. A total of $413 M of 
investment is warranted, and the percent savings for 
the electric options is 28%. The annual return on 
investment is 40% at the assumed price of electri
city, 3.6¢/kWh. This price will in fact increase, 
thereby increasing the rate of return. We have 
not even included promising, but still uncertain, 
solar hot water options. 

Detailed Conservation Options: Tables 2c and 
2d, New Residential Appliances 

These tables have the same basic format as 
Tables 2a and 2b; however, in contrast to the 
preceding tables, these illustrate the energy 
savings possible in the selection of new resi
dential appliances. Because of heightened energy 

-awareness and higher prices, appliance efficiencies 
are rising ~ Hirst estimates 5% annually (see 

Table 2 of Ref. 16). This rise is selective: some 
models are greatly improved while others are 
unchanged. 

Tables 2c and 2d discuss the potential savings 
in energy to be made by selecting energy-efficient 
appliances. The options they present involve 
comparison shopping for the most efficient availa
ble model of an appliance -- they do not require 
the sacrifice of convenience features (e.g., 
automatic defrost refrigerators) or the redesign 
of the appliance. In some cases, for example 
refrigerators, the choice of the most efficient 
model may involve no increase in purchase 
price for the consumer. 

Columns 1-3 of these tables are analogous 
to those in the previous tables. In the cases 
of options which substitute gas appliances for 
electric, the energy savings in Column 2 are net 
savings; In other words, they are obtained by---
subtracting the energy consumption of the gas 
appliance from that of the electric unit which it 
replaces. Similarly, the rates of return are 
calculated using the difference in-annual cost 
to the consumer between the gas and the electric 
model, and not by the savings in net energy times 
the cost of electricity. It should be noted in 
Column 3b, that all options have annual rates of 
return in excess of 13%. 

Columns 4-6 are slightly different than 
before. Since we refer to energy savings from 
the purchase of new appliances only, the number of 
candidate units rs-the number of sales of new 
appliances in the state. Column 4 lists average 
sales per year for California. 

Column 5 gives capital cost for the state; 
since appliances are sold continuously over time, 
it is expressed as dollars of extra cost per year. 
Column 6 gives the rate of annual energy savings 
increase, in 1012 Btulyr2. The dimensions of the 
numbers in this column imply that, as more ef
ficient appliances are sold every year, the annual 
savings will increase each year. 1hus after two 
years of sales, the annual energy savings will be 
twice what they were after one year. In the 
summary tables, we accumulate savings from ten 
years of sales. This is permissible because the 
lifetimes of the appliances in question are from 
12 to 25 years; so few replacement sales will 
occur in the first ten years. 

Peak Power Conservation Options: Tables 3a, 
3b and 2e 

Tables 3a, 3b, and 2e list potential peak 
power savings. Saving peak power is easier than 
saving energy, since there are two methods of 
accomplishment. 

~ To reduce power demand at all times 
(e.g., by raising efficiency) 

~ To shift demand away from the utilities' 
peak period 

For example, if we improve the insulation of 
an electric hot water heater, we save both energy 
and peak power. If we install a timer on the 
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heater, we save no energy, but can save 500 watts 
of peak power. 

The average investment cost for new pOl-rer 
exceeds $l/watt at end-use demand for baseload 
plants, and it is approaching 50¢/watt even for 
peaking plants. Thus a new electric hot water 
heater which averages 500 watt, commits the 
utility to an investment of at least $250, which 
can be eliminated with a timer that costs far less 
than $250. 

However, with conventional electricity price 
schedules, where the homeowner pays only for 
energy and not for peak power, there is no 
incentive to install the timer. Even in larger 
buildingsand industry, where peak power meters 
are already installed, the price of the power 
is computed on the average, not at the margin, 
and the incentive for the timer is reduced. 
The California PUC has recently ordered the 
utilities to propose peak power rate schedules. 
Tables 2e, 3a, and 3b list measures designed to 
save peak power, ~any for far less than 50¢/watt. 
They add to 9,250 Megawatts (MW) after 10 years. 
This can be compared with the California utilities' 
projections of 17,000 MW of growth from 1975-1985. 

Con®ercial and Industrial Conservation Options: 
Tables 2e, 2£, and Zg:--

Tables 2e and 2f list several important 
commercial conservation measures, and estimates 
of their savings potentials. Because of the 
relative scarcity of data on commercial end uses 
of energy and consumption patterns, the estimates 
of individual building or unit costs and savings 
are more reliable than the statewide potentials; 
nevertheless, the statewide estimates are based 
on the best information available, and are self
consistent and in agreement with published sources 
and rules of thumb. It should be noted that 
Table 2e combines both energy and peak power 
savings, so its format is Slightly different than 
that of the preceding tables. 

After ten years, the commercial retrofit 
measures produce a statewide savings PQtential of 
21 X 1012 Btu/yr. of gas and 13.5 X 10YkWh/yr 
of electricity, as summarized in Tables 4-6. Peak 
power savings are 4300MW. 

For the industrial sector, the end uses of 
energy and power are so diverse, and the data so 
incomplete, that we find it impossible to 
estimate statewide savings (or even to derive 
accurate savings potentials for a single plant). 
We list in Table 2g only a few representative 
conservation measures, to illustrate that large 
savings are technically possible and have large 
rates of return. 

Tables 2 and 3: Comments and Acknowledgements 

Kent B. Anderson contributed the commercial 
tables 2e and 2f, and should receive full credit 
for them. 

We could not have completed these tables 
without access to the LBL Data Base on Electrical 
Energy Consumption in California, UClD 3847 by 

S. M. Berman, C. J.Blumstein, et al. of LEL. In 
particular, R. D. Clear has helped us greatly 
in interpreting the data. 

Summary Tables: Tables 4, 5, and 6 

The total statewide conservation potentials 
from all sectors are summarized and totaled in 
Table 4, which lists the required investments, 
savings in energy and power, cost/savings ratios, 
and returns on investment in a format similar to 
that of the detailed option tables. Conservation 
potentials are arranged by fuel and by sector. 

In addition, in Column 2 of Table 4, and in 
Row 3 of Table 5, we express ten-year savings 
potentials as fractions of 1975 consumption or 
peak power; roughly 25% of present energy and 
50% of power could be saved in ten years. If we 
want to restate these percentage savings as 
reductions in annual growth rates, we can simply 
divide by 10 years; this shows that we could 
reduce annual energy growth by 2.5%, and peak 
power by 5%, as shown in Row 4 of Table 5. 

We next discuss two entries which appear 
only in Table 4: 

1) The row of entries for new commercial 
buildings; 

2) The columns labelled "jobs". 

New Commercial Buildings 

This is not an area to be addressed by 
Energy Extension, but it would be confusing to 
omit it from Table 4, since even the voluntary 
ASHRAE Standard 90-75 will permit 20-30% re
ductions in electric energy and power demands of 
new buildings. State "performance standards" 
should accomplish even more. State performance 
standards are to be promulgated in 1977. And 
these savings will apparently add nothing to the 
first cost of buildings (see footnotes to 
Table 4). 

We cite an estimate of the savings potential 
of the California nonresidential building standards 
(similar to the ASHRAE standard) prepared for the 
California Energy Commission, which predicts a 
statewide reduction of about 8 billion kwn/yr. for 
new buildings by 1986. These standards are 
currently in litigation; however, the provisions 
they contain are cost-effective and can be 
adopted voluntarily. 

Jobs. According to Hannon and Puleo (updated 
to 197oy-(14) the average U.S. labor intensity is 
60 jobs per million dollars of purchases (i.e., 
$17,000/job). Thus, from the total statewide 
investment in retrofit measures, more efficient 
appliances, better buildings, etc., we estimate 
the number of jobs generated. (In later versions 
of the table we shall also calculate the number 
of potential jobs associated with individual 
measures using more specific values of labor 
intensity.) 

These new jobs will be both direct (e.g., 
installing insulation) and indirect (architects 



through laborers to design and build the plants 
to produce the insulation). In addition to the 
jobs produced by the sudden investment :in 
conservation, there will be a large and rather 
complex set of effects as conservation begins to 
influence the overall energy supply and demand 
balance. These include: 

1) As energy consumption fails to grow at 
projected rates, less fuel will be imported 
from abroad. This will allow more dollars 
for purchases of domestic products, creating 
more jobs here (although possibly decreasing 
employment abroad). 

2) Along with lower imports of fuel, less 
investment will be needed in the energy supply 
sector. Fewer new jobs will be created in this 
sector, due to decreased need for new 
pipelines, refineries, power plants, mines, 
etc. This effect will not be as large as 
the change in investment dollars, since the 
energy supply sector is intensive in capital, 
not labor. In particular, the electricity 
supply sector provides 55% as many jobs per 
dollar spent as the average for the U.S. 
economy(l4). 

3) Those jobs lost in the operating portion 
of the energy system (e.g., coal mining) due 
to conservation are lost each year, whereas 
many of the new jobs created by manufacturing 
energy conserving measures occur only once. 
.Many conservation measures do not have 
significant numbers of jobs associated with 
operation (e.g., insulation). 

4) The dollars saved by conservation will 
usually be respent on other things, e. g. , 
entertainment, housing, food, etc. This can 
have a multiplier effect if the conservation 
measure is particularly cost-effective, since 
one dollar spent on conservation can displace 
several dollars spent on new supply; releasing 
them to be used for more labor-intensive 
purchases. 

For Table 4, we have calculated the number 
of jobs created by conservation in two ways. 
First, we calculate the number of man-years of 
employment produced by the conservation investment. 
Second, we estimate the number of steady-state 
Jobs produced by the extra money that energy
saving consumers can spend after paying their 
reduced utility bills, 

To illustrate these two ways of creating 
jobs, consider the effects of a large purchase 
of kitchen fluorescent fixtures for $30 each 
(see Table 2b). In today's high-unemployment 
economy, if 4 million consumers purchase one 
lamp each, the extra $120 million of consumer 
demand will create an extra 7000 man-years of 
jobs ($120 millionl ($17 ,OOO/job) '" 7000 jobs). 
These jobs will include retail sales, lamp 
manufacturing, bulb manufacturing, wholesale 
trade, shipping, and electrical equipment 
manufacturing employment, and will be created 
as the fixtures are sold. They are a one-time 
effect, though, and will not continue unless more 
fixtures are purchased in succeeding years. 
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During the first year after purchase, 
consumers will have saved $8.50 each per year, 
or $34 million overall. This savings will be 
in the form of lower electric bills. It will 
probably be matched by an extra $34 million in 
other expenditures (e.g., a dinner out, or a 
toy for the children, or an article of clothing), 
As explained in footnote j to Table 4, this 
$34 million diverted from energy expenditures 
to "luxuries" will produce another 900 jobs, 
since the "luxury" is about tWIce as labor 
intensive as electricity. 

However, these 900 jobs are permanent, since 
the electricity cost savings continue (and 
actually increase) every year, so the savings are 
available to respend every year. 

Thus, in the short run, the number of jobs 
created by the conservation investment is 
dominant, with 7000 man-years. However, in time, 
the jobs produced by the cost savings are more 
numerous -- 900 steady state. (For details, see 
footnote j to Table 4.) 

As we have stated above, these methods are 
only rough approximations; however, it is 
interesting to note that their order of magnitude 
is roughly comparable to a 1/2 to 1% decrease 
in the California unemployment rate. (~65,000 
jobs created/~9 million in labor force ~l%) 

Finally, Tables 5 and 6 provide a brief 
comparison between the aggregate conservation 
potentials and the planned increases in supply 
(or shortfalls). One cannot conclude from these 
tables that conservation will eliminate the need 
for new energy supply; one can note, though, 
that the conservation measures in Tables 2 and 
3 have an illlpact comparable to about half the 
planned growth in energy supply. 

It must also be kept in mind that all the 
tables are prepared for the purposes of exploring 
the impact of an Energy Extension Service in 
California. They intentionally omit conservation 
strategies involving illlprovements in technology, 
or mandatory regulation. Thus no measures are 
proposed for new housing construction, since most 
consumers have little influence over the 
technical design of the house they will live in. 

Incentive Programs 

As shown in the tables, conservation measures 
hEilve varying rates of return, ranging from well 
over 100% per year dmVll to values so low that the 
option cannot be considered cost-effective. As 
energy prices increase, more items become cost
effective to the consumer, and more conservation 
is possible. 

Consumer energy prices have traditionally 
been based on average costs, though, with no 
regard to the environmental costs of energy 
production, transportation, and conversion. To 
maximize the public welfare, the state should 
respond to marginal costs, including the costs 
of such externalities as pollution and safety 
risks. These are at least twice as large as 
average costs. 



Thus a list of conservation measures which 
are cost-effective to the state would be longer 
than those presented here. If marginal cost to 
the state is twice average cost, then each dollar 
a consumer saves through energy conservation also 
saves the public another dollar. So, in addition 
to supporting 811 extension service, policy makers 
could improve the state's well-being and save even 
more energy by establishing incentive programs 
for conservation options with large potential 
savings but relatively low returns on investment. 

IV THE CALIFORNIA ENERGY CONSERVATION CONCEPT 

The need for energy conservation is clear, 
and the rewards to individuals and to institutions 
have been demonstrated. It is the task of the 
Extension Service to contribute to the actual 
implementation of conservation measures. In this 
section we address a procedure for starting such 
a Service which we believe appropriate to 
California -- a procedure we believe will prove 
useful in lnany locations throughout the nation. 

Our approach relies upon the combined 
strengths of the California Energy Commission and 
the University of California working together 
with many other organizations with responsibility 
for our concern about energy use. Many actors will 
be involved, probably including the California 
Energy and Public Utility Connnissions, the 
Office of the Governor, the University of 
California, the Cali fornia utili ties, the 
Community Services Administration, the Califomia 
community colleges, etc. Energy use, in contrast 
to energy supply, involves very large numbers of 
Individuals and organizations. ful effective 
program must find mechanisIr6 for making contact 
with those in a position to implement conservation 
measures, and must be able to provide convincing 
evidence that such implementation will payoff. 

The University of California has had 
extensive internal discussions regarding the 
Extension Service, and the concept has endorsements 
at the highest levels of the University system. 
The University of Califomia has a long term 
commitment to public service, going back to the 
original charter. The Agricultural Experiment 
Stations and the Cooperative Extension Service 
have effectively provided research and delivery 
of credible information throughout the State for 
many decades. 

Extended learning programs provide 
educational opportunities in a very broad spectrwn 
of areas going far beyond normal course material, 
which reaches persons in virtually every 
occupation. The National Laboratories operated 
by the University have expertise in most energy 
related areas. These and other 
resources serve to complement and extend the 
traditional University capabilities. Together 
provide a powerful base upon which the Energy 
Extension Service can draw. 

Our present view is that the University 
elements of the Extension Service will be 
centered initially at the Davis campus of the 
Uneversity and at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
The Davis campus, more than any other, embodies 

the spirit of public service of the University, 
and is conveniently located adjacent to the 
California State Capitol in Sacramento and to 
the Energy Commission. Lmvrence Berkeley Laboratory 
has more ongoing conservation R,D. & D. programs 
than any other institution. MarlY of the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory projects are supported by 
the Energy Connnission, thereby helping to assure 
close coordination of Extension Service with other 
Energy commission activities. While it is not 
at this time possible to foresee the ultimate 
scope of the Service, there can be little doubt 
that national and state energy problems will 
become increasingly severe, and that opportunities 
for the Extension Service to contribute will 
expand. Connnitment to proceed exists within both 
the University and the California Energy 
Commission. The challenge is how to begin. 

The first stages of an Extension Service 
progra.m will necessarily be relatively modest 
and massive anproaches will not be feasible 
some time - at least until the concept is tested 
and verified. What is required now is a test of 
the Extension Service concept in a limited set of 
environments which can be closely 81lalyzed. 

To this end, we propose to select three or 
four representative test cities (or portions 
thereof) in order to be able to concentrate 
enough resources so as to convincingly test the 
Extension Service concept. 

Our proposed approach would be through city 
government. By making local government our 
primary contact point, we can be assured of a key 
central coordination point, and can be assured 
of cooperation in many aspects of the project. 
Trial cities will be selected in which there is . 
sensitivity to energy problems, and enthusiasm 
for undertaking conservation programs. The initial 
phase of the proj ect will be the development 
of goals and objectives. This will be accomplished 
through an interactive process involving members 
of the Extension Service proj ect, working in close 
coordination with city officials, with Energy 
Commission staff, with utilities and the Utilities 
Connnission and with other major actors in the 
trial cities. An overview board will be established 
in each city which will have the responsibility to 
develop a plan of action, intermediate goals and 
long tem objectives. This board will endeavor 
to identify both common energy·-related themes and 
community goals in the trial cities, and 
also areas where major differences of view exist 
(e.g., on the role of industrial growth, on new 
construction, on water and air pollution, etc.). 
The overview board will be coupled to existing 
cOJTmlittees, such as a Mayor's Energy Committee, 
etc. (and may even be appointed by the Mayor) 
so the Extension Service activities will be 
entirely supportive of ongoing activities. 

Following the establishment of communication 
channels and the preliminary identification of 
goals, the Extension Service project will conduct 
an analysis of energy use in each city. Thjs 
activity will d1'aw upon all available sources of 
information including sources, utilities, 
etc. Energy conservation opportunities will be 
explicitly identified, the costs illl.d benefits 



identified, and problems of implementation fully 
explored. 

These analyses will include but not be 
limited to the following: 

~ The available alternatives for energy 
supply over the next ten years. 

~ Projected demand by end use, including 
uncertainty, for the next decade. 

~ Opportunities for economic energy 
conservation. 

~ Opportunities for introduction of new 
technologies to expand the existing 
supply (such as solar energy). 

~ Special problems (e.g., water availability, 
air pollution associated with energy 
systems, trade-off analyses, etc.). 

~ Identification of actors who will be 
involved or affected by each potential 
conservation program element. 

• Potentia.! adverse impacts of each proposed 
program element (e.g., impact on jobs). 

The field data collection activities will 
be coordinated with a central analytic office of 
the Extension Ser~ice, which will have access 
to data which is not specific to the particular 
city (statewide data, national data, data on 
appliances and materials, etc.). The central 
analytic group will provide the coordination 
and integration point for the field activities. 

The desired outcome of the program in this 
stage will be the development of a practical and 
agreed upon plan for action. This plan will 
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include timing and cost information, and enumeration 
of the major institutional actors and the best 
groups for carrying out each element of the plan. 
Since the plan will have been agreed to by the 
major actors, the likelihood of effective 
implementation should be high. 

Evaluation of the effectiveness of an 
implementation plan will need to take into account: 

• The potential for implementation. 

• The degree of consensus reached on the 
plan. 

• The extent to which the implementation 
draws upon the most effective agents 
for each element. 

, The potentiality for transfer of the 
results to other cities and regions. 

Following agreement on a plan, the Extension 
Service will move to carry it out, and to analyze 
its impact. 

The implementation of the Energy Conservation 
plan will draw upon all groups in the test area 
with the capabilitiy to contribute. Thus, contact 

with industrial and commercial energy users may 
well be the primary responsibility of the 
utilities, which are already well along in the 
process of developing an Energy Audit program. 
Implementation of insulation improvement in low 
income housing may well be carried out by the 
Community Services Administration, whose activities 
could well be expanded substantially as a result 
of recommendations made in the plan. Technician 
training may best be carried out by community 
colleges. 

The sums of money available for the Extension 
Service are likely to be small in comparison with 
those available elsewhere. Thus, utility activities 
in cvDservation involve large numbers of field 
agents; PEA projects which may be undertaken under 
winterization programs such as that envisaged in 
H.R. 8650 would provide (according to present 
estimates) about $55 million nationally in the 
first year of operation. One role of the Extension 
Service program would be to provide a credible 
analytic capability to assure that these large 
sums of money are utilized effectively, and to 
assure comprehensive analyses of the impact of 
these programs. 

To summarize, the approach of the Energy 
Extension Service will be: 

• To provide credible information to those 
who need it and can use it. 

• To select test cities for the initial 
experiment so as to be able to concentrate 
adequate resources to have an observable 
impact. 

, To concentrate upon addressing perceived 
needs of individuals and institutions, 
but to also improve awareness of emerging 
or hidden issues. 

* To view energy problems in as broad a 
context as is necessary in order to 
provide assistance. 

• To develop an institutional structure 
which will be perceived as credible by 
users of the service. 

* To draw upon local expertise that exists, 
and to develop it where it does not exist. 

• To minimize the need for new institutional 
structures through involvement of all 
institutions with expertise and/or 
authority (including State and federal 
agencies and Commissions, public and 
private utilities, local government, 
citizens groups, etc.). 

• To draw upon existing information when 
possible, to validate existing information 
when necessary to assure credibility, and 
to develop new information when required. 

The approach outlined here using local 
government as the key contact point is specifically 
intended to: 



~ Allow precise tailoring of the program 
for each city to the needs of each 
particular city. 

@ Ensure that all actors within the city 
are fully involved in program planning 
and implementation. 

@ Assure ERDA and the Energy Commission 
of viable and credible lines of authority. 

@ Assure ERDA and the Energy Commission 
that the successes and failures of the 
Extension Service will be accurately 
and credibly measured and reported. 

We believe this approach will permit rapid 
Extension Service start-up and will assure that 
all relevant resources will be utilized. 

There are many technical areas where the 
Extension Service can contribute. In Section 
III we enumerate energy conservation measures 
which make economic sense even at today's energy 
prices, and which are technologically well known 
and simple. Initial activities will concentrate 
upon implementation of these measures. Later on 
new approaches will be encouraged. We present 
three examples of R&D activities we believe 
are appropriate for the Extension Service: 

@ Development of a prototype van for 
analyzing energy use in buildings. The 
van would include equipment for measure
ment of heat loss, infiltration, furnace 
efficiency, etc. 
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@ Solar energy systems for "do-it-yourself" 
installation. The Extension Service would 
provide plans and a comprehensive analysis 
for the specific location. Private 
suppliers would be encouraged to provide 
kits of key components. The "do-it
yourselP' approach removes most of the labor 
costs, which are presently a large part of 
the high cost of solar systems. The 
Extension Service would provide tested 
designs for hot water and heating systems, 
wind mills, etc. Plans would be provided 
for including hot rock storage as a part 
of room additions or for new homes. 

@ Small scale fuel cell systems. Small fuel 
cells (operating on low sulphur distillate 
fuel) offer a possibility of highly 
efficient "district heating" type systems 
on a small scale, which produce electricity 
and also provide heat. Such systems will 
require coordination among many groups 
if they are to be implemented, and still 
require substantial further research and 
testing. 

This is an example of an activity which would 
unite research and implementation. It follows in 
the best tradition of the Agricultural Field 
Station/Cooperative Extension Service. 

The approach to the start-up and operation 
of the Energy Extension Service described here is 
one which we believe can be placed into operation 
rapidly and effectively. We have been in contact 
with a number of cities to explore their interest 
in being used for a test of the Extension Service 
concept. Our inquiries have been received with 
enthusiasm. We see no major obstacle to getting 
an Energy Extension Service moving, as soon as 
funding becomes available. 

CONCLUSION 

The Energy Extension Service is a new and 
important concept -- to be defined by the actions 
of those who initiate the first ones. California 
will be among the leaders in this development 
process, for energy issues loom large here, and 
the will to respond to these issues has been 
expressed clearly -- particularly through the 
formation of the California Energy Commission. 
Energy conservation already makes economic sense 
in many areas, but response has been relatively 
slow. 

Part of the reason for this sluggish response 
is the public's lack of information on the methods 
of conservation and their economic returns. MOst 
people still associate conservation with reductions 
in comfort or "belt-tightening," and are unaware 
of their options for saving energy through improved 
efficiency. 

It is the purpose of the Energy Extension 
Service to develop new mechanisms to increase the 
levels of information and objectivity on energy 
use decisions among the consumers, and to develop 
and encourage cost-effective conservation measures, 
such as those listed in Tables 2a and 2b. 

In addition, the Service can study incentive 
programs to encourage consumers to take actions 
whose cost-effectiveness to the individual consumer 
is low, but whose payoff to the community is higher. 
In principle, conservation measures should be 
implemented until the cost of conservation equals 
the marginal cost of energy supply, including an 
allowance for pollution costs, externalities, 
and reductions in public· convenience. At present, 
marginal costs are at least twice as high as 
consumer prices for gas and electricity, so a 
well designed program of incentives could result 
in si~lificant savings to the state or to a 
community. 

Our Extension Service will place its initial 
emphasis specifically upon those energy planning 
issues perceived as important by the citizens 
of selected trial cities. In this way we will be 
assured of addressing relevant problems. Energy 
issues will be with our society for the foreseeable 
future. Their resolution demands long term 
commitment. We have made this commitment. The 
approach to start-up of an Extension Service that 
we have described is one that we believe is 
consistent with the pace of development of the 
California energy situation. It is an. action 
oriented program, choosing its targets according 
to need. We believe it will prove effective. 
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FOO1NOTES TO TABLES 

TABLE 2a. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

There is no additional cost for cold waler 

detergent. 

Based on an electricity savings of 1000 KWH (ref. 

17) and assumed gas water heater efficiency of 

70% lO~~~WH X 34~~~TU ~ 5 MBTU. 

S2 should cover 1.5 showers/house. 

Assumes the typical '1 gallons of 140°F water per 

person per day (equivalent to 30 gallons of 100°F 

water in a 5 minute shower every two days) can 

be reduced by a factor of 2 with flow reslrictors. 

Efficiency of the water healer is taken to be 70%. 

This calculation is based on average 2.85 persons 

per household in California. 

This calculation is based on $1.50/MBTU natural 

150 
gas cost to the consumer. col. 3A ~ col. 3B. 

This number is 85% of the homes in California. 

We assume all showers are candidates and we 

know that 85 ± 5% of the homes have gas waler 

healers. 

The materials can be purchased for less than 

16.00 at a hardware store, however kits are 

available for S20.00. In that case the 

cost/savings is $8/(MBTU/yr). 

This saving is a result of reducing the water 

healer's standby loss. It is unaffected by the 

magnitude of water use. The estimated 10% 

saving is based on LBL measurements. 

This is the cost of a clock thermostat which 

automatically lowers the temmperature setting 

at night and raises it in the morning. 

,) ,} 
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(10) 

( 11) 

( 12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Cfable Za) 

We use David Pilati's calculations (graph ORNL 

DWG 74-11866R) of energy savings resulting from 

thermostat setback in Northern and Southern 

California climates {in Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory "Annual Progress Report, Energy 

Division", 1974 ORNL-5030) to estimate that a 

reduction in night thermostat setting from 70°F 

to 55°F will save about 26% of heating energy or 

22 MBTU/yr for Northern California and about 

31% or 20 MBTU/yr for Southern California. 

Daytime thermostat remains set at 70°F. 

85 ± 5% of all California households have gas 

heating systems. 

Based on 22t to 25t per square fool for 

insulation installed, and an average attic size of 

about 1,200 re. 
Based 0[1 LBL heal load program 2-zone from 

LBL-4411 "Efficient Use of Energy In Buildings". 

un6. Savings based on climate. We used 31% or 

37 MBTU/yr savings in Northern California and 

34% or 28 MBTU!yr for Southern California, and 

weighted Northern climate by 41. 7% and 

Southern by 58.3% for a single family house of 

1200 sq. ft. These calculated savings are greater 

than those found in the experiences of California 

utility companies by amounts typically of 5,-10% 

of ;:>riginal energy use. The reason for this 

discrepency is probably that once the house is 

insulated the resident can use more heat by 

keeping all or part of his house warmer. Put 

differently, in the uninsulated house the 

resident saved energy against his will because 

the heating system simply failed to keep all or 

part of the house warm. This phenomenon was 

observed in the Fresno County E.O.C. retrofit 

insulation program; however, it has not been 

studied statewide. 

An LBL estimate based of the number of 

uninsulaled single family houses in California 

based on census data, FHA insulatiobn 

requirements, and dala from a P.C. and E. 

sponsored survey by Dr'ossler on lhe potential for 

retrofit insulation. 

Based on a cost of 501 per square foot (range 40t 

to 601) to retrofit inSUlate the walls of a 1,200 

square fool house. (assumed 30' x 40' x8' and 

20% of wall area glazed). 

The sewings is based on ceiling insulation 

installed, giving potential savings of 35 MBTU/yr 

(or 30% of the unimproved condition) in Northern 



(17) 

California and Z5 MBTU/yr (or 33% of the 

unimproved condition) in Sou thern California 

from LBL heat load program 2-zone. See 

footnote (13) for weighting factor. 

From "Electrical Energy Consumption in 

California: Dala Collection and Analysis." LBL 

staff, 1976. UCID -3847. Wall insulation was not 

required for gas healed houses by FHA or other 

codes until 1975 and it is unlikely that a 

significant amount of it was installed. The 

number of gas healed multi-family units is 

laken as the difference bet ween the lolal stock 

of multi-unit housing and electrically healed 

multi-units. For single family houses, we use 

90% of the analogous difference to account for 

non-heated and alternate-fuel healed houses, 

(coal, wood, oil, boltled gas, etc.). 

(18) Based on SOt' per square foot of exposed wall 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(ZZ) 

(23) 

(24) 

area and 500 square feel of outside opaque wall 

per apartment of an average size of 1,100 square 

feel. 

From LBL 2-zone heal load program the saving is 

based on the assumption that ceiling insulation 

exists giving 30 MBTU/yr or 48% savings in 

Northern California and 17 MBTU/yr or 57% 

savings in Southern California. See footnote (13). 

for weighting factor. 

Assumes S1.88 per square fool for storm windows 

and 20% of wall area is glazed. 

from LBL 2-zone heat load program, savings 

based on ceiling and wall insulation existing, 

giving potential savings of 15 MBTU/yr or 1Z% for 

Northern California and 10 MBTU/yr or 1Z% for 

Southern California. for weighting factor see 

footnote 13. The percentages are the savings 

from original unimproved condition. 

Storm windows are omitted since "their rate of 

return is much lower than the other options. 

However, it should be noted when disagregated, 

Northern single family homes have a 5.8% rate 

and Northern multi-family homes have a 6.6~~ 

rate of return. 

from LBL Z~zone heat load program. The saving 

is based on the assumption that ceiling and wall 

insulation exist giving 11 MBTU/yr (or 18% of the 

original condition) in Northern California and 6 

MBTU/yr (or ZO% of the original condition) in 

Southern California. See footnote 13 for 

weighting factor. 

NBS studies {Heinz Trechel, Private 
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Communication) show that when storm windows 

have been installed, the occupant is comfortable 

with a thermostat setting one or two degrees 

cooler than before, when he used the higher air 

temperature to compensate for the cole! 

windows. This probably increases fuel savings 

attributable to storm windows by an additiona! 

30 to 50 percent, but we have not included this 

factor in our table. 

(Z6) Taken individually, the home measures above 

add to 450.5 T BTU[T", lO!Zl, but although attic 

insulation, wall insulation are (correctly) 

calculated in sequence, night-temperature set 

back must be included at the end, not the 

beginning of the sequence (as in Figure 2), and 

drops from 131 T BTU to 60 T BTU, 

(27) 

(28) 

Weighting P .G. and Eo's average sales at 115 MBTU 

per residential customer and Southern California 

Gas Company's average sales of about 105 MBTU 

by the numbers of houses with gas heat, we 

arrive at about 675 T BTU per year statewide. 

This compares with the RAND estimate ("Energy 

Alternatives for California: Paths to the future", 

by W. Ah~rn et ai, R-1793-CSA/RF, 1975, page 

15.) al556 G n Z or about 595 T BTU per year for 

the residential sector. RAND'S methodology fo~ 

allocate gas use to sectors is not explained. 

Assumes that 85% of the 4 3/4 million clothes 

washers in California are present in homes with 

gas water healers. 

TABLE 2b. 

(1) 

(Z) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

We use a heat rate of 11,000 BTu/Kilowatt Hour, 

which includes transmission losses. 

Col. 3b '" S3.Z7/(Col. 3a), derived as follows. At 

the average residential electricity price of 3.61 

per kilowatt hour and the heat rate of 11,000 

BTu/KWH, the consumer is paying $3.Z7 per 

MBTu of fuel burned by the utility. This price 

includes average fuel costs and average annual 

capital charge. 

1,000 KWH/yr savings from LBL data 

base,Reference (6). 

Assumes that 10.6% of the 4.75 million clothes 

washers in California are present in houses with 

electric water healers. 

Similar calculations as in footnote (4) of Table Za 

with 100% efficiency. 

LBL data base ~ "Electrical Energy Consumption 



(7) 

(8) 

In California: Data Collection and Analysis". 

UCID-3647 

The 300 to 350 KWH/yr or approximately 3.5 

MBTU/yr 00%) savings is based on LBL analysis 

and R. S. Quinn, "The Effect of Increased Capital 

Expenditure as a Method of Reducing Electricity 

Demand for Hot Water Generation in a Home." 

Master's Thesis, Department of Chemical 

Engineering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 

1972. Note that this estimate is not comparable 

to the estimated savings for gas waler heaters, 

because the initial degree of insulation is higher 

for electric units. 

The 2200 KWH or 24 MBTU assumes a 40% 

reduction in the average space heating energy 

use of 5500 KWH/yr from the LBL dala base. The 

40% figure Is based on the LBL heat load program 

"2-Zone". Such a largereduction is possible 

because of the relatively high levels of insulation 

in electrically heated homes and the mild 

climate. 

(9) Potential savings 3500 KWH/yr or 39 MBTU/yr 

( 10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

( 15) 

(34%) based on LBL heat load program 2-Zone 

from LBL 4411 "Efficient Use of Energy in 

BuUdings," 1976, and assuming California State 

Code Insulation R-ll walls and R-19 ceilings, 

and 1450 square fool house or i 100 square fool 

apartment. 

Potential savings 2050 KWH/yr or 23 MBTU/yr 

(38%) from LBt heal loat program 2-zone with 

assumptions In Footnote (9). 

Potential savings 1900 KWH/yr or 21 MBTU/yr 

(34%) from tBL 2-zone program with 

assumptions in Footnote (9) 

Potential savings 1000 KWH/yr or 11 MBTU/yr 

(45%) from LBL Z-zone program with 

assumptions in Footnote (9). 

Electrically healed houses are assumed to be 

newer and larger thal the average; we estimate 

1450 square feel at zzi lo Z5i per square foot for 

attic insulation and 50,5 per square fool wall 

insulation. 

Potential savings for Northern California of 9,800 

KWH/yr or 107 MBTU/yr (33%) and for Southern 

California of 6300 KWH/yr or 69 MBTU/yr (36%) 

based on LBL heat load program Z-zone for a 

1450 square foot delached house and a 70°F 

thermostat setting. 

This data has not yet been reliably collected. We 

expect that there are few electrically heated 

,j c.~ 
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(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

( 19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(23) 

(24) 

(Table 2b) 

houses without insulation, but that many attics 

have only R-l1, particularly in Southern 

California. 

R-19 is the highest level of retrofit insulation 

modelled so far on "Z-Zone". It is apparent from 

the rate of return (65% to 100%/year) that 

higher R-values would be justifiable. 

Based on insulation cost of 10,5 per square foot. 

See Reference (13) 

Energy savings from ceiling insulation are 

approximated by assuming that the ratio of: 

(reduction in heal load obtained by going from 

R-l1 to R-19) to (reduction obtained by going 

from zero ceiling insulation to R-19) is equal to 

the ratio of the U-factors. If we assume that an 

Iminsulated ceiling/roof has an R-Value of 4; 

while lhe R~Value of an insulated ceiling/attic is 

3 plus the R- Value of the insulation then: 

Savings (R-II to R-19)'" 

Savings(R_O to R-19) x 

1 
4 

+ + 

+ 

Based on 50i per square fool of exposed wall 

area and 500 square feet of outside opaque wall 

per apartment. Size of unit is about 1100 square 

feet. 

Potential savings for Northern California of 8500 

KWH/yr or 93 MBTU (43%) and for Southern 

California of 5200 KWH/yr or 57 MBTU/yr (47%) 

based on LEL 2-zone program and assuming 

R-19 ceiling insulation installed in 1450 square 

foot house. 

Potential savings for Northern California of 5300 

KWH/yr or 58 MBTU(48%) and for Southern 

California of 3000 KWH/yr or 33 MBTU/yr (56%) 

based on LBL 2-zone program and assuming 

R-19 ceiling insulation installed in 1100 square 

fool apartment. 

We assume that a heavily used fixture (eg. 

kitchen or bedroom) with 3 60 Watt incandescent 

bulbs is replaced by a 2-tube fluorescent fixture 

using either a 22W and 32W circline tube or two 

20W straight lubes (plus ballast). This maintains 

a constant level of illumination. 

Price is for a decorative fixture with diffuser and 

tubes, but no cost for insUlation. (Reference: 

Sears Roebuck + Montgomery Ward 1976 

Catalogues) 



(Z5) We assume 2000 hrs of use per year; this will 

vary widely for different households. Power is 

reduced from 180W to 50-60W; we assume 120W 

saved x 2000 hrs/yr or 240 kwhl"/Yr. 

(26) Assumes about one candidate fixture for retrofit 

for every two houses in the state. 

(27) Uses kwhr consumption for the residential 

sector from reference 6 multiplied by 11,000 

Btu/kwhr. Note that this number includes the 

consumption of appliances, which are discussed 

in Table 2d. 

TABLE 2c. 

(1) Based on estimates from Science Applications 
Inc., "Automatic Ignition of Residential Gas 
Appliances," November 14, 1975 obtained from 
Rizzuto, Jo E" and Fuhram, R. Eo, "The Po
tential Application of Electronic Ignition 
Systems for Gas Appliances in New York State," 
New York State Public Service Commission, 
14'1 Holland Avenue, Albany, New York, Sep
tember, 19750 

(2) PG&E Estimates (Consumer Pamphlets), 

(3) Estimated sales of ~ appliances in Califor
nia, These numbers are not comparable to 
those in Tables 2d and 3b, which give sales 
estimates for appliances, 

(Lf) Hise and Holman - "Heat Balance and Efficien
cy Heasurements of Central, Forced-Air, Resi·~ 

dential Gas Furnaces," Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, ORNL-NSF-EP-88, October, 1975, 

(5) Based on A,H,A,H.* sales data for California, 
1970-750 

(6) Assumes a steady-state condition of 4025 
million gas ranges with a 16.9-year life 
(data source: LBL Data Base VCID 3847). 

(7) Assumes a steady-state condition of 6,25 
million gas heaters with a 20-year. life; 
this is a low estimate, 

*A.H.A.H o ~ Association of Home Appliance Hanu
facturers 

TABLE 2cl. 

(1) 

(2) 

The range ($0-20) represents the price dif
ference between similar gas and electric 
model in the Sears and Hontgomery Wards 
Catalogs, 

From the LBL Data Base VCID 3847 (Draft, 
1976), the average electric water heater used 
4000 kWh/yr, or 44 l'iBtu/yr, while a compara
ble gas water heater uses about 280 therms, 
or 28 l'iBtu per year, 
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(3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(Table 2b/2cl) 

Average annual sales in California for the 
period 1971-1974 using A.B,A.H, sales data 
by state, adjusted by the use of sales and 
import/export statistics from Herchandis~ 
Week and the U. S, Census, 

Annual return on investment is calculated by 
the ratio of annual energy cost savings to 
first cost increase. For options which im
prove the efficiency of electric appliances, 
the savings are given by: (kilovmtthours 
saved) x ($.036/kWh). For options in which 
gas is substituted for electricity, annual 
savings are: (kilowatthours saved) x 
($.036/kWh) - (l'iBtu of gas used) x ($1,501 
l'iBtu). 

From LBL Data Base UCID 3847, electric ranges 
use 1200 kWh/yr or 132 l'iBtu/yr 0 Pacific Gas 
& Electric Company estimates in their con
sumer pamphlets that gas ranges consume 105 
therms/yr, or 10.5 I1Btu/yr. Of this, about 
4,5 l'iBtu/yr is used to run the pilot lights, 
(This means that the pilots average about 
500 Btu/hr,) Thus a pilotless gas range 
uses 6,0 l'iBtu/yr, for a savings of 7.2 l'iBtu/ 
yr. 

Tables and scatter plots show little or no 
correlation of refrigerator consumption 
with retail cost for current models. (See 
Goldstein, Rosenfeld, LBL 5910 - also "Ap
pliance Fact Sheets" chapter in this book.) 
After consumption for popular models (15-18 
cu. ft,) is reduced from present average of 
150 kWh/mo, to 90 (best available), prices 
might rise. R. J. Rettberg et al. in "Ap
pliance Efficiency Program - Final Report" 
(Science Applications, Inc" La Jolla, 
California, SAl-551-LJ ,March 1975), pre~' 
pared for the California State Energy Com
mission, found that refrigerator prices 
increase as efficiency increases, but that 
this increase is 2-3 times smaller than that 
which would lead to constant life cycle 
costs. If we use Rettberg's cost assump
tions and the number 205 instead of the 
range 2-3, we find that the cost increase 
is $,158 per khTh/yr. 

LBL Data Base, UCID 3847, gives average con
sumption of about 1600 kWh/yr for current 
sales of refrigerators, Consumption data 
in A,H,A.H, Directory, or Goldstein
Rosenfeld LBL 5910 (see note 6 above), along 
with sales data by class from UCID-3847, 
show that the choice of the lowest-energy
use model within each class yields an average 
consumption of 1000 kWh/yr, a reduction of 
600 kWh/yr, or 38%, 

(8) From Sears or Wards Catalogs, 

(9) LBL Data Base UCID 3487 Table 2 gives dryer 
electric usage as 950 kWh/yr, This is 3,24 
l'iBtu/yr delivered to dryer, and 10,5 }fBtu 
resource energy, Gas dryer energy use 
(pilotless ignition) is about if l'iBtu/yr, 
according to our evaluation of data supplied 
by Dole (see note 13), which implies an effi
ciency of about 80% for gas dryers relative 
to electric, a reasonable estimate, 



(10) The Trane Co. (Testimony to Calif. ERCDC, 20 
Hay, 1976) lists the costs of improving the 
EER for several different 3-ton central air 
conditioners. The average cost increase for 
units ,.hose EER is raised significantly is 
$0.18 per watt saved. Then raising EER of 
a 3-ton central unit from 6,5 to 9 drops 
power from 5.538 KW to 4 KW, saves 1,5 KW 
and costs $270, 

(11) Calif, air conditioners run about 650 hr/yr 
(Source, PG&E via LBL Data Base, UCID 3847, 
following Table A4,4). Then raising EER 
saves: 

(12) 

(13) 

• for "Centrals": 1,5 KW (see note 10) x 
650 hr ~ 1000 kWh, 

, for "window" .6 KW (see note 13) x 
650 hr ~ 400 kWh. 

An interesting question- is ,,,hat incremental 
heat rate to use for peak power for air con
ditioners. Gas turbines in Calif. average 
18,000 Btu/kWh. With transmission wires we 
round to 20,000. 

Based on an estimated 150,000 new houses 
built annually in California, and from 
SDG&E and SHUD surveys 1971-1976 calculated 
saturations of central air conditioners to 
be 100%, This includes retrofit units, 
since all new houses do not have central air 
conditioners. Source: LBL Data Base UCID 
3847 Table A4.4, 

Data on the cost of increased room air con~~ 
ditioner efficiency can be obtained from two 
sources, RAND fit the costs of air condi
tioners to a log-linear curve to derive the 
formula: 

Purchase Price ,375 x (capacity, 

Btuh)·583 (EER),549 

(Source: S, H. Dole, "Energy Use & Conser
vation in the Residential Sector: A Re
gional Analysis." The Rand Corporation, 
Santa Monica, Calif" June, 1975. R-1641-
NSF. Page 101.) 

This results in a cost of $0,108 per watt 
saved for an average size (11,200 Btu/hr) 
unit. Rettberg (see note 6) estimates the 
costs for improving this size unit from EER 
6 to EER 9 at ,18/watt. 

We use this more conservative estimate, which 
is similar to the cost increase for more ef
ficient central air conditioners. 

Thus, raising the EER from 6 to 9 reduces 
power use from 1850 watts to 1250: a savings 
of 600 watts at a cost of $65-$110. 

(14) Since consumers are not yet charged extra 
for peak power, or for the extra fuel re
quired by peaking power plants, we calculate 
annual savings by multiplying kWh saved by 
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$0,036/kWh rather than by MBtu saved times 
$3.27 per MBtu, 

(15) The column labelled "1012Btu/yr2" gives 
net resource energy savings; the column 
"109kWh/yr 2" gives gross savings of 
-=== energy, 

TABLE 2e-£. 

Commercial Sector Footnotes: 
Tables 2e, f are the work of Kent Anderson, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The commercial sector is an extremely hetero
geneous mix of buildings and activities. As 
used here, it comprises retail, office, ci
vilian government, and warehouse buildings, 
plus garages, service stations, hospitals, 
schools, and "non--residential housekeeping" 
units (hotels and motels), Because of its 
heterogeneity, there is no such thing as a 
"typical" commercial building; consequently 
most studies of the conservation potential 
for the sector are for specific buildings, 
>,hich mayor may not be representative, 

Electricity consumption in California's com
mercial sector in 1975 was 49,255 million kWh 
(see page 30 of ref. 1 of this tabl~, about 
30% of the state total. Natural gas consump
tion was 2l;3 billion ft 3 , (almost exactly 
100 ft 3 ~ 1 Therm per square foot of com
mercial floor space), cost 15% of the total 
state gas use. The average cost of energy 
to the commercial sector is about 3¢/kWh and 
19¢/therm, 

Lighting is the largest single use of electri
city in the commercial sector, It consumes 
about 10 kHh/ft2/year (Table ref. 2, p, 196), 
Since commercial buildings are usually occu
pied about 3000 hours per year, this implies 
an average lighting level of 3,3 H/ft2, This 
level may vary by a factor of 5 from one sit
uation to another. Reductions in the light
ing load will also reduce the cooling load, 
and increase the heating load, but since the 
cooling load is the second largest consumer 
of electricity and since the heating load can 
always be met more cheaply and efficiently in 
other ways than by using electric Ughting 
for heat, the reduc tion in the cooling load 
always dominates, 

Savi.ngs from reductions in the lighting load 
have been calculated only from the direct 
energy savings, and do not i.nclude the addi
tional savings from reduced cooling loads, 

Delamping is simply the removal of fluores
cent tubes or incandescent bulbs, Since 
most commercial lighting is fluorescent, the 
calculation will use that source. 

Assume lighting is by rows of fixtures, each 
of which contains tlVO 48-inch, 40 "att t.ubes, 
and that the delamping method chosen is the 
removal of the tubes from every third fixture, 
(Removal of tubes from two-tube fixtures is 



(4) 

generally an all-or-nothing proposition, be
cause the tubes are wired in series.) Ex
perience at LBL indicates that one man, paid 
about $50 per day including benefits, can 
remove tubes from 75 fixtures per day. Power 
consumption before delamping is about 95W per 
fixture. After delamping, the ballasts in 
the empty fixtures still draw about 5W (35 
volt-amps). Delamping also reduces the power 
factor; the extent of the reduction depends 
on the extent of delamping and the fraction 
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of electrical consumption lighting constitutes. 
If the power factor drops below 0.90 and the 
utility detects the reduction, the rate charged 
for electricity may rise. 

day 
Cost: 3.3W 

ft 2 x 
fixture 

95W 
x 75 fixtures 

$50 
x day x 1. of fixtures 

3 

2 
$0.008/ft . 

(95-5) W fixture 3. 3\~ 
Energy savings: fixture x 95W 

x--
ft

2 

3000 hr. 1. of fixtures x x year 3 

2 3.2 kWh/ft /yr. 

Total units: potentially the entire commer
cial sector, 2500 million ft 2 (Table ref. 2, 
p. 196). 

Peak power savings: 90 1 
95 x 3 

3.3W 
x ft 2 

x 2500M ft 2 
2610 MW 

Using the same assumptions as in footnote 3, 
we will also disconnect the ballast, to keep 
the power factor constant and to eliminate 
the small energy consumption of the unused 
ballast. 

We will assume that a more skilled worker, 
paid $75 per day including benefits, can 
remove the tubes and disconnect the ballast 
in 4 fixtures per hour for seven hours a day. 

3.3W day Cost: 
ft 2 x 

fixture 
95W 

x 
28 fixtures 

x $75 x 1. of fixtures 
day 3 

$0.031/ft
2

• 

Savings: 3.3W 3000 hr. 1 

ft
2 x x 

3 yr. 

2 
3.3 kh'h/ft /yr. 

Peak power savings: 3.3W 1 2500M ft 2 

ft
2 x 3" x 

2750 MW 

(5) 

(6) 

(Table 2e-f) 

"Phantom tubes" are tubes that replace fluo
rescent lamps with a vf cap~~itor. They 
thus allo,,, the remaining real tube in a 
2-tube fixture to operate, and they keep the 
power factor of the fixture at 0.92. Thus 
they offer the possibility of reducing light
ing levels and energy consumption while 
retaining relatively even lighting and keep
ing the power factor constant. They can also 
be installed by unskilled workers, and do not 
involve a relatively hard-to-reverse process 
like disconnection of the ballast. 

The cost of a 48-inch Phantom Tube varys from 
about $5.50 to $7.00, depending on quantity 
ordered. Both the energy consumption and the 
light output are reduced by about 70% per tube 
pair, so by putting a Phantom Tube in every 
other fixture we will achieve the same light
ing level as in the t\Vo previous examples. 

Cost: labor: 

material: 

3.3W 
ft 2 x 

fixture 
95W x day 

70 fixtures 

$50 1 2 
x - x -2 '" $0.0087/ft • day 

3.3W 
ft 2 x 

1 
x"z 

fixture 
95W 

$0.12/ft2 

x $7.00 
fixture 

Savings: 3.3W 
ft 2 x 

0.70 x 3000 hr. 
yr. 

1 
x "Z 

2 
3.5 kWh/ft /yr. 

Peak power savings: 0.7 
-2- 2500M ft 2 

2890 MW 

From previous steps, lighting levels in \Vork- 2 ing areas have been reduced to about 2.2 W/ft 
Use of day lighting requires the ability to 
switch off lights in daylit areas. This may 
require some re\Viring and a ne\V s\Vitch. The 
best s\Vitch for this purpose is a 4-hour time 
s\Vitch, \Vhich allo\Vs one to dial a morning's 
or afternoon's lighting on a dark day. Such 
a s\Vitch costs about $6.00. 

The average office size is about 100 ft2. 

Cost: labor: $20 
hr. 

3 hr. 
x office x 

$60/office 

office 

100 ft 2 

materials: s\Vitch: $6/office. (There 
may also be conduit, wire, switch box, etc.) 

Savings: Use daylighting 1/2 of time office 
is occupied. 

2.2W 3000 hr. 
ft 2 x yr. 

x 0.5 2 
3.3 kWh/ft /yr. 



(7) 

(8) 

~J d 
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Total units: 20% of the floor space of office 
and government buildings can probably be day
lit (Table ref. 3, p. 320). From Table ref. 1, 
p. 30, the office and government floor space 
in California is 1100 million square feet. 

Note that the costs, savings, and applicabil
ity of daylighting given here are very con
servative. Many outer offices already have 
switches, in which case the cost of implemen
tation of daylighting is nothing. Also, in 
California's sunny climate, daylighting can 
probably be used much more than half of the 
time. 

Also note that the use of timed switches may 
save additional energy by preventing office 
lights from being left on at night and on 
weekends. 

Peak power savings: 

242 MW 

Lights are probably left on at night and on 
weekends enough so that a 10% reduction in 
energy consumption could be achieved by hav
ing after-hours personnel turn off lights or 
by installing equipment for automatic shut
off. If security or maintenance procedures 
are such that after-hours personnel can be 
given the task of shutting off the lights, 
this conservation measure can be implemented 
at no additional cost. 

Savings: 2.2W 
ft 2 x 

3000 hr, 
yr. 

2 
0.66 kWh/ft /yr. 

x 0.10 

Cost: 7-day-clocks can be purchased for 
about $100. If such a clock controls 10,000 
ft 2, the cost of the measure would be about 
$0.01/ft2 , 

Timed switches: If timed switches replace 2 
ordinary switches in offices averaging 100 ft , 
the cost would be $6 for the switch plus the 
installation cost. Let us assume that in
stallation takes 20 minutes, at $15/hr., or 
$5. 

Total cost: 
2 

$11, or $.ll/ft • 

This measure has its effects off-peak, so 
there are no peak power savings. 

When replacing fluorescent tubes, one has the 
option of using lower-wattage tubes, which 
consume slightly less electricity and output 
slightly less light. The decrease in light
ing level is not likely to be noticeable. 
For example, by replacing standard 48-inch, 
40 Watt tubes with 35 Watt tubes, light out
put drops from 3150 to 2850 lumens. 

Cost: GE's ordinary 48-inch 40 Watt tube 
(F40/CW) has a suggested list price of $1.67, 

(9) 

(Table 2e-f) 

while the 35 Watt tube (F40/CW!IilS) is $2.02. 
Commercial discounts average about 40%, so 
the effective prices are $1.00 and $1.21 re
spectively. The energy savings are nearly 
proportional to the wattages. 

Cost: fixture density ~ 3.~1il x 
ft 

fixture 
95W 

0.0347 fixtures/ft 2 

From previous measures, we have removed 1/3 
of tubes. 

0.0347 fixtures 

ft
2 x 

2 
x "3 $0.01/ft

2 

2 bulbs 
fixture 

$0.21 
x bulb 

Savings: 
101il 

fixture x 
0.0347 fixtures 

ft 2 
2 

x "3 

x 
3000 hr. 

yr. 

Peak power savings: 10iV 
fixture x 0.0347 fixtures 

ft 2 

x 
2 
3 

x 

578 MJ~ 

2500M ft 2 

Office lighting usually provides an entire 
area with lighting levels adequate for the 
most light-intensive task. More efficient 
use of lighting energy can be achieved by 
tailoring the lighting to the tasks. In 
offices, this can often be accomplished with 
desk lamps, which provide light where it is 
most needed, while a lower, background level 
of lighting provides for safety and non-light
intensive activities. 

Let us suppose that we reduce background 
lighting levels in offices to 1.0 iV/ft2 , and 
provide desk lamps with two 15 Iilatt fluores
cent tubes. Such a lamp costs about $25 and 
consumes about 40 iVatts. In an average office 
there is about one person per 100 square feet. 
From previous measures, we have reduced the 
average lighting level to about 2.0 lil/ft 2, 
and the average use of lighting to about 2700 
hrs./yr. (by using daylighting 1/2 of the 
time in 20% of the office space). 

Cost: materials: 

labor: 

x person 
person 

100 ft 2 

$0.25/ft2 

2 delamping to 1.0 W/ft : 

about $0.01/ft
2 

Savings: from reduction in background level: 

(2.0 - l,0)1il 

ft
2 x 

2700 hr. 
yr. 

2 2.7 kWh/ft /yr. 



(10) 

less energy cost to run desk lamps: 

40W 
lamp 
x~ 

100 ft
2 

2700 hr. x -~---
yr. 

L 1 kWh/ft 2/yr. 

Net annual savings: 1.6 kWh/ft2/yr. 

Total units: assume half of employees 
classed as "finance, insurance, and real 
estate" and "government" could use task 
lighting. From California Statistical 
Abstract, 1975, Table C-4, this is about 
1,050,000 persons. 

1,050,000 persons 

Peak power savings: 

100 ft
2 

x 
person 

105M ft
2 

( LOW (b k d) ac groun 
ft

2 

O.~W (desk lamp» 
ft 

x 105M ft
2 

63 MW 

80% of California's commercial buildings use 
electric air conditioners for cooling; the 
remainder use absorption chillers powered by 
fossil fuels (Table ref. 2, p. 196). For 
the purpose of this table, we shall ignore 
the non-electric systems. 

Electric air conditioning is a major user of 
electricity in California. It represents not 
only a large amount of energy (being second 
only to lighting in electrical energy con
sumed by this sector), but it is also entire~' 
ly a peak power user, and as such it contri
butes directly to generating capacity require
ments. 
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. 2 
Coollng consumes bet\veen 2.3 and 6.5 kWh/ft /yr 
(Table ref. 1, appendix C3, and Table ref. 2, 
page 196). In the absence of an acce~ted 
average value, we will use 3.5 kWh/ft /yr as 
typical. Efficiency of cooling machinery 
varies by more than a factor of 2. For an 
average coefficient of performance (COP ~ 
BTU's removed/BTU's consumed = EER/3.413), 
we will use 3.5, which is probably higher 
than the average for existing buildings. 

(11) It is generally agreed that comfort can be 
maintained at higher temperatures and rela
tive humidity than those that prevailed 
several years ago. By changing the control 
settings from 72QF and 50% relative humidity 
to 78°F and 60% relative humidity, energy 
savings of 10-15% should result. We will 
assume that, for the most part, this has 
already been done, so that cooling energy 
requirements for the state have been reduced 
by 0.35 kWh/ft 2/yr to 3.15 kWh/ft 2/yr. 

There are probably no peak savings from this 
measure, since, when the peak occurs, temper-

(Table 2e~ £) 

atures are at their highest, so that the cool
ing system vlill be operating. regardless of 
this modest change in thermostat setting. 

(12) Cooling systems in commercial buildings are 
presently designed to mix about 15 cubic feet 
of fresh air per minute per occupant with warm 
interior air before cooling the mixture. The 
outside air is added in order to control odors, 
maintain physiological requirements, and avoid 
"staleness" in the air. Recent studies, how
ever, indicate that 15 CYM per occupant is 
much nmre outside air than is necessary for 
these purposes. (See Table Ref. 4.) Ne\,r ASHRAE 
standards suggest 5 CYM per person for most 
commercial buildings. 

Reductions in the fresh air requirements for 
cooling systems will have their largest impact 
on peak power demand. For buildings in which 
the air conditioning systems have economizer 
cycles (which use outside air in varying 
amounts depending on its enthalphy value), 
such reductions will also save a small amount 
of energy. For other buildings, vlith fixed 
fresh-air requirements, reductions in the out
side air flow should be made only when the 
outside air temperature is above the thermo
stat setting. This can be accomplished simply 
by having maintenance personnel reduce the 
fresh air intake when it is hot outside. 

The following cost and savings calculations 
are for buildings with economizer cycles. 

Cost: Service call to adjust fresh air in
take louvers: $100. Assume building has 
100 employees: $l/person, 

Savings: 1.08 BTU 
-~-~~ 

CFM deg-hr, person 
x 400~. 

yr. 

x 1.2 (enthalpy factor) 

38880 BTU 
person-yr, 

1 38880 BTU 
person-yr. x 

kWb 
3413 BTU x 3,5 (COP) 

3,25 kWh/person 

Peak power savings: We assume a peak outdoor 
temperature of l05°F, indoor teNperature of 
75°F. Peak power saved 

1.08 BTU 
CYM deg-hr. x 

7.5 cm x ~---person 30 deg. x L2 

kW 
x 

3413 BTU.h- l 
1 

3.5 (COP) x 1M persons x 

24 MW 

Return on investment: Commercial users pay 
demand charges of about $10 per year per 
peak kilowatt, This measure saves about 
24 Watts per person, equivalent to about 
$ .24/person/year in demand charges. At 
an implementation cost of $l/person, the 
return on investment is 24%. 



Total energy saved: 3.25 kWh/person x 1M 
persons 3.25M kWh/yr. 

This would be the savings if all buildings 
had economizer cycles. Since they don't, 
and since we have no estimate of the fraction 
of commercial buildings that do, we will not 
include this savings in the totals. 

(13) By reducing the amount of sunlight that comes 
into the building one can reduce the amount 
of energy needed to cool the building. (Of 
course, in doing so, one nmy slightly reduce 
the potential for office day1ighting.) TVlo 
retrofit strategies are available. 1) shade 
the windows ,,,ith aVlnings or overhangs, or 
2) apply a reflective surface to the window. 
A number of reflective surfaces are available, 
at installed costs-of $1.50-2.00 per square 
foot of window, These coatings reduce the 
shading coefficient of the window (the frac
tion of heat transmitted) from about 0.87 for 
clear single-pane glass to bet\',een 0.14 and 
0.31. For an .average, we shall use 0,24 as 
the shading coefficient after application of 
the reflective coating. 

From Tables 3 and 4· in chapter 28 of the 
ASHRAE Handbook of Ftmdamentals, 1967, we 
have computed the solar heat gain during 
working hours per square foot average over 
window directions other than north, (The 
solar heat gain through north-facing "dndovls 
is generally not large enough to warrant ap
plication of a reflective surface.) This 
gives us a value of about 830-840 BTU!ft2 of 
non-north window/day for the months from 
I1arch through October, which roughly corre
spond to the cooling season for California. 
Assuming that this load must be removed five 
days a week for these 39 weeks, we get a 
seasonal cooling load of about 163,000 BTU 
per square foot of window. This is incurred 
with a shading coefficient of 0.87. By re
ducing the shading coefficient to 0.24 we 
reduce the cooling load by (1 - 24/87) 
(163,000 BTU/ft2/yr.) ~ 118,000 BTU/ft 2/yr. 
With a COP of 3.5 applying a reflective sur
face will save about 10 kIm per square foot 
of windmv per year. 

According to FEA Conservation Paper 43B 
(The A.D. Little Assessment of Ashrae Stan
dard 90·~75), the ratio of window-to-floor 
area in 1976 commercial construction was 
11% - we assume 10% for existing stock. So 
California has 250 M ft2 of window. We 
assume 1/5 faces nearly north and will not 
be made reflective. Of the remaining 200 M 
ft 2 , we assume one half already shaded, leav
ing a potential of 100 M ft 2 

Peak power: 830 BTU/ft2 in an 8 hour day is 
-2 -1 a thermal load of 100 BTU ft hr ,reducible 

by (1 - 24/87) ~ .72 by shading. At a COP of 
3.5 we can then save 6.0 watt/ft 2 by shading. 
Again we assume 100 M ft 2 of potential window. 

(14) These totals do not include several other con
servation measures that have narrower applica-
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(15 ) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(Table 2e- f) 

bility or lower average profitability. Nnong 
these are shutting off cooling equipment dur
ing unoccupied hours (always highly profitable, 
but probably mostly done); use of economizer 
cycles, which mix variable amounts of outside 
air with recirculated inside air, depending on 
outside conditions (widely varying profitabil
ity; no estimate available of size of market); 
cleaning and descaling the condenser tubes of 
cooling systems; use of computerized environ
mental control systems; and conservation mea
sures that apply to electrically-heated hot 
water systems, 

California's commercial buildings are heated 
almost entirely by natural gas. The average 
heating load varys considerably from place to 
place in the state. Values from 16,000 BTU/ft 2/yr 
to 100,000 BTU/ft 2/yr have been found. We will 
use 70,000 BTU/ft 2/yr as representative, 

Reducing thermostat settings from 72°F to 68°F 
is easily the most profitable and most signifi
cant measure for reducing the heating costs of 
the commercial sector. In California's climate 
this should result in a savings of at least 5% 
per degree of setback. We will assume (probably 
very generously) that this measure has already 
been almost fully implemented, so that heating 
expenses have been reduced by 20% to 56,000 
BTU/ft 2/yr. 

Reducing thermostat settings at night and on 
weekends can save large amounts of energy with 
very little cost. More than two-thirds of the 
heating load occurs during the period when most 
commercial buildings are unoccupied. Up to a 
point, the greater the thermostat set-back, 
the greater the heating savings, Commercial 
buildings can be set back to 50°F during un
occupied hours with no damage to contents 
except certain tropical plants. The only pro
cedural change required is to turn up the 
thermostat early enough in the morning, 

Cost: a seven-day clock thermostat can be 
bought for about $100. If this is installed 
in a building of 10,000 ft 2 the cost will be 
about $0.01/ft 2 • (If this measure is imple
mented by having maintenance personnel adjust 
the thermostat, the cost should be zero.) 

Savings: Experiments and computer simulations 
at LBL indicate that savings of at least 10-12% 
of heating energy should be attainable with 
setbacks to 50°F. 

56,000 BTU 
2 ft -yr 

x 0.10 2 5,600 BTU/ft /yr 

Total units: While most of the commercial 
sector probably uses some milder setback pro
cedure, we will assume that these savings 
from deeper setbacks still apply to the whole 
sector. 

Energy can be saved by reducing the amount of 
outside air mixed with recirculated air. (See 
footnote 12.) This measure is identical to 
that discussed under the cooling section, but 
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it has its benefits in a different area. The 
implementation cost of this measure should be 
nothing if the adjustment in the fresh air 
louvers has already been done. If not, it will 
be the same as for the cooling section: about 
$1 per person, or less than l¢ per square foot. 

. 1.08 BTU 30,000 deg-hr. 
Savlngs: CFM deg-hr. x yr. 

x 
7.5 CFM 
person 

243,000 BTU/person/yr. 

243,000 BTU x person 
person-yr. 150 ft 2 

2 
1600'BTU/ft /yr. 

(19) Hot water heating and delivery systems probably 
vary enormously from building to building in 
the commercial sector. In order to estimate 
the costs and savings in hot water heating, we 
must make a host of assumptions. In doing so, 
we will follow ECM-l (Table ref. 5, vol. 1) 
pp. 142-148. 

vie are considering "domestic hot water," which 
is water for washing hands and faces. This 
does not include water for dishwashing or pro
cessing. We will assume that 2.5 gallons of 
hot water are required per person per day, and 
that water is supplied at 60°F to a gas-fired 
heater which is 75% efficient. Hot water is 
stored in a 100-gallon tank which has one inch 
of fiberglass insulation. Let the system's 
original setting be to provide 155°F water 
from the heater, and 135°F at the tap. At 
such a setting, about 8,000,000 BTU per year 
will be lost from the tank. This system can 
supply hot water for at least 100 persons. 

Original energy cost: 

2.5 gal 
day occupant x 

250 days occupied 
yr. 

625 gal/occupant/yr. 

625 gal 8.3 lb. H20 
x (155-60) OF x gal H

2
0 occ.-yr. 

BTU 493,000 BTU/occ./yr. x 

Losses from storage: 
8,000,000 BTU/yr. 

100 occupants 

80,000 BTU/occ./yr. 

Total energy for heating and losses 

573,000 BTU/occ./yr. 
0.75 

764,000 BTU 
occ.-yr. 

Now let us adjust the thermostat to 110°F at 
the heater, producing 95°F water at the tap. 

(Table Ze-f) 

Losses from storage will now drop to 4,000,000 
BTU/yr. We will assume that this adjustment 
doesn't change the amount of hot water used; 
that is, people turn on the hot tap and, if 
the water is too hot for washing, they add 
cold water to reach the appropriate tempera
ture, rather than reducing the hot water flow 
as they add cold water. Further, hand and 
face-washing is assumed to be time-dependent 
rather than water-volume dependent. 

Energy cost after adjustment: 

6 1 8.3 lb. H20 
25 ga x (110-60) OF X _--;;--=~:.-

occ.-yr. gal H
2
0 

BTU 
259,000 BTU/occ./yr. x 

Losses from storage: 4,000,000 BTU/yr. 
100 occupants 

40,000 BTU/occ./yr. 

Total energy for heating and losses 

299,000 BTU/occ./yr. 
0.75 

399,000 BTU/occ./yr. 

Savings: (764,000 - 399,000) BTU/occ./yr. 

= 365,000 BTU/occ./yr. 

Total units: We will assume employment in 
the commercial sector is approximated by the 
sum of the trade, finance, insurance, and 
real estate, services, and government cate
gories. From Table C-4 of the 1975 
California Statistical Abstract, this sum is 
about 5.5 million persons. 

(20) Air spray nozzles can reduce the amount of 
hot water used by reducing the flow and mak
ing the reduced flow seem larger. Air spray 
nozzles can be purchased for about $3, and 
can reduce the flow by half. If we assume 
that this cuts the average use of hot water 
by half, the energy consumption after imple
mentation of this measure is: 

129,000 + 40,000 BTU/occ./yr. 
0.75 

225,000 BTU/occ./yr. 

Savings: (339,000 - 225,000) BTU/occ./yr. 

174,000 BTU/occ./yr. 

Total units: From Appendix C of the Uniform 
Plumbing Code, we estimate that there is at 
least one hot water faucet for every 25 em
ployees in the commercial sector. 

(21) By adding two inches of fiberglass insulation 
to our storage tank, we can reduce storage 
losses by about 50%, to 20,000 BTU/occupant/year, 
This should cost no more than $10, or about 
10¢ per occupant. 
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TABLE 2g. 

(1) Costs and energy savings associated with conservation measures in the industrial 
and com~ercial sectors are extremely dependent upon the characteristics of the 
particular installation. Development of average numbers is thus extremely 
difficult, and can be misleading. Nevertheless, for policy purposes it is useful 
to have some indication of the potential impact of conservation programs in these 
areas. The numbers appearing in the tables are representative of reasonable cases. 
The data have been checked with a variety of sources. The numbers should not be 
used for specific situations, which must be analyzed individually. 

(2) This column is based on $2/MBtu fuel cost. 

200 Col. 3b Col. 3a 

(3) Estimated cost of Orsat test equipment for flue gas analysis is $500. (C.A. Berg) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9 ) 

It is not uncommon for excess air to be greater than 30% in furnaces and boilers 
when the flue gas is not checked. Figure 1, shows that a reduction of excess 
air from 35% to 10% for natural gas combustion with stack gas temperatures of 
8000 F, will produce fuel savings of15%. Given a 100,000 pound of steam/hr. boiler 
x 1000 Btu/lb. x 7200 hours/yr. X.ill efficiency, we get 900,000 MBtu/yr. fuel require
ments. At the 5% savings, this is 45,000 MBtu/yr. savings. 

Estimated cost of on-line burner control varies from $10,000 (C.A. Berg), to 
$30,000 (NBS Handbook 115, Energy Conservation Program Guide for Industry and 
Commerce) . 

Berg, C.A. "Conservation in Industry", Science, 19 April 74, gives a range of 
5% to 30% fuel savings. The Federal Power Commission Task Force Report, "Practices 
and Standards Opportunities for Energy Conservation" December 1973, Pg. 209 cites 
10% fuel savings. Using the 10% in the calculation in footnote (4) gives 90,000 
MBtu/yr. for one unit. The control systems are able to handle multiple boilers 
which would improve the overall cost-effectiveness of this option. 

Assumed to require 2 man-days at $25/hr. plus materials for a total cost of $600. 

Berg, C.A., in an unpublished paper, estimates the savings from patching a one
square-foot hole (near a flame at 25000 F) is 130,000 Btu/hr. At 7200 hr/yr. this 
is 940 MBtu/yr. 

We estimate 2 man-days at $25/hr. plus materials for a total cost of $500. 
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(10) Using Figure 2 for steam in the range 100-600 PSI, and a 1/8 inch diameter hole 
the range of losses is 540 to 3000 MBtu/yr. 

(11 ) Calculated from Lee Saylor, Inc. Current Construction Costs, 1976, for a 2" 
diameter pipe with 3" of insulation. 

( 1 2) Using Figure 3, the losses for 600 PSI steam and a 2" bare pipe are 11 MBtu/yr./ft. 
Assuming 3" of insulation reduces losses of 90%, the annual savings is about 
10 MBtu/foot. 

(13 ) We estimate 1 to 2 man-hours at $25/hr to patch a 1 foot long crack. 

(14 ) Berg, C.A., in an unpublished paper, estimates that for 2500 0 F and .1" of water pressure 
difference in the furnace, a one foot long by .01" side crack causes i nfi ltrat<j on 
losses of .025 MBtu/day. At 7200 hr./yr. utilization the annual losses are 
7.5 MBtu. 

(15 ) Berg, C.A., "Conservation in Industry", Science, 19 April 1974. Savings of 12~~ 
have been shown in Southern California Gas Co. Conservation inspections. 
Figures 4 and 5 of these footnotes give additional ranges of fuel savings for pre
heating combustion air. 

TABLE 3a. 

(1) Assumes a peak ambient temperature of 100°F, 
and interior temperature of 80°F; instan
taneous heat transfer through Ivindows ~ U6T 
~ (1.02 - .55) x (100 - 80) = 9.4 Btu/ft 2/hr. 
EER of air conditioner is assumed to be 7,5, 
somewhat better than average but below 1979 
California minimum efficiency standards, 

(2) This assumes we divide the cost by the savings 
on cooling power only; the investment also 
provides a substantial saving in heating 
energy. 

(3) Assumes one south plus one west window shaded 
on half of the 106 presently centrally air
conditioned units. Window dimension assumed: 
if' x 6'. 

(4) A south window at noon in August admits ~ 100 
Btu ft- 2 hr-l , which must be pumped out 
during the next few hours, As this heat load 
decreases, the west window increases so as 
to just about keep the load constant. (Aver
age heat transmitted through a west window 
from noon to 6 pm daylight-savings time is 
about 150 Btu ft-1 hr-Z on a clear day). 
We assume that 100 Btu ft-1 hr-2 is removed 
by an air conditioner with EER of 7.5; so 
the electric load is 13.3 watts/ft 2• Shad
ing saves about 75 pct. of this load, Le., 
saves about 10 wi it 2. A square foot of 
film or roller shade made of "Scotchtint" 
or equivalent costs about $1 installed, so 
costs 10~/watt saved. External shading 
is more expensive, up to $5/ft 2, 

The annual energy saving per ft 2 is ~ 10 H 
x 10 hr x 100 days ~ 10 kWh. At 3,5~/kWh, 

electric energy savings is 35~, i,e., a 35% 
return on investment. 

(5) LBL Data Base, UCID-3874, 1976. 

(6) This calculation applies to centrally air 
conditioned houses with no insulation, 
Such cases are rare. On a 100°F day, an 
attic will heat to 135-140° (see Wolfert 
and Hinrichs, "Fundamentals of Attic Ven
tilation" HC Products, Box 68, Princeville, 
Ill., 61559). Assume that the ceiling 
below the attic rises to 85°. This still 
leaves a 6T of 50° between the attic and the 
cooled space, If uninsu1ated, the ceiling 
will have an R-value of R-2, so will trans
mit 25 Btu h-l ft- 2 , 1500 ft 2 of ceiling 
then represents a load of 36,000 Btu h-l 

ft- 2 or 3 tons. This additional load will 
saturate most air conditioners, (so the 
house temperature ,vi1l rise), but \-,e can 
estimate conservatively that the extra load 
is 1 ton, which could be mainly eliminated 
with R-19 insulation. At an EER of 7.5, 1 
ton of cooling requires 1,6 KW. 

(7) This calculation is the same as for the un
insulated attic of note 6, except that with 
2 inches (R-6) of insulation, the 6T of 50° 
transmits 6 1/4 Btu h-l ft-2. For 1500 ft 2 

of ceiling this is 9375 Btu h-1 , or 1250 Watts 
at EER 7.5. Adding R-19 insulation brings the 
total thermal resistance to R-27, reducing 
heat flow to 2775 Btu h-1, or 375 Watts. 
Power saving is 875 Watts, 



TABLE 3b. 

(1) Peak Power is defined here as the average 
peak day power usage between noon and 6 p.m. 
for summer and between 4 p.m, and 8 p,m. ror 
winter, 

(2) LBL Data Base, UCID 3847 (Draft, 1976); 550 
Watts is the average power demand for the 
hours 12-6 p.m, 

(3) Assumes Solar Water Heating System ,,,ill cost 
about $1000 and will provide 2/3 of the 
energy and peak power required. 

(4) Summer Peak Power use is estimated by 
assuming that the 1200 kWhr/yr of cooking 
energy use is distributed over 6 hours per 
day, of which 3 are in the peak. However, 
during the summer peak day, cooking is 
probably postponed or reduced due to the 
heat, 

(5) See footnote 13 of Table 2d. 

(6) Average power from LBL Data Base (UCID-3847) 
for 4-8 p.m. 

(7) 250 Watts is the diversified demand over a 
typical summer Monday (1 million dryers 
would have an instantaneous demand of 250 
MW) , Hmvever, on the summer peak day, 
dryer use is probably much lower, 

TABLE 4. 

(Table 3b/4) 

(8) lVinter peak demand is 210 W for a Monday 
according to the PG & E "Residential Elec
tric Laundry Dryer Load Research Project," 
1965, and LBL Data Base UCID-3847, The 
winter peak demand is lower than the summer 
peak because the winter utility peak occurs 
during the evening \vhen dryer use is low, 

(9) See footnotes 10 and 11 of Table 2d. 

(10) Based on testimony to ERCDC by the Trane 
Company, May 20, 1976, for the cost of 3-ton 
units of different EER's: 18¢ will save 1 
watt on the average, 

(11) Based on a 38% savings on average new re
frigerator usage of 1600 kWh/yr ~ 180 watts 
average. See footnotes (10) and (11) of 
Table 2d. According to UCID-3847, peak 
power is 15% more than average, Le., peak 
power use is about 205 watts for new re
frigerators; thus 38% savings is 78 watts 
peak. 

(12) See footnote 3 of Table 2d, 

(13) See footnote 2 of LBL-5910, Goldstein and 
Rosenfeld, "Energy Conservation in Home 
Appliances Through Comparison Shopping: 
Facts and Fact Sheets" in this volume. 

(a) Return on investment based on a heat rate of 11,000 Btu/kWh and the 
following prices. 

$ Gas, 

$ Electricity, 

iii Electricity, 

$2/MBtu. Note that this has been raised since we wrote 
Tables 2, which assume $1.50 MBtu. 

residential, 3.6¢/kWh 

commercial, 3¢/kWh 

$3.27/MBtu 

$2.70/MBtu 

(b) We exclude the cost of items already counted in Tables 2b, d, or e as 
justified to save energy. 

(c) These costs/savings are so small because costs exclude options which save 
peak power but are justHied as energy savers in Tables 2; see footnote (b). 

(d) Based on 10 years' sales of more efficient appliances. 

(e) Biennial Report, California Energy Resources Conservation and Development 
Commission, 1977. 

Tables 11-2 and 11-3. Note that ERCDC Tables are expected savings; 
ours are potentials. Also note that although the utility-projected 
1985 peak demand is 23,000 MW higher than the 1975 peak, they are 
not planning to construct this much new capacity. due to existing 
excess capacity. 
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(f) To estimate the potential decrease in annual growth rate for any option, 
divide these 10-year percentage entries by roughly 10 (see text). 

We list here the 1975 sector consumptions used to calculate tabulated 
fractions. Total gas and electric sales are reported by utilities, but 
apportioning to sectors requires judgment. To illustrate uncertainty, 
we list two sources for gas, and two for electricity. 

"Rand" Col. is from Ahern, Doctor, et al. R-1973-CSA/RF 
Table 2.4, 

"Our Est." for gas is from our Tables la and 2f. 

"ERCDC" is from the 1976 Biennial Report of the California Energy Commission 
Table 11-11. 

NATURAL GAs (1012 BTU/YEAR) 
RES lDENTIAL 
Corv'MERCIAL 
INDUSTRIAL 

TOTAL GAS 

ELECTRICITY C109 KWH) 
RESIDENTIAL 
Corv'MERCIAL 
INDUSTRIAL 
OTHER 

(TOTAL SALES) 
12% TRANSMISSION LOSSES 

TOTAL ELECTRIC 

ELECTRIC SALES CONVERTED TO RESOURCE ENERGY 

RAND 
(1975) 

566 
243 
686 

1495 

RAND 

45 
52 
41 
5 

143 
17 

160 

AT 1tOOO BTU/K\~H) (IN 1012 BTU) 1573 

PEAK POWER IS COVERED IN NOTf (G). 

(g) Statewide Peak Power 

OUR EST. 

675 
245 

1665 

40 
41 
38 
12 

151 

1664 

We lack data on statewide peak power demand disagreggated into the 
residential and commercial sectors. However, for PG&E alone, (1/3 of 
state power) we have such data (from UCID 3847, p. 6). 

(Table 4) 
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Table (g) Peak Demand in Gw: 1 Gw '" 109 watts. These data 

PG & E Ca 1 if. 
1972 1975 

(Actual) Est'd 

Residential 3 9 
Commercial 3 9 
Industry 2 6 
Agriculture 1 3 
Losses Resale 1.5 3 

Total 10.5 30 

are tabulated in the first column of Table (9) of this footnote. They 
are for PG & E's 1972 peak. In Column 2, we have arbitrarily taken the 
1975 statewide peak capacity and apportioned it proportionally to Column 1. 

(h) Estimate of the energy savings potential in new buildings is taken from 
R.D. Caughron, E.A. Green, R.N. Thunen, "An Electrical Energy Impact 
Assessment of California Title 24, Building Standards; Energy Conservation 
in New Nonresidential Building Design" Prepared by California Energy 
Commission by Economic Sciences Corporation, 2150 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, 
California, May, 1976. 

This study is based on hand-calculational methods which may not be as 
accurate as field data or computer simulations. However, the results 
of this analysis appear to be generally within 20% of those found in 
the A.D.L. study (see note i). 

(i) Increased first cost of new, energy-efficient commercial buildings. See 
"Energy Conservation in New Building Design. An Impact Assessment of 
ASHRAE Standard 90-75" by Arthur D. Little, for FEA. Conservation Paper 43B, 
1976. On pages 7 and 8 we find the surprising conclusion that although 
annual energy savings run up to 60 percent (for office buildings), first 
construction costs decrease by up to 60¢ per sq. foot (also for office 
buildings). In general, the construction savings are small, and we assume 
they are cancelled by additional design expense, so we use zero change in 
first cost. 

(j) As described in the text, we calculate jobs created in two ways: 
(1) We first estimate the number of man- ears produced by the expenditures 

for conservation options. From Hannon Ref. 14 of text), we see that 
the average consumer expenditure in 1971 produced one job per $12,500 
spent, e.g. for appliances, or home insulation. To update this, we 
correct for inflation from 1971 - 1975 by using the implicit GNP price 
deflator of 1.36 (from the U.S. Statistical Abstract, 1976). 

Thus Ja '" jobs per dollar spent on average purchases is 

1 job ( ) 1 1 job ( . ) 
$12,500 in 1971 x T:jf)" $17,000 ln 1976 

The total number of man-years created is given by: 

(Man-years) " (Capital investment in conservatio~ x }l~~~OO 

(Table 4) 

(2) T he alternative way is to estimate the number of steady-state jobs produced, 
on the assumption that these jobs are created by consumers re-spending the 
money they save by conservation. We assume that these dollars will be 
spent in an average way, rather than in a capital-intensive fashion 
(on energy supply). 

Thus the net number of jobs created (In) is the gross jobs created by the re
spent mon~y (given by (dolla~s saved) x J

rt
) minus the jobs lost in energy 

supply (glven by the money dlverted from energy supply x J , where J is the 
labor intensity of energy supply). The amount of money di~erted from 
energy supply because of a conservation measure is just the money it saves, 
thus J "(money saved) x (J - J ). n a e 
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For both electricity and gas supply, we use Hannon's estimate of the labor 
intensity of electricity (inflated to 1976) J , for two reasons. First, 
Hannon does not estimate a labor intensity foP natural gas. Second, even if 
such a number were available, correction for inflation would destroy its 
accuracy, due to the sudden, large increase in the price of some supplies 
of gas and the low, regulated price of others. We assume that gas supply 
has about the same labor intensity as electricity supply. 

_ 1 job 
Hannon estimates Je - $23,000 (in 1971); adjusting for price increases, one 
gets: 

_ 1 job 
Je - $31,300 (in 1976) 

1 50b 1 job 
Thus I n ~ (dollars saved) x $17,000 - $31,300 

_ ( ) 1 job - dollars saved x $37,200 

It should be noted that this method will tend to underestimate the number of 
jobs created, since "it aggregates the savings to consumers at .?_ver~~ energy 
cost. But aggregate savings will involve marginal costs, which are larger. 
Thus, the number of dollars available to be respent is larger, and the number 
of jobs produced is increased proportionally. 

For peak power savings, we note that a reduction in peak demand of one watt 
will save the utility at least 50¢ of investment expense. Dollar savings 
are then equal to (power savings) x $.50/watt. 

Jobs produced by respending this savings on average purchases are given by: 

( .) $ 501 t... 1 job power savlngs x . wa c x $17,000 

From this we must subtract the jobs lost in power plant construction, which 
is given by: (power savings) x $.50/watt x Jec ' where Jec is the labor 
intensity of electric supply construction. 

To calculate J , the jobs created per dollar expended on electric power 
construction, w~cuse data supplied by David Pilati from backup documentation 
for: Clark W. Bullard, III and David A. Pilat;. "Project Independence 
Cons tructi on Program--Resource Impacts", pub 1 i shed in Energy VoL 1, pps. 
123-131, 1976. 

Cfable 4) 

This shows one 1971 job created per $25,250 expended on gas turbine construction 
and one job per $27,000 spent on combined cycle plant construction. Either 
of these plants would be suitable for supplying peak power. 

To correct these estimates for inflation, we use the "Handy-Whitman Index 
of Public Utility Construction Costs", (compiled and published by Whitman, 
Reauardt, and Associates, Engine~rs, Baltimore, Maryland) and multiply the 
estimate of dollars per job by their inflation factor of 1.326 for gas 
turbinesto update to the middle of 1975. Our estimates for jobs per dollar 
in electric peak power supply is then one job per $33,500. 

The net number of jobs created by peak power savings is then given by 

1 job ~ 
I n ~ (power savings) x $.50/watt x $T7,000 - $33,500 

1 job 
~ (power savings) x $.50/watt x $34,500 

To correctly count up the jobs produced by peak power savings, we must be 
sure that we do not "doub'le-count" the results of energy savings. Saving 
energy will, on the average, ential some reduction in peak power; only 
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when we save relatively more peak power than energy can we credit peaking 
saving with the creation of extra jobs. 

To determine the ratio of peak savings expected per average unit of energy 
savings, we look at the capacity factor for the U. S. utility system. 
According to the U. S. Statistical Abstract, the average capacity factor 
for 1967 (the year used for the jobs per dollar estimates) was 51%, or 
4500 kWh/yr per kW. Thus, the average ratio of energy to peak power is 
.222 MW per billion kWhr per year. 

Our 40.3 billion kWh/yr savings will, thus, be expected to save 8950 MW. 
But our actual peak power savings potential is 12,550 MW; we have saved 
an extra 3600 MW. These extra savings, at 50¢/watt, represent a deferred 
of $1.8 billion in utility investment. 

We arbitrarily assume it is saved over 10 years. Thus, the number of jobs 
created during those ten years is 

1 job Jn ~ 360 MW/year x $.50/watt x $34,500 ~ 5000 jobs. 

(Table 4/6) 

We note that the two methods of estimating jobs (1: man years from investment 
in conservation vs 2: jobs from annual fuel savings) should not agree exactly 
because they are evaluating different effects. However, it is encouraging 
to note that the number of steady state jobs (Method 2) is indeed of the 
same order of magnitude as the number of man-years (Method 1) divided by 
ten years. 

(k) Lee Schipper, "Explaining Energy" LBL 4458/ERG 76-04, Table 7, page 19. 

(1) S. M. Berman, C. Blumstein, et al., "Preliminary Report on the Assessment 
of Energy Conservation Strategies and Measures in California" LBL 
(1976) . 

(m) We estimate the peak power savings implied in the Economic Sciences study 
(ref. h) results by dividing their estimate of energy saved by 3000 hrs 
per year, the typical number of hours a building operates. This is a lower 
bound estimate, since the major electricity uses in the study were lighting, 
cooling and ventilation. At the peak hour which occurs during a hot summer 
afternoon, the lighting load will be at its average level, but cooling and 
ventilating loads will be larger than average. Of course, this estimate 
is subject to the same uncertainties as the study. We do not include a 
California Energy Commission estimate of 1800 MW to be saved by demand 
limiting devices. This 1800 MW is found in Table III - 3 of the 1977 
Biennial Report, but seems to be a change in lifestyle, (warmer off'ices) 
whereas we include only savings from better efficiency. 

(n) The $450 M investment of Table 2e includes $150 M to shade windows. We 
apportion this as $300 M investment to save energy and $150 M to save 
peak power. 

1. California Public Utilities Commission, 10-year forecast of Gas 
Utilities Requirements and Supplies 1976-1985. CPUC, January 1976, 
Report 5-2249, Page 1I1-3, converted at 1050 Btu/cu. ft. 

2. The CPUC projection includes certain conservation measures. 

3. Utilities projected growth of 2.3% per year in Northern California and 
3.5% per year in Southern California. The amount of conservation 
assumed is unknown. 
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4. Use in 1975 and projections are from the Staff Proposed Electricity 
Forecasting and Planning Report, California Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development Commission, October 1976. 

5. The Energy Commission projections include certain conservation measures. 

6. The estimate of 50,000 MW of demand by 1985, overstates somewhat the 
planned growth, since a significant amount of growth in demand can be 
satisfied by existing excess capacity. 
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UNDERSTANDING ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Lee Schipper, Information Specialist 
Energy and Resources Program, University of California, Berkeley 

It is sometimes necessary to step back and 
talk about what we have in sight as a goal, and in 
this case the goal is energy conservation. I think 
that most people do not understand energy conserva
tion and they do not really understand why they 
support it. Furthermore, I am afraid many people 
do not support it, as a policy. In this talk I am 
going to describe the Swedish energy conservation 
program, because in a sense it is an in-place 
version of an energy conservation program. 

We have spent a lot of time understanding 
energy supply and virtually no time understanding 
energy demand from a technical point of view, or 
from an economic point of view. Understanding 
conservation demands that we understand not just 
what goes in, but what goes on inside, because the 
economy takes fuels and chews them up in order to 
produce goods and services, or amenities if you 
want to call them that, or welfare or well-being -
there are all kinds of ways of describing this. 

Some people say you put in energy and you get 
out Gross National Product; but I think it is 
important to understand the workings of the energy
use system, because that is really the key to under
standing energy consel~ation. I am not even going 
to talk about whether we are running out of energy, 
because that is not the problem today. Even if we 
had lots of energy, it is all expensive. 

We have investments in lots of different energy 
sources but nothing that can compare with the gas 
and oil of yesterday. When you consider the value 
of gas and oil to the petrochemical industry, it 
may not really be fair to simply cite today's cost 
of lifting gas or oil out of the ground in the OPEC 
countries as proof that there is a lot of cheap 
energy out there. The problem is not that we are 
running out, but that it is expensive to keep 
running at the rates we are running. 

One of the proposed solutions is to make the 
energy-use system more efficient. That is called 
energy conservation. Unfortunately, not everybody 
has a sympathetic or understanding view of energy 
conservation. The idea that it must hurt to use 
less energy, or that producing less energy is 
the same as energy conservation, pervades energy 
discussions today. For that reason, it often 
becomes very difficult to understand energy conser
vation, especially in the framework of a total 
energy policy that must also include a policy on 
energy production. 

The people who are worried about the need for 
energy, on the production side, often cite a rather 
inflexible use of energy in the economy. They see 
energy as tied very rigidly to things like Gross 
'National Product, industrial production, and 
standard of living. What I would like to suggest 
is that economic activity actually involves energy 

in a very flexible manner - that is, there are ways 
of producing goods and services with more or less 
energy, with more or less employment, with more or 
less investment, and with more or less of the other 
kinds of resources that we use in the economy today. 

We do not want to save energy just for the 
sake of saving energy, because the resources that 
we may have to substitute for energy might be more 
expensive. We do want to see if we can produce the 
most from all resources. One thing we must remember 
about energy conservation is that it involves 
optimizing all resources, not just energy itself. 
If we are going to save, we tend to think of saving 
so many barrels of oil. We should make sure that 
in saving those barrels of oil, we are also saving 
money, or some other kind of resource which may not 
be expressible directly in dollars but is worth 
saving. For example, if the country deems it 
worthwhile to reduce our dependence on foreign oil, 
then it may be worth making certain investments in 
energy conservation because the payoff, aside 
from the savings in energy cost, also accomplishes 
a reduction in our dependence. 
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The amount of energy it takes to produce some
thing varies greatly depending on whether you look 
at it from a theoretical point of view or whether 
you actually look into the entire economy and see 
the amounts of energy that we use to perform all of 
the relevant tasks. 

Whether we use more or less energy depends on 
the very general notion which we call efficiency. 
But it also depends on things such as environmental 
impact, employment impact, and of course, the dollar 
cost of using energy different ways. In the old 
days, in many states where air conditioning is 
understandably considered a necessity, people 
simply did not build homes, or air conditioners, 
to reflect an efficient use of energy. Electricity 
was sold to consumers at such a low price that it 
was not worth thinking about whether you could save 
a few pennies by building a more efficient house 
and then using a more efficient air conditioner. 

Now, however, this is no longer the case; 
within the past few years, consideration of the 
costs of energy has moved from being barely relevant 
to being of major importance to most consumers, many 
energy-intensive industries and many large commer
cial complexes. The energy budget is now important. 

When we speak of energy conservation, we are 
also talking about resource conservation - and that 
translates into money conservation. One general 
way to save energy is to substitute investment 
capital in the energy-using system, whether it is 
insulation in the house or a heat-recovery system 
in an industry. The system generally costs more 
to build, but then requires less energy to produce 
the same output. When you insulate a house, for 
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Fig. 1. Annual space heating costs for average single family dwelling in Bay Area. 

example, the more you invest initially as capital, 
the less energy per unit of output you require. 

However, you cannot go on forever investing 
more and more and reducing energy use by the same 
amount. There is some point - the optimum point
past which the investment of another dollar simply 
will not pay for itself in terms of reduced energy 
costs. To illustrate this, we consider Fig. 1, 
which was taken from the output of a computer 
program called TWOZONE developed by A. H. Rosenfeld. 
This program models the way in which an uninsulated 
house -which, unfortunately, is normal for Califor
nia - uses energy. The amount of energy that the 
house normally uses with the temperature at 70° day 
and night is 1000 therms of natural gas; of more 
importance to the average consumer, this results 
in a yearly gas bill of around $240. Suppose we 
invest $360 in R-19 attic insulation. We find that 
the investment saves, as you can see, $80 a year, 
because now the yearly bill for keeping the house 
at the same temperature is $160. Here you are using 
less energy, but you are getting the Sctme amount of 
the real benefit of using energy, the comfort. 
This point is simply not well understood: you are 
using less energy, but you are still getting what 
you want - and you are also saving money! 

Now, let us continue. You next invest in blow
ing insulation into the walls of the house. This 
costs $600, which is more than the R-19 in the 
attic. It also saves about $80 a year. Notice 
how much the energy consumption of the house is 
reduced. 

You can go even further and add storm windows; 
but it turns out that the yearly savings from the 

'storm windows are only about $30 a year while the 
investment is over $300. The payoff period is 
getting longer. 

You begin to see what conservation is from a 
theoretical point of view and why, from a practical 
point of view it is difficult to get a conservation 
program going: I have a bank account, and I can 
afford to put up $360 as an investment because I 
know that in five years I will be making money 
through lower fuel bills. Not everybody in this 
country can afford that, and not everybody who can 
afford it owns the house in which the insulation 
is needed. 

Suppose I take the second option, which is a 
$600 investment that has a payoff period of about 
eight years. Now clearly, if I invest in insulation 
in the walls, my house is more valuable. It is a 
better house. But the average person is going to 
move before that investment is paid off; and he or 
she just might not make the investment, even though 
it is economical, because it is difficult to estimate 
how fast it is going to payoff, and because there 
is no incentive to do it anyway. In this second 
option, we are talking $600, and that is even more 
money. Not everyone has that'amount sitting idly by. 

Storm windows take about eighteen years to pay 
off in California and hence do not seem like a very, 
attractive proposition - until you realize that, on 
the average, we payoff a house every thirty years. 
It might not be unreasonable to consider that an 
option with an eighteen year payoff really is 
economic. 
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Consider what will happen if I do not make the 
investment in stonn windows, or the investment in 
the blown-in insulation in the walls, or the even 
more attractive investment in the insulation in the 
ceiling. Then the extra heat I use has to be 
supplied as energy, or substitutes. Somebody in 
this country has got to dig up the oil an.d the gas, 
or convert some coal to gas and electricity, or 
build a nuclear or coal plant to provide electricity, 
in order to make up for differences. 

People tend to lose sight of the fact that 
every time we can successfully, by legislative or 
institutional action, stimulate somebody to go from 
an inefficient use of energy to an efficient use, 
we not only save energy, but also we save resources 
in the rest of the economic system that otherwise 
would have been required to make up the difference. 

It costs less today to save a unit of energy 
than to generate it. It is not wrong to stimulate 
the energy-production sector; but why shoUld we 
want to further stimulate the production of energy 
when we are still not using it economically, and 
when it would be cheaper to stimulate the use of 
other resources in order to substitute for energy. 

In conservation there is an interplay between 
what happens technically and what happens from an 
economic point of view. Energy conservation behaves 
like supply, but it's cheaper! 

Figure 2 from FEA shows just a glimpse of our 
1974 energy consumption. Some of this energy is 
used to provide transportation, and some is for 
lighting and for special industrial processes. 
But more than 60% goes into changing temperatures
an end-use in which it is easy to save because of 
the way heat likes to leak in and leak out. 
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From a thermodynamic point of view as well as 
from an economic one, lots of energy can be saved. 
You have to meet both criteria. It is all very well 
to say that a technOlOgy exists and that it will 
save energy because the thermodynamics is better 
and the design is smarter, but one's confidence is 
even greater when you know that teclmology X saves 

~money as well. One example comes from the Philco 
Corporation. Back in 1970, when most of us were 
asleep, they redesigned their refrigerator and 

found that for a small extra cost (of perhaps a 
few percent of the total cost), the energy used 
could be cut by about a third, compared with the 
average of all other frost-free refrigerators in 
the same class. The extra cost is saved within a 
few short years on the power bill. 

This means that by the year 1985, most of the 
refrigerators in this country could be replaced 
through natural retirement by these more efficient 
models, and 5000 megawatts less electricity would 
be needed, day in and day out ;--- That is equal to 
the output of five large $1 billion to $1;, billion 
electric power plants! By building a refrigerator 
to run more efficiently, you don't need a certain 
fraction of your electric generating capacity or 
the fuel supply to operate it. 

For each conservation option such as this, you 
have to evaluate the cost of the investment or the 
cost of adjusting the equipment. If you are "tuning 
up" a boiler, the cost of having somebody tune up 
all the boilers every day in the factory must be 
compared with the cost of buying the fuel that you 
would have wasted. In thise case you find that 
energy conservation is a way of saving money, and 
this is really the criterion that people are after. 

One important aspect of conservation is that 
by holding dmm the use of to a slower rate 
of growth, you hold do"rn the to put on-line 
the most expensive sources of new energy. And as 
I said, there are no cheap sources of new energy, 
whether they are nuclear, solar, or else. 
They are all more expensive than they were the 
past. 

We are often told that we will have to go back 
to the old if we are to conserve energy, but I 
would suggest that only using energy more 
productively can weniive economic health that 
is required, both for those of us who have already 
made it economically and more importantly, for 
those who have not. I see conservation as one of 
the many means of furthering our economic goals, 
rather than hindering them. 

One other point needs to be made. Today, if 
you spend $1 on energy, the amount of employment 
generated both directly in the energy industry and 
in those industries that supply the energy industry 
is relatively low compared with the economy as a 
whole. Now suppose we conserve energy by buying a 
more efficient air conditioner. This means we will 
buy less energy. Most of our dollar savings go to 
payoff the extra efficiency in the air conditioner, 
but some of the money can be spent on whatever we 
want. The point is that the amount of labor 
required to produce better air conditioners is 
higher per dollar spent than the amount of labor 
required to produce energy. The average amount of 
employment generated by spending the money you save, 
just spending it through your own personal consump-
tion, is on the average higher than if that same 
amount were spent buying energy. Hence, the things 
we use to substitute for energy are slightly more 
employment-intensive than energy itself. ---

I am not arguing that you save energy in order 
to increase employment per se, but I am saying that 
an important side effect of a more economic use of 
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Fig. 3. ENERGY USE This graph shows comparative energy usage between Sweden and 
the United States. The third column shows theoretical U.S. efficiency 
increases based on Swedish examples. The graph appears in a Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory report, "Efficient Energy Use and Well-Being: The 
Swedish Example," prepared by energy and environment researchers Lee 
Schipper and Allen Lichtenberg. 

energy is that the dollars that you save wind up in 
the economy in ways that produce more jobs than if 
those same dollars get stuck in the energy sector. 
This is not an argument against using energy either, 
but it is just a way of distinguishing between the 
non-energy part of the economy and the rest of the 
economy. 

In order to understand efficiency from a 
national and from an international point of view, 
we have got to go farther than simply looking at 
energy and Gross National Product; it is very 
popular to correlate energy with some important 
macroeconomic variable and say that it tells the 
whole story. In order to find out whether such 
simple comparisons told the whole story, we looked 
at energy use in Sweden. We found, as illustrated 
symbolically by Fig. 3, that compared with energy 
conservation practices existing in Sweden (1971) -
namely, smaller cars, more efficient structures, 
and more modern industrial processes - the United 
States' energy consumption is about 25-30% higher. 
We cannot simply import all of Sweden'S energy
saving technology. This international example 
shows, again, that energy needs are flexible, and 
that many of the factnrs, including the fact that 
Sweden has paid a lot more for energy than we have 
in the past, influences the so-called "need" for 
energy use. This point is often forgotten. 

Now some of the factors in this comparison are 
purely practical and have nothing to do with life
style, such as how well you build a building. 
Some of the factors do influence lifestyle, as in 
the case of Sweden's lightweight autos versus our 
15 mpg gas-guzzlers. 

For the past two weeks I have talked to people 
in and out of the Swedish government, in private 
industry, and in the utilities, about the energy 
conservation program there. I came away impressed, 
and in other ways I came away simply shaking. I 
don't want to imply that we are sloppy and they are 
great, or that they are ideal energy users, but if 
you consider the Swedish energy conservation program 
which consists of loans, subsidies, R&D, and other 
kinds of arrangements, and look at the amount of 
money they are spending over the next three years, 
you will find they are spending roughly $25 to $40 
per capita in conservation loans, subsidies, and 
R&D, depending on how you interpret all of the 
expenditures. That translates to between $5 billion 
and $8 billion in the United States. And yet I hav~ 
heard people argue over a $55 million program, 
(which admittedly is part of a larger program). 
It is interesting that just the house weatherization 
and retrofit program alone works out to very close 
to $200 million in Sweden, and remember their popu
lation is only 1/25th of ours. 
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In other words, they have recognized that there 
are other resources that provide the same things as 
energy, at lower cost, such as insulation and 
certain kinds of industrial techniques. Rather 
than rely solely on the marketplace, they are going 
ahead with a very ambitious energy-conservation 
program, which includes a goal of about 2% growth 
in net energy use in the year 1990, followed by a 
slow falling away to almost no growth. In fact, the 
Swedish popUlation is growing very slowly; so this 
could be a very real thing for them. 

Consider just one aspect of their energy
conservation program. They have developed an 
infrared camera which allows you to look at a house 
and see where the heat is leaking out. The appeal 
of the device is not simply to the energy conserva
tion "nuts" or the energy conservation types in 
policy. The appeal here is directly to the building 
industry. The appeal is something like, "Use this 
camera and find whether your building techniques 
are really working, because otherwise it is going 
to cost you a fortune to fix all of those hundreds 
of houses you are building." 

In other words, the Swedes are not only talking 
theory, they are talking practice, and they are 
using the latest technolOgy. I see current legis
lation as a way of helping the United States diffuse 
energy conservation technology and information into 
the marketplace and into a society that really does 
not yet know what to do. The Swedes have done this, 
but on a grm1der scale. They realize that if you 
wait for the market place to do it all, maybe 40 or 
SO years from now we will get around to building 
more efficient houses, buying smaller cars, and 
designing more efficient industrial processes. 

They want conservation now, because their only 
alternative, like ours, is to invest in either 
expensive nuclear power or expensive imported oil. 
Either way they have to compare the conservation 
dollars with the dollars these energy supplies 
would cost and the dollars that would be saved by 
energy conservation. They have opted for the 
middle line - a balanced program of supply and 
conservation - because the two things add up to 
economic strength. From my own observation, we are 
still convinced, unfortunately, that we must mostly 
produce energy and only save a little energy in the 
corners. 

A few observations: once again to remind us 
that our homes are simply not built to save 
resources: 

A house in the United States ein fact, a house 
in California) uses more heat than a Swedish house 
of the same size; in some ways I find that outrag
eous, because we have so much warmth in California, 
even in the winter, that we really do not need to 
use all that energy. 

Another observation is that information, which 
is so essential to energy users, is hard to find. 
This is a problem. We are not used to paying for 
information, but it is going to cost. It may be 
tnat one of the things that the Swedish experience 
tells us is that if you are going to use a lot of 
the public's resources to provide stimulus for 

energy conservation, you have to do it in a way that 
may be expensive to administer because you do it at 
the state, or even county level. One of the keys 
to the Swedish experience is that things are happen
ing on a local level where everybody knows everybody 
else and where the information flows easily. 

For example, I received a phone call from the 
Office of the Mayor of San Francisco about a month 
ago. They had suddenly realized they needed to get 
an energy conservation program going. I didn't 
need to convince them of anything or show them my 
slides. They were really all ready. 

But San Francisco, like New York and virtually 
every other big city, has a little problem: there 
is nothing in the till! There is no way they can 
advance even $1 for energy conservation. They 
could not even afford to send their city architects 
through the course we gave for architects, because 
the course fell before the end of the fiscal year 
and there was no money for tuition. 

They have the problem that even if you give 
them an energy conservation retrofit program that 
has a two or three month pay-off, there is simply 
no way that they can get it started. 

Now, you say, well, why should we really worry 
about this? As we know, there do not seem to be 
any energy shortages now. Some people seem to be 
worried about the long run. Most people are not. 

Well, maybe there are two reasons. First, we 
are spending fantastic amounts on energy supply and 
very little on energy conservation; and as I have 
shmffi, these two things shOUld be taken as comple
ments. 

Second, the thing that is difficult to talk 
about: energy may be a very scarce resource. We 
don't really know. We tena:-to say it is scarce, 
and then act as though it is not, and give it away. 
Again, that is my own personal feeling. I know, 
frankly, that it is not always popular to say that 
energy is still too cheap, but I feel that very 
strongly; however, the message we send to everybody 
- government, private citizens, and businesses - is 
that energy is not really worth saving today. 

It may be true that some miracle source, or a 
hole in Oklahoma or offshore, will provide all the 
oil and gas we could possibly need. But I person
ally doubt it. If it is true instead that energy 
is relatively more scarce than it has been in the 
past, we ought to do something about it. It seems 
to me that we ought to take the current legislation 
very seriously, as a way of i~proving the country's 
total economic position, and as a way of helping 
ourselves confront the scarcity of energy. 

Some people have institutional difficulties 
with particular procedures - we should not do it 
this way, we shOUld do it that way - sometimes it 
is because they are not really interested in energy 
conservation. 

Other people have understandable ideological 
problems with having the government help out in the 
marketplace. 



It seems to me that if energy really is as 
scarce as I and many others believe, then in fact, 
we are more than justified in acting, as the govern
ment always has acted, in the best interests of the 
people, to get the ball rolling. 

Let me give the short list of things which I 
think should be done: 

e You do need some kind of energy organization, 
whether you call it FEA or anything else. 
You need a group to disseminate information, 
because it is very important. 
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e You need the access to capital, for small 
businesses, individual hom;;:owners, and even 
large companies. 

~ You do need standards, because people simply 
will not do some of the things unless they 
have to. 

e We have to recognize that we need something 
called "risk capital" in this affair. Not 
every energy conservation venture, or every 
R&D venture, is going to payoff; and only 
the government can afford to take the kinds 
of risks that will be necessary. 



PERCEPTIONS ABOUT THE RELATION BETWEEN ENERGY AND 
THE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

Sidney Sonenblum 
Institute of Social Sciences, University of California, Los Angeles 

INTRODUCTION 

Conservation is ordinarily defined in opera
tional terms, such as 

"increasing the efficiency with which 
energy is used to perform end uses and 
changing national life styles which 
reduce the amount of energy consuming 
end uses" (J36) . 

However, at a more general level conservation 
reflects an attitude toward energy planning. 
Historically in the United States planning 
targets have tended to focus on the capacity to 
shl?P~y energy. Conservation reflects an attitude 
w lC seeks to establish planning targets for 
the future consumption of energy. 

Energy consumption will tend to equal 
capacity supply over the long run even though 
they may be out of balance at specific times. 
Such self-fulfilling attributes of planning, 
tl1at are found in many industries, apply 
particularly to the energy sector which has been 
characterized by government involvement, 
consideration of national security, and relatively 
inelastic demands (for energy in the aggregate 
over the long run). 

The differences between the targets set by 
the energy consumption planners and the energy 
supply planners can be large - e.g., supply 
planners tend to specify turn of the century 
targets which are 1.5 to twice the level 
designated by consumption planners. Therefore, 
if the nation pursues one rather than another 
of these planning routes it could, conceivably, 
seriously affect not only the fortunes of the 
energy industry, but also the nation's security, 
the well-being of its people, and the prospects 
for future generations. 

But a conceivable impact on the nation's 
welfare resulting from energy consumption 
targeting is not an actual impact; it is not even 
a potential impact. The actual impact awaits the 
unfolding of history. The potential impact will 
be defined by the sophisticated analytic and 
technical studies that are now being produced 
in increasing quantity. The conceivable impact 
depends on attitudes and perceptions regarding 
the role of energy in the economy as well as 
values concerning the role of the economy in 
human welfare. In this paper, I will be concerned 
mostly with the conceivable; that is, what are the 
perceptions about the relationship between supply 
of energy and the human prospect - or, in more 
prosaic terms of the title, between energy 
conservation and the GNP. 

To some extent these perceptions are informed 
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by the "facts", as produced by analytic studies, 
about relationships between energy and GNP. But 
only to some extent. In part, this is because 
there is still enough uncertainty about basic data 
and appropriate analytic methodologies that different 
studies provide different "facts". Thus, there is 
generally not a consensus but a range of estimates 
describing both historical and current developments. 
With respect to the future there are still greater 
uncertainties, since not only are predictions 
based on differing interpretations of the past 
but also doubts increasingly arise as to the 
relevance of the past to conjectures about the 
future. 

In recent years the differences in judgments 
among responsible observers regarding the 
quantitative dimensions of what has happened and 
what is likely to happen have considerably 
narrowed as speculation has been replaced by 
analysis. But, even if there were consensus 
about the quantitative dimensions two vitally 
important influences on attitudes and perceptions 
would remain. First, as studies become more 
reliable and more methodologically sound they 
tend to become more specific and detailed in their 
scope. How are these specific studies to be 
combined to be "added up" in order to provide 
the kind 'of overview which is required for 
evaluating future prospects and developing energy 
policy? Second, even if all of the differences 
regarding the quantitative aspects of the past 
and the future were to disappear there would still 
remain the uncertainty as to what constitutes 
an acceptable risk. The attitudes about which 
risks to accept, and which trade-offs to make, 
underlie not only the publics' energy policy 
preferences but also their perceptions about the 
relation between energy and the economy. 

It is also attitudes toward risk, more than 
differences about "facts", which distinguish 
those energy resource managers seeking to target 
for energy supply from those seeking to target 
for energy consumption. In energy supply 
targeting the emphasis is on "prudent" management 
in which we "prepare for the worst as we hope 
for the best" (Weinberg, 118). Best, in this 
case, means the least amount of energy that can 
be consumed without reSUlting in important changes 
in the trends for the quantity and mix of national 
output; while the worst is a continuation of past 
trends in energy consumption. 

"Simple prudence requires that we do 
not slow dmvn in the development of our 
energy resources in hopeful anticipation 
that the society will somehow find 
a way of greatly curtailing the growth 
of its energy requirements. Rather we 
need to continue vigorous development 



of such resources while at the s~ne time 
moving energetically toward elimination 
of oil and energy consumption and toward 
greatest possible efficiency in energy 
utilization. The development of new 
energy resources can always be slowed 
down to any desired pace following a 
clear showing of reduced energy require
ments. Such development carmot be 
accelerated, however, beyond its inherent 
lead time constraints regardless of how 
desperately the society may find itself 
needing the very energy resources that 
it failed to develop in a timely 
manner in reliance on unrealistic 
prognostications of reduced future energy 
requirements" (J8 p. 23): 

The energy consumption plarmers are willing 
to accept this concept of "best" while rej ecting 
the accompanying concept of "prudent" management. 
In their view expecting the worst is a good way 
to get it and they would prefer a resource 
management strategy in which we "prepare for the 
best and strive for it" (Bueche, 118). This 
group of plarmers favors a resource management 
strategy of investment, research, and marketing 
which is heavily weighted to seek the "best" by 
encouraging energy conservation as opposed to a 
strategy that insures against the worst through 
energy capacity expansion. 

"The net effect of a highly favorable 
economic climate for energy supply could 
amount to a 'self-fulfilling prophecy' 
for energy growth. Once the investments 
were made to produce energy to satisfy 
a historical growth rate, it is almost 
inevitable that five to ten years later, 
when the power plants and coal gasifica
tion plants are in production, prices 
will be set to ensure that the energy 
is sold, with losses covered through 
some form of subsidy" (109) . 

There is a third group who might be called 
energy "romantics". Over the long run their views 
may be more important than the views of the energy 
plarmers. The energy romantics reject the idea 
that any continuation of past trends in overall 
activity could be "best". This group seeks a 
strategy which would use lowered energy consumption 
as a means of changing living styles and influencing 
the patterns of expectations that most people now 
seem to hold. Such opposition to economic growth 
is not, by itself, irrational. Rather, it is 
characterized by a value system which includes 
great concern about the risks imposed by economic 
growth on the environment, on safety, on social 
interactions, and on psychological well-being. 

"It is possible, in short, to oppose 
economic growth as it is defined in 
the National Income and Product Accounts 
without being logically confused, 
provided that one accepts some of the 
special value judgments that have been 
described. Though a belief in prophecies 
of ultimate ecological doom and a love 
of the natural environment alone do not 
logically entail opposition to economic 
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growth, an extreme concern for main
taining group relationships, for 
achieving psychological states that are 
incompatible with economic and scientific 
advance, or, perhaps, for avoiding the 
risk of new kinds of action which might 
have unexpected side effects, can 
consistently lead to a no- growth policy" 
(Olson, Fisher in 69). 

A p~eliminary review of the literature suggests 
that attItudes about appropriate mix of strategy 
are particularly influenced by perceptions regarding 
three major areas of concern. First, there are 
the issues relating to what Brubaker calls "long' 
term occupancy" - that is the influence which 
current strategies will have on distant generations. 
Second, there are the issues relating to what 
Lansberg calls "paradise lost" - that is the 
influence on present strategies resulting from 
accepting or rejecting the view that the United 
States can no longer rely on a low cost, reliable 
energy supply. Finally, there are the issues 
relating to the "great transition" - that is which 
strategies are best suited to develop policies 
responsive to the changing role of oil and gas 
as energy resources. 

The following sections seek to identify some 
of the perceptions about the relations between 
energy and the economy which the literature suggests 
as being important. The indicated three major ' 
areas of concern serve as an organizing framework 
for this review. 

LONG TERM OCCUPANCY 

"By 1970 the average person in the United 
States was consuming about 250,000 
calories per day, about 80 times 
as much as had been required by 
individual primitive human. This 
corresponds to the armual consumption 
of approximately 11 tons of coal per 
person - about six times as much as 
the average for the popUlation of 
the world as a whole. World energy 
consumption had grown to the equivalent 
of about 7,000 million tons of coal 
each year or approximately 1800 times 
the total human need in pre-
agricultural times" (Harrison Brown 
in 118, p. 4). 

It is extrapolation of global trends such as 
th~se, and particularly the trends in the energy 
consumption standards established by the United 
States, which raise questions about the length 
and the terms of mankind's occupancy lease. These 
questions relate to a) some concerns about the 
future which are based on b) different perceptions 
of the energy concept, thereby resulting in c) 
alternative views about the future and d) critical 
social issues. 

Some Concerns About the Future 

First there is a concern that the deleterious 
impacts of such trends can no longer remain 
localized but have become global in nature. 



"Every power-centered civilization 
has made its imperious conquests of 
nature and man at the expense of its 
own continuity, and usually at a 
sacrifice of its many genuine long 
term benefits. . .. What alone makes 
our present plight different from 
that experienced by the megamachines 
of Egypt, Mesopotamia, China or Rome 
is that now not a single area but the 
entire world is threatened by this 
under-dimensioned preorganic tech
nology , where human weaknesses 
have been magnified and largely 
caused by the exorbitant powers we 
command" (Mumford in llS, p. 191). 

Second, there is a belief that benefits 
obtained from these trends are highly localized, 
accruing mostly to current generations and 
developed nations. 

Third, there is a concern that the pace of 
these trends is picking up rather than slowing 
down. For example, according to Harrison Brown, 
energy consumption per person tripled from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the middle ages; 
again from the middle ages to the late 19th 
century; and again from the late 19th century 
to the current consumption reached in the U.S. 
(Brown, llS). 

Fourth, there is a concern that there are no 
substitutes for currently depleting energy avail
able at reasonable cost. 

"Until now our country's social 
structure and dynamics are based on 
the assumption of unlimited energy. 
But the thermodynamic limits, at least 
in the short term, have caught up with 
us. If the limits are long term limits 
also, then the present social and 
economic upheavalS caused by energy 
shortages are not transient; they 
presage a profound change in the way 
much of our industrial society does 
its business" (Weinberg, llS). 

Fifth, there is such loss of confidence in 
the capacity of political systems, social engineer
ing, and technology to control their own side 
effects that they come to be viewed as the problem 
rather than the solution. 

Given these concerns some people find it 
reasonable to expect that a slow-down in the rate 
of energy consumption expansion would at the 
worst extend the lease and at best buy time to 
find some long lived solutions. But others 
perceive a dilemma. A slow-dmvn in the expansion 
of energy consumption could also mean a slow-
down in the expanding consumption of many other 
things which people now value, "\\Iould lower the 
probability of reducing poverty and inequity, 
and would damage the prestige and security of 
countries "\\Ihich are forced to adopt this route. 
The probable dimensions of these concerns can 
easily be magnified, or the capacity of society 
to respond to the long term trends can be under
estimated. If either of these happens the results 

might be as damaging as if the potential trends 
were ignored. To some extent how people perceive 
this dilemma depends on whether they view energy 
in its thermodynamic, economic, or technological 
dimensions. 

Some Perceptions of the Energy Concept 

In its thermodzaamic context, energy can be 
neither created nor estroyed but when changing 
form, some of it will be dissipated. The thermo
dynamic processes are irreversible; every barrel 
of oil burned is gone forever and, in the process, 
increases entropy. The disappearance of the oil 
creates concerns about the availability ( i.e., 
the scarcity) of energy resources "\\Ihile the 
increase in entropy creates concerns about 
ecological destruction (47). If the energy 
consumed is a fossil fuel then, from a thermo
dynamic view, present generations are simul
taneously subsidized by the past and depriving 
the future. The "energy subsidy", i.e., the 
stored and finite supply of fossil energy resources, 
is the "real force for causing progress" (13) . 
In the absence of energy substitutes depletion 
of the energy subsidy then 10"\\lers the opportunities 
for economic growth in the future. For these 
reasons those who adopt the thermodynamic 
perspective are probably biased toward consumption 
targeting. 

The increasing inaccessibility of energy, 
as well as environmental deterioration, are 
instances of entropy. Both reflect a loss to 
human beings in the present and in the future. 
Technology seeks to reduce these losses by 
lowering entropy while economics seeks the same 
result by creating inducements for becoming 
more efficient (26). 

The important dimension of energy in its 
technological context is the extent of its 
availability. This is essentially an empirical 
question, although not necessarily one that is 
easy or even possible to ans"\\lcr. For an answer 
requires information not only about known 
resources and reserves but also about those yet 
to be found, about technologies yet to be 
introduced, and about costs yet to be determined. 
In moving from the thermodynamic to technological 
context there tends to be a shift from a concern 
with resource exhaustion to a concern "\\lith 
resource cost; from a concern with too much 
energy consumption to a concern with not enough 
energy supply. 

"The essence of all aspects of the 
materials problem is costs. The 
quantity of materials "\\Ie can have 
in the future will be determined 
in great measure by what we can 
afford to pay for them not simply 
in money but even more importantly 
in human effort, capital outlay, and 
other productive energies. The real 
costs of materials lie in the hours 
of human "\\Iork and the amounts of 
capital required to bring a pound 
of industrial material or a unit of 
energy into useful form. 'These real 
costs have for some years been 



declining and this decline has helped 
our living standards to rise. In this 
corrnnission's view today's threat in 
the materials problem is that this 
downward trend in real costs may be 
stopped or reversed tomorrow if 
indeed this has not already occurred. 
The problem is not that we will 
suddenly wake up and find the last 
barrel of oil exhausted or the last 
pound of lead gone and that economic 
activity has suddenly collapsed. We 
face instead the threat of having 
to devote constantly increasing efforts 
to win each pound of material from 
resources which are dwindling both in 
quantity and in quality" (116 p. 13). 

"It is clear from all such studies that 
for the next century mankind is unlikely 
to run out of available energy. Instead 
the important issue is whether the 
increasing cost of energy including 
environmental costs will become a 
major handicap to world wide societal 
improvement" (J27 p. 19). 
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Twenty years separates the two preceding 
quotations. But all that distinguishes their 
content is that increasing rather than decreasing 
real costs for energy which were only a possibility 
in 1952 have now become a reality. A reality 
which for many people emphasizes the increasing 
importance of prudent management through energy 
supply targeting. 

In its economic context, perceptions of 
energy go beyond resource "cost" and become 
invol ved with resource "value". Like any other 
good or service energy is perceived as an item 
bought and sold on the market and subject to 
the usual market rules in which price serves as 
an allocating signal - i.e., rising prices lower 
demands and raise supplies. The efficiency of 
the market as an allocative device for energy, 
however, is perceived as being threatened by a 
variety of potential market imperfections including 
particularly the generation of externalities in 
the production and consun~tion of energy; the 
extent to which inter-fuel and intra-fuel 
comped tion is absent; the uncertainty of infor
mation, particularly as related to future markets 
which are needed to guide the current market; and 
government interventions influencing research, 
investment, prices and production in the energy 
sector. 

From the economic perspective the exhaustible 
characteristics of the fossil fuels do not raise 
any special problems. An exhaustible resource 
is just like any other capital asset except that 
it is not reproducible and can only decrease 
over time. Like any other capital asset its 
present value depends on expectations of the 
future income which it provides. And, given 
the right assun~tions, the market will work in 
such a way as to first bring in the Imv cost 
producers \vhile the high cost producers will 
enter once the low cost fuels are depleted 
(J37). Since it is socially efficient to use 
low cost deposits before the higher cost ones, 

the issues of intergenerational "fairness" which 
are raised by the thermodynamic view of the 
energy subsidy play no part in the economic 
context. Indeed, as some economists insist on 
pointing out, any issues of fairness and equity 
go beyond economics which is interested only in 
efficiency . 

Some Views of the Future 

Tne potential extent of economic growth as 
well as the reSUlting social benefits are being 
challenged, at least in part, by the current pace 
of energy consunlption. The nature of these 
challenges is influenced by whether energy is 
percei ved in its thermodynamic, economic, or 
technological context. l~en energy is perceived 
in its thermodynamic dimens ion, i. e., as an 
entropy producing resource with a finite avail
ability, there is a tendency to en~hasize the 
apocalyptic or doomsday potential of Horld 
trends. When energy is perceived in its economic 
dimension, i.e., as a relatively - not absolutely -
scarce resource Hith substitutes available at 
incTeasing costs, there is a tendency to emphasize 
the equilibrium or steady state potential of Horld 
trends. Vinen energy is peTcei ved in its 
technological dimension, i. e., as some identifiable 
physical quantity likely to be available at 
different times undeT different technological 
conditions, then information is made available 
to help in evaluating how to best buy time in 
oTdeT to avoid the apocalypse and Teach the 
steady state. 

Energy ResouTce Availability: 

HydroelectTicity, geothermal TeSOUTces, 
nucleaT fission, and wood now pTovide less than 
5% of the world's pTimaTY eneTgy. 95% of the 
world's energy cons~tion comes from fossil 
fuels. Two- fifths of this total is in the form 
of oil of which world cons~tion has been 
doubling every decade; anotheT two- fifths 
is coal of Hhich cons~tion has been gToHing 
slowly but with peTiodic fluctuations; and one
fifth is natural gas of which cons~tion has 
been doubling in peTiods of less than a decade 
(59) . 

The issues Taised by such data relate to the 
quantity and location of the fossil fuels and to 
the potential of technology for developing 
substitutes. It is pTimarily the nonrenewable 
characteTistics of the fossil fuels which are 
the basis of concern about long run eneTgy 
Te$ouTce availability. Most observeTs believe 
that even allowing fOT new discoveTies the 
economically available supplies of oil and natuTal 
gas will probably run out dming the fiTst half 
of the 21st century. 

FOT example, according to the most recent 
estimates, the wodd's crude oil supplies aTe 
estimated at 1800 billion baTTels of which half 
aTe alTeady discoveTed. This in~lies oil 
Tesources will begin to be depleted at the turn 
of the century and will run out by the middle of 
the 21st century. "[he wOTld's natuTal gas 
supplies are estimated at 8,000 tTillion cubic 
feet, thTee quarteTS of which are yet to be 



discovered. At current increases in the rate of 
natural gas consumption these resources would 
run out in the early part of the 21st century 
(139). And long before these points are reached 
costs of oil an.d gas will rise as a result of 
harvesting the more inaccessible deposits. Coal 
is more abundant and could last 200 to 300 years 
(59); but its extensive exploitation will depend 
on new mining, processing, and environmental 
control technologies. 

In addition, the global distribution of 
fossil fuels does not correspond to the pattern 
of fuel demands which, at the very least, means 
rising costs for transporting fuels and would also 
mean exacerbation of international tensions 
because of energy shortages. 

The key question is whether new technologies 
will expand the supply of energy to keep pace with 
the growth of world demand, at a pace something 
like 3~4% per year. There are all shades of yes 
and no answers to this question. lA.'hat seems clear 
is that the lead times for developing and 
introducing techn.ologies are long and the research 
and investment costs are heavy. What is less 
clear is whether the movement out of oil and gas 
dependence can be orderly; lvhich mix of new 
resources will become economically available 
through technology; and how this will affect 
relations among nations. 

The Doomsday Models: 

There are two classes of apocalyptic theory. 
In one the apocalypse is brought about by some 
in®ovable physical barrier; in the other the 
apocalypse is the consequence of processes working 
within the social system itself (J32). It is the 
first of these theories which is the basis of the 
modern doomsday models, and the external physical 
barrier can be variously population growth, 
the rate of industrialization, pollution, food 
production, or resource depletion. 

Thus according to the most famous of the 
computer based doomsday calculations the ultimate 
collapse will occur because of nonrenewable 
resource depletion; if however, it is assumed 
that natural resource reserves are doubled, or 
made infinitely renewable because of technology, 
then the collapse will occur because of a sudden 
increase in the level of pollution; if pollution 
controls are introduced then the collapse will 
occur because of food shortages; if the capacity 
to provide food is increased then the collapse 
takes place because of population growth (22). 

But in other doomsday views popUlation growth 
is not the ultimate barrier. For example, 

"For unlike the threats posed 
population growth or war, there 
is an ultimate certitude about 
the problem of environmental 
deterioration that it in 
a different category from the dangers 
we haV(~ Tlreviously examined. 
Nuclear attacks may be indefinitely 
avoided; population growth may be 
stabilized; but 

there is an. absolute limit to the 
abili ty of the earth to support 
or tolerate the process of industrial 
activity, and there is reason to 
believe that we are now moving 
toward that limit very rapidly" 
(25) . 

Scarcities of food, resource limits, and 
popUlation growth have long been associated with 
doomsday. Nuclear devastation and environmental 
degradation are of more recent vintage. However, 
the in~ortant characteristic of the modern dooms
day models is not which barrier is the ultimate 
limit but how we crash into the barrier. This is 
because if the exponential nature in the growth 
of resource consumption, population, and pollution 
is not halted then the time available to soften 
the impact becomes very short. 

The exponential characteristics of the dooms·· 
day models are reinforced by time delay charac
teristics. There are long lead times involved 
in implementing pollution control, lowering 
popUlation growth, or achieving the dissemination 
of new technologies. Thus, even after growth 
abatement policies are adopted there will still 
be a time interval in which the growth trends 
will continue at an exponential rate. Thus, 
while the exponential growth guarantees that 
the barrier will be hit at an accelerating 
speed, the time delay guarantees that the 
barrier will be overshot. 

Technology, of course, has the potential 
for moderating these trends. Doomsday models, 
however, play dmvn such potential. First, 
because technology ultimately has detrimental 
side effects, 

"Indeed, the availability of un~ 
limited power holds more of a 
threat than a promise since 
energy use is inevitably 
polluting and, in addition, we 
would ultimately have to face the 
problem of disposing of an 
intractable amount of waste 
heat" (9). 

Also there is no assurance that technology 
will continue to be made available as in the 
past. 

"Governments have apparently ac~ 
ceeded to quick depletion of cheap 
energy reserves on the tacit 
asstnnption that a new source will 
turn up in time to maintain ever 
faster growth. The latest such 
innovation however is nowhere in 

(59) . 

If technology does not permit an increase 
in the ratio of GNP to energy consumption or 
in the availability of energy, then limits to 
growth become inevitable. The criticism of the 
doomsday models is that these limits, their 
patterns of overshoot and collapse, are not 
demonstrated but merely assumed. And those 
who perceive energy in its economic dimension 



would further argue that there is at least one 
reason that the assumption is probably wrong; 
namely, that with a functioning price system 
as energy prices rise energy use will be 
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economized and technology will find substitutes (J26). 

The Steady State Models: 

Steady state models are also partly apocalyptic 
in the sense that they establish some limits. 
These limits, however, are not disastrous since 
they are based on the "gradualness" associated 
with diminishing returns rather than the crash 
associated with exponential growth. Thus, for 
example, if energy is perceived as only one 
among a number of inputs needed to produce the 
GNP then limits to the expansion of energy can 
be offset by expansion of other inputs. As a 
result output would increase although at a 
diminishing rate. Conceivably, some point can 
be reached where output would be solely dependent 
on the limiting input and at that point it would 
stop increasing. But such a point would be reached 
only gradua,lly, providing ample time to take 
appropriate action. 

The possibility of a steady state, it is 
claimed, enables society to walk the middle path 
between the doomsday models and the unrealistic 
forecast of ever expanding consumption. "The 
steady state is thus, perhaps, the conserva
tionist's millennium" (J23) . 

However, even though the possibility of a 
steady state is not precluded by nature whether 
it is achieved, and how, will depend on man-made 
institutions. 

One approach to the steady state is to focus 
on some limiting input in the production process. 

"A social and economic order capable 
of living indefinitely in harmony 
with its natural environment may 
be said to possess sustainability. 
A prime characteristic of a sustain
able society is a fairly constant 
level of energy consumption" (109 p. 8). 

A constant energy consumption has no necessary 
consequence for aggregate output. Technology may 
allow for rising productivity and therefore output 
increases; or the constant energy input may be 
possible only with rising energy costs which, if 
not offset by other productivity improvements, 
would imply declines in real output. 

Another approach to the steady state is to 
focus on the aggregate output resulting from the 
production process. With a constant population 
a sustainable level of per capita consumption 
can be achieved, provided that there are 
substitution possibilities between exhaustible 
resources and other inputs (J37). The level of 
per capita consumption reached in the steady 
state will depend on the size of the population 
and the constant stock of physical wealth that 
is maintained in order to produce the aggregate 
output. Even if resources are not exhaustible 
the steady state is a necessity because it will 
eventually take increasing amounts of physical 
wealth to avoid environmental degradation (J35). 

A steady state need not be a state of poverty. 
For example, it is argued that developed countries 
are getting close to the per capita consumption 
levels which they consider desirable. If this 
were coupled with popUlation control and a shift 
to a less energy intensive mix of final output 
in these countries this would allow for increased 
standards of living in the poor nations without 
an overall increase in energy consumption (J27). 

The Social Issues 

"One reason why the progressive 
state is 'cheerful' is that 
social conflict is diminished by 
it. In a progressive state, 
the poor can become richer with-
out the rich becoming poorer. 
In the stationary state, there 
is no escape from the rigors of 
scarcity. If one person or group 
becomes richer, then the rest of the 
society must become poorer. 
Unfortunately, this increases the 
payoff for successful exploitation -
that is the use of organized threat 
in order to redistribute income" 
(Boulding, 69, p. 95). 

If, instead of the "progressive" state, some 
long term occupancy is to be reached, which is 
characterized by a relatively stable population, 
level of economic activity or energy consumption, 
then issues of social equity may become even 
more important then they are now. These equity 
issues relate, first, to what overall level of 
activity is sustainable - which is largely a 
question of what present generations are willing 
to do for future generations. Next, they relate 
to how the overall activity will be distributed -
which is largely a question of the allocation 
between poor and rich nations. And, finally, 
the equity issues relate to how the allocation 
decisions will be enforced - which is a question 
of political systems. 

Current vs. Future Generations: 

Why should present generations be concerned 
about the future? After sacrificing for our 
children or perhaps our grandchildren what bond 
links us to posterity? "There is no rational 
answer to that terrible question" (25). 

A concern for future generations is based 
not on reason or self-interest but on moral 
grounds. For example, there is a kind of 
reprehensibility to ignoring the possibility that 
mankind may be engaging in current acts which 
could be suicidal for the species (25). Also, 
there is a kind of equity in accepting 
responsibility for passing on to future generations 
at least that which we have inherited from the 
past (J26). There is a kind of democracy in the 
idea that future generations, even unborn 
generations, are given consideration in terms of 
current consumption (J26). And, finally, there 
is a kind of consumer sovereignty ethic in the 
idea that current consumers have no right to keep 
using up the options of future generations 
CA. McCloskey, 109). 



Foy these yeasons, at least in part, society 
is unwilling to engage in a "vast fling" of 
exhaustible yesouyce consumption and enviyonmental 
degYadation. A "vast fling" implies that consump
tion by futuye geneYations has no value for th€ 
cuyrent geneYation; which, in technical terms, 
means an infinitely high social yate of discount. 
Howevey, society does tYeat futuye generations with 
less consideyation than curyent geneYations by 
valuing pyesent consumption moYe highly than 
futuye consumption. This means that the social 
Yate of discount while not being infinitely high 
is gyeatey than zeYo. Foy many people such a 
practice is "ethically indefensible and arises 
meYely fyom weaknesses of the imagination" (FYank 
Ramsey as quoted by Koopmans in 60). 

For otheys, howevey, a positive Yate of social 
discount, i.e., payment of inteyest, encouyages 
human and capital investment to take place. And 
it is such investment, not coal in the ground, 
that leaves futuye generations bettey off than 
they would otherwise be. 

"Of course, the fact is that leaving 
coal and oil and other minerals in 
the ground is not the only way to 
provide for future generations. We 
have been equipping our children 
and their children with ever larger 
and more productive stocks of capital 
equipment, with moYe widespyead and 
intensive education, and with 
growing scientific and technological 
knowledge" (Tobin in 118). 

Thus the ethical issue of inteygenerational 
income distyibution is related to the empiYical 
issue of whether the advance of technology will 
oveycome the yesource depletion. In the past 
the disadvantages associated with depletion of 
specific yesources seem to have been compensated 
by the advantages of technological advances eithey 
as evidenced by the long run decline in the yeal 
cost of resources oy by the increasing substitution 
of capital and labor foy resources. 

So long as such trends can be extrapolated 
into the futuye then economic growth is beneficial 
to futuye as well as pyesent geneYations. If such 
extrapolations aye discontinued then the benefits 
of economic gyowth may be "unfairly" captuyed 
by the pYesent geneYation at the expense of 
the future. 

Rich vs POOY Nations: 

The developed nations have about one thiyd 
of the woyld's popUlation, and use two-fifths of 
the world's eneygy. Tne U.S. with 6% of the world's 
population consumes 1/3 of the world's eneygy. 
The aveyage Ameyican consumes 200 times as much 
energy as he needs for suyvival (12). 

Data such as these dramatize that the 
developed nations aye both and moYe eneygy 
intensive than the POOy nations. The inferences 
associated with such data, howevey, aye varied 
and conflicting. 

One scenario often drawn fyom such data is 
that the developed nations aye yichey because 
they aye energy intensive and that the hIgh 
pyoductivity of the yich pyovides an opportunity 
foy yaising living standayds throughout the woyld. 
In this view if eneygy is made available to the 
developed countyies then the POOy nations, through 
trade, will be able to obtain a fasteY Yate of 
growth than if they weye to use that eneygy 
in domestic pYoduction. 

Theye aye those, theyefoye, who would favoy 
the continued high use Yate of eneygy by developed 
countyies in oydey to advance the lot of the poor. 

"Until population stabilization is 
achieved, until we enable those countries 
to feed themselves, the capability 
of the United. States to pyoduce enough 
ceyeal to feed approximately 300 million 
people a year with OUy 'surplus 
agYicultuYe' is impeYative if whole
sale calamity is to be avoided. We 
still have unused agYicultuyal land; 
we can gyOW even moye. But an absolute 
shoytage of eneygy would limit 
agricultural pYoduction in this 
country and it would be ouy surplus
which now helps ouy balance of payments 
while it helps feed the woYld- that 
would be affected. We would not go 
hungry, but others would. An increase 
in eneygy pYices inevitably would 
slowly have equivalent effects as it 
would drive up the price of ouy 
agYicultuYal expoyts. Indeed, that 
pyocess is alyeady manifest as the 
price of feytilizer rises abroad, and 
the costs of the cereals produced by 
the feytilizey-dependent cereal strains 
developed for the 'Gyeen Revolution' 
must surely mount. Such events spell 
doom for the inhabitants of those 
countries where the gross national 
product pey capita is less than $500 
per year-about half the human yace. 
The immensity of the resultant human 
tragedy and political instability 
are difficult to grasp" (118, Handler). 

An alternative to the view that living 
standards of poor nations aye raised by the high 
productivity of yich nations is that the energy 
consumption of the rich represents a barrier to 
economic growth of the poor. In this view, which 
highlights the concern over energy shortages, 
the more that the rich consume the less is left 
for the poor. The big losers in the energy 
shortage are not the developed countries but the 
less developed countries that will not now have 
the opportunity to make the big leap forward in 
their economic development for economic develop
ment depends on low cost oil for fertilizer, 
irrigation, transportation, and industrialization 
(1). The developed countries not only use up the 
oil but also, because they can afford it, contribute 
to rising oil prices that hurt the poor sub
stantially more than the rich (7). 
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However, while faster growth for poor nations 
is possible this need not mean that it is desirable, 
for economic growth mayor may not increase the 
quality of life; it mayor may not make it easier 
to achieve distributional equity among nations 
(J26) , There are those who argue eloquently that, 
over the long run, economic growth implies 
disaster, 

IIIf energy consumption, food 
consumption, population growth, 
and pollution are all positively 
correlated, would not these 
proposals serve to export the 
environmental degradation Gmd 
misery that the authors fear will 
overcome the United States? There 
is a growing split in the environ
mental movement on this issue, 
Merribers of the movement' s new wing, 
represented by scholars such as 
Garrett Hardin and William Paddock, 
argue that exporting food and 
technology to poor nations may save 
the current generation of poor, but 
in the process will overload and degrade 
the enviromnent and ultimately lead to 
starvation and death for subsequent 
generations, I interpret this to mean 
that if the United States provides 
cheap energy and cheap food to a 
poor country, by that very act we 
have assumed a responsibility of 
unknown dimensions for the survival 
and physical well-being of count-
less future generations in that 
country, The obligation may not be 
a legal one, but in view of the 
projected consequences, it is 
certainly a moral oneil (23, Johnson), 

"The race between food and mouths is 
perhaps the most dramatic and most 
highly publicized aspect of the 
population problem, but it is not 
necessarily the most immediately 
threatening, For the torrent of 
human growth imposes intolerable social 
strains on the economically back-
ward regions, as well as hideous costs 
on their individual citizens. 
Among these social strains the most 
frightening is that of urban dis
organization. Rapidly increasing 
populations in the rural areas of 
technologically static societies 
create unemployable surpluses of 
manpower that streanl into the cities 
in search of work, In the under
developed world generally, cities are 
therefore growing at rates that cause 
them to double in ten years - in some 
cases in as little as six years, In 
many such cities unemployment has 
already reached levels of 25 percent, 
and it will inevitably rise as the 
ci ty populace swells, 111.e cesspool 
of Calcutta thus becomes more and more 
the image of urban degradation toward 
which the dynamics of population grolVth 
are pushing the poorest lands" (25) . 

Views about the impact of new technologies 
also vary, In one view, new sources of energy 
will be developed, However, these are likely 
to be high cost sources, ill suited to the needs 
of the undeveloped nations, The undeveloped 
nations can best use oil as their basic fuel. 
But, it is also oil that is needed by the developed 
nations, in order to get through the transition 
period that is required to develop the new energy 
sources, Thus the disparities beuveen rich and 
poor are likely to increase (63). 

In an alternative view the energy technologies 
now most appropriate to poor nations require little 
capital an.d infrastructure (121). These are the 
technologies that the richer countries are likely 
to rely on in the long run. Therefore, non-energy 
intensive economic development of the poor countries 
should be speeded up and long run disparities 
between the rich and poor are likely to be reduced, 
In the meanwhile, "means should be urgently sought 
to assist those poor countries whose importation 
of energy-intensive technologies (especially in 
agriculture) has made them dependent on energy 
which due to others' extravagance, they can no 
longer afford" (59) , 

Political Systems: 

The problems raised by continued or increasing 
disparity between rich and poor nations are widely 
recognized. While specific solutions are less 
visible they ordinarily require political invention 
at a scale that history has not yet achieved, 

"We recognize that world equilibrium 
can become a reality only if the lot 
of so called developing countries is 
substantially improved both absolutely 
and relative to the economic developed 
nations· and we affirm that their 
improvement can be achieved only 
through a global strategy" (22) . 

The political system implications of pursuing 
a path of slow economic growth in order to meet 
the needs of future generations are far from 
clear, The market system does seem to be closely 
associated with the need for economic expansion -
when expansion continues, the market system 
"works", when it stops the system is accused of 
failure, Thus there are some who fear that with 
slow growth there could be a turn towards greater 
control by govermnents which through force and 
intimidation seek mastery over the distribution 
of limited resources and the impact of environ
mental deterioration, And there are others with 
even deeper fears that our political systems, 
because they are oriented toward making decisions 
about the distribution of economic activity, may 
never reach a solution, For these people the root 
issue is not how to distribute the fruits of 
industrial civilization but rather how to dis
mantle the industrial modes of production. 

PARADISE LOST 

Paradise is reputed to be a place where 
there are no resource constraints (and where 
there are no resource constraints there are no 
economists as a kind of bonus) , In the view of 



some observers the United States has been very 
close to an energy paradise in the past. First 
wood, then coal, then oil and gas have been in 
abundant supply, readily available, where and when 
needed, and at relatively low cost. Difficult 

;) 
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as it is for the expert to be precise in describing 
such terms as "readily available" and "relatively 
low cost" it is suggested that American households, 
industry and commerce have, until recently, rarely 
been concerned about an adequately available supply 
of energy over the long run. 

The Good Old 

Such attitudes, it is claimed, were firmly 
grounded in the country's historical experience. 
Agricultural, industrial and transport expansion 
were rarely constrained by inadequate energy 
inputs. And in spite of occasional localized 
shortages the westward movement, city building, 
immigration, and the national security were never 
seriously threatened because of persistent failures 
in the availability of energy. Looking backwards, 
it see~s apparent that the country has gone through 
great shifts in dependence from one fuel source 
to another, with a smoothness of transition which 
was remarkable not only because it happened with
out major dislocation but also because most people 
never even imagined that dislocation would occur. 
The prevailing attitude was that surely needed 
resources were available in the ground or, if not, 
could be obtained from those poor countries in 
need of our agricultural and industrial goods. 

Little wonder, the argument continues, that 
per capita consumption of energy in the United 
States has been high and rising. Part of this has 
been because the apparent abundance and increasingly 
lower cost of energy has induced "waste" in both 
the production and the end use consumption of 
energy. Because energy costs have tended to 
account for only a small part of the budgets of 
households and businesses there have been energy 
use practices adopted which in other countries 
and other times would be labeled profligate. 
Furthermore, and probably more important, the 
expectation of continued availability of energy 
has contributed to a plant and equipment capital 
structure, methods of doing business, and patterns 
of living which appear locked in to higher levels 
of energy consumption. 

Locked in because of a widespread belief that 
readily available energy in abundant su-pply is at 
the base of the country's economic expansion. 
111is view of the importance of energy to economic 
progress has gone almost unchallenged even in the 
most recent decades. 

In the early 1950's the Paley Commission, 
in the first of the modern investigations of the 
nation's resources, noted that: 

"The drama of the industrial revo
lution and a century of remarkable 
progress in the United States' living 
standards can be written in terms 
of constantly improved technology 
and ever increasing use of energy, 
mineral fuels, and water power in our 
factories, farms, and homes" (116, 
vol. 1, p. 103). 

In the late 1950's the U.S. Congress, concerned 
about the nation's energy availability, heard 
testimony that: 

"I think these hearings abundantly 
bring out that the United States 
economic development, industrial 
leadership, and high living stan.dards 
have resulted from the availability 
of cheap energy. Economic progress 
is only possible on the basis of the 
application of energy and the cheaper 
and the more abundant the energy the 
more rapid the progress. So it is 
throughout the world in relation to 
the other countries which have not 
proceeded so far down the path toward 
prosperity but which are now trying 
to follow' (20, Statement of Bernard 
Darbyshire). 

The first sentence of a massive documentation 
of the nation's energy use by Resources for the 
Future, in the early 1960's was 

"The abundant use of energy mainly 
from mineral fuels is fundamental 
to the economic circumstances of 
mid-century America" (18, p. 1). 

In the early seventies a foremost environ-
mental activist observed that 

"It was a painful shock to be made 
suddenly aware that the great age 
of technology had feet of clay, that 
cheap oil, not technical wizardry 
was the dynamo behind our incomparable 
progress" (19). 

And in the mid-seventies the Shah of Iran 
announced 

"The industrial world will have to 
realize that the era of terrific 
progress and even more terrific 
economic wealth based on cheap oil 
is finished. They must find alternative 
sources of energy. Eventually they 
will have to tighten their belts" (as 
reported in 8). 

This belief that economic progress is dependent 
on energy when coupled with the concern that the 
fuel base is being dissipated, accounts for part 
of the feelings of paradise lost. The other part 
is not dependent on an assumed link between 
economic progress and energy use. This is the 
belief, held by a large part of the present 
generation of Americans, that the true social 
costs of energy use are much higher than have 
been previously thought and much higher than is 
indicated by market prices. For these people 
the environmental effects of energy harvesting 
and consumption account for significant additional 
costs to society which have previously been ignored 
and are not currently included in the price to 
energy users. In addition, there are some people 
who believe that there is prevailing an excessive 
optimism with respect to future energy providing 
technologies which leads to underestimating the 
true long run scarcity value of energy resources. 
Thus, even if paradise has not been lost, at the 
very least it has been mislaid for a while. 



History is em obligating guide. It can be 
interpreted to support such views or to reject 
them. Therefore, a brief discussion of the 
quantitative dimension of long term developments 
in energy consumption and its relation to economic 
growth may be useful. 

Trends in Energy Consumption 

If total energy consumption in the United 
States were charted on a logarithmic scale it 
would show roughly a straight line implying a 
growth rate of about 3% per year (Table 1)'15 
In 1850 energy consumption was 2.5 Quad (10 BTU), 
and in 1975 it was 71 Quad. Roughly, total 
consumption doubled every two decades between 
1850-1910; it then took forty years to double 
again by 1950; but returned to a two decade 
doubling between 1950 and 1970. If consumption 
trends over the last five years are extrapolated 
then a doubling of the 1970 energy consumption 
would take place in about 50 years. These figures 
do not lend support to some of the doomsday models 
that imply that the doubling time for energy 
consumption is getting shorter. Nor do they lend 
support to the belief that total energy 
consumption has been growing at a steady rate. 
Not only has the rate of growth in energy consump
tion changed from one period to the next but in 
some periods, particularly recession years, there 
have been consumption declines. 

Most of the long term growth in U.S. energy 
consumption can be attributed to population 
increases as distinct from increases in per capita 
energy consumption. Between 1850 to 1975 increases 
in per capita consumption accounted for only 1/3 
of the increase which could be attributed to 
population growth. However, since 1940 population 
and per capita consumption increases have accounted 
for about equa.l amounts of growth in total enrgy 
consumption. 

If per capita consur~tion were charted nothing 
so simple as a straight line would be shown. 
Rather, between 1850 to 1890 and between 1920 to 
1940 per capita energy consumption remained 
essentially constant; however, between 1890 and 
1920 per capita consumption doubled; and between 
1940 to 1970 it almost doubled again. 

The most rapid growth has occurred in recent 
years. Almost half of the total increase in per 
capita consumption between 1940 to 1970 occurred 
during the decade of the sixties. The annual 
rate of increase in per capita energy consumption 
between 1961 to 1973 was five times the increase 
which took place from 1943 to 1961; i.e., 3.2% 
as compared with 0.6%. Thus, while population 
growth between years 1943 to 1961 accounted for 
3/4 of total energy consumpation and per capita 
increases in consumption for only 1/4, these 
relationships were exactly reversed between the 
years 1961-1973. 

These data do not lend support to the image 
of a relentless and continuous pressure for 
increasing per capita energy consumption in the 
United States. For more than half the years since 
1850 significant increases in per capita con
sunption have not occurred. If paradise is 
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perceiv~d as a growing, and possibly extravagant, 
propenslty for energy consumption then paradise 
has been twice lost and twice regained in the 
past 125 years. The "remarkable" increase in per 
capita energy consumption which occurred between 
1961 to 1973 is more an exception than a pattern 
over the long term historical period. 

But per capita consumption changes (like the 
apple) may hide more than they reveal about 
paradise. For, among the most dramatic changes 
in energy usage since 1850 has been the shift 
from one dominant fuel source to another. 

In the middle of the 19th century fuel wood 
accounted for 9/10 of total energy consumption. 

1880, and in spite of some increase in the total 
amount of fuel wood consumed, its share in total 
energy had dropped to half. 

Essentially the total growth in energy consump
tion during the 2nd half of the 19th century was 
provided by coal. From one tenth of the total 
in the middle of the 19th century it was 3/4 by 
the end of it. Thereafter, however, coal 
essentially retained its share of total energy 
consumption until 1920; although keeping its share 
meant that coal consumption more than doubled in 
the first two decades of the 20th century. Since 
1920 coal has remained at about the same level 
of consumption, although it has dropped from 3/4 
to 1/5 of total energy. 

Oil and gas began the 20th century accounting 
for 5% of total energy consumed. But it then 
doubled in each decade through 1950 (except 1930-
1940) by which time it accounted for 3/5 of total 
energy. By 1960 oil and gas accounted for 3/4 
of total energy and has retained that share until 
the present. 

These major shifts in the sources of primary 
energy resources can be linked to major changes 
in the nation's living styles and methods of 
production. Thus the economy of the wood era 
(1850-1880) was primarily agricultural and the 
maj or consumer of fuel was not industry but 
households. With wood, largely free except 
for the labor of cutting, it was easily available 
to the cabin dwellers who, in any case, had to 
clear the forests to make room for the fanns. 
At the peak of fuel wood consumption (1880) only 
5% was for industrial purposes, split about 
equally between manufacture and transport 
purposes. 

The era of coal supremacy (1890-1920) is 
associated with the rise of industrialization. 
Iron and steel production and railroads were 
particularly heavy coal consumers between the 
1880's and 1920's. Further stimulus to demands 
for coal was provided by the expansion of other 
types of manufacturing output as well as the 
increased use of power equipment and the growth 
of a coal based electric utility industry. 

The relative decline of coal after World War 
I occurred along practically all fronts: in the 
transportation market as railroad traffic declined 
relative to the oil consuning transportation modes; 
in the residential and commercial sectors which 
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shifted their space heating to liquid and gaseous 
fuels; in the industrial sector (probably because 
of the lead times involved in manufacturing plant 
obsolescence) it was oil and gas that fueled the 
tremendous growth in manufacturing, although coal 
managed to hold its market in terms of quantities 
sold; electric power utilities alone provided 
a source of growth for coal consumption but this 
was because the utility industry grew so rapidly 
it offset a relative shift away from the coal 
base. 

Oil and natural gas are cleaner, more 
convenient, more efficient and more concentrated 
than coal. It is difficult to imagine that the 
pace and composition of long term changes in the 
economy would have been the same without the 
shift from coal to the liquid fuels and gas. 
At first, the growth in the oil industry, say up 
to about the turn of the century, relied on the 
growing demand for illuninants and lubricants 
that was associated with the spread of literacy 
and the expansion of the factory system and 
mechanization. Then, fuel oil became important 
for transportation and manufacturing, and 
increasingly for residential and commercial space 
heating from 1920 on. Also 1920 marks the 
beginning of the rapid growth of gasoline consump
tion for transportation that increased by a factor 
of ten between 1920 and 1950 as both the number 
of automobiles and their average gasoline 
consumption greatly expanded. 

This selected list of events in a century of 
economic development is intended to dramatize the 
magni tude of the economic changes that have been 
accommodated by shifts in the major energy sources. 
In retrospect, what seems to describe the energy 
paradise of the past is the ease and speed with 
which the new sources have come into use rather 
than the pace of expansion in per capita energy 
consumption. And, in prospect, it is precisely 
the issue of the ease and speed of introducing 
new energy sources that is at the root of the 
concern over an "adequate" availability of energy 
in the coming decades. 

The brief history also indicates the 
importance of distinguishing among various groups 
of energy demanders. For some observers recent 
trends in energy use are more relevant to future 
prospects than are the long term historical 
trends. 

As compared with the magnitude of the changes 
which have occurred in the past hundred years, 
there has been relatively little change in the 
past two decades. The shift away from coal and 
toward natural gas between 1950-1970 was the 
most striking. Some of ehe other changes which 
have taken place since 1950 might be usefully 
highlighted. 

e Most of the national energy consumption is 
concentrated in a few uses. 

eeTransportation consumption of petroleum 
accounts for one quarter of total national 
energy consumption and has been rising. 
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eeElectric utility consumption of coal accounts 
for one tenth of total energy consumption 
and has been rising. 

eeResidential and commercial consumption of 
natural gas accounts for one tenth of the 
total and has been rising. 

eelndustrial consumption of natural gas accounts 
for over one tenth of the total and has been 
rising. 

eeResidential and commercial consumption of 
coal accounts for one tenth of the total and 
has remained stable in its share. 

e Electric Utilities 

e~have substantially increased their share of 
total energy consumption 

eehave shifted towards natural gas and away 
from hydro 

~ Industrial Sector 

eeis still the largest user of energy in spite 
of a Slight relative decline 

eehas shifted away from coal and towards 
natural gas 

e Residential and Commercial Sector 

eehas shifted from coal toward natural gas 

e Transportation Sector 

~ehas shifted from coal towards petroleun 

e Coal has declined in its share of energy 
supplied and now is consumed mostly by the 
utilities and industrial sector. 

e Natural Gas consumption has grown in relative 
importance for all users. 

e Petroleum has slightly increased its share of 
energy largely in the transportation sector. 

e If electric utility energy consumption is 
allocated among end users then the residential 
and commercial sectors are shown to have 
increased their share of energy consumed 
while the industrial and transportation 
sectors show a decline. 

e If energy is allocated to specific activities 
within each sector then the quantitatively 
important activities are: 

eeResidential and commercial sector space 
heating 

eelndustria1 sector process steam, direct heat, 
and electric drives 

eeThese preceding activities, along with trans
portation, account for four-fifths of total 
energy consumption. 



"'\liIThere has been very little change in the 
relative distribution of energy among the 
specific activities, 

For some observers the relation between energy 
and the national output represents a convenient 
description of the structure of the economy. 
The actual structure is recognized to be infinitely 
more complex. But, because "fuel energy is a 
primary input essential to all sectors of our 
economy" (J36) the complexities can sometimes be 
judici,ously avoided by focusing on the simple 
relationship between the energy input to the 
national output. 

Since there are also other primary inputs 
the relation between energy and national output 
is only one among a number of possible summary 
descriptions of the structure of the economy. 
However, when the issues of public concern relate 
to energy it would seem to make more sense to 
summarize the economic structure by relating 
energy to output than looking at some other factor 
such as the relation between labor and output. 

Whether a simplified view of an economic 
structure is oversimplified depends on the uses 
to which it is put. The relationship between 
energy aJ1d national output is generally used as a 
guide to proj ect, or plan for, future energy 
requirements. The degree of confidence in such 
a guide depends on how the corrnection between 
energy and output is perceived. 

Most observers believe that to some extent 
the nation's output is dependent upon energy. 
At one end of the spectruJll is the belief that 
energy and the national output are "coupled", 
i. e., that the nation's output is essentially 
limited by its energy consumption. 

"This is truly an age of energy. 
The standard of living of every 
people in the world can be accurately 
measured by their relative per 
capita consumption of mechanical 
energy. As would be expected the 
United States leads all the rest of 
the world in its use of mechanical 
energy. And those who have most' 
closely studied the situation tell 
us that this use of energy is more 
responsible than any other one single 
factor for our having obtained the 
highest standard of living ever 
enjoyed by any people in the history 
of civilization and for our present 
inunense food surpluses in a world 
of want" (W. Murray, 20). 

Moving toward the other end of the spectrum 
is the belief that energy arid the national output 
are merely "linked", i.e., that the nation's 
output is influenced by, but no'( completely coupled 
to, its energy consumption. 

"It is clear from the foregoing 
discussion that energy use alone is 
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an insufficient measure of how well 
people live. Variations in energy 
use and efficiency among different 
countries, different regions of the 
same country, or during different 
time periods in the same country or 
region indicate that the energy require
ments of tasks vary considerably" (106) . 

If energy consumption and the national out-
put are coupled it implies that (apart from short 
term, temporary fluctuations) the economic 
structure, including relative fuel prices, changes 
only gradually and smoothly over time. Therefore, 
a:ny less than expected level of energy availability 
means a reduction from expected national output. 
itrJ. assumption that changes in the economic structure 
do not depart sharply from their past trends makes 
it meaningful to use the relationship of energy 
to output for projecting energy requirements. 

If energy consumption and the national out
put are linked, rather than coupled, it implies 
that trends in the efficiency of energy use in 
the economy can be changed. Whether such energy 
efficiency changes are desirable depends on how 
they would affect other components of the 
economic structure. For example, a low ratio of 
energy use to national ou~put may reflect 8n 
efficient use of energy; but it might also reflect 
low living standards. Focusing on only a single 
input can say nothing about economic efficiency . 
which requires consideration of the "totality of 
inputs and their costs rather than the physical 
amounts of one input (where costs can always be 
reduced by increasing other costs)" (Alc:hian in 
23). Therefore, whether lowering the ratio of 
energy to the GNP is a desirable social objective 
depends on a number of factors relating to the 
detailed structure of the economy. 

It should be pointed out that most of those 
who advocate a strategy seeking to lower energy 
consumption are not ignorant of these other 
factors but have come to their position in the 
belief that the preponderance of quanti tati ve 
evidence is that less energy consumption is 
consonant with no reduction in the national 
output, 

From a technical standpoint, whether energy 
consumption and national output are "coupled" 
or merely "linked" is simply a question of degree. 
However, from a policy standpoint the difference 
is crucial. If they are coupled then it appears 
prudent to pursue a policy of energy supply 
planning; if they are lin1ced it may be wise 
to pursue a policy of energy consumption plarrning. 
These differences are reflected in the following 
quotations which only hint at the acrimony of the 
debate 

"The Technical Fix and Zero Energy 
Growth scenarios describe how reduced 
growth in energy use in the United 
States can yield many economic, social 
and environmental benefits. Nonetheless, 
a crucial question must be answered. 
Can energy growth be reduced while 
economic activity grows at historical 
rates? Our research indicates that 
energy growth could be reduced while 



growth continues in the output of goods 
and services--without sacrificing 
national economic goals. This appears 
possible, particularly in the industrial 
sector of the U.S. economy, where most 
of our energy is consumed. Current 
studies indicate that the same is likely 
to be tn1e for the household, commercial, 
and transportation sectors" (109). 

"In the Technical Fix and more especially 
in the Zero Energy Growth scenarios, the 
Energy Policy Project has assumed that 
the growth in energy usage and the growth 
in the nation's economy can be uncoupled. 
I consider their assertions to be 
totally unsupported and unsubstantiated 
by the facts. There is a wealth of 
data which substantiates the widely 
accepted contention that growth in 
energy usage and growth in the economy 
are inextricably linked. The historic 
relationship between GNP growth and 
energy growth has continued during the 
first half of 1974 despite an increase 
of 75 percent in energy costs and a 
tripling of the rate of inflation" 
(Donald Burnham in 109). 

Some Measurement Issues 

To some extent whether energy consumption and 
national output are coupled or are linked depends 
on how they are defined. In the official 
statistics national output, i.e., the GNP, is 
defined as the sum of household, govermnent and 
business expenditures on final goods and services. 
What constitutes an "expenditure on final goods 
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and services" is often arbitrarily defined (e. g. , 
unpaid work in the home is not a part of national 
output). Therefore output comparisons over long 
periods of time may be misleading because historical 
changes in institutions may affect the components 
included in the official statistics. Considerations 
of such institutional differences are equally 
important when comparing the outputs of different 
nations, which is further complicated by the need 
to make adjustments for trade between countries 
and cultural differences in consumption habits 
and styles of production. 

In spite of the necessity for some arbitrariness 
in measurement the GNP is generally an effective 
guide for economic policy. However, there are 
those who believe that energy policy should be 
guided by a net national proauct (NNP) concept 
which subtracts from the nation'S output the cost 
of all resources that have been used up in the 
process of producing and conswning the output 
(Heller, 17). Thus it is customary for depreciation 
on capital equipment to be deducted from the GNP 
to obtain the NNP. It is more difficult to deduct 
all of the environmental and pollution costs which 
are being incurred by society although significant 
strides in this direction are being made. 

But if all costs to society are to be deducted 
ffi1d benefits to be included before output is 
measured there is no reason to stop with the 
environmental externalities. For exan~le, 
comparable levels of GNP can be reached with a 

very different con~OS]tlon of goods and services 
requiring different quantities of energy input. 
But, in spite of the similar GNP different groups 
in society are likely to attach very different 
values to one mix of output as compared with 
another. Also, alterna ti ve energy policies will 
generate different amounts of human costs and 
benefi ts in terms of the unemployment which 
results, the quality of working life which is 
experienced, the income distribution which is 
created, or the inflation which is induced. There 
can be differential political costs in terms of 
danger to national security, the extent of 
government intervention, and risk of economic 
breakdown. And there can be international costs 
associated with shifts in the balance of payments 
and tenns of trade, requirement of national 
defense, international monetary impacts, and 
threat of force. 

The list of items that might be included 
in or excluded from the nation's output is limit
less; the values which they should be given 
are unknown. Alternative concepts of output, 
even when not measured, cannot be summarily 
dismissed since they may be keyed in to fundamental 
changes in society's system of values. Yet, it 
needs also to be recognized that alternative 
output concepts are often uncritically proposed 
by those with special interests. We can conclude 
from those attempts which have already been made 
to incorporate externalities in the national out
put that the resulting measurements do not suggest 
any major change in trends. Nor does there appear 
to be any significant turning away, by most of 
the population, from the desirability of expand
ing the available volume of goods and services 
as customarily defined. 

"Whatever may be true about the relative 
values of the product included in the 
GNP and the product excluded from it .... 
there is little evidence that we are 
witnessing a decline in the value of 
economic output as a whole" (Council 
of Economic Advisors as quoted in 17). 

The definition of energy also influences 
perspectives on the relation between energy and 
national output. The link between energy 
conswnption and U.S. output is much tighter than 
the lillie between energy production and output 
because at different periods the country has 
been a significant exporter and importer of 
energy resources. With in~orts ordinarily 
available to meet those energy demands in excess 
of energy production the focus has traditionally 
been on the relation of energy consun~tion to 
output. However, if the nation moves toward 
greater self-sufficiency the linkage between 
eneTgy production and the GNP will become a 
crucial factor in planning. 

Al though it is often ignored there is a 
quantitative difference in the amoilllt of energy 
and the ffinount of fuels consumed. It is a matter 
of convention to measure energy in terms of fuel 
equivalent conswnption. However, not all fuels 
consumed are used for energy purposes. About 10% 
of coal, oil, and natural gas are used for such 
purposes as metallurgical processes, lubricants, 



petrochemicals, and feedstocks. If oil and gas 
scarci ties lead to reserving them for such 
purposes then more careful attention to energy 
measurement will be required. Similarly, hydro
electric energy is measured in terms of fuel 
equivalent, even though no prinmry fuel is involved 
in its production. Although hydropower is only 
a minor component of the nation's total energy the 
potential for geothermal, solar, and other non
primary fuel sources raises further questions for 
defining energy (Auer, 119). 

The emphasis on energy consumption also leads 
to the measurement of energy in terms of the 
quantities required by the residential, commercial, 
industrial, and transportation end users. However, 
end use involves only about 75% of the quantity of 
energy developed at the source. Twenty-five 
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percent goes to conversion loss, field, and non 
energy uses. In addition, of the end use consump
tion only 3/5 is useful energy while 2/5 is rejected. 
There are also additional amounts of fuel, which 
can be considered used up, that are never even 
harvested because the mining and drilling processes 
make it uneconomical to do so. These deposits 
are rarely included in the energy consumption 
figures. 

The extent to which energy resources are 
used up in the process of creating energy is why 
some observers are concerned with relating net 
energy (rather than gross energy) to national 
output. For, if the technological processes are 
such that at some point it takes more energy to 
extract a unit of energy than is obtained, then 
there is some net energy content which sets an 
ultimate limit to national output. No amount 
of energy price juggling could avert this. 

"The tendency of capital intensity 
in the energy sector to rise faster 
than energy output is normally considered 
only in the context of fiscal policy. 
In thermodynamic terms, however, its 
implications are more disquieting, for 
capital is ultimately energy: money 
is not an independent entity, but 
must be referred back to real physical 
resources. Increasing capital intensity 
of energy tecJmologies means that 
the energy cost of obtaining useful 
energy is increasing; hence that net 
energy yields from gross energy 
resources are declining" (59) . 

Realization that the indirect consumption of 
energy can be large has also led to the develop
ment of energy accounting. In such measurements 
the energy used up for a particular purpose is 
defined to include not only the energy consuned 
directly but also the energy consumed in the 
nmny required processes which preceded that 
particular end use. The utility of energy 
accounting is that it more comprehensively measures 
the relation between energy consumption and a 
particular use, and therefore it may correct 
misconceptions about the total energy impact 
of these activities. 

Trends in the Energy/Output Ratio 

In one dimension paradise is perceived as 
being lost when the economy can no longer generate 
low cost supplies of energy to meet ever expanding 
increases in per capita energy consumption. In 
another dimension paradise is perceived as lost 
when the ratio of energy to the GNP fails to 
decline. 

"From the early 1870's to 1950, GNP 
per capita rose sixfold, while energy 
use per capita little more than doubled. 
Moreover, this happened at a time when 
the economy was rapidly shifting from 
agriculture to more energy-intensive 
industry. Economic growth far outpaced 
energy growth because the efficiency 
of energy production and use was 
dramatically improving. 

From 1950 to 1973, energy and economic 
growth very closely coincided. Overall 
efficiency improvements in energy 
had come to a halt. If progress were 
to resume in getting the most useful 
work out of each barrel of oil and ton 
of coal, economic growth could again 
surge ahead of energy growth, and the 
nation would find it easier to avoid 
a crisis in energy and energy-related 
public concerns" (109) . 

There is no a priori reason to ex)ect a de
clining ratio of energy to the GNP. Nor are there any 
a priori reasons to expect a stable or increasing 
ratio. What happens to energy consumption, the 
numerator of the ratio, is going to depend among 
other factors on population growth, changing 
preferences for final goods, relative prices 
of energy and energy intensive goods, personal 
income, technical efficiency, and changes in the 
size and mix of energy using capital goods. In 
general, as income and population increase the 
denmnd for energy increases. However, there is 
some evidence that as income increases there is 
a shift towards less energy intensive goods. 
As relative prices for energy or energy intensive 
goods increase energy demands are likely to fall 
off. Similarly improved efficiency in energy 
production and use would tend to lower energy 
denmnds. The impact of changing capital stock on 
energy demand is both crucial and uncertain. 
As capital stock increases it is likely to expend 
energy denmnds unless the stock becomes more 
efficient in its use of energy or more productive 
in creating goods and services. 

What happens to the GNP, the denominator of 
the ratio, is going to be primarily influenced 
by basic demographic and economic changes such as 
population growth and productivity improvement; 
the energy influence on GNP is secondary and 
indirect. For example, one way of looking at 
the forces affecting the GNP is through an 
aggregate production function in which GNP is 
assumed to be produced by the quantity and mix 
of labor, capital, energy and other intermediate 
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inputs. The production function indicates that 
in order to understand developments in the 
relation between energy and the GNP it is 
necessary not only to understand the relation 
between energy and the labor and capital inputs 
but also the relation between capital and labor. 
When this is done it can be shown that the energy 
to GNP ratio may vary because of changes in the 
structure of technology or in the structure of 
relative prices of these inputs (Berndt & Wood, 
60). If the technology is constant the ratio 
could still vary in response to price changes; 
if relative prices are constant the ratio could 
still vary in response to technology changes. 
Whether it is technology or price policies which 
would be most effective in influencing energy 
consumption , therefore , depends on the overall 
economic structure. Let us now turn to some of 
the long term historical developments in this 
structure, which can be conveniently separated 
into the periods before 1920, between 1920-1960, 
and after 1960. 

Before 1920 per capita energy consumption 
expanded rapidly and at least as fast as the growth 
in per capita national output. After 1920 growth 
in per capita energy consumption slowed down and 
per capita national output increased at a markedly 
faster rate than energy consumption. After 1960 
the pace of increase in per capita energy consump
tion picked up but the relation between energy 
and the GNP has remained relatively constant. 
The forces affecting these trends and their changes 
include developments wi thin and external to the 
energy sector. The former includes such factors 
as changes in thermal efficiency, energy prices, 
and the mix of energy sources used; the external 
factors include cha.'ges in the composition of 
energy end users, the mix of final output, and 
labor and capital productivity. 

1880 - 1920. The interval 1880 to 1920 was 
marked by the increase in energy consumed for 
transportation and industrial purposes. Thus 
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when fuel wood, essentially used by households, is 
included in the energy consumption to GNP mtio it 
is higher in 1920 than in 1880, but not by much. 
However, if wood is excluded, indicating we are 
looking primarily at mineral fuel uses, then the 
1920 energy to GNP ratio is twice as high as the 
1880 ratio. This decline in the relative importance 
of households as an energy consumer reflects the 
increasing importance of the other end users. The 
explanation for the increasing ratio of mineral 
fuel consumption to output lies primarily with two 
factors mostly external to the energy sector. 
First, manufacturing and mining, both of which were 
relatively intensive mineral fuel consumers, grew 
faster than other sectors in the economy. Their 
rapid growth therefore propelled the expansion of 
mineral fuels. Second, the growth of manufacturing 
was related to increased mechanization in the 
factory system. Horsepower was being installed 
in the factories at a faster rate than factory 
output was growing. This probably implied a 
substitution of equipment for labor. But it also 
meant that increasing quantities of energy were 
needed to TIm the machines. The end result was 
that although energy consumption grew faster than 
output, output grew fast enough to employ a 
rising labor force. 
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But industrialization and rapid increases in 
manufacturing output continued after 1920. What 
then happened to cause a subsequent decline in the 
energy output ratio? (The 1910 to 1920 decade 
was a transitional period in which the ratio 
remained relatively constant). Significant 
developments occurred both within the energy 
sector and external to it. 

1920 - 1960. In part, during this interval, 
the trend towards energy intensive producing 
sectors was modified. Thus, the reversal in the 
trend of the energy to output ratio occurred partly 
because the mining sector did not continue its 
relatively fast pace of growth and while manu
facturing continued to grow faster than the rest 
of the economy its pace was slower than in the 
past. 

Whether the trend towards a less energy 
intensive product mix continued over the entire 
1920-1960 interval is not clear. "The relative 
shift from the production of goods to services, 
particularly in the later years, probably 
contributed to less energy intensive uses. The 
shift to production of war goods in the late 
1930's and early 40's acted to lower energy 
consumption. However, when the transition back to 
the civilian economy took place there was a sharp 
increase in the energy to output ratio bringing it 
back to its pre-war level. Indeed, there is some 
evidence that between the early forties and mid
fifties the product mix shift, on balance, was to 
more rather than less energy intensive goods and 
services (Darmstadter in 17). 

A major influence on the product-mix shift 
is what happens to the household sector. The ratio 
of industrial and commercial consumption of 
energy to national output varies within a much 
narrower range than the ratio of household 
consumption to the GNP (Lincoln in 108). There 
seems to be some evidence that the intensity of 
energy use in the home is increasing particularly 
because of air conditioning and comfort heating. 
But even more important the household use of the 
automobile for personal transportation has been 
a major factor in increased energy consumption. 

Although it is not clear whether the net 
effect of product mix changes has been to lower 
or raise energy consumption it is clear that 
increases in thermal efficiency have been a major 
factor in lowering the energy to ~~ ratio between 
1920-1960. Thus the thermal efficiency of 
electricity generation doubled over this period. 
The shift from using coal to using oil and gas 
meant an improved thermal efficency not only for 
the generation of electricity but throughout the 
economy. Overall thermal efficiency was 
particularly affected by the shift from steam to 
diesel locomotives as well as the use of internal 
combustion fuels for residential and commercial 
space heating and industrial processing. About 
the only major factor lowering thermal efficiency 
was tile increasing use of the thermally inefficient 
automobile. 

The energy input can be uncoupled from the 
national output not only by product mix shifts 
or thermal efficiency improvements but also by 



increases in productivity. Labor productivity 
(the ratio of labor input to output) can be 
raised by increased use of capital which means 
a greater use of energy lIDless offset by thermal 
efficiency improvements. Thus improvements in 
labor productivity can be associated with more 
or with less energy consumption. However, 
overall or total factor productivity can also be 
improved, which means that output grows fas ter 
than the inputs going into its production. This 
can happen because of improvements in such 
"intangible" factors as knowledge, methods of 
industrial operation, equality of labor and 
entrepreneurship, research etc. Total factor 
productivity did increase during the 1920 to 1960 
period and much of the increase was unrelated to 
energy consumption. This would have the effect 
of lowering the energy to output ratio. However, 
some of the overall productivity improvement was 
at least indirectly related to energy use and 
particularly to the electrification process. 

Electrici consumption increased seven times 
as fast as other energy sources, growing from 8 
to 18% of the total energy consumption between 
1920 to 1960. This shift was so large that the 
ratio of electricity consumption to national 
output not only failed to decline during this 
period but actually quadrupled; the ratio decline 
occurred only for "all other" energy. Furthermore 
this growing consumption of electricity relative 
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to the GNP occurred during a period of substantial 
improvement in the thermal efficiency of electricity 
generation. Indeed if there had been no improvement 
in the thermal efficiency of generating electricity, 
but the shift to electricity consumption still 
took place, then the ratio of total energy 
consumption to national output would not have 
declined. Thus the consumption shift to electricity 
accompanied by the improved thennal efficiency of 
electricity generation lIDdoubtedly contributed to 
the declining ratio of energy consumption to 
national output. 

In addition, the shift to electricity in the 
industrial sector enabled improvements in overall 
productivity because of the expanded use of electric 
motors. First of all the electric motors lowered 
the factory's capital requirements as compared 
wi th s team based mechanical pmver. In addition, 
the shift from steam to electric energy raised 
the thermal efficiency wi thin the factory, i. e. , 
at the point of usage. But most important, electric 
motors allowed for improved plant operations and 
design which incorporated those "intangible" 
factors that bring about overall productivity 
improvement without increasing the consumption 
of energy. 

"Finally, the growing use of electric 
motors in manufacturing and the improve
ments in electrical control equipment 
brought with them a flexibility in 
industrial operations previously 
impossible to achieve. Before the 
advent of the electric motor, mechanical 
power, where needed, had to be obtained 
from the single prime mover in the plant 
no matter how small the needs might be. 
Manufacturing operations thus had to be 
designed to accommodate the location 

of the machines to that of the prime 
mover (the larger power demallcls had to 
be established close to the prime mover) 
rather than to the sequence of the 
production process. 

1ne introduction of the unit drive, in 
which each machine has its own motor 
or motors, changed all this: power 
was available in completely flexible 
form, and could be distributed through~ 
out the factory in accord with other 
criteria of efficient organization 
and with very little energy loss 
between the plant substation and the 
machine. 

It seems probable, therefore, that the 
greatest impact of electricity on the 
efficiency of indlLstria1 operations 
was achieved not as a result of the 
replacement of Btu's which were less 
efficient thermally by more efficient 
ones, but in ter~s of electricity's 

the total economics of 
operations. The release 

from the restrictions of intemal 
mechanical transmission systems 
opened up new possibilities for 
applying modem techniques of 
industrial and business mangement. 
It is, therefore, not farfetched to 
speculate that the marked acceleration 
in the increase in labor and capital 
productivity after World War I is 
attributable in some degree to the new 
methods of production made 
possible through the growing 
electrification of industrial operations. 

All of the seem to support 
the hypothesis earlier: that 
despite the comparatively small share 
of Btu's consumed in the form of 
electricity, even in recent years, the 
rise of electricity nuy be a factor of 
considerable importance in explaining 
the decline in the energy to GNP ratio 
since the end of World War I" (18, this 
landmark report is also the source for 
much of the preceding discussion of 
long 'lena historical developments). 

An Electricity Digression. It might be said 
that up toWor.wWar I productivity advances 
were largely implemented through increased 
mechanization but thereafter through increased 
electrification. This shift from mechanization 
to electrification underlies the critical importance 
which electricity has in the past had for 
sustaining economic progress. However, what is 
now being debated, and often acrimoniously, is 
whether continued expansion of electricity 
consumption is needed to sustain economic progress. 
Not the aggregate of energy, but electricity, 
seems to be the main event in the contest 
over future energy requirements. 

"Any COnCeITl with possible over-
expans ion, as a result of too 
high a~n achievement target, does not 



appear to be justified in planning 
electricity production" (J36). 

"Growth in electricity use does not 
occur as an inevitable result of 
econbmic growth .... Public utility 

ected needs arouses the suspicion 
that the proj ected in electricity 
use comes about by the expansion 
of uneconomic uses of electricity- -uses 
for which there are cheaper Bn.d better 
substitutes, or by the continued erosion 
of (J49). 

1960 - 1975. Trends since 1960 in the rela
tions oy·energy·consumption to national output 
have not been consistenL Until the mid-sixties 
earlier declines in the energy to GNP ratio were 
continued, even though· there was a pick up in 
the rate of increase of per capita energy 
consumption. But then, in the second half of 
the decade, the energy to GNP ratio increased. 

What are the reasons for this increase? Do 
they represent a permanent turn-around or some 
temporary phenomenon? Part of the reason for 
the increase in per to. consumption and the 
energy to output ratio is the cessation of 
improvements in thermal efficiency of electricity 

In addition, it is claimed that there 
been an overall increase in conversion losses 

because the continued shift to electricity 
irNo1 ves energy losses in the transmission and 
distribution process, which are not incurred when 
fossil fuels are employed at the point of usage. 
Another factor internal to the energy sector has 
been a substantial increase in the nonenergy 
uses of fuel which would raise the recorded energy 
to output ratio because of the way that energy 
consumption is measured. 

Also, during this five year period there was 
an exceptional increase in automobile consumption 
of gasoline which has been attributed to the 
production of large cars. Other demand factors 
which have been cited as affecting the ratio 
during this period are increases in the residential 
and commercial demands for electric space heating 
and air conditioning. 

Since 1970 the energy to GNP ratio has declined 
and by 1975 it was back to the level that it had 
sustained from the mid-fifties to the early 
sixties. For some observers this decline is per
ceived as being only temporary. It is attributable 
to some one shot "leak plugging" opportunities for 
conserving energy which will not be repeated and 
which were particularly important as a cost saver 
during a period of national recession. TIlis would 
be similar to the labor "shaking out" process 
which occurs during a recession, leaving the 
economy more efficient after the recession runs 
its course. From this view there will be a return 
to the rising trend of the late sixties because 
this reflects a permanent shift in the structure 
of the economy towards increased demands for 
energy intense end uses. cfhis would be reinforced 
by increased use of coal resources to support the 
trend towards electrification which would have 
the effect of preventing improvements in overall 
thennal efficiency. 

An alternative view is that we have returned 
to a situation of relative stability or even 
slight decline in the ratio where increases in 
overall productivity will offset the propensity 
towards energy intense end uses and productive 
processes. This is genrally offered as the 
"standard" projection. 

A third view says that the most likely prospect 
is that the ratio will substantially decline. TI1is 
is because rising relative prices for energy will, 
through market forces, constrain demands. But, 
in addition, it is felt that there has been a 
marked and permanent shift in attitudes about 
energy consUlnption. In the days before the 
"energy crisis" changes in the energy to output 
ratio were dominated by such "structural" factors 
as shifts from agriculture to industry and from 
indl~try to services; replacement of coal by oil 
and gas for space heating and industrial processing; 
dieselization of railroads; rapid growth of such 
energy intensive industries as transportation and 
electric power generation; and changes in the 
efficiency of manufacturing processes, automobiles 
and aircraft engines. Currently however, attitudes 
rather than structural factors will playa major 
role. These attitudes will be shaped by a concern 
for the environment, protection from import 
dependence, a desire to conserve fossil resources, 
and rising costs of energy. These concerns will 
be expressed through changing public policies and 
the result will be a continued decline in the 
energy to output ratio. At least so the argument 
goes. 

Trends in the Energy/Employment Ratio. 

l'ihen a variety of social objectives are 
pursued there is always the danger that they will 
be cOlnpeting. A major concern is whether policies 
for lowering energy consUlnption will limit growth 
in employment. For under some circumstances 
reduced energy consumption could mean less employ
ment than would othenvise be reached. Without 
offsetting changes in labor productivity and 
labor participation, less employment could then 
mean more unemployment, lower output, and less 
income than would othenvise be attained. 

Over the long run energy consumption has grown 
at a faster pace than en~loyment. During the 
period of increased mechanization (1880 to 1920) 
the energy to elnployment ratio increased by 75%; 
during the early period of increased electrification 
(1920 to 1940) it remained relatively stable; 
since 1940 it has again increased by 75%, in spite 
of an interesting decline in the last two years. 
These long trends, however, conceal the instances 
where years of decline have alternated with years 
of increase and extremely large swings in the ratio 
have occurred in a single year. 

The annual changes in the energy to employment 
ratio are more erratic than the changes in the 
energy to output ratio primarily because 
employment is more "sticky" than energy in response 
to short term output changes. Only during the 
years from 1958 to 1973 has the change in the 

to employment ratio been at a reasonably 
rate, i.e., increasing beuveen 1 to 3% 

annually. 



However, in spite of these annual variations 
consistent relationships between employment and 
energy consumption changes have been statistically 
established. Thus, for example, postwar energy 
consumption trends have been explained reasonably 
well by fuel prices, population and employment -
a 10% increase in employment inducing a 20% 
energy consumption increase holding the other 
factors constant (57). Also, trends since the 
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turn of the century indicate that a direct relation
ship beuveen energy consumption and en~loyment 
can be established which shows that over the entire 
interval energy consumption has been increasing 
at least at twice the rate of employment increases 
with some indication that the increase in the 
energy to employment ratio has been picking up 
speed (J36). 

Those observers who believe that energy 
consumption is coupled to national output also 
believe that there is a close relationship between 
energy consumption and national employment. The 
argument is something like the following. The 
economic structure can be s~lified into the 
relationship between energy efficiency (the ratio 
of national output to energy consumption) energy 
intensity (the ratio of energy consumption to 
employment) and labor productivity (the ratio of 
output to employment). Definitionally, energy 
efficiency is equal to the ratio of labor 
productivity divided by energy intensity. However, 
it is claimed that the economic structure is such 
that trends in labor productivity are dependent 
on trends in energy intensity; labor productivity 
has improved because energy intensity has increased. 
While with some effort it is possible to gain 
productivity improvements without intensity 
increases there are limits to this. These limits 
occur because it costs substantially more to gain 
productivity ~rovement through other means 
than the techniques associated with energy consump
tion increase. As a result of this trends in the 
relationship among energy efficiency, energy 
intensity ffild labor productivity are relatively 
fixed, given reasonable expectations about technology 
and energy prices. Efforts to chffilge trends run 
the risk of being socially harmfuL For example, 
increasing energy intensity too rapidly would 
probably not result in a commensurate productivity 
increase and therefore would be economically 
inefficient. Substantially slowing down the growth 
in energy intensity would probably lower produc
tivity and therefore the goods and services avail
able to the population. Furthermore, if the 
qUffiltity of energy available is not sufficient, 
i.e., is substantially below that which would be 
expected by projecting past relationships, the 
most likely effect would be not to lower energy 
intensity but to lower employment. In addition 
to lowering output the reduced employment would 
have particularly disastrous impacts on the poor. 

As a consequence of these relationships 
the safest course to pursue in order to put the 
proj ected labor force to work, would be to target 
for a future energy availability, as based on the 
trends in energy intensity. Once such a target 
is set then it could be modified by introducing 
considerations of in~ort policy, shifts in 
technological trends, emerging price relationships, 

new attitudes and policies toward energy conserva
tion, etc. However, in setting the modified target 
it is prudent to be conservative by considering 
only those shifts which have a high probability 
of occurring. This is because the lead times 
for energy capacity expansion are long so that 
there is ffinple time to make adjustments to new 
energy use technologies and attitudes as they 
occur. 

The alternative view is that the continuing 
relationship between energy intensity and labor 
productivity is not pre-determined by the current 
economic structure. There is a wide range within 
which energy intensity can move without affecting 
labor productivity. Efforts directed towards 
moving to the lower end of this range would, 
therefore, not lower labor productivity but woelid 
rather raise energy efficiency. The consequence 
would be tha.t :full employment could be reached 
with less energy consumption and no loss in 
national output. 

In this alternative view if only aggregative, 
historical trends are observed the potential for 
lowering the rate of increase in energy intensity 
will be missed. For this potential exists in 
the details of technological opportunities, 
substitution possibilities, price effects, and 
end U5e adaptations. 

"With such coarse descriptions as 
'durable goods' and 'services' it 
is impossible to accurately measure 
the energy impact of substituting one 
type of good for another, substitutions 
among various services, or of certain 
goods for services. The model's 
parameters are too aggregated to 
reflect real options for technological 
or life style changes" (146). 

One of the in~ortant 'details' affecting 
energy intensity is the relative price of fuels. 
It is contended that there is ample demonstration 
that increased fuel prices will lower energy 
consumption as production irrput substitutes are 
found and energy intensive end uses are avoided. 
It is argued that only detailed studies are 
capable of uncovering the true extent of such 
probabilities. Aggregative analysis of the past 
must be misleading in terms of the future if price 
trends have embarked on a new course. 

For many observers fuel increases will, by 
themselves, be sufficient to bring about reductions 
in~ energy intensity without lowering employment. 
For others, however, additional policies will be 
required to create an environment that will seek 
rapid adoption of devices for lowering energy 
intensities. 

Thus, to some extent, the conflict which has 
earlier been posed in terms of energy capacity 
planning vs. energy consumption planning turns out 
to be a conflict in terms of aggregati ve vs. 
detailed analytic methodologies. And it should 
be of great comfort to the future unemployed 
worker to lolow that he is a victim of the wrong 
methodology. 



EPILOGUE 

This paper has not been completed. A final 
part on the Great Transition was planned, but 
will now be included in another report. 

This will include a section on "alternative 
futures" which will discuss some of the prevailing 
views about future prosepcts for the relation 
between energy and the economy with particular 
attention given to issues of unemployment and the 
poor, changing living styles, and the structure 
of the energy industry. Another section will 
discuss the relation of national energy goals 
to other economic and social goals. Then the 
advantage and disadvantage of expanding energy 
capacity will be compared with energy conservation 
techniques. Finally, there will be a discussion 
of energy policies as chey relate particularly to 
issues of pricing, financing, regulation and 
industry organization. Such is my intent. 
However my energy to output ratio seems to be 
increasing. As the reader now knows, with a 
constant energy f~ow this means trouble. Or 
does it? 
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Table 1. Long Term Trends in Energy Consumption 

1850 

1860 

1870 

1880 

1890 

1900 

1910 

1920 

1930 

1940 

1950 

1960 

1965 

1970 

1975 

Total Energy 
Conswuad 

Quads 

2.4 

3.2 

4.0 

5.0 

7.0 

9.6 

16.6 

21.4 

23.7 

25.2 

34.0 

44.6 

53.3 

67,1 

71.1 

Per Capite. 
Cons umpt ion 

MMOion 

101 

100 

99 

100 

III 

126 

179 

201 

193 

191 

223 

248 

276 

329 

334 

"-r=,' 
Index of Index of Fuel SOL ce: Quads 
Energy to Energy to 
GNP ratio Employment 

wood coal oil gas 
Ratio 

.~. 

1'J75~100· 1(175~lOO 

38 2.1 ,2 

37 2.6 .5 

37 2.9 1.1 

148 35 2.9 2.1 

153 36 2.5 4.0 .1 .3 

143 40 2.0 6.8 .2 .3 

166 54 1.8 12 .7 1.0 .5 

165 61 1.6 15.5 2.6 .8 

142 59 1.5 13.6 5.7 2.2 

u8 59 ~.4 12 .5 7.5 3.0 

107 67 - 12.9 13.5 6.2 

101 '79 - 10.4 20.1 12 .7 

96 8'7 - 12.4 23.2 16.1 

104 99 - 13.8 29.6 22.5 

100 100 - 12 .8 32.6 21.6 

I 

Source: (17) (18) (57) (Table 3) 

Fuel Source: , of total 

other wood coal oil gaB other 

90.7 9.3 

83.5 16.5 

73 .2 26.8 

57.0 41.1 1.9 

.1 35.9 57.9 2.2 3.7 .3 

.2 21.0 71.4 2.4 2.6 2.6 

.5 10.7 76.8 6.1 3.3 3.3 

.8 7.5 72.5 12.3 4.0 3.6 

.8 6.1 57.5 23.8 9.1 3.3 

.9 5.4 49.7 29.6 11,7 3.6 

1.6 37.8 39.5 18.0 4.7 

1.8 23.2 44.6 28.2 4.0 

2.1 23.0 43.2 29.9 3.9 

2.9 20.0 43.0 32.8 4.1 

4.1 18.0 45.8 30.4 5.8 



Coal 

Natural Gas 

Petroleum 

Hydro & Nuclear 

Total 

Coal 

Natural Gas 

Petroleum 

Hydro & Nuclear 

Coal 

Natural Gas 

Petroleum 

Hydro & Nuclear 

Total 

Space Heating 

vJater Heating 

Process steam 

Direct Heat 

Transportation 

Electric Drive 

Feecl stocks 

Air Conditioning 

Refrigeration 

Other 

Tot.al 

Table 2. Energy Use 

~,Allocation Ener.Q'y Gonsu 

8.5 17.4 5.0 6.5 37.8 0.6 I 8.1 
4.8 10.9 o .J+ 1.9 18.0 

1O.~J~:.3 8.9 7.7 19.9 1.9 39.5 9.2 7.4 
4.7 )~ .7 

22.2 109·0 ~~~~. o. 

B. Distributj on of Each Fuel Among U ers-<fa 

22·5 46.1 13.2 17.3 100.0 2.9 40.3 
26.7 60.6 2.1 10.6 100.0 32.6 46.6 

22·5 19.6 50.3 4.9 100.0 21)j, 1'7.1 
100.0 100.0 

~. 

C. Consumption of Fuels by Each User-% 

38.4 u,8.3 19.'7 )+3.3 3'7.8 2.8 26.3 
21.6 30.2 1.5 12.7 18.0 52.1 49.7 
40.0 21.4 '78.'7 12.9 39.5 45.0 24.0 

100.0 

31.1 I !+.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 ~ 100.0 100.0 

() :>, 
'M +0 
N 'M +on n 
() .r! ru 
,5':l~ +' 

0 
~ 8 

11.3 '7.2 18.5 11.0 

2.'7 1.3 4.0 2.9 
17.8 1'7.8 16.7 

12.9 12·9 11.5 
25.5 25.5 

7.4 7.!+ 7.9 
3.2 1.7 4·9 3.6 

0.3 1.3 1.6 0.7 
0.9 1.2 2 . .1 1.1 

3.4 1.4 0.5 5·3 3.5 1.5 
18.6 42.71 , 2~). 5 13.2 100.0 19·2 41.2 

Source: (17) (87) 

-% 
==7~ 

11.4 20.0 

1.0 5.8 32.8 

22·9 3.3 43.0 
11.1 4.1 

.-~ 

0.1 56. 
3.0 17. 

53.2 '7. 
100. 

0.1 46.1 20.0 
4.1 23.7 32.8 

95·9 13.3 43.0 
16.8 4.1 

100.0 100.0 00.0 
. 

() :>, 
'M +0 
N 'M ,-1 +on 
() 'M ru 
,5':l~ 

+0 
0 

~ 8 

6.9 17·9 
1.1 4.0 

16.'7 

11.5 
25.2 25.2 

7·9 
1.6 5.2 
1.8 2·5 
1.1 2.2 

1.9 6.9 

25,2 14.4 100.0 



1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

1973 
1974 
1975 

Total 
Energy 
Consumed 

(Quads) 

33.0 
33.9 
31.5 
34.0 
36.8 

36.5 
37.6 
36.3 
39.7 
41.7 
41.7 
41.7 
43.1 
44.6 
45.3 
47.4 
49.3 
51.2 
53.3 
56.4 
58.3 
61.7 
65.0 
67.1 
68.7 

71.9 
74.7 
72.9 
71.1 

Table 3. Recent Trends in Energy Consumption 

Per Capita Energy to Energy to Index of 
Consumptio GNP Employment Energy to 

Ratio Ratio GNP 
Ratio 

Mi11ionBTU 1000Btu{ Mi11ionBTU 1975= 
1972 $ GNP Per Emplov, e 100 

228.1 70·5 563 117.7 

230.3 69·5 567 116.0 

210.3 64.2 532 107.2 

223.2 63.7 561 106.3 

237.6 63.8 584 106.5 

231.6 61.0 572 101.8 

234.7 60.5 581 101.0 

222.7 59·1 572 98.7 

239·3 60.6 609 101.2 

246.9 62.4 626 104.2 

242.4 61.2 624 102.2 

238.4 61.4 635 102.5 

242.4 59.8 642 99.8 
247.8 60.5 653 101.0 

247.6 60.0 663 100.2 

255.1 59·3 682 99.0 
261.5 59·3 699 99·0 
267.9 58.6 711 97.8 

275.5 57.6 722 96.2 
288.3 57.6 742 96.2 

295.2 57·9 749 96.7 
309.4 58.7 776 98.0 
322.7 60.3 798 100.7 

329·2 62.4 820 104.2 

333.2 62.0 839 103·5 
345.3 61.4 854 102.5 

355.9 60.6 861 101.2 

344.8 60.2 827 100.5 

333.8 59·9 829 100.0 

Source: (60) (147) 

Index of Index of 
Per Capit Energy to 
Consump. Employment 

Ratio 

1975= 1975= 
100 100 

68.3 67.9 
69.0 68.4 

63.0 64.1 

66.9 67.7 
71.2 70.4 

69.4 68.9 
70.3 70.1 
66.7 69.0 

71.7 73.4 
74.0 75.4 
72.6 75.2 
71.4 76.6 
72.6 77.4 
71+.2 78.8 
74.2 80.0 
76.4 82.2 

78.3 84.3 
80.3 85.7 
82.5 87.1 
86.4 89.5 
88.4 90.4 
92.7 93.6 
96.7 96.3 
98.6 98.9 
99.8 101.1 

103.4 103.0 
106.6 103.9 
103.3 99·7 
100.0 100.0 



THE ENERGY-EMPLOYMENT QUESTION 

6ruce M. Hannon 
Center for Advanced Computation, University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign 

Americans ought to decide now on the basic 
type of society which we want in the future. In 
view of possible resource shortages, one of the 
most important basic decisions involves choosing 
the level of future growth in energy use. Should 
we continue our efforts to accelerate per capita 
energy consumption, optimistically relying on 
emerging technologies, controlled energy prices 
and increasingly clever statesmanship to spare us 
from resource shortages? Or should we plan for 
the conserver society, adopting the somewhat 
pessimistic view that there is a limit to the 
availability of low cost energy. If this conserver 
view coincides with yours, or even if it does not, 
we can hardly avoid wondering what social and 
economic problems would arise in a country which 
planned to become a conserver society. Such a 
society would have to forecast which of its general 
inputs to production, energy, labor and capital, 
will be most scarce in future years. Due to 
physical characteristics of these inputs, I view 
labor and capital as renewable resources and 
present-day energy resources as finite, or non
renewable. 

In a thermodynamic sense, presently-used 
fuels are stored high quality energy sources. 
They are converted to mechanical work precisely 
on demand, with a modest added energy cost and 
relatively small losses of energy content. Solar 
energy as it strikes the earth is of relatively 
low quality. Quality improvements in direct solar 
energy can be made through the use of solar
electric cells or by mirror or lens focusing 
devices. Storage devices (batteries, molten 
salts) are then needed to make the solar energy 
equivalent to the energy derived from fossil 
fuels. The energy cost of the energy from solar 
capturing and storing devices may well be greater 
than the energy cost of energy from fossil fuel 
based devices per equivalent energy lmit output. 
This is likely true because in the latter case we 
neglect the enormous energy cost of growing, 
refining and storing the biomass which has become 
present day fossil fuels. On the other hand, 
living biomass systems do capture and store 
solar energy. Can man do the same thing but 
more (energy) efficiently? This seems to me to 
be the ultimate test of man's ingenuity and of his 
technology. For it would seem that it has been 
the foremost strategy of the ecosystem to store 
the maximum amount of available solar energy. 

Therefore, until we devise ways to make 
energy also a renewable input to production (e. g. , 
solar energy) planners of the conserver society 
would choose energy as the ')st scarce input. 
Since it is possible to labor without 
nonrenewable energy resources, but capital in any 
significant quantities requires nonrenewable 
energy, capital would be chosen as the next most 
scarce input. Labor would be considered the least 
scarce input for production. 
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To minimize the dollar cost of production, the 
three basic inputs, capital, labor and energy, 
are assigned prices, by free market forces and 
by taxes. The ratio of any two input prices 
represents the ratio of the respective productivi
ties (at the margin) of these inputs. Those in
puts with relatively high marginal productivities 
are used with relatively great care. Those with 
the lowest (relatively) marginal productivities 
are used in a relatively profligate way. 

As an example, examine the price ratio trends 
for the three basic inputs, for the U.S. economy 
during the years 1926 to 1975, shown in Fig. 1. 
Note specifically the solid line from 1935 to 1970. 
This is the ratio of industrial worker's wage to 
the industrial electricity price. The ratio 
increased steadily, meaning that electricity was 
being substituted for labor in industry. With 
all other social conditions constant, this process 
would have meant a considerable amount of unemploy
ment. But during this period, total employment 
and total energy use rose nearly proportionately. 2 
We were rescued by increasing total economic 
activity. As people became unemployed due to 
energy substitution, increased overall demand for 
goods and services created employment at a 
con~ensating rate. The result is a roughly 
constant unemployment rate and rising energy 
consumption for a growing population. 

But this is not a necessary condition for 
steady unemployment in a rising population. As it 
turns out, the principle reason for the rising 
ratio of wage to electricity price is rising 
wages. Under conditions of zero economic growth, 
the U.S. could have accomplished full employment 
in the 1935 to 1970 period by raising the price 
of energy relative to wages. Note that in Fig. 1, 
the wage/electricity price ratio leveled out and 
dropped sharply in the 1973-1975 period. During 
these two years total en~rgy use dropped, as did 
economic activity. But total employment rose. 
And real compensation per man-hour, for tne-iirst 
time in 25 years, dropped (current wages rose). 
This unique drop in real wages apparently allowed 
employment to rise (although not fast enough to 
hold unemployment constant) while energy and 
economic activity declined. The drop in the 
1973-1975 portion of the wage/electricity price 
curve accurately implied the substitution of labor 
for energy during that period. For the maintenance 
of low unemployment during such a drastic reduction 
in energy use and economic activity, real hourly 
compensation would probably have had to drop even 
more sharply. The sharp resistance to such de
creases has been pointed out as a major dilemma 
of energy conservation. 3 Reducing energy use 
ultimately means getting poorer in a material 
sense. Therefore, the principal problem of the 
conserver society becomes one of providing and 
TIuintaining an equitable distribution of reduced 
energy and material flows. 
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Figure 1. U.S. INDUSTRIAL LABOR, ELECTRICITY AND CAPITAL COST RATIOS, 1926 to 1975. CURRENT DOLLARS. 
(t<IANUFACTURING WORKER'S HOURLY WAGE. THE INDUSTRIAL PRICE OF A KILOHATT-HOUR OF ELECTRICITY 
AND THE YIELDS ON AAA CORPORATE BONDS), SOURCE: Reference [1). 

The two remammg lines in Fig. 1 show that 
since about 1950, labor and capital have not been 
substituted for each other; and that electricity 
has been substituted for capital, until about 
19'11. One of the main examples of this latter 
substitution has been the centralization of 
production facilities. Highly centralized produc~ 
tion required greater system energy use, e.g., 
greater final product transportation energy 
commitments. The centralized production has used 
capital and labor efficiently at the expense of 
increased use of relatively cheap energy. Since 
19'13, rising energy prices relative to capital 
prices should have reduced the trend toward 
centralization. Centralization to conserve 
capital has clearly been in effect in the 
electric utility industry. The average size of 
U. S. power plants has grmvn larger with time. 
The plants waste about uvo~thirds of their input 
energy. If capital were cheaper relative to 
energy costs, the average size of electric plants 
would be small and they would be located close 
to demands for their low temperature heat. 

In general, the conserver society would find 
increased use of labor ond capital coupled with 
the decreased use of energy. The conservers 
would also tum to two important physical rules 
concerning the efficiency of energy use. First, 
thermodynamics (second law) recognizes that the 
identical quantities of energy may possess 
different abilities to do mechanical work, that 
is, they may contain energy of different qualities. 
An energy unit of electricity is of higher quality 
than one of fire, since electricity is almost 
entirely available for mechanical work while fire 
is not. The fire energy must be used to convert 
water to steam, for example, and raise a piston 

(mechonical work). A body at a high temperature 
contains energy at higher quality than another 
body at a lower temperature containing the same 
total energy. 

The second physical rule of great importance 
to the conserver society is the concept of net 
energy, particularly when applied to the transmis~ 
sion of low 'quality energy. It is not energetically 
feasible (more energy used for transmission thon 
was transmitted) to transmit low quality energy 
(e.g., warm water) over long distances. However, 
high quality energy (electricity) can be trans
mitted with relatively high efficiency. 

These two physical rules constrain the 
planners of the conserver society to arrange their 
production processes such that there exist well 
matched energy quality and quantity exchanges. 
The exhaust energy (quality and quantity) of a 
particular process would be matched with the in~ 
put energy for an adjacent process (es). This 
principle which can be thought of as "cascading" 
energy through the production process is the 
ultimate in energy efficiency. Since the last 
stages of the cascading involve the use of large 
quantities of relatively low quality energy, the 
tronsmission distances are severely limited. 
Space heating is a large demand for relatively 
low quality energy. Thus residential and commercial 
structures would be near the production processes. 
The whole grouping would have a strict size limit 
due to the physical inability to efficiently 
transmit low quality energy. Consequently, raising 
the price of energy relative to labor ond capital 
changes the economies of scale. Wi th high priced 
energy, physical proximity (land use) becomes 
a very important aspect of production. 
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Such rules would produce cities that would 
be more independent, diverse and smaller than the 
average city today. Capi tal and labor would be 
used more intensively than at present. 

1ne price of energy would rise relative to 
labor and capital only through taxation since the 
conservers are anticipating rather than actually 
eAperiencing energy shortages. 1De tax could 
be redistributed to consumers in such a way as to 
preserve or even improve the equity of distribu
tion of material goods. 

But the conserver society must begin with 
small changes to the present society in such a 
way as to reduce total energy use. 1Dey must 
not simply reduceuseat one point in the system 
only to find a compensating increase somewhere 
else. 1ne conservers must also understand the 
detailed knowledge of the labor impacts of their 
energy conserving steps. An aid in this process 
is the energy and employment impact model used 
by the Energy Research Group, Center for Advanced 
Computati~n, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois. Basically, it is an input-output 
model containing interindustry dollar transactions, 
direct physical energy flows and the numbers of 
jobs required in each industry. The result of 
modeling a particular technology is the total 
(direct and indirect) energy and employment 
demand from the entire society, per unit of 
output. 

Therefore, the total energy and employment 
content of a car or rail passenger-mile can be 
compared with their relative dollar costs. Changes 
from one transport mode to another more energy
efficient one produce a net change in total 
energy and employment use and an excess of 
income in many cases. This "extra" income will 
be spent on other things which in turn demand 
energy and employment. 1Dese additions must be 
combined with the initial energy and employment 
changes * to produce an equilibrium set of demand 
changes. 

1De main question therefore that faces the 
conservers as they plan for their first few steps 
is: What specific changes in the present economy 
will reduce energy demand and increase employment, 
under conditions of income equilibrium? We have 
examined hundreds of specific consumer decisions 
and evaluated their dollar, energy and employment 
demands. By comparing high-energy-using decisions 
with lower-energy-using alternatives, and incorpo
rating the respending effects, we can detennine 
the net energy and employment change caused by 
the substitution. All of the changes proposed 
would reduce energy use before the respending 
effects were included. If, for each substitution, 
the net change in employment demand is divided by 
the net change in energy demand, one has an 
indication of the job potential per unit of saved 
(or new) energy for each conservation project. 

*Modified by presuming that about 10 percent of 
such savings would be required for new capital 
formation to allow the substitution. 
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Our calculations are based on the average 
energy and employment intensities (direct plus 
indirect energy demand) rather than the marginal 
intensi ties. However, the more mature industries 
operate at a long run minimum cost condition where 
average and marginal responses to changes in 
production are equal. 1Dis is also true for 
industries comprised of a relatively large number 
of firms. 

1De first category of Table 1 lists these 
activities in order of decreasing numbers of new 
jobs created per quadrillion energy units saved 
(British thermal units, Btu). Most of the activities 
are trmlsportation related, but refillable beverage 
containers, governmental programs, appliance use 
and home insulation also appear on the list. 1De 
options presented cover nearly an entire order 
of magnitude range in the mnnber of new jobs 
created per quad (quadrillion Btu). Given that 
the present U.S. energy use is about 80 quad and 
reducible unemplo}~ent is at most 4 million persons, 
full employment could be reached (leaving about 
3% frictional unemployment) while energy use could 
be reduced by approximately 10% through implementa
tion of the first category of changes in Table L 

1De reduced use of presently owned cars, the 
use of smaller cars or the reduced ownership and 
use of cars should each increase employment while 
decreasing energy use. "fhis appears to be all 

obvious conclusion although I cannot support it 
factually. Each of these changes involves a 
swi tch to general personal consumption from car 
a:o.d/ or gasoline purchases, both of which are 
energy intensive a:o.d not labor intensive relative 
to personal consumption. 

1De viability of this point of view is 
essentially supported by aggregate behavior of 
the U.S. economy in 1974. New jobs were gained 
at the rate of 930,000 per quad reduction in 
energy demand. During 1974 real compensation per 
man-hour declined 1.6%, the real per capita gross 
national product dropped 9% and total energy 
use dropped about 2.1%.2 

The second category in Table 1 contains only 
one exmnple of increasing employment coupled with 
increasing energy use. The most interesting data 
point in this category is the rate at which the 
U. S. economy increased employment and energy use 
during the period 1950-1973. During -these years 
real compensation per man-hour rose 8.4% (1967) 
per year, real gross national product per capita 
rose an average of about 2.5% per year and total 
energy use rose at mll1ual compounded rate of 3.6%.2,4 
Rising wages caused the substitution of energy 
for labor. Unemployment was controlled by 
increasing economic growth. Both e<;-onomic growth 
and energy use were driven by wagesT that were 
rising relative to energy prices. 

t The same is true for capital. Low priced 
energy has been substituted for high (relatively) 
priced capital since about 1950-1955. 
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Table 1. ESTItvlATED ENERGY-LABOR IMPACTS OF A VARIETY OF CONSTANT 
INCOi'vlE CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE OF THE U. S. ECONOMY (3) 

~ 

(u.s. Economy; 1974) 

Changing from .••• 

""Plane to 1'rain (Intercity) 

, ••• Throw""a;)" to Refillable Beverage Containers 

, ••• Car to Train (Intercity) 

, ••• Omler-Operator Truck to Class I Freight Train 

, ••• New Highway Construction to Health Insurance (Federal) 

, ••• Car to Bus (Intercity) 

•••. Car to Bus (Urban) 

., •• New Highway Construction to Personal Consumption 

•••• Car to Bicycle 

,.,.Plane to Car 

•••• Plane to Bus 

•••• Electric to Gas Stove 

{i <) () .. Electric to Ga.s Water Heater 

••• ,Electric Commuter to Car 

•••• Electric to Gas Clothes Dryer 

,.,.Frost Free to Conventional Refrigerator 

••• ,P1ush (25 appliances) to Moderately Equipped 
(16 appliances) Kitchen 

,., .New Highway Construction to Railroad and 
Mass Transit Construction 

",.Present to Increased Home (Oil Heat) Insulation 

•••• Moderate to Spartan (4 appliance) Kitchen 

NEW JOBS PER 
QUADRILLI0I1 Nl'.'W BTU 

(940,000) [4) 

930,000 

750,000 (5) 

700,000 

675,000 

640,000 

330,000 

210,000 

200,000 

200,000 

160,000 

140,000 

160,000 

120,000 

110,000 

100,000 

60,000 

30,000 

30,000 

15,000 [6J 
10,000 

-. - """ -- ~ -- .... - "'" "",- -'"", .... "" _ .. = '= - ~ .......... "" - "'" .,. ... "'" "" ............ 

(SAVED) 

~ 
JOBS GAINED PER 

fl,UADRILLION BTU LOST (uSEDl 

(Average U.S. Eeollom;y; 1950-1973) (1,620,000) I4J 
Chang'S.ng from Electric Commuter to Bus 530,000 

JOBS LOST PER 
~ QUADRILLION NEW BTU (SAVED) 

Changing from .••• 

, ••• Black & White TV to Radio 35,000 

, ••• Present to New Electricity Supplies 75,000 (7) 

.".Bus to Bicycle 330,000 

".,Car to Motorbicycle ~30,OOO 

".,Color TV to Black-White TV 1,750,000 

JOBS LOST 
QUADRILLTOlI BTU LOST (USED) 

Changing from •..• 

•••• Beef Protein to Textured Soy Protein 

•••• Beef Protein to Direct Bean Consumption 

720,000 fS] 

860,000 [8J 

970,000 (8) ., •• Beef hotein to Complete Soybean Meat Analog 

•••• CleBB 1 Truck to Container Train 13,600,000 

The third category of consumer options contains 
activities in which jobs are lost while energy is 
expended. Most notable among these is the increase 
in electricity supplies. Approximately 75,000 jobs 
are lost over the entire economy for each new quad 
of primary energy transformed into electricity. 
This figure includes an estimate of the appropriate 
amount of construction and operating labor. The 
loss of jobs due to increased electricity produc
tion stem from the fact that in an equilibrium 

economy the decision to purchase electricity 
means a reduction in spending somewhere else. 
Although this spending reduction means a reduction 
in energy demand, it also means a reduction in 
demand for labor. This latter decrease exceeds 
the need for jobs in the construction, operation 
and maintenance of electrical power plants. 

Historically, incre~sed use of electricity 
has helped increase labor productivity (output 



per man-hour) which in turn has boosted consumption, 
which consequently increased the demand for labor. 
However, since labor had become more productive, 
wages increased and further stimulated the 
substitution of electricity for labor. This 
displaced labor and those new workers just enter
ing the job market were absorbed by the increase 
in general consumption. But since 1973, labor 
productivity has been decreas ing. 2 This phenome
non could have been ascertained from the wage/ 
electricity price ratio trend in Fig. 1. 
Accordingly, as long as the wage/electricity price 
ratio does not rise, the need for new electricity 
supplies is diminished to at most the level of 
replacement demand. This argument is also true 
for labor and energy prices in general. 

The fourth and final category of conserver 
activities includes those options that actually 
cause a job loss even though energy use would 
increase. The change from beef to vegetable 
protein would reduce energy consumption signifi
cantly but the equilibrium effects of respending 
the large dollar savings would cause total energy 
consumption to increase. 

All of these activities were thought of as 
happening alone with an otherwise current or 
modern economy. But if they were occurring in 
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sequence, the energy cost of dollar savings 
respent in the average way would decrease with 
time. Conversely, the labor content of the average 
personal consumption dollar would tend to increase. 
This phenomenon would tend to abate the paradox 
given in the protein example and further enhance 
the job-producing and energy-saving qualities of 
the first set of activities shown in Table 1. 

Surely the conservers would wish to approach 
energy conservation on an activity by activity 
basis. Consequently, priorities would have to be 
established. As an aid in selecting among the 
first category of activities, I have prepared 
Table 2. This table is an estimate of the total 
(direct and indirect) energy use for each 
activity as a fraction of total U.S. energy use. 

Clearly, shifts away from the present use of 
the personal auto to buses, trains and bicycles 
would expand the demand for jobs and reduce energy 
use. Residential insulation to reduce heating 
energy losses would do ,the same. The reduction 
of bulk materials trucking (a growing portion of 
the o~~er-operator freight) in favor of rail 
movement would also increase employment and reduce 
energy use. Non-defense governmental spending 
is large and obviously diverse. Operating and 
maintenance governmental programs seem to use 

Table 2. APPROXIMATE TOTAL* (Direct and Indirect) ENERGY DEtvIAND 
OF VARIOUS CONSUMPTION ACTIVITIES AS A PERCENTAGE 

All Transportation 

Personal Autos 

Urban Autos 

Intercity Autos 

Buses 

OF TOTAL U.S. USE 

Aviation (Non-military) 

Trucks 

Ran 

Other: Pipeline, Barge, Rail Transit 
School Buses and Motorcycles 

Military Use 

All Government (Non-defense) 

Residential: 

Space Heating 

Clothes Drying 

Water Heating 

Cooking 

Refrigeration and Freezing 

Beverage Industry (Savings of a full shift 
to Refillables) 

Protein Production and Consumption 

" 

PERCENTAGE OF ALL U.S. USE 

41.8 [9] 

20.7 [9] 
12.3 [9J 

8.4 [9J 

0.3 [9, 10J 

3.4 [9, 10J 

7.8 [10, 15J 

1.4 [10, 151 

5.3 [10] 

3.6 [10] 

7.3 [3] 

12.7 

0.8 

3.2 

2.2 

3.5 

0.3 

3.0 [13] 

Note that the sum of the items in this list would double count some 
total U.S~ energy use, eog.~ some personal auto use is involved in 
protein production 



little energy relative to the number of jobs 
created. However, government construction 
programs are energy intensive and not very labor 
demanding. 3 In fact, these programs require more 
energy and fewer jobs, per dollar, than does the 
smne dollar expenditure on personal consumption. 
In addition, these programs seem to promote future 
energy dependency (e.g., , recreational 
reservoirs) , 

The sequential change to lower energy use 
could be produced by a tax on energy or by 
energy rationing. An energy tax should please 
the free market element of the planners for the 
conserver society. I f the tax were placed on 
energy as it leaves the grolmd, well head, or 
hydropower dam, or as it is imported, then the 
effects should filter through the economy an.d 
appear as increases in the cost of consumer goods 
an.d services. Naturally the most energy intensive 
of these goods and services would have increased 
in price the most. Consumers should generally 
respond by shifting their spending from higher to 
lower energy intensive purchases and thus lower 
the total energy demand and raise the labor 
demand for the average consumption dollar. 

But a tax is income to the government and 
when spent, demands energy. Also, personal 
disposable income has been reduced by the tax. 
The government could invest the tax in such a 
way as to provide greater long term public 
utility than if the tax had not been collected. 
Or the government could return the tax as a 
reduction in personal income tax to accomplish 
other possible social objectives such as a more 
equitable income distribution. Or the government 
could use the tax to aid in the initial new 
capital requirements of energy conserving changes 
in industry, commerce and the household sectors 
of the economy. 

For eXOJnPle, the federal government could 
subsidize home insulation programs through low
interest 10an.5. The interest differential 
between these loans and normal homemmer loans 
represents an income transfer from the upper 
middle income class to the average homeowner. 
As such the income transfer has little effect 
on overall energy and labor impacts. However, 
home insulation is knmm to save energy and 
reduce dollar expenditures on space heating and 
cooling. The OIvners of these newly insulated 
homes who do not have space cooling facilities 
may be attracted to install these facilities since 
their dollar operating costs would now be 
reduced. Installing space cooling facilities 
represents a possible increase in energy use 
inadvertently induced by the insulation program. 
This very real possibility of even increasing 
overall energy use due to a subsidized home 
insulation program underscores the need for the 
conservers to include behavioral psychologists 
and economists on their planning staff. This 
apparent perversity also suggests the use of 
pilot progra.ms rather than immediate massive 
subsidization. 

Finally, the energy tax could be used to 
especially encourage full employment. Fortunately, 
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labor intensive governmental programs are not 
generally energy intensive.3 

Energy rationing has some possible advantages 
over the energy taxing scheme. First, rationing 
acquaints people directly with the finite aspect 
of energy (price increases due to an energy tax 
are obscure to the typical consumer). Rationing 
also promotes a basis for self interest in energy 
conservation. At present, no individual, regard
less of his altruism, will volunteer a major 
reduction in energy use for the advantage of 
society. Each person knows that his reduced 
energy use will only depress the cost of energy 
enough to approximately cause the foregone amount 
to be consumed by others. Rationing should 
guarantee each person an equitable amount of 
energy and the actual rate of consumption becomes 
a purely individual decision. Also, rationing 
is a more precise method of control over the flow 
of energy in the society. Tne actual reduction 
in energy use due to an energy tax is unlmown. 

Both energy taxation and rationing require 
a major effort on the part of government. But 
consumption of a finite resource is certainly an 
example of the inability of individuals to act 
in their own long run best interest. 

The conserver society has never before been 
planned. It has always been thought to exist 
because there was no alternative. In the U.S. 
today, those who advocate restraint of 
consumption appear to advocate use of economic 
force. But actually the conserveys appear to 
be those who wish to call an end to a race which 
has no appayent finish line. The conservers 
are saying that the future was never moYe unceytain 
and economic stability with declining energy use 
is an impoytant goal, achievable with equity 
and full employment. Theiy argument seems to 
me no Inore circular or self-fulfilling than the 
advice of those who promote economic growth. 
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THE IMPACT OF ENERGY CONSERVATION ON 
THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES 

Edward p, Park, Director 
Education - Research, California - Nevada Conference of Operating Engineers 

I am a last minute substitute for Jimmy Lee 
who is the President of the California State 
Building and Construction Trade Council. For 
those of you who aren't familiar with the Council, 
it is an organization that represents some 
370,000 building and trades people in California. 
We have just returned from our armual convention 
in Long Beach, where there were over 300 dele
gates representing these 370,000 people. The big 
complaint of these delegates was the unemployment 
situation. We had a lot of politicians come 
down and talk to us. Senator Tunney flew in from 
the Democratic National Convention in New York 
and we also had the California Attorney General, Ev 
Younger. We had numerous legislators and other 
public officials and all of them touched on the 
unemployment situation. All of them promised to 
help do something about it. There wasn't too 
much said about energy. I might say that the 
theme that I am supposed to talk on is, "The 
Impact of Conservation on the Building and 
Construction Trades Council." I tried to find 
some study that had been done on this and to 
date there hasn't been one. I think that it 
would be a little premature at this point, becac5e 
I don't think that we have had the full impact of 
the energy conservation that will be forthcoming. 
However, we have had some other impacts of 
conservation measures and I think they are 
related. In talking about energy I am going 
to talk about them also. 

There were three energy bills passed in 
Sacramento during this last session of the 
legiSlature. I want to advise you, and you may 
disagree with our position, that we vigorously 
opposed those bills. We did not think that they 
were necessary and we do think that they will 
have a disastrous impact on employment in 
California. We didn't think that they were 
necessary for that reason and another reason 
was that we have a fine Energy Commission 
of which Commissioner Moretti is a very fine 
member. We felt that the Corrrrnission is quite 
capable of solving or protecting the energy 
interests in California without necessitating 
additional legislation. It seemed rather unfair 
to us to impose some extra legislation upon this 
new Corrrrnission before they really had a chance to 
come up with their own recorrrrnendations as to what 
to do about energy in California. 

We were also vigorously opposed to Proposi
tion 15 and are delighted that it failed. Once 
again, for practically the same reason, we felt 
that it would have an inhibiting effect on 
employment in California. I might add that 
California ranks forty-seventh among the states 
where you shouldn't do business. In other words, 
there are 46 other states that businessmen should 
turn to before they come here, because of the 
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constraints put on it by all the regulations 
imposed by Air Resources Board, the Coastal Zone 
Proposition, and so on. I might touch on the 
coastal zone issue too because once again it is 
a conservation measure. We were given credit in 
Sacramento, in the papers for the defeat of the 
so-called "coastal protection" legislation. The 
story implied that we were opposed to any coastal 
legislation, which is not true at all. We need 
coastal protection, but we certainly didn't 
need the kind that was in the bill. It is going 
to be reintroduced in Sacramento again on August 
9. It's an illegitimate child of Senator Schmitt's 
now. It is his bill, but it is the same bill all 
over again and we will work just as vigorously 
to defeat it. At the same time we are certainly 
supporting the bill by Assemblyman Barry Keene. 
We think that he has more coastal area in his 
district than any other legislator and we think 
that his approach is reasonable and that it 
provides all the protection the coastal zone needs. 
It also does away with the overlapping jurisdictton 
that the so-called Schmitt Bill contains which 
imposes the coastal commission's jurisdiction 
on the Energy Commission, among others, on the 
Water Resources Board and on the Air Pollution 
Board and on Fish and Game and many other agencies 
that are there now and have responsibility now 
for protecting these coastal lands. 

These things all have a devastating effect on 
employment in the building trade, I'lhen you pass 
legislation of that nature. For instance the 
three new Energy Bills "grandfathered in" the 
existing nuclear plants and those two that have 
already made application to be built. They put a 
nine year moratorium on building any more nuclear 
plants in California, no matter what they say. So 
that does have an effect on employment, particu
larly on the building trade. The Coastal Commis
sion, of course, is devastating in so far as any 
development along the coast is concerned. There 
just won't be any. If the Commission is extended 
under the Schmitt Bill, there won't be any 
building in the future, because what they want to 
do now is extend their permit authority as far 
inland as 16 miles. The Keene bill would let the 
legislature determine where these boundaries shOUld 
be, and in the meantime they would adopt a 1000 
yard coastal protection zone with the authority by 
the legislature to protect those other areas where 
they bulge beyond the one thousand yard limit. The 
legislature would be able to enact legislation to 
protect those areas. 

All of these things are well and good, but 
they need to be administrated with common sense. 
There has to be economic and social development 
to go along with these measures and that applies 
to energy as well. At the hearing where they are 
talking about deepening the ship charmel from 
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Avon to Sacramento, the representative of one of 
the subsidiaries of Union Oil, which makes 
fertilizer, advised us that natural gas, for all 
practical purposes, is depleted in California. 
There just isn't any more. Of course, fertilizer 
!ll8nufacturing is a heavy LLser of natural gas. 
There are some large plants here now that are 
curtailing their activity, because of this 
shortage of natural gas. There just doesn't seem 
to be any that you could import without raising 
the cost of their product considerably. So, they 
are turning to Latin America and to Europe to 
import fertilizer and that is one of the reasons 
why we are talking about deepening the channel . 
. As you well know, our central valley raises 
practically as much agricultural produce as all 
of the markets in Europe. We export a great deal 
of it and there is nothing that goes out ........ . 
in the nature of grain, corn, wheat, rice, you 
name it, that doesn't have to be dried with 
tremendous amounts of natural gas. If you have 
ever been near a big rice dryer, you would have 
probably noticed this. 
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A lot of these things will, I think, have an 
impact a little later on. I don't think that we 
have felt the impact yet. I don't think that we 
have felt it enough to really determine what it 
is. For instance, when we had the gasoline 
shortage here, we know what it did to the 
construction industry and what it did to the farmer. 
The farmer, in many instances, just could not get 
fuel and today the farm runs on fuel. They have 
mechanical grape pickers now. They harvest all of 
your tomatoes by machine. Their beets, asparagus, 
greens, walnuts, you name it .... all require using 
energy of some type or another. Now most of that 
could be supplied by agricultural labor, but it 
would certainly raise the cost and it would 
certainly slow up the farming industry. I suppose 
some of those processes will see the effect of 
this energy crisis that develops along the way. 

We have other big projects in California, 
we supported one - the Proposition 2, a few 
years ago, to clean up the water. You probably 
remember the Clean Water Act which was supposed 
to generate something like $4 billion in 
constructing sewage plants and things like that. 
There is one in Sacramento that is just getting 
on its way, $158 million. Our concern is where 
are they going to get the energy to run these 
plants? 'They take a lot of energy, and if they 
can't run, then things like canneries can't run 
ei ther. This is particularly true in the 
Sacr8Jnento area, because they pump waste water 
into the storm drains up there and that runs into 
the river. Since they were under orders from the 
Water Resources Control Board to clean up the 
river, they had a real problem. In fact, if you 
notice, the City of San Francisco is under a 
fine, because of their situation down there. All 
of these things take energy to clean up our 
environment, there is no question about it. We 
are hoping that these particular projects such as 
the Clean Water Act will provide new employnlent. 
The Conservation Acts in other areas, not 
necessarily in energy, have contributed largely 
to the unemployment situation in this state today 
which is one of the worst in the nation. We are 

hoping that new projects like that will relieve 
the unemployment. In fact, as you know, Jimmy 
Carter in his first press conference said that 
he was going to help, or try to solve, the 
unemployment situation in the United States 
today, and every politician that we talk to tells 
us the same thing. 

There are other aspects to saving energy 
too. For instance, the ship that comes to 
Sacramento, and tEtkes on a cargo of 30,000 tons, 
also is taking 1200 trucks off the road that 
would othenvise have to transport that cargo to 
the Bay Area to the deep water ports. Now, that 
has a beneficial effect, in that it saves energy 
811d it helps control air pollution, but it also has 
the negative effect of pulling 1200 trucks off 
the road. When you multiply that by the numerous 
ships that go to the inland ports the result is 
tremendous. That isn't necessarily true of the 
deep water ports because they are moving cargos 
that are going to sea. TIley are not transporting 
goods that might be transported by trucks or some 
other way to the ports around the Bay Area here 
or in Long Beach or wherever. So, every time 
you do something it seems to have an effect some
'mlere else, as pointed out very well here today. 

Our other pToblems seem to be, as far as 
employment in the building trades is concerned, 
with the "no-growth" philosophy. For 
instance, on the one hand they say they want to 
increase, or develop clean power which of course 
is hydropower. Yet at the same time they fought 
through the courts, and even put Proposition 17 
on the ballot to block the new Melones dam. A 
large segment of it was to be used in the genera-· 
tion of power, a tremendous amount of power. The 
Auburn dam was under the same attack, too, and it 
went through the courts also. They didn't quite 
put it on the ballot, but they battled it all the 
way through the courts. So) you don't Teally 
Imow if they say that they want something on one 
hand and they try to stop it on the other 
where we are going in this philosophy of "no
gTowth." I think that there has to be orderly 
growth. 

We in the construction trades are all 
conservationists; we are all outdoor people, 
All building trades people work outdoors. We 
are sportsmen, recreationists, so naturally we 
are not trying to destToy the environment. 
In fact, we want to protect it as much as anybody 
else. But there has to be some Thyme or reason. 
The other day up in that hearing in Sacrmnento, 
a young fellow got up and he defended the rivers. 
He said that he was opposed to deepening the 
channels, becaLlse it would bring developers along 
the chann.els. Of COUTse that would be one of the 
assets, one of the job markets that we would hope 
to develop. But he said that he was opposed to 
this, because they in tuYn would require energy 
and the only place that iVe could get it is to go 
and dam up some more of the rivers up in the 
Sierras. I doubt that that is true. If we can 
get our good Commission here, the Energy Commission, 
to approve some more atomic energy plants, r 
think that we can solve that problem without 
destroying a:ny more of our rive·,s. I don't know, 



as I said, where we are on this thing yet. I 
think that it is impossible to determine the 
effects. 

We are interested in another thing that you 
will probably disagree with strongly. We want 
to raise the tax on gas to build highways and to 
supply local governments with money to maintain 
their county roads and streets. In fact, the 
counties are broke. Their roads are going to 
pieces and they have no money to repair them, so 
we are supporting a bill in Sacramento now that 
has passed the Senate and is over in Ways and Means 
in the Assembly. It is called SBlaa. It would 
raise gas taxes by three cents, gas and diesel 
taxes. I miVlt say at the outset that it doesn't 
stand a chance, but nevertheless we are going to 
try to get it out of the Committee. It would pro
vide one cent for highway construcbol1,one cent for 
those Proposition 5 counties where the electorate 
could use it for rapid transit and one cent for 
the local governments, cities and counties. 
Now cities and counties, the league of cities, 
and the construction industries of course are 
behind this measure. But the governor says that 
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he is not going to raise any taxes. 

Nevertheless, these are some of the things 
that we are pushing for and they give us the 
reputation of wanting to "pave the earth" and 
all that sort of thing. It is not true at all. 
We have our membership to consider. It is a 
terrible environment for a fellow who is out of 
work, I don't care where he is. If he can't 
support his family, he is in one heck of an 
environment. That's about all that we are trying 
to do. I hope that as time goes on, we will be 
able to understand the effect of energy conservation 
and the effect it will have, not only on the build
ing trades but all labor, because.it does affect 
it. It affects the industrial plants and it will 
affect canneries and agriculture, which is our· 
largest industry. I hope that we can Wlderstand 
it and I hope that we can use it to provide new 
jobs and a better environment. 

On behalf of Jimmy Lee and the building 
trades, I want to thank you for this opportunity 
to present a partial picture of our concern with 
conservation. 



EFFICIENT ENERGY USE AND WELL BEING: 
INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS ·K 

Allan J. Lichtenberg, Chairman 
Energy and Resources Group, University of California, Berkeley 

I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN INTERCOUNTRY 
COMPARISONS 

Although it is often said that a direct 
relationship exists between per capita energy use 
and standard of living, as measured by Gross 
National Product,1, 2 examination of the energy and 
GNP statistics for the most industrialized 
countries indicates a large spread in the ratio 
of energy use per unit of GNP (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. The energy/GNP ratio for several countries 
over time, with hydro power counted at 
3 kWh
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Studies of energy conservation in the United 
States indicate that the more important of these 
strategies, taken together, could reduce energy 
consumption 25-40%,3-5 while lowering pollution, 
reducing capital requirements for energy production, 
and generally raising employment. But the inter
relationships among economic inputs including 
energy within an economy are complex. Thus 
examination of an economy that requires substan
tially less energy than our own may provide guidance 
in understanding the total effect of energy conser
vation. 
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Interest in energy use and conservation has 
stimulated a number of international comparisons6,7 
as well as new evaluations of data from within 
single countries. 8-ll A preliminary study 
concerned with a number of countries shows some 
of the differences reported here without drawing 
conclusions. 7 A study of the United States and 
West Gennany developed comparisons further, 
discussing methodologies, and obtaining conclu
sions concerning possibilities for energy conserva
tion in the United States. ll ComjJarisons of U. S. 
and Swedish energy consumption differences have 
been made8,10 indicating the many differences in 
energy consumption, but drawing somewhat different 
conclusions as to the energy conservation potential. 
The former8 stresses differences in energy use due 
to life style changes, while the latter,lO in which 
use and efficiency of use were specifically 
disaggregated, indicates that the largest part of 
the lower energy use in Sweden is due to higher 
efficiency. 

Many factors enter into the determination of 
the ratio of energy use to GNP. Among these are 
energy costs relative to other costs, government 
policies including taxes, subsidies and regulations, 
and demographic and cultural variables. These 
factors combine to set a price for energy relative 
to other goods and services. Changes in energy 
use can, in principle, be determined from the 
elasticity coefficients for the demand for energy 
with respect to a set of independent variables . 

Although a set of independent variables is 
difficult to define, it is generally agreed that 
the price elasticity of demand is a meaningful 
econometric quantity. The elasticity of demand e 
is usually defjned as the percent change in demand 
that occurs when the price changes by one percent. 
One must distinguish, however, between short run 
and long run elasticities. Over a short period 
lnost responses to price are generally inelastic, 
i.e., the percentage change in energy consumption 
is smaller than the percentage change in price, 
while on a longer time scale many goods tend to be 
price-elastic. For example, if the cost of resi
dential heating rises substantially, then in the 
short run householders will turn down their thermo
stats slightly and be more careful with ventila
tion, etc., to effect energy savings; but it is 
only over a long period of time that better insula
tion and other major energy saving designs, mani
fested primarily in new dwellings, will produce 
large energy savings. Econometrically detennined 
long tenn elasticities are generally found to be 
substantial. A study of the long term elasticity 
of electricity in the U.S., for exampl€, gave 
e = 1.2 for residential use, e = l'~lfor industrial 
use and e = 1.4 for commercial use. Recent 
studies for gasoline indicate the long term 
elasticity may be as high as 0.75 (13). 

The long run effects of energy prices can be 
seen qualitatively in Fig. 1. The "high" energy/ 



GNP countries are those that historically have 
had cheap energy (relative to other goods and 
services); the U.S., Canada, Great Britain are 
examples. The countries with lower energy/GNP 
ratios are those that have been relatively fuel 
poor, especially since World War 110 Although 
Sweden, for example, has had ample hydropower, 
the country has been increasingly dependent on 
imported petroleum. Consequently electricity has 
been inexpensive relative to fuel, with both price 
and per capita consumption very similelr to that in 
the U. S. Motor fuels, on the other hand, have 
been taxed heavily in Sweden and consequently per 
capita consumption of these refined petroleum 
products has been far below the consumption in the 
U.S. Similar taxes have been the rule in other 
oil-poor countries. Although oil for home heating 
has been relatively inexpensive in Sweden 
(comparable to U.S. oil prices) the large amounts 
demanded for long winter heating seasons acted 
in place of hi~her prices to stimulate conserva
tion efforts. l ,15 
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One factor often said to be of great importance 
in determining the energy/~W relationship is the 
relative industrialization or type of industry 
in a country. Certain products are particularly 
energy-intensive, including steel, aluminum, cement, 
paper, and plastics. The effect of changing the 
output mix is most noticeable in comparing Luxem
bourg, where the steel industry plays a dominant 
role in the economic structure, with Switzerland, 
where banking, insurance, timepieces, and other 
items of high value-added per k~~, predominate. 
Luxembourg has an energy/GNP ratio of (30 kWht /$) 
compared to Switzerland's (6 kWht/$).lO An earlier 
comparison of Great Britain and New Zealand noted 
a factor of two between the energy/GNP ratios of 
these countries,S part of which may be attributable 
to the degree of wealth based on agriculture in 
New Zealand. However, this effect is usually 
small among industrialized nations. If the 
percentages of the GNP's of the countries in 
Fig. 1 in the agricultural, industrial, and service 
sectors are compared, one finds the agricultural 
sectors are between 3-5% of the total GNP for 
most of the countries considered; if any correla
tion exists, it indicates slightly higher energy 
use/GNP for a larger percentage of G,l\jP in the 
services sector. 

The effects of cultural and lifestyle differ
ences on energy consumption are very difficult to 
quantify, but these effects are clearly very 
important. Cultural patterns, although not 
wholly controlled by the marketplace, may be 
tempered over long periods of time by prices and 
fuel availability. Some of the current intensive 
energy use patterns in the United States and 
Canada can be traced to the availability of fuel 
wood during the 19th century.l6 In 1850, for 
example, WIth a per capita energy consumption of 
30.8 x 103 kWhv including wood, the U.S. used as 
much energy per capita as Switzerland does today. 

In comparing ratios of energy use to well 
being, a number of problems arise. Normally 
well being is equated with gross national 
product (GNP) as is implicitly done in Fig. L 
This procedure has pitfalls, both in that relative 
GNP values do not accurately reflect buying 

power, and that economic activity does not 
necessarily correlate closely with well being. 

Comparing the size and content of the gross 
national product has received considerable 
attention. 17 ,18 In one study18 an attempt was made 
to show that comparison of the GNP per capita, 
as measured in dollars by using the current 
(1975) exchange rates, gave incorrect results. 
They lnaintained that despite the fact that the 
U.S. value ($6,800) had fallen below that of 
Switzerland ($8,100) and Sweden ($7,400) and was 
only slightly ahead of Germany ($6,300) and 
France ($6,000), that the buying power of a U.S. 
worker remains the highest in the world. Using 
average earnings of workers in manufacturing they 
show that the U,S. worker needs less time to buy 
most consumer items. Example: bread takes 5 
manutes work in the U.S. while taking 8, 6, 7, 6 
and 8 minutes in Sweden, Switzerland, Germany, 
France and Britain respectively. 

However, difficulties arrive with this type 
of comparison also, because it uses a wage rate 
favoring the U.S. ($4.80/hr), as opposed to 
$4.20/hr in Switzerland, for example, and because 
of its consumer orientation, as opposed to orien
tation toward social services. The use of GI\lP 
per capita as a measure of well being also has 
difficulties in that it does not measure non
economic bY"products of economic activity. For 
example, the generation of industrial air pollu
tion is a non-economic bi-product, and the installa
tion of pollution abatement equipment can add to 
the GNP, while only returning the overall well 
being to its previous state. 

Accounting for differences in climate, 
geographic factors, population distribution, etc., 
is also important. These factors can influence 
energy use in a wide variety of ways, particularly 
in transportation and heating. 

In Table 1 we compare physical characteris
tics, economic activity, and various measures of 
well-being in the U.S, and Sweden. Although the 
populations differ by a factor of 25, the 
population densities are similar, as is the 
distribution into fairly populated urban centers 
and sparsely populated rural regions, Movement to 
the suburbs, fostered by the automobile, started 
earlier and is more advanced in the U,S., although 
there are signs of such a trend in Sweden, The 
natural distances over which goods must move is 
larger in the U. S., although in Sweden much of 
the lumber, iron ore, and electric power flows 
frdm the sparsely populated far north to the more 
crowded south. The climate in Sweden is more 
severe than in the U.S., in the sense that the 
number of degree days (based on 68°F) is far 
larger, varying from 7700 in the extreme south to 
over 12,000 in Norrland,17 We have estimated that 
the average number of degree days, weighted by 
popUlation distribution, is close to 9200 in 
Sweden, thus comparable to North Dakota, while the 
weighted U.S. average is approximately 5500 
degree days. 

Economic activity indicates that in 1971 the 
U.S. had a 10% higher GNP per capita than Sweden 
at the then current exchange rates. The striking 



Table 1. Basic econo~ic and social indicators for the U.S. 
and Sweden (1~71). 

Physical Characteristics: 
Population (million) 

People/sq mi 

Climate-heating 
(deg-clay/yr(68"F)) 

Economic Activity: 
GOP (current $/capita) 

Energy consumption 
(kWh /capita) 

Steel (kg/capita) 

Cement (kg/capita) 

Fertilizer (kg/capita) 

Paper (kg/capita) 

Food (per day): 

kcalories/capita 

Protein (g/capita) 

Cereals (g/capita) 

Meat (g/capita) 

!:If£1Jh, Education: 
Doctors/IOOO persons 

Dentists/IOOO persons 

Hospital beds/lOaD births 

Infant deaths/IOOO births 

Teachers/IOOO students 

Newspaper copies/lOOO persons 

Books published/lOOO persons 

Conveniences: 
Telephones/capita 

Television sets/capita 

Autos/capita 

Passenger-miles/capi ta (1970) 

Refrigerators 
(% saturation of households) 
Freezers (% saturation 
of households) 

Clothes washers 
(% saturation of households) 

Vacuum cleaners (% saturation 
of households) 

u.s. 

207 

57 

5,500 

5,051 

96,000 

620 

342 

105 

224 

3.300 

99 

176 

31.0 

1.5 

0.49 

7.8 

19 

34 

301 

0,39 

0,59 

0.45 

0.45 

7,900 

100 

28 

76 

88 

Sweden 

8.1 

47 

9,200 

4,438 

52,450 

680 

430 

67 

540 

2,850 

80 

168 

142 

1.35 

0.72 

15 

11.1 

60 

534 

0.94 

0.56 

0.32 

0.3 

5,050 

46 

41 

89 

difference, however, is the fact that for each 
dollar of GNP Sweden required only 60% (1971) 
as much energy as the United States. Subtracting 
the energy content of non-fuel imports and exports 
(see following) reduces the 1971 Swedish figure 
to 55%. Despite the lower energy use we note that 
the total per capita production of basic 
industrial commodities is quite comparable in 
Sweden and the United States. 

Basic well-being is difficult to compare 
quantitatively. As seen in Table 1, food 
intake is similar, with Americans characteristically 
eating considerably more meat (about twice the 
Swedish per capita consumption), which per gram of 
protein is more energy-intensive than most other 
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foods. In health and education, Sweden leads the 
U.S. in almost all categories. When the compre
hensive health and social security system in 
Sweden is examined this difference is even more 
striking. 

The large number of autos and TVs in the 
United States is accounted for mainly by multi
unit ownership by families. Transportation 
convenience is, in fact, quite comparable, 
because public transportation is more readily 
available in Sweden, while domestic distances are 
generally smaller. Swedes have far more second 
homes (500,000 in all) per capita than Americans, 
and most of the population enjoys four weeks of 
paid vacation each year. Thus we conclude that 
the living standards are quite comparable quantita
tively in Sweden and the U.S., but the mix is 
substantially different, emphasizing somewhat 
less energy-intensive economic activities and 
life styles in Sweden. 

A second country with similar economic 
activi ty and industrial mix as the U. S. is West 
Germany. In 1972, our comparison year, their 
energy consumption per capita was only 49% of 
that in the U.S. Subtracting 5% to account for 
net energy exported in-goods, the resultant per 
capita energy consumption was 46.5% of that in 
the U.S. At that time the per capita income was 
70% of ours, giving a ratio of energy consumption 
to income of 66% of that for the U.S. This 
result is very similar to that for Sweden, 
although Sweden both had more economic activity 
and consumed more energy. We shall investigate 
whether Sweden and West Germany conserved energy 
in similar ways to obtain the large savings over 
those in the U.S. 

A useful formula that summarizes the use of 
energy (TJ's) is: energy use = LEJDJ = 
LE~DP ~ LTJ, where the DJ are the fInal dollar 
demands for goods and services, and the EJ are 
the energy intensities of those demands; or, in 
physical terms, the Dj are the quantities of 
goods and services, and the Ej the energy intensi
ties associated with those quantities. When data 
are disaggregated in this way, both the relative 
mix of modes (th~lDJ or ~j) and the efficiency of 
those modes (EJ) or (EJ)-l can be compared among 
countries. Energy use in the economy can be 
lowered both by shifting to less energy intensive 
DJ and/or by increasing the efficiency (lower EJ) 
of production of a given DJ. We shall use this 
formalism in the specific comparison of energy use 
to follow. The above equation, however, can distort 
the comparison of energy efficiencies, because 
demographic differences affect the amount of energy 
required to fill a given need. The differences in 
EJ's between countries indicate possibilities for 
energy conservation via technical change, without 
requiring lifestyle changes. 

In the following sections we compare energy 
use primarily between the U.S. and Sweden, 
introducing energy use from West Germany, where 
useful. Our comparison period is 1970-72, 
because relatively complete data is available and 
because energy prices and exchange rates were 
relatively stable. Our source material is 



primarily taken from ref. (10) and (ll), where 
most of the primary references (suppressed here) 
can be found. 

II. COMPARISON OF E!\JERGY USE IN THE UNITED STATES, 
SWEDEN ANTI WEST GERlvlANY 

In Table 2 we compare energy use in the U.S., 
Sweden and West Germany. Sweden 8l1d West Germany 

Table 2. Energy ConsuF.lption in kt'h/capHn for U.S .• 
Sw~den and West Gena.any 

-
U.S. Sweden Wes t Germany 

kWh e< 
t 

kWh a' 
t 

% U.S. k!fu (J. % U.S. 
t 

TX'ansportation 24,075 7,775 31.4 6,200 25.7 

Residential 18,450 14,150 72 8,500 46 

Commerdal 14,250 10,625 74.5 'S,550 60 

Industry 41,600 32,950 76.5 25,300 60.8 

Gross Consumption 98,375 64,500 66 48,000 48.8 

lioreign Trade 1,800 ~4 ,600 

Net Consumption 100,175 59,900 59.5 45,500 45.4 

-
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have counted the conversion to electricity at nominally 3 khll
t

/k\.ihe 
for a uniform comparison between countrieso The large amount of hydro

power available in Sweden has significantly increased its use, relative: 

to other. fuels ~ thus some\vhat enhanCing the apparent energy consump tion 

:in Sweden. 

use substantially less energy per capita in all 
sectors, the largest difference being in the 
transportation sector. Considerable differences 
also exist in basic materials processing in the 
industrial sector, and in electricity use in the 
residential and commercial sector. The energy 
used for home heating in Sweden, although much 
more efficiently used than in the U. S., is 
obscured by their severe winters. In West 
Germany, on the other hand, better insulation 
combined with a relatively more moderate climate 
and different patterns of home heating serve to 
greatly reduce their energy use in the residential 
sector. The higher (relative) proportional use 
in the industrial and commercial sectors reflect 
the similar economic activity in a11 three 
countries, with the 25% difference in these 
sectors between the U.S. and Sweden representing 
the increase energy efficiency there. We 
examine these differences in greater detail, 
particularly for Sweden, below. 

A. Transportation 

In Table 3 we display basic passenger trans
portation data for Sweden and the United States. 
It can be seen immediately that major differences 
exist in all modes. In addition to the striking 
differences in automobile D~, E~, and T, we note 
that Swedish passenger transportation is more 
heavily concentrated in rail (including subway) 
and bus modes, at the expense of the auto and the 
airplane. Significantly, all Swedish Ej's are 
lower than the corresponding U.S. Ej's. This is 
due in part to higher load factors and the 
extensive use of air and bus charters. 

Table 3. Passenger transportation thta for U.S. and Sh'cdcn. 

United States (1972) 

Passenger D' FI T
J 

D' 
J 'J J 

~!ode (pass-mil (kWh/ (kll'h/ (pass-mil capi tal pass capita) 
mi) capita 

AutoG 

.( 30 mi 4.850 1.72 8.330 1,825 

,. 30 mi 4,200 1.02 4,300 3,225 

Total 9;050 1.41 12,630 5,050 
(1970 lp9()O 1 ~ J, A 11 ~ HO) 

Bus 

lA)cal < 30 mi H2 .50 56 460 I 
Intercity> 30 mi 122 .30 42 25 

Rail 

.Local < 30 m.i 64 .21 (.63)b 13.7 85 

Intercity> 30 mi 21.3 .87 18.6 356 

Total Land 9.370 1.36 12,760 5 1 975 

Air Domestic 490 1,500 46 ) 

Air International 243(?) 1.38(?) 335 200 

Other Pass.enger, 1,500 
flil itary 

Total Passenger 10,103 16 ~ 095 6,221 

o.We use a load factor of 1.9 for the U.S. Dnd 2 for Sweden. 
b 

E' J 

(kWh/pass 
mil 

.74 

.41 

b 
.16(.48) 

.25(.75)b 

.68 

1.12(7) 

T
J 

(kll'h/ 
t:apita) 

3.760 

200 

15 

90 

4,065 

27S(?) 

200 

4.540 

;1~~~r7~U? Hgures are net, and the EJ in par.entheses reflect a theor.etical 
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In Table 4 we consider the automobile in more 
detail. We see that the Swedish D~ is only 62% 
of the U.S. figure, and E~, measured in 
H'ih/p'ass~mi or gallons/pass-mi is only 60% of the 
U.S. figure. The biggest contributor to efficiency 
is the lower weight of Swedish autos, compared to 
American counterparts. The average weight of a 
car used in Sweden is llOO kg (2420 Ib), whereas 
for the United States the average weight is 1700 kg 
(3740lb). The weight distributions are given in 
Fig. 2. Interpolating EPA measurements of fuel 
consumption versus inertial weight suggests that 
this difference alone reduces energy consumption 
per mile by ~ 30%. The lack of power extras, 
automatic transmissions, and air conditioners 
reduces fuel demand further, as does the lower 
ratio of engine displacement to car weight of 
Swedish autors. 

Table 4. Automobile data for the U.S. and Sweden (1970). 
(ConYersions used: 1 U.S. gal" 33.75 kWh; 1 mi ~ 1.6 km.) 

U.S, Sh'eden 

Persons/vehicle 2.2. 3,4 

Lieensed drivers/capita 0.5 0.4 

Passcmi/capita 7,900 ,5,050 

Vehicle mi/capita" 4,160 2,560 

Mi4yehiclC' 9,360 8,900 

Load factor 1.9 2.0 

Average weight (kg) 1,700 ,1,100 

mles per galloab 

Actual 13.7 24 

TI1coretical 12.5 20 

kWh/pass-ml 1.4 O.7:l 

kll'h jcapita 11,200 3,710 

~e surprising sjmilarity of miles driven pel' car suggests that in Sweden 
second cars are replaced by mass transit, and a significant nwnbc-r· of 
families have no cal' at alL 

b'rheoretical miles~peT~gal1on is estimated from the weight-fuel economic 
statistics of t.he EPA~ Actual is dete:rmined by dividing actual miles 
driven by fuel consWlled. Swedish theoretical value (24 mpg) match~,; 
actual for SWedf:U1o 



Beyond these technical differences in auto
mobiles, however, are more subtle differences in 
auto utilization that have significant consequences. 
For trips of 10 km or less, in which auto fuel 
consumption is nearly double the average, the 
Swedes use private cars and public transit in the 
ratio 55/45 (% of trips). In the U.S., by contrast, 
the ratio is 90/10 (FHWA, unpublished data). This 
traffic accounts for 65% of all auto trips in the 
U.S., resulting in lower average driving cycle 
efficiencies. Thus it becomes apparent why actual 
miles-per-gallon in Sweden are higher than predicted 
by the EPA: the driving cycle demands less energy. 
Surprisingly, load factors in both countries 
average approximately two. Probably the reason 
the Swedish value is as low as in the U.S. is that 
the smaller families in Sweden compensate for 
that country's higher family use relative to 
commuter use. 

A factor reducing Swedish automobile energy 
use further is that the speed limit was as high as 
110 km/hr (68 mph) on only about 10% of the 
largest highways, with a 90 km/hr or lower (55 mph) 
on the remaining 90% of the main highways. This 
. is is contrast to the U. S., where highway speed 
limits were corrnnonly 65 mph (or greater) in 1971. 

The availability and use of mass transportation 
in local and long distance travel is an important 
factor in the optimization of the use of the 
auto discussed above. In Stockholm, Gothenburg, 
mid Malmo, representing more than 25% of Sweden's 
population, mass transit, motor bikes and pedal 
bikes account for 75% of all corrnnuting. The figure 
f9r the entire country is 46%. Mass transit 
provides half of this, mostly in the above named 
cities. Most of the cities of over 50,000 people 
in Sweden have bus systems reinforced by important 
economic incentives, including subsidies, that 
encourage use by riders going into the city center. 
Buses are often as close as four minutes apart 
during peak hours, and rapid rail and buses 
provide direct service to locales as much as 40 km 
from the city centers. Thus to the city or suburban 
dweller in Sweden, mass transit presents a viable 
and economic alternative to the use of an automo
bile, and development of suburbs and new towns 
around rail and bus stations reflects the popularity 
of mass transportation. 

The tax system has contributed strongly to 
the control of the auto in Sweden. In 1971, the 
gasoline tax of 50¢/gallon raised the price by 
250% to 70¢/gallon. Automobile excise taxes and 
yearly fees rise in proportion to vehicle weight 
wi th the formula shown in Fig. 3. These fuel and 
weight taxes influence owners to purchase light 
cars, as the lack of cars above 1700 kg (the U.S. 
average) shows (Fig. 2). In addition, the excise 
taxes raise the cost of a new car relative to the 
cost of maintenance, making it more worthwhile in 
Sweden (vis a vis the U.S.) to keep an older car 
in running condition. The average car in Sweden 
has a lifetime of about 14 years compared to a 
U.S. lifetime of less than 10 years. 

For freight transport , given in Table 5, the 
largest difference in per capita energy use is 
associated with distances through which goods are 
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Fig. 3. Taxes on automobiles and gasoline in Sweden, 
1974 (using the old exchange rate 5.18 
skr/$). Shaded area and dotted line give 
estimate of gasoline tax as a function of 
weight. 

moved. A lesser, though still important, factor 
is the energy intensity of freight movement. 
Although a complete study of efficiency is yet to 
be made, some important factors can be identified. 
Among these we note that Swedish trucks are not 
prohibited from hauling freight on return trips. 
Also, small station wagons and four cylinder 
microbuses or diesel mini-trucks are used 
extensively for short hauls in Sweden, in contrast 
to the heavier pickup or panel trucks used in 
the U.S., thus more closely matching mode and 



Table 5. Goods transportation data for the U.S. and SHedcn. 

United States (l972) Sweden (1970) 

Truck 
Loe.l (0"30 ml.) 

Intercity (:> 30 ml.) 

Total truck 

OJ 

360 

~ 
2429 

E J 
TJ 

(kWh! (klln/ 
ton"mi) capHa) 

1.95 700 

~ ill!!. 
0.88 2130 

DJ EJ 
(ton-mi! (kWh! 
capita) ton-mil 

339 0.58 200 

~ ~ llQQ, 
1623 O.S 1300 

Rail 

Domestic Ail' 

Water 

4132 0.19 800 1350 o. 006(.lS)" 80 

Domestic 

International 

Total goods 

Non-revenue good. 
transport (agr.ic., 
forestry, construe., 
etc.) 

Pl peline 

Other 

Totals 

20 7.S 

6585 

150 

420 

~ 
3980 

1850 

200 

.112. 
150 

704 0.3 

3670 

vehicle to the demands of the task. Much of the 
difference in freight miles would be accounted 

190 
1600 

3170 

470 

~ 

4570 

for by shipments of Swedish exports of raw 
materials through other countries, exports that 
far outweigh (literally) imports. These are not 
counted in our study. Also, coal and other fuels 
are transported over much greater distances in the 
V.S. than are fuels in Sweden. 

Results from West Germany, although not 
examined in as much detail, are similar. The 
passenger miles driven by automobile is 48% of 
that in the U.S. and the inverse efficiency in 
kWh/pass-mi is 52% of that in the U.S. Incentives 
to use public transportation and disincentives in 
high gasoline taxes operate here similarly to 
their operation in Sweden, and are intensified 
by the somewhat lower living standard. 

B. Residential and Commercial Energy Use 

A comparison of energy use in the residential 
and commercial sectors is given in Table 6. 
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Although the per capita consumption is significantly 
lower in most categories, a full appreciation of 
the differences are only obtained by examining the 
Dj's and Ej's separately. 

Space heating, consuming over one half of the 
total (Table 7), shows very large differences in 
efficiency, when account is taken of the differing 
climates and the actual energy use per square 
foot of residential or commercial space. The larger 
number of degree days in Sweden is compensated 
for by considezably lower heating intensity 
(kWh/deg-day m ). A study of insulation in Swedish 
homes and apartments showed that V-values for 
heat loss have declined steadily to a typical 
value of .06 Btu/hr ft 2 - OF). One can almost 

Table 6.. Pel' cnpitfi '.residential and commercial energy use in the U.S. 
and Sh't:den (1912). 

Res 1 d~!!.!1!!1} 
Direct fuol (kWh) 

lIeating 

Water heating 

C •• appliance. 

Second homes 

. Electric! ty (k~no) 

RufdgorntoX' and StOV6 

Lighting 

u.s. 

9,660 

1,950 

630 

610 

300 

Sweden 

&,200 

3,300 

125 

300 

530 

105 

lIir conditioning 

OtheT appliances 

Ileating 

IintoT heating 
280 } 
SOO 

47. 

400 

Dhtrict henting saving 

Total net us. 0,1I'll) 14,8SS 

Electric conversion loss at U.S. :rato S.230~ 

rotal gross u!'c (kl'''h~) 
(with actual losses) 

COfl1m('rcl,l : 
-n;;;;;-;.co (m2) 

Direct fuol (I;lIn) 

Spaco hoat 

tin tel' heat 

Ail' Conditioning 

Electricity (kWhe ) 

AlT Conditioning 

Lighting 

Electric heat nnd other 

Tota! net usc (kh'h) 

Electric conversion loss 

'fatal gross usc (kll'll) 
(with octu;)l losses) 

20,085 
( ." l 

10 

5,625 

790 

200 

205 

1,250 

~ 
8,380 

3,530 

lJ,910 
(.- ) 

-~ 

12.135 

3,O?!) 

15,1:15 
(12,820) 

13 

4,800 

625 

~ 
6,500 

3,200 

9,700 
(7,2S0) 

Table 7. Residential space energy consumption (fossil fuels only) and 
heating efficiencies by climatic regions for the U.S. and Swedeno 

u.s. SI'Icden --
fiFO SF!) 

Enerp,y Consumption~ 

Persons/housing unit 3.3 2.1 3 

Rooms!housing unit S.! 3.2 4.5 

Persons/room 0.66 0.66 

Ave. are. (ru2l 115 70 no 
Degree days (68' F) 5500 9200 

kWh/housing unit 34,000 16,350 28,750 

kwh/m? 300 235 260 

kWh/deg-day 6.2 1.77 3.10 

kWh/ill' deg-d.y 0.054 0.027 0.028 

kll'JJcapi ta 9150 8200 

Heating, Intensity ·by Climatic Regiootlt 

U.S. Sweden 
Calif. Penn~ Minno Malmo Stockholm Norrbott." 

negree-days (US·P) 1900 5500 3500 7700 9200 13,000 

kWh /m2 <lolI""Y 0.11 41.063 0.049 0.028 0.027 0.026 

guess the year of construction of a residence in 
Sweden by the U-values, the scatter from the 
average value for any year of building being very 
low. lo This indicates that additional factors 
have acted, via stringent building codes, to 
permit only energy efficient (and economic) 
construction in housing. In contrast, U.S. 



U-values have been set mainly by a weak FHA 
minimum proper~y standard, which before 1971 was 
0.12 ~tu/hr-ft - of for ceilings and 0.19 Btu/ 
hr-ft - of for walls. The U.S.-Swedish ratio 
of U-values is nearly equal to the average ratio 
of heating intensities. By implication, the 
Swedish houses also have correspondingly less 
infiltration and heat loss through glass, by use 
of storm window:; and double glazing to maintain the 
overall ratio,17 

Although the lower heat loss in Swedish houses 
is in part a response to the more severe climate, 
this is not the primary reason, as seen in 
Table 7 where we present the heating intensity 
in various regions in the U.S. and Sweden, so that 
intensity at a given number of degree-days can be 
compared. Although there is little overlap between 
the U.S. and Swedish degree-day values, the plots 
of intensity (kWh/m2-deg-day) versus degree-days, 
reflecting the centralized standards, probably 
indicate that before the embargo the standards 
were sufficiently high that there was little 
economic incentive, even in the extreme north, 
to exceed these standards. 

In Sweden the mix of single family dwellings 
(SFD) 42% and apartments (MFD) 58%, is considerably 
different from that in the U.S. where in 1970 71% 
were SFD and 29% MFD. However, this difference 
does not account for much of the increased heating 
efficiency, as the kWh/m2 was only slightly lower 
in Swedish apartments th8n in single family 
dwellings, and the kWh/cap was also very similar, 
due to the higher number of people per house in 
SFD. In apartments common metering of all units 
in a building removed the incentive to conserve, 
raising both temperature and hot water use. 

In the commercial sector, overall energy use 
per square meter of space may be as much as 30% 
lower in Sweden than in the U.S., even before the 
difference in heating degree-days is considered. 
The heating intensity, when measured in kWh/m2-
deg-day is approximately 2.5 times lower than in 
the U.S. We attribute this mainly to the same 
differences in insulation, ventilation, and 
construction standards that applied to the residen
tial sector, but further confirmation of the reasons 
for this difference should be made. The energy 
consumed in the commercial sector is reduced 
further by more realistic lighting standards, 
,vhich also lowers the need for cooling. (Unlike 
many large buildings in the U.S., Swedish office 
buildings do not require air conditioning in 
winter to remove heat produced by high lighting 
levels.) 

In Table 6 the important residential and 
con@ercial uses of electricity are also compared. 
Higher U.S. energy use arises primarily from a 
combination of factors: significantly more use 
of larger appliances like dryers; llfrost
free" refrigerators; excess lighting; 8nd more 
small appliances. Air is conspicuously 
absent from Swedish electricity use, but 
accounts in the United States for only 12% of 
electricity used in the residential and the commer
cial sectors, and only 3% of our total energy use. 

Similar values to those in Sweden pertain to 
West Germany sC8.1cd down by the somewhat lower 
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standard of living and the milder climate. Insula
tion is apparently not as efficient as in Sweden, 
with most of the difference in space heating energy 
(67% of the U.S. per capita use) accounted for 
by the smaller floor space per person, heating 
only approximately 45% of the floor space, 8nd 
more apartment living. 

An important factor in increasing energy 
efficiency in both Sweden and West Germany is the 
co-generation of electricity with production of 
useful heat. In Sweden the co- generation is uHed 
primarily to supply district heat for cities, 
while in West Germany, the co- generation is< used 
primarily for providing industrial heat. 

In Sweden district heating supplies 19% of 
the total residential heat needs. The energy 
balance for Swedish thermal power plants shows 
24% of the kWh input appears as warm water or 
steam, primarily for heating of homes and buildings, 
and 29% of the output is electricity. The overall 
effect of these systems, after the slightly lowered 
production of electricity is taken into account, 
is a net saving of fuel of 1300 kWh per capita, 
which is 2% of the total energy consumption in 
Sweden. In Germany, 28.5% of the electric energy 
is generated by self-producers, primarily industrial, 
with much of the waste heat being used for 
industrial processes. The net energy savings have 
not been calculated, but shOUld be substantial. 

C. Industrial Energy Use 

In West Germany, Sweden and the United States 
the largest use of energy in industry is for 
basic materials processing. 

In Table 8 we compare the energy consumed per 
unit of product for the basic materials processing 
industries in the U.S. and Sweden. As Table 9 shows, 
the process energy intensities (E~) are significantly 
lower in Sweden for virtually every product, 
usually because of reduced process heat require
ments. These findings suggest that Sweden'S 
industry is more energy efficient than our own. 
The reasons for this higher efficiency include more 
use of burnable wastes, more use of co-generation, 
more modern equipment and higher energy prices 
which produces a lower energy use at the economic 
optimum. Sixty percent of all fuel used in the 
paper industry (which consumed 16% of all energy 
in Sweden) is provided internally by barks and 
liquors as opposed to 35% in the U.S., but a third 
of the electricity used by that industry, and 
smaller fractions elsewhere, is co-generated with 
steam production, thus reducing fuel needs. 
Similar savings through co-generation have been 
obtained in Germany and are considered to be 
economic for the U. S., where half of the electricity 
consumed in the paper industry is self-generated, 
but only a small amount is co-generated. 

The relatively more modern equipment in 
Swedish industry - Sweden'S national accounts 
have grown significantly faster than those of the 
U.S. as the Swedish GNP approached ours -
certainly contributes to the higher efficiency in 
Sweden, just as the U.S. industry improved energy 



'rable 8. t.f3.tcrials and energy consumption duta for the U.S. and Sweden. 

TJ Tl 
OJ (kg/cap; tal E J (klih/kg) 12J (kljh/kg) (kWh/capita) (kll'ht!:api taf 

U.S. Sweden U.S. Sweden U.S. SHccien U.S. Sh'cden U.S. SHcdcn 

Basic 

Aluminmum
e 

Oil a :refined 

Ilarket pulp 

Paper, inc. g 

580 650 4.8 0.5 1.Q 4000 3100 4640 4420 

17 17.7 17.7 17.0 17.0 300 160 880 465 

2900 1400 1.4 0.9 0.05 0.05 4060 900 4350 940 

-1 550 6.7 1 1 3685 4900 

pulping 260 550 9.5 6.6 1.5 1.5 2470 3630 2860 4730 

Cement 342 460 2.0 1.6 0.1 0.1 685 735 755 830 

Or.~~~!1calsh 234 89 6.7 4.0 1575 355 1800 855 

Inorganic 
chemicalsh 100 87 12.2 4.4 1220 390 1720 600 

Plastics,fibel'sh 51 43 12.3 5.0 630 215 790 375 

Fertilizerh 105 67 1.0 1.8 115 115 145 230 

Feedstocksb 

(energy) 480 215 11.63 11.63 5600 2500 

DElectricity.was included (net) in E
J

. 

cTJ for Sl~cden reflects:> kl';ht/kl'ih
e

. 

oWe did not include the energy content of scrap, estimated at an average of 
sao kNh/ton for the U.S. and 1000 kl\'h/ton for Sweden. averaged over all steel. 

eAhuninum counts only the smelting of A1 203 to AI. Refining of bauxite takes 
place in the U.S., but not in Sweden, 

gPu1p <1nd paper include the energy in wood , ... astes and liquors. Swed«n uses 
more wood waste for ftl?:l per ton of output) and uses feHcr external fuels 
~s welL Swedish electricity was 1/3 cogenerated, the U.S. about half that. 

h 

~;~u~~s f!~~s~gg~R;cf~~l:~~n~~;!!~U!~l~: ~:!r!~~~e:~:dh~:d k~\~o:~~~~, th~he 
approximate relation 1 kg (oil eauivalent) '" 11.63 kWh. The U.S. enriches 
the uranium used in. Sweden. 

efficiency through technological change since 
World War II in spite of falling ~nergy prices. 
Data collected by Meyers et al.,l compared with 
Swedish data (kWh/ton or kWh/$), suggests that 
Swedish manufacturing energy intensity today lies 
on Meyers' projected U.S. curves 10-15 years hence. 
Missing from Swedish industrial energy use was 
(and is) "interruptible" gas at bargain prices, 
and cheap coal, two fuels that have been important 
to many U.S. industries and whose low price and 
availability fostered higher energy use in the 
past. 

West German Industry has a similar pattern of 
higher energy productivity. For example, their 
steel industry uses 67% as much energy per unit 
of steel as the U.S. and 57% as much energy per 
unit of paper. From Table 8 the comparable 
Swedish figures are 68% and 70%, respectively. 
The low figure for German paper is probably due 
to not including the internally generated energy 
from paper wastes. Additionally, there is consider~ 
ably higher employment per unit of product in 
West Germany than in either the U.S. or in Sweden. 
Part, though certainly not all, of this is due to 
substitution of labor for other inputs. 

III. ANALYSIS OF ENERGY DIFFERENCES AND CONCLUSION 

In Table 9 we show explicitly some important 
energy prices for Sweden and the U.S. The largest 
price differences occur in road fuels, even before 
considering the higher taxes on automobiles in 
Sweden. Electricity, on the other hand, has been 
relatively inexpensive (compared to fuel) in 
Sweden, due to the fact that in the past a large 
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Tnble 9. Typical energy prices in the U.S. and Sweden. ex.change 
rate used is $1 " 5.18 skr (1960-1970) and 4.30 skr (1974). 

U.S. Sweden 
¢7kf/fi ¢lkWh 

1960 1970 1974 1910 1960 1970 1974 (1970) 

Oil Products (,/gal) ; 

Gasolinec 30 35 45 1.04 53 61 116 1.82 
Diesel 23 28- 35 0.83 42 48.8 90 1.45 
Heating oU-

0.[,0 Small customers 15 18 35 13.3 13.2 40.6 0.37 Large customer s 10.5 12 25 0.33 
Heavy oil 7 8 23 0.23 7 8.5 22.5 0.24 

~3 (!/~~I Btu); 
l'J73 

Residential 82 87 113 0.29 550 680 1.9 
Industrial 

Firm service 51 50 - O. 17 
Interruptible service 33 34 - 0.11 

Coal J IndustTial
d 

(S/ton) : 10 13 25 0.17 - 18 0.2 

Electricity (,/kh11); 
l'.l15 

Base 2.75 2.75 2.75 3.14 2.12 2.3 
Base and space 1975 

heating 1. 75 2.0 1.5 -1.5 2.0 
1 <.rI 5 

Industrial 1.5 (0.4-2.1) 0.93 1.8 (0.6-2.2) 

3Swedish gasoline taxes: 42¢/ga1 in 1970, about 68~/gal in 1974. U.S. price in-
cludes 10-13;/231 tax. 

1>.Coa1 price excludes captive and utility coal. 

CSwedish figures based on 1700 kWh/yr (1960). 3000 kWh/yr (1970). 2000 krllJ/yr 
(1974) . 

share of electricity has been hydropower. In 1971, 
electricity use in Sweden (7400 kWh per capita) was 
close to that in the U.S. (7700 kWh per capita), but 
more of this total was used in the industrial sector 
in Sweden and more in the residential/commercial 
sector in the United States. Other fuels in Sweden 
lie between these two extremes, being slightly more 
expensive in Sweden (before 1973) and used more 
efficiently there as well. Since the price of 
oil used for home heating in Sweden was comparable 
to U.S. values (until 1973), the length of the 
heating season, as well as institutional factors 
mentioned above, must account for the efficient 
use of that fuel for space comfort. Significantly, 
however, Sweden had no natural gas or domestic 
coal, two fuels whose low prices certainly 
encouraged intensive use in the U.S. A similar 
situation existed in West Germany, except that 
coal was reasonably plentiful while little hydro
power was available. 

Higher energy prices alone, however, do not 
account for the more efficient energy use in 
Sweden. While a given set of energy prices 
determines a mix of energy and other economic 
factors that allow production for the least cost, 
institutional and social factors determine how 
close individual consumers, firms and society as 
a whole come to this most economic energy use. 
In the United States, for example, mortgage policies 
and market considerations constrain developers to 
minimize first costs, rather than life cycle 
costs, constraints which do not appear to be 
applicable to construction in Sweden. We have 
also seen that building codes have hnposed energy 
conserving construction more uniformly in Sweden. 
Additionally, the Swedish government has given 
priority to energy conservation housing loans. 
Passenger transport in Sweden has also been 
strongly influenced toward energy conservation 
through government policy, in this case mainly 



through the market mechanism by various taxes and 
incentives. These factors also encourage important 
synergistic effects. Good intercity transport, 
and high costs of operating an automobile, tend 
to keep the population more concentrated. In 
addition to maintaining the viability of the public 
transport system itself, this situation also affects 
housing and living patterns in energy saving ways. 
With increased population densities apartment 
living is more common, allowing potential energy 
savings through fewer external walls, better 
insulation and more efficient heating systems. 
Shopping also becomes easier, with more neighbor
hood stores; trips are shorter, often on foot, 
and smaller storage facilities are required, 
resulting in smaller capacity refrigerators with 
consequent electricity savings. 

In a recent study of energy use in the U.S., 
Hannon suggested that lowering the energy require
ment for an economy by changing lifestyle and the 
mix of consumer goods (the DJ ) would be difficult, 
because consumer expenditures would generate 
energy requirements no matter how they were 
directed. We have shown here that in Sweden and 
in West Germany the DJ are shifted toward less 
energy intensive activities, and the EJ toward 
higher efficiency. For both effects, dollars 
saved by saving energy in one activity and re-spent 
on another, do not, on the aveTage, generate as 
much energy use as expenditures for a more energy 
intensive mix of DJ , or activities with less 
efficient EJ , would have done. All energy inten
sities are reduced through higheT efficiencies, 
i.e., conseTVation, and shifts from high to low 
energy intensive activities aTe made at the same 
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dollar level. Sweden, West GeTmany and other 
European countries developed these energy econo
mies to off-set their higher eneTgy pI' ices and 
balance of payment problem Tesulting from importing 
energy. This Tesulted in a higher standard of 
living for a given level of energy consumption. 
This suggests the answer to the dilemma posed by 
Hannon: in the face of energy scarcity and conse
quent Tising energy prices, consumers in the U.S. 
would seek to maintain their standard of living 
by optimizing energy use both through increased 
energy efficiency and through shifting to 10weT 
eneTgy intensity activity. 

The pTocess of substituting capital and 
labor inputs fOT energy inputs also tends to 
reduce unemployment. This is pTobably an impor
tant factor in the lower unemployment rates in 
EUTope as compared to the U.S. 

Some specific energy conseTVation measures 
that have been successful, in both Sweden and 
West GeTmany, are summarized below. 

1. A shift to smalleT and more efficient 
cars, combined with better public 
transportation. 

2. Better insulation, combined with more 
concern fOT spatial and temporal heating 
patterns. 

3. More efficient appliances, with particular 
attention to use of heat-on-demand hot 
water. 
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Fig. 4. Summary: U.S. and Swedish energy use; 1971, and U.S. use based 
on Swedish intensities in industry, space conditioning, autos 
(mpg); also assumes U.S. appliance intensity decreases by 33%, 
lighting levels decrease by 33%. Freight, airlines, energy 
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4. Co-generation of electricity and heat, 
both for residential and industrial 
applicCltions. 
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5. Increased efficiency in industrial 
processes, both through plaut modernizCltion 
and substitution of some labor for energy 
to reach Cl new optimum in the fClce of 
rising energy costs. 

Our internCltionCll comparisons suggest that many 
energy conservCltion measures are ClvClilable to the 
United States, especiCllly as energy prices continue 
to rise. For eXi1mple, if Swedish efficiencies could 
be Clchieved in the U.S. it would result in savings 
of 30% of the total energy used in the United StCltes 
(Fig. 4). Thus internCltional energy use comparisons, 
far from suggesting an inevi tClble coupling between 
level of economic activity and energy use, 
actually suggest ways in which more well being 
can be wrought from every Btu of fuel and kilowatt
hour of electricity consumed in a given country. 
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ENERGY USE IN SWEDEN AND 
THE UNITED STATES 

Andres Doernberg 
Energy Technology Assessment Group, Brookhaven National Laboratory 

I. INTRODUCTION 

While there is a general agreement that 
energy conservation is an extremely important 
component of the nation's energy strategy for 
the period to and beyond 1985, there is also 
considerable disagreement concerning the extent 
of conservation that is feasible without severe 
effects on life-style and the economy. Moreover, 
there is even less consensus as to what consti
tutes moderate versus drastic changes in life
style; small, efficient automobiles might well 
represent an erosion in the standard of living 
for some people, while others might argue that 
it is improved due to a reduction in resources 
employed in their manufacture and operation. The 
purpose of this report is to evaluate energy 
use in the United States in comparison with 
advanced Western European countries in order to 
gain insight into energy conservation strategies. 
Statistics such as per capita income compare 
favorably for some Western European countries and 
the U. S., while the gap in energy per capita 
is significant. Energy consumption per capita 
is 63% of that of the U.S. in Sweden and 48% in 
West Germany. The per capita energy differential 
is examined in this report by a detailed analysis 
of Sweden's energy system that evaluates this 
difference in terms of various technical and 
demographic factors as, for example, the fuel 
efficiency of Sweden's automobile fleet and its 
geography and population distribution. Sweden 
was selected as a basis of comparison primarily 
because of its high standard of living and its 
influence as a harbinger of social change for 
the U.S. 

Sweden's energy consumption patterns might 
well be related to a real or perceived differential 
in standard of living when compared to usage in 
the United States. Sweden's consumption levels 
(and those of other Western European countries 
as well) are, to a degree, a reflection of higher 
domestic resource prices and a greater dependence 
on imported energy, materials, and goods over a 
long period of time. It is quite difficult indeed 
to separate these effects from those of an ethical, 
cultural, or mandated nature. There is considerable 
study under way utilizing traditional econometrics 
to analyze differences iu energy consumption as a 
function of relative prices, GNP, incomes, and 
other explanatory variables such as climate and 
degree of urbanization. ~~ile the level of GNP 
and its structure may be representative of a 
life-style it is difficult to relate such analyses 
to the central issue of the effect of energy 
conservation on life-styles. 

Energy use is directly related to the standard 
of living of a society through the comfort, 
mobility, leisure, and employment that it provides. 
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In this report, these energy services (involving 
such functions as space heat, automobile travel, 
air travel, and ownership of appliances) are 

'analyzed in order to examine differences in energy 
use and life-styles. Opportunities for conserva
tion arise through the use of more efficient 
technology to provide a given level of energy 
services and through revisions of the level of 
services themselves which may, as a consequence, 
involve modifications in life-style ranging 
from moderate to severe. There is, of course, 
still considerable uncertainty regarding the 
development of more efficient technologies, as 
well as the likelihood of voluntary life-style 
changes, both of which would serve to reduce the 
energy needed to satisfy a given standard of 
living. Despite these uncertainties, this type 
of analysis of the detailed functional end uses 
of energy provides a revealing approach to the 
discussion of conservation strategies and a 
framework for the further refinement of such 
strategies. 

It is apparent that the analysis performed 
in this study is of a normative character rather 
than predictive. Thus, it should be considered 
as complementary to studies that predict potential 
for conservation with a given set of assumptions 
regarding prices and income. Such analyses are 
generally performed by econometric techniques 
that do not include specific process and end-use 
detail, It is therefore difficult to relate 
their results to specific technological and life
style issues. It is in this sense that the 
analysis described in this study is convlementary 
to the predictive analysis. It does not purport 
to predict a given demand response but does give 
insight into the specific technical and life-style 
changes that can contribute to demand reduction. 
As a normative approach it is intended to present 
options and theiT ramifications that are related 
to a very specific conservation strategy. 

The next section of this report is a sunnnary 
of major findings and some conclusions derived 
from this study. The major body of the report 
begins with a general comparison of energy-use 
patterns in the U.S. and Sweden and is followed 
by a more detailed review of energy utilitzation 
in Sweden that provides the basis for the 
comparative analysis. The report concludes with 
the development, for heuristic purposes, of a 
conservation strategy for the U.S. that is based 
on the Swedish experience. This strategy is 
not proposed in any sense as a "best" strategy 
for the U.S. The development and comparison 
of alternative strategies for the U.S. is the 
subject of another study. The strategy developed 
here does represent a reasonable option and 
provides considerable insight into the elements 
of a comprehensive conservation strategy. 



II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

"If we simply adopted the energy consumption 
patterns of a Western European country like 
Sweden, our most significant energy problems 
would be solved." 

The above has been stated in these and similar 
terms as a goal towards resolving U.S. energy 
problems. The argument is appealing; however, 
on closer examination it seems anything but 
simple and would involve significant changes in 
life~style that, while popular among some 
elements of U. S. society, might not be widely 
accepted. The statement clsually carries several 
implicit assumptions, the major one being that 
standard of living is accurately described by per 
capita income and GNP. This assumption is, 
of course, debatable and no single measure of 
standard of living has yet been developed. 

The analysis indicates that the conservation 
strategy developed from this comparative study 
will involve a considerable change in life~style. 
It has been done in the context of changes of 
consumption patterns over a 25~year period. 
It is worthwhile to note at this point that 
energy consumption patterns in Sweden are not 
stabilized; in fact, some trends indicate that 
their condition in 25 years would, under favorable 
supply circumstances, be more like that of the 
U.S. today. 

Following are the major conclusions that way 
be drawn from this study: 

1. The largest difference between the two 
countries per capita energy use is in the 
transportation sector (accounts for 16% of the 
37% per capita differential). 

2. Achievement of a 40% reduction in U.S. 
consumption by the year 2000 according to the 
strategy outlined will be quite difficult and 
will have significant effects on life~ styles 
and the structure of the U.S. economy. Alternative 
strategies which may have lesser effects should 
be considered. These may involve lower conserva~ 
tion objectives or may attempt to achieve the 
same objective used here by different means. 

3. More detailed analysis is needed to 
determine comparative life~styles and standards 
of living. Relative GNP, using official exchange 
rate, is not a valid bas is of comparis on. 

4. The major technological factors that are 
involved in the U.S.~Sweden comparison are: 

- district heating 

~ hydropower 

5. The analysis perfonned in this study 
focused on direct energy consumption. It is 
necessary to give more consideration to the 
energy embodied in import and export goods in 
order to make a more meaningful comparison 
between the internal energy consumption of 
two countries. For example, Sweden's petro~ 
dlemical industry is less developed than the 
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U.S. and imports some of these energy intensive 
processes. It is quite incorrect to characterize 
that portion of U.S. energy demand associated with 
the production of organic chemicals as wasteful. 

III. CO~~ARISON OF ENERGY USE IN THE UNITED 
STATES AND SWEDEN: ANALYSIS OF TIlE PER 
CAPITA DIFFERENTIAL 

In this section, the implications of adopting 
Swedish consumption patterns in the United 
States are evaluated, and the contributions of 
specific differences betlNeen the energy systems 
of both nations to the per capita gap are 
discussed. 

The direct comparison of per capita income 
and GNP figures is not as straightforward as it 
has been believed to be. Virtually every energy 
report includes a plot of per capita GNP versus 
energy consumption of the type shown in Fig. 1. 
Here the GNP of various countries is converted 
to U.S. dollars using the standard exchange of 
rates and much is made of the differences in 
energy consumption required to support the same 
per capita GNP in different countries. In view 
of the fact that price relationships may be 
quite different among countries, one must look 
further into this relationship. Fig. 2 is a 
similar plot; however, in this ;case a different 
approach was taken to the definition of per 
capi ta GNP. The actual JIl.arket basket of 
purchases and relative prices among various 
countries were considered to arrive at a currency 
exchange rate that some feel is more closely 
related to the life~style or standard of living 
of the populace. This modified plot shows a much 
stronger correlation between GNP and energy 
demand and indicates that the comparison between 
the U.S. and Sweden is quite reasonable based in 
this modified GNP definition. This gives general 
support to those who would argue that the lower 
per capita energy demand in Sweden does reflect a 
lower real standard of living. It is not the 
purpose of this report to argue this question, 
but it is to examine the detailed implications, 
technical and life~style, in specific energy 
utilizing sectors. 

A graphic representation of the per capita 
consumption for the two countries is contained 
in Fig. 3, broken down by sectors. The total 
for the U.S. was 345 million Btu in 1972, compared 
to 218 million Btu for Sweden. * This corresponds 
to a per capita "gap" of 37%, which can be 
partially explained by differences in end~use 
technologies, conversion efficiencies, selection 
of transportation modes, etc. TIlese differences 
were evaluated and their contribution to the 127 
million Btu per capita gap is shown in Fig. 4. 
Grouping the various elements studied into four 
categories shows that Sweden's higher automobile 
efficiency represents 13% of the per 
difference, and "life~style" contributes 25% 
(their higher proportion of multi~family housing 
and use of public transportation, no use of 

*Population in the U.S., 1972 ~ 208.8 million; 
and in Sweden, 1972 ~ 8.1 million. 
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air conditioning and so on). The largest share 
of the gap, however, is attributable to more 
endemic foTITIS of energy consumption. Infra
structural elements represent 33.5% accounted for 
by fossil fuel extraction and refining losses 
which Sweden does not incur, electrical conversion 
efficiency differences, and transportation 
requirements directly linked to the longer 
distances that have to be covered in the United 
States; the 28.5% remaining is ascribed to the 
economic structure such as food and fertilizer 
consumption which are higher in the United 
States, and the unique industrial mix existing 
in the two countries. A detailed description of 
the elements studied in this analysis and their 
specific contributions to the energy gap is 
included in Appendix A, 

To exhibit the impact of such a large per 
capita difference in energy demand on the 
structure of the energy system, a hypothetical 
energy system was developed for the U,S, for 
the year 1972, This hypothetical system is 
represented in Fig. 5, It incorporates the 
lower per capita demands of Sweden but uses 
a fuel mix that would be realistic for the 
U,S" Le., historical levels for nuclear, hydro
power, and coal steam electricity supplies as 
well as for allocations of natural gas and oil 
to the residential, commercial, and industrial 
sectors. The actual energy system for the U, S, 
in 1972 is included as Fig. 6 for reference 
purposes, Table 1 compares the energy supplies 
and demands for the hypothetical energy system 
(Fig. 5) with those of the actual system. The 
comparison shows a potential overall of 
one-third of the total resources consumed and a 
consumption of oil and gas that are both well 
under the domestic production for that year, On 
the demand side, a sharp reduction is seen in 
oil to the transportation sector as well as in 
fossil fuels to industry and in electricity to 
the residential and commercial sectors, 

While it is of considerable interest, this 
hypothetical comparison is much too superficial. 
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As a basis for a U,S, conservation strategy, 
major differences between the U.S." and Sweden, 
including climate, geography an.d demography, 
must be explored, This more detailed analysis 
is outlined in the following sections of the 
report, 

IV. ENERGY USE IN S~~DEN 

This section contains a comprehensive review 
of Sweden's consumption patterns, citing statistics 
where available, ,md includes corresponding data 
for the United States as a comparison. Information 
on life-style also emerges through data such as 
automobile and appliance ownership; foreign 
trade is another area touched which is of key 
importance (specifically, import and export of 
embodied energy), and it 1,arrants a more detailed 
study, 

Five major energy utilizing sectors are 
discussed: transportation, residential and 
commercial, industrial, electric generation, and 
agriculture. The interface between government 
and industry in Sweden and the energy ramifica
tions of this relationship are also reviewed in 
a brief discussion, 

1. Iran~port.ct.tion ~ct.9,~ 

The transportation sector shows the most 
dramatic difference in consumption patterns 
between the U, S, and Sweden. On a per capita 
basis, if Swedish travel intensity and modal 
selection were superin~osed on the U.S" there 
would be a 70% reduction in fuel consumption. 
This figure is obtained from Table 1 where the 
fuels consumed in transportation for the hypo
thetical U,S, case are obtained incorporating 
Swedish passenger- kms, fuel efficiencies a_nd 
selection of travel modes, Table 2 sununarizes some 
of these statistics for both countries. 

The energy consun~tion in transportation 
consists of three elements that are inter-related 

Table II 

u.s.1 
_~eden ~....:.. ~~e~1} 

(pOl: 1000 population) 

R'S'giBtercd Automobiles 301 462 1.5 

At'UCKU 18 102 5.7 

Buses 1.9 1.9 1.0 

~~H km or ton km p!:.~~l 

Automobile 8050 16,640 2.1 

BUB 740 200
2 

.27 

Rapid X"ail HS3 70 ,'-\7 

Railway. intercity & con-mute.r 580 66 .17 

Air, domcot:!..c 74 914 12.35 

Ai!:', domestic (. internetiooat 308 1300 4.2 

Rdl freight 2000 5436 2. ) 

Truck freight 2600 :\540 1.36 

~r gallon) 

Automobile 22 13.6 .62 

(1) Data for U.S. are 1972. Roftl 4, 3, 6, Data for Stlcden are 1.910 lind 1972 . 
Refs 3. 7, 14. 

(2) Excludes school buses; inc11Jd1.ng 0chool buses, 550 pass. kIn/capita .. 

(3) Includes streetcars . 
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ELECTRICITY GENERMED BY NO'l UTILITY 5alRCES 

but have different policy implications for 
energy consumption, These are: volume of 
traffic and distances traveled, the modal mix 
and the fuel efficiency of these modes, The 
transportation structure of the U,S, is such 
that the volume-distcmce intensity (Le" 
passenger-kIDs per capita) is much larger than in 
Sweden for the less energy-efficient modes, 
automobiles and airplanes, while the passenger-

Fig. 6 

kIDs per capita for the more efficient ones, 
railroads and buses, is larger in Sweden, In 
addition, the fuel economy for the most extensively 
used mode in both countries, the automobile, is 
62% higher in Sweden (Table 2), 

Traffic volume and distances traveled are 
the elements with the most limited short-term 
policy options, tied as they are to the 
geography of the countries, the distribution of 
the population, and the distances between 
producers and markets. They are also related to 
personal income and distribution of weal th-
mmership of single-family homes far from city 
cores and automobiles. Sweden is not unlike the 
U,S, in this last respect and may be well under 
way toward an auto dominated society, Thus, 
in 1950 auto passenger-kIDs were 33% of the total 
passenger traffic and jumped to 84% in 1970 at 
the expense of public transportation, notably 
rail roads which dropped from 39% to 6%, and 
buses, 20% to 8%,3 This switch of modes occurred 
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in the U,S, a decade or so earlier and by the 
seventies has become a "given" of the infrastructure 
that presents a formidable challenge to the policy·
maker, On the other hand, Sweden's poli~ of 
having all transport modes bear their own costs 
is presently being revised as a consequence of a 
1970 forecast that the transport load would 
double in 12 to 15 years with all new traffic 
carried on highways, As a result state railway 
fees will be reviewed and the matter of issuance 
of permits for highway transport is being examined 
under other possible ways of avoiding the fore
casted trend, 

Sweden's freight transportation energy require
mynts benefit from the distribution of the popula
tion and the short distance between production 
centers and markets (over 90% of the population 
lives and works in the southern half of the 
country) . This energy-efficient configuration is 
deliberately being weakened by a policy of 
regional development, Government transport 
subsidies introduced in 1971 make the sparsely 
populated areas of northern Sweden more attractive 
locations for man.ufacturing, These subsidies range 
from 15-35% of freight costs. 

Trucks transport a higher proportion of 
freight than railroads in Sweden, but only 4% 
of the volume tranported by trucks is for distances 
over 200 kIDs, 3 Over half the rail traffic travels 



over distances greater than 500 kms. Although 
one-fourth of the railroad network has been 
discontinued since its peak in the 1930's, no 
further suspensions will occur with the state 
providing subsidies for low-density lines. 
Shipping accounts for 14% of the total freight-km 
(this amount includes log floating) and is 
dominated by particular types of cargo. There 
are 186 ports along the coast and almost all 
have the capacity to handle freight. Water 
carriers have a slight advantage over railroads 
Dl fuel efficiency. 

2. Residential and Sectors 

The comparison of the residential and 
commercial sectors shows large differences in 
consumption per dwelling unit between the two 
countries, yet Swedish- housing (except for 
dimension) probably offers as much "comfort" 
as its U.S. counterpart. 

Per capita energy consurrrption and other 
statistics are cOl])Parable. The total per 
capita energy consumption for these sectors 
is 79 mill~on Btu jn the U.S) and 67 million 
in Sweden, with the commercial sector accounting 
for about 35% in both countries. Space heat 
is far the largest segment of the demand, 
accounting for 75% of the total in Sweden and 
nearly 70% in tile U.S. The percentage of the 
total demand in these sectors met by electricity 
j s only slightly lower in Sweden, 16% versus 
19% in the U.S. 

On the other hand, available statistics show 
that Swedish energy consumption per household 
and per unit of comnercial space is about 
one-half that of the U.S. (Table 3). The 
large difference in the comparison between 
consumption per capita and consumption per 
housing unit is in part explained by the fact 
that there are fewer persons per household in 
Sweden than in the U.S. (2.5 versus 3.1). 

Prices evidently play a large role in the 
per household consumption differential benveen 
the two countries even though it is difficult 
to assess it quantitatively. In Sweden, energy 
prices (relative to personal income) are higher 
than in the U.S. In addition, a 10% excise tax 

Table III 
Yearly Energy ConOlltnption, Reaident:1a1:t and Counnerdal (1)~ 

Residential kWh/dwelling 

Total 

Electric 

Total 

Ele.ctric 

21,440 

3.100 

100 

25 

46,700 

7,700 

260 

56 

(I}l5;ta for S-... eden - Roference (8); for the U:3 .... Reference (1). 

is imposed on electricity sales and, in 1972, 
a tax of 1.4 cents per gallon was assessed on 
heating oil and 62 cents per gallon on gasoline. 9 
Data on private consumption after taxes shows 
Swedes spending 22% of the total on housing, fuel, 
and lighting vs. 17% for Americans. lO ,4 The 
largest part of this amount is housing (88% in the 
U.S.); by international standards this item is 
quite low in Sweden where rent control is wide
spread and special rent allowances are paid to 
low income groups. Implicitly, household energy 
costs are significantly higher in Sweden. Electric 
rates, in absolute teTITIS and before taxes, are 
comparable with both countries having an inverted 
rate structure (Table 4). By consuming more 
electricity, the average U.S. customer pays less 
per kWh but his total bill is higher. 

Table IV 

~ g.&, 

1200 kWh(yr 4.65 

1)00 k\lh(yr 3.14 

3000 k\lh(yr 3.47 

12000 k\lh(yr 2.14 2.19 

AV(lrsge Consum6J:: 3100 k'ih 7700 k\lh 

Coat, Average Uncr 3.00 2.29 

{ffData for U.S. from Edison Electric 1973 Statistical 
Yearbook; Deta ror Sweden from Fact Sheets on Sweden, 
Energy Supply, published by the Swedish Institute, 
June 1974. 

The following paragraphs compare characteristics 
in both countries that have a direct bearing on 
the level of energy consumption in the residential 
and commercial sectors. 

(a) Size: Sweden has an average 3.8 rooms 
per dwelling vs. the U.S. 5.1. 7 Although no 
data is available, room size is most likely 
smaller in Sweden. Space heating demand is 
almost directly proportional to the area being 
heated. 

(b) Ratio of Single-Family to Multi-Family 
Units: In Sweden, SIngle-family homes accounted 

only 42% of the total housing stock in 1972, 
compared to 68% in the U.S.8,4 The Swedish 
Ministry of Industry's Energy Study indicates 
that single-family homes consume 1.5 times the 
energy of multi-family ones. In the U.S. the 
relation is roughly the S3~e. The trend in 
Sweden is nevertheless to single-family homes; 
Sweden's government controlled housing industry 
had to release restraints on construction of single 
family homes in view of vacancies in newly 
constructed multi-family mvellings. 

(c) Age of Housing Stock: Over 55% of the 
units in Sweden were built after World War II; 
a similar age distribution is fOUfld in the U.S. 
(53% of the units are less than 25 years old). 

Cd) Central Heating: About 95% of the multi
family homes and 85% of the single- family homes 



are centrally heated in Sweden, compare~ to. 
95% for the U.S. in 1970. Central heat1l1g IS 
more energy intensive than lllit room heaters 
because it heats lllutilized space. 

(e) Heating Fuels: Fossil fuels are 
predominant in both cOllltries, oil in Sw~den, 
oil and gas in the U. S. (Table 5). A ~lluq1!e 
feature of Sweden's energy system is dIstrIct 
heating, used by 19% of the lllits and e~ec~ed 
to increase 2.5 times in the future. DIStYlCt 
heating uses waste heat from electric generation 
plants and presently can provide space heating 
for a city with a population of 100,000 people. 
A West German publication (Jul-1l48-SE, December 
1974) cites as economically vi~.bl~ for dis~2ict 
heating a demand of some 3.9 bllllon Btu/ml -hy. 
at present day oil prices. This. value ru~es out 
conmllllities with predominantly s1l1gle-faffilly 
homes. 

Table V 

~eden ll,. 

Oil 74 34 

Elec tt'idty 

Gas 58 

District Heat 19 

(2)Datn for Sweden is for 1972, from "Energi, 1985-2000"; 
Data for u. S, from 1970 Census. 
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(f) Water Heating: 78% of the units in Sweden 
are equipped vii th baths or showers, i. e., water . 
heaters, vs. 97% in the U.S. Hot water consump~lon 
ethic varies widely between cultures, such as dally 
showers in the U, S. as contrasted with the custom 
of once-weekly baths in some European commlllities. 

(g) Air-conditioning: Sweden's climate does 
not require cooling andii11y a few office buildings 
have air-conditioning. 

(h) !2pliaHl;e~: Although 0m:ership is not 
as widesprea:cra:s-1l1 the U. S., SwedIsh households 
are not lacking in appliances (Table 6); from 
an energy point of view these differences are 
not significant. 

VI 

Swedel1 ~ 

Refrigerator 93 100 

Freezer 45 28 

Stove (gas or electric) 92 100 

Dishwasher 20 

Washing Hachine 38 76 

Vacuum Clenner 89 88 

T.V. 76 95 

(T)-r;;tD. fOJ: Swedel1 from HEnergi, 1985 .. 2000" published by 
Swedish Hlnistry of Industry, 1974; for the U,S, from 
Reference U+) and "~erch.:lndtBing Week". 

(i) Second Homes: Sweden has an estimated 
500,000 vacatlOn homes, or one for ev~ry.seven 
households while in the U. S. the ratIO IS one 
for every 38. Related to this is the 26 million 
gallons of gasoline consumed by pleasure boating 
in Sweden in 1970; as a comparison, buses 
consumed 39 million gallons that year. A 
considerable number of these vacation homes are 
equipped with year rOllld standards, most with 
electric heat. 

(j) Inermal Losses: Swedish homes are 
better insulatecr-than-iliose in the U.S. Due to 
the harsher climate awareness of heat losses 
existed prior to the recent increase in oil prices. 
Thus double pane windows are the norm and 
gove~ment loans are available for insulation. , 
The Swedish lI-tinistry of Industry has evaluated 
the feasibility of equipping all sing1e~family 
homes with triple pane windows; this would reduce 
the yeady per lllit energy consumption by 7%. 

(k) Indoor Temperature: Homes in Sweden 
are kept at 73"F (23"L:)Whlch is the average 
temperature fOllld in U. S: ~omes. 1he energy 
study in Sweden by the Mlmstry of Industry 
calculates that if 50% of the households lower 
the temperature to 70°F, a savings of 5-6% of the 
total residential consumption would occur. 

3. Industrial Sector 

Industrial energy consumption in the U.S. is 
dominated by six industries, which consumed in 
1971 60% of the total. If one excludes non
manufacturing industry (Le., mining, fore~try), 
their consumption is 83% of the manufacturIng 
sector. These industries are: food, paper, 
chemicals (inCluding plastics and fertilizers), 
petroleum refining, stone, clay, and glass 
(notably cement), and primary metals (iron w:d 
steel, aluminum). In Sweden, the concentratlOn 
of energy consumption among industry is much more 
extreme: the six largest industrial consumers 
account for 91% of the total sector. The list 
of six industries is identical to that of the U.S. 
except for petroleum refining, which is replaced 
by fabricated metals (autos, machinery, 
instrumentation). Furthermore, the pulp and paper 
making industry alone consumed 32% of all the 
electricity used by industry and 42% of the fuels. 
However, about half of these fuels are gene~ated 
intemally in the foTITIS of black or waste llquor 
and bark. Table 7 surrnnarizes the total consumption 
of these industries for both countries and their 
percentage share of the total. Tab~e 8 1i~ts 
ptoduction per capita for selected llldustnal 
goods. 

A comparison of llli t energy consumption for 
specific products requires detailed data, but 
only sketchy facts are available, even for the 
U.S. Consumption per ton of steel appears to be 
about equal in the two cOllltries, whi~e alUl~inum 
and cement production is less energy llltenslve 
in Sweden. Cement required some 7.6 million 
Btu/metric ton in the U. S. in 1972, while data 
for S\I/eden shows 4.7 million Btu/metric ton; 
aluminum averages 72.5 million Btu/metric ton 
in the U.S. and 61 million Btu/metric ton in 
Sweden. The 12 million tons of pulp and paper 



Table VII 

Fooa and Kindre.d ProQucts 24 4.6 3.0 no 4.0 ().4 

~lp and Papermuking 209 iIO.O 25.8 1315 5.8 6.3 

Chemtcnl and Allied Pi;oducts 42 8.0 5.2 2783 12.3 1.3.3 

Pctroleu.m Refining 2956 13.0 14.2 

Stono, Clay. t\Qo Gi.898 45 8.6 5,6 1367 6.0 6.5 

Pr.imary M'!tals 107 20.5 13.2 4030 17.8 19.3 

li'alrd.c€lted Net:ala 46 8.B 5.1 

Ocher (includes non~mBnu~ 48 '.9 9252 4403 
fncturing Industry) 

Total 521 22623 

(T)Duta fOL' U.S. from: FEA, 
19%-1990. CEQ, NovE'.!!lber 
published by the Hiuistry of: 

Conservation il1. the Manufacturing Sector 
Data for SHeden f.r.om Ere xgi. 1985··~WOO. 

Steel 

Aluminum 

CtlVl0nt 

Plastic!} 

Automobiles 

Ot'ganic Chemicals 

Manmade rabt'ics 

Wood pulp> paper, and 
board 

Table VIII 

648 

460 

38 

36 

89 

1490 

579 

359 

39 

41 

234 

12 

417 

(1) Sou'rce: EUl:ostat: Dasic Statistics of the COllmlun:lty, 1972. 

products produced in Sweden in 1971 utilized 
209 trillion Btu, or some 17 million Btu per ton; 
a similar rough calculation yields IS million Btu 
per ton for the U. S. These quantities, though, 
are a function of the respective products mix 
between pulp, newsprint, kraft paper, other paper 
and boards, and the energy intensiveness of each 
of these products. The figures above were 
obtained from Ref. 1 for the U.S. and Ref. 11 
for Sweden. 

Aggregated industrial energy consumption 
figures indicate that industrial use of energy 
per dollar of gross national product was about 
14,700 Btu per dollar of GNP in Sweden in 1971 0 

For the U. S. this figure was 21,200 Btu per 
dollar of GNP that year. Imports of energy 
intensive products will be reflected in a 
comparatively low domestic consumption 
in industry, bringing this ratio Second 
to fuel and power, Sweden's most important 
connnodity imports (measured in value) are 
agricultural products (notably fruit and meat) 
and chemicals)O More significantly, Sweden's 
three refineries have a capacity to meet only 
40% of its total needs and imports the rest as 

refined products 0 9 If the U 0 S. had 60% of its 
crude production refined abroad there would be 
a savings of losses of some 1.8 quad 
or 7 ~ 8% of the energy consumed in indLLstry. 

A comparison of the energy intensiveness 
of industrial outputs in Sweden and the U. S. 
an.d the impact of the imbedded energy of imported 
and exported commodities can be undertaken wi thin 
the frmnework of an input~output model of the 
two econonries. The insights that are gained 
through this approach are extremely helpful 0 

The differences in industrial energy use per 
dollar of GNP can then be described in detail, 
i. e., what part of it can be ascribed to process 
efficiency or to imports of energy intensive 
products. The trade of leading connnodities for 
both countries is sunnnarized in Table 9, 
expressed as percentages of total value. 

Table IX 
-~-~-

Jle );cen L2.t.I2..t£l 

~~£l! !L.§_", 

~~~~ Imoot'tl!. ExpOl'ts ~yts 

Agricultural Prociucte 2.5 9.9 19.3 8.9 

Forest Produetl:! 24.0 2.3 1.9 3.0 

Orcg 2.9 1.5 1.B 

Yu~10 .9 n.4 2.1 10.9 

Chemical Pt'Qduct 8 4.1 8.6 8.0 3.5 

Hetnln 13.3 12.1 4.8 6.8 

Mllchinery 24.4 22.1 24.S 14.6 

T!'nn.9portlltion Equ:Lpm~n:: 16.3 9.8 12.3 15.7 

l'extilt~8 3.0 9.6 1.1 2.2 

Other gooda 8.6 14.2 23.3 32.2 

Total. mUlioo U.S. $ 12,194 lO,649 71,314 69,121 

(1) Data fo'/: the U.S,: Reference (4); Data fo'(' SHcden: Reference (10). 



4. Electric Generation_ 

In 1972, the consumption of electricity per 
capita was the same in Sweden ~d the U.S: 
(8800 kWh) and installed capaClty per capIta 
slightly higher in Sv,ed~n (2.2 kW to 2.0 kW). 
Furthermore, the e1ectnca1 output of all 
Scandinavian countries is interconnected; thus, 
in 1972 Sweden imported 8% of its electricity 
and in tum exported 6%. 

With 70% of Sweden's electricity produced 
by hydropower, and suitable sites for these 
plants located far from population centers, a 
large transmission system has be~n ~eces~ary. 
Th.e majority (57%) of the trcmsHllsslOn lme~ 
are 400 kV, and plans exist for 750 kV or hIgher 
by 1980. The transmission system in the U.S. 
is predominantly in the 250 kV rang~ C?5%) .. 
Sweden has some 104 miles of transmISSIon Imes 
per billion kWh produced, ,;,hile in th~ U.S. 
this ratio is only 35. Thls results m losses 
of 12% in Sweden between generation and consump~ 
tion; in the U.S. these losses are under 10%. 

A notable difference in the electricity 
production picture in the two countries is the 
load demand curve. Sweden has a marked winter 
peak with a demand in January 1.4 times that of 
July, largely due to the resi~ential and . 
commercial sector where the wInter-summer ratIO 
is 2.0. This is a result of the drastic 
difference in the length of days be'cween the 
seasons and no need for air-conditioning. The 
U.S. had a winter peak before air-conditioning 
became widespread but presently has a summer 
peak which is not as severe as Sweden's winter 
peak. On the other hand, daily peaks to v,:,lley 
differences are greater in the U.S. ~ typIcal 
daily load in New York State shows tWIce as much 
capacity on line between the highest,and the 
lowest periods. In Sweden summer dally loa~ , 
are remarkably uniform and in winter th~ vana~lOn 
is much less severe than in the U.S. SInce dally 
peaks are met parti,:,lly wit~ low, generating 
efficiency gas turbmes, whIle wmter- summer 
demand variations can be met by entire plant 

Table X 

Sweden ~, 

Cerealo 164 180 

Potatoes 238 125 

Sugux' 113 145 

Vegetables, Nuts & See.ds 23 

Meat 1I~2 302 

Milk 721 660 

Fata & Oils 84 64 

Calories/day 2750 3290 

% of animal Origin 41 39 

Protein '/9 97 

SO~' UN Statistical Yearbook 1971, Table 160 
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shutdoW11s, Sweden's electric generation system 
should be more efficient. 

5. :0gricuHure 

Modem mechanized agriculture uses energy 
for machinery, transport, irrigation, feTtilizers, 
pesticides, and other management too1~. For 
example, com, the most impor~an~ gram crop 
gTown in the U. S. uses 11.5 nnlhon Btu per acre, 
or the equivalent of 2.5 barrels of gasoline .13 
It is only an intermediate ener~ user; t~e 
highest energy input goes to fruIt productIon. 

Sweden has a policy aimed at producing 80% 
of its agricultural products. Despit~ this policy 
Sweden imported 70 cents worth of agncul tural 
products for every one dollar worth of energy 
imports. The largest of these products are fruit, 
meat and coffee, representing 4,5% of all 
SwedIsh imports (as a comparison

i 
automobile and 

tru.ck impoTts amounted to 3.8%). 0 Table 10 
lists ratios of domestic production to total 
consurrrption in both the U. S. and Sweden for 
selected agTicu1tural products. 

In addition to imported foodstuff, a smaller 
food intake per person than in the U.S. (notably 
in meat, the most energy extensive, diet component) 
contributes to a savings in domestlc energy 
consumption. Table 11 lists food intake per day 
in both countries. 

The lower level of food demrnd per capita 
Telative to the U.S. and the higher level of 
Sweden's imports, is reflected in terms of energy 
by a per capita ammonia,production over t~re~ times 
smaller in Sweden than In the U.S. AmmonIa IS 
the basis of synthetic fertilizers extensively 
used in agr.iculture and is indirectly embedded 
in feed for livestock. The 10 million tons of 
ammonia produced in the U.S. in 1971 consumed 
over four times the energy used by all buses that 
year. 

Farming machineryl~n the U.S. consumes 5.2 
million Btu per capita versus 1.7 million Btu 
in Sweden.10 The greater intensiveness of 
mechanization in agricultuTe in the U.S, is also 
reflected by the ratio of persons not on farms 
per each farm worker, 48 in the U. S.13 to 30 in 
Sweden.1°,12 

Table XI 

Percentage. Domestic Production/Conll~lmptiol1 

Potatoes 

Corn 

Ric. 

Sug"e;r 64 

117 

15 

Source: UN Statistical Yearbook 1971. Table 159 

100+ 

100+ 

50 

193 

98 



6. in Sweden 

Sweden's business enterprises are predominantly 
privately owned but some energy related industries 
are partially owned by the government. The state 
and municipalities produce 48% of the electricity 
and the state owns 95% of the ra . .i1roads. It also 
owns 12% of the total number of buses and 3% of 
the trucks engaged in public transportation. 10 
Besides energy and corrrrnunications the stCl.te 
extracts 70% of the iron ore, under 
50% of the new housing, and is involved in semi
state semi -pri vate Oivnership in manufacturing 
adding up to 5% of the employment in this sector. 10 
In contrast, the entire oil industry from refining 
to distribution is in private hands. Five of the 
seven oil companies are multi-nationals, and in 
1972 the three existing refineries had a capacity 
to meet 40% of Sweden's needs. The lumber 
industry, which directly or by outfall provides 
for 8% of the energy in Sweden, is almost entirely 
in the private sector. 

111e state, through its Environmental 
Protection Act, controls water and air pollution. 
Heating oil with sulphur content of more than 
2.5% (1% in large cities) is forbidden, as well 
as gasoline with lead content of more than 004 
grams per liter. Efficient cleanup by industry 
is st~mulated by Hrge government subsidies of 
such Investments. 

This rather important government control of 
energy related industries permits state policies 
regarding energy consumption to be effective. 
Mass transportation can be encouraged by adequate 
levels of service and attractive pricing, housing 
built according to strict thermal characteristics, 
and electric generation output closely guided. 
It is clear that most of these policies can be 
enforced through regulation and without outright 
ownership, as is to a point the case in the U.S. 
at the present time, but this system is less 
responsive to policy directives. 

V. INSIQ-ITS INTO A CONSERVATION STRATEGY FOR 
TIm U.S. 

The review of energy utilization in Sweden 
and its comparison with the U.S. reveals techno
logical and social factors that explain the 
differences quite well. The insights gained 
through this analysis have been integrated into 
a conservation strategy that attempts to use 
the per capita energy demands of Sweden as a 
guideline for a target figure. 

Present-day Swedish per capita demands are 
lmfortunately much too stringent to be applied 
to projected U.S. demands 25 years from now. 
As a resuI t, the target figure selected fOT 
illustrative purposes is the achievement of a 
40 percent reduction in toted consumed 
by the year 2000 relative to a ected base-
line) The baseline yields a consump"· 
tion of 620 million per capita by the year 
2000, an 80% increase over the 345 million Btu per 
capita in 1972 (based on Population Projections 

. by the Bureau of the Census, Series E); a 40% 
reduction lowers the consumption to 370 million 

Btu per capita, a nominal increase over 1972. 
This 80% increase in per capita consumption in 
the baseline projection does not necessarily 
imply that the average person is expected to raise 
its 1972 consumption levels by that alllolffit; it 
can be interpreted as the consumption by all 
households in the year 2000 at 1972 levels of 
the income group. These households, as 
Uv_CiU'vU by the Energy Policy Proj ect of the 
Ford FOlmdation,19 had incomes of $16,000 or more 
an_d consumed some 1680 million Btu in 1972. 

The 
comprise 
into four 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

IJv'_.U_iv conservation measures that 
strategy can be organized 

as follows: 

Improvements of a technological nature 
in the efficiency of supply and end 
use (these would have no effect on the 
level of senlice, e.g., heat and 
trcmsport, but could involve higher 
cost)~ 

Life-style changes of moderate impact 
that lllrTy be expected to come about in 
response to either higher prices or a 
conservation ethic (e.g., lighter 
automobiles, lower temperature settings). 

Life- style changes of greater impact 
that may require mandatory actions 
(shift to mass transit, carpools). 

in the structure of industry 
( e . g., more imports 0 f aluminum and 
plastics either as material input or 
in finished products) . 

The classification of a particular conserva
tion option into these categories may be some
what arbitrary aJ1.d subject to interpretation. 
However, since this difficulty represents a 
central feature of debate over conservation 
options, it is a worthwhile exercise. Some 
attention has been given to the time frame 
required to implement specific conservation 
measures. This has been done in the context of 
attempting to achieve the overall conservation 
ob j ecti ve with reasonable judgments re garding 
feasibility. A more detailed analysis is needed 
to determine the actual feasibility and the 
mechanisms required to induce the changes in 
energy utilization that are represented in this 
strategy. 

The impact of the conservation measures is 
shown in Fig. 7, which represents energy savings 

the 1975-2000 time period. The upper 
limit of a 40% reduction by the year 2000 

to a savings of 65 quad that year and 
is not quite reached with the measures indicated. 
111ese measures, grouped into four categories, are: 

1. Efficiency improvements: This category 
includes changes in efficiencies which 
clearly have no impact on life-style. 
It assumes 10% efficiency 
in fossil fuels to process 
as 4 to 10% improvements in residential 
and commercial space heating and water 
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heating, and a 20% increase in air
condi tioning efficiency by the year 
2000. Blast furnace and petrochemical 
requirements of fossil fuels are reduced 
through improved process efficiency, as 
are air transportation passenger mileage 
(18%) and trucking (10% in 1985 and 20% 
in 2000). An increase in automobile 
efficiency is already incorporated in 

Fig. 7 

the baseline projection to a f1eet average 
of 17.5 and 20 mpg in 1985 and 2000, 
respectively. 

2. Moderate life- style changes: The second 
stage in demand cutbacks falls in the 
category of life-style changes that could 
be achieved through voluntary means. 
Heating and cooling requirements are 
decreased by 15% and 5% by 1985, and 
18% and 10% by 2000, through thermostat 
adjustments, increased insulation and 
decreased heating area. Electrical 
generation is reduced from a 4.8% annual 
growth rate in the baseline projection 
to a 3.0% rate through 2000, affecting 
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GAS TURBINES 
AUTOMOBILES: IN 

2000 

industrial electric drive and usage of 
lighting and other appliances in house
holds and commercial buildings. Auto
mobile efficiency is increased slightly 
in 1985 and to 28 mpg in 2000, which 
implies widespread use of small cars. 

3. Intensive life-style changes: ~bre 
drastic reductions in fuels for the 
tranportation sector are achieved 
through intensive carpooling (increasing 
the average load factor of urban travel 
from a present 1.4 passengers per 
vehicle to 2.0) and a shift in intercity 
travel from the automobile to railroads 
of 7% of the total passenger miles. 
In addition, at this stage of intensive 
modifications in life-style a complete 
elimination of air-conditioning is 
included. 

4. Strategies beyond life-style adjustments: 
None of the previous measures address 
a curtailment in the consumption of 
material goods which require energy 



for their fabrication or policies which 
involve reducing obsolescence of consumer 
items. These measures might possibly have 
a minor impact in the standard of living 
of the population but they are difficult 
to evaluate in ter1llS of energy savings. 
The final element of demand reduction 
as represented in Fig. 7 is achieved by 
a 50% cut in the production of petro
chemicals and total elimination of 
aluninum production. Even these extreme 
measures which clearly transcend the 
original concept of "conservation 
strategy," do not enable the system to 
achieve a 40% cutback in the projected 
demand by the year 2000. Beyond this 
level, fuel savings are limited to 
reduced industrial and agricultural 
production and a conservation strategy 
must address policies regaTding 
population distTibution (i.e., high 
density uTbanization), decentTalization of 
industTial pToduction centeTs (theiT 
pToximity to ll13xkets), and otheT 
contToveTsial meaSUTes. DemogTaphic 
and geogTaphic chaTacteTistics of the 
type outlined above aTe a Teali ty in 
EUTopean countTies today and contTibute 
in laTge paTt to the Telative eneTgy 
efficiency of theiT eneTgy consumption. 

In summary, the analysis shows that by the 
yeaI' 2000 one-thiTd of the 40% Teduction in 
eneTgy consumption can be achieved with extensive 
impTOvements in end use device efficiencies in 
households, industry, and tTansportation; fUTtheT
moTe, cutbacks in heating and cooling, usage of 
small automobiles, widespread carpooling, and 
a modeTate shift to mOTe efficient tTavel modes 
add up to a total eneTgy reduction of 30%. Beyond 
this point conservation strategies impact not 
only life-style but the economic structure, the 
balance of payments, food consumption and so on, 
and suggest a necessary shift in urban densities 
to those pTevailing today in EUTopeml countries. 
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APPENDIX A 

UNITED STATES - SWEDEN ENERGY GAP EVALUATION 

The analysis of the gap in pel' capita energy 
consunption between the U. S. and Sweden was put 
togetheT fTom the elements addTessed in this 
appendix (Fig. 6). The specific contribution 
(in million Btu pel' capita) of each of these 
elements towaTds bTidging the gap of 127 million 
Btu is included at the end of each paTagmph. 

1. Automobile Efficiency: 

Sweden's automobile fleet has an average 
of 22 mpg,14 01' 62% betteT than the 13.5 mpg 
in the U.S. in 1972. This element is the single 
laxgest one in the analysis. 

Contribution: 17 million Btu 

2. Modes: 

In 1972, U.S. automobile passenger miles 
represented 91% of the total volume, while in 
Sweden their share was 84% Cfable 2). A shift to 
Swedish levels from autos to Tail Toads would 
increase the 1atteT mode's shaTe of the passengeT 
tTaffic to levels which existed in the U.S. in 
the eaTly 1950's. 

Contribution: 6 million Btu 



3. Air Transportation: 

Sweden's domestic passenger travel represents 
less them one percent of the total passenger 
mileage, while in the U.S. it is 5% (derived 
from Table 2). No data is at hemd on load factors 
fOT Sweden, or type of aircTaft, to enable a 
comparison with the U. S. on efficiency. A shift 
to more efficient modes (tTain, buses) in the U.S. 
is not Teasonable fOT long distances (coast-to
coast flights), but a cutdown to 2.5% of the 
total passengeT traffic is considered in this 
analysis. 

Contribution: 5 million Btu 

4. 

Climate conditions permit Sweden to do 
without air-conditioning. 

Contribution: 5 million Btu 

5. Housing: 

In the U.S., 68% of the housing units are 
single- family detached"j while in Sweden these 
only represent 42%)5,(1 Total fuel demand in 
single-family houses is 1. 5 times that of multi
family ones, and the impact of this difference 
in housing type is evaluated here. 

Contribution: 5 million Btu 

6. District Heatin~: 

One out of five houses in Sweden is heated 
by hot water ~istributed fTom fossil electric 
power plants. This energy source can be 
considered as an increase in conveTsion efficiency 
of the plants, or as "fTee" eneTgy because in the 
U. S. this waste heat is discharged in the 
environment and lost. 

ContTibution: 5 million Btu 

7. Fossil Fuels ExtTaction 

Sweden has no indigenous fossil fuel supplies 
except for wood and in 1972 refined only 40% of 
its oil imports. Imported fossil fuels contain 
an implicit savings in eneTgy consisting of a 
3% loss in the cleaning of coal, a 9% loss in the 
processing and cleaning of natural gas and a 9% 
loss in petrolewn refining,l all of which are 
accounted for in the enrgy system of the United 
States. 

ContTibution: 13 million Btu 
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8. ElectTical ConveTsion and DistTibution: 

HydroelectTicity supplies 70% of the 
electricity in Sweden, and for the purpose of this 
study its output is converted to energy resource 
at an artificial value of 10,000 Btu/kWh(e) or 
34% efficiency. The losses represented in this 
fashion are still lower than the actual fossil 
fueled plant efficiencies in the U,S1 in 1972, 
which were under 33% on the average. 

Adjusting for Sweden's higher distribution 
losses and taking into account the losses of their 
fossil plants (29% efficient in 1972), the 
electric system in Sweden still emerges as more 
efficient. 

Contribution: 7 million Btu 

9. Distribution: 

The gap in per capita conswnption in the 
transportation sector has only been bridged 60% 
so far in the analysis. The remainder has to be 
ascribed to frequency of trips, geographic 
distances and transportation of freight from 
producers to markets. It is difficult to identify 
the impact of anyone of these factors and this 
analysis will only point them out but not attempt 
to deal with them. 

Contribution; 22 million Btu 

The gap in per capita conswnption in the 
industrial sector represents nearly 30% of the 
total but very sketchy information is available 
on the energy efficiency of specific industrial 
processes for Sweden. Three sectors that are 
very energy intensive and which stand out as to 
output per capita between the two economies are 
petrochemicals, aluminwn, and agriculture. A 
reduction of production in the U. S. for these 
sectors to levels existing in Sweden, account for 
nearly one-third of the gap in the industrial 
sector. 

Contribution: not determined 

11. Military Spending; 

If for pedantic reasons only, it is noted 
that the per capita expenditures for pefense 
in Sweden are 46% of that of the U.S.IO 
Asswning that energy conswnption by the Department 
of Defense, 2.5 quad in 1971,16 can very roughly 
be correlated to total expenditure, a 54% cutback 
would bring about approximately a 1% savings in 
the total domestic energy conswned. 

Contribution: 6 million Btu 
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SWEDEN'S ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

Staffan Stillesjo 
Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, 1 am very 
happy indeed to be able to attend this workshop, 
and I am most tilankful for the invitation to be 
here. I certainly wish that I could stay the 
whole week, but actually I am on vacation and 
therefore will also try to see some of the beauti
ful countryside of the United States before going 
back to Sweden. 

I have been working for a couple of months 
with the scientific attache at the Swedish Embassy 
in Washington, D.C., so I have had the opportWlity 
to meet a large number of Energy people. My opinion 
is that nationwide there are many things being 
done to find new energy sources and to find out 
the interrelationship between energy and society. 
Nevertheless, there might be something of interest 
for you in Slvedish energy policy. As a background 
1 will give you some infolJmation about the 
energy production and consumption pattern in Sweden. 
Then 1 will try to summarize the energy policy 
adopted by the Parlia~nt in the spring of 1975. 
I will also try to explain how this energy policy 
will be carried out and emphasize energy conserva
tion efforts. 

During the past three years energy has been 
one of the most debated subjects in Sweden. 
Still there are many people who don't even know 
there is an energy debate going on. But a recent 
poll among technicians and engineers shows that 
they consider energy the most important question 
right now. That is promising because it means 
that at least the people working with design 
and construction of our new industries and buildings 
are energy minded. 

The energy outlook for Sweden is quite differ
ent from that of the United States. We have no oil 
or coal resources whatsoever and no natural gas. 
As far as we know, we cannot even hope to produce 
any fossil fuel wi thin the country. This summer 
a prospecting company has been searching for oil 
and gas in the Baltic Sea. But the only achieve
ment so far is some very unpopular oil pollution, 
and if they don't find anything on this mission, 
1 think that it will be the end of prospecting 
in Sweden. 

Our most important domestic energy resource 
is hydropower. The ins taIled hydropower capaei ty 
is about 13,000 MWe and in 1973 it generated some 
60 billion k~h. I a~ using the year 1973 because 
that is the base year for the energy policy. 
Sixty billion k~h would amoWlt to almost 14 million 
tons of equivalent oil if the electricity had been 
produced in a fossil fuel power plant. 

The energy balance shown here is according 
to lEA's recommendations. 1 don't really like 

these directions because they don't account for 
the real competition between electricity and fuels. 
Instead, I would like to compare the heat value, 
because hardly any electricity in Sweden is 
produced in steam condensing power plants. If it 
were, the cost would be so high that much less 
electricity would be used. 

Another important domestic energy resource is 
wood waste, bark and waste liquors from the pulp 
and paper industry. In 1975 some 3.2 million tons' 
of equivalent oil was obtained from this source 
for use within the pulp and paper industry itself. 
Actually it accounted for almost half the energy 
used in the pulp and paper industry. 

Nuclear power production is increasing quite 
rapidly. In 1975 five nuclear power plants 
produced 11.5 billion kWh compared to 2 billion 
kWh in 1973. The installed net capacity is some
what more than 3000 MWe. The nuclear fuels are 
still imported from the U.S. and USSR but there 
are large uranium deposits in Sweden. A recent 
report from a commission on radioactive waste 
management proposed that steps should be taken 
to ensure that the whole nuclear fuel cycle can 
be managed in Sweden. 

To fill the gap of almost 29 million tons of 
equivalent oil we have to in~ort fossil fuels. 
Coal and coke are needed for the steel industry 
and amoWlt to 1.5 MIe. The rest is crude oil and 
oil products. Most of it comes from the Middle 
East but many oil producing countries are 
contributing. The refinery capad ty in Sweden is 
about 60% of our products needs. 

The heavy dependence on imported oil has many 
drawbacks. For instance, the expenditures for 
oil increased three times from 1973 to 1975. 
The cost of oil has in this way increased to 
become 16% of the total value of imported goods 
and services. Another problem is the high sensi
tivity to any disturbance in the world oil trade. 
As you may know, we store a lot of oil in under
ground rock storage systems. But that is just to 
fill the most immediate need and to give us time 
to turn to other domestic energy sources such as 
peat, oil shales, wood and waste. 

In order to give some understanQing of the 
Swedish energy system, I also have to give you a 
briefing on the consumption pattern. About 40% 
of the energy is used by the pulp and paper indtis
try together with the steel industry. The trans
portation sector accounts for some 15-20% of 
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the total energy consumption and the rest is used 
for heating of buildings and in households. 
This last figure doesn't include industrial 
buildings. So actually some 50% of the total energy 



is used for space heating purposes. I can also 
mention that the imported oil is used 50% for 
heating, 35% in industry cmd the rest for tnms~ 
portation and as feedstocks in the petro-chemical 
industry. In the 1955'~1972 the mean energy 
growth was 5.1% Fuel was up about 4% 
and electricity 

Now it is time to describe the energy policy 
in 1975. In 1974 two 

commissions published their reports. 
Forecasting Corrnnission had analysed the energy 
supply and demand up to 1985, and presented some 
al ternati ve scenarios. The Energy Program 
Commission made a survey of RD&D in the energy 
sector and proposed a substantial increase in 
energy RD&D funding, 

The reports by these Commissions provided 
the foundation for a 1arge·-sca1e public debate, 
Some 70,000 people participated in special energy 
study groups arranged by political parties. 
Interested organizations and the public were also 
invited to hearings about energy. Four such 

were held and they were headed by Prime 
Minister Olaf Palme, Based on the reports and 
the following discussions, the government proposed 
a new energy policy which was adopted by the 
Parliament in May 1975. 

This new energy policy which primarily aims 
at 1985-1990 has five headpoints. Deceleration 
of growth will be accomplished by savings in 
homes and industries, information and education, 
and energy taxes. There have also been some recent 
changes in the building legiSlation. New or 
reconstructed buildings must conform to require~ 
ments of sound heating economics and the government 
C&'1 exasnine the establishment and location of 
new industrial activities from an energy viewpoint. 
The growth rate of energy consumption should be 
reduced from the 5.1% per snnum of the past 20 
years to 3.2% up to 1985. Maybe you have seen 
the figure 2% up to 1985. That is also correct if 
you cOlmt the equivalent heat value in electricity. 
Electrici ty production wi11 be allowed to increase 
by 6% snnually up to 1985, but there is nothing 
said after that. 

This picture shows the trends used by the 
energy forecasting commission for high and low 
al ternati ves and the official policy. . From 1990 
we should try to reach a zero rate of growth. 

Our present 
policy is the 
however, is 
situation 
at 

decision horizon for nuclear 
1985. One part of the policy, 

have a review of our 
A great number of studies 

a base for 

We have found many areas where our knowledge 
is imperfect. Energy econonllCs and energy 
sociology, I would are areas where we know 
almos t nothing., a number of energy 
system studies have been initiated. 
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A great saving would be made almost immediately 
by education snd training of the operators of 
all energy plants in the country. The government 
will supply loans and grants for energy conserva·· 

tion in bui.ldings and improved efficiency in 
industry snd heat recovery of various types. 
We will put a lot of money into research and 
development and grants for demonstration plants. 
Nouns and standards are not geared now to 
energy conservation. Substantial will be 
made by working over these various norms an.d 
standards mostly in the building industry, but 
also within industrial enterprises 0 Mun.icipal 
energy planning in the form of cooperation instead 
of competition for energy sources between municipal 
and indl5trial supplies would be interesting and 
might lead to savings. The government will control 
the licensing for new industry, taking into 
account its influence on the total energy supply 
and demand of the country. And we would use 
taxation and penalties for excessive consumption. 
A cOrrmlission has been set up to promote energy 
savings and we have a proliferation of committees 
of various types, of course. 

Another ingredient of the policy is active 
oil procurement. The government will give 
support for prospecting not only in our country 
but also abroad. 'fhere will be underwriting of 
investroonts, bilateral agreements and cooperation 
with various international bodies, and a state 
oil cornpsny will be set up. 

Ensured electricity production means that we 
would add a very small amount of hydroelectric 
power, only 5 terawatt hours a year production up 
to 1985. This would bring us up to 66 terawatt 
hours, out of a potential capacity of about 95. 

We have to add eleven terawatt hours in oil 
and coal fired power stations. Out of that, 
back pressure would provide about half. Back 
pressure is highly economical to us, as we have 
good district heating systems in most of our 
larger cities. Just by tying together electricity 
production and heat production we can make substan
tial savings, Nuclear power production will grow 
from zero up to 63 terrawatt hours in 1985. 
Al together this will give a total production 
capaci ty in that year of 160 terawatt hours a year. 

International cooperation means mainly member
ship in IEA, OECD, lAEA and bilateral agreements. 

Since as much as half the energy is used in 
heating of homes snd other buildings, there are 
considerable possibilities for conservation in 
this sector. Measures must be taken to improve 
the heating systems and insulation, not only in 
new buildings, but also in buildings. 
We must also try to utilize the waste heat from 
power and industrial processes for heating 
buildings. For instance, almost all fossil fueled 
powerplants are equipped with backpressure turbines 
cogenerating electricity and heat. The heat is 
used in district heating systems. Similar systems 
could eventual1y be used at nuclear power plants. 

There have been several steps taken in order 
to conserve energy. The National Bureau of 
Statistics wi11 collect better energy statistics 
snd an energy saving commission is trying to 
inform people so that will use less energy. 
This comnrission is also investigating the 
possibilities for restrictions on energy consump~ 
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Table 1. Grants for energy conservation in millions of dollars. 

FY 
74/75 

Industry buildings 35 

Industrial processes 

Demonstration plants 

Horticultural buildings 

35 

Apartments and private 
homes. Loans and grants 

GoveTI1Jllental buildings 

Community buildings 

Public buildings 

Demonstration plants 

Energy research and development 

Utilization of waste heat 
Industrial processes 
Transportation 
Space heating 
Recycling of energy in materials 

Energy production 

tion. They are looking at the effects of a maximal 
indoor temperature, decreased street lighting, 
a maximal speed for cars, prohibited driving at 
certain times, energy restrictions for summer 
houses, and restrictions on the use of heating of 
car engines when not in use. That is very common 
up in the northern part of the country. 
Probably it is only feasible with a maximal 
indoor temperature, speed and time for heating of 
engines. The national board of industry, the 
building research council, the community associa
tion, and some public companies offer free educa
tion for better control of ventilation and heating 
equipment in buildings. 

Loans and grants for energy conservation in 
industrial buj.ldings were first offered in the 
fiscal year 1974/75. For the period 1974-1977 
some 12 million dollars will be offered mainly 
for converting from the use of fossil fuels to 
solid fuels, such as wood waste, improved insula
tion, improved ventilation systems, improved 
neating systems, connection to district heating 
systems, and use of waste process heat. The 
grant is given in an amount of up to 35% accepted 
costs and not more than $23,000 dollars for each 
project. The industry must not have more than 
200 employees in order to qualify for one of 
these grants. 

FY 
75/76 

18 

75 

35 

2 

130 

73/76 

857 

35 

50 

6 

948 

7 
10 

9 
16 

3 

45 

57.8 

FY 
76/77 

55 

23 

2 

80 

76/77 

300 

15 

5 

6 

326 

9 
12 
10 
18 

3 

52 

54 

TOTALS 

53 

130 

58 

4 

245 

1157 

SO 
SO 
5 

12 

1274 

16 
22 
19 
34 
9 

97 

112 

Grants for better efficiency in industrial 
processes will be offered in a program funded at 
some 30 million dollars for two years, and for 
pilot and demonstration plants at some 15 million 
dollars. For industrial processes the maximal 
grant is not decided, but will be considered from 
time to time. For demonstration plants the 
highest grant will be 50% of the accepted cost. 

Loans and grants for more efficient use of 
energy in apartments and private homes have been 
offered at an amount of $260 million dollars 
since 1973. Loans and grants can be used for 
improvement of heating and ventilation systeTIL<; 
C exchange of burners and boilers excluded), for 
individual measurement of hot water, electrici ty 
and town gas, for equipment for nightly accumula
tion of hot water, for connection to district 
heating systems, and for better insuJation in 
walls, roofs and windows. Grants are offered to 
provide up to 35% of the accepted cost, but more 
tilan $450 doJJars per apartment. Loans can be 
offered for the res t of the cos t but are limi ted 
to not more than $900 per apartment. If the costs 
thus are higher than $1350 the excess costs can 
be financed by means of special low cost loans. 

For energy saving in community buiJdings there 
has been $11 million dollars offered. The highest 



grant is 35% of the cost, or a maximum $33,000 
dollars per project. For public buildings there 
are $1 million dollars available this fiscal year. 
The highest grant in this program is 50% of the 
cost, or a maximum of $33,000 per project. In 
addition there are special programs for elderly 
or handicapped people. 

Energy research and development concerning 
energy conswrrption will be carried out for an 
annual cost of some $10 million dollars. That IS 
about the same as research and development 
concerning energy production. 

The government bill on Energy Conservation 
adopted by Parliament included a three-year main 
program of energy research, costing an estimated 
366 million Skr. It has been subdivided into the 
following six programs: 

1. Energy use in industrial processes. 

2. Energy use in transport and communications. 
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3. Energy use in heating buildings. 

4. Recycling of energy from manufactured 
goods, etc. 

5. Energy production. 

6. General energy system studies. 

Half the research program is aimed at energy
saving measures. About one-fourth is devoted to 
new energy sources such as wind power, solar 
energy, geothermal energy and atomic fusion. The 
remaining one-fourth is earmarked for development 
of existing energy sources. 

The overall responsibility for coordinating 
and following up the main program rests with a 
special Delegation for Energy Research under the 
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Industry. The 
Delegation will also write planning studies for 
energy research after the current three-year 
program has been completed. 
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RETROFIT OF HOME INSULATION 

Jack Reed 
Senior Vice President, Public Service Company 01 Colorado 

I would like to tell you about the program 
to retrofit homes with better insulation that we 
have been operating at the Public Service Company 
of Colorado. I don't think that you can necessarily 
take our program that applies in Colorado and 
apply it to California. I think that we hazard 
some great dangers if we try to go too far on a 
geographic basis without Imowing the foundation 
for such programs. I caution as we start not to 
broadbrush as you hear speakers from differing 
parts of the country, because I think that the 
applications vary greatly. The utility industry, 
as we look at ourselves today, thinks in terms of 
consumerism of pricing, the impact of inflation, 
and the rising costs of our gas and electric 
services to our customers. We think in teTIl1S of 
the environmental movement that we have seen 
these last five to ten years, the pressures that 
it has put upon the utilities in serving their 
customers, and the initial costs that are there. 
When you think of the problem of trying to maintain 
a competitive position in the financing of our 
enterprises in the money market, you cannot help 
but think, as a utility representative, that if 
you wanted to, you could feel jU5t a little bit 
rejected. But I don't think that any of us in 
the utility business feel in any sense rejected. 
We recognize our obligations and our responsibility 
to continue to serve our customers. We are 
dedicated to our job al1d we will do just that. 
My purpose here today is to ta$e only one small 
facet of conservation, and relate to you a somewhat 
new experience to us. I want to tell you of our 
successes and our failures and to try to fit 
these in as one small piece of this workshop. I 
certainly won't try to expand into all of the 
areas of conservation our company has been in, 
because then I would be duplicating. I am going 
to stay with the residential attic-insulation 
program. I think perhaps I need to give you a 
little base, though, from which we can start. 

Our company, as compared to Southern Calif
ornia Edison or P.G. & E., is rather a small 
utility. We have about 650,000 electric 
customers and about 575,000 natural gas customers. 
Our market for heating is practically saturated 
with natural gas and very little electric heating. 
Out of the 575,000 gas heating customers, we have 
in contrast only slightly over 4000 electric 
heat customers in the State of Colorado. We 
serve about 70% of both the natural gas and 
electric requirements of the State of Colorado, 
Geographically, as you know, we cover a rather 
broad area and it is diverse. About '70% of our 
market is concentrated in the Denver metropolitan 
area, so we are a little different logistically 
than many of the other bigger utilities. We are 
not that big. We buy our natural gas and I am 
going to concentrate on that fuel this morning. 
About 93% of our natural gas is from a wholesale 
supplier, Colorado Interstate Gas Company, which 
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has traditional old fields in Oklahoma, Kansas' 
and Texas and has been a very sound supplier. 
We have seen their reserve life index on that 
supply of natural gas dwindle from 17 years, 
when I started in the company some 26 years ago 
to today, when that supply is only about 10 years. 
Now, if I have been with the company some 26 
years and the supply when I started was thought 
to be 17 and we still have some 10 years to go, 
I guess that something over 35 years of supply 
really existed then. But today, we find ourselves 
with the reserve life index on the interstate 
system to be about 10 years, which is close to 
that national average. We also find ourselves 
in a similar controversy over what the unproven 
reserves are, and what that reserve life index will 
really be. I can't help but believe that that 
reserve life index is someplace between two and 
three times what it is stated to be from proven 
reserves today. Certainly those new reserves 
are deeper; they are in tighter sands and there 
is no question that they are going to be far, far 
more expensive to produce. About five years ago 
in Denver, Colorado, we found ourselves asked by 
OUT supplier to try to find the balance in the 
Teserves of natural gas to take care of the needs 
of OUT existing customers, as well as those 
reserves that might have to be made available 
to us for the addition of new customers. I guess 
that 1971 is when the impact first hit us, We 
had been talking in terms of the need for de
regulation of prices for many years, to provide 
the incentive necessary to produce those unproven 
reserves and bring that natural gas to market. 
As you Imow, today we still sit in this country 
wi th regulation and artificial prices, and this 
has been one of the basic factors that has 
caused the shortage of gas supply that we have 
in this country today. Nevertheless, when we 
came up before the Utilities Commission in 1971 
they said, "We've looked at our supply. We think 
that we can continue to give you the percentage 
increase that you need in peak-day gas for the 
coldest 24-hour period, but we are going to have 
to limit you to the same annual volume of natural 
gas as you have had in these last couple of 
years 0 " Well it's a bit of a problem when you are 
going to add new users and at about that time we 
weTe adding approximately 30,000 new natural gas 
customeTs a year on our little system. If you 
are going to add those new 30,000 customers and 
are going to stay within the same total annual 
volume of gas, you are going to have to get some 
addi tiona 1 gas someplace. The composition of 
our system was different, and once again that is 
why I say we can't broadbrush because our m~(eup 
in OUT system may be altogether different from the 
utili ty that serves you, We happen to have 500 
large industrial customers, who buy their gas on 
an interruptible basis. They recognize that when 
that gas is needed on a peak-day for our 
residential, or firm, market, they must switch to 



thei r alteYllati ve fuel sources. So, we met with 
our interruptible customers arm.md the state of 
Colorado, and told them that they could probably 
expect a reduction in the volwne of gas they 
could get on an annual basis of 7-10% for the 
next several years. It hasn't actually happened, 
because we have had rather significantly warm 
weather these last three years, and consequently 
the industrial customers have never really felt 
the full impact of this reduction. But we needed 
that annual volume from our indl.lstrial customers 
to continue to serve the growth within our service 
territory. 

I'm not sure how all of you feel about grOlvth, 
but I can tell you that we feel that it is our 
responsibility to meet the growth that the people 
of COlorado say that they want. We think that 
,,,e have got to have healthy, sowld comlluni ties 
and we intend to continue to support that sound 
growth. Certainly that was a problem but about 
the only people who were whappy were the 500 
industrial Cl.lstomers. We could still protect 
our 550,000 customers and continue to add more 
customers on-line at that time. In mid-1973, 
Interstate, our supplier, came back and said, 
"Hey, we've been looking at our balance again. 
No longer can ,'Ie give that percentage increase 
that is necessary on a peak day." Well, this 
"las in August of 1973. Denver was in a major 
construction boom at that time and the rest of 
our service terri tory was growing well. We had 
condominiUJ1Ls, townhouses, apartment houses, 
residential developments all over the state well 
under way. With all of the investment, all of the 
dollars that had been sunk into those projects, 
we were then to tell them that there would be 
zero gas for any of those new projects in 1974. 
This applied not only to us, who take about 
70% of Colorado Interstate's supply, but it also 
applied to the other utilities throughout the 
state, such as the City of Colorado Springs, 
and other municipalities. We watched as we moved 
through that swnmer and tried to weigh what we 
"Jere going to do to meet the growth of 1974. We 
saw city councils pass ordinances providing 
building moratoriums where there would be no more 
gas commitments for 1974. We saw the City of 
Colorado Springs, for ex~nple, a city growing 
faster than any other city in the United States, 
have its new construction drop to zero. We saw 
their builders moving out of their service 
territory and we saw the economy of that conmll.mity 
sag. We felt there had to be a better way ill 
which we could take care of the same problem that 
we faced. We felt that there had to be a better 
management system. We sent out a study team 
across this nation to other utilities that had 
experienced gas supply shortages. We tried to 
evaluate their programs, take the good that we 
could find and hopefully eliminate the bad that 
we saw and come up with a program of gas manage
ment. We did come up with such a program. One 
side was assigned to try to find how to allocate 
whatever natural gas we could come up with, and 
the other to provide additional resources. To 
swnmarize, because my subject, I know, is 
installation and not the natural gas problem, 
we developed several alternatives as to how 
we were going to come up with a new 
supply at least in the short term. 
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In our service terri tory there is an old 
abandoned coal mine that we call the Leiden 
Mine. We developed it some 15 years ago to 
reduce costs to our customers by storing gas in 
this sealed -up mine and having the supply avail
able to us on a peak- day basis. We found that 
by expanding the deliverability of this storage 
facility we could take care of approximately 
12, 500 new gas cus tomers . 

We had some power plants that were burning 
natural gas on a :firm contract basis 0 We converted 
one of those power plants to oil. We couldn't 
convert it to coal. We didn't have the facilities 
or the space at this older power plant for the 
coal handling facilities and we didn't have the 
space to add scrubbers, so we converted it to oil, 
and dedicated that natural gas use to the 
residential :firm market, the small commercial 
market. We had some turbines that weTe being 
provided because we had been delayed on a nuclear 
power plant that was under construction. We had 
a natural gas supply for those units that could 
be converted and dedicated to the new residential 
market. The same thing happened with some other 
industrial users such as Great Western Sugar, 
Colorado Fuel Iron, as well as the City of 
Colorado Springs and their power plant boiler. 
So by bootstrapping it, we've been able to come 
up with an additional supply. 

At the same time we developed a program of 
management. We said that we had to corr®it to 
the new home construction that was undenmy in 
19'14. By the time that we had taken the Leiden 
Mine expansion and the gas from the combustion 
turbines, we estimated that we could at least 
serve the new homes built during the :first half 
of 1974. We con®itted that supply to anyone who 
applied for natural gas by the end of 1973, if 
their lmits were completed by mid-year 1974. If 
it was a major project with a longer construction 
period, we would also accomodate that. Then as 
of the first of the year 1974, we established a 
waiting list program wherein the builders applied 
on a chronological basis. We would take care 
of those needs, as the gas supply developed. 
But to give you a thumb nail sketch, I told you 
that in 1973 we added some 30,000 new customers. 
Our market in Colorado dropped to some 24,000 
new homes in 1974. We supplied all of those new 
homes. As you might imagine, 1975 was a "down 
year", as it was for all the construction 
industry. We served basically all of the market 
in 1975, which was some 10,000 new natural gas 
customers. Today, we have commitments out to 
approximately 16,000 new customers. 

As we moved through all the alternatives that 
we had available to us- -propane, air plants, 
additional storage facilities, conversion to 
al ternate fuels, the gas search prog-ram of our 
supplier- - <'we found that we had to look at 
conservation. As we moved through this period 
in 1974 during the "energy crisis," IVe saw that 
energy use per customer dropped significantly. 
In 1975 we saw it jwnp right back up almost to 
where it had been, but not quite. We had 
established a home insulation program back in 
1972. We carried out a multitude of programs, 
primarily educational, in the early phases, but 



in 1975 we determined to do something more 
concrete, So we started an attic insuJation 
program, We had never sold insulation. From our 
very beginning we sold appliances, and only quality 
appliances so that people could get the very best 
utilization out of the equipment they used. cIhen 
we moved into the insulation program. Being a 
merchandising company, we had a group of about 
105 salesmen in the residential market. We 
basically took most of those employees and 
converted their work to that of consumer service 
representatives to the growing building industry. 
As we saw this growth in building drop off in 
1975, the pressure on those people's time wasn't 
as great, so we had available manpower to work on 
the insulation program. So we made them into 
insulation salesmen. Basically, the program that 
we developed was a very simple one, but we did 
everything other than the actual installation. 
The contractors \-Iho actually did the installation 
of the insulation worked as our sub-contractors. 
We basically took the responsibili for all the 
promotion and we put together the 
and promotional program that was necessary to 
sell the program. We evaluated the market place 
an.d as mentioned earlier we have about 575,000 
gas customers, and of these 500,000 are residential 
customers. We looked at this market and we 
estimated that there were about 365,000 pre-1965 
homes. Our effort was to target in that area. 
We started out with a 10% objective on those 
365,000 homes which viould have been 36,000 homes 
to be insulated in the first 12 months of our 
programs. As we got further into the evaluation 
of the program~" "what the insulation ability was 
and what the market might really be---we cut that 
to a little less them 5% or 17,000 homes per 
year to install attic insulation. We set that 
goal for a five-year period to hopefully get at 
least some 75,000 pre' 1965 homes in the next 
5 years. Incidentally, if we could accomplish 
that job of 17,000 homes in the first 12 months, 
that would allow you to connect em additional 
1700 new natural gas customers. 

We did all of the promotion, all of the 
advertising an,d we put on a blitz starting 
December 1, 1975 that our little old territory 
had never seen before. I guarantee you that 
we got prospective customers. The first two 
weeks we had 5000 contracts wanting us to come 
out (md give them the free inspection of their 
home, an estimate of what the insulation cost 
would be, and an explanation of our program. 
Those are the basic steps in our program. Our 
representative goes out, he does the attic 
insulation inspection, tells the customer what 
he has in the way of insulation at this point, 
and gives him a firm estimate of what it\vould 
require to bring it up to R30 standards, Once 
again it's a little different in Colorado. R30 
may be realistic to Colorado, but I think that 
it would be totally unreasonable in California. 
R30 is certainly a standard higher than any 
other that I know that's been attempted to be 
sold throughout this country. We sell nothing 
less than R30 in our service territory. It may 
be the reason that we have't sold our full 
17,000 yet, but nevertheless, we go and measure, 
give a firm bid, provide a subcontractor, oversee 
the installation and take the responsibility for 
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the installation. We then come back and certify 
that the customer received what he bought. The 
customer can finance it on his utility bill over 
a 30 month period, if he so desires. They aren't 
all boy scouts in the insulation business .We 
have found piano wire installation, or Cellutex 
that really didn't meet the standard. We required 
all the proper insurance for many of our sub
contractors and required that suppliers meet the 
most stringent codes, with respect to fire 
retardation--"especially on the cellulose. 
Basically we required the quality of workmanship 
that we wanted, because we were putting our 
reputation as a utility on the line. Our integrity 
an.d our reputation in Colorado is good and we 
in tend to keep it that way. So we had a few 
problems, but let me give you just a broadbrush 
of the results 0 In these first nine months of 
our program we had some 23,000 requests for 
insulation jobs. We have sold some 9320 as of 
the end of last month. The average square footage 
at each home insulated is about 1176 square feet 
and the amolIDt of R value added is R20 on an 
average. We fOlIDd that on an average there was 
about an RlO insulation value in those ceilings 
and we were adding about R20 to each new job. The 
average cost of the job we estimated ran between 
$150 and $300, and the average cost per lIDit 
per home has been $ 2 30: I don't know what th is 
means, but they threw in the average age of the 
customer, being 43, the average age of the home 
being 21 years; and 34% of those who had bought 
our insulation program financed through the 
con~any's progra~ of financing it on their bill. 
We met with all the banking institutions in our 
service territory before initiating the program. 
Three of the major metropolitan Denver banks 
Vlent together and agreed to buy the paper on our 
insulation, They provided the dollars at a 
9.5% interest. We passed that 9.5% interest 
straight across to the customer, no more. 

The highest insulation standard required 
in California, for exan~le, is Rl9 at the moment. 
If I am not mistaken, an R30 is twice as much 
insulation, twice as much heat resistancy. 
Incidentally, we are probably selling 5% fiber
glass, about 60% rock wool and about 35% cellulose 
and we sell all brands. 

You run into some interesting problems as 
you go through such a program 0 If you get a 
self-proclaimed consumer advocate who has a 
dislike for cellulose, he can create all kinds 
of problems and can certainly in~act upon your 
sales during a period of time. We happened to have 
such an allegedly well-qualified consumer advocate 
who took off on cellulose. He created a great 
furor about fire hazards and the retardation 
value of cellulose. He happened to find a writer 
on one of our two daily newspapers, the Rocky 
Mountain News, who carried this story. We worked 
all the way through that problem. I think that 
this man disproved himself as being a creditable 
expert insofar as insulation was concerned. 
Through the governmental units in our state and 
our fire department, we were able to prove that 
the products that we were using in our program 
were above standard and certainly met every 
standa.rd required by law, underwriters, and so 
on. But you do have these kinds of problems 



as you go through these programs. We have had 
our share of people who have fallen through 
ceilings. We have had vases broken. We have 
had to fire only one contractor, however, and we 
have approximately 50 of these contractors doing 
our work for us. It is a pretty good deal for 
them because they don't have to sell. All they 
have to do is install. 

We used 15% as the amount of energy savings 
that we thought the customer would obtain. We 
have run a continuing computer system since that 
time and have all of our customers with newly 
installed insulation on a normalized basis on 
our computer. The last printout showed that the 
customer was averaging on a normalized basis 
some 15.2% savings, so it's just about on target. 

Once again, if you are here and no one has 
insulation, then you may sell a greater volume of 
insulation, and you may be able to exert a greater 
degree of savings. We try to talk in terms of 
percentage of use or consumption because we still, 
no matter whether anyone likes it or not, do have 
this problem of rising price pressures. 

If a customer sells his home and he has 
a contract with us for an insulation job that 
runs some 30 months, we transfer it to the 
new customer. If that isn't satisfactory, then 
we will basically carry out the contract with the 
old customer and he will have to pay us. As I 
said before, we are averaging only $230 per job 
and only 34% of them are financing through us. 
We don't know if that was just first blush, if 
those that had the money took advantage of the 
program at first or if that is going to be typical 
because of this size of sale. 

I am aware of only two states where a 
utility company is doing insulation installation, 
Colorado and the state of Washington. Perhaps 
commission regulations as well as state law may 
have an impact. Again, I would say let's not 
broadbrush because I don't pretend to be an expert 
on all of these programs across the country. We 
tried to look at many progr3Jl1s, and found that 
most insulation programs by utilities were not 
actual implementation programs. They were more 
promotional progra§6 with a tie to contractors. 
The contractors actually moved in, sold the 
insulation, and billed the customer for the 
installation. We found very few implementation 
programs. Probably the two big differences in 
our program are that our men do the job from 
beginning to finish, and that we are installing 
a standard that is far higher than the national 
average. We have been criticized for our high 
R30 program because it is a super program. We 
do think that the point of return for thicknesses 
greater than R30 falls off so fast that it is 
not appropriate. We have stimulated the insulation 
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market, 3Jld we aren't the only ones who are selling 
insulation. We think that we have raised the 
standards and that we have created a market that 
did not exist before. We think that the impact 
of our prognul1 is multiplied two or three times 
by what is going on in the rest of the community 
that we serve. 

The greatest benefit to our company has been 
to general public reaction even though we have 
only sold 9000 units. Across our service 
territory people are highly appreciative of our 
program and we can measure it through the public 
opinion surveys that we have done. Certainly the 
reputation of the utility with the general public 
in our state we find to be very high. We see 
not only our own public opinion surveys, but also 
others such as those of the United Bank of 
Colorado. We rank higher than all of the news
papers and all of the radio and T.V. stations. 
About the only person who seems to outrank us 
is Ralph Nader, and he didn't do too well here in 
California on the nuclear question. 

Table 1. Insulation Program Figures Through 
July 9, 1976 

Requests for inspections 

Sales 

Average square feet insulated 

Average R-value added 

Average cost 

Average age of customer 

Average age of house 

Percentage of jobs financed 

Materials used: 

1. Ro ckwo 0 1 

2. Cellulose 

3. Fiberglass 

23,197 

9,320 

1,176 

R-20 

$230.00 

43 years 

21 years 

34% 

For additional information or materials: 

Da1vid Davia 
Insulation Coordinator 
Public Service Company of Colorado 
550 - 15th Street, Room 670 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303) S7l-7734 
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PREPARED REMARKS 

John A. Leo 
Vice President, Middle South Services, Inc. 

The load characteristics of utilities are as 
numerous as the number of utili ties. The daily 
load pattern for any utility is caused by the 
coincidence of the distinctive load patterns of 
the three major classes of customers, namely 
Residential, General Service, and Industrial. 
The maximum daily system load may not occur 
concurrent with any individual class peak, rather, 
it is generally at a time when one or more classes 
are on the declining portion of their daily load 
curve and the other classes are on the ascending 
portion of their load curves. 

Therefore, each utility has a distinctive 
load shape and load duration which has traditionally 
caused them to de~ign and operate their systems 'in 
the most efficient manner in keeping with their 
load characteristics. This manner of system 
design and operations, together with fuel supplies, 
has generally dictated the revenue requirements 
for each utility. It is certainly a well known 
fact that the electric utility industry prior to 
the 1970's had been a declining cost industry, 
trading on economies of scale produced by the 
rapid increase in customers with their increasing 
energy requirements. Inflation in everything with 
which an electric utility has to deal has rapidly 
changed the industry into an increasing cost 
industry. 

The growth in the electric industry in this 
period of declining costs was due in part to 
the Federal Government's decision to price one 
form of energy, natural gas, at a price lower 
than its true economic value. This made low 
priced energy seem like an inalienable right 
guaranteed by the Federal Courts. There is a 
direct relationship between the gross national 
product and the increasing use of electric energy, 
in other words, low priced energy has brought us 
industrial health and growth, but as in all things 
artificially priced below economic value, 
society will ultimately have to pay the price. 

The rapid escalation in prices occasioned by 
inflation, by the fuel shortages and by environ
mental costs piggy-backed on rate schedules has 
completely upset the traditional rate economics in 
the utility industry. The fixing of rates has 
been slowly moving away from the traditional roles 
of the regulators and utilities to one of pure 
politics coupled with classical economic theory. 
Urged on by all kinds of professional disciplines, 
special interest groups, coupled with activist 
consumer resistance to all rate increases, new 
pricing techniques, load management, energy conser
vation, capital conservation, and means to improve 
load factor have been seized upon by political 
entities eager to capitalize on the energy crunch. 
Unfortunately, most of these new advocates know 
little about the economics, engineering, operation 
and performance records of the various electric 
utilities they sometimes seem bent on destroying. 
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The utility industry has tried to urge caution 
and to demonstrate the pitfalls that dilute these 
gains in efficiency. 

1) The electric utility has to adapt to the 
needs and requirements of its customers, rather 
than dictating the customer's use by some 
theoretical concept of electric utility plant 
configuration and operations. 

2) Utilities trade on the diversity between 
similar loads of customers. This enables a 
utility to operate at a much lowered reserve 
margin for highly reliable service. 

3) Each utility has optimized the design of 
its generation mix and system configuration to 
supply the load shapes dictated by its customers' 
requirements. 

4) Most of the proposed control devices, 
storage systems, and peak load pricing concepts 
have long been known and studi~d by utilities. 
The reason they have not been widely adopted is 
purely and simply a poor cost-benefit relationship 
for the customer. 

5) There already exists an extremely 
compelling reason for any utility to improve its 
annual load factor. Depending upon size and 
operations a 1% increase in annual load factor 
can greatly improve earnings and relieve pressure 
for outside financing. This is surely a compelling 
incentive to improve if we can only convince our 
customers to let us dictate how they use electric 
service rather than let them use it how and when 
they choose, if they are willing to pay for such 
service. 

6) The electric utility industry has contin
ually practiced supply management as a normal 
policy. Among these supply managements are such 
practices as pumped storage, diversity capacity 
interchange agreements, interconnections to buy 
and sell temporarily excess capacity, and 
interruptible and off-peak rate schedUles for 
industrial loads. 

There is no doubt that everyone's attention 
has now been attracted to the electric industry's 
problems in the overall energy crisis. High cost 
fuel, double-digit inflation for growth and environ
mental construction expenditures, higher taxes, 
the higher cost of and the increased need for 
outside financing, skyrocketing insurance costs, 
all are putting extreme pressure for rate relief. 
There should be no question that adequate and 
reasonably priced energy is necessary to keep 
the U.S. economy healthy and growing. The real 
new pressure is, therefore, on increasing the 
efficiency of utilization and to properly 
design rates so that energy is priced according to 
the costs to provide such service. This seems to 



generally be called load management or time-of-day 
pricing. 

NARUC in their Resolution No. 9 at San Diego 
in November of 1974 asked EPRI and EEl to make a 
comprehensive rate study. This proved that NARUC 
recognized that the energy crisis is a complex 
problem and a thorough study of all aspects is 
needed. These two groups developed a comprehensive 
plan which was approved by the boards of EEl and 
EPRI and the Executive Con®ittee of NARUC. 
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The bulk of the detailed work will be done by 
ten task forces made up of members from all segments 
of the utility industry ffild from NARUC. In areas 
where other government agencies have a direct 
interest, they are participating. These task 
forces together with a brief description of their 
duties are as follows: 

Task Force L Historical Rate Theory and Practice 

This group will make a review of U.S. Rate Theory 
and Practices. In addition, it will analyze 
foreign (primarily British and French) Theory and 
Practice, with special reference to peak load 
pricing. 

Task Force 2. 

This group will explore data available on assessing 
elasticities for demand, both on average and at 
the peak together with the techniques of making 
such studies. In addition, it will develop a 
monitoring system to yield more definitive informa
tion with respect to peak demand elasticities and 
consideration of a planned program of load research 
for collection of such data. This group should 
produce a comprehensive statement of the role 
of price elasticity in pricing. 

Task Force 3. Rate Fxperiments 

This group will monitor all studies presently 
being carried out and determine if the results are 
helpful and if they have broad application. 
In addition, it will prepare a series of potential 
study plans in the event of a need for a broader 
series of experiments. This group should consider 
the cost-benefit relationship of such an experi
mental prograrn and in addition, consider alterna
tives to a purely experimental strategy. 

Task Force 4. Costing for _Peak Load Pricing 

This group will select a group of companies for 
study. Activities will include applying the 
basic theories of peak load pricing, deriving a 
theoretical program of costing and preparing a 
proposed costing manual as a general guide to be 
followed. 

Task Force 5. Peak Load Rate Making 

This group will analyze rate fonnats to accomplish 
the appropriate peak load rate making objectives. 
It will attempt to design peak load pricing rate 
forms which would be compatible with existing 
regulatory constraints. It can make recommenda
tions of metering system for new rate forms or 
adjustments of peak load pricing concepts to 
existing metering constraints. 

Task Force 6. Potential Cost Advantages of Peak 
Load Pri~ 

This group will inventory principal categories of 
peak load areas of concern. It will develop a 
lnethodology for companies to determine the 
advantages of load shifting which could be atten
dant upon peak load pricing, and develop applica·
tions of the methodology in representative 
situations. 

Task Force 7. ~tering Equipment 

This group will inventory existing metering 
equipment and its adoption to peak load pricing. 
It will appraise the present position and poten-' 
dal of electronic metering and prepare proposals 
for other metering equipmenT, if warranted. ' 

Task Force 8. Technology for Utilization 

This group will review existing equipment which 
can use peak load pricing to advantage. It 
should develop proposals for research into 
promising areas. It can review the load shifting 
potential for larger customers. 

Task Force 9. Mechanical Controls 

This group will make a review of the use of mechan
ical 'controls on customer premises. In addition, 
it can evaluate the use of penalty pricing. 

Task Force 10. Customer Acce12tance of Load Shifting 

All of the other task ;forces are working with 
various load management approaches either by 
rates or by controls. These will only work if 
they have customer acceptance. This group will 
review customer acceptance stemming from present 
experiments in pricing and load management. This 
review should cover both studies conducted within 
and outside the United States. It will establish 
a sampling methodology designed to measure the 
degree of customer acceptance toward load shifting 
techniques. It will also develop a program to 
widen customer acceptance based upon the results 
of the study. 

This is obviously an elaborate and ambitious 
program to attempt to provide all interested 
segments with factual data upon which to make 
judgments. It is the hope of all concerned 
that the proper direction for the reestablishment 
of a viable electric industry, one not dependent 
on foreign energy sources, can be developed. 

I 
The remainder of this paper will be 

generally concerned with the activities under 
Task Force 3 - Rate Experiments. These are the 
studies being conducted to learn more about the 
complex issues involved. Many of these studies have 
been funded by goverrunent agencies such as the FEA. 

The general study of load characteristics has 
been carried on since 1938 by privately owned 
utilities when the Executive Committee of the 
Association of Edison Illuminating Companies 
organized the Special Committee on Load Studies. 
This was changed to the Load Research COnllnittee 
in 1943. Each year there has been private printing 
for member companies of detailed studies covering 
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the characteristics of customer and major 
appliance loads as well as the technical aspects 
of load research and analysis. Over the years 
more than 275 different studies, using 30 minute 
demand intervals, have been carried out by memher 
companies. These were generally statistically 
reliable studies so that the historic load profile 
of major electric uses is well known. This is an 
ongoing project and although more and more companies 
are now analyzing their load characteristics, 
there is still plenty of study necessary due to 
this energy crunch. 

The first meeting of Task Force 3 was largely 
devoted to defining the problem areas that needed 
to be studied. The impetus now seems to be on 
controlled rather than uncontrolled energy use. 

Load Management - Shifting or curtailing peak 
use of demand 

I. Supplies Control (owned by supplier) 

A. On Site 

1. Photo cell 
2. Time switch 
3. Temperature control 

B. One Way Control 

1. Radio control 
2. Carrier control 
3. Phone line control 

C. Two Way Control 

1. Automatic meter reading 

II. Customer Control (owned by customer) 

A. Rate Incentives 

B. Control Devices 

C. Efficiency of Utilization 

III. Supplies and Area Characteristics 
(applicabili ty) 

A. Demographic 

B. Geographic 

C. Topographic 

D. Customer Mix 

E. Electrical Characteristics 

1. Winter peaking 
2. Summer peaking 
3. Low annual load factor 
4. Low daily load factor 
5 . Power poo 1 

IV. Elasticity Studies 

A. K1V Elasticity 

B. KWH Elasticity 

The first step after defining the problem 
areas was to send out a questionnaire designed to 
find out the nature and extent of studies already 
being carried out across the broad spectrum of 
the industry. Information was sought on five 
major areas as follows: 

1. Load Management - Tests to shift load from 
on-peak to off-peak hours, control of load 
via ripple control, time clocks, radio-control, 
and customer compliance. 

2. Rate Experiments - Time-of·,day pricing or 
other rates to aiscourage peak load growth 
and improve load factor. 

3. End-Use Conservation - Studies designed to 
improve the efficiency of electric energy 
utilization. 

4. Al temate Energy Sourc~ - Studies designed to 
utilize new energy sources, i.e. wind, solar, 
tidal, etc., to supplement electric energy. 

5. Load Research - Studies designed to establish 
class load characteristics or appliance load 
characteristics. 

In addition, the questionnaire requested any 
studies on the elasticity of demand (KW) or 
energy (KWH) be transmitted to the Chairman of 
Task Force 2. The questionnaire was distributed 
to EPRI to EEl to APPA, and REA mailing lists 
supplied by their respective trade organizations. 

The four main areas as delineated by the 
Task Force can be categorized into three main 
areas: 

1. Cost-Based Rates: Pursuant to which the cost 
of a given unit of electricity WOUld, to 
the maximum extent possible, be charged to 
its consumer. This broad economically rational 
concept embraces seasonal and daily peak load 
pricing, long range incremental costing and 
flattened rate structures. 

2. Load-Shaping Technology: To maxImIze the use 
of more efficient Base-Load Generators by 
minimizing load peaks through the application 
of such technology as storage devices, system 
interconnects and ripple load control. 

3. End-Use Conservation: Including the active 
promotIon DY regulatory agencies and utilities 
of energy conserving materials, equipment and 
behavior. With regulatory agency cooperation, 
utilities might actually own or finance a 
wide range of energy-conserving capital 
improvements to customer premises such as 
insulation storm windows, solar collectors, etc. 

As a result of these questionnaires, the task 
force has received replies from 49 public utilities, 
S mlmicipal systems and 2 REA's. There are 
undoubtedly many other studies in progress that 
we have not been made aware of due to tlJeir limited 
sample, limited application or perhaps just 
because of not being aware of a group trying to 
monitor all such studies. 



The first of these areas is Cost-Based Rates. 
Under this general classification would come sucn 
studies as time-of-day pricing or peak pricing. 
There are some 33 studies under way in this area. 
Ten of these were f1IDded in the first round of 
experiments funded by the FEA. Many of these 
studies are now in the data collections stage with 
the others to fOllow shortly. Nine of these rate 
experiments are being conducted by winter peaking 
systems with annual load factors nmging from 
S3 to 71%. The average is 62%. The remaining 24 
are summer peaking systems with load factors 
from 42% to 69% with an average of 58%. 

One concern about the reliability of results 
stems from the monetary incentives to customers 
that volunteer to get on these trial rates. 
It is recognized that there is a difficult regula
tory dilemma concerned with these tests due to 
discrimination. However, to be meaningful, the 
tested sample should be statistically selected to 
nearly represent the universe and no incentives or 
guarantees as to the cost should be made. This is 
not to say that tests conducted on volunteers, 
with inducements, will not useful informa-
tion. They will add to our store of information 
but there will be serious reservations that the 
results can be directly applied to the universe 
of customers. 

Before we leave this area, it would be well 
to mention some important points which need evalua
tion in these studies. There are essentially no 
utilities with existing meters suitable for peak
use or time-of-use for residential or small 
general service classes of customers. Notwith
standing the fact we have no knowledge of how 
customers will reactto peak load pricing, there 
is also a long lead time in obtaining the proper 
metering equipment for the mass application of 
time-of-use pricing to these customers. 

There are many proposals for two·-dial meters, 
three-dial meters, or demand meters, but unfortu·
nately the industry is not yet sure just what 
meter will ultimately be used in these pricing 
schemes if in fact they prove to be viable 
alternatives. Even the least expensive of these 
meters will cost from $60 to $100 and then there 
will have to be some signaling or control device 
to switch from premium to off-peak registration. 
Tnis will nearly double the cost. We are talking 
huge amounts of capital for this alternative. 
There are around 70,000,000 customers in this 
general classification in the United States. If 
we asswne only $150 per customer we are talking 
about 10.5 billion dollars just for new meter 
investment. Let us also not overlook the fact 
that this money will have to be supplied, just 
as any other utility investment, and will have 
to earn a fair return. Although the rates may 
be aligned more in proportion to cost causations, 
the overall revenues will have to be higher to 
cover this additional meter investment. There will 
have to be some finely tuned cost-benefit relation
ships determined as a result of these studies to 
see if there is justification. 

The second general area is called Load 
Sha~ing Technology. The general goal of thIs 
actIvity l.sto'reauce sharp peak loads, improve 
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annual load factor and fill in valleys in the 
daily load curve in order to utilize efficient 
base-load generators. Although this improvement 
is generally the expected result of time-of-use 
pricing, there is a second group of experiments 
designed to control loads and restrict their use 
during peak load periods of the day. This is a 
proven technology, as certain major utilities 
have used radio control to keep water heaters off 
during certain critical periods of the day. There 
are 21 experiments under way using some form of 
control, either ripple, radio, carrier or phone 
line control of major electric loads during 
critical periods of the day. Seven are controlling 
air conditioners, two are testing automatic meter 
reading and control, eight are testing ripple 
control of loads, and four are controlling 
heating loads. There is obviously a need for 
such experimentation but each utility will have 
to individually appraise the possible beneficial 
or detrimental effects on their overall operations. 

Load management ultimately means the 
optimwn utilization of the capital expenditures 
and reduced needs for the installation of capacity 
merely to meet short peak load periods. There would 
have to be an improvement in annual load factor 
as a consequence of successful load management 
programs. 

The solution of the daily load factor 
problem does not guarantee the solution of the 
annual load factor problem. A large number of 
utilities, especially those where air conditioning 
is widespread, have daily load factors ranging 
from 80% to 90%. This severely restricts the 
ability to shift energy usage to different periods 
of the day. It would not take much load shift to 
merely move the peak to a different time of the 
day. 

Let me demonstrate the dilemma in translating 
economic theory into practical pricing. One of the 
loads, generally considered as controllable, or 
capable of being shifted to lighter load periods 
of the day, is water heating. This is already a 
proven "Load Management" application by the use of 
time switches, radio-control or even the so 
called ripple control in which signals are trans
mitted through the distribution system. The 
first question is, should a system control water 
heaters in order to create even higher daily load 
factors. Load tests on water heaters by one of 
the ~tiddle South Companies indicate diversified 
demands during the summer peak load period as 
follows: 

1:00 pm 
2:00 pm 
3:00 pm 
4:00 pm 

.50 KW 

.51 KW 

.43 KW 

.50 K'N 

5:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
7 :00 pm 

.46 KVv 

.40 KlV 

.49 KlV 

This load shape has been borne out by similar 
tests through the country. There is traditionally 
a low coincident demand during the afternoon. 
The average annual energy consumption was 5,274 KlVH. 
Therefore, based upon the diversified demand at 
the time of the system peak (4: 00 pm) of .5 KJV 
this represents 10,500 hours use of the demand. 
This equates to 120% annual load factor on this 
basis. The maximum coincident demand was 3.58 KW 
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at noon in December, indicating eight out of every 
ten water heaters were on at the same time. 

The problem attenda:nt with control is that 
when the control period ends, nearly all heaters 
come on. The low coincident demands from 1:00 pm 
to 7: 00 pm in the summer indicate only about one 
heater in ten was in service each of these 
hours. If these heaters were controlled off ~~ 
from 1: 00 to 7: 00 pm there would be at least 
seven heaters in ten raring to go and 4.5 KW 
per heater would instantly come on. It would take 
only 86,000 water heaters to shift the Middle 
South peak from 4: 00 to 8: 00 pm. As a matter of 
fact, the heaters would have to be kept off from 
noon to 10 pm to be fully confident they would 
not change the system peak. 

Unfortwlately, this improving the daily load 
factor would not solve the major peaking problem. 
Almost exclusively peak loads are temperature 
related. For winter peaking companies, the peak 
is caused by a combination of heating, lighting 
and cooking early in the evening. Some type of 
storage heating could be of assistance in the 
temperature related spectrum. This will require 
a large expenditure on the part of the customer. 
The switching of lighting and cooking would 
certainly be resisted by customers. For the 
summer peaking companies, the peak is almost 
exclusively a function of temperature. Here some 
new technical breakthrough in storage cooling could 
help to smooth out daily load curves but there is 
very little room for improvement if the daily load 
factor is already better than 80%. For example, 
the Middle South peak load for 1974 occurred 
from 3 pm to 4 pm. Even on this peak day the 
daily load factor was 79%. If we assume that the 
goal was only to switch the energy into off-peak 
periods from on-peak periods, we could only 
reduce the peak to 8,000 MW, a reduction of 
532 MW or 6.2% without creating a higher peak 
during the off pea$ hours. This would produce 
a curve with a constant 8,000 MW flat peak for 
almost 10 hours from 11 am to 9 pm, an almost 
impossible occurrence with over 1,000,000 customers. 
The daily load factor would be 83.9%. I believe 
this indicates the upper level of assistance to be 
expected from load control and then only if the 
control is not operated by the customer. 

In looking at the seasonality of the problem, 
a look at four typical seasonal periods show the 
problem of daily peak load management. 

Fall - October 1974 
Winter - February 1975 
Spring - April 1975 
Summer - July 1975 

Peak Load ~vg. Load LF 

5,199 MW 4,437 MW 85.34% 
4,867!11W 4,178 l\1W 85.85% 
5,125 MW 4,334 MW 84.56% 
7,562 MW 6,023 l-.1W 79.65% 

I have tried to indicate this 
a complex problem and this 
all aspects is needed. 

of 
is 

The final area is Ertd-Use Conservation. 
In my opinion, this is the area in whicl1the most 
hope for future solutions lie. We are going to 
have a hard time correcting the "sins" of the past 
brought about by underpriced abundant energy. 

It will be hard to change energy usage with 
electrical appliances designed for uncontrolled 
use, efficiency sacrificed for price, and the 
conversion of users to a controlled use of service. 
There are some 24 tests being conducted in this 
general area. 

There are also several interesting projects 
under way related to this acti vi ty . Arkansas 
Power & Light pioneered an energy conserving home. 
This was designed with 2 X 6 studs on 24 inch centers. 
This allowed for compaction of 6 inch insulation 
in the walls and 12 inches in the ceiling and 
vapor barriers and insulation in slab. The first 
tests indicate energy savings of about 49% for 
heating. The savings for cooling will be somewhat 
less. Many other companies are expanding this 
effort. Construction costs are about the same as 
for conventional construction. 

Fourteen of these studies wlderway utilize 
solar assistance for water heating. This is the 
most promising advantage to be gained from solar 
energy. The use of solar energy for on-site 
generation does not appear feasible for more than 
just economic reasons. Since solar only works 
when the sun shines, some type of storage, 

standby, or supplementary power supply is necessary. 
Utilities can provide st3l1dby for customers whose 
chances of interruption are random and unrelated 
to a problem at another similar location. However, 
if a common problem could cause all such individuals 
to fail simultaneously, the utility would have no 
reduction in facilities, just a reduction in use 0 

There would be a doubling of generating facilities 
which would violate the economic use concept. 

Some companies are furnishing lists of 
appliances by manufacturer, with relative efficien
cies. These efficiencies are obtained from the 
association of home appliance manufacturers. 

Allother major study underway is the joint 
AEIC/EPRI/Westinghouse Heat Pump Study. This is 
a joint pTogram with EPRI providing some funding 
and Westinghouse providing some data collection 
and manipUlation. Some 12 utilities are partici
pating in this test and 122 customers will have 
two four-·tTack magnetic tape recorders installed. 
These will meter--

I. Compressor demand, heating mode 
2. Compressor demand, cooling mode 
3 < SupplementaTY resistance heater 
4. Indoor house temperature 
5. Total house consumption 
6. Most will have indoor fans on the spare 

channel. 

These installations are located thToughout the 
country with heating degree days spread as 
follows: 

West Palm Beach, Florida Power & Light 214 
Florida 

Houston, Texas Houston Lighting & 1,396 
Power 



Lancaster, Calif. Southern Calif. Edison 2,100 

Stockton, Calif. Pacific Gas & Electric 2,600 

Little Rock, Ark. Arkansas Power & Light 3,219 

Albuquerque, Public Service Company 4,300 
New Mexico of New Mexico 

Newark, Public Service Elec- 4,589 
New Jersey tric & Gas 

New York, Consolidated Edison 4,800 
New York Co. of New York 

Philadelphia, Philadelphia Electric 5,144 
PA 

Rochester, Rochester Gas & 6,748 
New York Electric 

Grand Rapids, Consumers Power 6,900 
Michigan 

Minneapolis, Northern States Power 8,323 
Minnesota 

The basic purpose of this study is to obtain 
the necessary information on the modern heat pump 
system used in residential dwellings to enable the 
identification and relation of energy use patterns 
to variables such as temperatures, house charac
teristics and orientation, occupancy and appliance 
loads. Stated another way, these results can be 
used to project future energy use and demand 
patterns on utility systems throughout the 
country. 

The importance of the heat pump in assisting 
in solving the energy crisis can be highlighted 
by some preliminary analysis of results from tests 
by one ABlC member company. Tests on electric 
furnaces indicated 4.6 KWH per degree day and for 
comparable size heat pumps 3.5 KWH per degree day. 
This is a gain in efficiency of nearly 24%. 
While this data is not enough to make any final 
judgments, it shows that this is one of the most 
important joint load research projects ever 
undertaken. 

The EEl/EPRI study has been unable to discover 
any studies on elasticity. This is one factor 
we see continually and one would assume the 
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economists had solved the problem. All studies 
have been based on historical data where the 
declining block rate structure produced a lower 
unit price as the consumption ,,,ent up. There is 
absolutely no justification to feel the same curve 
will be followed if prices rise. Task Forces 
2,3, and 5 have met and are attempting to develop 
a sound elasticity study with the hopes we can get 
funding, but more importantly to find regulatory 
commissions that will back such studies. No study 
now under way will determine elasticity as a 
secondary benefit. 

There are a lot of studies under way and the 
results are eagerly awaited. Preliminary results 
from studies in Vermont and Connecticut indicate 
some success in accomplishing their goals. 

Vermont 

Green Mountain Power, a winter peaking 
company, has 20 customers on six different rates, 
i.e. , 

1) Peak/off peak KWH 
2) Interruptible 
3) Inverted demand 
4) Three-part 
5) Contract rates (2) 

The peak/off peak ~VH rates with a 6.25-1 differen
tial, has been the most effective. The on-peak 
period is 7 am to 9 pm. Most customers have 
shifted away from the 7 pm system peak to 10 pm -
11 pm. The 7 pm coincident demand was only 61% of 
the control ~LOUP demand. There seems to be 
difficulty in customer understanding on the other 
forms rendering them less effective. 

Connecticut 

Northeast Utilities, a summer peaking company, 
has 200 test customers on a peak/shoulder/off-peak 
rate with differentials at 16: 3: 1. The winter peak 
hours are 9 am to 11 OJTI and 5 pm to 7 pm, off-peak 
from 9 pm to 8 am and shoulder hours all remaining 
hours. The preliminary results indicate a 24% 
reduction in peak period consumption by the test 
group as compared to the control group. 

It will be quite some time before all data 
is collected and analyzed at which time some 
answers to the crisis may be formulated. 



SERVICES TO DISADVANTAGED CUSTOMERS 

Charles J. Kinnamon 
Knoxville Utilities Board 

Pey capita income of customeys in the Knoxville 
Utilities Board (KUB) seyvice area lags appYeciably 
behind most aYeas. Yet, Yising costs expeYienced 
thyoughout the country have been yeflected in the 
incyeased cost of living in this service area. 
This has pYomoted KUB management to yeview policy 
peytaining to customey eneygy conseyvation and 
customey assistance in payment foy seyvices. 

The Boayd's management has become vitally 
concerned foy those customers (yefeyyed to as 
disadvantaged) with financial difficulties cyeated 
by fixed income, low income, social secuyity 
pension, welfaye pyogram, byoken homes, unemployment, 
astyonomical hospital costs, disasteys and old 
age. This gyoUP could be classified as the cyisis 
family. 

Seveyal innovative assistance Pyogyams have 
been adopted by the BoaYd's management in an 
effort to yelieve the financial strain on these 
customers, recognizing that as a public utility we 
must chayge all customers the same rate for 
connnodi ty . 

The major customer assistance programs 
provided by the Board are as follows: 

1. Budget Payment Plan - equal monthly, weekly, 
and bi-weekly payments. 

2. No-Cut-Off program under certain conditions 
and situations related to week-ends, holidays 
and extreme adverse weather conditions. 

3. Extended Service Department work schedule to 
accommodate afterhour requests. 

4. Establishment of Complaint Department to 
respond to each customer request. 
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5. Development of computerized program relating 
degree-days to customer usage over the past 
2-1/2 years. 

6. Program for individual credit evaluation. 

7. Periodic meetings with minority groups to 
explain policies ;md review individual 
problems. 

8. Institution of a "plastic" program to assist 
in the conservation of energy. 

9. The development, with TVA, of a pilot program 
of home insulation foy low income families. 

10. Development of a progyam termed as Thiyd 
Party Notification in cases of utility cut
offs. 

11. Cyeation of a Conseyvation Cyew to assist 
all home owneYs in suggesting eneygy conseYva
tion changes. 

12. Pyovision of a Customey Counseling Pyogyam 
staffed by a professional Social Woyker to 
assist the "crisis" family in whateveT way 
possible. This program is not a utility 
collection contact. 

13. Special payment dates for recipients of 
government checks wheTe utility payment dates 
aTe scheduled just prioT to receiving theiT 
monthly check. 

The attitude of the BoaTd's management is 
reflected also by its employees. The Employees' 
Association has donated employees' money to 
seveTal social agencies for the purpose of assist
ing a disadvantaged customer in payment of his 
utility bilL 



PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S RESIDENTIAL 
CONSERVATION PROGRAMS 

John S. Cooper, Manager 
Energy Conservation and Services Department, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

More than 8.6 million men, women and children 
live in the area P.C. & E. serves. 1heyread over 
300 newspapers, listen to more than 200 radi@ 
stations, and watch about 35 different TV stations. 
About 40% aTe renters; about 11% of the adults 
are unemployed. 

p • C. & E. provides service through about 3 
million electric meters; 2.6 million of these are 
residential, 300,000 are commercial, and less than 
1,000 are industrial. Electric use by each of 
these categories is fairly equal. Residential and 
commercial classes each represent about 31% of 
total KWH sales. The industrial group represents 
about 25%. The balance of electric sales are to 
agricultural customers (a particularly important 
group this dry, hot year when water pumping loads 
are at record highs), to other utilities, and to 
cities and lighting districts for street lights 
and the like. 

P.C. & E. also serves 2.5 million natural 
gas customers. About 2.4 million are residential 
customers. Their usage wpresents about 39% of 
our total gas sales. 

Let's look at a few more facts related to 
the area P.C. & E. serves. There are 94,000 
square miles in our service territory. Spread 
through 48 counties and 218 cities are 122 
business offices, about 25,000 employees, over 
17,000 miles of electric transmission lines, 
81,000 nules of electric distribution lines, and 
almost 27,000 miles of gas distribution pipes. 
The company has 65 hydroelectric and 12 thermal 
electric generating plcmts with an operating 
capabili ty of over 10-1/2 million kilowatts. 
Over 5 million kilowatts of new generating capa .. 
bility are under construction or planned for 
completion by 1981. 

So, we're faced with a large, diverse 
residential public, spread over a vast geographical 
area. 

These P. G. & E. cus tomers are the ones who 
must do the conserving of energy. P.C. & E. as a 
utility cannot do it. The people themselves .... 
our customers who number in the millions - .. must 
take the action that will result in the savings 
of energy. 

Today, therefore, I'd like to share with you 
some of the factors affecting one utility's 
energy conservation programs directed toward 
residential users of electricity and natural gas. 

We'll look at some of the elements underlying 
several progran6, discuss a few of these programs 
and, hopefully, provide a basis for development of 
additional ideas that will be acceptable to the 
public and will produce energy savings. 
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Doubtless everyone here today recognizes that 
conservation of natural gas and electric energy 
11l<lkes sense. Sense, because of rising energy 
costs to the utilities ffild, hence, to the public; 
because of the scarcity of domestic sources of 
natural gas and petroleum products; because of 
the need to defer, to the extent practicable, 
spending high cost dollars for new production or 
delivery facilities; and, because of adverse 
effects on the environment,of facilities that might 
not be needed if we conserved enough. 

Even if a utility were unregulated, conserva
tion is a must under today's conditions if that 
utility intends to continue to exist as a supplier 
of services the public expects to receive at 
relatively reasonable costs. Another reason 
conservation of energy makes sense for a regulated 
utili ty in California is because the California 
Public Utilities Commission has advised the 
u~ilities in clear terms that they'd better have 
such conservation programs or suffer the conse
quences in rate proceedings. 

So conservation of energy makes sense. Well-~ 
so do truth, justice and beauty. 

How do we get it? Years ago when I was long 
of hair and short of pants, instead of vice 
versa, my parents knew how to get it from me. I 
vms fined l¢ of my 10¢ weekly allowance if the 
bathroom light was left on. This was an effective 
progra~. Simple, but effective. 

A conservation program for an entire state is 
not so simple to develop or administer. The size 
and diversity of the public is great. The 
residential sector uses energy in many ways, and 
this sector is harder to persuade than was I. 

First, what do these residential customers 
use energy for? Their natural gas uses are 
relatively limited: space heating, water heating 
and cooking represent most of the use. P.G. & E. 's 
average residential gas customer used 109 Mcf 
(thousand cubic feet) in 1975. A gas customer 
with gas space heating, water heating and gas 
cooking would use about 145 l'<1cf per year. Of this 
amount, about 100 Mcf or 69% was for space heating; 
35 Mcf or 24% was for water heating; and 10 Mcf 
or 7% was for cooking. Other gas uses: swimming 
pool heaters, gas dryers, gas air conditioners, 
etc., represented overall only about 2% of total 
residential gas sales. 

Electric uses are far more numerous, and more 
come along all the time. Not only are the natural 
gas uses duplicated, but lighting, refrigeration 
of food, air conditioners, TV, and many other 
uses are taken for granted by the public. Our 
average electric customer used about 6,500 KWH 
in 1975. 
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But this average customer is hard to find. 
For example, a customer with electric heat and 
an electric water heater may use about 21,000 KM~ 
per year. An electric customer in P.G. & E.'s 
combination service territory (this represents 
over 80% of our customers) who also uses natural 
gas in a gas furnace, a gas water heater, and a 
gas range uses about 6,100 ~~ per year. The 
electric usage of this customer breaks down about 
as follows: 1,200 ~ or 20% for lighting; 
2,150 KWH or 35% for refrigeration; 750 ~~ or 12% 
for cooking; and 2,000 KWH or 33% for other uses. 
If air conditioning is involved and if one lives 
in much of the San Joaquin or Sacramento Valley, 
the percentages change. Residential air condition
ing systems use about 1;025 ~ to 2,400 KWH per 
year of energy. 

Many electrically-run appliances and devices, 
considered alone, use little electric energy. 
Thus, the effect of using or not using a particular 
item may be all but impossible for a consumer to 
discern when the utility bi1l comes. An electric 
clock, for instance, uses 1.5 ~ per month; an 
electric razor .005 ~ per U$e; and the fabled 
electric toothbrush .024 ~ per day. (On the 
other hand, a waterbed uses about 122 ~ per 
month. ) 

Attempting to measure the effect of use or 
non-use of items such as these for the individual 
user is as difficult as it is for a person on a 
diet to measure the effect of eating jelly beans: 
in the aggregate the effect adds up, but it's 
hard to measure as each handful of beans is eaten. 

Well, there's a thumbnail sketch of the 
consuming public P.G. & E. serves. Next, it 
seems to me, we need to keep in mind that it is 
the public that must be convinced to use gas and 
electric energy wisely. Laws setting standards for 
new construction and for more efficient equipment 
and tax incentives will help, but they are not the 
whole answer. Changes in rate forms will also 
playa dramatic role. Support of appropriate 
legislative and regulatory measures by utilities 
is another important element of an overall 
conservation program. Today, however, we're 
considering programs other than those resulting 
from such measures. Often, however, the various 
areas mus t work in concert to produce the needed 
result. 

The public must come to understand that it 
should conserve. Awareness and persuasion are 
important elements in this process. The messages 
used will differ for different programs and for 
different segments of the public. Just repeating 
"conserve" won't produce", the necessary results. 
For some, the message may be to save money. For 
others, the message may be increased convenience 
or comfort, to preserve natural resources, because 
it's patriotic, because others are doing it, or 
to keep other more essential uses served. 

Some of these bases of appeal have limited 
effectiveness. Some have pitfalls. The "save 
money" idea is often successful--so long as the 
savings are discernible. However, what happens 
if utility rates go up and the bill is higher 
after the conserving action occurs than before? 
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This sort of disenchantment needs to be recognized 
and dealt with, for it has happened to some 
P.G. & E. customers. And believe me, P.G. & E. 
frequently hears from these people - - loud and 
clear! Some of conservation's coat tail riders 
also need to be watched. Claims of impressive 
savings that just are not there need to be curbed. 
Standards need to be set. Conservation as an 
industry needs to mature. 

Consumers who are trying to conserve must be 
encouraged, but their level of expectation must 
not be raised too high. A delicate act. 

Now, let's turn to a few of P.G. & E. 's 
ongoing conservation programs. 

As we've seen, space and water heating 
represents a sizable energy use. Energy savinO's 
in this area are worth going after. This can be 
done in two general ways: by trying to change 
habits and by bringing about physical changes in 
dwellings. Ads, bill inserts, booklets, school 
and group presentations stress the value of 
turning down thermostats, closing drapes and 
fireplace dampers, and so forth. Similar approaches 
have been used to encourage the installation of 
attic insulation, weatherstripping and caulking. 
The results of the latter efforts have continued 
to grow as customers without insulation--and this 
includes most living in homes over 10 years old-
become aware of the relatively low cost to 
insulate, see their utility bills continuing to 
rise, and learn of the comfort a well-insulated 
home provides. 

In addition to directing programs to the 
ultimate consumer, P.G. & E. has attempted to 
affect the actions of builders of homes and of 
all segments of the insulation industry. The 
company has encouraged builders to go beyond 
the provisions of recently enacted state law by 
putting in additional conservation features. 

Working with the insulation industry also has 
produced excellent results. Capitalizing on the 
expertise of each segment of the industry, P.G. & E. 
has helped to coordinate the skills of the different 
segments of the industry to maximize the sales 
effort. P.G. & E. has conducted an extensive 
survey of the insulation market; helped coordinate 
insulation sales campaigns; worked to establish 
a code of ethics to keep the suede shoe types in 
check; and increased the awareness of the benefits 
of attic insulation through a broad educational 
effort using advertising, bill inserts, TV, group 
presentations, radio, billboards, wording on its 
bills, and other materials. Our biggest hit: 
an Insulate-Save Energy booklet which has been 
sent to 30,000 P.G. & E. customers. The results 
continue to grow. In 1975, as a result of the 
unified effort of 7 manufacturers, 281 dealers, 
and 57 installers over 70,000 homes were retrofit
ted with attic insulation in northern and central 
California. In 1976, the number is expected to 
be over 90,000. 

Another example: during 1975, the 14 Bay 
Area Sears stores held three campaigns. The 
results of these sales represented 30% of Sears 
nationwide insulation sales. Moreover, R-19 



insulation, the quality P.G. & E. believes 
appropriate in northern and central California, 
represented a growing share of these sales, 
increasing from about 45% for the first sale to 
over 80% for the last one. 

Air conditioning is another area in which 
P.G. & E. is involved. Note, I said air condi
tioning, not air conditioners. The company is 
encouraging the public to find ways to be 
comfortable in the summer without using an air 
conditioner by installing insulation, planting 
trees, having awnings, etc. They're also urging 
that air conditioner thermostats be set no lower 
than 78° and that during peak periods the use 
be kept to the bare minimum. The energy savings 
of models with high energy efficiency ratios 
(EER's) are also stressed to dealers and through 
them to their customers. Plans are also under 
way to field test equipment that will turn off 
air conditioners for brief periods during peak 
periods. 

Another activity of current interest is an 
effort to reach the "bits and pieces" energy 
uses. This is done by encouraging the purchase 
of energy saving devices ranging from more 
efficient night lights to shower flow restrictors 
that reduce the need for hot water. P.G. & E. 
has developed a catalogue of over 30 of these 
devices that can be ordered through the mail. 
The company is not the seller of the devices, nor 
will it profit from the sale of the devices. The 
benefit to the utility will be the same as for the 
purchase --energy savings. So far as we know, 
this is the only such comprehensive catalog avail
able in the United States. During the week 
ending July 9, when the publicity about the 
booklet was still limited primarily to our San 
Jose area, over 2,800 booklets were requested. 
This number will grow as the publicity area 
broadens. 

P.G. & E. is also encouraging pilotless 
igni tion of gas appliances and exploring and 
publicizing in a variety of ways the potential 
use of solar energy as a supplemental energy 
source. hnong the solar activities are the 
establishment of a joint industry group, like 
that used in the insulation effort; the publica
tion of a layman's guide to solar energy; working 
with contractors who are building solar/energy/ 
conservation homes being built in Fresno, Walnut 
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Creek and San Jose; and participating in a variety 
of other solar projects, including testing research. 

One method P.G. & E. is using to make the 
public aware of all these things is the Mobile 
Energy Conservation Exhibit (located today out
side Wurster Hall at the University of California, 
Berkeley). 'The exhibit is traveling to fairs, 
shopping centers and other places where the 

. public's attention can be gained. 

These programs and others like it are a 
start, but only a start. The important thing is 
to get the public to act. To get this action 
will require the best of all of us - utilities, 
regulators, legislators, educators, consultants, 
manufacturers, distributors, merchandisers, 
individualS, and groups that the public will listen 
and respond to. Above all, conservation must make 
sense to the consumer. It is our job -- all of 
us -- to make it make sense. 

A few words of caution: let's not assume 
dramatic results will occur overnight. We are 
working with a huge base, and patterns of customer 
use that have grown up over a long period of 
time. Most energy using items were acquired to 
use energy; not to not use energy. Energy has 
been so cheap and so plentiful for so long that 
it will take time for new use patterns to develop. 
Without a clearly recognizable crisis, like the 
Arab oil embargo three years ago, it is going to 
take time to alter the habits of millions of 
people. Today, the lights work, appliances go 
on when plugged in, and the furnace heats in the 
winter. 

Everyone here recognizes, as the California 
PUC stated succinctly recently in an order setting 
electric priorities for the state, that "any 
shortage of electricity would be so disruptive 
to both the economy and to individuals that every 
possible measure should be taken to avoid it." 

That "it" would be a disaster. 
turn our country into a wasteland. 
happen. 

It would 
This must not 

T. S. Eliot, in his poem, The Wasteland, 
included a line apropos to the approach I believe 
should underlie our efforts in seeking to get the 
public to conserve: "Hurry up please, it's time." 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY'S VOLUNTARY LOAD 
REDUCTION PLAN 

William E. Miller 
Manager of Market Services, Southern California Gas Company 

(Mr. Miller's presentation consisted of a 
multi-media program describing current successful 
natural gas conservation programs. He described 
the supply problem with all its complexities and 
the economic impact on all Californians if new 
supplies are not forthcoming. This surrnnary, 
however, will concentrate only on the various 
conservation programs which have been developed 
and implemented by the Southern California Gas 
Company.) 

'" '" '" 
TIlrough newsprint and television messages, 

we have shared the gas supply problem with the 
people of California, and right now we are asking 
them to help us solve it. We are asking them 
to help themselves through a joint conservation 
effort. 

Actually, there is a new source of supply 
right here in Southern California. It's the 
only new source of supply available to us. It's 
the supply we can create through the elimination 
of waste ... through the practice of conservation. 

Our Voluntary Load Reduction Program was de
signed to persuade, encourage and motivate the 
people of Southern California to use less gas. The 
program is based on voluntary cooperation. 

We believe that we can educate and motivate 
people to change their habits. We believe the 
residential user, the building community, the 
commercial and industrial user. .. everybody can 
be persuaded to "stop and think before they start 
to use." We believe this program, in operation 
now, can do the job of turning thoughtless 
consumption into though!iul conservation. 

First, let's take a look at what we're doing 
to get people who are involved in building to 
"Think Conservation." Remerriber, when we talk 
about the building industry, we're really talking 
about builders, contractors, architects--even 
real tors and lenders. And talking to them is 
something we do best through personal contact. 

That job falls on the shoulders of the 
people in the Market Services Department who 
meet with builders and work with them exclusively 
on the subject of gas conservation. 

When it comes to new construction- ··whether 
it's a high-rise, a mul tiple, or even a s ingle
family residence--the building people can help a 
lot. And our field staff is there to show them 
how. 

They'll keep the builder up to date on what 
new equipment and new systems are available. 
And they'll point out, in detail, the advantages 
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of installing such energy-saving devices as: 

Thermostats that tum themselves down 
at night. 

Water control devices on shower outlets 
to help conserve at the water heater. 

Fireplace dampers that fit tightly to 
minimize heat loss. 

Automatic dampers on range hoods. 

A suggestion to a builder that he install 
humidifiers on heating systems in areas 
of low humidity. 

And they'll try to get him to increase 
the amount of insulation around heating 
ducts. 

Where a builder indicates he is planning 
to install gas appliances, they'll ask 
him to specify pilotless gas ranges, 
dryers and funlaces. 

And finally, they discourage him from 
installing what we call non-basic equipment 
such as gas logs and gaslights. 

Wi th what he does today, the builder can 
help us conserve gas for years and years to come. 

Moreover, the Energy Management Services 
Program, which we refer to as E.M.S., helps the 
builder while it is helping everybody else. 

First of all, if the builder will install 
these energy-saving devices, his contribution 
to conservation is recognized through a certificate 
of comnendation issued by the Gas Company. 

Secondly, he's helping to keep the energy 
si tuation from getting so critical it could put 
him out of business- -which is exactly what would 
happen if a moratorium on gas and electric service 
ever had to be imposed. 

And third, he ends up with a home whidl we 
believe is more attractive to the home buyer 
because of its gas··saving and subsequent money
saving characteristics. 

Moreover, we'll help him promote those 
energy-saving features. We'll point them out 
to prospective buyers with printed feature cards 
placed strategically throughout the model home; 
and we'll have booklets, literature, a variety 
of items, on hand to help promote his mit as an 
energy-saving home. 



Personal contact with the builder is only 
part of our program to inform, persuade and 
motivate building people to think "Conservation." 

Media advertising is another part. Ads 
running in building trade publications throughout 
Southern California will continue to remind 
builders, contractors, architects, and people in 
their homes about ways to conserve. 

But the builders aren't the only ones who 
can influence the amount of energy we use in our 
homes. There's also the appliance manufacturer. 

And to encourage him to develop energy-saving 
gas ranges, dryers, water heaters and furnaces, 
we've volunteered to help in two ways - market 
research and advertising support to inform the 
public of his new appliances. 

Through the E.M.S. Program, we're attempting 
to appeal to both the builders and the appliance 
manufacturers. 

The program is designed to get them to act-
to get them involved--and get them committed. 
If we can do that, then gas energy conservation 
has got to follow. 

Let's leave our E.M.S. Program now, and let's 
talk about another program--our CONCERN Program. 
CONCERN stands for "Conserve our Nation's Crucial 
Energy Resources Now." 

The CONCERN Program, again, sets standards 
and, primarily through recognition, rewards 
those companies which make a specific contribution 
to gas energy conservation in their individual 
industries. For example, there is in operation 
now a CONCERN Program for the food service 
industry, a CONCERN Program for mobile home 
manufacturers, one for people who operate 
commercial buildings, and one for the industrial 
community. 

And believe me CONCERN Awards are not passed 
out like prizes at a company picnic. It's tough. 

It starts with the periodic surveys made by 
Gas Company field engineers--surveys of major 
commercial and industrial projects, 

In the case of a commercial building, the 
survey analyzes the efficiency of the gas heating 
and water heating equipment, the adequacy of 
insulation, the usage pattern for the premises, 
and so forth. 

For industrial gas users, the plant survey 
may analyze the efficiency of the gas-fueled 
equipment, then production line operation, points 
at which heat may be recoverable ... and it will 
make note of any new gas conservation applications 
observed--ideas which can be passed along. Also, 
our skilled service technicians analyze flue gas 
for proper combustion and make burner and control 
adjustments to assure operating efficiency of 
the gas equipment, In addition, training 
programs are conducted for plant personnel to 
"teach" good gas equipment maintenance habits. 
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With all the information obtained, a detailed 
and often sophisticated conservat~on analysis is 
prepared and recommendations made to the management 
of the operation which has been surveyed. 

If the recommendations are put into effect-
and when the savings which are generated continue 
over a six-month period--then the project may be 
recommended to the CONCERN Award Committee for 
recognition. 

After that, spot checks are made to be sure 
that the standards are maintained. 

One Gas Company customer who has cut its gas 
usage sharply and earned a commercial CONCERN 
Award is the Orange County Civic Center. 

What they did was simply find ways to get 
along using less gas. For example, heating and 
cooling were provided only during regular working 
hours ... with temperatures held to no more than 
65° and no less than 78°. 

Air handlers and exhaust fans were used 
only while buildings or areas were regularly 
occupied and not to accommodate individuals or 
small groups which used them outside of regular 
working hours. 

As a result of these measures and a few 
others, the Civic Center reduced its gas 
consumption by 24.7%. 

Among industrial users the same kind of 
energy-saving effort was applied at National 
Can Corporation. 

Responding to the Ga~ Company's recommenda
tions, National Can installed a device called a 
Heat Exchanger and was able to realize a saving 
of 42% of their gas fuel. 

The activities of our engineers are not 
limited to the people who use natural gas energy 
alone. We also work with the people who design 
and manufacture the equipment used in both 
commercial and industrial operations, 

We consult with them. And we'll even go 
so far as to share in the cost of developing a 
new gas-saving piece of equipment. 

And whether we participate or not, if some
thing good comes along, we'll tell everyone 
we can about it. In the last year, we've told 
the industry about several things, including 
the Holcroft Recuperator, a piece of equipment 
which a11m"s you to recover heat which would 
normally be wasted up the exhaust stack; the 
Turbulator, a simple, inexpensive device which 
can save anyone who uses a boiler up to 15%; 
and a new pipe which transfers heat 1,000 times 
better than copper. 

In addition to ads, the Gas Company Program 
provides a variety of printed materials. 
Brochures designed for the commercial and 
industrial markets are loaded with detailed 
energy-saving information. 
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The builder, the appliance manufacturer, 
the commercial building people and the industrial 
community are only four of the eight different 
categories into which we've divided our Conservation 
Program. 

With 9S% of all commercial and institutional 
cooking in Southern California being done by 
gas, the food service industry offers us a lot 
of opportunities to conserve energy so a CONCERN 
Award Program for the food industry has also been 
put into effect. 

Printed materials have been developed which 
detail the ways in which gas can be saved, not only 
in the preparation of food, but with regard to 
the heating of space, the operation of dishwashers 
and the elimination of non-basic appliances. 
Moreover, materials have been produced in both 
English and Spanish language versions. Our 
Appliance Service Representatives will calIon 
4,500 restaurants this year to perform a complete 
energy conservation service adjustment of all 
gas appliances as well as offer individuBl 
conservation hints and techniques for the various 
pieces of gas equipment. 

Here in Southern California the manufacture 
of mobile homes is an important and growing 
industry for which a special Mobile Home CONCERN 
Award Program has been structured. The gas-saving 
opportunities parallel some of those found in 
residential construction: 

Insulation of walls, ceilings and floor 
to specifications we have established. 

Insulation of forced air ducts. 

Weatherstripping to rigid specifications. 

Installation of thermostats with autoIDBtic 
night set-back. 

Installation of water-limiting devices 
on shower outlets. 

And exclusion of non-essential uses of 
natural gas. 

As with our other CONCETh~ Programs, the 
requirements here are pretty demanding, because 
to qualify, weatherstripping must be installed 
which exceeds State and Federal statutes. 

But if the manufacturer will meet the 
criteria, his units will be identified as 
CONCERN mobile homes; and the importance of 
that identification is already being commwlicated 
to the public with ads and through displays which 
appear in mobile home shows. 

The CONCERN Program and the E.M.S. Program 
for builders are ·both good programs--for a lot 
of reasons: 

They drive home the urgency of conservation. 

'They set specific standards for each 
market segment. 

They generate real involvement. 

They reward achievement with public 
recognition. 

And they're financially advantageous, 
because they reduce energy costs through 
reduced consumption; or in the case of 
residential building and mobile homes, 
they enhance the value of the product in 
the eye of the consumer. 

Most of all, they are successful at what they 
have set out to do--helping to stretch the current 
supply of natural gas. 

But the biggest part of the job we haven't 
begun to touch on yet. 

All the programs, all the planning, all the 
efforts we have just described to you are secondary 
in scope to the conservation/communications effort 
we're directing toward residential users. In other 
words, the general public, our largest group of 
gas energy users - -and consequently, the place 
where we can reduce the most waste and generate the 
greatest savings. 

In Southern California, about 92% of all 
homes are heated by natural gas, 95% use gas for 
water heating, and over 75% use gas for cooking. 
Just in round figures, the number of households 
we serve comes to 3,100,000 and translates into 
12 million Southern California people. 

So the job is a big one. In fact, the job 
is two jobs. Because, first, we have to inform 
people that a gas shortage exists and impress on 
them the seriousness of it. And then we have to 
tell them what they can do to help:-

To tell them about the gas shortage itself, 
we have created a series of newspaper ads in which 
the Chairman of the Board for our Company presents 
the facts as simply and as candidly as possible. 

In addition to newspapers and television, 
the story has gone out to customers slipped into 
the envelope with their monthly bills. 

That's the first half of the job. The 
second half involves information about the specific 
ways in which people can reduce the amount of gas 
used in their own homes. 

The suggestions, the tips we're giving the 
public are not complicated. But the cumulative 
effect of the gas savings they can generate is 
considerable. 

Our 2,300 public contact personnel are 
answering over 5 million phone inquiries and 
making approximately 4 million field calls per 
year. They provide customers with information 
on conservation techniques through various 
booklets, pamphlets and appliance decals and, 
when necessary, personal instruction in the 
operation of gas equipment. They also adjust 
gas equipment to operate at maximum energy
conserving efficiency and offer to turn off non
basic appliances. 



Our messages are going out in pamphlets 
included with the monthly bills, and they're 
going out in newspaper ads. 

'They're going out over radio six nights 
a week on the Gas Company Evening Concert, a 
program that's become an institution in Southern 
California. 

Press releases and conservation background 
information are being supplied to nearly 200 
southern and central California newspapers on a 
regular basis. Clippings indicate that this 
information is being used. 'The broadcast media 
have also responded by covering and airing 
mnnerous interviews with various Gas Company 
personnel about the Company's conservation 
efforts. 

In addition to all of these efforts, we are 
capitalizing directly on the most powerful medium 
of all time--television. 

In addition to one-minute spots, there are 
ten-second reminder messages which also offer 
suggestions on ways to conserve like these: 

"'The natural gas shortage is getting 
worse. Wash and dry only full loads 
of laundry." 

"'The natural gas shortage is getting 
worse. So keep your pots and pans 
covered." 

"'The natural gas shortage is getting 
worse. Tum your water heater themostat 
down." 

liThe natural gas shortage is getting 
worse. So if your hot 1rlater faucet 
leaks, fix it. II 

"The natural gas shortage is getting 
worse. Take a fast shower instead 
of a slow bath." 

Conservation messages like these are a must 
in getting people to change their habits ... t-o-' 
think about natural gas differently than they ever 
have before. But that by itself isn't enough, 
and so we've developed specific tools which will 
help residential users reduce the amount of gas 
they use. 

One is a water control device·· -a shower head 
with a built-in limiter. Interestingly enough, 
although it reduces the amount of water used by 
about 50%, the reduction actually feels very 
slight. What it saves in water and in gas used 
to heat that water can be significant--assuming 
we can get people to install them. And we think 
we can. We've been encouraged already by the 
resul ts of sales to date. 'These devices were 
first offered in the San Gabriel Valley area late 
last year. 'They are now being sold throughout 
our serving area. 'Through our efforts almost 
12,500 units have been installed as of the end of 
June. But the Water Control Program is only one 
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plan to help the householder save gas. We have 
anot11er one called our Comfort Cor>trol Program. 

For 15 years or more, we've been advising 
people to tum their thnnostats dmm at night if 
they want to save money on their gas bill. 
Today we're still advising them to tum the 
thermostat do"\\'ll at night to save gas as well as 
money. But today we have something to help do 
the job--the night set-back thermostat. 'This is 
a device that automatically lowers the thermostat 
setting at bedtime and raises it again in the 
morning. Just recently introduced to the public 
the night set-back thermostat is something our 
Customer Services personnel will deliver and 
install. We believe it's the kind of energy
saving device which will appeal to those people 
who won't tum down the thermos tat by hand 
because it means getting up to a cold house in 
the morning. By making conservation more conven
ient, we believe more people will be willing to 
do their part, 

Water control and comfort are programs that 
have been in existence for just a short time. 

Home insulation, on the other hand, is one 
we've been marketing since August of 1974. 

Television spots and newspaper ads inform 
the public about the benefits of home insulation. 
And pamphlets included with the monthly bill give 
them something they can act on. 

It's a reply card for the homeowner. When 
we receive it, we phone ahead and set an appoint
ment for one of our insulation specialists to go 
to the home, inspect, measure and estimate the 
cost of the insulation job. 

We arrange for the installation, supervise it, 
bill it and, if necessary, we'll even let the 
homeowner pay for it over a period of time. 

As you can see, we're deeply involved in home 
insulation. We're deeply involved because it's 
an importai1.t part of our Energy Conservation 
Program. 

A year ago we had 14 gas company representa
tives in the field calling on homemmers; today 
that number has been increased to 30. The 
program has proven to be a successful one, for as 
of the end of June, ne" attic insulation has gone 
into more thffi1 16,000 Southern California homes. 
And, believe me, that computes to a lot of gas 
energy saved. 

TIle contractor progra~ I've just described 
to you has been so encouraging we recently 
launched a "Do-It-Yourself" Home Insulation 
Pro gram. On this one, we're working with Do- It
Yourself Home Improvement Centers ... encouraging 
them to feature insulation products in their 
stores an.d in their advertising. We're providing 
them with in-store printed materials. We're 
backing them with our continuing insert mailings. 
And we're supporting the Do-It-Yourself effort 
with televi.sion spots. 
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We expect our efforts will have a very 
substantial impact on home insulation sales. 
Proj ections indicate that by the end of the year, 
20,000 homes will be insulated as a direct result 
of our contractor progrmn, plus another 20,000 
through our Do··It-Yourself Program. 

Also, we estimate an additional 22,500 home 
OIffiers will take it upon themselves to arrange 
for insulation through other sources as a result of 
our conservation messages. This adds up to 62,500 
homes being insulated through our direct and 
indirect conservation efforts. 

In addition to advertising sponsored by the 
Southern California Gas Company, the conservation 
effort is getting support from the American 
Gas Association. Through television the AGA has 
done an excellent job of dycunatizing what could 
happen if everyone would make one small move to 
help save gas. 

As we said earlier ,by the greatest 
amount of effort in this conservation campaign 
is going toward the residential user, because 
that's where the greatest opportunities are 
to conserve gas. 

So,ve're trying to reach the general consumer 
as often as possible, in as many different ways as 

One of the most comprehensive tools 
we've developed to help the residential user 
conserve gas is a Home Energy Planning Guide. 

Included is a two-year calendEr, with tips 
and reminders scattered throughout. There's 
an easy-to-read suggestion booklet and a conserva
tion record card to help them to keep track of 
just how well they're doing month by month. 

In addition to kits like this--to television, 
radio, newspapers and bill stuffers, we have our 
Consumer Infol1nation G~ -- a team of knowledge
able and articulate women to talk to service 
clubs, women's clubs, teacher groups, and 
organizations of any size which will take the time 
to find out about tJle gas shortage and what they 
can do to help. You'll find them speaking to 
getherings of people from the building community, 
the food ser-vice industry and even the industrial 
community. You may also nID across them in 
shopping centers walking people through one of our 
three Home Energy Conservation Centers ... discussing 
conservation techniques, answering questions and 
generally increasing the public's awareness of 
the conservation effort. 

Operation "Stretch" is another program 
designed to help conserve natural gas. Gas Company 
en~loyees meet face-to-face with consumers in their 
homes to discuss conservation of natural gas and 
generate greater understanding of the gas 
shortage. It enables us to actually show customers 
how to conser-ve natural gas in their homes, 
concentrating on the appliances with maximum 
savings potential. For example, we offer to turn 
off non·-basic appliances, such as gaslights, patio 
heaters and similar equipment. 

Apartment managers are also contacted and 
shO'wn how they can help save natural gas, and 

conservation brochures are provided for distribu
tion to the tenants. Paid Conservation Announce
ments inform the general public about this service 
and carry supportive gas conservation messages. 

'These home energy conservation units, the 
Consumer Information Group, the Water Control 
and Comfort Control Programs, the Home Insulation 
Program, the media advertising and our Customer 
Services person-to-person contacts are all part 
of our effort to persuade, encourage, motivate 
and help people to conserve natural gas by using 
less within their homes. And this residential 
effort is by far the most extensive and mnhitious 
part of the total conservation effort. 

These efforts to conserve gas have paid off. 
Figure 1 shows that we are well on the way to 
reaching our goal. The dashed straight line going 
upward to the right was our projection of the 
amount of gas that would be consumed by the end of 
1976. The straight dashed curve that goes down
ward and to the right starting in March of 1975 
was our estimate of the savings we could make. 
The solid curve of "firm meter sales" shows that 
our program has changed the trend in sales and that 
we can have every expectation of reaching our goal 
by December of 1976. 

Of all the programs we have touched on today, 
one of the most exciting is one we have yet to 
share with you--Solar Assisted Gas Energy, or what 
we refer to as SAGE. This isn't an idea we're 
just talking about, it's a project we're doing 
something about. And the first step has already 
been taken. It was taken back in early 1975. 
That's when the first solar collectors were 
installed on the roof of the Timbers apartment 
complex in El Toro, California. 

Our first objective was to prove the feasi
bility of the concept. And this installation 
did just that. Because today, all the hot water 
for all 32 apartments in the building is being 
provided exclusively by SAGE, with as much as 
90% of the energy used coming, during the summer 
months, from the sun. 

Solar Assisted Gas Energy is still in the 
research and development stages, but significant 
progress is being made. The El Toro project 
proved the-concept. The next proj ect, now being 
built in Upland, California, is aimed at defining 
the cost effectiveness of solar-assisted 
installations. 

We're excited about solar energy. We're 
optimistic about what it can do to help the 
conservation effort. Even though the contribution 
it's making to conservation is a small one today, 
that contribution is needed. 

That's why the Conservation Program has 
reached out to embrace every user of natural 
gas in Southern California--builders, appliance 
manufacturers, commercial establishments, 
industrial users, the food ser-vice industry, 
mobile home manufacturers and every person in 
every residential structure which has even one 
gas appliance. 



Conservation isn't just important, it's 
essential. It has been, is now and will continue 
~for the sole objective of every facet of 
our conservation/communication effort. 

Every employee at the Gas Company has rallied 
in support. Over 3,000 of our public contact 
personnel in payment offices, telephone service 
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bureaus and field service have been trained to 
help customers with conservation tips. And the 
cause of conservation has already sparked the 
concern of many in our community. 

But if we're going to head off the potential 
problems that lie ahead, we need the participation 
of everyone in our community. 
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Fig. 1. The Southern California Gas Company's 12-month temperature adjusted sales per firm meter. 
The dashed line represents what anticipated sales would have been without implementing our 
Voluntary Load Reduction Plan. Our 1976 test year objective is for a 12-month ended 
objective of 129.5 Mc£. 



THE ROLE OF AN ENERGY MANAGEMENT FIRM 

Marvin Winders 
Senior Vice President, Engineering Supervising Company 

As an introduction to this subject, a defini
tion of the key term "energy management" is required. 
Webster defines energy as the capacity for doing 
work and natural power vigorously exerted. 
Management is defined as the judicious use of means 
to accomplish an end. Interpreting the above, 
energy management can then be defined as the 
judicious use of the capacity to accomplish work, 
or the judicious use of natural power. Natural 
power can be conside~d to be that which exists 
in its raw, or manufactured state, i.e., coal, 
oil, natural gas, electricity, etc., and human 
resources. Both must be effectively managed to 
fully utilize their existing potential in the 
solution of the energy proble~s facing the nation. 

Why have we, as a nation, and particularly a 
nation with an abundance of natural resources, 
reached a 'crisis' situation? The various forms 
of energy, which has been one of the reasons for 
our nation's great productivity and high standard 
of living, have been available in such abundant 
quantities that their price has, until 1971, been 
almost insignificant in comparison to its utiliza
tion value. Regardless of the vastness of supply, 
there was still definite action by various factions 
to create and maintain depressed prices at the 
source, i.e., control of oil production, natural 
gas rates, etc., for some forms of energy. This 
has resulted in an inequality in the cost of the 
one source vs another. Example, coal as an energy 
source has essentially been removed from the 
nation's resources in favor of oil and/or natural 
gas. 

Prior to 1971, when the utilization of fuel 
oil beca~e an ever-increasing factor in the 
generation of electrical energy, and therefore, a 
significant cost factor, we as a nation were 
bombarded with the urgency to use more and more 
amounts of electricity. It was the cheap and 
clean source of energy. Or, at least, that is 
what the suppliers have told us. It was easy for 
us to believe: 

• Higher levels of lighting are better. 

• Automobiles with more horsepower are better. 

~ Natural gas is cleaner and cheaper than 
coal. 

~ Foreign oil is less expensive than domestic 
oil. 

@ A high standard of living is essential to 
man's well being. 

We could go on and on. Invariably, these 
items lead to an abuse of the energy utilization. 
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With the oil embargo, the suppliers of energy, 
i.e., utilities, were forced to recognize that 
more was not necessarily better. A new approach 
was required. Now, conservation was essential to 
our well being. Yet, when the cost of gasoline, 
electricity, and the other available forms of 
energy was escalated sufficiently to make the 
sources accessible, energy again became available 
and the crisis literally disappeared as far as 
the public was concerned. Does it really exist? 
The answer is definitely Yes. 

~~at is being done about it? The past two 
to three years have seen the organization of the 
Federal Energy Administration, the Energy Research 
and Development Administration, and the involve
ment of Congress, state legislatures, and numerous 
technical societies, i.e., architectural, engineer
ing, construction, etc., in an effort to solve the 
energy crisis. Energy-management has become the 
'buzz word' for today. Everyone is doing it. 
So what is being done about it? 

ENERGY INDEPENDENCE BY 1985. 

Congress has appropriated very large sums of 
money for the development of new and alternate 
energy sources. As described in Energy, Earth 
and Everyone, a global energy strategy for 
spaceship earth prepared by Medard Gabriel in 
conjunction with the World Game Workshop in 
June-July, 1974, the alternate 'income' energy 
sources, i.e., wind, geothermal, solar, etc., are 
long-term solutions. Are there any available 
short-term solutions? Again, the answer is 
definitely Yes. 

Before I continue "The Role of an Energy 
Management Firm", I would like to deviate here to 
discuss with you the results of an energy caucus 
that was held just one year ago on July 17-18, 
1975, in Newport Beach, California, for the express 
purpose of reviewing the causes and concerns of 
what was then called a world-wide energy crisis. 

John Phillips, President of our company 
(Engineering Supervising Co.), had been made aware 
of certain legislation that was then before the 
United States House and Senate which tended toward 
mandating techniques and the required results of 
energy conservation practices at all levels of 
involvement. Many of the mandates were based 
upon entirely arbitrary considerations, and there
fore, not necessarily functional reasons and 
applications. Because of these personal concerns, 
an idea was conceived and invitations were 
forwarded to many executives of financial, 
manufacturing, institutional, governmental, and 
armed forces bodies to participate in a two-day 
caucus to discuss and establish major energy 
concerns. The attendees are identified in 
Appendix A. 



The first morning was spent in open discussion 
of the energy problem as it was identified nation
ally and also with respect to the concerns of the 
individuals present and the corporations, or 
institutions, they were representing. A banker 
was concerned with financing. The representative 
of a major oil company was concerned about its 
corporate image, or the proper identification of 
oil supplies to the public. Ironically, one 
government official had the same concern - image 
of government. Excess profits was eneryone' s 
conce-m, or, at least, so it seemed. The list 
went on and on, with each person expressing his 
individual opinion of the problem. It was an 
interesting beginning. 

In the afternoon, the caucus broke into 
several groups for the purpose of reviewing and 
analyzing the discussion of the morning session, 
identifying specific concerns, and preparing a 
summary of each group's findings (concerns) 
upon re-assembly of the caucus. 

The next morning, each group presented its 
list to the caucus. It was revealing that 
individual concerns were essentially the same 
as those of the representative large corporations 
and that the many individually expressed concerns 
could be accumulated under a relatively limited 
number of major subjects. In fact, the caucus 
was able to define 17 specific subjects (the list 
and topic definitions are included as Appendix B) 
as its composite concerns. 

Once the caucus identified the topics of 
concern, it set about establishing the priority 
of in~ortance. It seems to me that the prioritized 
concerns of ths auspicious group, in fact, 
constitute the fundamental basis for, and establish 
The Role of an Energy Management Firm. 

I would now like to address The Role of the 
Energy Management Firm in the short term in the 
context of the first four topics of the above. 

~ Education 

~ Incentives 

II Legislation 

II Technology 

The First is Education 
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"This concern addresses the problem of creating 
an operative level of awareness of the critical 
dimensions of the energy crisis by all sectors of 
our society. The term "operative level of awareness" 
alludes to the need to: 

1) Reinforce the education process by 
necessary repetition and, 

2) The selective targeting of energy--consum
ing groups according to their specific 
needs. 

'The concern also recognizes the need for a 
very large and intensive effort to accomplish 

design and propagation of essential information 
prognuns. Central promotion and coordination of 
the effort may be essentiaL" 

An energy management firm has the responsi
bility of identifying the energy problems of its 
client, to inform and make him a}vare of those 
problems, and to develop a mutual solution that 
is both energy conscious and cost effective. The 
solution must be responsive and effective for all 
levels of the client's organization from top 
management to the lowest responsible level of 
employee. Unless all levels of constituency are 
aware and can respond viably to the need, achieve
ment of a successful conservation effort becomes 
impossible. 

Recently, an energy management firm surveyed 
and analyzed the operation of a major office 
building in downtown Chicago. Utilizing a computer 
analysis progra~, the consultants were able to 
identif-y an excessive use of electricity in the 
operation of the building air-conditioning 
chillers. By changing the operating mode from 
auto:matic hot gas by-pass to manual, an effective 
reduction in utilization of electricity of 28% 
was achieved. The operating persOlmel had assumed 
that the automatic mode achieved the highest 
level of efficiency when, in fact, that was not 
the (ase. Having been made aware of the fact, 
they have since reduced the use of electricity 
even further. 

The workshop has addressed this topic of 
education through a potential energy extension 
services program. Awareness of the fundamentals 
of energy sources, energy utilization, and 
results of energy abuse are essential if the nation 
is to become energy independent. 

The Second is Incentives 

"Incentives are of varied natures, effect, 
application, and consequence. Because of the 
extreme importance and immediacy of the energy 
problem and because of its complexity, it is 
necessary to consider incentives in their broadest 
aspect and application. Due care to the effect 
and consequence of each incentive considered is 
necessary, but prompt action is paramount. 

"The beginning of incentive is awareness. 
This awareness must be shared by both those 
benefiting by the incentive itself, and by those 
who perceive themselves as being affected 
adversely by proposed incentive. This awareness 
mulst encompass a common understanding of the need, 
and create a common desire to dei, or agree to that 
which they would not do otherwise. This could 
be effected by showing the consequences if the 
need is not met, and the reasons each proposed 
incentive is the best to meet each individual 
need. 

"To be of much effect , incentives must show 
a reasonable probability of direct and early 
personal benefit to both groups. Incentives must 
also avoid, or at least mitigate, any potential 
counter-products such as adding additional opera
ting costs to already marginal profit industries, 



" 

or sharply reducing otherwise normal profit 
margins. 

"Specific areas of potential action are: 

~ Natural incentive 
Awareness of potential sharp reduction or 
possible outright elimination of profit 
potential through a shortage or eventual 
absence of energy of particular sources. 

~ Negative incentive 
The bringing to bear of pressure and 
influence of government and society at 
large, governmental regulative sanctions, 
mandatory legislation, prohibitory legisla
tion, or taxation refonll to discourage or 
reduce energy use. 

"Such steps must include simultaneously with 
their implementation, plans to terminate their use 
at an early date to return matters to the control 
of the free market. 

* Positive incentive 
Tax refonn to: (1) reduce or eliminate 
excise and income taxes to encourage 
development, exploration, and discovery 
of alternate fuels, and to increase and 
conserve present fuels; (2) to provide 
substantial and early investment tax 
credit for capital expenditures and/or 
rapid amortization of those costs; (3) 
provision of subsidized low-interest 
financing for capital expenditures. 

"These may be found to be necessary in various 
continuations and degrees of application to meet 
the need. We therefore state in our view the 
national interest, economy, and standard of life 
by the careful avoidance of restrictive and 
regressive legislation which work to the contrary." 

This definition speaks for itself and includes 
reference to many possible alternative incentives 
available. Wi thout some form of incentive, it is 
difficul t to comprehend an equitable solution to 
our energy problem. The energy management firm 
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must be so well versed in energy sources, utiliza
tion, and management techniques that it can identify 
the cause and effect and recommend the advffiltage 
(incentives) of proposed solutions to its clients. 
cfhis can only come from long experience and a 
thorough understanding of the industry, equipment 
and system availability, manpower capability, and 
the methodologies pertinent to formalize viable 
operating prograTILs relating to both capital and 
operating dollars. 

In a very large conunercial development in 
Detroit, the owner requested (at the time the 
work drawings for the energy utilization systeTILs 
were approximately 90% complete) a revielv and 
analysis of these systems to determine if 
alternates were available to effect energy 
reductions and cost beneH ts. Within certain 
operating criteria and design changes, a reduction 
in the central chiller plant of 25% was achieved, 
and the ajr distribution system was chffilged from 
constant volume to a more efficient variable
volume system. The result was a cost benefit to 

the owner of approximately $3,000,000 in capital 
outlay and $500,000 in annual operating expenses. 
Invested at a very conservative 8% annually, the 
return on investment in 20 years would be 
$36,863,850. Incentive? Certainly I believe it 
would be. 

Th.e Third 

"Since the general term energy has had such 
a dramatic impact recently with concommitant 
effects in the socio-economic, technical, and 
environmental areas, and appears to be a continu
ing volatile topic for the foreseeable future, 
efforts should be instituted to advise legislators 
to exercise caution and restraint in their 
actions. It is incumbent that thoughtful, short
term legislation be written in areas deemed 
necessary without any proliferation of political 
capital. }\ny legislative action should be based 
on reasonably definable obj ecti ves . It is 
recommended that it be written in positive and/or 
constructive terms. It is also reconunended to 
be for limited, short'-term duration so that 
technological advancements as well as changing 
political and/or economic situations can be 
reviewed to effect further beneficial actions 
without attempting to perpetuate existing outmoded 
legislation." 

We are not necessaTily talking solely about 
federal or state legislation, although that is 
the level that generally becomes the most 
restrictive or prohibi ti ve. For example, a 
private corporation, or in fact, an individual 
can formulate legislation that limits actions to 
accomplish its or his goals. 

The example given above can also apply to 
positive legislation. The owner in Detroit had 
to make the decision to accept the alternate, 
even though the original design was essentially 
complete. He, in effect, initiated the legislation 
or action, to accept the incentive of the alternate. 

Legislation, by its very nature, can be 
arbitrary and detrimental to the achievement of 
our energy goals. For example, a building proj ect 
required 0.25 cfm per square foot of outside fresh 
air by building code. The code had been adopted 
in the 1920's, long before air conditioning, and 
had never been updated. Most lllunicipalities now 
accept 5 Cflll per person, or 0.05 cfm/sq. ft., 
a factor of 1 to 5. This means less refrigeration, 
smaller equipment, less energy consumption, and 
ultimately, less capital and operating dollars 
for the owner. Even though the intentions of the 

bodies are to provide the methodology 
directives to serve and benefit its 

constituency, often, because the specific legisla~ 
tion is not based upon functional application, 
the end result backfires, producing the reverse 
of its intentions. The energy management firm 
must be knowledgeable in the current and proposed 
legislative requirements and their effect upon 
ownership, and be prepared to combat its restric ~ 
tiveness on behalf of prudent use of available 
energy. 



The Fourth Topic is Techno~ 

If, in fact, these four topics, education, 
incentives, legislation, and technnlogy, are 
adequately covered, the remainder of the listed 
concerns will also be coveredo 

The definition of technology is: 

"In general, techn.ology exists today in the 
field of energy systems to initiate action for the 
accomplishment of major energy conservation, ioe., 
lighting, HVAC, automated peak leveling, natural 
gas redistribution, coal gasification, and solar 
energy. Practically, the accomplishment of 
energy conservation or management of energy 
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systems utilizing these techniques lies in the 
economics of developing the techniques, particularly 
solar, geothermal, increased oil reserves, and in 
the creating of the awareness and need for 
accomplishment of effective energy management 0" 

An energy management firm, having provided 
its client with awareness to establish the need, 
incentives to establish the profitability, and 
the legislation procedures to establish the 
method of accomplishment, must also have the 
technology to establish the techniques of an 
energy~efficient and cost-conscious operating 
system. 

The facilities manager of the county of 
San Diego General Services Department was 
interested in the development of an automated 
control system for the county's buildings that 
would effectively reduce energy consumption 
and operating expenses. After weeks of investiga
ting the available equipment and systems (this 
was in 1972) and finding them lacking in overall 
capability to meet his desired results, he retained 
an energy management firm to analyze the county's 
requirements and recommend a course of actiono 

TIle end product of that decision will be an 
automated monitoring and control system that has 
been developed to the specific functional needs 
of the county 0 The system will incorporate 
direct computer operational control of the energy 
utilization equipment in 38 buildings from the 
county operations center, without interrupting 
the local control functions at the equipment or 
the individual buildingso The system also 
provides the capability of incorporating fine 
management, security, county-wide communications, 
manpower management, and management information 
systems in the future 0 The savings that will be 
generated pay for the installed cost of the system 
in approximately four years 0 

Now let us look at what an energy management 
firm might be. Each of the above topics tends 
to define separate and distinctive functions: 
education, an educator or teacher; incentives, 
a business expert; legislation, an administrator; 
and lastly, teclmology, an engineer or scientist 0 

You might say, a very unusual conibination. Not 
necessarily so. Like the medical profession that 
is now reverting to general practitioners, the 
energy management firm must be the GoP. of the 
energy effort 0 

The logical candidate is a firm that has had 
experience in the end product, or in other words, 
the operations manager 0 The operations manager 
must, by experience and training, be able to 
educate (train) the systems operators 0 He must 
understand the business (incentives) aspect and 
he must be an administrator. Furthermore, his 
expertise, or technical ability, becomes the final 
link in an energy-effective organization. 

An energy management firm is a service 
organization with the capability of providing its 
clients: 

e Education (awareness) 

e Incentive (profits and return on invest
ment) 

e Legislation (in the broadest sense of the 
word ~ in the form of administration 
and operating programs) 

@ Techn010gy (experience research and 
system development) 

Today there are only a limited number of 
firms that have been performing the services in 
total that have been defined above. A fragmented 
approach to the energy crisis will never sufficeo 
The development of functional approaches that 
include awareness, incentives, legislation, and 
finally, current or advanced technology, will 
provide the basis of a sound energy program. 
The role of an energy management firm has been 
identifiedo We cannot prognosticate the where
abouts of the firms. 

An energy management firm, having this 
diverse yet specific capability, can only provide 
a singular sector of the solution to the national 
energy effort. An effective energy conservation 
effort requires capital investment. Ownership, 
regardless of the effectiveness of an awareness 
campaign, is often reluctant to invest capital 
do11ars when the return on investment may be 10 
to IS years away. Money can be put to better 
use. Therefore, a short-term incentive must be 
providedo This is the role an energy-management
oriented government shou1d undertakeo Government 
support in the form of incentives, positive 
1egislation, and sponsorship of the transfer of 
available tecmlology, puts it in the category 
of the classical energy management firm 0 The 
private energy management firm can provide the 
technical resources necessary to support the 
government sector in this effort 0 

We believe the role of an energy management 
firm is applicable to the public as well as the 
private sector and that the emphasis of both 
should be toward voluntary application of all 
available resources for: 

@ Education 

@ Incentives 

@ Legislation 

Gl Technology 0 



Finally, we have attempted to identify for 
you what we see as the energy management firm and 
its role in the national energy effort. The 
development of the functional requirements and 
future goals of each of the four topics of 
concern discussed is not within our specific 
purview or capability. The application of the 
available information and technology is, however, 
as indicated by the examples contained in this 
paper. Each is a specific experience wi thin our 
company. We I ve been there. We know. Effective 
energy management is not a figment of the 
imagination. It can be accomplished today and in 
the near term while the alternate sources are 
being developed. 

APPENDIX A. Energy Caucus Attendance List 

Mr. M. L. Asroff 
Plans and Policies 
Environment and Energy Conservation 
Atlantic Richfield Company 
515 South Flower Street 
Los Angeles, California 90071 

Mr. Vince Butterly 
Ford Motor Land Development Corporation 
One Parklane Boulevard 
Dearborn, Michigan 48126 

J\1r. Howard Craven 
Union Bank 
445 South Figueroa Street 
Los Angeles, California 90017 

Mr. Harry M. Dotson 
Conservation Officer 
Energy Conservation Division 
Federal Energy Administration 
3660 Wilshire Boulevard, #800 
Los Angeles, California 90010 

Mr. William Elsey, III 
Mariscal Co. 
2600 Wilshire Boulevard, #501 
Los Angeles, California 90057 

Mr. Wayne Fillpot 

Vice President - Real Property Mgmt. 
\\Tells Fargo Bank 
475 Sansome Street 
San Franci sco, California 94120 

Mr. Lowell Ives 

Ford Motor Land Development Corporation 
One Parklane Boulevard 
Dearborn, Michigan 48126 

Dr. Donald B. Jones 
Cal.ifornia State University - Fullerton 
c/o 1815 Sherington Place, NV-308 
Newport Bea California 92600 

, } 

Mr. Donald Jost 

/I,T&:T 
195 Broadway 
New York, New York 

Mr. Arch Kelly 

ERDA 
P. O. Box 1446 
Canoga Park, California 91304 

Mr. Bill Krumm 
Vice President 
Occidental Life Insurance COHlpany 
1150 South Olive Street 
Los Angeles, California 90015 

Colonel Sheldon Lustig 
SAC Headquarters 

U. S. Air Force 
Omaha, Nebraska 

Mr. John B. Phillips 
President 
Engineering Supervision Company 
170 Newport Center Dllve 
Newport Beach, California 92660 

Dr. Elliot Ponchick 
Mariscal Coo 
2.600 Wilshire Boulevard, #501 
Los Angeles, California 90057 

Mr. William Sachau 
Chief Financial Officer 
Department of Water and Power 

-111 North Hope Street 
Los Angeles, California 90051 

Mr. Robert Snyder 
Southern California Gas Coo 
Box 3249 Terminal Annex 
Los Angeles, California 90051 

Mr. Barna Szabo 
Chief Deputy to Supervisor Hayes 
822 Hall of Administration 
500 West Temple Street 

Los Angeles, California 90012 

Mr. Daniel C. Waters 

General 1\1anager 
Central City Association 
523 Vlest Sixth Street, #200 
Los Angeles, California 90014 

Mr. Marvin S. Winders 
Senior Vice President 
Engineering Supervi sion Company 
170 Newport Center Drive 
Newport Beach, California 92660 



Mr. Dave Wood 
Supervising Administrative Analyst 
General Services Department 
The of San Diego 
1970 B Street, Mail Station No. 27 
San Diego, California 92102 

APPENDIX B. Definitions of items of concern 

Education (awareness). This concern 
addresses the problem of creating an operative 
level of awareness of the critical dimensions 
of the energy crisis by all sectors of our 
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society. The term operative level of awareness 
alludes to the need to: 1) rejnforce the 
education process by necessary repetition and 
2) the selective targeting of energy-consuming 
groups according to their specific information 
needs. 

The concern also recognizes the need for a 
very large and intensive effort to accomplish 
design and propagation of essential information 
programs. Central promotion and coordination 
of the effort may be essential. 

Incentives. Incentives are of varied nature, 
effect, application, and consequence. Because of 
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the extreme importance and innnediacy of the 
energy problem and because of its complexity, 
it is necessary to consider incentives in their 
broadest aspect and application. Due care to the 
effect and consequence of each incentive considered 
is necessary but prompt action is paramount. 

The beginning of incentive is awareness. This 
awareness must be shared by both those benefiting 
by the incentive itself and by those who perceive 
themselves as being affected adversely by proposed 
incentive. This awareness must encompass a 
common understanding of the need and create a 
common desire to do or agree to that which they 
would not otherwise. This could be effected 
by showing the consequences if the need is not 
met and the reasons each proposed incentive is 
the best to meet each individual need. 

To be of much effect, incentives must show 
a reasonable probability of direct and early 
personal benefit to both groups. Incentives must 
also avoid, or at least mitigate, any potential 
counter-products such as adding additional opera
ting costs to already marginal profit industries, 
or sharply reducing otherwise normal profit 
margins. 

Specific areas of potential action are: 

Natural Incentive 

Awareness of potential sharp reduc
tion or possibly outright elimina
tion of profit potential through 
a shortage or eventual absence of 
energy of particular sources. 

Negative Incentive 

The bringing to bear of pressure and 
influence of government and society 
at large, governmental regulative 
sanctions, mandatory legislation, 
prohibitory legislation, or taxation 
reform to discourage or reduce 
energy use. 

Such steps must include simul
taneously with their implementation, 
plans to terminate their use at an 
early date to return matters to the 
control of the free market. 

Positive Incentive 
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Tax reform to: (1) reduce or eliminate 
excise and income taxes to encourage 
development, exploration, and 
discovery of alternate fuels, and 
to increase and conserve fuels; (2) 
to provide substantial and early 
investment tax credit for capital 
expenditures and/or rapid amortiza
tion of those costs; and (3) provi
sion of subsidized low-interest 
financing for capital expenditures. 

These may be found to be necessary in various 
continuations and degrees of application to meet 

the need. We therefore state that in our view 
the national interest, economy, and standard of 
life by the careful avoidance of restrictive and 
regressive legislation which work to the contrary. 

Type of Legislation. Since the general term 
energy has had such a dramatic impact recently 
with concommitant effects in the socio-economic, 
technical, and envirorunental areas, and appears 
to be a continuing volatile topic for the foresee
able future, efforts should be instituted to 
advise legislators to exercise caution and 
restraint in their actions. It is incumbent that 
thoughtful, short-term legislation be written in 
areas deemed necessary without any proliferation 
of political capital. Any legislative action 
should be based on reasonably definable terms. 
It is recommended that it be written in positive 
and/or constructive terms. It is also reconnnended 
to he for limited, short-term duration so that 
technological advancements as well as changing 
political and/or economic situations can be 
reviewed to effect further beneficial actions 
without attempting to perpetuate existing and 
outmoded legislation. 

Technology. In general, technology exists 
today~e-tTeld of energy systems to initiate 
action for the accomplishment of major energy 
conservation, Le., lighting, INAC, automated 
peak leveling, natural gas redistrihution, coal 
gasification, and solar energy. Practically, 
the accomplishment of energy conservation or 
management of energy systems utilizing these 
techniques lies in the economics of developing 
the techniques, particularly solar, geothermal, 
increased oil reserves, and in the creating of 
the awareness and need for accomplishment of 
effective energy management. 

Definition of Benefits. Benefits, however 
defined, should utiLize the same scale for the 
individual as for the co-rporate, governmental, 
or institutional entity. Proportionately, the 
financial impact will be greater for the corporate 
entity, whatever system is established. The 
ultimate objective is the conservation of energy 
for the common good by rewarding efficient operation 
of electromechanical equipment, motor vehicles, 
and public transportation. 

National Defense/National Energy Sel£
Sufficiency. In a world frequently rocked by 
vlolent conflicts and intense competition for 
natural resources, this nation is becoming 
increasingly dependent upon other countries to 
maintain its economic and social well being. 
Energy provides the dynamic motor of our economic 
life, yet our ability to supply needed energy from 
our own resources is reduced by the fact that 
several other nations are much better endowed 
wi th energy resources currently in use. Such 
increasing energy dependency bodes ill for our 
nation's future and mandates a seriou3 re-appraisal 
of our energy policies. A National Plan is needed 
to enhance this country's ability to deal with 
this situation. 

Foreign energy suppliers can threaten our 
citizens' life styles and economic stability. 
A primary focus of our national energy policy, 



therefore, must be the strengthening of our 
national security. By maintaining in reserve a 
needed amount of energy resources in all forms, 
national security can be ensured. 

However, military might is only one aspect 
of national security. Economic viability is yet 
another. National energy policies must provide 
the tools for our continued economic health by 
encouraging the development of alternate energy 
sources, by increasing the effectiveness of energy 
conservation efforts, and by the better utilization 
of our existing resources. Unfortunately, the 
U.S. currently relies mostly on sources least 
available and less on sources most abundant in 
nature. Current energy priorities will have to 
be altered and will have to be made more flexible. 
A level of national energy self~sufficiency could 
be achieved if the present situation of relying on 
a limited range of diminishing domestic resources 
is chffilged to a reliance on a much broader range 
of more available ranges of energy resources. 

At the same time, this nation should continue 
its efforts to stabilize the world situation through 
cooperative international efforts in the field of 
energy. 

Energy Costs. In the past two years, energy 
costs have risen more rapidly than the general cost 
of living. All buyers are concerned by rising 
prices generally, and by rising energy costs, both 
because of general reluctance to reduce major 
energy uses and because of some suspicion that 
certain energy price hikes were unnecessary, if 
not conspiratorially mercenary. There is some 
format for recosting the forms and relative levels 
of electric power rates, and this could prove 
either beneficial or deleterious depending on the 
solutions chosen. Certain pressures are driving 
for legislators to lliffildate lifeline utility roles, 
despite the fact that such subsidized prices have 
adverse economic consequences relative to 
providing equivalent subsidies in income f01111. 

National Standards for Energy Statistics. 
A sou~s needed for input and output o:r:ifl 
identifiable statistics of national and inter
national energy resources and reserves, purchasing 
agreements, transportation progrffillS, generating 
and network facilities, present and proposed 
operating systems, consumer loading indices, and 
all other information as is required to generate 
responsible and valid data for the measurement 
and analysis of energy demand consumption. 

Voluntary vs Mandated. Concern is expressed 
at increasing attempts to convert voluntary 
energy conservation progrffillS into closely 
monitored government mandated progrffi11S. Increased 
incursion of the government into private business 
matters, potential disclosure of company confi
dential matters and the increased government 
bureaucracy needed to accomplish this are facets 
of this concern. 

Total Economic Decision Making. The decision
making process in most of the management of the 
nation's resources, in both the public and private 
sectors, has been oriented to first-cost considera~ 
tions. Decision making should encompass considera-
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tion of total ownership costs -- first costs, 
energy costs, and other operating costs incurred 
during a facility's lifetime. For instance, 
energy consumption is affected by the choice of 
equipment chosen to accomplish a specific task 
(e.g., air conditioning). Only by considering 
total ownership costs can the most rational 
decision be made as to which air conditioner to 
use. In some cases, the minimum energy consumer 
may have a higher initial cost but the cost 
reductions due to the energy savings may make it 
the most economical decision. 

The advantage of such an approach is that it 
forces more complete consideration of the impact 
of a particular decision. In lliffily cases the 
economics of the situation act as a positive 
incentive to choose equipment that minimizes 
energy consumption, even if it may have a higher 
initial cost. Additional advantages of life-cycle 
cost analyses are that it makes clear the cost 
of choosing minimum energy consumption and that 
it provides a framework for analyzing and 
structuring incentive progT'ffillS to accomplish our 
energy goals. 

Legislation should be written to require/ 
encourage inclusion of total-ownership cost 
analyses as part of the approval process in 
regulating the construction of new facilities 
or the expansion of present facilities. If we can 
require the study of a facilities influence on the 
jackrabbit popUlation (EnviroDJ1lental Impact 
Report), we should require decision makers to 
prepare life-cycle costs analyses of proposed 
facili ties. 

Governmental Information Credibility Gap. 
There has been a long-standing mistrust of govern
ments and the general public of big business. 
Incumbent in this is big business's need to 
protect proprietary information, but if big 
business is to make an honest and proper profit, 
then. big business must regain the confidence of 
government and the public. 

The mere playing of statistical games is the 
answer. Big business, like government, must be 
willing to disclose to the extent that we will all 
benefit in profit, supply (availability of 
product), etc. 

Due to many reasons, all levels of government 
have lost credibility with the general public 
and big business. This condition impacts all 
levels of government in their effort to communi
cate a meaningful message. This then makes it 
nearly impossible to develop any sane, concrete, 
and beneficial program or projects. 

This unfortunate condition will not be 
changed in the near future; therefore, it is 
suggested that a credible method is needed to 
accomplish the dissemination of federal infor
mation. 

Perhaps an institute or institutes, with a 
level of accepted credibility with the general 
public and big business, might facilitate this 
need. Moreover, there needs to appear on the 
scene, locally and nationally, someone or a group 



of individuals who has not been tarnished or 
tainted by past involvement or associations who 
can facilitate this need. 

Standards. There is a need for a common 
recognized set of guidelines (standards) that form 
the basis of the national energy conservation 
effort. The guidelines will not legislate the 
method, technology, or economics but will allow 
individual, corporate, and institutional entities 
to utilize their know-how, ingenuity, and total 
abilities to achieve maximum results within the 
guidelines. 

Inequities Generated by the Energy Crisis. 
In the w3jor industrial, commercial, health care, 
and governmental consumer market, escalating 
energy costs ultimately are transferred to the 
individual taxpayer/consumer in the form of 
increased cost of service and product. Additional 
burdens reflect on the investor in the risk 
involved in pricing his product without definitive 
information on energy cost increases. 

Investment. A capital expenditure for a 
device or an idea that will conserve energy, 
better utilize energy, or create additional energy 
with cost effectiveness. 

lication of Energy Controls. Problems 
that lack imme late and VIa Ie solutions attract 
all government levels. This results in fractured, 
multiple efforts that duplicate and contradict 
one another. Our concern is that legislative, 
regulatory, and motivation toward voluntary 
efforts to reduce energy usage involve a single 
or carefully coordinated problem assessment and 
interpretation and that this results in a single 
set of control devices that is reasonably clear, 
reasonably understandable, and equitable to all 
types and levels of consumers. 

Conflicting Objectives (Value Systems). An 
obvious but seldom articulated problem irihibiting 
decision processes and constructive dialogue is 
the variability of values or objectives between 
groups in our society. Each tends to support 
proposed actions in relation to its objectives 
which reflect value and belief systems. 

This concern suggests that conflicting 
objectives shOUld be identified and highlighted 
in an effort to promote understanding of decision 
processes relating to energy. 
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Windfall Profits. The concern is that some 
firms may reap excessive profits by exploiting 
energy shortages in an unfair manner. A profits 
review board should be established to review and 
rule on cases where excessive profits mB.y have 
resulted from unfair exploitation. It should be 
noted, however, that in any situation, particu
larly times of crisis, some firms will do very 
well -- whether by luck or far-sighted manage
ment -- and it is not the role of government 
to reduce the profits of such firms; only those 
cases where unfair exploitation is established 
should the result be punitive action. 

This is also an era for some concern in the 
education area to help the public understand the 
economics of the situation and why a corporation's 
profits mayor may not be unfair and excessive. 

Consumer Consumption Patterns. Consumer 
ConsumptIon Patterns is an analYSIS of electrical 
and gas usage from an individual, residential, 
commercial, and industrial standpoint. Individual 
and residential analysis shOUld include driving 
and vacation patterns and a "type of life" 
sampling. Commercial and industrial analysis 
should include an analysis of type of operation, 
hours of operation, and an estimate of peak-load 
requirements. 

The results of these studies should be 
straight forward and need little, if any, 
interpretation. The anticipated recommendations 
would include the following: 

Individual and Residential 

1) Encourage car pooling 

2) Shorter vacation driving 

3) Awareness of the energy crisis and 
implementation of energy saving 
activities, e.g., lighting, heating, 
etc. 

Commercial and Industrial 

1) The reconnnendation to those businesses 
that don't thrive on daytime opera
tion to change or alter their hours 
of operation. 

2) Awareness of energy problems and 
doing their part in alleviating the 
problems, e.g., lighting, heating, 
load shedding, etc. 



MARKETING ENERGY CONSERVATION 

John E, Hamrick 
Vice President, Marketing, San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

Marketing Energy Conservation is a utility 
marketing man's dream, 111e product, conservation, 
meets all the criteria for a successful venture 
into the marketplace. VI'ho needs it? Everyone! 
Who benefits by it? E:,:,:e2Yone) What does it U 

cos t? It doesn't ... it pays! 

As in any well ~ structured 11larketing plan, 
the elements of research, advertising, public 
relations, and the sales flmction must be 
considered in the planning process when developing 
objectives, goals, and strategies, 

Fortunately, marketing planning capability 
existed within San Diego Gas & Electric Company's 
Marketing Division in 1972 when the first of the 
signals of impending energy crisis were being 
heard. Sam Smith, Vice President, E1 Paso 
Natural Gas Company, made a presentation at the 
Pacific Coast Gas Association 1972 Spring Market-' 
ing Conference tined "lA'hat' s in Store for Us." 
One of the more salient points of his talk was 
"energy conservation in daily life and energy 
policy will become increasingly important in the 
United States and world politics." 

The impetus of these statements coupled with 
a revised Marketing policy which I issued in 
July of 1971 launched San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company into one of the first energy conservation 
marketing programs established in the United 
States, Essentially, our new Marketing policy 
committed us to be responsive to changing 
sociological needs of the Company's customers. 
Even then we were concerned about the potential 
of energy shortages and increasing energy costs 
on the consumer. Little did we realize what lay 
ahead. 

In early 1972, while our commercial/industrial 
conservation programs were in the developmental 
stage, we were engaged in carrying out a conserva~ 
tion program, launched in 1971, that was directed 
to the residential market. Mass media_ techniques 
brought our messages of conservation to the home 
owner. 

The success of this effort was excellent, 
More than 120, 000 requests for residential energy 
conservation kits were received. 'These kits 
contained booklets that treated the subjects of 
insulation, heating, cooling, refrigeration, and 
other home appliances, 

During the implementation phase of the 
residential conservation program, we were busy 
laying dmm the flmdamental concepts for what has 
since proved to be an effective commercia1/ 
industrial energy conservation effort. These 
basic concepts recognized that obtaining energy 
conservation is just hard work. We 
determined that, to would be 
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essential to make direct contact with each ma,jor 
consumer. , . using media as a support function 
rather than the major activity. It was also 
apparent that in order to carry out and implement 
the objectives and goals of the program, it would 
be necessary to develop a staff of trained field 
representatives, thoroughly versed in end~use 
of energy applications encountered on the customers' 
premises. A six~month training progra~ was 
developed that covered all of the tedmical 
aspects of energy applications, starting with the 
elemental basic physical principles and carrying 
through to actual installations encountered in 
the field. 

Tnis training program was facilitated by the 
development of an Energy Applications Manual. 
The Energy Applications Manual was written to 
provide a single fundamental source of gas and 
electric applications knowledge, and to cover the 
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricul~ 
tural markets. In addition to serving as a 
standardized training aid, the Manual provides a 
ready reference and is used as a guide for review 
in actual field operations. 

It establishes a uniform level of product 
knowledge for the trainee. It also permits each 
Marketing Representative to formulate unifonn 
responses to customer needs. 

In 1972, while our training programs and 
manuals were being developed, our Representatives 
made the first of what we refer to as our 
"Assigned Account" contacts. Approximately 2, 000 
of these contacts during the first year laid 
the groundwork for more extensive activity in 
subsequent years. In 1975 approximately 6, 000 
contacts were made, of which over 2, 000 were for 
the express purpose of initiating energy manage~ 
ment-programs with the industry or firm involved. 

A very simple, but effective four-point 
contact program has been employed. First, our 
representatives call upon the highest level of 
management in the customer's organization and 
obtain what we refer to as "a management commitment." 
111is simply means that we have the authority of the 
finn to proceed with an energy management program 
on their premise. 

Step 2 entails an energy audit. Our rep
resentatives schedule a walk-through survey 
of the customer's plant and facilities. The 
survey is conducted jointly with the customer's 
engineering or administrative personnel. This 
survey is designed to collect information on all 
connected loads, equipment duty cycles, environ
mental systems design, and business operations. 

With the completion of this survey, a master 
conservation plan is drawn up for the customer. In 



SDG&E's experience, this plan is best received in 
narrative, letter form. The plan must be clear, 
finely detailed, and cover all bases. In this 
procedure, we are on record and there's no room 
for misunderstanding. 

Step 3 involves analysis of the energy audit 
and a presentation to the customer of recommenda
tions necessary to achieve energy conservation. 
Considered in this analysis are such factors as 
the requirement of customer capital outlay, payback 
periods, savings resulting from conservation after 
payback, and so forth. 

As an exa~le, self-service laundries have 
been notorious wasters of natural gas and electric 
energy. 

• Filters clogged with lint ... poor drying 
efficiency. 

~ Plugged burners ... poor combustion. 

~ Dirty air-conditioning filters, dirty 
lighting fixtures, and excessive light
ing levels. 

(i Uninsulated hot-water storage tanks. 

e Uninsulated hot-water lines ... outdoors,yetl 

e Inadequate boiler insulation and no 
insulation on condensate tanks and steam 
lines. 

Our sales representative's analysis of these 
actual conditions shows an annual energy waste of 
11,200 lewh and 2,330 therms, or a total of $865 
annual savings for just the one laundry. 

These and other considerations will be 
developed into a conservation format for the self
service laundry industry. Their local association 
will be our guests at a conservation seminar where 
this information will be presented to them on a 
general basis. Following this seminar, each 
customer will be contacted individually on our 
four-point contact progra~. 

I would like to say at this point that 
although we are pleased with the results of our 
efforts to date, we still feel nruch more can be 
accomplished. I say this because we know that 
there is more conservation to be achieved by 
employing a systems approach to nonresidential 
energy conservation. Quite simply, this will be 
an "all-out effort" to systematically treat each 
category of customer and his energy usage as an 
individual conservation project. Through the use 
of Standard Industrial Classification and computer 
pTOgTams that we have developed to track customer 
eneTgy usage, we are cUTTently analyzing OUT 
accounts to determine the "market Tesearch chaTac
teristics," essentially, the demogTaphics and 
the geographics. We will employ such otheT 
activities as conseTvation pTesentations to each 
trade OT industTial oTganization involved with 
each category of customer. OuT salesmen, and 
they are salesmen, will individually Teceive a 
computeTized pTintout that tells them the exact 
status of each account they aTe servicing. Because 
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of the numbers involved, (approximately 30,000 
commeTcialjindustTial customeTs) it is essential 
that an oTganized method of accounting be devclopeJ. 
The system, when in service, will seTve as ,~ d;;.'.ly 
remindeT to direct the repTesentatives' a:...r.l'.:t:ies 
to customeTS with pTeviously scheduled callb,lc(~ 
We have a staff engineeT who is wTiting an E:lt'~,,y 
audit conservation format fOT each paTticulaT 
customer classification. 

Step 4 is peThaps the most difficult of all. 
And this is the implementation phase. Quite 
fTankly, this is wheTe the hard wOTk that I 
Teferred to comes in. Up to this point the 
customer has listened and he has agTeed. Now it 
is his turn fOT action. Despi te the obvious 
savings, theTe is a natuTal Teluctance on the part 
of the customeT to take the necessary steps -
paTticulaTly if capital outlay 01' physical effoTt 
is involved. 

This, ladies and gentlement, is wheTe I get 
back to my opening statement that maxketing 
conseTvation has all of the elements of a pToduct 
that is sold in the maTketplace. Each and every 
TepTesentative applies his skills to "sell" the 
implementation phase of the program. PeTsistence 
and fTequent callbacks aTe the rule. 

Our sales TepTesentatives have employed this 
four-point progTam with success. 

1. They acquired Management's cOllID1itment. 

2. They peTfOTmed a complete eneTgy audit. 

3. They presented the audit with TecOlrunendations. 

4. They sold the job. 

OUT Field Representatives have 700 assigned 
accounts that TepTesent approximately 0.5% of OUT 
total meteTs and 40% of OUT total system gas and 
electTic send-out. We've wOTked diligently with 
these accounts. 

Let me give you a few quick examples of 
energy conseTvation accomplished with OUT assigned 
accounts. 

A data-pTocessing manufacturer achieved 
modest energy Teductions immediately following 
the oil embargo. HoweveT, an earnest conservation 
program was initiated in DecembeT, 1975. In the 
last six months, this company reduced electTical 
consumption by 4,220,000 bvh, a 31% cut. Gas 
consumption was lowered 10.8%, conserving 
26,000 theTlllS. Value to the customer: $173,000. 

A guidance-system manufacturer achieved a 
reduction in gas usage of 54%, saving 21,000 thems. 
ElectTically, this company conserved 3,395,000 kwh's, 
a 37% Teduction effort. Annual opeTating capital 
saved: $139,000. 

A retail store chain cut its electTic consump
tion across the board 23%, saving 1,682,000 lewh's 
annually, putting $ 72,000 back in the corpoTate 
pocket. 



One of our more determined school districts 
pursued conservation with a vengeance, trimming 
gas consumption 36%, outstanding for a school 
district. This translated into 87,000 therms 
worth $13,000. On the electric side, 285,000 kwh's 
and $12,500 were conserved, an 8% drop from the 
prior school year. 

Similar energy-reduction percentages have 
been accomplished with hundreds of smaller 
commercial/industrial enterprises. 

In summary, there is no mystery in energy 
conservation; it's just hard work. The fundamentals 
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of training have to be prescribed in order to 
provide competent field representation with the 
customer. An organized plan has fo be developed 
that employs objectives and goals and strategies. 
All elements of marketing, particularly research, 
have to be thoroughly followed or fruitless effort 
will result and conservation will not be achieved. 
I for one subscribe to the philosophy of the 
California Public Utilities Commission. That is: 
exert every effort to support a systematic approach 
to energy conservation to uncover and develop 
that resource. 
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WATER CONSERVATION IN CALIFORNIA 

Jim S, Koyasako 
Resources Planner, Department ·of Water Resources, Sacramento 

It is the policy of the Department of Water 
Resources that the water resources of California 
shall be managed in a manner that will result in 
the greatest long-term benefit to the people of 
the State. Our recent Bulletin 198, "Water Conser
vation in California," concerns urban and 
agricultural water conservation and is intended 
to provide a foundation of information on 
available measures for water conservation. Water 
conservation is one way of more effectively 
managing our water supplies. 

Instead of surrnnarizing Bulletin 198 tonight, 
I will focus on potential savings in residential 
use -- the area about which we have the most 
information, and the area that has the greatest 
potential for energy savings, 

The total residential water use in California 
in 1972 was about 3.4 million acre-feet (4,194 
cubic hectometres). Of this, 1.9 million 
acre-feet (2,344 cubic hectometres), or 56%, 
was for interior use. Of the total interior use, 
74% is used in the bathroom, 22% is used for 
washing dishes and laundry, and 4% is used for 
cooking. Or stated in another way, 3/4 of the 
water use inside houses occurs in the bathroom. 

Substantial water can be saved in existing 
homes by modifying existing fixtures (retrofitting). 
Similar savings can be achieved in new homes by 
installing water saving devices. 

Of the interior use, the greatest use 

(74%), as I mentioned, occurs in the bathroom, 
and this is the specific area to which I will 
address myself for the remainder of the presenta
tion; namely, namely, the reduction of water use 
in our toilets and showers. 

Conventional toilets use from 5 to 7 gallons 
to rinse the bowl, evacuate the waste and to 
provide a water trap to prevent the sewer gas 
from entering the bowl. Most conventional 
toilets use more water than is needed to perform 
these functions. The amount of water that is 
flushed away can be reduced by placing plastic 
bottles of "water dams" in the tank or by other 
modifications. A range of 10-18% is judged to be 
a reasonable amount of expected savings. 
Beginning on January 1, 1978, a state law enacted 
in 1976 requires low-flush toilets in new 
buildings requiring no more than 3.5 gallons per 
flush. 

The conventional shower heads and faucets 
deliver up to 12 gpm, which is more water than is 
actually needed. While the amount of flow 
desired is variable, depending on personal taste 
and habits, surveys showed that a flow of 3 gpm 
had general consumer acceptance. The flow 
through the shower head can be controlled by a 
low-flow fixture or by installing a flow restricter 
in the water line. The expected range of savings 
is 9-12%. 

The range of potential annual savings 
state-wide by reducing water used for toilets 
and showers is shown in the following tabulation: 

POTENTIAL STATE-WIDE SAVINGS FOR 
TOILETS A~TI SHOWERS a 

Fixture 

RETROFITTING: 

Tank Toilet 

Shower 

Range of 
Savings 

(Percent) 

10-18 

9-12 

State-Wide Interior 
Water Use 

1000 Cubic 
Acre-Feet Hectometres 

1,919 

1,919 

2,367 

2,367 

Sub-Total 
NE~ CONSTRUCTION: Increase 1972-2000 

Tank Toilet 18 1,036 1,278 

Shower 9-12 1,036 1,278 

Sub-Total 

TOTAL 

aFrom Bulletin 198, "Water Conservation in California." 
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Potential State-Wide 
Savings 

1000 Cublc 
Acre-Feet Hectometres 

192-345 237-426 

173-230 213-284 

365-575 450-710 

186 229 

93-124 115-153 

279-310 344-372 

644-885 794-863 



Let us examine what these water savings mean 
in terms of energy savings. The savings are in 
energy used for heating bathing water, for water 
conveyance, distribution, and for pre- and post
treatment of water. 

Of these, the greatest energy savings would 
result from savings in heated water through reduced 
shower flows. 

While many water agencies have direct energy 
costs for delivery of water from source to pre
treatment plants, the probable delivery energy 
savings have been limited to the California 
Aqueduct deliveries to the South Coastal area 
for this paper. 

Water Heating Energy Savings: 
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A more rigorous analysis should include 
examination of the savings for otlw)r major 
delivery systems. For illustration purposes, 
it is assumed that all saved water in the South 
Coastal area would be a reduction in the California 
Aqueduct deliveries. 

Local system savings would result from less 
energy required to distribute and pre-treat and 
post-treat the water. 

The total energy savings, expressed in 
equivalents of refined oil of powerplant grade, 
and using the low side of the range of water 
saved, are as follows: (see attachment for 
detailed calculations) 

Retrofit 5,580,000 bbls/yr @ $15 bb1 $83,700,000/yr 

New (1972-2000) 

Sub-Total 

Water Delivery Energy: 

1,510,000 " 

7,090,000 

Savings: 

" " l5,900,000/yr* 

$99,600,000 

Retrofit 810,000 bbls/yr @ $15 bbl $12,200,000/yr 

3,200,000/yr* 

$15,400,000 

New (1972 - 2000) 307,000 " n 11 

Sub-Total 1,117,000 

Local System Energy Savings: 

Retrofit 200,000 bbls/yr @ $15 bbl $3,000,000/yr 

New (1972-2000) 76,000 " " " 800,000/yr* 

Sub-Total 276,000 $3,800,000 

TOTAL 8,483,000 bb1s/yr @ $15 bbl ~ $118,800,000* 

I believe the recent order by the Public 
Utilities Commission of requiring water suppliers 
to distribute water-saving kits is a fine example 
toward this effort. We have a saying in the 
Department, and it goes, "Saving water - saves 
energy - saves money." 

l~ile the above savings are state-wide, it 
is also of direct benefit to the California 
householder. If costs for water heating do not 
increase because of a reduction in demand, the 
reduction in shower flows would decrease the average 
gas-heater household energy cost by about $5.90 
per year. Because of higher costs for electrical 
energy, households with electric water heaters 
would save more than three times that amount. 

The question of the long-term advantage to 
the householder from water and energy conservation 
is a complex one. We can see, for example, that 
a utility may have to raise water (or power) 
rates to payoff existing facilities and continue 

maintenance and operation. 

But in the long run it seems logical to 
assume that the total costs will decrease in 
proportion to the amount of energy or water 
saved. And that should mean that eventually the 
householder will benefit in direct proportion 
to the amount of energy and water saved through 
conservation programs. 

Reduction in water use in our bathrooms is 
only one way of reducing energy. We need a 
corrunitment by consumers, private utility managers, 
governmental agencies and other institutions for 
implementation of water and energy conservation 
programs on a long-tenn basis. 

*Annual equivalent value of an assumed straight 
increased savings during period 1972-2000 at 
6% interest rate. 
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Fig. 1. Residential water use in Ca1ifomia, 1972, (from Bulletin 198, 
"Water Conservation in Ca1ifomia", May 1976, Department of \\later 
Resources. 

Attachment 

WATER CONSERVATION IN CALIFORNIA 
ENERGY SAVINGS*" 

Water-Heating Energy Savings 

In calculating potential energy savings in water heating from 
the water conservation program, consideration was focussed on 
the reduction in shower flows, The assl~ptions and values used: 

Shower water reduction, , , , • , , , , •• , • 1.73 x 105 AF/yr 
(Table 3, Bulletin 198, low-side potential) 
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Average blended water temperature rise • • • • • 420 F 
(Used in Bulletin 198 calculations; 
conservative compared to Sacramento 
tests and 520 rise assumed in model 
by L.K. Baker et al in Household Water 
Conservation Effects on Water, Energy 
and Wa,stewater 1vlanagement, Wateruse 
Conference 3 May 4-8, 1975, Chicago) 

Electric water heater efficiency • • • • • • • • 90_ 
(American Gas Association, Science 
Application, Inc" tests) 

Gas water heater efficiency 
(Same source) 

Water heater by type (average) • 
(Southern Cal Edison, Southern Cal 
Gas, San Diego Gas & Electric, 
Pacific Gas & Electric) 

1 BTU (gas) equivalent to 1 BTU refined 011. 

9~ gas 
l~ electric 

1 BTU (electric) equivalent to 2.89 BTU (refined 011) 
(Above two values from Energy Requirements 
of Alternatives in Water Supply, Use, and 
Conservation~ A Preliminary Report by E.B. 
Roberts and R.M. Hagan, Appendix A-3) 

Average energy content of oil ••••••••• 1.44 x 105 BTU/gal 
(Federal Power Commission, JanuarY'1976 val) 

Value of oil • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $15/bbl 
(Federal Power Commission 1 January 1976 val) 

1 bbl 011 

IBN 

I gallon water 

• 42 gal 

•• 1°F DeltaT/lb water 

• 8.34 Ib 

Gas saved would replace oil in powerplant electrical generation. 

Electricity saved would have been generated by oil burning. 

Oil is taken as powerplant-ready refined. 

Energy Saved in Gas Water Heaters 

Retrofit '" ( • 90 fraction heaters gas) (1. 73 x 105 AF /yr (3.26 x 105 gal/AF'; 
(8.34 Ibs/gal (420 DeltaT) (1/0.65 heater effi) BTU/lbOpDeltaT)-

"" (.90) (1. 73) (3.26) (8.34) (42) (1/.65) (1010)BTU/yr =2.74 x 1013BTU/yr 

Gas Saving Conversion to Oil 

Retrofit "" tBTU Oilj f2.74 x BTU gas 1.44 x 

= 4.53 x 106 bbl/yr 

1013 BTU gas/yrj 
105 B'I'U oil/gal (42 gal/bbl) 

*From unpublished report by J.Koyasako and D.Engdah1, California 
Department of Water Resources, June 1976. 



Energy Saved in Electric water Heaters 

Retrofit = (0,10 fraction heaters electric)(1,73 x 105 AF/yr) 
}3,26 x 105 gal/AF) (8.34 Ibs/gal)(420p De1taT) 
\1/.90 heater effic)(BTJ/lb~DeltaT) 

= (0.10)(1.73)(3,26)(8,34)(42)(1/,90)(1010) BTU/yr 

2,20 x 1012 BTU/yr 

Electric Saving Conversion to Oil 

Retrofit = 
~~~~~~~~~~~~=r~~~~~~~~~FF 

1.05 x 106 bbl/yr 

Total Heating Energy Savings 

Retrofit = (1.05 + 4.53) x 106 bbl/yr 5,58 x 106 bbl/yr 

For new construction between the period 1972-2000, the potential 
low-side shower savings by the ~ear 2000 is estimated to be 93,000 
acre-feet per year (Bulletin 1ge, Table 3). During this period, 
the average savings would be 93,000 ~ 2 = 46,500 acre-feet per 
year (assuming a straight line annual increase). In computing 
hot water energy savings, the factor to be applied to the retrofit 
value is 46,500 AF~r = 0 27 

173,000 AF yr . 

New = (5.58 x 106 bbl/yr)(0,27 factor) = 1,51 x 106 bbl/yr 

Value of Heating 011 Saved 

Retrofit = 5.58 x $15 x 106 = $83,700,000 ~er year 

In computing the value of oil saved for new construction, an 
approximation can be made by obtaining a present worth value for 
the period 1972-2000 and then taking the annual equivalent value 
and assuming a 6 percent interest rate. 

New !$l. x 106 bbl/yr)($15 per bbl) (28 yrs) 
0.3351 present worth factor for 18-2/3 years) 
0.07459 capital recovery factor for 28 years) 

= $15,900,000 

State Water Project (SWP) Delivery Energy Savings 

It was assumed that all water saved in the South Coastal Hydrologic 
Study Area would be water pumped through the California Aqueduct 
because of the greater energy costs attached to SWP water. 

Delivery Energy Costs 

A schematic (attached) shows 1974 energy costs were 3,249 KWH/AF 
for the East Branch and 2,592 for the West Branch. 

A Bulletin 132-76 draft says expected 1976 deliveries are 
386,525 AF from the West Branch and 296,690 AF from the East 
Branch, a total of 683,215 AF. 
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Assuming that the percentage of urban deliveries were about 
the same from each branch, we can compute an everage energy 
cost for delivery to the South Coastal Hydrologic Area: 

East Branch Energy 2,97 x 3,25 x 108 KWH = 9.65 x 108 KWH 

West Branch Energy 3.86 x 2.59 x 108 
K}lli 10.00 x 108 KWH 

Total 19:65 x 108 KWH 

Average energy 19,65 x lQ8 KWH/6,83 x 105 AF 
"" 2,88 x 103 KWH/AF 

South Coastal Savings 

Figure 6, Bulletin 198, South Coastal Hydrologic Area =: 

47~ of state-wide urban use. 

Potential low-side shower + toilet savings for retrofit (Bulletin 
198, Table 3) = (1,92 + 1.73) x 105 AF/yr = 3.65 x 105 AF/yr 

Potential South Coastal savings = 47~ x 3,65 x 105 AF/yr 
= 1.72 x 105 AF/yr 

Energy: Savings 

Retroftt '" 1 72 x 105 AF/yr x 2.88 .x 103 KWH/AF 

Conversion to Oil Savings 

1 BTU elect'" 2.89 BTU oil 

1 KWH = 3,41 x 103 BTU 

1 gallon refined oil contains 1.44 x 105 BTU 

1 barrel oil '" 42 gallons 

4.95xl08 KWH/y r 

1 KWH elect = (3.41 x 103 BTU elect)(2.89 BTU Oil/BTU elect) 

:= 9.85 x 103 BTU oil 

BTU/bbl (1.44 x 105 BTU/gal)(42 gal/bbl) = 6,05 x 106.~/bbl 

bbl/KWH elect = 9,85 x BTU/KWH elect = 1.63 x 10-3 bbl/KWH 
.0 BTU/bbl 

Delivery: E~erg;y: Savings 

Retrofit (4.95 x 108 KWH/yr)(l.p3 x 10-3 bbl/KWH) 

8.10 x 105 bbl/yr 

For new construction between the period 1972-2000, the potential 
low-side shower and toilet savings by the year 2000 is estimated 

~~7~ex(io~6A;/~~:3)T~e1~~e~!~~rsi~~~~~t3~l'i~~'t~:b~~rnd=Of new 
construction would be 2,79 x 105 ~ 2 = 1.40 x 10~ AF/yr assuming 
a straight line increase, In computing the delivery energy 
savings the factor to be aQplied to the retrofit value = 

1.40 x 10? AF/yr 8 
3.65 x 105~ = 0.3 

New = (8.10 x 105 bbl/yr)(O.38 factor) 



PR T 
KILOWATT - HOURS PER ACRE-FOOT REOUIRED 

(INCLUDES TRANSMISSION LOSSES) 

BULLETIN 132-75 

CALHOUN TRAVIS CORDEliA 

000 
46 

DELTA 

307 

120 
( 74) 

DOS AMIGOS 

SAN LUIS 
VARIABLE 

PUMPING !80-510 
GENERATING 140-288 

!,252 
(86) 

751 
(631) 

BUENA VISTA 

700 
(255) 

LAS PERllLAS 
522 
(77) 

BADGER HILL 
723 
(201) 

DEVIL'S DEN 
1,307 
( 5811 

WHEELER RIDGE 

993 
(293) 

SAWTOOTH 
1,765 
(458) 

WIND GAP 

i,612 
(619) 

POLONIO 
2,982 
(1 ,2( 7) 

PEARBLOSSOM DEVIL CANYON 

EDMONSTON 

3,8SI 
(2,239) 

OSO 
4,141, 

(290) 

3,249 
1-1,219) 

COTTONWOOD 
3,741 
(-110) 

PYRAMID CASTAIC 
3,5'\6 2,592 
(-605) (-944) 

SAN lUIS OBISPO 
2,501 
(- 481) 

o PUMPING PLANT 

RECOVERY PLANT 

POWER OffiCE ,- 30-75 
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3.07 x 105 bbl/yr average 

Value of SWP Delivery Energy Savings 

Retrofit = (8.
1

0 x 105 bbl/yr)($15/bbl) = $12,200,000 per year 

In computing the value of oil saved for new construction, 
an approximation can be made by employing similar procedures 
as described in the discussion of value of heating oil saved. 

New = (3.07 x 105 bbl/yr avg) ($15/bbl) (28 yrs)(Oo3351 pow.factor 
for 18-2/3 yrs)(0.07459 cor. factor for 28 years) 

= (3.0) x 105)(15)(28)(0.3351)(0.07459) 

~ $3,200,000 per year average 

Pre-Treatment Energy Savin~s 

Calculations of savings in energy in pre-treatment of water 
were based on the East Bay Municipal Utility District model 
described in Energy Requirements of Alternatives in '\oTater 
Supply, Use, and Conservation: A Preliminary Report by 
E.B. Roberts and R.M. Hagan, December 1975, at page 40. 

Total energy for pre-treatment, including chemical production 
and transportation and plant operation energy, is 37.2 KWH/AF. 

Distribution Energy Savings 

From the same source, pp 40-41, the EBMUD distribution system 
energy is given as an average of 203 KWH/AF, and was taken 
as representative of systems state-wide. 

Po~t-Treatment Energy Saving~ 

Primary and secondary treatment energy requirements is 
discussed at pages 46-49 in the Roberts and Hagan study. 

At Page 46, Table 12 itemizes energy costs for primary 
treatment processes; in the 10 mgd - 100 mgd range the net 
total energy requirements are given as 96 KWH/AF. Table 
13, Page 49, gives similar costs for primary plus secondary 
treatment; the Environmental Protection Agency total (the 
most conservative) for a Ib mgd plant is 118 KWH/AF and 
for a 100 mgd plant is 95 KWH/AF. For these calculations 
a consumption of 100 KWH/AF was taken. 

A more detailed analysis would be required to evaluate the 
precise impact of reduction of water flow to a treatment 
plant on energy costs. On the one hand, it could be argued 
that energy production from generation of methane gas (taken 
as a credit in the figures above) would remain constant since 
it is a function of the biological load and should be counted 
as an independent energy source. On the other hand, reduction 
of water inflow would not affect energy items such as lights, 
miscellaneous power, sludge handling, and sludge disposal. 



For these calculations it was assumed reduction in water inflow 
would result in a linear reduction in operating energy 
requirements, It was also assumed that the mix of primary 
and secondary treatment of Southern California (85 percent 
primary, 15 percent secondary; from Bulletin 80-5) is typical 
of the State as a whole. 

Average energy costs = (0.85)(96 KWH/AF) + (0,15)(100 KWH/AF) 

= 96.6 KWH/AF (post-treatment) 

Local Energy Cost Summation 

The sum of pre- and post-treatment plus local distribution 
energy costs is: 

Pre-treatment • • • • • • 37.2 KWH/AF 
• 203.0 K'tlH/AF 

• • • • 96.6 KWH/AF 
Distribution 
Post-treatment • • • • 

Total 336.8 = 337 KWH/AF 

This savings is assumed to apply to potential state-wide retro
fit shower and toilet savings of 3.65 x 10? AF/yr 

= (3.65 x 105 AF/yr) (3.37 x 102 KWH/AF) 1.23 x 108 KWH/yr 

If all savings are in electricity, oil potential is 
as follows: 

Retrofit = (1.23 x 108 KWH/yr)(1.63 x 10-3 bbl/K'tlH) 

= 2.00 x 105 bbl/yr 

New = (2.00 x 105 bbl/yr)(0.38 factor) = 7.6 x 104 bbl/yr 

Value of Local Energy Savin€i,so 

Retrofit (2.00 x 105 bbl/yr) ($lS/bbl) 

= $3,000,000 per year 

New = !7.6 x 104 bbl/yr)($lS/bb1) 
28 years)(0.335l p.w. factor for 18-2/3 
0.07459 c.r. factor for 28 years) 

- (7.6 x 104 )(15)(28)(0.3351)(0.07459)' 

$800,000 per year average 

Local Delivery Energy Costs 

years) 

No potential savings in energy for local delivery of water -
such as from the end of the California Aqueduct to £.ietropolitan 
Water District, or in the Hetch-Hetchy system -- because of the 
great variability in those requirements. 

It should noted that even where a transmission system shows 
rofit", such as Hetch-Hetchy, such a profit is not 

on water deliveries but rather on storage and 
and may in fact be greater if deliveries are reduced. 

A more detailed analysis of the potenti.al savings from the 
program would i,nclude calculations of gross and net energy 
situations for at least the major delivery systems as was 
done here for the SWP Southern California deliveries. 
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Savings to Householder 

Householder savings from the program were assumed to be only 
from energy for water heating, since reductions in water costs 
are likely to be transitory. 

All savings were assumed to be equivalent to savings in gas 
valued at 15 cents per therm 15 cents per 105 BTU gas, 
(Southern Cal Gas, 10/1/75) 

water heating energy savings state-wide at 100 percent = 

Gas water heating savings 
Electric water heating savings 

Total 

Number of households in California 

Savings per household = 

27.40 x 1012 BTU/yr 
2.20 x 1012 BTU/yr 

29.60 x 1012 BTU/yr 

2.96 x 108 therms/yr 

7.5 x 106 (Federal census) 

8 (2.96 x 10 tgerms/yr)($O.15/therm) 
7.5 x 10 households 

= $5.92 per household/yr 



THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WATER AND 
ENERGY USE AND CONSERVATION 

Larry K. Baker 
Gretzinger and Weatherby, Engineers 

ABSTRACT 

The energy savings that result from water 
conservation may prove to be of more significance 
than the water saved. Water heating consumes 
far more energy than water supply or sewage 
treatment. However, when a high degree of treat
ment is required, or large pumping demands exist, 
significant savings in energy are obtained 
through water conservation. 

Reductions in household water use of 68%, 
and water heating energy consumption of 62%, 
can be achieved by using new fixtures available 
today. In order to achieve these significant 
reductions in flow rate, the fixtures must be 
completely redesigned, and quite often requires 
different technology. The toilet, shower, and 
laundry use 84% of the inhouse water. The toilet 
and shower can be reduced by approximately 90%, 
while the washing machine can be reduced by 40%. 
The reduction of the bathing and laundry water 
reduces water heating requirements. 

:::NTRODUCTION 

What is a KILOWATT HOUR? 

1. To most people: Light from ten light
bulbs burning for one hour. 

2. To a water utility: 2235 gallons of 
water pumped 100 feet in elevation. 

3. To a chemical company: 0.67 lbs of 
chlorine. 

4. To the average U.S. homeowner heating 
water with electricity: 4 gallons of 
hot water. 

The last three items are energy uses related 
directly to water consumption. Water heating 
energy alone accounts for 4% of the total national 
energy consumed; 3% of this energy is used in 
the household and 1% is used commerciaily; this is 
1/3 of the energy used by automobiles. 

The purpose of this paper is to show some of 
the potential impacts that residential water 
conservation can have on energy consumption. 

DOMESTIC WATER USE CHARACTERISTICS 

Although approximately 50% of the total 
residential water use is for outside watering, 2 
the water that is heated, and results in sewage, 
is used inhouse. Inhouse water use and its 
reduction will be the focus of this paper. 

Various authors have studied household water 
use. Table 1 presents a brief list of quantities 
reported. 
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Table 1. Household water use 

Source Gallons per day 

Murawczyk & Ihrig 3 246 

Linaweaver, Geyer & Wolff 4 247 

Reid 5 

Bailey el al 6 

233 

255 

Bailey reviewed household use characteristics 
and the works of others to establish the water 
use pattern for a "Typical Family of Four." By 
combining these flow values with the water temper
ature of each use and efficiency of energy conver
sion to heat the water, energy used by each 
fixture in the household can be determined. 
Table 2 presents data obtained in 1he 1970 Census 
on how water is heated in the U.S. This data 
is used to establish an average efficiency of 
water heating. 

Table 2. Water heating eff~:iency 

Fuel type % of occupied Overall thermal 
households efficiency 

Electricity 25.4 24. % 
a 

Natural Gas 55.1 45.5 

LPG 5.0 45.5 

Fuel Oil 9.8 43.5 

Other or None 4.7 45.5 

Total 100% 36.9% 

aBased on 80% efficiency at heater and 30% fuel 
conversion and transmission efficiency of 
electrical energy supply. 

Table 3 coniliines the water use pattern of 
Bailey, an estimate of the water use temperature 
and the overall average thermodynamic efficiency 
of water heating, from Table 2, to determine 
water heat energy. The data in Table 3 yields 
a heat energy input into the water use stream of 
725 Btu per gallon of water used in the household. 
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Table 3. Family of four daily water use characteristics. 

Fixture 
flow rate 

Water use 
gal/day 

Use 
temperature 

Energya 
Btu/day 

@36.9% eff. 

Toilet 5 gal/tLc;e 100 Amb. 

Bathing 4 gal/min 80 10rF 93,910 

Laundry 50 gal/load 35 1050b 39,505 

Dishwasher 15 gal/load 15 1400 28,782 

Kitchen Sink 12 105 0 13,545 

Lavatory 8 1050 9,030 

Utility 5 Amb. 

Totals 255 gal. 184,772 

~Based on Ambient water temperature of 55°F7 

Water Temp: Hot 30%, Warm 50%, Cold 20%1 

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE TREATMENT ENERGY 

Energy must be used to acquire, treat and 
deliver water for use. This same water must then 
be collected, treated and disposed of as wastewater 
after use. Some extreme examples of the energy 
quantities involved in these operations can be 
used to establish a perspective of the problem. 

North MB_rin County Water District 

North Marin obtains water at a large pumping 
cost by raising it approximately 450 feet from 
the Russian River. The district delivered 
2,235 million gallons of water and used 5.65 
million kl¥h during 1975. This resulted in an 
energy input into the water supply of 2,528 kWh 
per million gallons supplied, or 28.8 Btu per 
gallon. 8 

South Lake Taboe Public Utility District 

The South Lake Tahoe sewage treatment plant 
is one of the most advanced in the U. S. Not only 
is the sewage treated to a high quality, but it 
must then be pumped from the Tahoe basin over 
Luther Pass, a lift of 1,550 feet. 

Antonucci and Schaumburg9 analyzed the sewage 
treatment at Tahoe for energy and resource 
consumption. In this study they included not 
only the energy used in operating the plant but 
also that used to produce the major chemicals 
and materials used in the treatment process. 
The resulting energy used for treatment was 105 
Btu per gallon. 

After the sewage is treated it is pumped from 
the basin using electric pumps totaling 3150 horse
power. Using the performance characteristics of 
these pumps, the amount of energy to transport 
the treated sewage from the basin was calculated 
at 74 Btu per gallon. This gives a combined 
sewage treatment and export energy, for this 
district, of 179 Btu per gallon. 

These two examples represent extremes of 
energy consumption in water supply and sewage 
treatment, but serve to illustrate the following: 
The water supply energy of North Marin County 
Water District represents only 4.0% of the water 
heat energy, 725 Btu per gallon, consumed during 
inhouse use, while the Tahoe sewage treatment and 
export energy is 24.7% of this amount. 

By contrast, the estimated water supply and 
secondary waste disposal combined in the more 
conventional setting of Washington, D.C., required 
only 1.6% of the energy of that used for water 
heating.lO 

FLOW REDUCTION HARDWARE 

There are many means of achieving household 
water reduction available today. Rybczynki and 
Ortega,ll working only with toilets, list 42 
different types of fixtures, with 15 means of 
waste disposal, ranging from pit privies to 
freezing. 

Because fixtures must be accepted for use, 
in order to reduce consumption, the existing 
lifestyle of the consumer must be taken into 
account during design. 

The systems presented for evaluation of 
impacts herein had to meet the following criteria: 



1. The flow reduction should be significant 
enough to result in a meaningful flow 
reduction. 

2. Savings in water should not be offset 
by stressing other segments of the 
environment, such as consuming large 
amounts of energy. 

3. Changes in habit patterns or aesthetic 
acceptability should not be required. 

4. An overall economic cost reduction should 
result from the conservation. 

Since the toilet, bathing, and laundry 
account for over 80% of the water use in the 
household, these functions are considered for 
reduction. 'The following equipment was chosen 
as most nearly fitting the four criteria presented. 
Examples of their uses and performance is given 
to verify the order of magnitude of savings. 

Toilets 

Water carriage toilets using 0.5 gallons per 
flush are available. This represents a 90% 
reduction in water use when compared to a normal 
5 gallons per flush. 

Microphore Toilet12 

The Microphore Toilet can be installed in a 
single dwelling. This toilet also requires the 
installation of a small (1/6 hp) compressor. 

The toilet fixture is used in the same manner 
as a conventional fixture. The toilet is flushed 
by pushing a button on the side of the unit. This 
action opens a valve at the back of the bowl and 
causes water to rinse the contents of the bowl into 
a tank in the base of the toilet. The valve then 
closes and the water and waste material are forced 
from the base tank by high pressure air from the 
compressor. This waste is then transported through 
small pipes to a point above the toilet or simply 
ejected into an existing sewer line. 

Two examples of the impact of this system are 
available at ski areas in California: 

1. Dodge Ridge installed these toilets in 
their public restrooms during the fall 
of 1973. The area was under enforcement 
action by Central Valley Regional Water 
Quality Control for a failing sewage 
leach field. Water consumption, on 
peak weekends, by the entire ski area 
which includes a restaurant, was reduced 
from 80,000 gallons per day to 10,000 
gallons per day, a reduction of 86%. 

The leaching system now handles 
the waste to the satisfaction of Water 
Quality, and the area is no longer short 
of water.l 3 

2. Mt. Reba Ski Area, at Bear Valley, 
installed these toilets during the fall 
of 1975. Water use per skier day has 
been reduced from 10 to 3.2 gallons per 
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day; a total reduction of 68%. This 
area no longer has to haul in water 
because of shortages and pumps smaller 
amounts of waste to Bear Valley for 
treatment. These toilets were installed 
such that they dump directly into the 
building sewer system where the previous 
toilets were removed. 14 

Colt Envirovac Vacuum Toilet15 

The Colt toilet also uses a 0.5 gallon per 
flush toilet, connected to a vacuum collection 
system. This design allows a collection system 
to be installed without regard to grade, within 
limits, using small diameter pipe. A grey water 
valve is provided, which collects wastewater from 
fixtures other than the toilet. 

These systems have been used in Europe and 
on shipboard for a number of years. A number 
of systems are installed and being installed 
in schools, homes and commercial buildings in 
the continental U.S. and Alaska. 

Bathing 

Conventional showers are generally adjusted 
to a flow rate of 3 to 5 gallons per minute, 
durin~bathing, with an average of approximately 
4 gpm. 6,17 Conventional flow reduction, through 
the use of shower heads and orifices, controlled 
to rates of 2.5 to 3.5 gallons per minute, have 
resultedl~n reductions i& household water use 
from 12% to no change or, in one test of 75 
homes, a 2.5% increase. 20 

The failure of the flow controllers to 
reduce use as much as predicted may be the result 
of the method of evaluating the flow of conven
tional showers. The technique normally employed 
is to turn the shower on full open and measure 
the flow. It has been observed, however, that 
individuals normally don't turn a shower on full 
flow, and instead adjust them to a 3 to 5 gallon 
per minute rate. 

Minuse Shower 

The Minuse shower flows at a rate of 0.5 
gallons per minute. Water sprays from the nozzle 
into a column of air which also issues from the 
same nozzle. This air breaks the water into 
droplets and carries them to the bather. The 
air-water stream gives the sensation and cleansing 
ability of a shower with many times the flow rate. 

Navy Tests16 of this shower were conducted 
at the Naval Ship Research and Development 
Center at Annapolis, Maryland. In these tests 
115 conventional showers and 351 Minuse showers 
were taken by Navy personnel. The results of 
these tests are shown in Table 4. 

During these tests the Minuse shower consumed 
86% less water than the conventional showers. 
Following these tests, a navy ship was outfitted 
with the Minuse showers. These units have been 
in use for a year with no mechanical problems. 



Table 4. Comparison of conventional and reduced 
flow showers 

Mean volume 
No. of Mean of water Mean 
shower shower consumed flow 
uses duration per shower rate 

(min. ) (gal.) (gal/min) 

Conven-
tional 115 2.8 12.1 4.2 

Minuse 351 3.2 1.7 0.5 

Limited data has been collected on advanced 
flow reduction in a home of 2 adults and 2 
children, ages 9 and 13. Table 5 contains water 
and electrical energy consumption values, for 
months of no outside watering during the last 
two years. 

Table 5. Residential water and energy reduction 
with use of the Minuse shower 

Month 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 

Apr 

1974-1975 

Water 
(gal/day) 

218 

217 

224 

222 

215 

211 

197 

Energy 
(KWH/day) 

40 

40 

48 

42 

52 

49 

46 

aMinuse shower installed. 

1975-1976 

Water Energy 
(gal/day) (KWH/day) 

265 37 

233 41 

139a 36a 

17la 35a 

155a 35a 

185a 39a 

162a 34a 

The toilet in this house uses 3.5 gallons 
per flush. During the summer of 1975, a 3 gallon 
per minute flow controller was installed in the 
shower and a front loading automatic washer 
replaced a top-loader. 

The data from October and November of 1975 
reflects the use of this conventional flow 
reduction equipment. The water use for these 
two months averaged 249 gallons per day and the 
energy use was within 2% of that of the same two 
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months the previous year. The only nonelectric 
energy use in the house is space heating. 

A Minuse shower was installed in late 
November, 1975. The average flow for December 
through April was 162 gallons per day, a 35% 
reduction from the October-November average 
flow. The average energy for the five months 
was 12 kwh lower than for the same period the 
previous year, a 25% reduction. 

These large savings would not nOTIll8J.ly be 
expected, unless there is a teenager in the 
family who takes long showers. The shower in 
this home is used from 35 to 40 minutes per 
day. 

Laundry 

Front loading automatic washing machines 
use aPEr2Iimately 40% less water than top loading 
units.' These machines are not new technology 
but do represent a means of conserving heated 
water. 

Testing a Westinghouse front loading 
automa.tic washing machine revealed that 1/3 of 
the water goes to the wash cycle with 2/3 going 
to the rinse. The Federal Energy Commission 
recommends that laundry be washed in warm or 
cold water and rinsed in cold. 22 This would result 
in an additional 67% energy savings in washes 
normally using heated rinse water. 

POTENTIAL INHOUSE SAVINGS 

To determine potential savings of water and 
energy, the same use patterns as those used to 
generate Table 3 were used with the toilet, 
bathing and laundry fixtures, replaced with the 
flow reduction technology presented herein. A 
smaller hot water heater is assumed and the 
Federal Energy Administration recommendation of 
warm wash and cold rinse is used for the laundry. 
Table 6 contains the results of these calculations. 

Inhouse water use is reduced from 255 to 81 
gallons per day, a 68% reduction. This magnitude 
of reduction can have a detectable impact on 
water supply and sewage sytems. An analysis of 
these impacts is beyond the scope of this paper. 

A water heat energy reduction of 62% is 
achieved with a savings of 114,318 Btu/day for 
the household. In addition to this total quantity 
reduction, the lower demand rates for heated water 
would decrease the energy peak demand of the 
water heater because of a smaller heating element. 

SUMMARY 

In order to summarize the potential savings 
in water use energy through advanced conservation, 
the typical family-of-four household, using 255 
gallons of water per da.y inhouse and an equal 
amount outside, will be used. The energy numbers 
are converted from Btu's to equivalent kilowatt 
hours at a theoretical 30 percent generation 
efficiency. Table 7 shows samples of the potential 
annual energy savings achieved through advanced 
water conservation in one household. 



Table 6. Family of four daily water use charac
teristics with advanced water flow 
reduction. 

Water 
(gal/day) 

Energy 
(Btu/day) 

Conservation 
equipment 
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Toilet 10 468a 0.5 gal/flush 

Bathing 10 13,255b 0.5 gal/min. 

Laundry 21 .5,373 30 gal/load 

Dishwasher 15 28,783 

Kitchen Sink 12 13,545 

Lavatory 8 9,030 

Utility 5 

TOTAL 81 70,454 

aCompressor energy 

bContains 1516 Btu/day air mover energy 

Table 7. Family of four annual water conserva
tion energy savings. 

Conventional Advanced 
Water use 

element 
water use 

energy 
(KINH/yr) 

Water Supply: 
North MB.rin County 471 
Water District 

Water Heat: 
36.9% Efficiency 5928 

Sewage Treatment: 
South Lake Tahoe 1465 
Public Utility Dist. 

water 
conser
vation 

(KWH/yr) 

310 

2260 

465 

Savings 
(KWH/yr) 

161 

3668 

1000 

The water conservation fixtures presented 
are not modifications of conventional fixtures 
but totally different processes. These fixtures 
fulfill all of the use requirements of existing 
fixtures with an approximate 90% reduction in 
water and related energy use. These levels of 
savings have been proven in actual use without 
changes in habit patterns or life style. 

Quality of life can be maintained, while 
consuming far less energy through redesign of 

our household appliances and fixtures. These 
items have, inherent in their basic design, a 
low first cost and unlimited availability of low 
cost energy. The fvture availability of energy 
and resources will dictate that we either redesign 
the high consumption systems we use or do without. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF WATER CONSERVATION BY A PUBLIC UTILITY 

John Olaf Nelson 
General Manager, North Marin County Water District 

The following sections describe three case 
examples using water saving devices with which 
the author has experience. (c.f. Ref. 1) 

PAGlECO VALLE, A NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Finding itself with short supplies while a
waiting an overland aqueduct expansion project, 
the North Marin Water District developed the 
following water conservation program in con-
j unction with the developers of the Pacheco Valle 
Project. 

Pacheco Valle is a large integrated residential 
development project located in the southern portion 
of Novato, CalifoInia. By build-out it will include 
360 townhouse/condominium (T/C) units, 290 apart
ment (Apt.) units, 50 single family (s.f.) units 
and 30 commercial establishments 730 dwelling 
units and establishments in all. Although the 
masterplan for the entire project has been approved, 
precise development plans have thus far been ap
proved only for Phase 1 which consists of 174 T/C 
and 15 s.f. units. Construction of the T/C units 
of Phase 1 is, as of this writing, just about 
complete and first move-ins already exceed 46%. 
All 174 T/C units of Phase 1 are expected to be 
occupied by Fall of 1976. 

Landscaping for Phase 1 contains: 

Grassy areas ................. 11.2 acres 

Ground cover areas ........... 0.9 acres 

12.1 acres 

or approximately 3020 square feet per unit. A 
portion of the grassy area will consist of a 
fescue-windflower mix that will not be mowed. Oc
cupancy of the T/C units is expected to average 
3.0 persons per unit. 

The key elements of the water savings program 
fall into two categories - the irrigation plan 
and the household plan. All elements employ uti
lization of existing technology and equipment 
readily available to the typical developer. 

1. Irrigation Plan 

The objective of the irrigation plan is to 
optimize water consumption, hence minimizing run
off and waste. Happy by-products are: reduced 
leaching of nutrients, reduced pollution from 
urban run-off, healthier and more attractive lawns 
and reduced landscape maintenance costs. 

Soil Preparation. The soils of the area are 
clays and have stood undisturbed for generations, 
being used only to support dry-land grazing activi
ty. Preliminary test data indicated they were 
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deficient in nitrogen, potassium and magnesium and 
exhibited a pH slightly higher than optimum. All 
landscaped areas were filled with native top soil 
and specifications called for blending in four 
yards of nitrogen-stabilized rice hulls as a soil 
amendment and approximately one yard of nitro-humus 
as a bacteria booster per 1000 square feet. The 
cost for Phase 1 for soil preparation for the T/C 
units was $11,368 or $65.33 per unit. 

Sprinkler System Design. All landscaped areas 
are covered by a sprinkler system utilizing impact 
(or impulse) type heads in the few flat broad 
areas and slow rate, low-pressure stream spray 
heads in all other zones. The latter emit finger
like sprays and apply water quite slowly. They 
are especially well suited for slope areas and 
clayey soils which have low infiltration capacities. 
The landscaped area is covered by 18 controllers 
with each controlling from 3 to 12 stations. The 
basic aim of the sprinkler system layout is to 
provide maximum opportunity to achieve slow 
application rates. Cost of the system, according 
to the architect, is believed essentially equal to 
the type of the system nonnally installed in such 
a development. 

Moisture Sensors. Tensiometers (think of them 
as false soil roots) measure moisture conditions 
throughout the landscaped area. Forty-nine sets 
are used in all. Each set consists of two probes, 
one installed shallow (3 inches for turf areas) 
and one installed deep (8 inches for turf areas) . 
Each set is located below ground level in a vandal 
proof box similar to a 5/8-inch meter box and each 
is connected to the section of controller it oper
ates by underground low-voltage dc wire. The 
tensiometers override the controllers and permit 
the controller to carry out its pre-set irrigation 
cycle only if one or both of the probes is register
ing soil moisture conditions below the optimum 
range. The irrigation cycles are pre-set to a
chieve application rates in balance with the water 
infiltration capacity of the various soil zones 
and to come on only during early morning hours, thus 
avoiding periods of high evaporation and inter
ference with turf use by residents. Cost of the 
tensiometers installed, including vandal-proof boxes 
and wiring, was $210 per set or $59.14 per unit. 

2. The Household Plan 

Relatively simple, the household conservation 
plan relies on use of low- flush toilets, flow
control inserts in shower heads and other devices 
such as faucet aerators and thermostatic mixing 
valves which although contributing to water conser
vation were not credited to the conservation program 
because they would have been installed anyway. 

Low- Flush Water Closets. Although only about 
one percent of all flush water closets now made 



in the United States are of the low- flush variety, 
these are nevertheless available to developers. 
The shallow trap water closet is the most popular 
water saver model and is available at a premium 
of approximately $8 to $15 over the cost of a 
standard water closet. The standard water closet 
uses about 5 to 6 gallons per flush whereas the 
low-flush model uses 3-1/2 gallons per flush 
(a 30 to 40 percent savings). Figuring two water 
closets per unit, the additional cost to the Pacheco 
Valle T/C units was $25.06 per unit. 

Shower Controllers. A shower control insert 
is mounted just behind each shower head. This 
orifice-type device simply reduces flow rates from 
the typical level of 5 plus gallons per minute to 
3 gallons per minute. Cost of the plastic insert 
installed was $1.48 per T/C unit. 

Instant Hot Water. Although the achieving 
of "instant" hot water by insulating hot water 
runs was dropped in the Pacheco Valle program due 
to high costs estimated at greater than $1 per foot 
for field applied warping, the element is never
theless included here, based on the recent avail
ability of foam tubes which come in 3-foot lengths 
slit longitudinally along one side, making hot 
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water pipe insulation more feasible. It is estimated 
that this new type of insulation, even assuming a 
retail purchase price, can be installed for less than 
50¢ per foot. If used in Phase 1, the cost of this 
element of the program would have been about $25 
per unit since the hot water runs in each unit 
averaged 50 feet. 

3. Water Savings and Cost 

Preliminary estimates of water savings that 
will be realized by implementing the described 
plan are: 

Irrigation plan ............. 

Low-flush water closets ..... 
Shower controllers .•........ 

"Instant" hot water. ........ 

Corresponding use for 
TIC type in 1971. ........... 
Percent reduction ........... 

Reduction in T/C 
Use in gpcpd 

Annual Peak Month 

19 50 

7.5 7.5 

7.5 10 

2 2 

36.0 69.5 

100 209 

36% 33% 

With occupancy of the units now occurring, North 
Marin Water plans to monitor actUal savings 
realized. Initial figures should be available by 
1977 . 

A summary of costs for the 174 T/C units of 
Phase 1 of the development is: 

Irrigation plan ............. . 

Low-flush water closets ..... . 

Shower controllers .......... . 

Cost per T/C Unit 

$124.47 

25.06 

1.48 
"Instant" hot water (estimate) 25 

$176.01 

4. Cost/Effectiveness 

Using initial cost per gallon of water saved 
per year for each T/C unit as an indicator of cost
effectiveness, ignoring energy savings and ranking 
the elements in ascending order, the result is: 

Annual Initial Cost 
Initial Water per Gallon 
Cost Savings Saved Per Year 

Shower controllers .. $ 1.48 8,212 gal O.02¢/gal 

Low- flush water 
closets ........... 25.06 8,212 0.31 

Irrigation plan ..... 124.47 20,805 0.60 

"Instant" hot water. 25 2,188 1.14 

In marketing the units, the District required 
the developer to distribute a brief brochure to 
each potential buyer to explain this system. 

The district also did what it could in the 
way of press releases, etc, to popularize the 
idea of conservation. A resolution of commendation 
was also awarded the developer, the text of which 
follows. 

NORIH MARIN COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT RESOLUTION CO~~NDING 

PACHECO VALLE 

WHEREAS: 

The Developer of Pacheco Valle has 
included in his designs water conserva
tion devices and techniques such as: 
low application rate sprinklers, auto
matic moisture sensing and control 
devices, carefully prepared top soil, 
low flush toilets, shower flow control
lers, temperature mixing valves, etc., 

Landscaping, especially lawn areas, will 
be greener and healthier because of these 
devices; 

These devices and techniques will reduce 
water (and energy) consumption; 

Impact on our natural resources is there
by lessened; 

The installation of these devices did 
increase the first cost of construction 
while reducing ongoing utility and 
maintenance costs to the occupant; 



'IBEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: 

The NORTH MARIN COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 
does commend the Developer of Pacheco 
Valle for undertaking the water conserva
tion program and hopes and trusts that it 
will be an example to other project 
developers. 

* * * 
The foregoing Resolution was duly adopted 
by the Board of Directors of the North 
Marin County Water District at a regular 
meeting thereof held on the 21st day of 
January 1975. 

Subsequent follow-up with the developer indi
cates buyer satisfaction with the program was so 
great that it is being used in other projects the 
developer is planning in Florida, Colorado and 
Southern California. Also, the developer has 
received the national "Sensible Growth Design and 
Planning Award for 1975" awarded by the National 
Association of Home Builders and Better Homes and 
Gardens Magazine. The panel of judges pointed out 
the water conservation program was one of the three 
key reasons supporting their selection. 

The program has proven so popular that once 
additional water supplies were available, developers 
were asked and voluntarily have agreed to install 
similar water saving programs in projects which 
followed Pacheco Valle. As of this printing the 
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number and type of projects committed to installing, 
a water conservation program in the North Marin 
water service area are shown in Table 1. 

A 1,000,000 Gallons Per Day Retrofit Savings 
Program 

In late February of 1976 when it appeared that 
the two main reservoirs providing carry-over 
supply on the Russian River would not adequately 
fill, the water contractors [Cities and Districts 
who contract with the Sonoma County Water Agency 
(SCWA) for aqueduct deliveries from the Russian 
River] decided to implement a household retrofit 
water saving device program aimed at saving 
1,000,000 gallons per day. The scope and feasi
bility of the plan were checked and, although the 
Russian River supply problem cleared up in March, 
the contractors decided to go ahead with the 
retrofit program anyhow based on its own merits 
and to ensure an added factor of safety for the 
coming summer. The program, as presented to the 
decision-makers, follows. 

1. Plan Strategy 

In 1975 the eight SCWA water contractors used 
31,977 A.F. of water of which 26,355 A.F. or 82% 
was purchased from the SCWA and ca~e from the 
Russian River. This latter amount of water is 
equivalent to an average daily flow of 23.5 mgd. 
It was estimated one mgd or a little over 4% of 
this amount could be saved by installing two simple 
and inexpensive water saving devices in residences. 

Table 1. Projects committed to water conservation program in the North Marin water service area. 

Total No. 
D.U. IS 

Develo)2ment Committed 

Pacheco Valle 189 

Ignacio Gardens 52 

Cheda Ranch - Area A 88 

scottsdale Lake 113 

Wilson Subdivision 30 

Paxton V~lla Subdivision 9 

Laurel Creek Townhouses 14 

Tamalpais Gardens 22 

sutro Oaks Subdivision 23 

Spring Creek Subdivision 35 

Bahia Community Center 

River Vista Subdivision 17 

Olive Ave~ Commercial Dev" 

\Vise Acre Subdivision 11 

Indian Valley Rd. Land Div. 

Vineyard Rd6" Land Div~ 

~: D~U~ = dwelling unit 
SF - single f&~ily detached 
TIC ~ townhouse or condominium 
A - apartment 
Al ~ lm'l-flush toilets 
A2 ... shower flO'.·, controllers 
A3 - fa~cet aerators 
A4 ~ insulated hot \'later pipes 

Type of 
D.U. 

2 TIC 2<-

15 174 -
- 52 -
- 88 -
- 113 -

30 

9 

- 14 -
- 22 -

23 

35 

17 

11 

Water Saving C;9mponents 

.J';L~2L~ AS ~_~-2L~~ 

,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I I ,I 

,I ,I ,I .; ,I (Private well for irrig.) 

,I ,I ,I ,I ,I -/ ,I .; ,I ,I 

,I .; ,I ,I ,I .; ,I ,I ,I ,I 

,I ,I ,I ,I ,I 

,I ,I ,I ,I .; 

-/ ,I ,I ,I -/ ,I .; .; ,I .; 
,I ,I ,I -/ .; .; .; .; 
.; ,I .; .; ,I 

.; .; ,I .; ,I 

.; ,I 

.; .; .; .; .; 

.; .; .; .; 

.; .; .; .; .; 
,I .; .; .; .; 
.; .; .; .; .; 

'AS - thermostatic mixing valves at kitchen sink and bath/shower 
Bl ~ top soil prepared with organic material 
B2 - bacteria booster 
B3 - selected low water using plants or trees 
B4 ~ slo\oJ-application sprinkler heads 
BS '"" in situ tensiometers connected to and 

D.U. IS Occupied 
as of J~ 

SF 1'/C A 

87 

6 

- -



Installation of these devices may require some 
District/Cities to increase water rates to offset 
revenue losses resulting from reduced sales but the 
impact on the typical consumer will be negligible 
since he will be purchasing less water. In fact the 
typical consumer will enjoy an overall dollar sav
ings because energy will be saved in at least two 
ways: first, by reduced pumping costs to transport 
the water to the consumer and second, by reduced 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company utility bill charges 
since less hot water for bathing will be used. 

To distribute the devices the water contractors 
are relying on the cooperation of a large number 
of service groups and organizations: Boy Scouts, 
Girl Scouts, students and other sources of volun
teer help. 

2. Description of Water Saving Devices 

Since toilet flushing and bathing account 
for about 75% of all use inside the home, the 
devices selected aim at reducing water use in this·· 
area. The devices are easily installed by the 
average resident. 

Water Closet Displacement Bottles 

Description. This item consists simply of 
two I-quart plastic bottles which are weighted 
with gravel to offset the buoyancy of the plastic 
when submerged. 

Installation. Simply fill the bottles with 
water and set in corner of toilet tank where they 
do not interfere with flushing mechanism. Then 
check for a satisfactory flush. Also check the 
water level achieved on refilling the tank and 
compare to line marked on tank wall (usually back 
wall). Adjust water level if necessary by bending 
float arm down. Be sure water level is not so high 
as to continuously waste water down the overflow 
standpipe. 

In some toilets there is room to install more 
than 2 bottles and still achieve a satisfactory 
flush. 

Shower Flow Control Insert 

Description. A plastic (celcon) insert which 
when placed in-line with a shower head will 
typically reduce the flow rate to about 3 gallons 
per minute. Depending on water pressure and shower 
head design, most shower heads will deliver 5 or 
more gallons per minute. 

Installation. Relatively easy to install in 
most showers by simply removing shower head, plac
ing insert in the lead-in pipe and replacing 
shower head. 

3. Unit Water and Costs 

The water savings and costs that have been 
estimated for the above conservation measures are 
summarized in Table 2. 
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4. Total Water Savings and Costs 

Taking into consideration that approximately 
20% of total connections are not residences and 
problems of achieving 100% distribution or instal
lation and other factors, the water contractors 
estimated that it was reasonable to assume that a 
retrofit participation of 65% could be achieved. 

Connections and water use information for the 
various water contractors is shown in Table 3. 

From the table it can be seen that total water 
use in 1975 was 31,977 acre-feet. Water savings, 
achievable system-wide, therefore is estimated as: 

Annual 
Annual Consumption: 

Normal (1975) 
With Water Savers 

Savings 

% Savings 

5. Energy Cost Savings 

mgd 

28.55 

27.54 
1.011 

mg 

10,420 

10,052 

368 

3.5% 

There are three areas where reduced water 
consumption results in direct energy savings: 

~ SCWA Aqueduct pumping costs 

A.F. 

31,977 

30,845 

1,132 

~ Local City/District distribution pumping costs 

~ Reduced gas utility bills due to less hot 
water heating 

There are also a myriad of indirect energy 
cost savings, such as reduced chlorine requirement, 
but these are not included in the calculation. 

Savings in Aqueduct pumping costs using the 
appropriate power block rate and based on last 
year's pumping and costs are calculated to be 
43¢/A.F. (Note: power in the last power block 
costs the SCWA $lO/A.F.). 

Savings in consumer hot water heating costs 
are estimated using data supplied by Pacific Gas 
& Electric Company as: 

7390 gal/household/yr saved x 50% (hot water 
portion of shower water) x 7.8 x 10- 3 thermal 
units/gal of hot water (assumes 64% water 
heater efficiency) x l5¢ per thermal unit = 
$4. 32/household/yr. 

6. Fiscal Impact of Water Savings 

The fiscal impact can be thought of as a chain 
of transactions. 

Starting with the SCWA it is estimated the 
SCWA will sell 1,132 A.F. or 4.3% less water 
(assumes water contractors will maximize the use 
of local sources of supply first and balance their 

(57496 connections + 1000) x 65% x 0.027 mgd 
saved/lOOO units. 
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Table 2. Unit water savings and cost. 

.Per Capita Use 

Normal 
~vith Hater Savers 

Savings 

Household Usee 

Normal 
With Water Savers 

Savings 

Per 1000 Households 

Normal 
With Water Savers 

Savings 

Combined Saving~ 

Per Capita 
Per Household 
Per 1000 Household 

Purchase Price (Bulk) 

Installation Cost 

Annual 0&14 on Devices 

lilater Closet 

27.5 gpcpda 

25.0 gocpd 

2.5 gpcpdc 

27,100 9/yr 
24,640 g/yr 

2,460 9/yr 

0.07425 mgd 
0.06750 rogd 

0.00675 mgd 

10 gpcpd 
9850 g/yr 

0.027 mgd 

15¢/bottle 

Shower 

15.0 gpcpdb 

7.5 gpcpd 

7.5 9Pcpdd 

14,780 g/yr 
7,390 g/YL 

7,390 g/yr 

0.04050 rngd 
0.02025 mgd 

0.02025 mgd 

5S¢/insert 

Assume distribution accomplished by 
volunteers and installation. done by 
resident 

None required 

a based on 5-1/2 gal/flush and 5 flushes/day per person 

b based on a normal ShOi'lCr flow rate of 6 gprn, a normal shower duration of 5 
minutes and the assumed frequency of 1 shm ... er every other day 

Cbased on 2 bottles per w.c. or savings of 1/2 gallon/flush 

dbased on a restricted flow rate of 3 gpm 

e based on average household size of 3 people (source: Sonoma County Planning 
Department) and assumes 90% occupancy 

needs with SCWA purchases second). Since most of 
the SCWA's costs are fixed, i.e., debt amortization, 
labor, plant overhead, etc., the SCWA will have to 
increase its rates by about 4.3%. For F.Y. 75-76 
the typical water contractor paid about $50,000/A.F. 
for Russian River water (the rate varies depending 
on distance from the River and other factors). 
Therefore the SCWA would have to raise rates by 
about $2.15/A.F. on the average to offset the 
revenue loss. The water contractor, however, will 
be purchasing about 4.3% less water (if said 
contractor has achieved the 65% retrofit effective
ness level) and therefore, since total annual 
purchase water costs are the product of rate times 
volume, the contractor's total annual outlay for 
water purchased from the SCWA will remain the same 
as for the previous year (assuming all other vari
ables not related to the water saving program are 
constant). As noted earlier, however, the SaVA 
will not be required to layout as much money for 
aqueduct pumping energy. The total energy savings 
the SaVA will enjoy is: 

$lO.OO/A.F. x 1,132 A.F. ~ $11,320. 

Note that this a~ount is saved every year and will 
increase as energy costs continue to escalate. 
This energy savings is passed on to the water 
contractors in the form of an Operation and 
Maintenance rate component reduction which is 
calculated to be about 43¢/A.F. Distributed to 
the contractors this savings amounts to: 

Santa Rosa 

North Marin 
Petaluma 

Valley of the Moon 

Rohnert Park 

Sonoma 
Cotati 

Forestville 

$ 5,944 

2,071 

1,653 

815 

45 

555 
135 

102 

$11, 320/yr 
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Table 3. Data on connections and water use. 

Water Use in 1975 (Ac.Ft. ) 
Commodity Production 

Active Rate Russian Per Connection 
A51ency Connections $/1000 g.a Local River Total A.F./Conn. 

Santa Rosa 24,471 0.610 130 13,840 13,970 0.57 

North r'\arin County 
\'later District 12,035 0.441 2,008 4,811 6,819 0.57 

Petaluma 10,500 0.468 1,463 3,862 5,325 0.51 

Valley of the Moon 
County Hater 
District b 4,073 0.500 0 1,900 1,900 0.47 

Rohnert Park 2,771 Unmetered 1,956 95 2,051 0.47 

Sonoma 2,118 0.500 7 1,288 1,295 0.61 

Cotati 1,075 0.600 58 327 385 0.36 

Forestville 
\1ater District ~ £:2QQ. 0 232 ~ 0.51 

Total: 57,496 0.54 c 5,662 26,355 31,977 O.56 d 

a In communities not having a uniform commodity rate, the highest use block rate 
tbat the greatest number of 5/8 11 connections would normally get into is shown. 

b F.\:. 74-75 

C Weighted mean commodity rate~ 

~Weighted average production per connection. Reducing this value by 10% for 
system losses and unaccounted water, a value of 0.50 acre~foot of. 'Hater con-' 
surned per connection results. 

From the table it can be seen that total water use in 1975 \ .... as 31,977 acre

feet. Water savings, achie\rable system-\1ide I therefore is estimated as: 

Annual Consumption: 
Normal (1975) 
With Water Savers 

Savings 
% Savings 

~ 
28.55 
27.54' 

1;01' 

rng 
10,420 
10,052 

368 

Annual 

3.5% 

A.F. 
31,977 
30,845 

1,132 

(57496 connections 1000) x 65% x 0.027 rugd saved/lOOO units. 

The water contractors will likewise suffer a 
revenue loss due to reduced sales and have to make 
this up by raising rates or otherwise offsetting 
the loss. The resulting impact on residents 
participating in the water saving effort will, 
however, be that increased rates are cancelled 
by a reduced water requirement and hence reduced 
consumption. A typical example of the amount 
of rate increase required to offset the typical 
City/District's revenue loss is: 

or 

savings 
sales 

conmlodi ty rate increase required 
eXLsting comnodity rate 

368mg 
10,052 mg x .9* x 54¢/1000 g. ~ 2.2¢/1000g. 

which represents a 4.2% rate increase. This is 
not to say that the true cost of water service 
to the homeowner will increase 4.2%. It will not 
because all cf the water contractors levy minimum 
charges and/or taxes which would remain the same. 
Since the typical connection is a single family 
dwelling unit and consumes 0.50 A.F./yr (162,870 
g/yr), the impact of a 2.2¢/1000 gal. water rate 
increase is $3. 58/household/yr. Note, however, 
that the typical household of 3 persons participat-

*assumes 10% for losses in the distribution system 

ing in the program will save 9,850 g/yr x (54¢ + 
2.2¢)/1000 g. or $5.54 per year due to reduced 
water use. The reason this does not come out an 
exact "push" is that it is assumed only 65% of the 
homes will participate. This brings up the import
ant point that the greater the installation effort, 
the more equitable is the distribution of the over
all benefits to the consumer; those who do not 
choose to participate are actually penalized. Resi
dents not participating in the program end up 
subsidizing those who do to the extent of about 
$2 per year (assuming 65% participation) and in 
addition forego potential hot water energy cost 
savings of about $4 per year. Note also that even 
with a 100% installation program, a positive 
incentlve of $4 per year for energy savings to the 
typical household (3 people) results. 

It can also be argued that Pacific Gas & 
Electric Company would have to increase its rates 
to make up the small revenue loss but even if this 
happens the consumer will still be ahead because 
the price that Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
must pay to purchase natural gas is escalated at a 
much more rapid rate. 

In summary it is concluded that the proposed 
water savings plan may trigger rate increase by 
the Cities and Districts selling water of about 
4% but that the resident who installs the _devices 
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will not experience an increase in the total amount 
of money paid out for water service since less 
water will be used. The resident will in fact 
enjoy a net savings of approximately $4 per year 
on the Pacific Gas & Electric bill. As natural 

sheet was also prepared to instruct homeowners on 
installation. A kit consisting of: 

~ Clear plastic bag to hang on door knob 

IIil Dye tablet gas prices soar, this savings will increase. 

7. Estimated Total Cost and Proposed V~thod of 
Paying for Devices 

Iii) 2 plastic "displacement" bottles 

IIil 1 shower insert 

@ Program brochure 
.4ssuming the 65% participation effort and 

realizing that 80% or more of total cOIDlections 
are typical single family dwelling units, the 
following purchase plan was adopted by the water 
contractors: 

IIil Instruction shee1· 

was made up for distribution to each household. 
Total cost of the kit was less than $1. 00. The 
text of the instruction sheet distributed by 
North Marin is shown in Fig. 1. 

Item Per Unit lJI;ellings No. of Items 

Bottles 4 38,000 152,000 

Ins,erts 1.5 38,000 57,000 

Unit Cost 

15¢ 

5S¢ 

Tax 

Misc. 

Total Cost 

$22,800 

31,350 

$54,150 

3,250 

1,100 

$58,500 

Distribution and installation of the devices 
is well underway in each of the eight Cities and 
Districts as of the date this report was printed. 
Many favorable comments have been received thus 
far. A follow-up "effectiveness" survey is 
planned by the water contractors in Fall of 1976. 

REFERENCES 

Before finalizing the program, the water 
contractors decided to add a nontoxic vegetable 

1. "North Marin's Little Compendiums of Water 
Saving Ideas", by John Olaf Nelson, available 
from North Marin Water District, P.O.BOX 146, 
Novato, Calif., 94947 (Price: $7.00). 

dye tablet to the kit for testing toilet tank leaks. 
These were acquired for 8¢ each. An instruction 

We must conserve water now while it is avail· 
able and pidO for the future. , , or rationing 
will take place. There are specifiC things you 
can do. By working together, we can achieve 
our goal of saving 1,000,000 gallons of water 
a day. ,. and help meet tomorrow's needs. 

Displacemenl 
45% of household water use is the toilet 
fixture l Everylime i1 toilet is flusher!, from 
5 to 6 gill Ions of water flows into the sewer. 
Most toilets lise more water Ihan is necessary 
and could opeulle just as effectIvely WIth le<;s. 
One safe and method of water displ;'lce· 
ment IS to llse bottles, weighted and 
placed in the tank. 

Shower flow Con~rol 
A simple plastic insert re\lulates the flow of 
water Ihrouqh your shower head 
ond ('I11\omal leilily compensates 
for vilrylng pressures. So easy 
to install, it subslanlially 
reduces the volume of 
willer while m'lIn· 
laining the output 
quality. Here's 
a quick nnd 
easy way 
iO cut 
shower water 
use liP to 50% 
find S<lve vBluable 
energy by u~!ng 
less hot wafer. 

;\ 1r.i1kinq toile! lnnk ("Hl l)(~ Ofl(' 

of tllf' mos! wil"l(~ftd C(1J1dlil[lll', 

HI ;my \N,I!(~! S,IVH1q (dlnl I 1\11 ('i 
1f1.cIIVf>WdY 10 check liJp 1c)III~I" 111 

IlfHnc I .... Simply hy pi;)' Illq d 

lest tablet 01 il fl'w clioP" of 
food COIQrIfHI Inlo tlH' (olit'l I,mk, 

(nol bowll. Sill IIH' V\!dll~r 

sllnhlly 10 spleil(l jlH~ (olo! 
Ihr[)lJqh the [,1l1k, Ih(~!l (1il 
SRrve the: t01lrl howl for d 

few mlrltllcs If dlly 

01 Ih(~ color comes 
Il1lolJqh [0 Ihe howl, 
tlwrr; IS ,1 w;lstchll 

w,lter leilk. If VOII (",m'l 
spot the IrolJhll~ ;HHj Ilx 
II yourself. il is best 10 

qel nl,HI11en;lrlCC r(>pi"lir heir 

In ;){Idlilon 10 the maferials deSCribed, il Wlri 

ilvilililblf~ Ifl a Wiill~ 
fe;l!lJres il ell! fcren! deqr()c 

EilCh 

Durinu Slimmer months, hornf'owJ1ms usc 
more thill1 IWlce the arnounl (11 Willer Ihan 
in other Sei'lSuns oi 1he lhi'II'S llrci:l(Jse 
lilwns, pliJnl<; dnd consume mOIf:! 
Willr.r 1hiHl ilny other usc TIH'rr. me rnilny 
wilYs lor a hunwowner tn rcriucf' summer 
Wi!{(!r lJS(~ iHl{l h<lVf~ ij heC'llthlcr dfHl i111rdC!IVp. 

landscilpe. 

r hI' ~yy 10 <;I!("cp<;<,hd iil'Nfl GJr(! 1<; !o 

slowlV iHHJ deeply Allow IIH J 10 dry 
lirHldllnq dqdlrl 11 IS IH~ .... t ti) vvntnr yOt1( lawn 
;IIHI qiH(lf~1) In 111[' eilrly fnOfnln(j AVOid Windy 

ddYS Hlql1 wlnd<; blow away [he Willer and 
prf'vpnt proper distribution ThornlJqhly soak 
YOII[ lawn <lilt! plants falher thEIn jus! sprin· 
kllllq liOh!lv 1 hiS nll(lws the mOisture to 
if<lt!' dr~{~plv Inlo thr. qrollnd and It be 
tnOf(' ('I[('cllvp. Ihim several Ilghl ilfm11Ci1ilollS. 
I he IISf! (11 SOtlkr.IS i<; "lIso sUflgesterJ 

OOIl'I irl water run down the and Side· 
w,llk PlilU' your so a mlfHmum 
clrnollnl 01 willr:r on driveways and Side· 
w"Ik.s Pf~i!1 Mos'> imd mulch plilced ilrounrl 
yow plants will hf?lp 10 reli-lin the mOisture 

F rr 1 Ii liP your l{lwn 
rnonlh<;, 110m spring 

1(111, 10 encourage deep 
root nenetrCl!ion 

0011'1 cui 100 

flf<lSS 

sh<1r1c<; roots 
and .. on 

serves rna IS" 
lure. Kprp YOIJr 

~ardf>n weed 
free. Weeds roh 

11Pcderi W;l ter from 
oli1N pfiln1s. S('lpct plallts and "IHUbs for your 
lilndscaplnq which rpqlllre minimum ;:Jfllounls 
of Willer ' 

Fig. 1. Water conservation instruction sheet distributed by North Marin County Water District. 



ENERGY CONSERVATION IN HOME APPLIANCES THROUGH 
COMPARISON SHOPPING: FACTS AND FACT SHEETS 

David B. Goldstein, Arthur H. Rosenfeld 
Department of Physics and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley 

Home appliances are a major consumer of elec
tric energy and peak power both in California and 
nationwide. About 20% of total electricity ronsump
tion in the state is demanded by appliances, 
while over 30% of Eeak power is accounted for by 
only four major appliances,2 mainly related to 
cooling. 

This energy and power demand is relatively 
inelastic over the short run. Inelasticity can 
be shown by the experience of the years following 
1973, when industrial and commercial electric 
demand declined relative to residential demand. 
This inelasticity may also be expected from the 
consumption characteristics of the appliances them
selves; once an appliance is plugged in, there is 
relatively little the operator can do to reduce its 
consumption without making significant compromises 
in comfort. 

However, there are important differences in 
energy consumption among different medels of an 
appliance. These differences allow consumers to 
make a significant reduction in their energy use 
and utility costs as they replace existing appliances 
with new units or as new households are established. 
Thus, over the long run, if consumers are informed 
about the variations in energy use and life cycle 
costs between appliances, they have the ability to 
effr.~ct large reductions in appliance energy consump
tion. 

Variations in energy use are a result of 
several differences. The most obvious are 
differences in size, or between features such as 
automatically defrosting and manually defrosting 
refrigerators; however much of the variation in 
energy use can be explained by differences in 
technical efficiency (the ability of an appliance 
to deliver the same useful output as another medel 
with less energy input). 

The technical efficiency of an appliance is 
not readily determined by its physical attributes; 
nor are high-efficiency appliances necessarily 
bigger, thicker, heavier, or of different 
appearance. Efficiency can only be measured by a 
standardized laboratory test procedure. For the 
consumer to make a decision about what efficiency 
rated appliance to buy he must have efficiency 
labels attached to all appliances. 

The consumer decisions on appliance efficiency 
can make a substantial difference in overall energy 
and power demand as will be shown; there is 
frequently a 2 to 1 range in technical efficiency 
between models. Since most appliances are 
relatively long-lived, a decision made today will 
fix a demand for electricity or gas for the next 
12 to 25 years. Thus, it is important to have 
labels on all major energy-using appliances, provid
ing the consumer enough information to allow him 
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to make informed comparisons and choices between the 
different products available. 

We recently surveyed appliance stores and found 
that most stores have fewer than one-fourth of their 
refrigerators and air conditioners labeled for 
energy utilization. Typically, the energy 
information, if present at all, is buried in small 
type amidst dozens of lines of other technical 
specifications. Also, predictably, the least 
efficient units are less likely to have energy 
labels than the higher efficiency models. 

The Federal Government is currently in the 
process of designing mandatory energy labels, 
in coordination with the development by the 
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) of targets 
for appliance efficiency improvement. These labels 
will contain some measure of energy utilization 
efficiency of the product (similar to miles-per
gallon stickers on automobiles), and will also list 
the range of efficiencies to be found in models 
with similar features and capacity. Despite the 
improvement offered by the NBS labelS, they still 
will not provide the consumer with sufficient 
information on which to make life-cycle cost 
decisions. Although the labels will list the 
extremes in efficiency with a given class, they 
will provide no data at all on intermediate units. 
Purchase prices of other units in the class are not 
given. No mention is made of whether the mere 
efficient units are sold in the consumer's area. 

In order to perform life cycle cost analyses 
on different appliances, the consumer needs all of 
the following information: 

1. Purchase prices and annual energy utiliza
tion estimates for alternative appliances. 

2. Estimates of energy cost over the lifetime 
of the unit itself. 

3. The projected lifetime of the unit itself. 

4. Suggestions about what other choices of 
size or feature may save energy and reduce 
life-cycle cost, albeit possibly at the 
expense of convenience or flexibility. 

5. Some explicit calculations of life-cycle 
cost. 

We present below some examples of fact 
sheets on appliances, which would be used by 
consumers. We also discuss, on an appliance-by
appliance basis, some of the tradeoffs between 
life-cycle cost and first cost or between life
cycle cost and convenience or comfort. 



REFRI GEM'IDRS 

There is a tremendous range in energy consump
tion between different models of new home refrigera
tors: from under 500 kWhr/yr to over 3000 kWhr/yr. 
While some of their variation is explained by 
differences in size, features (e.g., frost-free 
option), or style (e.g., "side-by-side"), there is 
still a range of over 2 to 1 in energy demand of 
units within a single class of size and features. 

These differences can represent a substantial 
cost to the consumer for several reasons. First, 
almost all households have a refrigerator while 
many have two or more (average is 1.15 per house
hold). Second, the lifetime of a refrigerator is 
quite long: 20 years on the average. Finally, 
the actual magnitude of energy usage is large. 
A typical new refrigerator accounts for 1/4 of the 
electrical energy used by the average California 
household for all purposes. 
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For example, consider the most popular size 
and feature class: 15-18 ft3 with automatic defrost. 
The lowest-consumption, frost-free unit rated by 
AHAM4 uses pbout 1050 kWh/yr while the highest con
sumption is about 2500 kWh/yr. At 3. 5¢/kWh, the differ
ence (1450 kWh) costsc$50 each year; over 20 years 
the cost differential J is $1,000, about three 
times the purchase price. 

To decide rationally between these extrema 
and the units between, the consumer needs data 
not only on the model he is looking at, but on all 
other models in its class. The potential purchaser 
of a 17 ft3 unit with energy demand of 2400 kWh/yr 
should know (a) that the ooi t he is looking at is 
near the bottom of the list in energy efficiency, 
(b) how much improvement is possible in similar 
units, (c) how the price of the more efficient ,mit 
compares to that of the unit in question, (d) how 
the different units compare in terms of life-cycle 
costs, (e) how much he would save by going to a 
different feature class (e.g., partial automatic 
defrost), and (f) how this uni t' s efficiency com
pares to federal and/or state standards. 

He might want to see the data displayed 
graphically, for example as a scatterplot, to see 
if there are any trends in life-cycle cost (or 
first cost) and efficiency that are relevant to 
his purchase decision. These points should be 
labelled by the manufacturer and model number, so 
that if a desired model is unavailable at a 
particular store, the customer can try other local 
stores. 

Figure I is an example of the information 
that should be available at the appliance store. 

It dis~lays first cost and annual cost data 
for 15-18 ft automatic defrost refrigerators. 
This is the most popular class of refrigerator. It 
can be seen that there is only a slight correla-
tion between first cost and annual cost, and that, 
as expected, it is an inverse relationship: the 
more expensive units are apparently better designed 
to save energy. The slanted lines are lines of 
constant life cycle costs, with lowest life cycle 
costs at the bottom left of the figure. As 

these lines show, the consumer almost invariably 
saves energy over the life of the refrigerator 
by choosing the lowest available energy 
consumption. 

A set of tables and graphs like those in 
Fig. 1 should be available to all consumers. The 
values used for first cost and energy cost should 
be adjusted to reflect local experience and local 
utili ty rates, as well as local availability of 
different brands. If there are mandatory limits 
to energy use (e. g., present and future California 
Energy Commission or NBS Standards), these should 
also be displayed to show the consumer by how much 
the models exceed the minimum standards (or by what 
margin they fail to attain future years' standards). 
For comparison with the data in Fig. 1 the 
California maximum energy consumption standards for 
refrigerators are shown in Table 1. These standards 
are a function of size and features, and will be 
imposed in stages, beginning in 1977. 

Table 1. California maximum energy consumption 
standards for new refrigerators and 
freezers (kWh/month X volume of appliance 
including freezer in ft3). 

Manual defrost refrigerators 

Nonautomatic defrost refriger
ator-freezers 

Automatic defrost refriger
a tor free zers 

Freezers: 
Automatic defrost (upright) 
Other 

8Nov. 3 in both years. 

1977a 1979a 

40+2.5V 40+2.5V 

40+5 40+2.5 

40+7 40+5 

40+7 40+6 
40+5 40+4 
<-~,,-~~~--<-

The strict 1979 standards will eliminate 100 
of the 138 partial and automatic defrost refrigerator
freezers now sold in California. However, one 
manufacturer's entire line already exceeds the 1979 
standards by at least 8 kWh/month, and uses typically 
10-20% less energy t11an the legal maximum. 

It is interesting to note that for "top-
freezer" refrigerators3 (the most popular type 
with about 66% of total refrigerator sales), there 
is very litUe correlation between size and energy 
consumption: larger units may use either more or 
less electricity than smaller ones. 

It is also interesting to compare partial 
and automatic defrost units. Al though the 
partials use about 30% less electricity than 
similarly sized automatics on the average, most 
of them use more energy than the most efficient 
16 ft3 automatic, which is larger than all but one 
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350 390 430 470 510 550 
Purchase price (dollars) 

X8L 768 - 3378 

SYt·mOL BR'c\'D PRICE REF VOL FZ VOL TOT VOL E~'ERGY USE ANN. OPER. LIFECYCLE 
(k\\11/~DNrH) COST COST DEFROST 

A COLDSrOT 7655110 $365. 10 .92 4.25 IS.17 161. $68. $1717 . A 
B COLDSPOT 7657110 360. 12.30 4.77 17.07 169. 7l. 1780. A 
C COLDSPa!' 76570]0 360. 12.40 4.60 17.00 136. 57. 1502. A 
D COLDSPOT 7657411 455. 12.31 4.75 17.06 175. 74. 1925. A 
E COLDSPOT 76S7Z1O 385. 12.31 4.75 17.06 182. 76. 1914. A 
F FRIGTLFdRE FPS-] con 470. 12.26 :t.75 17.01 144. 60. 1680. A 
G GE:\ER,\L ELECTRIC TRF16\'R 400. 11. 28 4.30 15.58 139. 58. 156R. A 
H Gt;,'ERAL [llCTRI C 11JF J I)ER 450. 12.92 4.65 17.57 155. 65. 1752. A 
I GIBSO:-.l RTl7F3 470. 12 .~o 4.60 17.00 136. 57. 1612. A 
J KELVli';ATOI( TSniOK.\ 488. 12.40 4.60 17.00 136. 57. 1630. A 
K KELVI:\..\TOR Tsn 70K.\ .520. 12 ... 0 4.(>0 17.00 136. 57. 1662. A 
L PlIILCO COLD GUARD R;l 1667 510. 11. 99 :1.62 15.61 ]03. 43. 1370. A 
M P!1ILCO COLD Gu.\;m RD17G8 550. 12.37 4.65 17 .02 104. 44. 1424. A 
N PlIILCO COLD GUARD RlJl7G7 510. 12 .• 10 4.65 17.05 10I. 42. 1358. A 
0 SIG.\ATUiZE Uro-lS2S-00 355. 10.44 4.74 15.13 116. 6l. 1581. A 
P SIQiATURE lJFO-17J5-20' 385. 12.28 4.74 17.02 153. M. 1670. A 
Q SIG.\;\TURE UfO- l62S-00 450. 10.46 6.05 16.:' 1 190. 82. 2096. A 
R ~F.STINGIOUSf' RTl70R 470. 12.45 4.65 17.10 127 53. 1537. A 
S IIHl RLPOOL E.'\ T1 7\K 400. 12.31 4.75 17.06 175. 74. 1870. A 
T IIHIRLPOOL L\T1SPK 415. 10.86 4.19 15.05 160. 67. 1759. A 
U \\lIIRLPOOL E,iTl71m: 440. 12.31 4.75 17.06 110. 46. 1364. A 
V 1;]11 RLPOOL f"\T171'~\ 418. 12.46 4.75 17.21 17S. 74. J888. !\. 

~l = ~~\'\l)AL DEfROST, REFRIGU,,\TOR "SO n~:E:ER 
P = AUTCN·\TlC DEFROST RH[(~r;ER..\TOR, m,\UAl. DEFROST FREEZER 
A = AUTCH\TlC DUI(OST, REFlUGERATOR A'iD Fi{E[ZER 

NOTE: LlFI'CYCI.E COST ASSUI>U,S 20 YEAR Lll-E. 
ELECTRICITY IS ASSlr..\LJ) TO CO~';T 3. S (DITS PER KW-HR 
AND FUEL DirLATlON RAn, (I:oJ TRUE DOLlARS) CANaLS INTEREST RATE 

Fig. 1. 



of them. The largest partial, (15.8 ft3) uses about 
40% less energy than the average of the smaller ones. 

Thus, it appears that detailed comparison 
shopping is a much.more effective way to 
save energy than relying on rules of thumb such as 
"smaller units use less electricity" or "automatics 
use more energy than manuals." One can also conclude 
that for refrigerators of this type, (top freezer), 
differences in technical efficiency are much more 
significant than differences in size or features 
in determining energy use. 

TELEVISION SETS 

We are unable to find any significant relation
ship between first cost and energy cost for solid 
state television sets in a small survey of local 
prices. (Price seems to depend only on features 
and cabinet decoration.) However, televis ion 
energy consumption can be significant, and again, 
the consumers' choices can have a major effect in 
reducing energy demand. 

The most important choice affecting television 
energy consumption is between vaCUlrn tube and solid 
state electronics. Although most sets are not 
solid state, a significant number of vacuum tube 
and hybrid sets are available. The difference in 
power consumption between vacuum tube and solid 
state sets is about 200 watts for color and about 
180 watts for black-and-white- sets (i.e., 350 vs 
150 watts for color sets and 250 vs 70 watts for 
black-and-white sets). Television sets are 
operated about 1900 hours a year in California 
households, so the energy conslrnption differential 
for a household with a color solid sta~s(3f-rat~r 
than a vacuum tube set would be 200 W x 1900 hr/yr 
390 kWh/yr. The annual cost savings at 3.5¢/kWh 
would be about $13.25, giving a life cycle saving 
of some $205, or at least half the original purchase 
cost. 

There are also variations in power conslrnption 
benveen different brands and types of solid-state 
sets. However, they are less significant, since 
they are, at present, only about 10% of the 
previously mentioned differentials. Nevertheless, 
cost and energy information should be available 
to consumers not only to encourage energy-saving 
selections, but also to give an incentive for 
manufacturers toward reductions in power. 

AIR CONDITIONERS 

Ffhe general remarks concerning refrigerators 
apply to air conditioners. However, in the case of 
air conditioners, there are additional corrvlicating 
factors in the cost analysis. First of all, since 
central air conditioners are usually sold through 
contractors, it is hard to find a well-defined 
purchase price. Second, the annual cost of an 
air conditioner depends on whether some form of 
peak load pricing or time-of-day pricing applies. 
Third, the cost of energy (and perhaps, peak power) 
for an air conditioner depends on how many hours it 
is run; this in turn is a function of climate and 
usage patterns (e.g., whether a room air conditioner 
is used to cool the whole house when this is 
possible); such data are scanty. 

Thus, the first need in preparing data sheets 
is for a set of field studies (for several regions) 
of consumption patterns. When this is accompl ished, 
we would probably have to construct parametric 
fact sheets, with different sheets for different 
pricing methods (e.g., constant vs time-of-day 
pricing). Once the consumption data are collected, 
the consumer will see ranges of energy consumption 
and cost characteristics even wider than those 
seen in the refrigerator fact sheet. 

Air conditioner efficiencies are discussed 
in terms of energy efficiency ratio (EER) which is 
defined as the ratio of cooling output (Btu/hr) per 
watt of electrical input, under specified test 
conditions. California has recently set minimum 
standards for the EER's of new air conditioners 
sold in the state. These standards are staged, 
with the first set to take effect in 1977 and the 
second to supercede them in 1979 (see Table 2). 
As in the case of refrigerators, it can be seen 
that most current models fail to attain the 1979 
standard for EER, while a few units exceed the 
standard by a comfortable margin. 

For climates with dry summer weather (most of 
the Western states), consumers should also be 
asked to 'compare evaporative coolers with air 
conditioners before making a choice. Evaporative 
coolers are less expensive than air conditioners, 
both in terms of first cost and operating cost. 
Their energy consunption is less than 20% of that 
of an air conditioner. The ability of such a unit 
to cool a house varies with climate. However for 

Table 2. California minimum EERa standards for 
air conditioners. 

Heat pumps, cooling cycle: 

Window or room type 

Central type 

Air conditioners: 

Window or room type: 

> 20,000 Btu/hr 

< 20,000 Btu/hr 

Central type 

Date effective ----- .------
1977b 1979b 

7.1 8.3 

6.7 7.5 

7.0 

7.5 

7.0 8.0 

aEER (energy efficiency ratio) is defined as 
the ratio of an air conditioner output in Btu/hr 
to electrical input in Watts under specified 
conditions of temperature and humidity. 

bNov . 3 in both years. 

c220-volt units (or other high voltage units) 
must exceed an EER of 8.2 instead of 8.7. 



a large segment of the Western population, the 
climatic conditions allow evaporative coolers to 
perform almost as comfortably as air conditioners. 
Heat-exchange evaporative coolers, which do not 
increase the humidity of inside air, are currently 
under development for home use; these units are 
usable as the sole cooling source for a house in 
moderately warm weather, and can provide precooled 
air to a small air conditioner during the hottest 
periods of the year. Such units might find wide 
consumer acceptance if potential air conditioner 
customers were informed of their availability. 

HEATING APPLIANCES' RANGES, CLOTI-lES DRYERS, 
WATER HEATERS, SPACE HEATERS 

Despite gas curtailments in some areas, many 
consumers have a choice of fuels between gas 
and electricity (and, in some cases, oil) for 
heating appliances. NBS labeling procedures will 
attempt to compare the efficiency of various types 
of appliances within the same category (e.g., gas 
water heaters)~ignore the question of fuel 
choice. 

This question is of importance to the energy 
policy of the nation as well as to the life cycle 
costs of the consumer. In almost all cases, the 
use of gas heating appliances will result in lower 
life cycle costs and lower overall energy (and 
"scarce" fuel) consumption. This is because in 
almost all regions of the U.S., an additional Btu 
of electricity demand from a resistariceneating 
appliance will be met by the additional combustion 
of about 3 Btu of oil or gas at a power plant. 
Since the efficiency of gas-fired home appliances 
is much greater than 1/3, the use of a gas appliance 
will result in lower energy consumption than the 
electric resistance version. In addition the costs 
of gas should be lower, since the distribution 
system is cheaper for gas than for electricity. 

As an example, a representative gas price is 
$2.00 per MBtu, while a typical electricity price 
is 4¢ per k"\lih. If gas heater efficiencies are 
about 60% relative to electricity heaters, then 
the costs per useful MBtu are $3.30 for gas and 
$11.70 for electricity, a ratio of Ito 3.5. 
The price of natural gas or syngas will have to 
increase 350% before one could recommend electricity 
over gas on the basis of lower operating costs. 

While there is some concern over the continued 
availability of natural gas, it seems unlikely that 
supplies will be unavailable to consumers if they 
are willing to pay a reasonable price. Gas prices 
have been regulated at levels of $.30 to $.50 per 
Nffitu; at these prices, many states have experienced 
a shortage. However, if one simply requires gas 
to be cheaper than electricity, the consumer can 
afford to pay ~ $6.00 per MBtu. 
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For such prices, there are a number of poten
tial new sources of supply (in addition to increased 
domestic gas extraction). They include: 

1. Imported liquefied natural gas (LNG). 
A CalifornIa gas utlllty estimates (In a filing 
with the F.P.C.) that the cost of Indonesian LNG 
will be about $3.00 per MBtu, at the system boundalY 
in Southern California. 

2. Alaskan natural gas. California Public 
UtHities Commission staff estimates project 
Alaska gas to cost $3.00-$6.00 per MBtu. 

3. Synthetic gas (from coal). Price estimates 
for this source generally fall in the range of 
$2.50-$7.00 per MBtu. 

Thus sufficient gas supplies should be avail
able to residential users who wish to fuel their 
heating appliances with gas, and the appliance 
labels should direct the consumer to make compari
sons between fuels as well as between different 
models for water heaters, space heaters, ranges, 
and clothes dryers. The labels will also point 
out expected life cycle cost advantages of electric 
ignition gas burners over pilot lights. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The major obstacle preventing the publication 
of detailed appliance fact sheets as we have outlined 
is the lack of data. This can be remedied fairly 
easily in many cases; however, the necessary actions 
have not yet been taken. 

TI1e basic data needs are as follows: 
1) Price tabulations for each appliance, to go 
along with energy efficiency ratings, which are 
already being tabulated. 2) Projected utility 
prices for gas and electricity. This second task 
is fairly difficult. It will be required for each 
region of the state or nation; and the results may 
be controversial. However, price projections are' 
necessary to life cycle costing; and if govern
mental policy makers are deciding things on the 
basis of a cost projection, there is no reason why 
the consumer should not be allowed to use the same 
projections himself. 3) Lifetime estimates. In 
preparing Reference 1 we were unable to find any 
published study on the equipment lifetime for 
appliances. We developed a methodOlOgy based on 
the data collected to find out mean retention times 
for appliances. The agencies preparing fact 
sheets should either perform a new study on life
time or use the results of the LBL model since 
most published lifetime estimates are actually 
retention time estimates; they underestimate the 
life of the unit by ignoring the time it operates 
as a used appliance. It would compromise much of 
the effectiveness of appliance efficiency labeling 
as a means to save money and protect poor people 
from energy cost escalation if appliances were 
chosen to be less efficient over their "new" 
lifetime and imposed extra costs on their eventual 
owners during their "used" lifetime(s). 
4) I Utilization patterns. NBS testing procedures 
generally provide a measure of efficiency, or 
energy need per unit time for a certain level of 
output. To perform life cycle cost analyses often 
requires information on patterns of use; for example, 
on how many hours a device is used per year. 
Published data on TV's, air conditioners, clothes 
washers and dryers, water heaters, and ranges are 
often incorrect or based on poorly performed surveys. 

FOOTNOTES 

L "Electrical Energy Consumption in California: 
Data Collection and Analysis, II LBL staff, UCID 3847, 
(1976). Table 2 gives electricity consumption by , 
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end use; major appliance energy usages add to 
29.65 X 109 kWh/yr. This is 19.92% of total 
electricity use statewide, as given in Table 1, 
(148.87 X 109 kWh/yr). All appHance data not 
attributed in the text to another source are taken 
from this Reference 1. 

2. Central and room air conditioners each 
demand 3000 lvlW in California (D. Goldstein, 
Testimony before California State Energy Resources 
Conservation and Development Commission (CERCDC) 
on Proposed Regulations for Minimum Levels of 
Operating Efficiency for Refrigerator-Freezers, 
and Air Conditioners. Docket 75-CON-3. June 29, 
1976.) Refrigerators used 155 watts each, (Ref. 1) 
so their total power demand is 1350 MW statewide. 
Freezers add another 250 MW, and electric water 
heaters (550 peak watt§) provide a peak load of 
about 450 MW. Total demand from these four appliances 
exceeds 8000 lvllV before tnmsmission losses I compared 
with a statewide coincident peak demand of about 
28,500 MW (after transmission losses). If peak losses 
are 10%, these appliances represent 31% of peak load. 

3. R. Michael Martin, Testimony before CERCDC on 
Proposed Regulations for Minimum Levels of Operating 
Efficiency for Refrigerator-Freezers and Air Condi
tioners, June 22, 1976). Mr. Martin's testimony 
has been revised by the authors of this paper to 
take into account a change in the final standards 
from the draft standards. 

4. Association of Home Appliance Manufac
turers. "AHAM 1974 Directory of Certified 

Refrigerator/Freezers," C Chicago, Ill.; September 
1975) . 

5. Life-cycle cost is what economists call 
"present discounted value"; 

L 
Life cycle cost ~ first cost + ~ 

i~l 

(Operating cost) i 
(1 + d) i 

where L is the lifetime of the unit, and d is the 
discount rate. 

The only operating cost considered here is 
the cost of energy. This will increase as the 
price of fuel increases. Fuel price increases are 
hard to predict, but will probably be in the range' 
of 6 to 20% annually, in terms of current dollars. 
Recent experience in Northern California has been 
about 15%. 

Discount rates are also difficult to specify, 
particularly for the conSl~r; typical rate ranges 
have been from 4% to 18%. Consumers frequently 
borrow at rates ranging from 9% for mortgages to 
18% on credit cards. They typically receive 6% 
(after taxes) as a return on investment. 

Thus expected fuel cost increases are 
likely to exceed the discount rate. For simplici ty, 
we assume the two are equal. Eq. (1) then becomes: 

Life cycle cost = First cost + L X (Operating 
Cost for first year). 
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ABSTRACT 

We estimate the feasibility and cost of 
installing chilled water storage in new buildings, 
so that electric chillers can be turned off 
during times of peal< power demand. To replace a 
100-ton chiller for 5 hours, the cost of thermal 
storage may be as low as $ 2 SO/ton, about half the 
cost of new gas turbines and distribution systems 
to supply the peal< power. Cost of storage is 
presented as a function of chiller size. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Por most U.S. utilities, the growing demand 
of power for air conditioning (a/c) has recently 
moved the time of peale power demand from winter 
to summer (typically between noon and 6 :00 p.m.). 

Consider a new building, perhaps 30,000 ft2 

of floor space, requiring 100 tons of peak a/ c 
wi th typical EER (1) of 12. The chiller will then 
demand 100 kW on hot afternoons. With the cos t 
of even new gas-turbine peaking plants (plus 
distribution systems) running about $500 per 
available kW, the utility must plan to invest 
$50,000 in new plant equipment, and these costs 
will be passed on to the rate-payer. 

If a/c is the very cause of peal< demand, 
one cannot avoid wondering how much it costs to 
attack the problem at its source, i.e., to pre
store the needed coolth at night, and not to use 
the chi ller at all the following afternoon. We 
shall show below that the necessary storage costs 
could be as low as $250/ton (half the cost of new 
power) . 

Why then do new buildings still use a/c 
power In the afternoon? The answer is that the 
$250 is a first cost to the builder, who need not 
care that the utility has to invest $500 for the 
alternative conventional peak power solution. 

What about time-of-day charges? If they were 
computed on the basis of marginal costs of $500 
per available kW, they might influence the 
bui lder' s choice, but as long as they are based on 
average costs of less than $250 per kW, they are 
both "too little and too late." 

In Appendix B of ref. 2, an estimate is given 
of the potential peal< power savings for California, 
assuming coolth storage by all new office buildings 
and retail stores with over 20,000 ft2 of floor 
area. By 1985, the potential savings are one 
million kW; but in order to accomplish this we must 

either (a) charge marginal costs for marginal use 
of peak power, or (b) encourage the utili ties to 
build and own cold-storage tanks, as an acceptable 
and profitable alternative to building and owning 
power plants. We shall discuss economics in 
Section IV. 

We should point out that the storage of cold 
water or ice is an old idea. It was popular in 
early air-conditioned churches and theaters. As 
the price of electricity rises, it is being recon
sidered both for diurnal storage (2,3) as discussed 
here, and for annual storage, as in ACES (4), 
pioneered by Oal< Ridge National Laboratory. 
As an interesting variant, it is being considered 
for storage of both heat and coolth for the 
St. Louis railroad station, where old concrete 
tunnels for baggage and freight handling and 
storage are available as free storage tanks (5). 

II. TIlE COLD WATER STORAGE SYSTEM 

The system (insulated steel tanks and 
plumbing) will be described in LBL Report 5909 (6) 
and summarized here. 

We want to s tore enough coo 1 th for five 
hours, and during that time to extract 10-lZop 
from the water; let's call it lZoF. Per ton-hour 
(12,000 Btu) we then need 1000 lb of water, and 
per ton-afternoon, 5000 lb, i.e., 600 gallons. 

The tanks shOUld be well enough insulated to 
rem8,in cold for a day, and the system should keep 
the water well stratified (i. e., coldest at bottom, 
warmer return water stored on top) . 

For a low-rise building, insulated steel tanks 
seem best, and cost about $170/ton for the 100-ton 
(60,000 gal) case. Extra plumbing, valves, and 
controls raise the cost another $75/ton, totaling 
to $240/ton at 100-ton capacity. High-rises will 
b~ more expensive, since tank costs rise rapidly 
with pressure rating. At the other extreme, for 
a low- rise, it may be practical to save much of 
the tank cost by using a small fraction of the 
basement floor and walls for water storage. 

Our overall estimated cost of tanks and 
extra piping, for a range of a/c sizes, is sho~~ 
as the solid line on Fig. 1. It crosses over 
nominal marginal cost for available peal< power 
($500/kW '" $500/ton at EER of 12) at about 15 tons 
capacity, so it is uneconomical for one detached 
house, but probably economical for a row of 20. 
At 100 tons, the unit cost is down to $240, which 
seems to us quite attractive. We have seen another 
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Fig. 1. Installed cost of chilled water storage system to replace one 
ton of chiller for five hours. The solid line is dollars per 
ton-of-replaced-chiller for tanks, pumps, pipes, and controls. 
The top dashed line is the cost/ton for the chiller that would 
be required if there were no cold storage. With storage, the 
chiller capacity can be reduced to about 2/3; the reduced 
cost/ton is shown on the lower dashed line. The difference, 
typically $50/ton, is the savings in first cost which partially 
offsets the cost of the storage system. 

report of chilled water storage, by Ravenhorst. 
Corporation (3) which cost $1500 per ton: With 
that much discrepancy between costs, more studies 
are called for. 

III. A SMALLER AIR CONDITIONER 

Figure 1 also shows two dashed lines, the top 
of which represents the unit cost of the chiller 
as sized without contemplation of storage. But 
with storage, the compressor can run 19 hours a 
day to store cold which will be used over about 
10 hours, and it can run efficiently at night when 
outside temperatures are low. We have not yet run 
an hour-by-hour computer program to calculate how 
much energy could be saved or how much smaller 
the a/ c can now be - we es timate its capaci ty can 
be reduced to 2/3 so the lower dashed line shows 
the cost/ton of the 2/3 sized chiller. The savings 
in firs t cos t by this 2/3 capacity reduction is 
$30-60 per original ton - thus a 100-ton chiller 
costs $190 per ton; if a 66-ton unit can be sub
stituted, the cost per original ton drops by $40. 

Needed next is an hour-by-hour computer 
optimization study, which will answer the following 
questions: 

1. Chiller Size. How much can the size be 
reduced (we have guessed 1/3)? How much energy 
can be saved with a smaller chiller working 

efficiently at full load, instead of a larger 
chiller with a variable load? 

2. Night operation. How much energy can be 
saved because (a) cooling towers are more efficient 
at night and (b) base-load electric generation 
is more efficient? How much money can the user 
save with favorable rates for base-load night-time 
power? Meanwhile, we return to the question of 
saving peak power. 

IV. ECONOMICS 

A. Marginal vs Average Costs. 

So far we have used the vertical scale of 
Fig. 1, labeled "$/ton." Now we want to discuss 
the power cost of each ton of a/c. We assumed 
an EER of 12, so one ton of cooling demands exactly 
1 kW, and we can re labe 1 the scale as $ /kW . Thus 
we have drawn a horizontal line at $500/kW to 
indicate the minimum marginal cost of available 
peak power. If the utlllty were constructing its 
own building, did not have to pay directly for 
electricity, and could choose whether to build 
storage tanks or new plants, it would presumably 
choose to install tanks whenever they cost less 
than $550/ton. 

The lower line, at $lOO/kW, is the cost to 
the building operator of a monthly $1. 50/kW time-



of-day penalty charge, capitalized at 10% annual 
return on his investment. The value $lOO/kW is 
calculated as follows: monthly time-of-day, or 
peak power charges based on costs averaged over 
new and old power plants and equipment, run 
$1-2 kW. If we call it $1.50/kW, assume the 
air conditioner runs six months annually (so an 
annual charge of about $10) and assume the operator 
expects a 10% return of his investment, we see 
that he will prefer to pay time-of-day penalties 
until the alternative cost of buying storage falls 
below $lOO/ton. 

In addition, some utilities have favorable 
rules for off-peak power, e. g., during a summer 
night, or for customers with flat load factors. 
This could save the operator annually another 
$5/ton. 

Our estimates for storage then fall just in 
the window where they are justified by marginal 
cost considerations, but will not be implemented 
under present average power costing. 

B. The Utility Could Build the Tanks 

For all its rationality, marginal prICIng 
does present political and economic problems. We 
suggest an alternative way to achieve some of its 
benefits. If a utility can invest in dams to store 
water in lakes (and add their cost to its rate 
base), why not have it invest in tanks to store 
water in buildings, and charge accordingly? 
Under that regime, depending on the exact cost of 
thermal storage or new power, the utility would 
decide how to supply "coolth," and if the utility 
chose to furnish tanks instead of peak power, the 
builder would be happy because he could order a 
smaller air conditioner. Utility investments in 
the tanks could be achieved in two ways. The 
tanks could be included in the rate base in the 
same way as in a central power plant. Ownership 
by the utility could be straightforward allowing 
not only the usual rate-base incentives for invest
ment but also responsibility for maintenance. 
However, should such ownership cause insoluble 
problems in property valuations and transfer of 
ownership, it has been suggested (7) that a sub
sidiary to the utility be created with the sole 
purpose,in this case, to act as a buffer between 
the utility and the customer with respect to 
tank ownership. The subsidiary would not hold a 
mortgage interest on the customers' property via 
the tanks, but instead would hold debentures -
essentially promissory notes not secured by mort
gage -based on the credit of the utility's 
customers. The debt on the debentures could be 
repaid through rate payments in much the same way 
as debt on power plants is retired. 

We note, as an added incentive, that in winter 
the tanks are available for storage of hot water 
from solar collectors, both for direct use or in 
conjunction with heat pumps. 
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C. Additions to Existing Building and New 
Buildings Near Old Ones 

So far we have discussed only new buildings, 
where the builder has the economic incentive to 
save, say $50 per ton, by reducing the size of his 
air conditioner. Our colleague, Donald Ross, 
points out that an addition to an existing building 
is much more profitable. The existing chiller can 
store cold water in new tanks, and the new building 
need have no chiller at all, thus saving $200 per 
ton, instead of the $50 differential we quoted 
earlier. 

We have just leamed from T.R. Simonson (8) 
that Stanford University will nearly double its 
existing chiller capacity of 5000 tons by building 
a 4 million gallon tank under a new building. 

V. OTIffiR WAYS TO SAVE PEAK POWER 

In the chapter by P. P. Craig, et al., in 
these Proceedings, we list other ways to save about 
13,000 MW of peak power in California by 1985 
(about half in the residential sector) by improv
ing the efficiency of new appliances, about half 
in commercial buildings. This is an impressive 
potential savings compared with projections of 
needed growth: 15,000 MV by the California Energy 
Commission Staff, and 23,000 by the utilities. 
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